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a. acre 
AH anna Hegirae, in the year 

of the Hegira 

EB Early Bronze 
Eccles. Ecclesiastes 

Jn. 
Jon. 
Jos. 

John 
Jonah 
Joshua 

MT Masoretic text 
n. note 
Nab. Nahum 

Qid. Qiddushin 
Qin. Qinnim 

Am. Amos 
ed. editor (pl., eds.); edition; 

edited by J.T. Jerusalem Talmud Naz. Nazir 
q.v. quod vide, which see 
r. reigned; ruled 

'Arakh. 'Arakhin 
Avot Pirkei Avot 
A.Z. 'Avodah Zarah 
b. born 
B.B. Bava Batra 
BCE before the common era 
Beits. Beitsah 
Bekh. Bekhorot 
Ber. Berakhot 

'Eduy. 'Eduyyot 
e.g. exempli gratia, for 

example 
Eph. Ephesians 
'Eruv. 'Eruvin 
ESR Electro Spin 

Resonance 

Kef. Kelim 
Ker. Keritot 
Ket. Ketubbot 
kg kilogram 
1 Kg. I Kings 
2 Kg. 2 Kings 
Kif. Kil'ayim 
km kilometer 
l. locus 

n.d. no date 
Ned. Nedarim 
Neg. Nega'im 
Neb. Nehemiah 
Nid. Niddah 
no. number (pl., nos.) 
n.p. no place 
n.s. new senes 

Rah. Rabbah 
rev. revised 
Rev. Revelation 
Rom. Romans 

Bik. Bikkurim 
B.M. Bava Metsi'a 

et al. et alii, and others 
etc. et cetera, and so forth 
Ex. Exodus 
Ezek. Ezekiel 

Lam. Lamentations 
LB Late Bronze 

Nom. Numbers 
Ob. Obadiah 
Ohal. Ohalot 

1 Sam. I Samuel 
2 Sam. 2 Samuel 
San. Sanhedrin 
sect. section 
Shah. Shabbat 
Shev. Shevu'ot 
Sheq. Sheqalim BP before the present 

B.Q. Bava Qamma 
f. and following (pl., ff.) 
fig. figure (pl., figs.) 
g gram 

lb. pound 
Lev. Leviticus 
Lk. Luke 

op. cit. opere citato, in the 
work cited Song Song of Solomon 

Sot. Sotah B.T. Babylonian Talmud 
c. circa, about, 

approximately 
cat. catalogue 

Gal. Galatians 
Gen. Genesis 
Git. Gittin 

loc. cit. the place cited 
m meter 

Par. Parah 
PEF Palestine Exploration 

Fund 
sq square 
St. Saint (pl., SS.) 
Suk. Sukkah Mal. Malachi 

CE of the common era 
cent. century 
cf. corifer, compare 
1 Chr. I Chronicles 
2 Chr. 2 Chronicles 
em centimeter 

Hab. Habakkuk 
/fag. Jfagigah 
Ifal. lfallah 
Heb. Hebrews 
Hg. Haggai 
Hor. Horayot 
Hos. Hosea 
Iful. Jfullin 

1 Mace. I Maccabees 
2 Mace. 2 Maccabees 
Mak. Makkot 

Pes. Pesal}im 
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy 
Phil. Philippians 
Philem. Philemon 

Ta'an. 
Tam. 
Tem. 

Ta'anit 
Tamid 
Temurah 

Makh. Makhshirin 
MB Middle Bronze 
Meg. Megillah 

pl. plate (pl., pis.) 
PPN Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
PPNA Pre-Pottery 

Ter. Terumot 
1 Thes. I Thessalonians 
2 Thes. 2 Thessalonians 
1 Tim. 1 Timothy 

Col. Colossians 
comp. compiler (pl., comps.) 
1 Cor. I Corinthians 
2 Cor. 2 Corinthians 
cu cubic 
d. died 
Dan. Daniel 
Dem. Dem'ai 
diss. dissertation 
div. division 

ibid. ibidem, in the same 
place 

id. idem, the same 
in. inch 
in prep. in preparation 
Iron Iron Age 
Is. Isaiah 
Jas. James 

Me'il. Me'ilah 
Men. Menal}ot 
mi. mile 
Mi. Micah 
Mid. Middot 
mill. millennium 
Miq. Miqva'ot 
Mk. Mark 
ml milliliter 
mm millimeter 

Neolithic A 
PPNB Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic B 
PPNC Pre-Pottery 

Neolithic C 
Proc. Proceedings 
Prov. Proverbs 
Ps. Psalms 
P.T. Palestinian Talmud 
pt. part 

2 Tim. 2 Timothy 
TL Thermoluminescence 
Toh. Tohorot 
tr. translator; translated by 
Trans. Transactions 
Univ. University 
UTM Universal Transverse 

Mercator 
dm decimeter Jer. Jeremiah 
Dt. Deuteronomy Jg. Judges 

Mo'ed Q. Mo'ed Qatan 
Mt. Matthew 

1 Pt. I Peter 
2 Pt. 2 Peter 

Zech. Zechariah 
Zeph. Zephaniah 
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(CONTINUED) 

JOKNEAM 
IDENTIFICATION 
Jokneam (Tel Yoqne'am), a large mound rising above the surrounding plain 
and covering an area of 10 a., is situated at a point along the abutment of 
Mount Carmel and the Jezreel Valley, near the debouchment of Nal;lal 
Yoqne'am (map reference 1604.2289) and at the northern outlet of Wadi 
Mill;l (Nal;lal Tut), on one of the major routes cutting across the Carmel 
Range. Via the Coastal Plain, the route passes close to Acco and then runs 
toward Phoenicia and other centers to its northwest. 

Of the three majorcities located in the western Jezreel Valley in antiquity
Jokneam, Shimron, and Megiddo-Jokneam was the smallest. It was con
tinuously inhabited for an extremely long time: the survey conducted here, as 
part of a regional research project-the "Yoqneam Regional Project"
furnished evidence of a settlement on the mound from the Early Bronze 
Age to the Mameluke period, a span of nearly four thousand years, although 
the site was not fully occupied in all these periods. During the Arab and 
Crusader periods, Jokneam was the largest and most important center 
in the western Jezreel Valley. During the Roman period, the occupational 
sequence may have been interrupted, with the inhabitants moving to the 
nearby hill where modern Yoqne'am 'Illit is situated. 

The favorable environmental conditions prevailing in the Jezreel Valley 
made it a very densely populated region throughout most periods. Sites such 
as Tel Qiri, about 2 km (1 mi.) south of J okneam, and Tel Qashish, some 2 km 
to its north, were undoubtedly satellite settlements linked to the major city of 
Jokneam. This region thus provides an opportunity to investigate the ma
terial cultural aspect of the relationship between a city and its satellite towns, 
through simultaneous excavations at the three adjacent sites. 

HISTORICAL SOURCES AND 
EXPWRATION 
Jokneam is first mentioned in a list re
cording Thutmose III's campaign in 
Canaan, conducted in the first third of 
the fifteenth century BCE. The site, 
number 113 on that list, is mentioned 
in the form 'nqn 'm, apparently with 
reference to the spring--or springs- • 
of Jokneam: there are two water sour
ces near the site, one to the west and the 
other to the northeast. Jokneam is 
mentioned three times in the book 
of Joshua: "The king of Jokneam, 
of Carmel" (Jos. 12:22) is included 
in the list of the thirty-one kings de
feated by Joshua; "the river that is 
before Jokneam" (Jos. 19:11) is men
tioned as the border of the tribe of 
Zebulun's territory; and the town 
itself is listed as a Levitical city 
within this tribe's territory (Jos. 
21:34). Jokneam is identified with the 
Kammuna mentioned in Eusebius' 
Onomasticon (116:21) as a village 
situated on the road from Legio to 
Ptolemais (Acco), six miles from the 
former. The place is also mentioned 
several times in documents from the 
Crusader period, under the names 
Caymont and Mons Cain, each de
ri~ng from a tradition identifying it 
with the place where Cain was killed 

Tel Jokneam: aerial view. looking south. 

by Lemech. Caymont was an administrative-legislative center, a bourg foun
ded under King Baldwin I and raised to a seigneury under Fulk of Anjou. 
Several of its rulers between 1139 and 1260 are recorded by name. After 1263, 
it was held by the Templars for twenty years, after which it passed to the rule of 
Sultan Ibn Qala'un, under an agreement between him and its Templar mas
ters. The place is mentioned several times in documents from the Late Arab 
period and in the writings of such Arab historians as Yaqut and Ibn al-Athir, 
under its Arabic name, Qaimun. 

After the Mameluke period, Jokneam no longer appears in the sources. 
U. Heyd has suggested identifying the remains of the monumental structure 
located on the acropolis of Jokneam with the caravanserai built at the site in 
the mid-eighteenth century by Dahir al-'Omar, ruler of the Galilee. The 
excavators prefer to attribute these remains to the Crusader period-mainly 
because of the absence of any finds from the Ottoman period. Despite its size 
and prominent location, little research was devoted to the site until the 1970s, 
although it was surveyed by the British Palestine Exploration Fund in the 
nineteenth century. It was surveyed again in the 1970s by an Israel Survey 
team, headed by A. Raban. Excavations at the site were begun in 1977 and 
continued for ten seasons until1988, under the direction of A. Ben-Tor on 
behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Five test trenches were excavated at the site, designated A to E. Trenches A and 
Bin the northwest were subsequently combined to forma single area, A (c. 0.5 
a.), which later became the main excavation area. Area Cis at the eastern part 
of the site and area Don the southeast, in the vicinity of the still unexcavated 
city gate. In area E, a church from the Crusader period was unearthed. 
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Jokneam: map of the mound and excavation areas . 
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Twenty-seven occupation levels have been identified on 
the mound so far, several of them clearly further sub
divided. 
STRATUM I (OTTOMAN PERIOD). Stratum I is repre
sented only by several pottery sherds. 
STRATUM II (MAMELUKE PERIOD). Stratum II is 
represented by two building phases near the church, both 
of which are dated to the fourteenth century CE. During 
this period, Jokneam was not occupied to its full extent: 
the northwestern part of the site was the cemetery of the 
Mameluke settlement. 
STRATUM III (CRUSADER PERIOD). Two or even three 

Aerial view of areas A and B in the northwestern part of the mound. 

building phases were discerned in stratum III. The main structure exposed is a structures, ashlar masonry was found, integrated within unhewn masonry-a 
church of an unusual plan: in its southeastern wing it has a rectangular room common feature of Phoenician architecture. A similar building technique 
instead of an apse. The western part of the church was badly damaged by was also encountered in contemporaneous layers at several nearby sites, such 
construction activities in the Mameluke period. In the Crusader period, the as Tel Mevorakh, TellAbuHawam, andAcco. The abundant pottery (storage 
entire mound was surrounded by a stonewall (c. 2m thick), segments of which 
were detected in areas A, C, and D. An outer wall had been erected in the 
northwestern part of the site, that is somewhat narrower and lower than the 
main wall. Several residential structures adjoining the main wall on the inside 
apparently represent the contemporary residential quarter in the northwest. 
Judging from the pottery and other finds, these remains should be dated to the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries CE. 
STRATUM IV (EARLY ARAB PERIOD). In the Early Arab period the set
tlement was unwalled and covered a larger area than that occupied by the 
Crusader town. A residential quarter was exposed, with notably well-planned 
and meticulously constructed buildings. It seems to have been a prosperous 
settlement. At least three phases were discerned in this stratum, dated to 
between the end of the eighth century and the mid-tenth century CE. A 
gap of some two hundred years thus separates the destruction of this set
tlement from the establishment of the Crusader settlement. 
STRATA V -VI (BYZANTINE AND ROMAN PERIODS). Only a few pottery 
sherds have been recovered so far from the Byzantine and Roman periods. By 
contrast, finds from the Roman period were abundant on the hill ofYoqne'am 
'Illit, south of the mound. It seems that the settlement moved there from the 
mound at this time. This may have been the case in the Byzantine period as 
well, although the settlement recorded by Eusebius may have been restricted 
to the mound's southern, upper part, which has barely been investigated so 
far; most of the Byzantine pottery that was recovered comes from this part of 
the mound. 
STRATUM VII (HELLENISTIC PERIOD). Stratum VII is represented by a 
small square tower and severallengths of wall in area A. Due to their proximity 
to the mound's steep slopes, the remains are exceedingly fragmentary and 
their overall plan is difficult to discern. The Hellenistic remains date to the 
second to first centuries BCE. 

STRATA VIII-X (PERSIAN PERIOD). Local and imported ware as well as 
other finds date strata VIII-X to the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. In this 
period the settlement was unfortified and the buildings were erected on top of 
terraces, necessitated by the steep, northward-sloping surface. In one of the Aerial view of the Crusader church. 



Glazed bowl, Early Arab period. 

jars) suggests storehouses in the excavated area. An ostracon listing four or five 
personal names, including both Hebrew and Phoenician names, is worthy of 
special note. 
STRATA XI-XV (IRON AGE III-II). The principal remains excavated so far at 
Jokneam are dated to the Iron Age. Fragmentary remains of structures and 
installations were uncovered from the Iron Age III (stratum XI). The Iron Age 
II fortification system evidently went out of use during the Iron Age III. The 
Iron Age III remains, severely damaged by construction activities in the 
Persian period, apparently represent a poor, unwalled settlement. The set
tlement is dated by its pottery to between the end of the eighth and the seventh 
centuries BCE. 

In area A, most of the excavated area is occupied by two Iron Age II 
fortification systems, the later of which, attributed to stratum XII, is well 
preserved. It consists of a double city wall: an outer wall (c. 2m thick), 
an inner wall (c. 1.5 m thick), and a 
space in between (c. 1.5 m wide). 
An entrance, equipped for the instal
lation of a door, leads into the inter
wall passage and is probably just one 
of a series of such openings. This wall 
is a double wall, but not a casemate 
wall. Other parts of the defense 
line, uncovered in area D near the 
gate, indicate that this double wall 
must have surrounded the entire 
mound. The plan of this fortification 
system is different from all the other 
Iron Age defense systems in Israel. 
A peripheral street, which ran along 
the inner side of the wall, separated 
it from the residential structures, only 
one of which has been exposed. 

The double wall replaced an earlier 
fortification line attributed to stratum 
XIV (stratum XIII is an intermediate 
layer, represented by a few pits). Most 
of it is covered by the succeeding wall. 
The early fortifications consist of a 
casemate wall, larger than all its con
temporary counterparts in Israel. 
Both systems date to the tenth to 
'eighth centuries BCE-the double 

apparently having replaced the 
wall toward the end of the 

or the beginning of the ninth 
BCE. The double wall makes 

Storage jars in situ, Persian period. 

Ostracon listing Hebrew and 
Phoenician names, Persian 
period. 

Faience figurine head, 8th century BCE. 
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Cooking-pot rims incised with signs or letters, lOth century BCE. 

use of the preceding wall as a foundation along most of its course, which 
indicates that the latter was still exposed when the double wall was erected. 

There are two similar drainage systems for rainwater-one linked with the 
double wall and the other with the casemate wall. The drain networks are 
located at the lowest point of the site, where there is also a shaft(?) opening to 
the water system. Only the upper part of the shaft and a flight of stairs (?) 
descending from the northeast have been unearthed so far. 

The pottery clearly dates strata XII-XIV to the tenth to eighth centuries 
BCE. There is a typological resemblance between the pottery here and that of 
the coastal region. The faience head of a man, either imported from Phoenicia 
or copied from figurines known there at the time, was found at J okneam. The 
site's "coastal" or "Phoenician" orientation is also suggested by finds from 
the Persian period. 

Remains of dwellings and an agricultural installation, assigned to stratum 
XV, attest to the existence of an unfortified settlement before the construction 
of stratum XIV' s defenses. The fact that the orientation of the stratum XV 
walls is the same as that ofthewalls ofhouses from the unfortified settlements 
of preceding strata supports the assumption that this settlement was also 

General view of the Iron Age fortifications on the northwest of the mound 
(areas A-B). 

unfortified. These remains are dated by their associated pottery to the early 
tenth century BCE. 
STRATUM XVI (IRON AGE 11-I). Stratum XVI represents a short transi
tional period, when a poor settlement existed here. Several segments of 
paving, installations, and tabuns (ovens) are attributed to it. 
STRATA XVII-XVIII (IRON AGE I). Remains from the Iron Age I settlement 
were unearthed both within and outside the Iron Age II walls. The remains 
beyond the wall were found to overlie Late Bronze Age structures; those within 
the walls (at the top ofthe mound) were built directly on bedrock. The nature 
of the transition from the Late Bronze to the Early Iron Age can thus be 
investigated only in the area outside the Iron Age II fortifications. It is also 
unclear whether the area near the walls at the site's northern edge was in
habited in the period preceding the Iron Age I, or-as seems more likely-it 
was leveled to bedrock by the earliest Iron Age inhabitants, before their 
buildings were constructed. 

Three building phases (XVII, XVIIIA, and XVIII B) can be ascribed to the 
Iron Age I; they are clearly continuous in terms of their architecture and 
ceramic material. The most significant building from this period is a dwelling 
called the Oil Maker's House, because of the evidence for the production of 
olive oil there. The structure consists of a courtyard and several residential 
units. On the east it adjoins a cave that was probably used in the Middle 
Bronze Age II as a burial site-suggested by the bones and sherds from that 
period found near it. The Iron Age occupants reused the cave and integrated it 
into the Oil Maker's House. Circular, rock-hewninstallations were uncovered 
in and near the courtyard, along with stone weights and a large quantity of 
olive pits. The structure was destroyed by a huge conflagration that left its 
markeverywhere: debris over 1m thick from the collapse of walls, traces of ash 
on walls and floors, and charred beams. Many clay vessels were found within 
the destruction layer-jars and household ware. Among the utensils were 
exquisite "luxury items," including several iron knives-one with a decorated 
stone handle-and ivory objects. 

The pottery falls into three groups. The first group, the majority of the 
pottery, comprises local types characteristic of the Late Bronze Age. The 
second group is made of clay whose origin is clearly Phoenician; several 
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General view of the "Oil Maker's House," late 11th century BCE. 

of the vessels were probably imported from there. The third group is related to 
"Philistine" pottery and resembles "Philistine" vessels that have been found 
in southern Israel and on the Coastal Plain. 

The Iron Age I settlement marks the renewed occupation of the site in the 
twelfth or the early eleventh century BCE, at the latest. There seems to have 
been a gap in occupation between the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age 
settlements, although its duration cannot be determined as yet. How
ever, the Iron Age I structures are similarly aligned to the Late Bronze Age 
ones, with their corners pointing toward the slope. It seems, therefore, thatthe 
Iron Age I settlement was also unfortified, like its Late Bronze Age prede
cessors. 

The end of the stratum XVII settlement should probably be attributed to 
King David's conquests in the Jezreel Valley. Jokneam and stratum VIA at 
neighboring Megiddo probably shared the same fate. 
STRATAXIX-XX(LATEBRONZEAGEII-I).RemainsfromtheLateBronze 
Age were exposed in two spots beyond the Iron Age fortification line. Four 
building phases attributed to this period (XIXA-B and XXA-B) were dis
cerned. They consist of dwellings on the mound's slopes. The wall's align
ments indicate that the corners of the building must have pointed toward the 
slope. No fortification remains from this period have been found so far, which 
suggests that the site was unfortified throughout the Late Bronze Age. This 
may explain the alignment ofthewalls: had there been acitywall, it would have 
supported the structures within it, permitting their construction parallel to 
the slope. In the absence of a wall, the corners of the building-a structure's 
most massive part-were built to anchor the structures, wedgelike, into the 
slope. 

The last phase attributed to the Late Bronze Age in J okneam was destroyed 
in aconflagration that left debris more than 1 m deep. The pottery ascribed to 
the Late Bronze Age II is mainly local ware. However, a limited number of 
imported Cypriot and Mycenean vessels, most notably the head of a female 
fignrine of the base-ring II type, was found. 

The finds from this layer do not allow an accurate dating of the town's 
destruction, which falls somewhere between the late thirteenth and early 
twelfth centuries BCE. The reference to Jokneam in the city list ofThutmose Pottery assemblage from the "Oil Maker's House," late lith century BCE. 
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Mittanian cylinder seal and its impression, LB II. 

III (1482 BCE) provides historical evidence for the existence of a settlement at 
the site in the Late Bronze Age I. Apart from the local ware, the pottery 
recovered in the structures dated to the early phases of the Late Bronze Age 
also included several bowls of the chocolate-on-white type, a gray Cypriot 
juglet (or a local imitation), and an Egyptian-style biconical vessel. 
STRATUM XXI (MIDDLE BRONZE AGE IIC-LATE BRONZE AGE I). In 
stratum XXI, a house with a courtyard surrounded by rooms was excavated 
that is ascribed to the beginning of the Late Bronze Age or the end of the 
Middle Bronze Age II. There were several child burials in jars under the floors 
of the room. The stratum XXI settlement appears to have been unfortified, 
because the stratum XXII defenses went out of use and were not replaced. 
Judging from the large quantity of pottery found on the structure's floors, 
stratum XXI should be assigned to the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries 
BCE. The limited size of the excavated area makes it impossible to infer the 
nature of the transition from the Middle Bronze to the Late Bronze Age-
whether it was gradual and calm, as seems to have been the case, or was Cypriot figurine head, end of the LB 11. 
accompanied by destruction. 
STRATUM XXII (MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB). The stratum XXII settle- to the contemporary wall at nearby Tel Qashish. Due to the slope's steepness, 
ment was the last fortified Middle Bronze Age town at this site. It was sur- only the wall's inner face is preserved; its outer face is badly eroded. Little is 
rounded by a 1.5-m-wide wall with a tower built against its inner face, similar known about the settlement's interior, of which only a few lengths of wall are 

Burial in situ in an arcosolium in one of the "bell" caves, MB IIA. 



Jokneam: pottery 
figurine, MB IIC 

preserved. Judging from the pottery, this stratum should be assigned to the 
Middle Bronze Age liB. 
STRATUM XXIII (MIDDLE BRONZE AGE IIA). The earliest architectural 
remains (founded on bedrock) exposed atJokneam were unearthed in stratum 
XXIII, the Middle Bronze Age IIA. Two fortification systems are attributed 
to strata XXIIIA and XXIII B. The stratum XXIIIA system is a 3-m-wide wall 
with a tower, each with a brick superstructure laid on a single-course stone 
foundation. The foundation had been built over the narrower wall attributed 
to stratum XXIIIB. While the inner face of the stratum XXIIIA wall was 
aligned mostly to that of the stratum XXIIIB wall (the former directly overlaid 
the latter in one area), the later wall's outer face was moved farther down the 
slope and erected on top of the glacis abutting the earlier wall. Like the later 
wall, the early wall has a stone foundation (set on bedrock) and a brick 
superstructure. The pottery found on the floors of the structures (and also 
on bedrock) that the city wall surrounded and on the floors adjoining both 
fortification systems date them to the Middle Bronze Age IIA. The two 
fortification systems and their adjoining structures have so far only been 
exposed in area A 1; in area A4, only the wall attributed to stratum XXIIIA 
has been unearthed. Single courses of stone were sandwiched between the 
brick courses of the later wall, which is preserved to a height of about 3 m. 

In areas Aland A4, a glacis associated with the defenses was found. In area 
A4, a wide brick wall that retained the glacis was unearthed. The latter was 
founded on bedrock with its upper part abutting the city wall. A system of at 
least three interconnected rock-hewn "bell" caves was exposed in area Al. 
Each cave is entered from above via a shaft. One of the caves contained 
skeletons placed in arcosolia cut into its wall, accompanied by Middle 
Bronze Age IIA vessels. As the wall ascribed to stratum XXIIIB was built 
above one such shaft, the associated burial cave was attributed to stratum 
XXIII C. A scarab impressed on the base of a bowl is associated with the 
Middle Bronze Age IIA, although the vessel was not found in situ, but in the 
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fill attributed to the Late Bronze Age. The impression bears the name of 
Pharaoh Amenemhet III (1842-1790 BCE). 

STRATA XXIV-XXVII (MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I AND EARLY BRONZE 
AGE III-I). Although, as noted above, the Middle Bronze IIA inhabitants 
founded their structures on bedrock, the ceramic material furnishes evidence 
of the existence of settlements atJokneam in the Middle Bronze Age I and the 
Early Bronze Age III, II and I. The excavations showed that the remains from 
these periods had been completely destroyed by the building of the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA glacis. Thus, their existence is attested only by the material 
recovered from the glacis fill. The only location where remains ofthese strata 
may yet be uncovered in situ is at the center ofthe site, in areas undamaged by 
Middle Bronze Age IIA building activities. 

The Early Bronze Age III pottery includes, inter alia, "metallic ware" and 
several sherds of Khirbet Kerak ware. A cylinder seal impression bearing a 
geometric motif, impressed on the shoulder of a combed metallic storage jar, 
also dates to this period. Included in the abundant Early Bronze Age I 
pottery, were several sherds of gray-burnished ware. A few sherds-two 
fragments of cornets and a churn handle(?) date to the Chalcolithic peri
od-possibly attesting to the existence of a settlement here in this period. 

STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE AT TEL JOKNEAM 
Stratum Period Remarks 

Ottoman Isolated sherds 
II Mameluke Settlement only in upper part of site 
IIIA-B Crusader Fortified settlement and fortress; capital of a seigneury 
IVA-B Early Arab Well-planned town 
v Byzantine Small settlement in upper part of site 
VI Roman Sherds only 
VII Hellenistic Single guard tower and small settlement 
VIII Persian Pits 
IX Persian Unfortified settlement 
X Persian Unfortified settlement 
XI Iron III Poor settlement built over earlier ruins 
XIIA-B Iron III-II City with double wall 
XIII Iron II Pits 
XIV Iron II City with casemate wall 
XV Iron II Unfortified settlement 
XVI Iron II-I Poor settlement 
XVII Iron I "Oil Maker's House"; settlement destroyed by conflagration 
XVIIIA-B Iron I Unfortified settlement 

OCCUPATION GAP 
XIX LB II Unfortified settlement; destruction 
XXA-B LB II-I Unfortified settlement 
XXIA-B LB IJMB IIC Unfortified settlement(?); child burials in jars 
XXII MB liB Fortified settlement 
XXIIIA-B MB IIA Fortified settlement 
XXIIIC MB IIA Burial cave 
XXIV MB I Sherds only 
XXV EB III Sherds only 
XXVI EB II Sherds only 
XXVII EB I Sherds only 

A. Ben-Tor, 'Atiqot 6 (1970), 9*-10*; id. (and R. Rosenthal), IEJ28 (1978), 57-82; id. (et al.), ibid. 29 
(1979), 65-83; 33 (1983), 30-54; id., RB 85 (1978), 96-100; id., BAR 6/2 (1980), 30-44; id., Recherches 
Archeologiques en Israel, 149-154; id., ESI 6 (1987-1988), 103-106; 7-8 (1988-1989), 195-196 (with 
A. Zarzecki), S. Applebanrnet al., Scripta Classica lsraelica 6 (1981-1982), 100; MdB23 (1982), 38; M. L. 
Hunt, "The Iron Age Pottery of the Yoqneam Regional Project" (Ph.D. diss., Berkeley 1985; Ann Arbor 
1991); Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); J. Poulin, MdB 61 (1989), 58-61. 

AMNON BEN-TOR 

JORDAN VALLEY 
NEOLITHIC AND CHALCO LITHIC PERIODS 

IDENTIFICATION 
The Jordan Valley extends from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea. It has 
contributed more than any other area in the country to what is known of the 
Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods. The key sites for understanding these 
periods-which date from the beginning of the eighth to the fourth millennia 
(8000-3200 BCE), based on uncalibrated carbon-14 dates-are found here. In 
terms of human development, this range constitutes the stage between the 
beginning of the agricultural revolution and the beginning of urbanization
that is, of the first village communities. 

The two key sites in the Jordan Valley are Jericho and Tuleilat el-Ghassul. 
were first excavated in the 1930s and have since been reexcavated: Jericho 

the 1950s and Tuleilat el-Ghassul in the 1960s and 1970s. The Neolithic 
period was clarified by the work at Jericho, while the character of the Chal
colithic period was revealed by the excavations at Tuleilat el-Ghassul. Dozens 

of other sites have been excavated in the Jordan Valley, as shown in the table 
below, all of which have contributed to understanding the Neolithic and 
Chalcolithic periods. 

PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC A PERIOD (8000-7200 BCE) 
In the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period, the earliest stage of the Neolithic 
period, a revolution took place that was to prove central in human devel
opment. It was the beginning of agriculture-that is, of the production of 
food in a planned manner and the cessation of total dependence on hunting 
and gathering wild food. This stage is characterized by the domestication of 
various types of plants (cereals and legumes), the building of villages, and the 
permanent settlement of groups of several hundred people. All these factors 
led to the development of complex, stratified societies. 

Most of the sites known from this phase are located in the Jordan Valley: 

( 
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Jericho, Netiv ha-Gedud, and Gilgal in the south, and Gesher in the north. 
The site known as Salibiyeh IX lies near Gil gal; it is not yet clear whether they 
were separate sites or two areas belonging to the same site. These early 
settlements are characterized by round and oval dwellings built of mud 
brick, sometimes on stone foundations, with beaten-earth floors. Cooking 
hearths with various grinding tools were found inside these structures. 

At Jericho, a stone tower (c. 8 m high; diameter, 8 m), was found with a 
staircase inside that provided access to the top of it. The tower abutted the 
stone city wall, outside of which was a fosse. Whether these structures were 
intended to defend the town against an enemy attack, as suggested by K. M. 
Kenyon when she excavated the site, or whether they were built to protect the 
settlement from floods, as proposed by 0. Bar-Yosef, they provide clear 
evidence of impressive public construction. The tower is architecturally 
unique, and there are no parallels for this sort of public project for thousands 
of years. 

The principal finds from these sites are flint, basalt and limestone tools. In 
this period, the most typical flint tool was the el-Khiam arrowhead. Flint axes, 
sickle blades, scrapers, ha-Gedud truncations, and lunates were also found. 
The stone tools include grinding and pounding tools, stone slabs with cup
marks, polished basalt axes, hammerstones, and chisels. A few art objects, 
made of stone or baked clay, were found at Netiv ha-Gedud, Gilgal, and 
Jericho. About five hundred obsidian objects were found at Jericho, while the 
flint assemblage there numbers about 20,000 pieces-a relatively high pro
portion. Obsidian is a volcanic glass that forms an excellent raw material for 
knapping tools. Obsidian sources in the Near East are in Anatolia and 
Armenia, so that the presence of obsidian artifacts at sites in this country 
bears witness to trade in raw materials over distances of hundreds of kilo
meters. A large number of beads and pendants made of greenstone was also 
found at Jericho, providing further evidence of the importation of exotic raw 
materials over considerable distances. 

The size, distribution, and ecological features of the locations of the var
ious settlements also should be seen in terms of settlement pattern. In the dry, 
desertic climatic area of the southern Jordan Valley, three large settlements 
are concentrated within a radius of 15 km (9 mi.): Jericho (6 a.), Netiv ha
Gedud(4.5 a.), andGilgal (2.5 a.). In the northern Jordan Valley, climatically 
more favorable, only one site is known: Gesher (less than a quarter of an acre). 
The other Pre-Pottery Neolithic A sites known from the country's northern 
and Mediterranean regions, such as Nal,lal Oren and I:Iatula, are smaller than 
Jericho, Netiv ha-Gedud, and Gilgal. It seems that a high density of set
dement and population concentrations are more likely to be found in areas 
that have less favorable ecological features. 
SUMMARY. The settlement at Jericho in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period 
stands out as unique against the background of facts presented here: it is the 
largest settlement known from this period; it has monumental public build
ings unparalleled elsewhere; and it produced a particularly high concentra
tion of exotic objects of obsidian and greenstone. Netiv ha-Gedud and Gilgal 
seem to have had social or religous links to Jericho and to have formed a single 
settlement system with it. 

PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC B PERIOD (7200-6100 BCE) 
In the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, the settlement pattern of village life flour
ished. The economic base widened, often to include the domestication of goat 
and sheep. Contemporary sites excavated in the Jordan Valley are Jericho, 
I:IorvatMinl,la(Munl,lata,levels 6-4), and Tel 'Ali(strata4-3). These sites are 
characterized by rectangular structures. Their walls were made of mud bricks 
laid on a stone foundation. The buildings were large, generally extending for 
more than 100 sq m. Their floors were plastered and made of a mixture of 
crushed and burnt chalk. The walls were coated with several layers of white
wash. These features indicate a high level of construction technique. 

The flint tools at these sites include arrowheads of the Helwan, Jericho, 
Byblos, and Amuq types. Other flint tools include axes, finely retouched 
sickle blades, scrapers, and awls. Stone grinding and pounding tools were 
also found. Small numbers of obsidian artifacts were found at several sites. 

A special technique for knapping blades was developed: the use of navi
form cores. These cores have two opposed striking platforms and are shaped 
like a ship--hence their name. Particularly long, straight blades can be knap
ped from these cores, from which arrowheads and sickle blades were sub
sequently prepared. Tools made of pink and purple flint also appear at these 
sites; the flint seems to have been deliberately heated to improve its knapping 
qualities. 

A wide array of art and cultic objects bears witness to the development of 
the spiritual side of life in this period: 

1. Anthropomorphic figurines: only a few centimeters long, these figurines 
are made of baked clay, usually in the shape of a woman, although some 
representations of men are also known. 

2. Anthropomorphic statues: a number of anthropomorphic statues was 
found in Garstang's excavations at Jericho in the 1930s. 

3. Plastered skulls: in her excavations at Jericho, Kenyon found several 

examples of plastered skulls. They have also been discovered at other sites: 
Beisamun, Tell Ramed, 'Ain Ghazal, and Nal,lal I:Iemar Cave. 

4.Zoomorphicfigurines:alargenumberofanimalfigurinesmadeofbaked 
clay were found in levels 6-4 at I:Iorvat Minl,la (Munl,lata). 
SUMMARY. In the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and B periods, the Jordan Valley 
and the entire southern Levant formed a particularly highly developed region 
in the Near East. Its lead gradually declined, however, to be surpassed by 
Mesopotamia. 

PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC C PERIOD (6100-5500 BCE) 
The developments that took place between the end of the Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic Band the beginning of the Pottery Neolithic are not clear. In the 1950s, 
Kenyon suggested that there was a gap in settlement that lasted for several 
centuries; in the 1960s, J. Perrot suggested that this gap may have lasted for the 
duration of the sixth millennium. Recently, in the wake of excavations at 'Ain 
Ghazal, near Amman, Jordan, the existence of another stage between the Pre
Pottery Neolithic Band the Pottery Neolithic was revealed. The excavators of 
'Ain Ghazal propose calling it the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C. This stage seems 
to have been a transitional culture that existed in the "gap" suggested by 
earlier scholars. 

Only one site from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C period is known in the 
Jordan Valley: stratum 2 at Tel 'Ali. This stratum's features distinguish it 
from both the Pre-Pottery Neolithic Band the Pottery Neolithic. Its assem
blage differs from the former in the following ways: technologically, the flint 
assemblage is not characterized by blade production, and naviform cores 
were not used; sickle blades with wide, deep denticulation appear, similar to 
those of the Pottery Neolithic; and the stone tools include several weights, 
also known in the Pottery Neolithic, that do not appear in the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic. 

The assemblage at Tel 'Ali also differs from the Pottery Neolithic: no 
pottery is known; the assemblage does not contain any clay figurines of 
the "coffee-bean eyes" type, nor any anthropomorphic figurines engraved 
on pebbles; there is a relatively high proportion of obsidian artifacts, which 
are very rarely found in Pottery Neolithic assemblages; the arrowheads are of 
the Amuq and Byblos types, while small arrowheads of the Ni~~anim (Nes
sana), Herzliya and ha-Parsa types do not appear. The arrowheads thus 
resemble those of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. 
SUMMARY. It is increasingly apparent that there was no settlement gap in the 
region in the first half of the sixth millennium BCE, but a hitherto unrecog
nized cultural phase--the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C-is represented in the 
Jordan Valley by stratum 2 at Tel 'Ali. 

POTTERY NEOLITHIC PERIOD (5500-5000 BCE) 

An important and striking innovation in the material culture of the Pottery 
Neolithic period is the introduction of pottery, which is found in large quan
tities at the various sites. The sites can be divided into two principal groups: 
YARMUKIAN CULTURE (NORTH). The Yarmukian culture is known from 
Sha'ar ha-Golan, I:Iorvat Minl,la (level 2B), and I:Iamadya. Isolated finds 
from this period are also known from the fills in the lower levels at Pella (Fal,ll). 
Yarmukian pottery is characterized by incised and red-painted decoration. 
The incised patterns include a horizontal band around the vessel, just below 
the rim on bowls and around the base ofthe neck on storage jars. From this, a 
zigzag pattern runs down to the vessel's base before returning to the hor
izontal band. The bands are usually incised in a herringbone pattern. Large 
numbers of carefully fashioned art objects have also been found at these sites, 
including clay anthropomorphic figurines, anthropomorphic figurines in
cised on pebbles, zoomorphic figurines, and pebbles incised with geometric 
patterns. 
JERICHO IX CULTURE (SOUTH). The Jericho IX culture is known from 
Jericho itself (stratum IX in J. Garstang' s excavations and Pottery Neolithic A 
in Kenyon's), and from Gharuba and Bab edh-Dhra', near the Dead Sea's 
Lisan peninsula. The pottery from these sites is characterized by painted and 
sometimes burnished decoration, while incised decoration is very rare. No art 
objects are known from these sites. 

There are three views regarding the chronological relationship between the 
two cultural groups: Jericho IX predates the Yarmukian culture; the Yar
mukian culture predates Jericho IX; or the two cultures were contemporary. 
This writer prefers the last theory, on the basis of three factors: 

1. Geographical distribution: the sites of each culture are concentrated in a 
single area-the Yarmukianin the northern Jordan Valley and theJerichoiX 
culture in its south. 

2. Ceramic typology: typological analysis of the pottery of each culture 
shows several similarities in the shapes of their vessels, which include deep 
bowls with a small handle near the rim, basins, jars with two loop handles 
running from the neck to the shoulder, hole-mouth jars, and large storage jars 
(pithoi) with lug handles. The differences among the vessels lie in their dec
oration. 

3. Flint typology: the same basic flint tools appear in both units; small 



arrowheads ofNi~~anim, Herzliya, or ha-Parsa types, and sickle blades with 
wide, deep denticulation. 

Very few architectural remains have been found at the excavated sites from 
this period, although many pits have been uncovered. This has led some 
scholars to regard the people of this period as nomads who lived in pits 
or partly subterranean round huts. With the increasing availability of new 
data from various sites, it now seems that the pits were dug alongside build
ings, both round and square, and were not the only architectural element. 
SUMMARY. In the Pottery Neolithic, the Jordan Valley was characterized for 
the first time in its history by marked regional variations in its material culture 
in the north and south. Some type of social segregation seems to have been in 
operation, with each unit expressing its unique character by the use of different 
decorative patterns; in the case of the Yarmukian culture, carefully fashioned 
art objects were created. Almost no obsidian artifacts are known from this 
period, however, which is additional evidence that social and commercial 
ties-namely the exchange of products between the different communities in 
the Levant-had been weakened. 

EARLY CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD (5000-4600 BCE) 

Different names for the period that covers the Wadi Rabah culture have been 
used by different scholars: some regard it as a Neolithic stage and call it 
Pottery Neolithic B or Late Neolithic. Others use the term Early Chalco
lithic to describe the same ceramic assemblages. This writer prefers the term 
Early Chalcolithic, a period known from three sites in the Jordan Valley: 
.f.Iorvat Minl).a (Munl).ata, level2A), Jericho (Garstang's stratum VIII and 
Kenyon's Pottery Neolithic B), and Tel 'Ali (stratum lc). 

The nature of this period's material culture has mainly been revealed in the 
excavations at I:Iorvat Minl).a. A large part of the site from this period was 
uncovered in level 2A, including rectangular buildings with several rooms. 
The flint industry differs in several respects from that of the Pottery Neolithic 
period. Small arrowheads disappear, and the sickle blades with wide, deep 
denticulation are replaced by backed, rectangular blades truncated at both 
ends. A relatively large number of obsidian artifacts appears at the sites. It 
should be noted that art objects are very rare in the Wadi Rabah stage, and not 
a single example has been discovered from this period at any of the Jordan 
Valley sites. 

The Early Chalcolithic (Wadi Rabah) ceramic assemblage, as revealed at 
.f.Iorvat Minl).a, is characterized by the following vessel types: carinated bowls 
(both deep and shallow), spouted bowls, fenestrated stands, large pithoi with 
thumb-indented ledge handles, and storage jars with bow, flared, or out
curved rims. The pottery is characterized by decoration carried out in a 
variety of methods: burnished slip in various shades of red and black, and 
painted, combed, incised, punctured, or plastic embellishment. These ves
sels' shapes also appear at Jericho and other Palestinian, Lebanese, and 
Syrian sites. Similar types are known from I:Ialafian sites in Syria and eastern 
Turkey, such as Tell I:Ialaf, Tell Shamsh ed-Din, and Tell Turalu. They show 
that in the first half of the fifth millennium the entire Levant, down to Jericho 
in the south, was heavily influenced by the I:Ialafian culture. 

MIDDLE CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD (4600-4000 BCE) 

Excavations at several sites in the Jordan Valley have revealed assemblages of 
uncertain date: Tel Beth-Shean (stratum XVIII and the pits beneath it); the 
lower strata at Tell esh-Shunah; Tell es-Sa 'idiyeh et-Tal).ta; Tell Abu I:Iabil; Tel 
'Ali (stratum I b); Tuleilat el-Ghassul (strata III-I); Tel Z,af; and Kataret es
Samra. 

H. de Contenson, who excavated in the early 1950s at Tell esh-Shunah, Tell 
Abu I:Iabil, and Tell es-Sa'idiyeh et-Tal).ta, suggested that these sites were 
typical of a northern Chalco lithic culture, contemporary with the classical 
Chalco lithic sites of Ghassul and Beersheba in the south (which this writer 
dates to the next period). Several scholars accepted this theory in the 1960s 
and 1970s. 

For a long time the Wadi Rabah culture (Early Chalcolithic/Pottery Neo
lithic B) was not clearly defined, and thus could not be accurately related to the 
assemblages discussed here. They appear under several names in the profes
sional literature-for example, Late Pottery Neolithic or Early Chalco lith
ic-and were usually compared to the sites of the Wadi Rabah culture. 
Following the analysis of the ceramic assemblage from stratum 2a at I:Iorvat 
Minl).a, it has become apparent that these assemblages are distinguished by 
their special features both from the classic Wadi Rabah sites and from the 
Ghassulian assemblage. They do not belong to either of these groups, but 
constitute an independent typological-chronological-stratigraphic unit. 

The pottery of this stage is characterized by vessels with simple shapes and 
the disappearance of the carinated forms typical of the preceding phase; 
numerous medium-sized deep bowls; storage jars with swollen necks; and 
loop handles that widen at the juncture with the vessel's body. Decorative 
styles typical of the Wadi Rabah pottery (burnish, incisions, and impressions) 
continue to appear, although there is an obvious decline in the quality of the 
workmanship, including the finish. Rope decoration first appears in this 
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phase; dribbled paint decoration, running down from the upper part of 
the vessel to its base, is also found. 

The assemblages from Tel Z,af and Kataret es-Samra fall into the frame
work of this period. At these sites, large numbers of vessels were decorated 
with a unique painted pattern: bichrome decoration in red and black over a 
white slip. Some isolated sherds ofthis type were also found in the lower strata 
at Tell esh-Shunah. It seems that they were produced in the southern part of 
the central Jordan Valley, in a workshop specializing in them, and are not 
known from any other region in the country. 

Features other than pottery are known from this period: basalt chalices
relatively small vessels, rather crudely worked, that do not approach the level 
of execution of the basalt vessels known from Late Chalco lithic sites ( Ghassul 
and Beersheba); silos lined with flat stone slabs; and the first appearance of 
infant burials in storage jars at contemporary sites outside the Jordan Valley. 
SUMMARY. An additional cultural phase has been found to exist between the 
Wadi Rabah/Pottery Neolithic Band the Ghassulian Chalco lithic. It was not 
correctly identified originally, so that scholars erroneously included it in 
either the preceding or subsequent phase. 

LATE CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD (4000-3200 BCE) 

The Ghassulian Chalco lithic was first discovered at Tuleilat el-Ghassul on the 
eastern bank of the Jordan Valley, opposite Jericho. The upper occupation 
layer here (stratum IV) contained a large village characterized by pottery, 
copper objects, finely worked basalt and phosphorite vessels, violin figurines, 
and ivory pendants. At the nearby site of Adeima, a cemetery was excavated 
that probably belonged to the settlement at Tuleilat el-Ghassul. Over the years 
several sites with similar features have been discovered in the Beersheba area: 
Abu Matar, Bir Safadi, and I:Iorvat Batar. Together they are known as the 
Ghassulian-Beersheba culture. 

Contemporary sites from the Jordan Valley include Tel 'Ali (stratum Ia; 
q.v.), Tell Dalhamiya, Neveh Ur (near Tel Kitan), the area around Beth
Shean, Pella, Abu I:Iamid, Fa~ael, and Tuleilat el-Ghassul. Surface finds 
have been collected from sites in the Beth-Shean Valley by N. Zori. 
Large-scale excavations have been carried out at Tuleilat el-Ghassul and 
at Abu I:Iamid. The latter site, in the eastern Jordan Valley, was extensively 
excavated by a joint Franco-Jordanian expedition in the late 1980s. The 
Chalco lithic village there has large, rectangular mud-brick structures built 
on stone foundations. The finds include a rich ceramic assemblage, a violin 
figurine, hematite mace heads, a large zoomorphic vessel, and transverse 
arrowheads. 

Ghassulian Chalcolithic cultures are now known from several areas of the 
country, and show distinct regional variations. The feature that is particularly 
distinctive of the Jordan Valley is large clay storage jars (pithoi). These vessels, 
up to 2 m high and about 1 m in diameter, are decorated with thumb-im
pressed bands of clay (rope decoration). Some complete examples have been 
found (at Dalhamiya, Neveh Ur, and Abu I:Iamid); they were usually sunk 
into the ground and were probably used as silos. Another phenomenon, only 
found at Ghassul, is the appearance of wall paintings (frescoes). Traces of the 
Ghassulian Chalcolithic have been found along the entire length of the 
Jordan Valley, providing evidence of extremely dense settlement, as is the 
case with the contemporary sites in the south in the areas of the Beersheba 
Valley, Nal).al Gerar, and Nal).al Patish. 

SUMMARY 

In the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods, the Jordan Valley was relatively 
densely settled. Excavations at both large and small sites have revealed a 
wealth of data on their material culture, settlement pattern, and social or
ganization. This information has enabled a reconstruction of the chrono
logical and cultural framework of the Jordan Valley, as well as a better 
understanding of contemporary developments in Palestine and the Levant. 

MAJOR NEOLITHIC AND CHALCO LITHIC ASSEMBLAGES IN THE 
JORDAN VALLEY 

Period Jericho lforvat Tel 'Ali Tuleilat Other 
Min/Ja el-Ghassu/ 

Late Ia IV Neveh Ur, Tell Dalhamiya, 
Chalco lithic Fa~ael, Abu I:Iamid 
Middle lb III-I Tel Z:af, Tell esh-Shunah, Tell 
Chalco lithic Abu I:Iabil, Beth-Shean XVIII 

and pits, Kataret es-Samra 
Early PNB 2A lc 
Chalco lithic 
Pottery PNA 2B Sha'ar ha-Golan, 
Neolithic I:Iamadya, Gharuba 
PPNC 2 
PPNB PPNB 6-4 4-3 
PPNA PPNA Netiv ha-Gedud, Gilgal 

(Salabiya IX), Gesher 
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YOSEF GARFINKEL 

JUDEA 
PREHISTORIC PERIODS 

IDENTIFICATION 
The prehistoric sites in the Judean Desert were investigated chiefly by 
R. Neuville from 1928 to 1945, during which time he excavated eight caves, 
two rock shelters, and two cave-terraces. A limited survey of the same area, 
conducted by A. Gopher in the 1980s, revealed numerous remains of open-air 
sites that bear no relation to the caves (see below). Such sites were detected in 
the elevated areas of the Jerusalem region by M. Stekelis and others, as well as 
on the mountain slopes in the Yatir region by F. R. Valla, I. Gilead, and 
0. Bar-Yosef in 1977-1978, on behalf of Ben-Gurion University of the 
Negev, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and the French Archaeological 
Mission in Jerusalem (see below). 

PALEOLITHIC PERIOD 
NAJ:IAL REPHAIM. The earliest open-air site, dating to the Lower Paleo
lithic period, was found in Nal).al Rephaim. It was first excavated by Neuville 
and Stekelis in 1933, on behalf of the Institute of Paleontology of Man in 
Paris. Stekelis divided the lithic assemblage into four industries, according to 
patina and degree of abrasion. Group I, which includes hand axes and coarse 
flakes knapped in the Clactonian technique, was termed the Abbevillian 
industry. Groups II to III comprise smaller, differently patinated hand 
axes. Group IV includes tortoise cores, small hand axes, blades, and points
some of them made in the Levallois technique. Additional excavations were 
carried out in 1962, under the direction of B. Arensburg and 0. Bar-Yosef, 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums; a test pit 
(16 sq m), cut to bedrock, was examined. The site's exact boundaries, situated 
within a pebble layer, could not be traced. Although no inner stratigraphy 
was discerned, the excavators, using the same criteria as Stekelis, divided the 
industry into two groups: an abraded assemblage (groups A2, B, and C) and 
one without abrasion or patina (group AI). Groups Band Care hand axe 
industries, similar to one another both in tool shapes and in relative type 
frequencies; blades are rare. Group A is characterized by an increase in blades 
and points. Between group A and groups B and C is a gap whose length is 
difficult to establish. The flake industry in all the groups suggests affinities 
with the Yabrudian and Acheulo-Yabrudian cultures. The excavators drew 
parallels between the Band C groups and stratum E in the Umm Qatafa Cave 
and between group A and the lowermost part of stratum E in the Tabun 
Cave. 
'IRA 6. At 'Ira 6, in the Yatir region, surface finds were collected over an area of 
57 sq m. Partial analysis of the assemblage showed it to be characterized by 
chopping tools, notched pieces, end scrapers, and retouched flakes. This may 
be a mixed site (Lower Paleolithic and Chalco lithic periods?). In addition to 
these sites there are find spots or alluvial sites, located close to water sources, 
that should be attributed to the Lower Paleolithic period. 

The Middle Paleolithic layers, known from the Judean Desert caves, are 
dated to the last glacial. The evidence furnished by othercontemporarysitesin 
Israel suggests that this was a humid climatic phase that permitted human 
habitation in the now arid or semiarid regions. Items using the Levallois 
technique, characteristic of the Mousterian culture, can be found over ex
tensive areas in these regions. Most of the sixteen surface sites discovered by 
Stekelis in the area of Jerusalem, and assigned by him to the Paleolithic 
period, date to this period. 

EPIPALEOLITHIC PERIOD 
Surveys conducted in the region between Wadi Khareitun and Nal,lal Amos in 
the Judean Desert revealed many sites from the Epipaleolithic period. Most 
of their lithic material had eroded into the wadis, and in many cases cupmarks 
or mortars were found hewn in the bedrock. Often, the sites are very numerous 
and are arranged in groups. Nonalluvial sites from this period have so far been 
discovered mainly in caves and rock shelters. Four Epipaleolithic sites were 
identified in the Yatir region. 
'IRA 23. 'Ira 23, south of Mount 'Amasa, was attributed to the Negbite 

Kebaran culture (the I:Iarif phase). The site yielded bones, ostrich egg 
shells, dentalium shells, and small ocher lumps. The lithic material includes 
nongeometric microliths (obliquely truncated backed bladelets and arched 
bladelets), notches, and denticulates. 
'IRA 22. 'Ira 22 is an alluvial site, west of Mount 'Amasa. The assemblage 
found here consists of backed bladelets, abruptly retouched lunates, burins, 
and sickle blades that display a sheen from intensive use. There is much 
evidence here for the use of the micro burin technique. Basalt and limestone 
vessels, as well as a mortar in bedrock, were also found. 
'IRA 10. 'Ira lOisalsoaNatufiansite. Itislocatedabout2.7km(1.7mi.)eastof 
'Ira 22. Its lithic assemblage is dominated by geometric microliths, mainly 
lunates-some of them Helwan retouched. Trapezes, rectangles, and backed, 
truncated, or finely retouched bladelets were also recovered. End scrapers and 
awls are scarce, while notches, denticulates, and burins are found in large 
quantities. Grindstone implements were completely absent from this site and 
only a single sickle blade was recovered. 
'IRA 25. 'Ira 25 is the only I:Iarifian site known so far outside the central and 
western Negev or northern Sinai deserts. The partly eroded site covers an area 
of some 200 sq m on a terrace on the bank of Wadi 'Anim. The flint assem
blage is dominated by geometric microliths-mainly very small, abruptly 
retouched lunates. There are also backed bladelets, I:Iarif points (about 8 
percent of the tools), and finely denticulated flake scrapers. A large number of 
items produced in the micro burin technique was found, as well as notches, 
denticulates, and retouched flakes and blades. Mortars and basins were 
exposed in the bedrock. This industry is contemporaneous with the earliest 
of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic industries, dated by carbon-14 tests to the end bf 

the ninth millennium. 

NEOLITHIC PERIOD 
I:Iatula, an important site from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period, is about 2 
km (1 mi.) east of the Latrun monastery, on the southern bank of Nal).al 
Nal).shon. Excavations were carried out here from 1980 to 1985 by M. Le
chevallier and A. Ronen (q.v. J:Iatula). 

Numerous Neolithic sites were located through surface collections. Stekelis 
counted 23 such sites, following his survey of the Jerusalem region. Note
worthy among them is the site in Wadi Tal,lune, where the Tahunian culture 
was originally defined by D. Buzy in the 1920s. Phase I at the site yielded 
unpolished axes with transversal removals on their working edges; phase II 
yielded polished axes, arrowheads, sickle blades, and knives. On the terrace at 
el-Khiam, J. Perrot discerned two similar phases by their characteristic ar
rowheads: phase I-the presence of Helwan points; and phase li-the ad
dition of Jericho points. Perrot drew a parallel between phase II and the Pre
Pottery Neolithic B layers at Jericho and at the Abu Ghosh site. Another site 
attributed to this period is J:lorvat Rabud. 

(q.v. Judean Desert Caves-Prehistoric Sites) 
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JUDEAN HILLS SURVEY 
IDENTIFICATION 
The geographical feature known as the Judean Hills is delimited on the west by 
the descent to the Coastal Plain, on the south by the line of hills demarcating 
the Beersheba Valley-Arad border, and on the east by the topographic 
descent and "rain line" along the border of the Judean Desert. The region's 
northern limit is less clearly defined by topographical factors; nevertheless, 
Jerusalem and its environs constitute a separate unit, from the standpoint of 
both population and history, as is evident from the Bible. Archaeological 
research has shown that the Judean Hills, whose area is some 900 sq km, were 
the least densely populated component of the country's Central Mountain 
Massif. Although the general pattern of settlement in the Judean Hills in 
antiquity is fairly similar to that of the other parts of the Central Massif, 
population fluctuations were quite extreme--a characteristic of marginal 
regions. 

HISTORY OF EXPlORATION 
The Judean Hills were described in the past by E. Robinson, V. Guerin and, in 
particular, C. R. Conder and H. H. Kitchener, who listed sites of interest and 
contributed to identifying them through their ancient place names. Systema
tic study of the J udean Hills was resumed only in 1968, in a survey directed by 
M. Kochavi. This survey was completed by S. Gutman (in 1969), A. Mazar, 
and D. Amit. Since 1982, a comprehensive regional surveyofthe JudeanHills, 
conducted by A. Ofer, has been in progress, with an eye to surveying all the 
sites in the region and excavating a few selected ones. As of the time of writing, 
all ruins marked in the area, which accounted for most of the settlement in 
antiquity, have been examined, and approximately one third ofthe target area 
has been surveyed comprehensively: more than 450 sites, totaling more than 
1,000 a. in area. The survey has identified 235 inhabited sites, measuring more 
than 1,000 sq m, and about forty cemeteries (some with no nearby contem
porary settlement). As part of the survey, excavations have been 
conducted at Tel Hebron and Khirbet Umm et-Tala'. 

their total area reached some 23 a. (although this period has been identified 
with certainty only at about half ofthese sites). In the Middle Bronze Age liB, 
the number of settlements increased to twenty-one, totaling 35 a., but the 
figures for the Middle Bronze Age IIC are again smaller: thirteen settlements, 
totaling 29 a., have been confidently identified, but some Middle Bronze Age 
IIB sites probably continued to exist in this period. In addition-as testified 
by the concentrations of burials at Debir, 'Enav, Carmel, Pe'or, and around 
Hebron-there was still a population of nomadic shepherds, partly continu
ing the occupation of the Intermediate Bronze Age. The material and epi
graphic finds from the Hebron excavations also provide evidence of a mixed 
society, with a nomadic element subsisting alongside a sedentary, urban 
element. The finds point to the existence of a kingdom with its capital 
at Hebron. 

In the transition to the Late Bronze Age, the permanent settlements dis
appeared once again. It has indeed been argued that Hebron was still in
habited then, but its population was at most rather limited (see below). On the 
other hand, it was during this period, perhaps at its very beginning, that Debir 
(I:Iorvat Rabud) was first settled. M. Kochavi has estimated the area of the 
walled city of Canaanite De bir at approximately 15 a. A reexamination of the 
site has shown that its inhabited area in the Late Bronze Age was smaller (from 
5 to slightly more than 6 a.), and it may not have been walled. Debir was the 
main permanent settlement in this period, apart from rather limited activity 
of a sedentary nature near the burial centers ofthe nomadic population. This 
activity increased at the beginning of the period (four medium-sized sites, 
amounting altogether to about 6.5 a., and Debir, whose area was 5 a.), but 
subsequently declined (two uncertain sites, each less than one acre in area, and 
Debir); toward the end of the period, the population again increased (up to 
seven small sites, amounting to less than 5 a., and Debir). Similar fluctuations 
can be observed in the activity of the nomads, as represented by burials with 

In order to analyze the survey's findings, the data were extra
polated to estimate the size and population of the settlements at 
regular time intervals (periods of one century). In the account 
given here, the number of occupied sites measuring more than 
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1,000 sq m is indicated for each period. 

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 
In the Chalcolithic period, the Judean Hills were practically un
populated. There were only some ten settlements, whose total area 
was slightly more than 11 a. In the Early Bronze Age I, a first wave 
of settlement reached the region, amounting in all to twenty-five 
settlements whose total area was 40 a. This period also witnessed 
the first appearance, albeit on a limited scale, of cemeteries not 
associated with a nearby settlement (the most notable ofthesewas 
at Khirbet Kufin, where a few tombs have been excavated). In the 
Early Bronze Age III, occupation of the region again reached 35 
a., but the population was concentrated at only eight large sites, 
most of them fortified. Prominent among these is a town (or 
fortified enclosure), about 15 a. in area, on the summit of Ras 
Tawara, the highest peak in the region. Thus far, no sherds have 
been confidently dated to the Early Bronze Age II, although some 
from the Early Bronze Age I may belong to the later period. It has 
been suggested that this paucity of settlements in the Early Bronze 
Age II was due to the dominant presence of Arad in the south. The 
surge in population in the Early Bronze Age III, as well as the 
distinctly defensive nature of the sites, may be attributed to an 
influx of refugees from the destructive events in the south at the 
end of the Early Bronze Age II; alternatively, these same events 
may have opened the way to penetration from the north. Not a 
single sherd ofKhirbet Kerak ware has been found; the period has 
been identified solely on the basis of its characteristic jars. 

In the intermediate Bronze Age (Middle Bronze Age I), per
manent settlements virtually disappeared; the extent of occupied 
sites amounted to slightly more than one acre (one definite site at 
Rujm Sabit in Gush E?yon, and three others with minimal re
mains from the period). On the other hand, many burials with no 
nearby settlement were identified--evidence of seminomadic, 
tribal societies. Striking concentrations of such burials have been 
discovered in the vicinity of Hebron, Debir, 'Enav, Carmel, Khir-
bet Kufin, and Ras Tawara. 

A third wave of settlement, similar to the two previous waves, 
materialized in the Middle Bronze Age (Middle Bronze Age II 

, ll!llC(IrrdJ.mg to the more common terminology); its focus was the 
fortified city of Hebron (whose area was approximately 7. 5 a.). Up 
to fifteen settlements are known from the Middle Bronze Age IIA; 
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no nearby habitation. The total extent of settlement fell below its previous 
level; some of the nomadic population's burial centers fell into disuse, while 
others continued to exist and some new ones appeared. This continuity can 
also be observed in tombs at Hebron, 'Enav, and the periphery ofDebir; one 
of the more notable new burial sites was Gedor. To explain these fluctuations, 
it has recently been conjectured that parts of the Shephelah and the coast were 
considered a border region for the hilly areas, serving the nomadic and 
seminomadic population of Judea at various times. The process came to 
an end at the beginning of the thirteenth century BCE, and the population 
of the hilly areas began to grow again. 

The Iron Age I (end of the thirteenth-mid-eleventh centuries BCE) wit
nessed the fourth and most crucial wave of settlement in the history of the 
J udean Hills. At its beginning, eighteen settlements, totaling some 40 a., with 
approximately four thousand inhabitants, restored the situation to that of the 
previous waves with their more intensive occupation of the area. However, 
there is no longer any trace of burials indicating the presence of a nomadic 
population. Some of the settlements continued to exist at the same sites as in 
the Late Bronze Age, and the same is true of cemeteries; others, however, were 
entirely new settlements or burials. 

From the mid-eleventh to the end of the eighth centuries BCE, the popula
tion almost doubled every hundred years. In the Iron Age IIA, the area ac
commodated thirty-five settlements; their total area was about 90 a. In the 
Iron Age liB (ninth century BCE), there were sixty-six settlements (125 a.), and 
in the Iron Age IIC (eighth century BCE), eighty-eight settlements (225 a.), 
with a population of some twenty-three thousand. The population returned 
to this level only in the Byzantine period, and even then it is doubtful whether 
it was much greater. From the seventh century BCE until the destruction of the 
First Temple (in the Iron Age liD), a certain decline set in. There was, in fact, 
no more than a slight change in the number of settlements (eighty-six), but 
their total area dropped to 170 a. However, it should be remembered that some 
of the material assigned to the eighth century BCE may actually belong to the 
beginning of the seventh century BCE, making the decline in settlement more 
moderate (perhaps from approximately 210 a. in the Iron Age IIC to 185 a. in 
the Iron Age liD). At any rate, the rise in the population was undoubtedly 
arrested, the number of settlements leveled off, and their total area decreased. 
These phenomena were clearly due to Sennacherib's invasion in 701 BCE, 

which evidently affected the hill country to the south of Jerusalem, as well. 
The survey identified a few dozen farms and agricultural sites in the northern 
part of the region (mostly fewer than 1,000 sq min area) that produced sherds; 
some sherds resembled those from 701 BCE, while others were characteristic 
of the Iron Age liD. Despite the theoretical possibility that these sites were 
founded toward the end of the eighth century BCE (after the destruction of 
the Northern Kingdom of Israel?), they should probably be interpreted as a 
wave of occupation immediately after the destruction due to Sennacherib's 
campaign. The few lamelekh seal impressions found at some of these sites 
need not imply that the settlements were destroyed by the Assyrians, but 
rather that they were founded just after the campaign and made use of jars 
from Jerusalem. 

In the Persian period, perhaps even earlier, toward the end of the Iron Age, 
the pattern of settlement in the Judean Hills changed. In the region including 
the plateau in the Hebron area and farther to the south, the population 
declined to less than half its previous size. From Beth-Zur to the north, 
the dense habitation was maintained and even somewhat intensified. How
ever, the general character of the Judean Hills as settled land, first established 
during the influx in the Iron Age I, remained the same. The nature of the 
decline in settlement that had begun in 701 BCE was maintained-a slight 
drop in the number of settlements (seventy) and a considerable fall in their 
total area (only 111 a.). 

In the Hellenistic period, the trend changed again, with an intensification 
of settlement in the entire area-with regard to both their number (ninety
one) and, in particular, their area (more than 150 a.). The main centers at this 

time were Hebron, Ziph, and Adoraim (Dura). The change may have already 
set in toward the end ofthe Persian period, or perhaps only in the Hasmonean 
period. The upward trend continued in the Herodian period: only eighty
seven settlements, but a total area of more than 17 5 a. Stabilization occurred 
at the turn of the second century CE, undoubtedly reflecting the destruction 
due to the First Jewish Revolt and the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. 

The number of settlements remained stable in the Roman period II-III 
(eighty-eight settlements), but their total area decreased somewhat (161 a.). 
Probably, the decline was substantially sharper immediately after the revolts 
and was followed by a slow recovery. As no intermediate stages were identified 
in the Roman period II-III, nothing can be proved. However, it is a reasonable 
hypothesis that the area of settlement at the beginning of the period was some 
50 percent lower than the figure for the period as a whole (perhaps around 75 
a.), while at its close it was higher by a similar factor (perhaps nearly 250 a.). If 
this is true, it would seem that the great surge in population at the start of the 
Byzantine period was not as sudden as has been supposed, involving an 
increase not of 150 percent but of only some 60 percent in the total settled 
area (nearly 400 a.) and perhaps also in the number of sites (207). 

Developments in the Byzantine period have not yet been examined. The 
view that this period marks a peak in settlement equal to that in the Iron Age 
depends on the criterion of measurement. The total estimated area of By
zantine sites is indeed approximately 75 percent higher than the peak figure 
for the Iron Age IIC (perhaps even more, see above), but an analysis of the 
relative weight of the pottery finds indicates some 25 percent less human 
activity than in the Iron Age II C. Possibly, therefore, the population density 
of the settled area in the Byzantine (and Roman) period was lower, and the 
population level rose only to what it had been in the Iron Age II, despite the 
considerable increase in the settled area. Another possibility is that these 
periods were characterized by a marked fall in the use of pottery (or in the 
amount of discarded pottery); however, there is no substantial material 
indication of such developments. 

In subsequent periods settlement in Judea declined, particularly in terms 
of population size. For the medieval period, there is a figure of119 settlements 
with a total area of more than 185 a. The parallel figures from the Ottoman 
period to the recent past are 123 settlements and 214 a.; however, the intensity 
ofhuman activity, as measured by the pottery criterion, fell by a larger factor. 
This figure for the medieval period is 12.5 percent, in comparison with the 
Byzantine period, and only 9 percent in comparison with the Iron Age II C. In 
the Late Arab period, activity doubled, although it remained relatively low. It' 
must therefore be assumed that the population in these periods was much 
lower in comparison with earlier periods than might have been inferred from 
the extent of the occupied area, even on the assumption that a change indeed 
occurred in the use of pottery. 

SUMMARY 
The most striking feature of the history of settlement in the Judean Hills is its 
periodicity and the significant change that ushered in the Iron Age. Before this 
transition, the characteristic settlement patterns involved an alternation of 
sedentary and nomadic life-styles. Even in the periods of peak settlement the 
density of population was never very high, marking the entire hill country as a 
border region in Canaan from that point of view. Only after the settlement in 
the Iron Age did the region become part of the country's settled area proper. 
As far as these patterns can be traced through the archaeological evidence, the 
nomads did not resume their significant role in the settlement history of the 
Judean Hills until the end of the Byzantine period. The major destruction 
wreaked by the rebellions ofHezekiah and Zedekiah, the Jewish War against 
Rome, and the Bar-Kokhba Revolt left archaeological evidence, but each of 
these events was apparently followed by a gradual recovery. 
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JUDEAN DESERT CAVES 
PREHISTORIC SITES 

IDENTIFICATION 
Eight Judean Desert caves are prehistoric sites: U mm Qatafa, Abu Sif, Sal).ba, 
UmmNaqus, et-Taban, UmmZuweitina, 'EinSakhriand UmmQal'ah; two 
sites are rock shelters: 'Erq el-Al).mar and el-Qu~eir; and two sites are terrace 
deposits: Tor Abu Sif and el-Khiam. They are situated southeast of Bethle
hem, in the vicinity of Wadi Khareitun, Wadi Ghar, and Wadi Abu Sif. 
Between 1928 and 1949, they were explored by R. Neuville, on behalf of 
the Institut de Paleontologic Humaine in Paris. In 1962, J. G. Echegaray 
resumed the excavation of one of the sites, the el-Khiam terrace, on behalf of 

Spanish institutions. H. Vallois studied the human remains; R. Vaufrey, 
G. Haas, and E. Tchernov examined the fauna. 

Excavations have shown a continuous occupation in the area from the 
Lower Paleolithic to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic periods. Following a period 
of abandonment, occupation was resumed in the Chalcolithic period. The 
faunal and geological studies enabled Neuville to establish a geochronolo
gical framework and to trace the country's prehistoric past by comparing his 
finds with the material excavated in the Mount Carmel caves. 
UMM QATAFA CAVE. The Umm Qatafa Cave consists of one main chamber 



Map of the principal prehistoric caves in the Judean Desert. 

from which a long and narrow gallery leads into a second cave whose vault 
had collapsed. Water had seeped into the center of the main chamber and 
carved out a channel that formed three linked pits. Neuville excavated part of 
the cave and almost all ofthe main chamber to a depth of 3.5 m. The cave was 
laterdugto a depth of about 5-8 min the main chamber. Bedrock was reached 
in the pits at a depth of 12.11 m. 

A complete section was exposed in pits I-II, where Neuville distinguished 
thirteen strata, labeled A-J. Three of them were subdivided: E into three 
stages and D and G into two. Strata B, C, and H-J were sterile. Stratum 
A contained Ghassulian remains; stratum D, Upper Acheulean (D2) and 
Micoquian (Dl); strata El and E2; are Middle Acheulean and E3-G2; are 
Tayacian. Pit III lacked remains from the three upper strata. It contained seven 
strata: strata D and E are apparently identical with Dl and El; in pits I-II; 
strata F and Fl are identical with E2; F2 is identical with E3; G is identical 
with G; and His identical with H. In the second cave, Neuville distinguished 
nine strata. All were sterile but stratum A, which contained Ghassulian re
mams. 

From the shape of the cave and the examination of the deposits and the 
fauna, Neuville inferred that the cave and its pits were formed during a period 
of great humidity and intense karstic activity. At the end of this period, the 
deposits in stratum J were covered with stagnant water. Strata G-I consist of 
travertine deposited in a dry climate (but still humid by comparison with 
present conditions). The same applies to strata B-D, even though strata Band 
C were deposited in a colder and more humid climate. Strata E and F were 
formed in a warm and humid climate. The stalagmites of strata E 1 and E2 bear 
witness to the high degree of humidity. From these observations, Neuville 
concluded that the karstic activity that produced the cave and the humid 
climate in which the stalagmites were formed coincide with two pluvials, 
whereas the cold climate inferred from strata Band C heralded the approach 
of a third pluvial. He correlated C with the Wurm glaciation and B with the 
Riss glaciation. The difference between the Tayacian industry of strata G (pit 
III), Gl, and G2 (pits HI) and that of F2 (pit III) and E3-F (pits I-II) is 
quantitative and lies in a varying proportion oftools of the same type made by 
identical techniques. 

The stone industry is mainly represented by flakes and some retouched 
flakes or blades with discontinuous retouch. Most flakes have a plain striking 
platform. A few show a faceted striking platform-the angle between the 
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latter and the back of the flake being always obtuse. The flakes are obtained 
from simple cores. In strata E3, F, and F2 there is an increasing proportion of 
retouched tools and flakes with a faceted striking platform (from 5 to 15 
percent for the former, from 17 to 25 percent for the latter). The difference 
between the assemblages in strata F, Fl (pit III), El, and E2 (pits I-II) and that 
ofDl and D2 (pits I-II)-which were attributed to the Middle, Upper, and 
final Acheulean (Micoquian)-is to be found either in the types of flaked 
implements and their quantitative relationship or in the varying types and 
dimensions of the hand axes. Those characteristic of the Middle Acheulean 
are oval, lanceolate, and almond-shaped. They are accompanied by flakes 
obtained by a technique similar to that used in the earlier levels. The Upper 
Acheuleain is represented by broad ovate, discoidal, and cordiform hand axes 
and an increased number of burins. Characteristic of the final (Micoquian) 
stage are small hand axes, mostly pointed, but also heart-shaped, triangular, 
discoidal, narrow, and broad oval. They are accompanied by a few scrapers 
and burins. The site was subsequently abandoned for a long period, during 
which strata B and C (pits I-II) were deposited. 

Occupation of the site was resumed in the Ghassulian period (stratum A). 
Three dwelling pits (I-III) were found. The sides of one pit were apparently 
lined with stones. The industry collected in the pits consists of flint, bones, 
basalt, limestone, and pottery. The flint implements include sickle blades, 
awls, fan scrapers, adzes, and one arrowhead. Sickle blades are the majority, 
with awls second in quantity. Among the stone implements are one piriform 
mace head, grinding stones, a fragment of a basalt pedestal, and a few basalt 
bowls. The rims of the latter bear an incised decoration of triangles filled with 
parallel incisions. The pedestal fragment is decorated on one side with an 
incised herringbone pattern and with chevrons on the other. 

The pottery consists of sherds of cornets, churns, cups, basins, bowls, hole
mouth jars, and jars with short or long necks. The handles include lug 
handles, knob handles, and plain short ledge handles. The decoration is 
mainly a thumb-indented rope motif or painted parallel bands, zigzags, 
or triangles. An ossuary fragment (later published separately by J. Per
rot) was also found. The dwelling pits lined with stones and the ves
sels-the churn, decorated basalt bowls, and pedestal fragment-are typi
cally Ghassulian. However, some of the sherds-for example, those of a flat 
bowl-are dated to the Early Bronze Age. 
ABU SIF CAVE. The Abu Sif Cave consists of two chambers, but only the 
southern chamber and the terrace in front of it yielded archaeological de
posits. Bedrock was reached at a depth of 1.62 m; six layers (A-F) were 
differentiated in section. Three layers (A, D, and F) were sterile. Mousterian 
artifacts were found in strata Band C, and stratum E yielded remains belong
ing to the final stage of the Acheulean. On the basis of the travertine deposits 
mixed with gravel, Neuville correlated stratum E with stratum Cat Umm 
Qatafa and the sterile stratum (D) with the sterile stratum (B) there. The final 
Acheulean industry (stratum E) is represented by eight small hand axes and 
several flakes. The Mousterian assemblage contains retouched points, Le
vallois blades, and flakes with faceted or plain striking platforms. The most 
frequent type, the point, is generally long and narrow, but sometimes it is 

1. Black soil, hearths, sterile; 
2. Light brown porous dolomite 
travertine deposit, slightly 
clayey, hearths, remains of 
fauna, and numerous Mousterian 
artifacts; 3. Light brown 
porous clayey travertine with 
limestone chunks, little 

fauna, many Mousterian artifacts; 
4. Reddish chalky clay, little 
fauna, many artifacts; 5. Light 
brown porous clay, little 
fauna, many Mousterian artifacts; 
6. Clay soil with phosphate, 
hearths, rare fauna, many 
artifacts; 7. Gravel disintegrating 
into white chalk, no fauna or 
artifacts; 8. Compact light gray 
travertine, angular gravel, no fauna, 
hand axes; 9. Chalky earth layer. 
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Sai}ba Cave: plan and section. 
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1. Black soil, remains of hearths and late 
potsherds; 2. Dark brown travertine deposit, 
slightly clayey, remains of hearths and fauna, 
many Mousterian artifacts; 3. Compact brown 
phosphatic chalky clay, remains of fauna, 
many Mousterian artifacts; 4. Chalky 
gravel, crumbled from landslide 
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straight or curved. Side scrapers and burins are rare. The cores are all Le
vallois; blades and flakes are numerous. The industries in the two Mousterian 
strata differ in that the upper stratum (B) shows increases in the number of 
tools with a plain striking platform, in the number of blades (which resemble 
Upper Paleolithic blades), and in the number of curved points obtained from 
the blades. 
SAI;IBA CAVE. The Sal:;tba Cave had no ancient deposits, and therefore ex
cavation was carried out on theterraceinfrontofitandatits entrance. Before 
excavation was halted at a depth of 2.3 m (without reaching bedrock), four 
strata (A-D) were uncovered. Stratum D was sterile and strata C-B contained 
traces of hearths and Mousterian artifacts. Stratum A contained later re
mains. The Mousterian industry at Sal:;tba resembles that at Abu Sif. 
ET-TABAN CAVE. Because the et-Taban Cave also was empty of ancient 
deposits, excavation was concentrated on its terrace. Bedrock was reached 
at a depth of 1.7 m, and four strata (A-D) were distinguished in section. 
Stratum D was sterile; stratum C contained hearths and Mousterian re
mains; and stratum B contained hearths and Upper Paleolithic artifacts. 
A few sherds were found in stratum A, some belonging to the Early Bronze 
Age. In stratum C, the tools were made ofLevallois flakes, most of which have 
a faceted striking platform. Here again, the most common type is the broad 
point, generally retouched on both edges, and the side scraper. Neuville dated 
this layer at et-Taban later than stratum B at Abu Sif. End scrapers predom
inated in stratum B. Other tools include burins, Chatelperronian points, 
retouched knives, and some truncated blades. The cores are prismatic. Mous
terian-type tools are rare. One Emireh point and two bone points were also 
found. 
UMM NAQUS CAVE. An area of 48 sq m was excavated inside the Umm 
Naqus Cave and on the terrace in front of it. At a depth of2 m, the excavation 
was concentrated in a small sounding, where bedrock was reached at a depth 
of3 m. Four strata (A-D) were distinguished. Stratum D was sterile; stratum C 
contained traces ofhearths and Mousterian artifacts; stratum B yielded some 
Upper Paleolithic remains; and traces of hearths and pottery from various 
periods appeared in stratum A. Neuville established that stratum C was later 
than Band Cat Abu Sif. Stratum C tools are fashioned from Levallois flakes 
or blades. The main types are points and side scrapers, most ofthem thin (the 
points outnumber scrapers). Among the points, some are elongated (straight 
or curved) and some are triangular (elongated or short), with one or both 
edges retouched or without retouch. In stratum B, end scrapers predomi
nated. Dihedral and angle burins, retouched blades, and one broken Gravet
tian blade were also found. Because of the small number of implements, it was 
impossible to correlate stratum B with a definite stage in the Upper Paleolithic 
sequence. 
'ERQ EL-AI;IMAR SHELTER. The 'Erq el-Al:;tmar Shelter is in Wadi Kha
reitun. It is a very large site, about 30m long and 6 m wide. An area of about 50 
sq m was excavated at its southern part. The thickness of deposits above 
bedrock was 2 to 3 m. Mousterian, Upper Paleolithic (stages I-IV), and 
Lower Natufian artifacts were excavated. This site is particularly important 

because of its long, unbroken stratigraphic sequence, from bedrock upward. 
Stratum H. Stratum His a layer of black clay (0.2-1 m) separated from the 
bedrock by a thin (c. 0.2 m) sterile bed of reddish-brown earth. Flint im
plements are abundant and consist of numerous flakes and blades made in the 
Levallois technique; 85 percent display a faceted striking platform. Most of 
the implements are not retouched. Some show partial retouches, and only one 
side scraper was carefully retouched on both edges. Abundant fauna were 
collected. The stratigraphic position of stratum H in the sequence of Mous
terian cultures in Israel indicates that it apparently belongs to an early stage of 
the Mousterian. 
Stratum G. Stratum G (0 .4 m thick) consists of dark-brown clay with stones at 
the base. This sterile bed separates the preceding Mousterian layer from the 
overlying Upper Paleolithic, stage II deposit. 
Strata E-F. Strata E-F (0.4 m and 0.2 m thick, respectively), have the same 
composition as strata B-D--dark-brown clay. In stratum E animal remains 
were abundant, whereas none appeared in stratum F. The industry is similar in 
both strata. End scrapers make up about half of the tools, mostly fashioned 
from flakes. Points, the second largest group, are made of medium-sized 
blades retouched on one edge. Among the other artifacts are small prismatic 
and discoidal cores and thin, broad, and generally short blades. In these 
strata, and to a lesser extent in strata B-D, discoidal cores and cores prepared 
for the production of flakes and blades are still in use, indicating the persis
tence ofMousterian techniques. The Emireh point is absent in this industry, 
the proportion of end scrapers to blades is relatively high, and points are more 
developed than in industries in stage I. Neuville therefore assigned these two 
strata to stage II of the Upper Paleolithic. 
Stratum D. Stratum D (0.1-0.45 m thick) contains abundant fauna and more 
than !50 flint implements. The most common and characteristic tool (more 
than one-third of those recorded) is a medium-sized, narrow point with 
careful retouch on one edge; the other edge is retouched only toward its 
ends. Such points are the so-called el-Wad type. Points similar to those 
in the preceding strata were also found. Scrapers appear in the same ~ropor
tion as points. Carinated scrapers are rare. Burins, although less common 
than scrapers, are more typical and varied than in earlier layers. Among them 
are dihedral burins and burins on truncation. This is chiefly a blade industry, 
but discoidal Levallois cores and prepared striking platforms are still in use. 
On the basis of these groups of tools~especially the points, which are the 
hallmark of the stratum~the industry is attributed to stage III of the Upper 
Paleolithic. 
Stratum C. Stratum C (0.3-0.4m thick)contains onlyasmallnumberoftools. 
This did not permit a classification more precise than the Upper Paleolithic. 
Stratum B. Stratum B (0.4-0.65 m thick) contains some fauna, a few hearths, 
and more than 160 flint implements. The majority are scrapers, half of them 
end scrapers on blades or flakes; one-fifth are carinated, and one-fifth are 
beaked. Burins and points are rare and are less frequent in this layer than in the 
preceding stratum. Prepared striking platforms also are rare. Neuville as
signed this industry to stage IV of the Upper Paleolithic. 
Stratum A2. Stratum A2; consists of a 0.2-m-thick deposit of gray, chalky 
travertine containing fauna, flint implements, and a burial. Tools include 
lunates, half of them with the He! wan-type retouch, and backed bladelets, 
mostly with truncated ends, some of which display a He! wan-type retouch 
and some with a gloss that designates them as sickle blades. Awls and burins 
are scarce. Only one micro burin was found. Various types of scrapers and a 
few atypical, notched implements were recovered. Bone tools consist chiefly of 
polished awls and points, as well as beads and a fragment of a harpoon. The 
pestles include a beautifully carved basalt specimen. Stones with V-shaped 
hollows were apparently mortars, and others, with an incision, were probably 
whetstones. The many red ocher fragments and dentalium shells found 
probably were used as ornaments. This assemblage is typical of the Natufian 
culture. Because the Helwan-type retouch is frequent and the microburin 
extremely rare, Neuville assigned the industry to the first stage of theN atufian 
culture. 

A rectangular burial pit (0.5 m deep) paved with flat stone slabs (I by 1.9 m) 
contained a collective burial, accompanied by funerary offerings, of seven 
individuals~four adults and three children. One of the skeletons, that of a 
twenty- to thirty-year-old woman, was more or less complete and was 
adorned with a necklace of bones and teeth. Only the skulls of the other 
individuals had been buried. A horse tooth was found next to each skull. 
EL-KHIAM. El-Khiam is an open site on the terrace of Wadi Khareitun. It 
was investigated by Neuville in 1933 in two sounding pits, one in the center of 
the terrace and one to the west of it. In 1951, Perrot published the material 
from this excavation. In 1962, Echegaray resumed work in a 6-by-6-m area 
next to Neuville's pit I. The thickness of the archaeological deposits reaches 
6 m. Echegaray recognized fifteen strata. His stratigraphy and quantitative 
data will be used here. Perrot differentiated ten strata (A-J). The relationship 
between the two stratigraphies is roughly the following: 1-3 =A; 4 = B; 5 = C; 
6-8 = D; and 9-10 = E-F. Because of the thickness of the archaeologi
cal deposits and its continuous occupation over a long period as an open site, 



el-Khiam is a site of major importance. The stratigraphy, from the bottom 
upward, follows: 
Strata 11 d-e. Strata 11 d-e (0.3 m and 0.5 m thick, respectively) contain a rich 
flint industry (c. 850 implements) to which finds from the upper part of 
stratum 12-a sterile layer with intrusive tools-should be added. End scra
pers are typical of this stratum. They are plentiful, mainly carinated, with 
some nosed scrapers and shouldered scrapers. Side scrapers and a few Mous
terian-type points are also present. Burins are rare. A few awls fashioned from 
blades were also collected. Echegaray classified this industry as Lower Aur
ignacian. 
Strata 11 a-b. Strata 11 a-b are l m thick. The flint industry comprises more 
than 3,000 implements, with a large proportion of end scrapers-carinated, 
on flakes and blades-burins and awls, backed blades, atypical Gravettian 
points, several triangles and a few retouched bladelets. Echegaray classified 
this industry as Middle Aurignacian. 
Stratum 10. Stratum 10 is 0.95 m thick, with a total of 2,800 tools. Flint 
implements are for the most part typologically the same as in the preceding 
layers, but the number of burins with concave truncation and of geometric 
microliths increases, and the backed points are scarce. Echegaray calls this 
industry Upper Aurignacian. Strata 11 and 10 correspond approximately to 
Neuville's Upper Paleolithic IV. 
Stratum 9. Stratum 9 is 0. 7 m thick; 1,500 flint implements were collected. End 
scrapers are numerous, but unlike the preceding layers, there is a decrease in 
carinated scrapers in comparison with end scrapers fashioned on blades. 
Burins are less common and most are on truncation. Awls are numer
ous. There is an increase in microliths, among them retouched bladelets, 
geometric microliths, and microburins. Echegaray attributes the industry 
to the Atlitian culture-that is, to Neuville's Upper Paleolithic V. 
Strata 8-6. Strata 8-6 are 0.13 m, 0.18 m, and 0.2 m thick, respectively. Three 
stages of the Kebaran culture are represented here. Echegaray dates the 
Kebaran to the Mesolithic, whereas Neuville and Perrot classify it as Upper 
Paleolithic VI, its final stage. The industry includes many backed bladelets, 
some with a concave back and some with oblique truncation. They are nu
merous in stratum 6. Scalene triangles occur in stratum 8 and become rare in 
the other strata. Microburins are found in stratum 8, and their number 
increases toward stratum 6. Lunates, common in stratum 6, make their first 
appearance in stratum 8, where their shape is closer to a triangle. The micro
Gravettian-type point is present in all the layers. There are also awls fashioned 
from bladelets and burins, including burins on truncation. End scrapers and 
carinated round scrapers are also found. This industry is called Kebaran 
essentially because it lies between the Natufian and the Atlitian cultures. 
Although it has some affinities with the Kebaran assemblage found in the 
Kebara Cave in the Carmel Range, it also displays some differences. Eche
garay subdivided the Kebaran at el-Khiam into three phases (I-III) corre
sponding to the three strata. 
Strata 5-4. Strata 5 and 4 are each 0.3 m thick. The flint industry found in 
them was called Natufian by Perrot and Khiamian by Echegaray. The flint 
assemblage includes lunates, numerous microburins, awls, small arrowheads 
with two notches next to the concave base, dihedral burins, burins on trunca
tion, and various types of end scrapers. No tools have Helwan-type retouch. 
Snails and perf orated shells were used as ornaments. Mortars and pestles were 
common, and a fragment of a stone vessel was found. 

The first stages in the Natufian, as it is known from other sites, such as 'Erq 
el-Al)mar (see above), el-Wad, and the Kebara Cave, are not represented here. 
Strata3-2. Strata 3 and 2 are each 0.2m thick. They contain a transitional flint 
industry extending from the Khiamian to the Tahunian in stratum l. Lunates 
are still present, although in smaller numbers. Also found are microburins 
and small arrowheads with a concave base and two notches near it. New types 
appear: leaf-shaped tanged arrowheads with pressure flaking, tanged and 
notched arrowheads, and arrowheads with wings and tangs. A few sickle 
blades, awls, burins, and end scrapers were also found. According to Eche
garay this industry was the precursor of the Tahunian culture; he therefore 
named it Proto-Tahunian. 
Stratum 1. Stratum 1 is 0.6 m thick. Only its lower two-thirds were undis
turbed. Traces of structures-stone walls and round stone hearths-were 
unearthed. The flint industry included many microlithic lunates, backed 
bladelets (some pointed and some with an oblique truncation), a few sickle 
blades, small arrowheads retouched by pressure (some with tangs and some 
with tangs and wings), and awls, burins, and end scrapers. Several axes were 
recovered by Neuville, as well as hoes and picks; none, however, were found in 
the later excavations. This stratum is assigned to the Tahunian culture of the 
Neolithic period. 
EL-QU~EIR SHELTER. The el-Qu~eir Shelter is located at the confluence of 
WadiMaqta' el-Jafand Wadi Murabba'at. One ofNeuville's former workers 
undertook the excavation, and Perrot published the finds. Two strata (D and 
,C) containing flint implements and fauna were distinguished. 
Stratum D. StratumDis0.56m thick. Itcontained665piecesofflint, of which 
only 35 are tools. End scrapers account for half of the tools. There are also 
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burins, backed bladelets, a few cores, and many blades and bladelets. Some 
blades and flakes have a prepared striking platform. The most interesting of 
the finds is a bone point with a split base. It is 38 mm long, 5-7 mm in 
diameter, and has an oval section. This small tool, which is reminiscent 
of tools of the Aurignacian culture in France, is the only one of its kind 
so far found in Israel. 
Stratum C. Stratum C is 1.4 m thick. The flint industry numbers 270 im
plements; the majority are end scrapers of various types, chiefly carinated and 
nosed ones. The burins are not numerous. There are also retouched and 
obliquely truncated blades, denticulated pieces, and numerous Monster
ian-type tools with a double patina that probably are in secondary use. 
This assemblage can be assigned to the Upper Paleolithic stage IV. The 
industry from stratum D appears to be somewhat older. 
MASRAQ EN-NA'AJ. Masraq en-Na'aj is in Wadi Ta'amreh. Its lithic as
semblage, which was scanty and not recovered in a systematic excavation, was 
published by Perrot. End scrapers make up half of the tools. Burins are rare 
and backed bladelets are relatively numerous. This industry probably belongs 
to stages III-IV of the Upper Paleolithic. 
'EIN SAKHRI CAVE. 'Ein Sakhri is a small cave that has not been excavated. 
The main finds were collected when the cave was being cleaned by its owner. 
Several flint implements were found, including lunates, a rectangular sickle 
blade, and backed bladelets. However, the significant finds are some tools and 
objects that seldom occur in similar industries: a fragment of a bone harpoon 
with unilateral barbs, which resembles these found in Natufian deposits at 
Kebara and el-Wad; a basalt pestle with a decorated end-which seems to 
have a phallic connotation; and, most striking of all, a small calcite figurine 
whose features are partially schematic and that almost certainly represents a 
man and a woman in an erotic seated posture. 
UMM EZ-ZUWEITINA CAVE. Umm ez-Zuweitina is a large cave that had 
been almost emptied of its ancient artifacts. Only at its entrance was an 
archaeological deposit (0.6 m thick) left undisturbed. The finds were attrib
uted by Neuville to the first phase of theN atufian culture. About one hundred 
flint implements were collected: lunates, of which only a few display the 
Helwan-type retouch and of which one is still attached to a fragment of 
a bone handle; end scrapers; a few awls; tiny microburins; and trapezoid 
bladelets. The relatively rich bone industry comprises awls, fragments of 
sickle-blade hafts, and various polished fragments. Besides flint and 
bone, this cave yielded one of the most outstanding finds in Natufian 
art: an almost complete limestone figurine, carefully carved with a bur
in. It depicts a ruminant-a stag or gazelle-grazing in a crouched posi
tion, with its neck bent forward. The head is missing. Traces of red paint 
bear witness to the color that apparently covered the figurine (present length, 
15 em). 
TOR ABU SIF. On the terrace of the Tor Abu Sif site, a 0.65-m deposit was 
discovered containing traces of a hearth, bones, fauna, and flint implements. 
Many smalllunates (average length, 19 mm) were found, of which only 7 
percent have the Helwan-type retouch; many rectangular backed bladelets, 
most of them showing a gloss from use on the working edge, were also found. 
Only a few of them display the Helwan-type retouch; many blades and blade
lets are truncated and pointed. Some notched pieces, borers, tiny awls, micro
burins, end scrapers, and cores, mainly pyramidal, were also found. In view of 
the presence of microburins, truncated blades, and end scrapers and the 
scarcity of the Helwan-type retouch, Neuville placed this industry in the 
second phase of the Natufian. 
UMM QAL'AH CAVE. The Umm Qal'ah Cave is in Wadi Khareitun. It was 
explored by Neuville, who dug some sounding pits. The finds were only 
partially published and include a number of cornets and sherds, mostly 
of the Ghassulian Chalco lithic culture. A 32-cm-long dagger, or knife, made 
of carefully worked tabular flint, can be dated to the same period. 

For bibliography, see Judea, Prehistoric Periods. 

DAVID GILEAD 

Umm ez-Zuweitina Cave: limestone animal figurine, Natufian culture. 
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THE HISTORICAL PERIODS 

Following the end of the fourth millennium, the desert caves bordering the 
settled land were used primarily as places of refuge in periods of strife and 
revolt. The fugitives who found shelter in them could bring only their por
table possessions-their valuables, personal documents, and books. Pools 
installed for water supply in the caves enabled the fugitives to hide for ex
tended periods of time, when necessary. Their belongings, in some cases, 
stayed hidden for hundreds and even thousands of years. The desert's ex
tremely arid climate ensured the excellent preservation of organic materials, 
such as manuscripts written on papyrus or parchment. The desert caves were 
also used by ascetic monks, who wished to withdraw from the world. 

Discoveries of ancient manuscripts in the caves in the Jericho region are 
recorded in ancient sources. According to a colophon for the Hexapla of 
Origen, a Greek version of the BookofPsalms was found in ajar in the Jericho 
region, together with other Greek and Hebrew manuscripts, during the reign 
of the emperor Caracalla. A note on another cave discovery in this region, in 
about 785 CE, ofbiblical and other works, in a Hebrew script, is preserved in a 
letter by the Nestorian patriarch Timotheus I to Sergi us, the Metropolitan of 
Elam. The Pentateuch called the Jericho Pentateuch by the Masorites prob
ably was discovered in such a cave. 

HISTORY OF EXPWRATION 
Interest in exploring the caves in the Judean Desert was first aroused in the 
spring of 1947, when scrolls were discovered in cave !Qat Qumran, near the 
Dead Sea, by a Bedouin shepherd from the Ta'amireh tribe. The prevailing 
political conditions prevented archaeological institutions in Palestine from 
investigating the origin of the scrolls, which allowed the Bedouin to continue 
their searches and to recover additional finds. The archaeologists were almost 
always late at a site, arriving only after it had been damaged by the Bedouin. 

Systematic excavations were carried out in cave 1 Q in February and March 
1949, on behalf ofthe Jordan Department of Antiquities, the Ecole Biblique 
et Archeologique Fran<;:aise in Jerusalem, and the Palestine Archaeological 
Museum in Jerusalem (now the Rockefeller Museum). In 1951, excavations 
began at Khirbet Qumran. In early 1952, following a report of new written 
documents having been discovered by Bedouin, the directors of the Qumran 
excavations, G. L. Harding and R. de Vaux, together with D. Barthelemy, 

Map of the wadis, caves, and the camps of the "Judean 
Desert Expedition." 

excavated four caves at Wadi M urabba'at (see below), between January and 
March. The first group of Bar-Kokhba letters was discovered in these caves. In 
1960, another group of these letters was recovered by Y. Yadin in the Cave of 
the Letters in Nal).al I:Iever (see below). 

The remains at Wadi Murabba'at and the Bedouin's new finds in cave 2Q 
near Qumran in February 1952 prompted the excavators to conduct a sys
tematic survey along the 8-km ( 5-mi.) cliff, which starts north of Qumran and 
continues to 'Ein Feshkha. It was during this survey, in March 1952, under 
Harding, de Vaux, and W. L. Reed's direction, that cave 3Q was discovered. Its 
most outstanding find was the Copper Scroll, so called because it is written on 
two rolled strips of copper. The survey concentrated on the caves in the 
limestone cliff. In September of the same year, the Bedouin discovered cave 
4Q, the richest of the Qumran caves, which contained the archives of the 
Judean Desert sect's library. The Bedouin managed to extract most of its 
contents before de Vaux and J. T. Milik, with the assistance of the Jordanian 
Department of Antiquities, could begin their systematic excavation, which 
lasted seven days. Cave 5Q was subsequently found nearby, and cave 6Q was 
traced to the west of it, near the outlet of Wadi Qumran. Finds from cave 6Q 
had already been purchased from the Bedouin. Caves 7Q to 1 OQ were found at 
the edge of the marl terrace to the east of Khirbet Qumran in the spring of 
19 55, in the fourth season of excavations there. The last ofthe Qumran caves in 
which scrolls were found was 11 Q, discovered early in 1956. It is supposed that 
the Bedouin uncovered the Temple Scroll there. It and caves 1 Q and 4Q are 
considered to be the most important of the Qumran caves (q.v. Qumran). 

In addition to the important finds discovered in 1952 in Wadi Murabba'at 
and in the Qumran caves, that year Bedouin found the first documents at 
Khirbet el-Mird, or Hyrcania (q.v.). In 1953, the site was excavated by a Bel
gian expedition from Louvain University, under the direction of R. de 
Langhe and Lippens. 

In the late 1950s, news reached Israel that papyri originating from caves in 
the Judean Desert had found their way onto the antiquities market in Jor
danian Jerusalem. This initiated a campaign, in 1960-1961, of four expedi
tions, headed by Y. Aharoni, P. Bar-Adon, N. Avigad, andY. Yadin, into 
Israeli territory in that desert, between En-Gedi and Masada. This was a joint 
expedition formed by the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the Israel Ex
ploration Society, and the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 

In 1963-1964, an expedition headed byP. W. and N. L. Lapp, on behalf of 
the American School of Oriental Research in Jerusalem, excavated at Wadi 
ed-Daliyeh (q.v.), northeast ofJericho. This time, too, Bedouin preceded the 
archaeologists. The major finds included papyri and bullae from the end of 
the Persian period. 

As part of an emergency survey in 1968 and in the years that followed, Har
Adon explored many caves along the cliff overlooking the Dead Sea. In one of 
them in Nal).al Yishai (see below), an inscription from the period of the 
Israelite monarchy was found. 

In 1983, a systematic archaeological survey of the Judean Desert caves was 
begun under the direction ofJ. Patrich andY. Yadin, on behalf of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. The survey, conducted in the fall and winter of each 
year until 1987, was accompanied by trial soundings. The area surveyed 
extended from Nal).al Og (Wadi Mukallik) in the south to Wadi 'Auja 
in the north. The cliff in the area of Khirbet Qumran and 'Ein Feshkha 
was also reexamined. Many caves contained Chalcolithic remains. In cave 
24, in the cliff north of Qumran, Pre-Pottery Neolithic B finds were uncovered. 
Caves of refuge used by Jews in the late first and early second centuries CE were 
found in all these valleys and cliffs. In the cliffs near 'Ein Fara, a cave en
campment set up by Simeon Bar Giora, one of the leaders of the first Jewish 
Revolt against the Romans, was found, the same camp mentioned by Jo
sephus Flavius. Aramaic inscriptions and paintings of menorahs and a pen
tagram were found in one of the caves in Nal).al Mikhmas (see below). An
other refuge cave, el-Ma~iyah, from the same period, was found in upper 
Nal).al Deragot. On the banks of the wadi surrounding the cave, a defense 
network was found that included three towers and a defensive wall. 

Monks settled in many ofthe ravines in the J udean Desert in the Byzantine 
period and established a number of !auras: the laura at Faran near 'Ein 
Fara, the laura of Pirminius ih Nal).al Mikhmas, the "cells of Choziba" in 
Wadi Qelt, and a coenobium in Wadi Shiban. Another laura was traced by 
H. Goldfuss at Khallat ed-Danabiya in upper Wadi Makukh. 

Other caves in the J udean Desert were explored in the 1980s by the Israel 
Cave Research Center of the Society for the Preservation of Nature, directed 
by A. Frumkin. In the course of this survey, the caves at Wadi ed-Daliyeh were 
reexamined; Wadi Makukh and Wadi Khareitun were explored; and, in 1986, 
excavations at a cave in Ketef Jericho (see below) revealed several papyri 
fragments from the Persian and Roman periods. 

JOSEPH PATRICH 
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Judean Desert: Nahal {,e'e/im, looking east. 

THE "JUDEAN DESERT 
EXPEDITION" 
The Israeli archaeological expedition 
totheJudean Desert was carried out in 
three stages. In January 1960, a ten
day survey of the caves in Nal}al 
Ze'elim was conducted under the di
rection of Y. Aharoni. Fragments of 
papyri and scrolls and various vessels 
were found. In light of the great inter
est aroused by these discoveries, it was 
decided to create a joint expedition 
(see above) to undertake more exten
sive explorations, as well as excava
tions, in all the valleys between En
Gedi and Masada. 

The area to be explored between 
Masada and En-Gedi was divided 
into four sectors, in each of which a 
separate camp was set up. The camp 
for Expedition A, headed by N. Avi
gad, was located on the southern bank 
ofNal}al Ze'elim; toward the end of the survey it was moved to Nal}al David. 
The camp for Expedition B, headed by Aharoni, was set up on the northern 
bankofNal}al Ze'elim. The camp for Expedition C, headed by P. Bar-Adon, 
was at Nal}al Mishmar and Nal}al 'Asahel. The camp for Expedition D, 
headed by Y. Yadin, was set up on the northern bank of Nal}al Bever. 
J. Aviram organized the campaign. The second stage took place in March 
and April 1960. 

The third stage took place in March 1961, with the same participants but in 
different sectors. Expedition A was then at En-Gedi, where it explored Nal}al 
David. Expedition B moved to the southern bank ofNal}all:Iever, where its 
team worked in the Cave of Horror. Expedition C remained at Nal}al Mish
mar but explored the area above the Cave of the Treasure. Expedition D 
continued to work in the Cave of the Letters in Nal}ali:Iever. 

JOSEPH AVIRAM 

Main publication: J. T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea, London 1959. 
Other studies: J. Aviram,/EJ II (1961), 3-5; 12 (1962), 167-168; J. Patrich, ESI 6 (1987-1988), 66-70; id. 
(etal.) 7-8 (1988-1989), 92-95; id., BAR 15/5 (1989), 32-42; id. (with B. Arubas), 1£139 (1989), 43-59; 
G. Bonani et al., 'Atiqot 20 (1991), 27-32. 

THE NAJ:IAL ~E'ELIM CAVES 
Nal}al.Ze'elim, one of the longest canyons in theJudean Desert, flows into the 
Dead Sea 5 km (3 mi.) north ofMasada. Its caves were explored in spring 1960 
by the expedition headed by Y. Aharoni; they yielded the first inscriptions 
found on the Israeli side of the Judean Desert. Following this discovery, two 
larger expeditions were organized. Finds from the Chalco lithic, Iron Age, and 
Bar-Kokhba periods were also uncovered in the vicinity ofN al}al Ze' elim and 
in the caves. 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. There were remains from the Chalco lithic per
iod in almost every cave examined. In addition, a few Chalco lithic structures 
were found on the plateau above the caves. The most interesting Chalco lithic 
finds came from the following two sites: 

1. Two small caves (nos. 45 and 49) near the Zefira Pool. They had a 
Chalcolithic occupation level and remains of hearths. The occupants of 
the caves no doubt obtained their water from this pool. Apart from pottery 
and fragments of cloth, ropes, and baskets, there were four mace heads (two 
hematite and two copper) that are similar in form and composition to those 
found in the Cave of the Treasure inN al}al Mishmar (see below). The head of 
a copper ax lay next to them. A group of bone, shell, and ivory plaques 
decorated with geometric patterns and perforated for hanging were also 
discovered. Similar pieces are known from the Beersheba culture sites. 

2. In the main cave above 'En Namer (the Cave of the Skulls, no. 32), a rich 
Chalcolithic occupation level was also discovered below the Bar-Kokhba 
level. Two cloth bags tied together were found in a corner deep in the 
cave. They held a large number of beads strung on thread. Nearby were 
the remains of a purse that had been made of white and green beads strung 
in a geometric design. 
IRON AGE. Two forts from the Iron Age II were discovered in the area of 
Nal:}al Ze'elim, one in the west, on Mount He?:ron (Rujm el-Baqara, map 

ce 1722.0871) and the second in the north, near Mount Ittai (Khashm 
Atar, map reference 1791.0880). TWo Iron Age houses were situated near

by. The buildings indicate that a road descended from the Hebron area 
through Nal}al Ze'elim to the shore of the Dead Sea. 
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BAR-KOKHBA PERIOD. Several Roman forts were discovered on the pla
teau above Nal}al Ze'elim near 'En 'Anava. These forts guarded the desert 
routes and served the Roman forces in their efforts to secure control over the 
desert. Four caves used as hideouts by Bar-Kokhba's warriors were discov
ered on the banks ofNal}al Ze'elim and Nal}al Harduf, which drains into it. 
One of the caves (no. 40), on the southern bank ofNal}al Harduf, is called the 
Mikveh (ritual bath) Cave because of its pool of water (with a capacity of at 
least 2.6 cum). The pool is plastered like the one in the Cave of the Pool in 
N al}al David. No outstanding finds were discovered in the cave, but the pools 
attest to how carefully the caves had been prepared for use as refuges in an 

Nahal :(:e'elim. 
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Cave of the Arrows: arrows from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. 

emergency. The three main caves were discovered on the northern bank of 
Nal).al Z:e'elim, opposite 'En Namer, near the Ascent of the Warriors: 
Cave ofthe Skulls (Cave 32). Cave 32, the largest of the caves, was the fugitives' 
main hideout and dwelling place. It had been thoroughly dug up by Bedouin. 
A secondary burial of seven skulls and skeletons was found in one of the 
innermost crevices. 
Cave of the Arrows (Cave 31). Because access to Cave 31, a small cave, is 
difficult, it escaped the notice of the Bedouin. Various sherds and food 
remains were found, as well as a coin of Trajan. The most interesting find 
was an arsenal of arrows belonging to the Bar-Kokhba fighters: eleven iron 
arrowheads and a large number of shafts, whose upper part was made of 
wood and lower part of cane. The end of the shaft was painted red and black 
and notched for the bowstring. 
Cave ofthe Scrolls (Cave 34). Cave 34 is also a small cave and is well hidden and 
difficult to reach. It, too, was overlooked by the Bedouin. A vulture's nest lay 
across a large part of the cave, above most of the main finds. Aside from the 
usual finds, there were also fragments of papyri and parchments and two 
coins, one ofElagabalus (218-222 CE) and one of Alexander Severus (222-
235 CE), about one hundred years after the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. The written 
material found includes the following: 

1. Two very thin strips of parchment, containing two portions of the 
phylactery (tefillin) prayers from Exodus 13:1-16. The text is identical with 
the Masoretic text, except for a single variant that also appears in the 
Septuagint: 1'7:JNn instead of 'J:JNn (Ex. 13:6). 

2. The edge of a leather scroll containing single Hebrew-Aramaic letters. 
3. Fragments of Aramaic and Greek papyri. The Greek papyri, deciphered 

by B. Lifshitz, were better preserved. They contain names and numbers 

Cave of the Scrolls: Greek papyrus from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. 

Cave of the Scrolls: fragments of tefillin from the Bar-Kokhba period. 

written in columns. Most of the names are typically Jewish, such as "Zak
kai the son ofJoseph," "I:Ianan the son ofi:Ianan," "Jeshu thesonofJacob," 
and "Jeshu the son of Levi." To most names the appellative "brother" 
(&8sA.<p6c;) was added, which may signify either a rank or a title common 
among the Bar-Kokhba fighters. These papyri were undoubtedly official 
documents kept in the warriors' archives. 

The variety of finds reveals that these caves also were refuges for a group of 
fighters at the end of the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. The late coins indicate that the 
caves were visited for at least a hundred years after the war. 

M. Broshi and E. Qimron, IEJ 36 (1986). 201-214; B. Rothenberg. Institute of Archaeology, Institute for 
Archaeo-Metallurgical Studies, University of London. Newsletter 17 (1991), 1-7. 

YOHANAN AHARONI 

THE NAI;IAL MISHMAR CAVES 
The area assigned to Expedition C, headed by P. Bar-Adon, included Nal).al 
Mishmar, Nal).al 'Asahel, Nal).al I:Ioled, and the southern bank of Nal).al 
I:Iever. In 1962, the expedition continued its activities in the same sector, with 
the addition ofNal).al Zoharand Nal).al I:Iemar. After an extensive survey of 



Cave of the Treasure: the cache in situ, 
Chalcolithic period. 

the area, excavation was concentrated 
in the caves in Nal_lal Mishmar. 

Nal_lal Mishmar descends from the 
Judean Desert to the Dead Sea Valley, 
dropping abruptly, in a steep cliff, 
from about 270 m above sea level at 
the top of the cliff to 30 m below sea 
level at its foot. The following caves 
were excavated. 
Cave ofthe Treasure (Cave 1). Cave I is 
about 50 m below the top of the cliff, 
with a sheer drop of250 m to the floor 
ofthevalley. There, the water from two 
springs flows into a small pool and into 
several ponds. The cave is a natural 
one, with a wide entrance and two 
chambers with deep crevices along 
their sides, small recesses in the walls, 
and two tunnels below the floor. The 
cave measures 12 by 14 m and is from 
I to 3.5 m high. The crevices are from 
5 to 6 m long, 0.5 to 2m wide, and from 
0.4 to 2.5 m high. Traces of a narrow 
trail, wide enough for only one person, 
can be distinguished along the cliff on 
the north. Erosion and landslides have 
made passage impossible today, and the descent into the cave is possible only 
with ropes and ladders. 
Caves 2 and 3. Caves 2 and 3 were for the most part burial caves and are 
connected to cave 1 by an inner corridor. Cave 2 is about 15m north of cave 1, 
at a slightly higher level; it is a small cave with two chambers. Cave 3 is about 
20m west of cave 1. Its entrance, on the south, is very low and narrow, and its 
one chamber is 5 by 6.8 m. 

Two structures were discovered at surface level. Structure A (2 by 2m), built 
on the edge of the cliff above caves I and 2, was an observation point, as it 
possesses an excellent view of all the high ground in the region and the entire 
valley. Near it and on a slightly lower level Roman sherds were found, sug
gesting a Roman camp site. 

Structure B is about !50 m northwest of structure A. It consists of an oval
shaped stone enclosure (37 m long and 27 m wide at its center) with two 
entrances (both 4.5 m wide), one on the east and the other on the west. A 
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rectangular building ( 4 by 5 m) with rounded corners on its east side stood in 
the southern part of the enclosure. The walls (0.6 m thick), built with dry 
construction (without mortar), are preserved to a height off our or five courses 
(c. 0.8~1 m high). Chalco lithic sherds were found on the floor. The enclosure 
was examined for the first time byY. Aharoni in 1955, and from 1960 to 1962 
trial soundings were carried out by the Nal_lal Mishmar expedition. The 
enclosure's wide entrances make it unlikely that it was a sheepfold. It was 
probably used by the occupants of the neighboring caves for ritual purposes. 
Enclosures similar inform and size have been discovered by M. S tekelis at' Ala 
Safat and at Tuleilat el-Ghassul, alllocated in dolmen fields. After discovering 
human burials in some of those enclosures, Stekelis suggested that they were 
connected with funerary rites. He dated them to 3200~2850 BCE. 

CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. Traces of occupation from the Chalcolithic 
period were discovered in most of the caves excavated or examined in Nal_lal 
Mishmar. Themostimportantandinterestingfindscamefrom theCaveofthe 
Treasure. The occupation level here was some 2m thick and contained many 
layers of ashes around fireplaces, as well as household utensils and ornaments 
of pottery, bone, shell, ivory, copper, stone, and flint. Organic material
remains of cloth, a loom, food, and articles ofleather, wood, and straw-was 
uncovered in an excellent state of preservation due to the extreme aridity of the 
Judean Desert. The principal find was a cache of metal vessels. 
Pottery. Most of the pottery vessels were discovered in caves I, 2, and 3. Few of 
the vessels were intact. The many sherds included parts of walls, rims, bases 
(some with mat impressions), various handles of hole-mouth jars, storage 
jars, pots, large and small bowls (some of which were probably used as lamps), 
a pottery spoon, and churns. The pottery is generally of good quality, par
ticularly the small bowls, which are made oflevigated clay. Most of the vessels 
were covered with a slip or wash ofbands in various colors, including light and 
dark brown, all shades of red, white, and chrome. The decoration included 
thumb-indented or incised decorations and herringbone designs. There were 
plain and thumb-indented ledge handles, lug and bar handles, and small and 
large loop handles-some double, thumb indented, incised, or stamped and 
some plain and thickened at their ends. These features characterize the Ghas
sul and Beersheba cultures and other Chalco lithic sites in the Judean Desert. 
Stone Vessels and Ornaments. Concave and rectangular stone vessels used for 
pounding and grinding were found, as well as stone and flint rounded ham
mers in various sizes, most of them with one side smoothed or denticulated 
and all showing signs of blows. Stone spindle whorls and various flint tools 
were also found-blades, a chisel, the tang of an arrowhead, and bone awls. 
There were also ornaments, including a fiat ivory disk (diameter, 7.5 em) 
perforated in the center and decorated with two circles of holes on each 
side. A similar object was found at Beersheba. Shell, bone, and semiprecious 
stone necklaces were also found. 
Textiles. Many well-preserved fragments of cloth were discovered in the caves, 
some in the burials. The majority were of flax, and a few were of wool. The 
remains of a two-colored garment found on a body in cave 2 were sent for 
carbon-14 testing (see below). Remnants of cloth were also found with the 
treasure. A scrap of material had been left in the hole of a mace head; threads 
were found in the hole of a shaft, in the perforations of a horn, and in an ivory 
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Cave of the Treasure: woven cloth remains, Chalcolithic period. 

object; and a piece of cloth was stuck to a sherd of a hole-mouth jar. 
Straw and Wicker Objects. Many straw objects, some completely preserved, 
were discovered in this Chalcolithic level. A straw sieve, complete with its 
meshed bottom, lay near the fireplace. It resembles a large bowl; its upper 
diameter is 38 em, and its lower one is 20 em. The interstices in the mesh are 2 to 
3 sq mm. The remains of the many cereals found nearby indicate that it was 
used to sift them. There were also straw platters, remains of mats and baskets 
plaited in various ways, plaited ropes in various thicknesses, and the large 
well-preserved mat (120 by 80 em) in which the vessels in the cache had been 
packed. 
Leather Objects. A pair of sandals was found, one of them in fragments, the 
other (26 em long) almost whole and including parts of its sole and thong. 
From these remains, it is apparent that the method of sandal making in the 
Chalco lithic period was unlike that used to make the many sandals found in 
the J udean Desert caves from the Bar-Kokhba period. A well-preserved piece 
of a leather coat sewn with tendons was also found. 
Food. Near the fireplaces and in other areas in this level remains of food, 
including uncarbonized spikelets and grains of wheat and barley, were re
covered. This was the first discovery in Israel of ancient remains of uncar
bonized cereals. Also found were lentils, onions, garlic, olives, dates, and 
acorns. D. V. Zaitschek, who studied the plant remains,found the wheat to be 
emmer, the cultivated two-grained glume wheat. This species of wheat, dis
covered here for the first time in an excavation, is most important for the 
history of wheat as it is the "missing link" between two-grained wheat (the 
ancestor of cultivated wheats discovered in this country by A. Aaronsohn) 
and durum wheat. The other remains of grain include einkorn wheat, the most 
primitive of the cultivated wheat species, which also was found here for the 
first time, and cultivated two-row barley. 
Animals. Many animal bones were uncovered. They were identified by 
G. Haas as sheep, deer, mountain goat, and various kinds of birds. 
Weaving Loom. Carved wooden sticks, bone awls, and double-bladed bone 
spatulas with one end round or pointed and the other perforated were found. 
Similar objects have appeared at other Chalco lithic sites, but here for the first 
time a thread remained in the hole of one of the spatulas. Carved wooden 
plaques-some fiat, concave, or double bladed-were discovered, with a gloss 
from use. These apparently were weaving shuttles. They were found in the 
same area with two wooden spatulas, one longer than the other, and termi
nating in carved knobs. The comparison of these objects with scenes from 
early paintings shows them to comprise a horizontal loom with all its ac
cessories. 

Pottery and stone whorls, some rounded and some elongated, were also 
found. Similar whorls have been found at Tuleilat el-Ghassul, Beersheba, and 
other Chalcolithic sites. The elongated whorls are loom weights. These 
whorls and parts of carved wooden spatulas, which do not belong to the 
horizontal loom, suggest that there was also a weighted loom in the cave. 
Burials. Twenty-one skeletons were found in caves 1, 2, and 3. Seven were of 
children, six of women, and eight of men. The skeletons were examined by 
Haas and H. Nathan. The skeletal type is that of the Cappadocian, a sec
ondary Mediterranean type, whose center was in the Caucasian Mountains 
and Armenia. This type was discovered at Beersheba and, according to ex
aminations by Haas, also at Tuleilat el-Ghassul. Most of the skeletons were 
supine, but some had their legs flexed. Chalco lithic pottery was found beside 
them. 
The Cache. A hoard of 429 vessels wrapped in a straw mat was discovered in a 
natural niche in the north wall of the passage leading to chamber Bin cave 1. 

Cave of the Treasure: copper standards decorated with ibex heads, 
Chalcolithic period. 

Apart from six hematite vessels, six of ivory and one of stone, all the objects 
were copper. Their beauty and excellent craftsmanship are astonishing
equally astonishing was their discovery in a cave in the desert. A few of 
the objects could be compared to earlier finds, but the majority were new 
and strange types. 

The cache includes about twenty copper chisels and axes in various sizes 
(15-35 em long, 3 mm to 3 em thick), with straight, rounded, and splayed 
blades, either sharp or blunt. Also included are about 240 copper mace heads 
in various sizes (3-6 em in diameter and weighing from 110 to 710 g). They 
vary in shape, being rounded, fiat, oval, disk shaped, and denticulated. Some 
are decorated with designs, either incised or in relief. 

One unfinished copper mace head illustrates the method of casting and 
finishing these objects. Although all the others are well polished, this single 
mace head has a very rough surface. A perforated projection in its center 
shows that it was produced in a full mold, apparently with the lost-wax 
process. Objects damaged during the casting were repaired by welding. Six 

Cave of the Treasure: standard head decorated with ibexes. Chalcolithic period. 



Cave of the Treasure: group of copper baskets, Chalcolithic period. 

hematite mace heads, also in varying sizes and shapes, and about eighty 
copper wands, or standards (from 10 to 40 em long), most of them hol
low, but a few solid, were also found. Some of the wands are plain and 
some are decorated with incised bands and herringbone patterns, with 
knobs, branches, fiat or round projections, as well as figures of birds and 
animals-ibex, deer, buffalo, wild goats, and eagles-and a figurine with a 
human face. 

Ten copper crowns, generally similar in form, but varying in size (from 9 to 
17.5 em in height and 15.6 to 19.1 em in diameter and weighing from 928 to 
1,971 g), also are part of the collection. They are decorated with architectural 
forms, birds, animals, human faces, a star, herringbone patterns, horns, 
spirals, and zigzags. 

The cache also included five sicklelike implements (from 30 to 40 em long), 
made from hippopotamus tusks and perforated (from 47 to 73 holes); the 
central perforation has a projecting collar-shaped neck. In addition, an 
elongated, slightly concave ivory box, small baskets, a pot, various flagpoles 
and scepters, a perforated triangle, horned-shaped vessels, hammers, and 
pointed implements were found. 

DATE OF THE TREASURE. Because the objects in the cache were packed and 
concealed in a single mat, it is clear that they are a homogeneous group 
belonging to a single period. Their owners dug to a depth of 2m to reach 
the niche that served as the hiding place. Except for the two layers from the 
Chalco lithic and Bar-Kokhba periods, there is no trace of occupation or even 
of visits to the cave. 

The cache was first dated by the objects-mace heads, chisels, and axes-

Cave of the Treasure: copper horns, Chalcolithic period. 
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Cave of the Treasure: standard heads; (right) in the shape of a bird, 
Chalcolithic period. 

known from Chalco lithic sites: two mace heads and fragments of a copper 
chisel were found in Chalco lithic levels in Na}J.al Z,e'elim; and the upper part 
of a hollow copper standard and a small fragment of an object made from a 
hippopotamus tusk (5 by 6 em) were found in excavations at Beersheba. No 
parallel had been known for the Beersheba object until the discovery of the 
cache. The hoard included other features that are typically Chalco lithic: the 
human faces resemble faces on Chalco lithic ossuaries; the horned gate on one 
ofthe crowns is similar to a horned facade found on an ossuary; the star on the 
crown is similar to one on a fresco at Tuleilat el-Ghassul; and the birds also 
have Chalcolithic parallels. 

Similar metal vessels were later discovered in other Chalcolithic assem
blages, such as at Neveh Noy, Shiqmim, and in the Na}J.al Qanah Cave. 
(Editors) 

Carbon-14 tests carried out on the mat and on bits of wood stuck in the 

Cave of the Treasure: jug let with 
incised decoration, Chalcolithic 
period. 
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Cave of the Treasure: bronze pithos with incised herringbone decoration, 
Chalcolithic period. 

wands confirmed the archaeological evidence, even though the tests yielded 
dates ranging broadly between the thirty-fifth and twenty-eighth centuries 
BCE. 
SUMMARY. The great number of Chalco lithic finds in the caves in Nal;lal 
Mishmar illustrate the dress, footwear, food, crafts, household utensils, and 
ornaments of the occupants. They reveal a prosperous way of life and a high 
cultural level, a completely unexpected phenomenon in desert caves. 

The objects of value in the cache were certainly communally owned, and it 
appears that they were used not only by the occupants of this cave, but by the 
inhabitants of nearby caves. The large number and the depth of the cave's 
occupation levels indicate that the occupation was a long one. The enclosure 
on the plateau above the Nal;lal Mishmarcaves seems to have been a local cult 
site, while the large Chalco lithic temenos at En-Gedi ( q. v.) apparently served 
as the regional cultic center. However, it is difficult to determine what con
stituted the basis ofthe settlers' economy and why they chose to inhabit these 
desert caves, whose approach was so difficult and hazardous. The form of the 
burials and the funerary offerings suggest that the settlers believed in a life 
after death. Some unknown event brought an end to all the Chalcolithic 
settlements in Israel, including those in the Judean Desert caves. One result 
of that event was the burial of this treasure cache in cave I at Nal;lal Mishmar. 

The objects were apparently ritual equipment from a temple, either at En
Gedi or at another central site in the area. The excavator is of the opinion that 
most of the objects are fertility symbols, whose origins should be sought in the 
culture of Mesopotamia and Iran. The anthropological and metallurgical 
studies are also in agreement that the producers of these objects were influ
enced by the cultures of these lands. This treasure opens up new horizons in 
the culture of the Chalco lithic period in Israel~its art and crafts, religion and 
ritual, and cultural and material connections with other countries. 
IRON AGE 1-11. Sherds and other remains from the Iron Age I and II were 
found in cave 4. The Iron Age I finds were the first from the period in this part 
of the country. Only Iron Age II pottery was previously uncovered in Judean 
Desert caves. Iron objects (as well as pottery from the Chalcolithic period) 
were also found in cave 4, which apparently served shepherds as a temporary 
halt but was not used as a permanent dwelling. 
BAR-KOKHBAPERIOD.ArichcollectionofmaterialfromtheBar-Kokhba 
period was found in the two stamped-earth floors in the upper level of the 
Cave of the Treasure and in cave 2: fragments of a jug and a glass bottle, stone 
"measuring cups," a stone mortar and pestles, and a great number of sherds of 
storage jars, jugs, juglets, cooking pots, and lamps. 

Interspersed among the rocks that had fallen from the ceiling and covered 
the Chalco lithic level were well-made mortars and grindstones. Also found 
were fragments of cloth and sandals, various straw objects, an iron hook, and 
remains of cereals and fruit. 

The following written documents were found: 
I. A small papyrus fragment. The letters 1 ,) ,n , ' ,) are well preserved. 
2. A badly damaged papyrus with many lines of writing. Only two of the 

lines could be deciphered by B. Lifshitz. They contain names followed by the 
appellative &8eA-<p6c; (brother), as in the documents from Nal;lal Z:e'elim 
and Nal;lal l:fever (see above). Lifshitz has suggested that this was a title or 
rank used in Bar-Kokhba's army. On the back of the papyrus were the 
remains of eight lines containing names and the symbol for wheat and, 
to the right, numbers including 15 and 32. 

Cave of the Treasure: three copper crowns, Chalcolithic period. 

3. A damaged papyrus, apparently the remains of a promissory note. The 
lines ofthe text are blurred, but at the end of one line the words ill!!!n('JY) and in 
another line the words lill!! omlll:l (son ofDramenes. Witness) can be read. 

4. One Greek and four Hebrew ostraca. On the Greek ostracon the letters 
IAK are written. The four Hebrew ostraca apparently all bear the word for 



silve: coins, )>m. One may be marked with the contents of the jar, either wine 
or 01!, and another seems to be a receipt of payment for a quantity of oil. 

Main publications: P. Bar-Adon, IEJ II (1961); id. The Cave of the Treasure: The Finds from the Caves in 
Na~al Mishmar (Judean Desert Studies). Jerusalem 1980. 
Other studies: P. Bar-Adon, IEJ II (1961). 25-35; 12 (1962), 215-216; id., Archaeology 16 (1963), 251-
259; D. Ussishkin, BA 34 (1971), 23-29; C. Elliot, PEQ 109 (1977), 3-25; R. Amiran, Palestine in the 
Bronze and Iron Ages (0. Tufnell Fest.), London 1985, 10-14; id., RASOR 262 (1986), 83-87; T. E. Levy, 
BA 49 (1986), 82-108; id., La Recherche 19/203 (1988), 1166-1174; id., BAR 16/6 (1990), 20-31; 
M. Tadmor, Archaeology 39/5 (1986), 60-63; P.R. S. Moorey, World Archaeology 20/2 (1988), 171-189. 

PESAH BAR-ADON 

THE NAI;IAL I;IEVER CAVES 
Nal:lal J:Iever, one of the deepest canyons in the Judean Desert, drains into the 
Dead Sea, about 7 km (4 mi.) south ofEn-Gedi. The caves in Nahal Rever 
were first explored at the end of 1953 by an expedition sponsored by.the israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums and directed by Y. Aharoni. The 
same expedition examined the southern cave, the Cave of Horror, in spring 
1955. The excavation of these caves was resumed in 1960-1961 as part of a 
joint expedition (see above). The northern cave (Cave of the Letters) was 
excavated~~ Y. Yadin in both years and the southern cave (Cave ofHorror) by 
Y. Aharom m 1961. The Nal:lal J:Ievercaves proved to have been occupied in 
two periods: as dwelling caves in the Chalco lithic period and as refuges in the 
Bar-Kokhba period. 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. Chalco lithic sherds were found in nearly all the 
caves examined. The most interesting finds came from the Cave of Horror, 
whose access is particularly difficult; it contained an occupation level from the 
Chalco lithic period. The pottery included the rim of a hole-mouth jar, incised 
below the rim with a double herringbone design. The most important find was 
a burial in the center of the cave, beneath a thick burned layer from a later 
period. The skeleton had been laid, flexed, on its side. Beneath the skeleton 
was a charred mat, but the fire seems to have occurred later than the burial and 
burned through the level of dung covering the grave. Carbon-14 tests of the 

Nahal !fever: entrance to the Cave of Horror. 
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mat yielded a date of 5,460 ± 125 BP, or about 3500 BCE (between 3624 and 
3374 BCE). Although this date is slightly earlier than that for similar material 
from Nal:lal Mishmar, a date in the thirty-fourth century BCE seems reason
able. 
BAR~KOKHBA PERIOD. Evidence of one of the most dramatic chapters in 
the history of the Bar-Kokhba Revolt was discovered in the cliffs of Nahal 
J:Iever: the Roman siege of a group ofJewish fighters who had sought refug~ in 
the deep caves on the two sides of the valley. 
Roman Camps. Two Roman camps were discovered on the cliffs on both sides 
of the valley. The large camp (A), situated on the northern cliff above the Cave 
of the Letters, was about 50 m long and surrounded on three sides by a 
rectangular wall (c. I m thick) with rounded corners. No wall was needed 
o_n the southern side, where the cliff's precipice was adequate protection. The 
smgle entrance (2m wide) to the camp was located in the middle of the north
ern wall and was defended by a projecting semicircular wall (clavicula). The 
foundations of tents are visible on either side of the entrance eight on each 
side, as in the small camps at Masada. Other walls can be seen ;n the west. The 
comm~nd post (praetorium), consisting of three large rooms, was constructed 
opposite the gate, between the two groups of tents. Y. Yadin has suggested 
that a rectangular structure (c. 6 m long) on the east may have been a store
house for food. There were several ovens among the various structures. In the 
center of the camp was a semicircular construction that may have held the 
unit's standard. 

The southern camp (B), situated above the Cave of Horror, was less well 
protected and appears slightly smaller than camp A. It was also built above 
the precipice and surrounded by a wall on its other sides. Like camp A, this one 
was 50 mlong and had a single entrance protected by a clavicula. A guardroom 
was built at the gate opposite the entrance. Within the area of the camp, only 
the foundatwns ofthree structures to the right of the gate were preserved. Each 
contained two rooms with one external opening. Another room was built 
between the western structure and the wall. No other foundations can be 
distinguished in the area of the camp, the tent foundations having all been 
completely erased. However, outside the wall on the north, the remains of 
three rooms were discovered. Nearby was a fragment of a small wall, perhaps 
the wall that enclosed the other structures. These remains indicate that the 
cal?p was later enlarged to the north, as in the south the cliff tapers to a mere 
pomt. 

The mouths of both caves in the valley are situated 80 to I 00 m beneath the 
top of the cliff. It is thus obvious that the Roman camps were established in 
order to lay siege to the cave below them and at the same time to observe the 
cave opposite. The caves' entrances are observable only from the opposite 
cliff. 
THE CAVE OF HORROR. Access to the southern cave was the most difficult 
o~the caves so far examined. It is situated 80 m below the top of a precipitous 
chff. The mouth of the cave is square (3 m wide and 2.5 m high). From a 
corridor with approximately the same measurements, it continues to a depth 
of ab_out 65 m and opens into a wide chamber at a slightly higher level. The 
cave IS a natural one, and there are only scattered traces of rock-cutting and 
stra~ghtenmg. A small recess had a built wall near the center of the cave. 
. Before it was excavated, the Bedouin had looted the cave, especially the 
mner part, greatly disturbing the original position of the finds. The front 
section of the cave had been used for living quarters and contained only a 
few fallen stones. Under an upper layer of dung was an occupation level 

Cave of Horror: Hebrew ostracon inscribed 
"Saul son of Saul, Shalom," Bar-Kokhba 
period. 
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Cave of Horror. 

from the Bar-Kokhba period. Its 
date was established by four coins 
of Bar-Kokhba, three with the in
scription ?Nl~' (m)ln? J (n)l~ (the 
second year of the freedom of Is
rael) and the fourth with the inscrip
tion o?~w mln? (for the freedom of 
Jerusalem). Apart from the ordinary 
pottery vessels, there were other house
hold articles: baskets, ropes (some 
tied to jar handles), wooden and 
stone whorls, parts of wooden boxes 
with colored leather covers and iron 
joints, wooden combs, gaming count
ers, needles, awls, nails, an iron knife, 
and fragments of clothing and leather 
sandals. There were food remains-of 
olives, dates, wheat, and barley. Some 
of the vessels were found in a thick 
layer of ash in the center of the cave, 
where they seem to have been deliber
ately smashed and burned. Also found 
were some fragments of glass vessels, 
warped by the fire, and of papyri on 
which a few isolated Aramaic-Hebrew 
letters had escaped the flames. 

The inner part of the cave was filled with large fallen rocks. It had been used 
for burials and as a refuge. It contained a large number of human skulls and 
skeletons, which had been disturbed by the Bedouin. At least forty skeletons 
of men and women of various ages were uncovered, as well as those of children 
and infants. They were scattered about the cave, and some of those who had 
died in the siege were buried in the inner recesses of the cave. This is illustrated 
by the grave of a man buried in a cavity between the rocks. The body was laid 
on the left side and the face was pointed northwest, toward Jerusalem. Be
neath the head near the forehead were the remains of khaki-colored material, 
tied in a knot. Near the grave several ostraca were found, one with the in
scription "Saul son of Saul, Shalom." 

Remains of parchments and papyri were also found in the inner part of the 
cave. They included a fragment of parchment in Hebrew-Aramaic script-in 
the nine lines preserved, the words [?Nl]~' llJY ?y ("on Thy people, Is[rael]") 
could be deciphered; a Greek papyrus, with ten preserved rows of writing, 
apparently part of a letter, whose contents are extremely fragmentary; and 
nine fragments of a fine parchment scroll written in small and beautiful Greek 
letters. These fragments belong to a Greek translation of the twelve minor 
prophets. B. Lifshitz has identified them with portions of the books ofHosea, 
Amos, Joel, Jonah, Nahum, and Zechariah. A comparison of these texts with 
the fragment of a Greek translation ofthe twelve minor prophets, published in 
1953 by D. Barthelemy, reveals without any doubt that they belong to the 
same scroll. The text of the scroll shows it to be a Jewish recension of the 
Septuagint, in a style more faithful to the Hebrew version. The Tetragram
maton is written in early Hebrew script. 

A lamp from the Arab period was found in the deepest recesses of the cave, 

Cave of Horror:fragments of 
parchment with Hebrew
Aramaic script, Bar-Kokhba 
period. 

indicating that in that period the cave was still visited and perhaps even 
searched. 

The cave was given the name the Cave of Horror because of the terrifying 
sight of its forty skeletons. They bear witness to the desperate plight of the last 
ofBar-Kokhba's fighters. Once the Romans had found their hiding place and 
set up their camps above them, no hope remained for the besieged fugitives, 
for it was impossible to descend the sheer cliffs. It was sufficient for the 
Romans to lay siege to the cave's entrances from above in order to ensure 

Burial in the Cave of Horror, Bar-Kokhba period. 
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(left) glass bowl; 
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(right) basket with bronze vessels, as 
found, Roman period. 

the death of the cave's occupants by starvation and thirst. The finds never
theless indicate that the siege continued for a long time, the warriors pre
ferring death to falling prisoner to the Romans. Those events, which have left 
their echo in Jewish legends, are now confirmed by archaeology. 

Y. Aharoni eta!., 'Atiqot 3 (1961), 148-175; id., !EJ 11 (1961), 11-24, 53-c58, 63-64; 12 (1962), 186-214. 

(See also Cave of the Letters.) 

YOHANAN AHARONI 

CAVE OF THE LETTERS. The Cave of the Letters was excavated by Ex
pedition D, under the direction ofY. Yadin, in two seasons~spring 1960 and 
1961. At the same time, the large Roman camp (camp A, see above) above the 
cave was surveyed and partly cleared, and the entire area on the southern bank 
ofNal:tal 'Arugot, the eastern cliff between Nal:tal 'Arugot and Nal:tal I:Iever, 

the northern bank of Nal:tal I:Iever, and part of its southern bank were 
thoroughly explored. 

The Cave of the Letters is situated some I 00 m below the Roman camp, and 
slightly to the west, and about 200m above the wadi bed. The descent to the 
cave is from the north, down to a ledge some 10m below the cave opening, 
which was reached by means of rope ladders. The cave is about !50 m deep. It 
has two openings, one on the north and the other on the south, about 7 m 
apart. These lead to three successive large, natural chambers connected by 
natural corridors (hall A is 18 by 31 m; hall B, 15 by 26m; and hall C, 23 by 
52 m). The floors in all three chambers were covered with considerable rock 
debris, most of which had fallen from the ceiling before the cave was occupied 
in the time ofBar-Kokhba. The finds were discovered for the most part where 
they were originally hidden. It can be assumed that during the Bar-Kokhba 
Revolt, the occupants of the cave buried their possessions while planning 
their flight from the cave in which they were besieged by the Romans. Some of 
the occupants did not succeed in escaping, for in one of the niches (locus 2) in 
the inner chamber (hall C), the skeletons of seventeen people (three men, eight 
women, and six children) were found. Most ofthe skulls had been deposited in 

Bronze vessels found in basket, Roman period. 
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Sickle haft and knives 
from the Cave of the 

Letters. 

baskets; the other bones were wrapped in mats and then had been placed in 
baskets. Several skeletons were wrapped in pieces of cloth and carpets. 

The finds, including the documents, were located beneath stones in various 
niches and crevices throughout the cave. The major caches include the fol
lowing: 

wcuss7. Locus 57isanicheabout !Om from theentranceofhallA.Ametal 
detector located a basket containing nineteen carefully packed metal utensils, 
mostly bronze. They included two large bowls, three incense shovels, a patera, 
and thirteen jugs, all of which were manufactured in Italy. It appears that Bar
Kokh ba' s soldiers (from En -Gedi, see below) either acquired them before the 
revolt or took them as booty from a Roman unit at the beginning of the war. 
All representations of human faces had been deliberately effaced from the 
vessels, so that they could be used by Jews. This is the largest group of objects 
ofthis type found in Israel. The vessels are dated between the second half ofthe 
first century CE and 135 CE. 

wcus 61. Locus 61 is a narrow crevice near the entrance to hall C. Ithad 
been carefully blocked with stone slabs after the objects were deposited in it. 
Some of the finds were scattered on the floor, although most had been placed 
in waterskins and a basket. They included several metal utensils-jugs, an 
incense shovel like those found in locus 57, knives, and a sickle; numerous 

Bronze patera from the 
Cave of the Letters. 

Bronze jug from the Cave of the 
Letters. 

wooden objects-several complete bowls, a painted jewelry box, and a mir
ror; leather objects-a pair of sandals, several purses, and threewaterskins; an 
exceptionally well-preserved woven basket; fragments of clothing and sack
ing (of special interest was a bundle of balls of flax); documents (described 
below), some found in a leather purse placed inside a waterskin and others 
scattered on the floor. One oftheAramaicdocuments was found rolled up in a 
hollow reed. A roll of blank parchment was found tied with a string, evidently 
ready for use. 

wcus 64. Located in hall C, locus 64 contained a large folded net and two 
cooking pots, one of which bore traces of soot. 

wcus 65. Locus 65, near the entrance to hall C, contained six keys of various 
SIZeS. 

wcus 66. Locus 66 is in hall C. Beneath a rock three glass plates were found 
packed in palm fibers. The largest one is almost unique in the ancient East-in 
form, manufacture, and in its excellent state of preservation. 

wcus 7. Locus 7 is near the northern end of hall C. On the floor of a vertical 
cavity was a waterskin containing a woman's personal possessions: jewelry, 
purses, a mirror, and cosmetic utensils of glass, wood, and bone, as well as 
several balls of dyed spun wool, a bundle ofunspun wool dyed purple that was 
intended for the fringes of a male Jew's outer garment (tallith), and several 
such finished fringes. The most important find in this locus was hidden at the 
bottom of the waterskin: fifteen documents, individually folded but tied in a 
bundle. All were letters from Simeon Bar-Kokhba to the leaders of the revolt 
in the En-Gedi region (see below). The modern name ofthe cave derives from 
these letters, which were found in the first campaign, in 1960. 
THE DOCUMENTS. Most of the documents were discovered in loci 7 and 61. 
Several fragments of scrolls and individual documents were also found near 
the entrance of the cave, in hall A and in the corridor leading from hall B to 
hall C. 
A. The Biblical Scrolls. 1. Book of Psalms. In hall A, a small fragment of a 
scroll of the Book ofPsalms was found, containing several verses ofPsalms 15 
and 16; the text is basically identical with the Masoretic text. The scroll can be 
dated to the end ofthe first century CE. This fragment was apparently dropped 
by the Bedouin who looted the cave in the 1950s. 
2. BookofNumbers. A tiny scroll fragment containing Numbers 20: 7-8 was 
found in the eastern entrance, that may also have been dropped by Bedouin. 
B. The Archive ofBabata. The largest group of documents was found in locus 
61. It is now known as the Archive of Babata, after the name of its owner, 
Babata daughter of Simeon. In one ofthewaterskins found in this locus was a 

Cave of the Letters: the archive of Babata, as found. 
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leather purse containing many papyri, folded and arranged in bundles ac
cording to subject matter. In the purse were thirty-five documents of various 
dates (from 93 to 132 CE), written in several languages and scripts: six are in 
Nabatean, three in Aramaic, seventeen in Greek, and nine in Greek with 
subscriptions in Aramaic or Nabatean, or in both. The group includes docu
ments concerning the family affairs ofBabata, her property, and legal suits in 
which she was involved in matters of her property and her family's. Among 
them are several personal documents, such as a ketubah. The documents 
reveal an interesting series of events in the life of this woman. 
The Nabatean Documents. The earliest documents in the group were written in 
the reign of the last N abate an king, Rabel II, at the end of the first century CE. 
They deal with the ownership and sale of palm groves belonging to Babata's 
father in his native village, Mal).oza, near Zo'ar, at the southern end of the 
Dead Sea. The documents contain many important details about the dis
tribution of the Jewish population within the Nabatean kingdom, as well as 
data on agricultural practices in that period. 

DOCUMENT NUMBER 7. Document 7 is a gift deed written in Aramaic and 
drawn up by Babata's father in favor of Miriam, her mother. It can be dated 
definitively by the names of the Roman consuls and the year of the Provincia 
Arabia to July 13, 120 CE. It is the only gift deed preserved from the Mishnaic 
period. 

DOCUMENT NUMBER 10. Document l 0 is Babata's ketubah from her marriage 
to her second husband, Judah son of Eleazar, of En-Gedi. The ketubah is 
written in Aramaic and resembles the text of the Jerusalemite ketubah. It 
includes the phrase "according to the law of Moses and the Jews." 

The other documents deal with Babata's claims against the guardians 
appointed by the authorities at Petra for her orphaned son, Joshua, by her 
first husband (also named Joshua), and with property claimed from her by the 
families of her first and second husbands. These legal documents contain 
precise dates and provide new details about the Roman governors of the 
Provincia Arabia, several of whom were previously unknown: Julius Julian us 
(125 CE); Aninius Sextius Florentinus (127 CE), whose tomb has been dis
covered at Petra; and Haterius Nepos (130 CE). The documents mention 
administrative centers in the south and in Transjordan, such as "Petra the 
Metropolis of Arabia," Rabbath-Moab, and Mazra'a at the northern end of 
the Lisan (tongue) of the Dead Sea. Of interest for the history ofEn-Gedi is a 
document from 124 CE that mentions a sum of money borrowed by Babata's 
second husband from a centurion of the Cohors I Militaria Thracum, then 
Stationed at En-Gedi. 

Most of these deeds (including the Nabatean and Aramaic ones) are "tied" 
deeds-that is, the text of the deed was written twice: on the upper part 
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(interior) and on the lower part (exterior). The upper part was then rolled 
and tied with a string that ran through the papyrus in several places. Witnesses 
to the deed signed their names on the reverse side, opposite the knots that 
sealed this upper, or "interior" part. These deeds were found still closed; they 
shed light on the descriptions in the Talmud for drafting and tying deeds. 

Babata's family was large and ramified, and most of it lived, at one time or 
another, in En-Gedi. Her second husband, Judah son of Eleazar, had an
other wife as well-Miriam daughter ofBa'ayan-who caused Babata con
siderable trouble, as was learned from a document, dated 131 CE, written at 
the start of the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. This may further serve to explain how, at 
the end of the revolt, Babata came to be in this cave in Nal).al I:Iever. The 
leaders of the revolt from En-Gedi had taken refuge here, for they were headed 
by Jonathan son of Ba'ayan (see below). 
C. The Archive of the En-Gedites. Near the waterskin containing Babata's 
archive, a bundle of six documents was found on the floor. The documents are 
not directly connected with Babata but, rather, with the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. 
They were written at En-Gedi, in rich Mishnaic Hebrew; several are in Ara
maic. The documents are dated according to the years of the Bar-Kokhba era: 
"On the first day of Iyyar, in the first year of the redemption of Israel by 
Simeon bar Kosiba, Prince oflsrael"; "On the fifth day ofElul, in the first year 
of Simeon bar Kosiba"; "On the twenty-eighth day of Marl).eshvan in the 
third year of Simeon ben Kosiba, Prince of Israel"; "On the second day of 
Kislev, in the third yearofSimeon ben Kosiba, Prince oflsrael"; and "On the 
twenty-fourth day ofTebet, in the third yearofSimeon bar Kosiba, Prince of 
Israel." The documents contain a great deal of information about the ad
ministrative organization of the government under Bar-Kokhba-the leasing 
of state-owned lands and related matters-for the state-owned lands at En
Gedi were leased by "Jonathan the son of Ml;nym, the administrator of 
Simeon ben Kosiba, Prince of Israel, at En-Gedi." 
D. The Bar-Kokhba Letters. With the bundle of fifteen documents hidden in a 
waterskin in locus 7 (see above) were two clay seal impressions (bullae) and the 
strings with which the documents had been tied. All the documents were 
written on papyrus, except one which was written on a wooden slat. The 
letters are in the three languages used by the Jews in that period: Aramaic, 
Hebrew, and Greek. Almost all of the letters are written in the first person 
singular. Their scripts indicate, however, that they had been dictated to 
different scribes, for no two letters are in the same hand. The two Greek 
letters were written by two of Bar-Kokhba's non-Jewish subordinates. 

One document opens with the characteristic phrases "Simeon bar Kosiba 
to Jonathan son ofBa 'ayan and Masabala son of Simeon .... " The letters are 
either addressed to these two men or to one of them-Jonathan. They were the 
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commanders in the En-Gedi region and the heads of the government there. 
The letters mainly contain instructions concerning supplies such as grain and 
salt; one letter mentions lulabs, ethrogs, myrtle, and willows for the Festival 
of Tabernacles (Succoth). Several contain orders to detain individuals from 
En-Gedi and Tekoa, on the charge of not having complied with Bar-Kokh
ba's instructions. One Hebrew letter reports that the supply situation in Bar
Kokhba's army is critical; in spite of their commander's admonitions, the 
local leaders at En-Gedi have not obeyed his orders: "From Simeon son of 
Kosiba to the men ofEn-Gedi, to Masabala and to Jonathan son ofBa 'ayan, 
peace. You sit, eat, and drink from the property of the House oflsrael and care 
nothing for your brothers." 

Another letter points to the importance of En-Gedi as a spice-growing 
center. Bar-Kokhba orders the property of an En-Gedite to be confiscated, 
but he strictly forbids causing any damage to the spice plantations. One of the 
Greek documents reveals the exact pronunciation of the name of the revolt's 
leader: Xrocrt~cx (Kosiba). 

The finds from the Cave of the Letters have enriched the body ofknowledge 
about the material culture ofthis period. For the first time in Israel, perishable 
material have been found-objects whose manufacture and use are often 
mentioned and described in the Mishnah and in many halakhot, or Jewish 
laws. The most important finds from the Cave of the Letters, however, were 
the scores of documents-the largest group of complete documents yet un
covered in the J udean Desert. 

Main publications: Y. Yadin, The Finds from the Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters, Jerusalem 1963; 
id. The Documentsfi'om the Bar KokhbaPeriod in the Cave of Letters: Greek Papyri (Judean Desert Studies 
2, ed. N. Lewis), Jerusalem 1989. 
Other studies: Y. Yadin eta!., 'Atiqot 3 (1961), 148-175; id., BA 24 (1961), 34-50, 86-95; id., IEJ 11 
(1961), 36-52; 12 (1962), 227-257; id., Bar Kokhba, New York 1971; H. J. Polotsky, IEJ 12 (1962), 258-
262; G. Howard and J. C. Shelton, ibid. 23 (1973), 101-102; Buried History 17 (1981), 13-16; D. Pardee, 
Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters, Chico, Calif. 1982, 139-144; MdB 29 (1983), 31-33; N. Lewis, 
Proc., XVII!e International Congress of Papyrology, Athens 25-31 May 1986, 2, Athens 1988, 127-132. 

YIGAEL YADIN 

THE NAI;IAL DAVID CAVES 
Expedition A of the 1960-1961 Judean Desert campaign explored the south
ern cliff in Nal).al Ze'elim and Nal).al David under the direction ofN. Avigad. 
Scores of openings reached only with great difficulty were located in the steep 
southern cliff ofNal).al Ze'elim. On investigation, however, it was found that 
these were merely openings to recesses, cavities, and small caves used as 
shelters for mountain goats and birds of prey. Only in two caves in the 
middle of the valley were sherds found, providing evidence of human occu
pation in the Chalcolithic period. 

After exploring Nal).al Ze' elim, the expedition moved toN al).al David, near 
En-Gedi, which was then the northernmost Judean Desert valley within 
Israel's borders that drained into the Dead Sea. The caves in Nal).al David 
had been surveyed and examined many times by archaeologists and various 
explorers, but no excavations had ever been carried out in them. Expedition A 
excavated in two main sites-the Cave of the Pool in the west and a group of 
burial caves in the east. 
CAVE OF THE POOL. The Cave of the Pool was examined for the first time by 
the engineer G. D. Sandelin 1905, and again in 1956 by Y. Aharoni. The cave 
is located at the western end ofNal).al David, in the northern cliff of the high 

Northern cliff of Nahal David: general view of the caves. 

canyon, north of the "dry waterfall." The entrance faces east and is hidden 
from sight by a bulge in the rock. Access to the cave was extremely difficult and 
arduous, for it could be reached only by a climb of about !50 m up from the 
riverbed. The opening of the cave is about 2.5 m wide; to its left, a smaller 
opening leads to a cavity in the rock that, in turn, leads to the cave. 

The cave is natural and irregular in shape. It is about 33m long and 6 to 7 m 
wide in the front and 3 to 4 min the rear. Most of its floor was covered by fallen 
stones and by a thick layer of earth and bats' droppings. Accumulations of ash 
and the soot-blackened ceiling indicate that bonfires had been lit here. The 
finds revealed that, like the other Judean Desert caves, this one had also been 
used as a refuge in various periods. 

CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. The Cave of the Pool was first inhabited in the 
Chalcolithic period, in about the last third of the fourth millennium 
BCE. Only a small number of objects from this period were found: 
sherds; a few flint, stone, and bone implements; and fragments of very finely 
woven mats and nets. 

IRON AGE. Following the Chalco lithic period, thecavewasnotused again for 
human habitation until about the seventh century BCE, at which time nearby 
En-Gedi was the site of a prosperous settlement. Among the few remains from 
this period are pottery bowls, fragments of cooking pots,juglets, perforated 
clay balls, a red stone weight, a long iron needle and a pottery lamp with a 
thick, raised base. 

ROMAN PERIOD. The cave was inhabited for the third time in the second 
century CE, during the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, as is attested by the discovery here 
of two bronze coins. One is a coin of Bar-Kokhba, with the inscriptions 
"Simeon" and "For the Freedom of Jerusalem." The second is a Tyrian 
coin, dated to the year 253 of the era of Tyre (127-128 CE). 

The majority of the finds in the cave date to the second century. They are 
identical, for the most part, to objects from the Bar-Kokhba period discov
ered in the other Judean Desert caves. Manysherds of storage jars were found, 
particularly of large handmade pithoi used for storing food; cooking pots 
with thin ribbed sides; fragments of"Herodian" lamps that were in use until 
the mid-second century CE; and fragments of assorted glass vessels. Two 
bronze arrowheads and shafts were also among the finds, together with 
wooden combs, wooden spindles, remains of plain woven material, and 
wickerwork baskets and ropes. Food remains in the cave included date 
pits, several whole dates still with their fire-blackened flesh, and pomegranate 
rind. Carobs were found in smaller quantities, as were the shells of walnuts 
and almonds, the fruit of the Egyptian dom palm, and olive pits. The cave also 
contained the bones of animals and birds eaten by the occupants. 

The pool, which gave the cave its modern name, is near the entrance to the 
cave. It was partly hewn out of the rock and partly constructed and was 
completely coated with a plaster of excellent quality. The type of plaster 
enabled the excavators to date the pool to the Roman (Bar-Kokhba) peri
od. The pool (5 m long and 1.2 m wide) has a capacity of about 12 cum. 
Rainwater entered it from above, through a vertical gutter, part of which is 
preserved. 

The construction of such a pool in the desert must have entailed consider
able expense. It is likely that it was constructed by prominent citizens from 
nearby En-Gedi, who prepared it for the possibility of a siege and took refuge 
in it when it came. These people escaped the fate of their brethren who fled to 
the caves in Nal).al I:Jever and met their death there. Because no human 
skeletons nor any objects of value or written documents were found in the 
Cave of the Pool, it seems that the pool saved its occupants from dying of 
thirst. The refugees apparently remained in the cave until the danger was over 
and they could leave in safety, with their valuables. 
BURIAL CAVES. The expedition examined several caves and cavities in the 
white-chalk cliff near the lower part ofNal).al David, east ofthewaterfall. The 
small caves were found to have been used for burials, both primary and 
secondary. The brittle and porous rock allowed the water to seep 
through, so that the dryness that prevails in the other caves in the Judean 
Desert was not found here. The dampness damaged the organic material in 
the cave. Following are the main caves cleared and explored: 

I. A burial cave consisting of four chambers. Burials were discovered in situ 
in the third chamber only, which also has a pillarofrock left in its center. Four 
wooden coffins were found covered with a white sediment. Each coffin was 
made of only four planks, which were completely rotted. Nearly all of the 
bones had disintegrated. 

2. A small chamber hewn below tomb 1. This chamber held a disarrayed 
collection of bones together with such offerings as juglets, lamps, a bronze 
ladle, and two wooden bowls. 

3. A cave located left of the above chamber. A single chamber (2.5 by 4.4 m) 
with a square pit in its center (1 by 2.7 m) was also a repository for bones. 
About one hundred skulls, some arranged in groups, and piles of bones were 
found, along with vessels-spindle-shaped bottles, juglets, and pottery 
lamps-and two bronze ladles. 

4. A cave situated in the ravine, west of the above group of caves. This cave 
(3.3 by 3.5 m) contained the remains of wooden coffins that had been de-
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strayed by falling rocks and partly rotted by the dampness. The coffins were 
used for primary burials. Later, other skeletons were placed in the cave in no 
particular order, One coffin contained seven skulls, and skulls and bones were 
scattered on the floor. One coffin is topped with a gabled lid and decorated 
with bone and wood inlays in a pattern of circles, rosettes, and pomegranates. 
Another coffin, in which bones had been deposited, contained traces of food 
that had been provided for the dead. In another a complete skeleton was 
found wrapped in a shroud (which had completely disintegrated) and with 
leather shoes on the feet. 

5. A cave near cave 4. This cave (3.1 by 3.15 m) could not be cleared 
completely because its roof had collapsed. A few skulls, a group of cooking 
pots, and a glass bottle were found in it. 

6. A very small cave west of the above caves. Only a few sherds were found in 
this cave, including a fragment of an alabaster bowl. 

Judging from the pottery and other finds, these burial caves were used by 
the inhabitants of En-Gedi in the first century BCE, at the end of the Has
monean period. 

Another burial cave was found north ofNal;tal David near the Dead Sea 
and excavated under the direction of Y. Yadin. It contained remnants of 
wooden coffins, as well as a large number of bones and skulls gathered 
in piles, apparently in a hasty, collective burial. It was dated by the pottery 
to the Herodian period. However, it may be contemporary with the caves 
described above. 

G. D. Sandel, ZDPV30(1907). 79ff.; N. Avigad,IEJ11 (1961). 6-10; 12 (1962). 169-183; D. V. Zaitschek, 
ibid .• 184-185. 

NAHMAN AVIGAD 

THE WADI MURABBA'AT CAVES 
Wadi Murabba'at is a deep ravine (up to 200m deep) that descends from the 
Judean Desert to the Dead Sea. Its northern slopes are sheer and the southern 
slopes steeply sloped. Dotting the cliffs are caves, four of which contained 
important remains from the Chalcolithic period onward and documents 
dating to the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. The caves are approximately 18 km 
(11 mi.) south of Khirbet Qumran and 25 km (15.5 mi.) southeast of Jeru
salem (map reference 185.110). The caves were located during the clandestine 
digging of Bedouin of the Ta'amireh tribe, who were searching for ancient 
documents to sell on the antiquities market. In 1951, when news of the 
discovery of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek documents in the area of the 
Dead Sea reached the directors of the excavation at Qumran, G. L. Harding 
and R. de Vaux, they began to search for the place of origin of those docu
ments. Ultimately, the Bedouin1ed them to the caves. The two archaeologists, 
together with D. Barthelemy, excavated in the four caves in 1952. 
CAVE 1. Just outside the rectangular opening of cave 1 ( 4 m wide and 10m 
high) are a cistern and a water-storage pool from the Roman period. From the 
entrance the floor inclines upward steeply, toward the inside of the cave. The 
cave itself is formed like a passageway (50 m long and 4-7.5 m wide). Due to 
the Bedouin's frantic searches, it was impossible to conduct a stratigraphic 
investigation, but an examination of the cave nevertheless revealed fragments 
of wood, leather, basketry, cloth, and small metal objects, including rings, 
tools, weapons, and several coins. There was very little written material. Most 
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of the finds were discovered close to the cave entrance, and the deeper the 
investigation proceeded into the interior of the cave, the fewer they became. 
They were attributed to the Chalcolithic, Iron Age II, Roman, and Arab 
periods. 
CAVE 2. The entrance to cave 2 is very close to that of cave 1. It opens onto a 
chamber (4 by 6 m) from which two narrow underground passages (15m 
long) descend, leading to a horizontal passageway (c. 40 m long). The in
habitants of the cave made equal use of both the chamber and the under
ground passages. Heavy stone collapses from the ceiling made excavation 
difficult. (During excavation, it was determined that the falls had occurred 
later than the Chalcolithicperiod, for remains datable to the latter were found 
beneath them.) In the upperchamber, several scroll fragments were discovered 
beneath stones or in pits that had been used as nests by various animals. The 
upper level of the chamber yielded several pieces of cloth from the Arab 
period and some pottery from the Iron Age II. The majority of the 
finds, however, belong to the Roman period and include pottery, wooden 
and metal objects, cloth and leather fragments, and remains of baskets. This 
upper level had been disturbed, and beneath it lay a 30-cm-thick ash layer, 
which, according to the excavators, was caused by the burning of dung. A still 
lower layer, this time undisturbed, contained Chalco lithic pottery, flint tools, 
and an abundance of animal bones. 

The Bedouin had also searched the underground passageways, and it seems 
that most of the scroll fragments they offered for sale originated there. Al
though most of the area had been disturbed, it was possible to excavate 
systematically in several places. An examination of the waste dumps left 
by the Bedouin revealed two pieces of a large ostracon, inscribed leather 
fragments, and half of an alabaster vessel, dated to the Middle Bronze 
Age, whose other half had already been purchased from the Bedouin. The 
excavation revealed several layers, including, from the bottom upward, a level 
containing a mixture of earth and collapsed rocks; a 1 0-cm-thick ash level; a 
layer of red earth (34 em thick) containing Chalco lithic sherds; a level of stone 
and gravel (36 em) with a few Chalcolithicflints; a black ash level (55 em) with 
remains from various periods-some Chalcolithic sherds, a Middle Bronze 
Age II scarab, and a few Iron Age II sherds; and a black-earth level that 
contained only Roman remains. In this upper level, the excavators found 
a quantity of pottery, leather, and textile fragments, wooden artifacts, and 
papyrus fragments. 

Not far from the excavated area a papyrus containing a letter from the 
elders at Beth Mashiko to Joshua son ofGa1gula was found. Above this upper 
level, the Bedouin had heaped the earth they had removed from the cave 
during their search. 
CAVE 3. Cave 3 is approximately 40 m west of cave 2 and is separated from it by 

Wadi Murabba'at: papyrus fragment of a Hebrew letter, 8th century BCE. 
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Wadi Murabba'at: letter from the administrators of Beth Mashiko to Joshua son of 
Galgula, one of the leaders of the Bar-Kakhba Revolt. 

a rock projection. It was not possible to reconstruct the cave's plan, as both its 
opening and ceiling had collapsed, some of which had fallen into the ravine. 
The excavators distinguished a thin level of settlement with remains from both 
the Chalcolithicand Roman periods. Nowrittenmaterial was found. A slight 
depression in one of the corners was found to contain Iron Age II pottery, two 
iron knives, and part of a bone plaque decorated with a mesh pattern. A pit (c. 
25m deep) in the cave's western end widened out at the bottom to form a space 
2 by 4 m. There was no evidence of human habitation in the pit. 
CAVE 4. Cave 4 is 200m east of caves 1-3, at a slightly higher level. A low 
corridor leads from its entrance to a row of long rooms. The cave's overall 
length is about 60 m. The Bedouin who had dug there first had not found 
anything. The expedition concentrated on the middle room, and although 
there was no clear stratigraphy, at the bottom of the settlement level there were 
Chalcolithic sherds with Roman sherds above them. 
THE FINDS. The main finds from the Chalcolithic period, as stated above, 
were discovered in caves 1 and 2. The pottery was handmade of coarse clay 
with only a small amount of tempering material added. A few complete 
vessels were found, some of them burnished. The common types are cor
nets, chalices, goblets, deep bowls with straight sides, hole-mouth jars, several 
jugs with lug handles, and a few thumb-indented ledge handles. Several of the 
bases bore mat impressions. Three types of decoration were used: 

I. Red or brown wash covering the outside of the vessel with a thin band left 
plain along the inner edge of the rim. Some vessels were decorated with 
horizontal lines near the base. 

2. Incised decoration, usually in a herringbone pattern. 
3. Relief decoration, formed by a rope or thumb-indented clay strip. 
The large quantity of flint tools consisted mostly of scrapers. An outstand-

ing example is a fan scraper ( 110 by 135 mm). Blades, knives, axes, and several 
arrowheads were also found. Among the stoneware were two basalt whet
stones and a small limestone bowl with four rectangular projections around 
its rim instead ofhandles. The bone artifacts included awls, needles, and a few 
spindlewhorls. A wooden axhandlewas also uncovered; its flint blade was not 
found, but the leather strip with which it was attached was recovered. The 
excavators distinguished two phases of the Chalco lithic period at Wadi Mur
abba'at.ThefirstisdatedtotheMiddleChalcolithic(c.mid-fourthmillennium 
BCE) and the second, to which the burnished ware belonged, was dated to the 
Late Chalcolithic. It could not be established whether the Chalcolithic set
tlement at Wadi Murabba'at was continuous or seasonal. 

Finds from the Middle Bronze Age II were relatively scarce. The Hyksos 
scarab found in cave 2 is of special interest. It is engraved with a beetle and two 
ankh signs. On the basis of Egyptian parallels, the scarab was dated by the 
excavators to the Fifteenth Dynasty. Pieces of an alabaster juglet and two 
bronze needles were also found. The remains of two wooden combs have exact 
parallels in Middle Bronze Age II tombs at Jericho and Thirteenth Dynasty 
tombs in Egypt. Several sherds from the same period were also discovered in 
cave 2. The excavators related these finds to a brief, temporary settlement in an 
early stage of the Middle Bronze Age II. It may have been settled by fugitives 
seeking shelter in the caves. 

The Iron Age finds include a small amount of pottery--decanters, a lamp 
with seven wicks, cooking pots, and storage jars. The excavators dated all the 
pottery to the eighth and seventh centuries BCE, during which time, they 
believed, the site again served as a temporary refuge rather than a permanent 
settlement. 

The bulk of the finds dates to the Roman period. They include a 
amount of pottery of all types, which were dated by similar finds in J 
and at Khirbet Qumran to the second and early third centuries CE. Many 
remnants of weapons, including the blade of a pilum-the javelin used by the 
Roman legionnaires; several triple-headed arrowheads; a fiat arrow; an iron 
arrowhead of the equilateral triangle type, that is larger than usual and that 
the excavators believed had been fired from a catapult; and several javelin 
heads, including one with a socket. Of special interest was a wooden stamp 
belonging to the Roman army with a Latin inscription: "Cjenturia Annaii/ 
Gargiliu[s]" (Gargilius of the Anaiian century). The first name is Latin; the 
second is an African name that was especially common in the first and second 
centuries CE. The remaining artifacts are iron nails, various tools, a large iron 
key, many wooden and stone spindle whorls decorated with incised geometric 
patterns, remnants of sandals (including a child's sandal), and bone dice. An 
unusual find was a set of implements the excavators believed were used by a 
doctor. The textile fragments were, for the most part, wool; some were linen 
and some were cotton, but all belonged to this period. Some of the cloth was 
dyed and decorated with various patterns. 

All buttwo coins were purchased from the Bedouin, but the excavators were 
convinced of their authenticity. The coins included a Hasmonean coin of 
Matthias Antigonus (40-37 BCE), acoin belonging to Agrippa I (42-43 CE), 
two procuratorial coins from the time of Nero (58-59 CE), one coin from the 
First Jewish Revolt (69-70 CE), a city coin of Ashkelon from the time ofTrajan 
(113-114 CE), a city coin ofTiberias from the days of Hadrian (119-120 CE), 
nine coins from the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, and two coins with the emblem of 
the Tenth Legion Fretensis. 

On the basis of the evidence found in the caves, and especially the written 
documents, some of which were dated (see below), the excavators concluded 
that the caves were settled in the Roman period from the first century BCE 
onward. At that time, there was only a temporary settlement here, as during 
the First Jewish Revolt. A larger and more developed settlement existed 
during the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, when the area served as a refuge for the 
fleeing rebels and their families (suggested by the discovery of the child's 
sandal). The site was eventually overrun by Roman army units, whose be
longings-the legionnaire's pilum and the military wooden stamp-sur
vived. A small unit continued to be stationed in the area until the end 
of the second century CE (one of the documents is attributed to the days 
of Commodus [180-192 CE]). 

Caves 1 and 2 were also used in the Arab period. Two eighth to ninth
century CE lamps, a·coin (in cave I) minted in Ramla in the eighth century CE, 
and several inscriptions, one of which mentions the year 938-939 CE are from 
this period. Fragments of Arab pottery were dated to the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries CE. 

The Documents. Among the documents found is a papyrus fragment from the 
seventh century BCE and various biblical fragments, including a Torah scroll, 
in which portions of Genesis, Exodus, and Numbers are preserved. Not a 
great deal of this scroll has survived, for it had been torn in antiquity. The 
caves also yielded several fragments of the Book of Deuteronomy, a piece of 
the right-hand edge of the text of Isaiah, and a scroll of the twelve minor 
prophets with parts of twenty-three columns containing considerable por
tions of Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah. This last scroll was found 
sometime after the end of the excavations in a crevice used for burial, not 
far from the Murabba'at caves. Of special interest are the many documents, in 
Hebrew and in Aramaic, most ofthem from the time of Bar-Kokhba but some 

Wadi Murabba'at: letter of Simeon ben Kosiba to Joshua son of Galgula. 



earlier. They mainly include contracts and letters on papyrus, as well as 
several ostraca. Some Greek, Latin, and Arabic papyri, as well as Greek 
and Latin ostraca, were also found. 

Because publication of the Wadi M urabba 'at material preceded that of the 
first season of excavations in Nal:tal David, Nal:tal I:Iever, and Nal:tal Mish
mar, no comparison of the material was possible. It was subsequently es
tablished that the finds from Wadi Murabba'at complement the evidence 
from the other canyons in the Judean Desert and form a single assemblage. 

G. L. Harding, PEQ 84(1952), 104-109; R. de Vaux. ADAJ2 (1953), 85; id., RB60 (1953), 245-267; id. et 
al. Discoveries in the Judean Desert 2, Oxford, 1961; S. Yeivin, 'Atiqot 1 (1955), 95-108; P. J. Sijpesteijn, 
/EJ 34 (1984), 49-50. 
Na~a1 Deragot: J. Patrich, ESI 4 (1985), 62-63. 

EPHRAIM STERN 

A CAVE BETWEEN NAI:IAL DAVID AND NAI:IAL YISHAI 
In 197 4, a guide from the En-Gedi Field School discovered an ancient Hebrew 
inscription in a cave in a cliff overlooking the Dead Sea, approximately 0.5 km 
(0.3 mi.) south ofNaJ::tal Yishai. The inscription was studied by P. Bar-Adon, 
who also excavated the site. The cave is a natural formation, consisting of two 
levels linked by a narrow natural chimney. The exit from the upper level is 
through a chimney like opening. The lower level is I to 2 by 5 m and is 4 to 5 m 
high; the upper level is 3 to 5 by 7. 5 m and is I to 3m high. On both levels a layer 
of ash (5-25 em thick) was discovered under a layer of ibex and bird dung. On 
the lower level, sherds from the Chalco lithic period, Iron Age, Hellenistic
Roman, and Byzantine periods were found; on the upper level a few isolated 
sherds were assigned to the Iron Age. 

The inscription was found in the cave's upper level, near its wide entrance, 
which looks out on the landscape to the east. It is written in cursive script in 
black ink on a dry stalactite shaped like a thick column. The inscription 
measures 20 by 12.5 em. The letters are 0.7 to 2 em high, except for those 
in the first line, which are approximately 3 em high. Ofthenine lines, only four 
have been deciphered. The first line reads nn>:J' l'VN llN (cursed be he who will 
efface), a curse formula aimed at anyone intending to erase the inscription. 
The other three legible lines are ... mn> Fl (line 4); ... 1~:m ... >n ll:l (line 6); 
and mN ll:l (line 7). Paleographically the inscription is assigned to the end of 
the eighth or the beginning of the seventh century BCE. It was probably 
written by a literate solitary from En-Gedi, perhaps expressing his wonder 
at and praising the Lord for the awe-inspiring landscape visible from the cave. 

'EINFARA 
'Ein Fara is about 8 km (5 mi.) northeast of Jerusalem. It is the westernmost 
spring in Wadi Qelt. In this area the wadi has cut a deep canyon some 1.5 km (1 
mi.) long, and the towering cliffs on either side contain a great many caves. 
This part of the wadi's course is identified with Simeon Bar Giora's cave 
encampment "in the valley known as Pheretae," mentioned by Josephus 
(War IV, 9, 4 [511-513]) in his account of the civil war in Judea in 68-

Map of caves with Roman finds in the northern Judean Desert. 

Hebrew inscription found on a 
stalactite in a cave between 
Nahal David and Nahal 
Yisi1ai, late 8th/early. 7th 
century BCE. 
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69 CE, when the Roman army had temporarily lifted its pressure on the 
rebels. At the beginning of the fourth century CE, the monk Chariton, the 
founder of monasticism in the J udean Desert, established the first laura in the 
Judean Desert, which was called Pharan. The first church in the laura was 
consecrated in a cave where Chariton had been kept captive by bandits (from 
whom he was saved by a miracle). This cave (no. 7) was probably first cut into 
the rock by Simeon Bar Giora's men and used as his headquarters. 

In 1983-1984, during the Archaeological Survey of the Judean Desert 
Caves, carried out on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, directed by J. Patrich, nineteen rock-cut caves were 
discovered. Most of them are high in the cliffs forming the southern bank of 
Wadi Qelt. Their configuration and location indicate that they were used as 
hideouts. Their mouths are generally natural crevices that conceal the pre
sence of the larger chamber hollowed out of the rock beyond them. Because 
they were hideouts no windows were pierced in the caves for illumination or 
ventilation. Six different types of rock-cut cave dwellings have been classified 
on the basis of size and shape: small cells (6-10 sq min area) cut in the 
perpendicular cliff or high in the wall of a large cave; cells in several levels 
along a narrow vertical crevice; and caves with a large inner chamber. Storage 
cells were cut in the walls of some caves. 

A peculiar feature, common to some types of caves, is a vertical rock-cut 
entrance shaft, cut in the floor of the cave; the cross section of the shaft is 
generally 1 m square and its depth is generally 2 to 5 m. Projections and 
depressions in the shaft's vertical walls facilitate climbing, and at the bottom 
there is a well-cut entrance. The best example of this type is cave 2, but it is 
particularly common among the caves in the cliffs ofNaJ::tal Mikhmas (Wadi 
Suweinit), a northern tributary of Wadi Qelt, which were also cut toward the 
end of the Second Temple period (see below). 

The largest and most regularly shaped of the caves is cave 7, which consists 
of a spacious rectangular hall (8.3 by 6.2 m). The ceiling (2.1 m high) is 
horizontal and the walls are cut perpendicular to the leveled floor. At the 
eastern end of the hall are three annex rooms. Access to the whole complex 
from a rock ledge below is achieved via two shafts, each 2.5 to 3 m high. 

'Ein Fara: cave 2, plan 
and section. 
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'Ein Fara area: map of the caves. 

The camp received a regular supply of water from the nearby spring at' Ein 
Fara; some caves also had built-in cisterns, indicating that they were intended 
for human occupation in an emergency and not merely to store goods. At the 
western end of the cave camp there is a stable (cave 18) consisting of a series of 
eight niches cut side by side in the wall, with holes in their floors to tether 
animals. 

Sherds and stone vessels dating to the end of the first and beginning ofth~ 
second centuries CE were found on the surface in manyofthe caves, indicating 
that they were indeed cut in the Second Temple period and then reused as 
hideouts during the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. Some caves also contained pottery 
from the Byzantine period, when they were used by monks. Cave 13 contained 
a heap of ropes made of palm fibers, as well as a braid of human hair. Some 
natural caves in the canyon, which are lower and more readily accessible, 
contained quantities of sherds from the Early Bronze Age and human bones. 

NAI:fAL MIKHMAS 
Nal)al Mikhmas (Wadi Suweinit) is the northern tributary of Wadi Qelt. It 
begins in the Bethel Hills, in the vicinity of Ramallah, and joins Wadi Qelt 
west of'Ein Fawar. East of the villages of Jaba' and Mukhmas, whose names 
preserve the biblical names of Geba and Michmash (1 Sam. 13: 16), the wadi 

'Ein Fara: braid of hair found in cave 13. 

'Ein Fara: southern cliff of Wadi Qelt and the entrances to cave 7; below, the remains of the laura of Pharan. 



cuts through hard limestone, creating high, steep cliffs. 
Between 1983 and 1985, the Archaeological Survey of the 

Judean Desert Caves, carried out on behalf of the Institute of 
Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and 
directed by J. Patrich, examined the caves along this canyon 
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Naf;al Mikhmas: abecedary inscription from el- 'Aliliyat, cave 6. 

as well as those in Wadi el-I:Iabibi, the northern tributary of 
NaJ:tal Mikhmas. It was found that some of the caves had 
been used during the Byzantine period by monks who be
longed to the laura of Saint Firmin us. The laura was estab
lished in the Mikhmas region in the sixth century CE (Cyril of 
Scythopolis, Vita Sabae 16, 89). Its remains are scattered in 
the wadi. The caves themselves were first cut by Jews in Second 
Temple times, probably as part of a deliberate emergency 
project aimed at providing shelter and concealment for fa
milies from the nearby villages of Michmash and Geba. 
Some of the caves were reused during the Bar-Kokhba Re
volt as well. Along acanyonlike section ofNaJ:tal Mikhmas, 
some 5 km (3 mi.) long, fifteen caves were found, some iso-

1J 
lated, and some in groups of a few caves each; eight caves were 
found in Wadi el-I:Iabibi. A leather sandal, similar to those found at Masada 
and in other caves in the Judean Desert, was found in cave 4 in Wadi el-I:Iabibi. 

The caves arepartlyorcompletely cut in the rock. The rock cutters generally 
took advantage of a natural crevice or rock ledge and hollowed out a larger 
space in the rock wall. During the survey, six different types of rock -cut caves 
were identified, based on the size and shape of a cave or group of caves. A 
particularly interesting type is the single-chamber cave ( 10-30 sq m in area) 
with a vertical chimney or shaft (c. 1m square in cross section and several 
meters deep) cut into its floor. Projections or depressions cut in the vertical 
walls of the chimney aided climbers; the entrance at the bottom was sealed 
with a door, probably of stone, which revolved on hinges. In one place a 
circular (rolling) stone (c. 1 min diameter) was found in situ. When the 
entrance was opened, the stone could be slid along a specially carved groove 
in the rock. 

In some caves the ceiling contained a concealed upper cell. Most of the 
group and single caves had built-in cisterns for water. Near the confluence of 
Wadi el-I:Iabibi with Nal:tal Mikhmas are the remains of buildings and cis
terns, as well as a burial chapel and a large water reservoir. This was a 
secondary center of the laura of Saint Firminus. 
EL-'ALILIYAT CAVES. The most complex groups of caves are located on the 
northern bank of the canyon ofNaJ:tal Mikhmas. The caves are known by the 
Arabic name el-'Aliliyat, meaning "the upper chambers." There are two 
adjacent groups, an eastern group and a western one. In 1928, M. Markoff 
and D. Chitty found inscriptions in the eastern group, written in Palestinian 
Syriac. This group was reexamined in 1978 by a team of scholars under the 
auspices of the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Fran<;ais in Jerusalem, who 
published its plans and the Syriac inscriptions. In 1981-1982, the groups of 
caves were examined a third time by Patrich, as part of a survey on behalf of the 
Archaeological Survey of Israel. 

The caves in the eastern group are located along a rock ledge (56 m long) 30 
m above the foot of the cliff. Along the ledge are two cave dwellings, a ritual 
bath, and a cistern. On the cistern's walls are charcoal sketches of seven
branched menorahs, a pentagram, and inscriptions. The inscriptions in
clude two lines of an abecedary, which probably should be interpreted 
as magic formulas to protect the writers, and an Aramaic inscription: 
[N])l\JlJ 1?Y lPYrlN l~Y1' (Yo'ezer has been uprooted, the guards have 
entered). This may have been the writer's last message, telling of the wound
ing or death of one Yo'ezer-a common name in priestly circles-and in
dicating that the besieging guards had penetrated this almost inaccessible 
place. The script is typical of the late Second Temple period. During the 
Byzantine period, monks lived in the caves and inscribed crosses and Syriac 
and Greek inscriptions in red paint on the rock walls and on the sides of the 
cistern and the ritual bath. 

The western group of caves consisted of four systems, one above the other 
toward the top of the cliff, interconnected by a tunnel and rock-hewn steps. 
The water-collection system served all four systems. Its plastered rock-cut 
channel collected runoff from the cliff that was then directed to the cisterns 
as it descended from level to level. Typical sherds from the time of the Bar
Kokhba Revolt were found in this group of caves. 

10 20 
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THE KETEF JERICHO CAVE 
The cave ofKetefJericho is located south of the Qarantal monastery, on the 
opposite bank of Wadi el-Mafjar, which descends to the Jericho Valley in a 
series of steps. The cave is about 5 m above a path leading southward from the 
monastery and is close to anothercavewith a wide opening. It is a natural cave, 
formed by karstic activity. A stone terrace was built at its mouth, to level the 
front of the cave, and there are two smaller, upper openings. Narrow passages 
lead from the openings to a wide inner chamber that has neither light nor 
ventilation. The cave is about 25 m long, but the only area suitable for 
habitation is close to the entrance. 

The excavation of the cave was carried out in the spring of 1986 on behalf of 
the Israel Cave Research Center and the Ofra Field School of the Israel Society 
for the Preservation ofNature. It was directed by H. Eshel. Thefindsdate from 
the Chalcolithic to the Roman periods. 
THE FINDS. The Chalco lithic remains, which were found in the inner cham
ber, include pottery sherds, carnelian and seashell beads, a metal bead, a clay 
spindle whorl, an awl, and a worn bone seal. At least 38 skeletal remains of 
men, women, and children were also found here. The Iron Age II remains 
include potsherds dating from the ninth to eighth centuries BCE. Among the 
finds from the Persian period (fourth century BCE) were potsherds and an 
Aramaic papyrus inscribed on both sides. The papyrus bears two lists of 
Jewish names next to sums of money in shekels, rib 'in and rna 'at. Some of the 
names, such as Abi'or, Grp', and Spnh, are rare; others, such as Yehosef, 
Yeho'ezer, and Yehol:tanan, were typica!Jewish names in the Second Temple 
period. The document probably records details of loans. Paleographically, 
the document should probably be dated to between 335 and 300 BCE, but it 
could beearlier-thatis, it may be connected to the destruction ofJericho and 
the exile of Jews to Babylon at the time of Artaxerxes III (359-338 BCE). 

It has been suggested that the remains from the Roman period should be 
related to the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. They include potsherds, fragments of 
cloth and leather, pieces of rope, date and olive pits, nutshells and cereal 
grains, eighteen metal nails from a sandal, a bronze ring, and an iron needle. 
Fragmentary commercial documents written on papyrus were also discov
ered from this period; two are in Aramaic and three in Greek. In an earlier 
survey of the site in 1984, an intact wooden comb from the Roman period was 
found. 

Cave between Na\Jal Yishai and Na\Jal David: P. Bar-Adon, JEJ 25 (1975), 226-232. 
'Ein Fara: J. Patrich, BAR 15j5 (1989), 32-42. 
Na\Jal Mikhmas (Wadi Suweinit): G. Dalman, ZDPV 27 (1904), 161-173; 28 (1905), 161-175. 
Byzantine remains: V. Corbo, La Terra Santa (1960), 137-141; M. Halloun and R. Rubin, LA 31 (1981), 
291-298. 
El-'Aiiliyatcaves: A. Desreumauxetal., RB75 (1978), 417-419; M. Hallounand R. Rubin, LA 31 (1981), 
291-298; J. Patrich, ESJ2 (1983), 107-109; 3 (1984), 61-62; id. (with R. Rubin), RB 91 (1984), 381-387; 
id., 92 (1985), 265-273; 96 (1989), 235-239; id., BAR 15/5 (1989), 32-42. 
Ketef Jericho Cave: H. Eshe1, ESI 5 (1986), 58-59; id., JEJ 37 (1987), 190; (with H. Misgav), 38 (1988), 
158-176; id., BAR 15/5 (2989), 44-53. 

JOSEPH PATRICH 

JUDEIDEH, TELL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Judeideh is an ancient site in the Shephelah, about 2 km (1 mi.) north of 
Beth Guvrin (map reference 141.115), situated about 398m above sea level. 
Most scholars agree with J. Jeremias that the site is to be identified with 

Moresheth-Gath-the birthplace of the prophet Micah (Mi. 1:1; Jer. 
26: 18) and one of the cities captured by Sennacherib in his campaign against 
Judah in 701 BCE (Mi. 1:14). Moresheth-Gath is mentioned in the Book of 
Micah as being in the vicinity ofLachish and Mareshah. This identification is 
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Tell Judeideh: general plan. 

also based on Eusebius ( Onom. 134:1 0), Saint Jerome, and the Medeba map, 
where it is shown north of Beth Guvrin, although the Byzantine church 
erected on the traditional tomb of Micah is located at some distance to 
the southwest, at el-Bassa (map reference 140.114). The city may be men
tioned among those that Rehoboam fortified, its name corrupted by haplo
graphy: instead of "Gath, Mareshah" (2 Chr. 11 :8), it should read "Mor
esheth-Gath, Mareshah." 

EXCAVATIONS 
Tell Judeideh was excavated in 1899-1900 by the British Palestine Explora
tion Fund, under the direction ofF. J. Bliss, assisted by R. A. S. Macalister. 
The excavation was one off our carried out at mounds in the Shephelah-the 
others were Tell Zakariya (Azekah), Tell SandaJ:!anna (Mareshah), and Tell 
e~-Safi (Tel Zafit). It was one of the first stratigraphic excavations conducted in 
Palestine. The report of the excavation, published in 1902, greatly advanced 
archaeological research, but as a pioneering work is deficient in some re
spects. 

The ancient settlement was spread over the natural hill, an elongated 
rectangular area about 580 m long. The excavations were concentrated 
in its southern part, at the site of the ancient citadel. In this 6-a. area 
(c. 250 m long and 100 m wide), surrounded by a wall, the depth of the 
occupational debris was 3 to 6 m; in the northern part of the hill, the max
imum depth was only 1.5 m. The excavators traced the line of the wall and 
made six soundings down to virgin soil. The total area of the soundings was 
about 86 sq m. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
Three main periods were distinguished in the history of the site: Pre-Israelite 
(Bronze Age); Jewish (Iron Age II); and Hellenistic-Roman. Very few re
mains from the Bronze Age were uncovered. From the scanty material in the 
report, it is difficult to assign exact dates. The excavators were of the opinion 
that the site had been abandoned at the end of the Bronze Age and remained 
unoccupied until the end of the First Temple period. 

From the Iron Age II, thirty-seven handles stamped with lamelekh seals 
were discovered. The stamps include almost all the known types: the two- and 
four-winged types and the four city names (Ziph, Hebron, Socoh, Mmst). 
Building remains were also found, but they are not described in the report. 

The main finds belong to the Roman period. There had been a military 
enclosure on the southern part of the hill in the Early Roman period. It was 
encircled by a wall with four gates with the headquarters in the center. The wall 
(3.35 m thick) was built of slightly dressed stones, laid dry in horizontal 
courses. It was strengthened by projections inside the wall, which jutted 
1 to 1.5 minto the city. Sixteen projections were exposed, but it is reasonable 
to assume that there were more. The four gates point north, south, east, and 
west and are flanked by square, internal towers. The gates were well preserved, 
some of them to a height of2.1 m, with pillars, sockets, and thresholds. The 
gates were double winged. As was usual in military camp plans, the main 
streets (cardo and decumanus) passed through the gates and crossed at right 

Lamelekh seal impression on a jar handle; four-winged scarab and inscription 
lmlk l;lbrn. 

angles in the center of the camp. The headquarters consisted oftwo buildings. 
The western building was square (each side measured 13.6 m) and had eight 
rooms arranged around a courtyard. The building was entered through a 
narrow corridor that had a double turn to prevent outsiders from looking 
into the building. 

The eastern building was typically Hellenistic in plan. The rooms were 
arranged around an enclosed courtyard with a peristyle of eight columns 
and a pool in the center. The two main rooms were on the south side of the 
courtyard-the prostas (a porch with two columns) and the oikos (guest hall) 
behind it. The columns of the prostas apparently supported arches. This 
building is a Hellenistic men's quarters (andron), whereas the western build
ing, which was Eastern in style and devoid of external windows, is thewomen's 
house (gynaeconitis). Nothing was found in the buildings to indicate their 
date, but on the basis of their style, they should be dated to the time of the 
Herodian dynasty. 

Identification: J. Jeremias, PJB 29 (1933), 42-53; Abel, GP 2, 392; Aharoni, LB 54, 90, 292, 314, 339. 
Excavations 
Main publications: Bliss-Macalister, Excavations 7, 8, 44ff., 89-90. 107, 195, 199. 
Other studies: F. J. Bliss, P EQ 32 (1900), 87-10 I, 199-222; H. Thiersch, Archaeologischer Anzeiger (1908), 
384ff.; Watzinger, DP 2, 28-30; Weippert 1988, 607, 614. 
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Plan of the headquarters, Roman period. 
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KABRI 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site called Tel Kabri (or Kabri) is a complex of archaeological sites 
clustered around the mound on which the Arab villages of et-Tell and 
en-N ahr were built (map reference 1632.2681 ). The lower city of the Middle 
Bronze Age II extended north of the mound, and the Neolithic and Early 
Chalco lithic settlements were located east of it, near the 'Ein Gial). spring and 
the ancient tell's cave. Farther east, remains of the Roman-Byzantine set
tlement Kabrita (Tosefta Shevi'it4: 11) were uncovered under the ruins of the 
village of el-Kabri, whose name is derived from that of the ancient village. In 
the 1980s, remains of houses and of a church with a fragmentary Syriac 
inscription that mentions Abraham were accidentally discovered here. 

In the early Middle Bronze Age II, the settlement extended over 80 a., 
making it one of the largest Bronze Age sites in Israel. In the Late Bronze and 
Iron ages, the settlement was confined to the mound of et-Tell and the vicinity 
of the spring, which was the center of the Middle Bronze Age site. The 
settlement was occupied continuously until the Hellenistic period. Its pro
minence in the Middle Bronze Age II led A. Kempinski to suggest identifying 
the site with Rehob, mentioned with the main towns on the northern Coastal 
Plain (Acco, Mishal, and Achshaph) in the Execration texts (Posener group) 
and in the book of Joshua (19:24-26). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Salvage excavations were conducted here in the 1950s. After the discovery of 
magnificent Neolithic stone implements near 'Ein Gial). in 1956, the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums undertook excavations at the 
eastern part of the site in 1957-1958, directed by M. Prausnitz. Research 
into the Early and Middle Bronze Age remains began in 1961, when the water 
company Meqorot dug an east-west trench (500 m long and 3.5 m deep) 
across the site. Remains from the Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age 
II, as well as a 40-m-wide rampart that surrounded the city, were uncovered 
here. 

In 1969, as a result of the uprooting of an orchard planted over the lower 
city area, a group of graves dated to the Middle Bronze Age IIA was exposed. 
This section, later named area B, was excavated byY. Ben-Yosef, on behalf 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums; in 1975, a brief rescue 
excavation here was directed by Prausnitz and Kempinski, with the parti
cipation ofR. Amiran, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 

Museums and Tel Aviv University. 
Two portions of the lower city, areas 
Band C, were excavated. Since 1986, 
new excavations, headed by Kem
pinski and E. Meron on behalf of 
the Israel Department of Antiqui
ties and Museums and TelAvivUni
versity, expanded area C westward 
(area C2). The center of the site 

(area D) east of 'Ein Shefa', as well as a new section at et-Tell (area E), 
were investigated. Area B was reopened in 1987. In 1989, W.-D. Niemeier 
of Heidelberg University joined the excavations. 
PREHISTORIC AND PROTOHISTORIC PERIODS. Most of the remains 
from pre- and proto historic periods were found on the surface at the eastern 
part of the site in the course of agricultural activity. The earliest layer so far 
exposed was at the Neolithic site near 'Ein Gial).. This layer (stratum 3) 
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yielded several Neolithic sherds and was dated to the Pottery Neolithic. 
Traces of buildings, polished stone axes, and flint implements were also 
found here. Above this layer, in stratum 2, which is also Neolithic, remains 
of walls and stone tools were exposed. The uppermost layer (stratum I) 
contained sherds typical of the Early Chalcolithic in northern Israel (Wadi 
Rabah culture), as well as some graves. It seems that some ofthe magnificent 
objects found on the surface, including stone and obsidian implements and 
an obsidian core imported from central Anatolia, originated in this stratum. 

Tower in the fortifications of the Phoenician city in area E. 

General view of the palace in area D. 

A bull figurine recovered on the surface and a fragment of a bull's head, found 
out of context in the Early Bronze Age fill in area B, also belong to the Late 
Neolithic/Early Chalcolithic period. 

An important sequence of Early Bronze Age IA-B strata was excavated in 
area B. Above these strata were oval buildings and rectangular houses from 
the Early Bronze Age IIA-B. 

The trench dug in 1961 exposed Early Bronze Age II and III strata. 
Although a large amount of pottery from the Early Bronze Age III was 
found in the fill of the Middle Bronze Age rampart and in the debris in 
area B, no clear picture could be obtained of the site as a whole for this 
period. The settlement was 25 to 30 a. in size and served as the urban center 
of the northern Coastal Plain. The transition from the Early Bronze Age to 
the Middle Bronze Age I remains unclear, and it is not possible to determine 
whether there was a gap in occupation in the Middle Bronze Age I. 
HISTORICAL PERIODS. Occupation of the mound was renewed in the 
early Middle Bronze Age IIA. Remains from this period were found in 
the Meqorot trench in the lower city and in excavations in areas C1 and 
C2. At the end of the Middle Bronze Age IIA, the city was protected by a 
rampart and a city wall. At the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age IIB (c. 
1750 BCE), Kabri was a fortified city, covering an area of about 80 a. Several 
clearly stratified structures from this period were found in area C2. The 
lowest layer (stratum 4), as well as the first city wall and the rampart that 
encircled the entire city, belong to the Middle Bronze Age IIA. The city wall 
was built against the40-m-wide glacis. Adjoining the wall are later structures 
(strata 3, 2, and 1). The uppermost layer (stratum 1) was mostly destroyed by 
erosion and cultivation, but the sherds discovered there all date to the Middle 
Bronze Age. 

The rampart exposed in the trench and in areas C1 and C2 has four main 
parts: a core; slopes of fill constructed using the "sandwich" method; a 

Pottery assemblage from the end of the MB IIA. 
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Kabri: Syrian cylinder seal from the end of the MB liB. 

sloping outer retaining wall that covered the rampart's glacis; and an inner 
wall, probably the city's defensive wall. The rampart was made of debris from 
the Early Bronze Age town, as well as accumulated material, mainly pebbles 
and kurkar. The spring was enclosed within the city walls by the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA builders, as at the slightly earlier site of Tel Dan, also 
mentioned (as Laish) in the later Execration texts. This reveals a chrono
logical overlap between Laish and the fortified town of Tel Kabri (Rehab). 
The Middle Bronze Age IIA city gate, discovered on the northwestern side of 
the mound, has yet to be excavated. 

In the 1986-1988 excavations, part of a residential quarter adjoining the 
city wall, as well as the remains of a palace east of'Ein Shefa' (area D), were 
uncovered. The excavated part of the palace includes a forecourt leading over 
an ashlar-built threshold to an entrance room, which in turn led to a cer
emonial hall (10 by 10m). The hall's floor was plastered and decorated with 
an orange and yellow checkerboard pattern. A floral design, Cretan in style, 
was painted on the yellow plaster. About 150 small fragments of a wall fresco, 
also Cretan in style, were uncovered as well; they belong to the northern wall 
of the ceremonial hall and are similar in style to those at Santorini. The floor 

11 
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and the fresco fragments have been dated to the late seventeenth century BCE. 
The Middle Bronze Age liB settlement was destroyed in about 1600 BCE. A 

small village (5 to 8 a. in area) was built on the mound of et-Tell. In the Late 
Iron Age and Persian period, the city ofRehob was located here. An Iron Age 
Phoenician town (less than 5 a. in area) was confined to the mound. It had a 
casemate wall. The town expanded again in the Persian period, and building 
remains and many sherds were found north of'Ein Shefa'. It seems that in the 
Early Roman period, the settlement, then called Kabrita, moved to the area 
later occupied by the village of Kabri. 

A. Biran, CNI 10/1-2 (1959). 26-27; M. W. Prausnitz, IEJ9 (1959), 268-269; id .. RB67 (1960), 390-391; 
id., From Hunter to Farmer and Trader, Jerusalem 1970, 160-168; M. W. Prausnitz and A. Kempinski, 
IEJ27 (1977), 165-166; R. Ami ran, ibid. 26 (1976), 157-162; A. Kempinski and E. Miron, ibid. 37 (1987), 
175-177; id., ESI6 (1987-1988), 71-72; 7-8 (1988-1989), 104-106; A. Kempinski and W.-D. Niemeier, 
ibid. 9 (1989-1990), 94-95; id., IEJ 41 (1991), 188-194; A. Kempinski and J. Naveh, TA 18 (1991), 244-
247; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); E. Stern andY. Gorin, ESI 9 (1989-1990), 96-97; Excavations at 
Kabri: Preliminary Report of 1989 Season (eds. A. Kempinski and W.-O. Niemeier). Tel Aviv 1991; S. R. 
Wolff, AJA 95 (1991), 501, 505-506. 
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fkk<> W"-S ~t<)J...<l..A KADESH-BARNEA 
THE PREHISTORIC SITES 

EXPLORATION 
Prehistoric finds from the region ofKadesh-Barnea (map reference 096.006) 
in the northern Sinai Desert were first reported by T. Wiegand, who was in the 
vicinity during World War I. Pere Buzy and R. Neuville surveyed the area in 
the 1920s and examined several surface-collected concentrations of flint 
artifacts. E. Anati conducted another survey of the region following the 
Suez campaign in 1956 and found remains from the Lower, Middle, and 
Upper Paleolithic periods, as well as several rock paintings. At that time, 
B. Rothenberg surveyed various parts of the Kadesh-Barnea region and 
found a large number of flint implements. Surveys and excavations were 
conducted in the area from 1976 to 1979 by 0. Bar-Yosef and I. Gilead, on 
behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University ofJerusalem 
and the Department of Archaeology at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, 
with the assistance of the archaeology staff officer for Sinai. These included a 
systematic survey that focused on Wadi el-Gudeirat (Qudeirat) and the 
adjacent plateaus, and three seasons of excavation (1977-1979). 
LOWER AND MIDDLE PALEOLITHIC PERIODS. No finds from the 
Lower and Middle Paleolithic periods (up to 40,000 BCE) have yet been 
recovered in situ, but material collected on the surface indicates human 
habitation in this region as early as the terminal Lower Paleolithic peri
od. Hand axes from the Late Acheulean stage were found on the sur
face, particularly in the plateau areas. Items produced using the Levallois 
technique were particularly common in the surface-collected material. Based 
onradiometricdatesobtainedforsimilaritemsfoundinthecentralNegev,as 
well as on technological considerations, these items are attributed to the 
Middle Paleolithic period (c. 60,000 BCE) and perhaps to a still earlier per
iod. Finds from the Middle Paleolithic, which were recovered from within the 
conglomerate at the base ofWadi el-Gudeirat's bed, suggest that the climatic 

regime, the landscape and the fluviatile regime were different then. 
UPPER PALEOLITHIC PERIOD. The Upper Paleolithic sites (some found 
in situ) are more common in the surveyed area. They comprise several layers 
and contain an abundance of various implements, as well as organic material 
that permitted carbon-14 determinations. Most of these sites were found 
embedded within the sand-silt layers in the wadi, next to the confluence of 
Wadi el-Gudeirat and Wadi Umm Hashem. 

The richest site yet excavated is site 601, next to the wadi's bed and about 
6 m above it. The following two levels were exposed: 

l. Layer A (c. 10-12 em thick) is light gray and composed of sand and silt 
granules. Most of this layer, which is close to the surface, has been eroded. 

2. Layer B (c. 15-20 em thick) is the principal layer in terms of dimensions 
and wealth of finds. It extends over a strip about 14m long and 5 m wide. On 
the south it is cut by the wadi and on the north by ravines running across the 
wadi's terrace. Limestone chunks of various shapes and sizes, which had 
served as hammers tones and anvils, as well as flint implements, were found 
on the floor. This layer is rich in ocher granules, as well; parts of it are red, 
suggesting intensive use of this pigment. A large number of ostrich eggshells 
was scattered over the layer, some of which yielded a carbon-14 date of 
30,970 ± 780 BP (Pta 2946). Another carbon-14 date of 31,850 ± 940 
BP (Pta 2819) was obtained from charcoal grains recovered from the ad
jacent site (501). 

Another important site from this period, Kadesh-Barnea 9, is located on 
the upper reaches of the wadi, some 500 m from site 601. Three levels were 
discerned here. Unlike site 601, ocher granules, ostrich eggshells and lime
stone chunks were rare. The character of this occupation seems to have been 
different, and its remains may indicate habitation in a different season of the 
year. 
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Wadi el-Gudeirat: general view. 

Site 602 is a surface site; the frequen
cy of patinated items here indicates 
that it was exposed for some time. 
It lies above sand-silt sediments char
acteristic of the ancient wadi's terrace, 
some 100 m north of site 601. The 
surface on which the finds were collec
ted is some 4 m higher than the layers 
of the neighboring site, suggesting 
that it postdates it. 

The flint tool assemblages from 
sites 601, 501, and 9 are characterized 
by an emphasis on blade production, 
evident in both the tools and the lithic 
waste. Various kinds of retouched 
blades, which constitute about half 
of the retouched tools, are the most 
common. Blades and blade frag
ments with a regular or a semiabrupt 
retouch, as well as el-Wad points, are 
the most frequent types. End scrapers 
and burins are present in small num
bers. Flint tool assemblages from the 
same period are known from Jebel 
Maghara in northern Sinai, where 
this culture was termed Lagaman. 
The Kadesh-Barnea assemblages are also attributable to the Lagaman cul
ture. The tool assemblage from site 602 is exceptional in that it displays a 
smaller proportion of blades (also in the waste), while the frequency of end 
scrapers and burins is higher. 
EPIPALEOLITHIC AND NEOLITHIC PERIODS. Kadesh-Barnea site 8, in 
which a Geometric Kebaran assemblage was exposed, furnishes evidence of 
human habitation in Wadi el-Gudeirat in the terminal Paleolithic. The site is 

located a few hundred meters north of the Paleolithic site 601; it comprises 
the remains of hunter encampments, preserved in the sand and silt deposits 
that accumulated in the valley. At least two layers of this site were found in 
situ and partly excavated. Charcoal samples from both yielded the following 
carbon-14dates: 12,180 ± 160BP(Pta2158)and 11,980 ± 120BP(Pta2159). 
A few dozen geometric trapezoidal-rectangular microliths, some complete 
and some broken, were collected in the course of excavation, as were end 

Kadesh-Barnea: general view of the Israelite fortress, looking north. 
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scrapers and blades. In one of the excavated squares, a depression was found and many hand stones were scattered over the site. Small arrow
exposed containing a concentration of ashes as well as an abundance of heads, cores with two oblique percussion platforms, and oval and trape
flint cores and large waste fragments. The site seems to have been a seasonal zoidal axes (some with polished edges) are notable among the flint tools. A 
encampment for a small group of hunters who also engaged in gathering. few tiny clay sherds were also found, suggesting that the assemblage dates to 

Remains from the terminal Pre-Pottery Neolithic stage and the Early the transition from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B to the following period. A 
Pottery Neolithic stage were found in Kadesh-Barnea site 3, on the wadi's carbon-14 date of 5,580 ± 100 BP, obtained from certain items found at this 
eastern bank, east of'Ein el-Gudeirat. Various flimsy architectural remains, site, also fits this assumption. 
a row of small ovens, and granaries that had been dug into the ground and 
faced with stone slabs were exposed. Near the latter several querns were ISAAC GILEAD 

THE ISRAELITE FOR TRESS 

IDENTIFICATION 
According to biblical tradition, Kadesh-Barnea was a focal pointfornomads 
and seminomads in the Age of the Patriarchs and the judicial and religious 
center of the Israelites during their wanderings in the Negev and Sinai (Gen. 
14:1-11, particularly verse 7: "then they turned back and came to En-Mish
pat [that is Kadesh]"). Kadesh-Barnea played an important role in the 
Exodus narrative. The Israelites sojourned in and around it for a long time 
(Dt. 1 :46), and here the first national religious center was created where the 
tribes oflsrael rallied underthe leadership ofMoses. It was from Kadesh that 
Moses dispatched the spies who went into the land oflsrael (Num. 13:26), 
and from which he sent a delegation to the king ofEdom requesting permis
sion to pass through his domain (Num. 20:14). The suggestion of C. L. 
Woolley and T. E. Lawrence that Kadesh-Barnea be identified with Tell 
el-Qudeirat in northern Sinai is generally accepted. The mound is about 
three-quarters of an acre in area and rises above the Wadi el-Qudeirat ravine 
(map reference 0949 .0064) just to the west of the largest and most plentiful 
spring in the Sinai ("waters of Meribah Kadesh" or En-Mishpat). 

EXPLORATION 
In a survey conducted at Tell el-Qudeirat in 1914, Woolley and Lawrence 

Pottery assemblage from the lower 
fortress, lOth century BCE. 
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Kadesh-Barnea: plan of 
the middle fortress, 8th-
7th centuries BCE. 

discovered the remains of a fortress with eight towers whose construction 
they attributed to the kings oflsrael and Judah. The first excavations on the 
mound were carried out late in 1956, under the auspices of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities, by M. Dothan. These excavations provided consider
able data about the plan of the fortress and the chronology of the site. 
Between 1976 and 1982, ten seasons of excavations took place at the site 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, headed by R. Cohen. 
These excavations showed that from the tenth century BCE until the destruc
tion of the First Temple, three successive fortresses were built one on top of 
the other. It also became apparent that in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE 

there was an unfortified settlement here. 
THE LOWER FORTRESS. The earliest remains exposed on the mound were 
a fortress and an adjacent settlement from the end of the tenth century BCE. 

These were uncovered on a low hill near the north bank of Wadi el-'Ein, 5 m 
below the surface level. The first remains were found in the southeastern part 
of the mound. Part of a casemate room (3m wide) was later uncovered in this 
area. On the eastern side of the mound, a wall (80 em thick) was found outside 
the upper fortress, between its middle and southern towers. The remains of 
two casemate rooms were subsequently excavated in the northeastern part of 
the site, between the northern and middle towers in the north wing of the 
upper fortresses. These remains showed that the plan of the early fortress was 
elliptical. In the final season of excavations, three more casemate rooms were 
exposed in the northeast. It appears that this fortress was smaller than its 
successors, as its diameter measured only 27 m. To the west of the fortress 
remains of a settlement with several buildings and silos were found. The 
building exposed at the northwestern edge of the site had several rooms, one 
of which (c. 4 by 6 m) was lined with stone benches. 

A rich assemblage of pottery vessels was found in the layer of ash that 
covered the floors of the early fortress's casemate rooms. It consisted of two 
types: wheel-made vessels typical of tenth-century BCE sites in the country, 
such as pithoi, storage jars, jugs, flasks, lamps, and bowls; and handmade 
vessels of the kind termed Neg bite, such as kraters, cooking pots, bowls, 
small bowls, "teapots," goblets, chalices, lamps, baking trays, and juglets. 
Also found were two Eyes of Horus, an amulet, and a fragment of a faience 
figurine. 
THE MIDDLE FORTRESS. The site seems to have been abandoned for some 
time after the destruction of the early fortress. Kadesh-Barnea is unique in 
that unlike other Israelite fortresses in the Negev Hills, a new fortress of an 
entirely different design was built above the remains of its predecessor. 

The second fortress was rectangular (c. 40 by 60 m), with a 4-m-wide wall 
preserved to a height of 1.8 m and eight protruding towers. An earthen 
rampart resting on a 2.5-m-high revetment wall surrounded it. The revet
ment wall was excavated in its entirety along the eastern side of the fortress, 
along with segments on the north and south. Only small parts ofthe wall were 
exposed on the west. During the last season of excavations, it became ap
parent that the fortress had been surrounded by a fosse 4 m wide and 2.5 m 
deep. Parts of this fosse were found along three sides of the fortress. Ap
parently there was no need for a fosse on the southern side due to the depth of 
the wadi. 

Three settlement phases were discerned in the structures inside the middle 

Silos outside the fortress's northern wall. 

fortress and were excavated almost in their entirety. During the principal Cistern, with a staircase and a trench that passes under the walls of the fortress. 



phase, a street (3. 5 m wide) divided the fortress into two blocks of buildings. 
In the northern block the remains of five buildings (c. 10m long) were found 
separated by narrow streets (1.5 m wide). The walls were built of mud brick 
on stone foundations. In the northwestern corner of the fortress, two ad
jacent units (7 by 10 m each) were excavated. Each unit contained five 
elongated rooms (c. 2.5 by 4 m) and mud-brick installations that showed 
traces of fire. Aside from the wheel-made vessels, the pottery assemblage 
found on the floors of these two buildings included Neg bite ware, such as 
small bowls with lug handles, a chalice, lamps, and juglets. Many animal 
bones were found as well. 

To the south of the two building units were a plastered channel and a 
cistern built oflarge stones with a plastered bottom. The cistern (c. 10m in 
diameter) had a capacity of about 180 cum. Twenty-five steps led to the 
bottom of the cistern. The channel passed under the fortress wall and carried 
water from the spring, located outside the walls, to the cistern. 

A rectangular room (3.8 by 5.5 m) 
was uncovered inside the fortress, to 
the east of the cistern. Its walls are 
preserved to a height of 2.8 m and 
its floor is paved with large stones; 
it was probably used as a silo. Near
by, a round silo (2m in diameter) was 
uncovered. Four granaries were 
found outside the fortress's north 
wall, between the middle and north
eastern towers. The largest was about 
1.8 m in diameter. They were con
structed of field stones and pebbles. 
A room (3 by 4 m) abutting the for
tress's wall was found to the west of 
the granaries. On its floor was a clay 
oven (tabun) with an intact Negbite 
cooking pot inside it. 

Wheel-made vessels typical of the 
eighth and seventh centuries BCE 

were found on the floors of the rooms 
in the second fortress. An abundance 
of Negbite ware-kraters, cooking 
pots, bowls with lug handles, bowls 
with bar handles, and small bowls
was found as well. Two ostraca are 
especially noteworthy. The first was 
the base of a lamp, on which the 
Hebrew inscription ... 'l1N'::> (l'dny) is 
incised, perhaps an abbreviation of 
the name Adonizedek or Adoniya
hu. The second ostracon is comprised 

Entrance to the cistern. 
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Pottery assemblage from the middle fortress, 8th-7th centuries BCE. 

of three letters incised on the rim of a Neg bite bowl, >r.n ... ( ... dmy), probably 
the last letters of a name. 

The second fortress at Kadesh-Barnea was constructed during the reign of 
king Uzziah, in the eighth century BCE. Its three settlement phases show that 
the fortress was in use for a long period. It may have been destroyed atthe end 
of the reign of the Judean king Manasseh, in the mid-seventh century BCE. 

THE UPPER FORTRESS. The last fortress at Kadesh-Barnea was construc
ted soon after the destruction of its predecessor. The outer plan of the upper 
fortress was similar to that of the previous one, except that the thick outer 
wall was replaced by about twenty casemate rooms. Most of these were 
excavated. Two or three, on the southeastern side, were entirely eroded 
due to their proximity to the wadi. The second fortress's earthen rampart 
was raised and readjusted to accommodate the casemates' outer wall. The 
fosse seems to have continued in use. 

The fortress's internal plan underwent radical change. In the northwest 
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Kadesh-Barnea: plan of the upper fortress. 
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there was a rectangular building (10 by 25m) with three elongated rooms 
reached via an open, stone-paved courtyard (l 0 by 15m). At the western end 
of the pavement was a round mud-brick structure (1.9 min diameter) pre
served to a height ofl.2 m. A thick layer of ash was found in the building, with 
many pottery sherds nearby, including a tiny incense burner. Animal bones 
and a lamp-shaped installation containing a layer of ash were also found. The 
cistern and channel south of the building (see above) continued in use in this 
phase. More steps were added to the descent into the cistern to accommodate 
the raised level of the upper fortress. Many sherds from the period of the 
upper fortress were found at the bottom of the cistern. To the east of the 
cistern a building with several rooms was uncovered that abutted the case
mate rooms to the south. A large ostracon was found in one of these rooms 
(see below). 

Many wheel-made vessels typical of the seventh and sixth centuries BCE 

were found in the casemate rooms and in other structures inside the fortress, 

Ostracon with a hieratic inscription, from the upper fortress. 

Decorated Edomite krater from the upper fortress. 

as well as handmade Negbite ware. Large storage vessels, pithoi, and jars 
were among the finds. Especially noteworthy are two pithoi, each with four 
handles, found in the middle tower in the western wall. A particularly rich 
assemblage of pottery was found in two of the casemate rooms. Twenty-five 
intact wheel-made vessels were uncovered in the ash layer on the floor of a 
room located at the north end of the fortress's east wall. Also found here was 
Negbite ware, including storage jars, cooking pots, bowls, plates, juglets, 
lamps, and a flask. An ostracon and a figurine in the shape of a horse's head 
were also found. Another room was uncovered at the southern end of the 
fortress's western wall; in a layer of ash in the room's northern corner were 
five complete storage jars leaning against the wall, one of which contained 
carbonized grains of wheat. In the room's southern corner another group of 
intact vessels was found-three juglets, an alabastron, and wheel-made 
cooking pots, as well as a large krater and lamp, both handmade. 
Ostraca. Several ostraca were found in the upper fortress. The largest and 
most important (22 by 33 em) has six columns written in hieratic script
primarily numbers and measurements. The numbers are arranged in ascend
ing order: from one to ten; from ten to one hundred, in units often; from one 
hundred to one thousand, in units of one hundred; and from one thousand to 
ten thousand, in units of one thousand. The number ten thousand was 
composed of the hieratic numeral ten and the Hebrew word D:JJN 

(thousands); this is repeated at least twice and may represent an arithmetic 
exercise. The shekel symbol ( ~)appears next to the numbers in columns four 
and five, from numerals I to 900. On the ostracon's reverse, it is possible to 
discern three numbers at the lower left: four thousand, five thousand and six 

Ostracon with the inscription ... JD I:J\!JN 

('skr tb .. . ) , 5th-4th centuries BCE. 



thousand. To the right of these are additional numbers, which are difficult to 
decipher. They may be numbers from one hundred to four hundred; above 
them the number one thousand is legible. On the upper part of the ostracon, 
the number three thousand can be discerned, and next to it a word in Hebrew, 
possibly £1'::>N. 

An ostracon (10 by 15 em) with three columns of Hebrew script and 
hieratic numerals, was found in the northeastern casemate room. The third 
column, which is the most legible, includes numbers arranged in ascending 
order up to eight hundred. Next to each number is the Hebrew word illl (grh), 
which is the smallest contemporary unit of weight known; it is equivalent to 
about half a gram. Other, more fragmentary ostraca were found bearing 
hieratic numbers. One consists of five lines of hieratic numerals from one 
hundred to five hundred; the shekel symbol ( ~) appears next to them. 

Two Hebrew ostraca were found. One (12 by 16 em) has three lines written 
in black ink; it is difficult to decipher and its contents remain unclear. The 
second ( 45 by 45 em) consists of three letters Dm (z/Jt), probably representing 
part of a Hebrew alphabet. 

The last fortress established at Kadesh-Barnea was probably built during 
the reign of king Josiah. It was destroyed in a violent conflagration, perhaps 
when the First Temple was destroyed in 586 BCE. 
AN UNFORTIFIED SETTLEMENT FROM THE POSTEXILIC PERIOD. 
In the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, an unfortified settlement was estab
lished at the site on the remains of the upper fortress. Several of the early 
casemate rooms, primarily those on the eastern side of the fortress, were used 
as temporary dwellings. In the northern part of the site a small room from the 
postexilic period was uncovered; a similar room was found on the southern 
part of the mound. However, most of the finds from this period were dis
covered in pits dug into the earlier levels. These included storage jars, am
phorae, bowls, and imported Greek ware. Another important discovery was 
a seal impression, 1il' (yhd), that was common in the postexilic period 
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throughout the province of Judea. An ostracon ascribed to this period was 
found within the area of the upper fortress. On it was written ... :m l:l\!!N ( 's'kr 
tb .. . ). Although its attribution is not certain, it was found near an ash-filled 
pit dated to the period. The meaning of the Hebrew word IJ'<JN is "offering" 
or "merchandise" (cf. Ps. 72:10 and Ezek. 27:15). 

RUDOLF COHEN 
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KANAF, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
In the Ottoman tax list of 1598 CE, I:Iorvat Kanafwas registered as Kanaf el
Fawqa; at the end ofthe nineteenth century, it was called Khirbet Kanef; and 
in the 1950s, Mazra'atKanef. Thesiteissituatedin the southern Golan about 
2km (1.2mi.) southofMoshav Ma'ale Gamla and about 4.5 km (3mi.) from 
the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee (map reference 2145.2531). I:Iorvat 
Kanaf was built on the summit of a spur located between N al).al Kanaf in the 
south and Wadi Sfamnun in the north. It is surrounded on three sides by steep 
slopes; only on its eastern side is it linked to the edge of the Golan Heights 
plateau. Its area of3.7 a. extends over the top of the ridge and its slopes. The 
remains ofits walls, which protrude above the surface, indicate a village with 
spacious houses and radial streets leading up the slopes to its apex, where the 
synagogue was built. A modern cemetery is located on a lower topographical 
ledge north of the village. There are two springs east of the village. 

EXPLORATION 
The synagogue at Kanafwas discovered in December 1895 by L. Oliphant, 
who documented theAramaicinscriptiononitslintel (see below) and several 
architectural remains. G. Schumacher, who visited the site that same year, 
recorded a storehouse built by the Kurdish effendi Sa'id 'Abd er-Ral).man 
Pasha on the ruins of the synagogue. In 1932, an expedition from the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, headed by E. L. Sukenik, documented in photo
graphs and drawings the architectural remains (some of which were 
subsequently vandalized), identified the remains of ancient walls and 
pavements, and argued that the portal of the synagogue had been on its 
western facade. Since 1967 the site has been surveyed a number of 
times by S. Gutman, C. Epstein, M. Nun, and others. From 1978 to 
1980, and in 1985, four short seasons of excavations were conducted 
by Z. Ma 'oz, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Two areas were excavated: area A
the synagogue and its surroundings; and area B-a residential struc
ture on the south slope. 

STRATIGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY 
A stratigraphic sequence (with extended gaps) from the Middle 
Bronze Age to the 1950s was found only in area A, north of the 
synagogue. It has been identified as follows: 

Stratum VIII: Middle Bronze Age II (seventeenth century BCE). A 
tomb on the north slope of the site. 

Stratum VII: Late Bronze Age to Iron Age (thirteenth-tenth cen-

turies BCE). Parts of walls, foundations, and floors. 
Stratum VI: Middle Hellenistic period (150-81 BCE). Foundations of a 

watchtower and a chamber roofed with stone slabs. 
Stratum VA: Late Hellenistic to Early Roman periods (first century CE). 

Orderly construction of a set of rooms (barrack?). 
Stratum VB: Early Roman period (first century CE). Changes in the rooms 

of the barrack, floor raising, and abandonment during the First Jewish 
Revolt against Rome in 67 CE. 

StratumiV:LateRomantoEarlyByzantineperiods(fourth-fifthcenturies 
CE). Pottery and numismatic finds in the foundations of the synagogue. 

Stratum IliA: Middle Byzantine period (beginning of the sixth century 
CE). Construction of a synagogue and a pavement on the north side of a 
street. 

Stratum IIIB: Late Byzantine period (second half of the sixth century CE). 

Reconstruction of the synagogue following an earthquake(?); construction 
of a platform in the front of the synagogue on the west; and changes in the 
paved street. 

Stratum II: Mameluke to Ottoman periods (thirteenth-sixteenth centu
ries). Dwellings next to the synagogue; (undefined) use of the synagogue and 
its front platform. 

Stratum lA: modern period (late nineteenth-early twentieth centuries). 
Seasonal Bedouin occupation around a vaulted storehouse. 

Lintel of the 
synagogue's main 
entrance. 
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Stratum IB: modern period (1950s-1967). Syrian village, repavement of a 
granary that served as a pen for animals, and dwellings around the syna
gogue. 

EXCAVATIONS 
HELLENISTIC WATCHTOWER, STRATUM VI. Northeast of the syna
gogue the foundation of a massive tower was found whose dimensions were 
about 10 by 12m. The southern wall(2.5m thick), western wall (1.6m thick), 
and an inner wall (1 m thick), which divided the tower into two chambers, 
were excavated. The tower was well built of large, rough stones and basalt 
boulders. The fill of its foundations contained a large quantity of sherds 
typical ofthe second half ofthe second century BCE-fromjars, cooking pots, 
imported "Megarian" black-slipped bowls, and red-slipped bowls. Five 
stamped Rhodian amphora handles also were found, dating from the sec
ond century BCE. A subterranean chamber (1.5 by 1.7 m) roofed with basalt 
slabs but empty of finds is located east of the tower. 

This tower was apparently built by the Seleucids in the fourth quarter of 
the second century BCE as part of the defensive line at the western approach to 
the Golan (q.v.). The imported vessels suggest that it was manned by a 
foreign garrison. The destruction of the tower (and the end of stratum 
VI) may be dated to the conquest of the Golan by Alexander Jannaeus 
in 81 BCE (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 393-394). 
THE BARRACK(?), STRATUM V. In stratum V, overlying the remains of the 
stratum VI tower, a system of walls was built whose boundaries are inde
terminable (minimum dimensions, 15 by 23m). The walls, 0. 7 to 0.9 m thick 
and built of fieldstones without mortar, form thirteen small and medium
sized adjoining rooms that range in size from 2 by 1.5 m to 3.5 by 3.7 m. No 
signs have been found of courtyards, doorways, or external walls. The 
segmented plan of the complex does not resemble that of dwellings but 
rather of rooms in a barrack. On the dirt floors and in the fill between 
them a large quantity of jars was found that were typical of the first half 
of the first century BCE. In stratum VB, the floors were raised and, in some, a 
stone pavement had been added. Over the stone pavement and in the fill, 
pottery from the first century CE was found. Stratum VA may thus date to the 
time of Alexander Jannaeus. The building, at least initially, was of a military 
nature and remained in use until its abandonment during the First Revolt 
against the Romans in 67 CE. 
THE SYNAGOGUE, STRATUM III. The synagogue was built on the crest of 
a rock surface at the southwestern end of the ridge. Its walls rest on the 
bedrock. The structure apparently had been partially destroyed by an earth
quake in stratum III. Of its inner part, only the foundations of the columns 
remain. The original stone pavement, benches, and Torah ark, which un
doubtedly existed in the structure, were completely destroyed. Nevertheless, 
enough of the synagogue survived to enable a reconstruction of its plan and 
elevation. ~ 

The synagogue was built as a trapezoid, oriented east-west. Its western 
side is 12.5 m long; its eastern side, 13.25 m; its southern side, 15.85 m; and its 
northern side, 16.4 m. One course of stone at the northwest corner of the 
structure and three to five courses at the south wall (all below floor level) have 

been preserved. The northeast corner is preserved to a height of seven cour
ses, adjacent to which are the doorjambs of the side entrance, which were 
found in situ. The walls are 1m thick; their external side is constructed of well
dressed and precisely fitting, unmortared ashlars. The builders of the sy
nagogue may have been brought from the large Jewish center at N aveh, in the 
Bashan, where identical construction details have been found. 

The lower part of the side entrance, which is 1.25 m wide, has been pre
served in situ. Its lintel was reused in the south wall of the modern granary. On 
the stone is a low relief of a vine branch with four birds pecking at the grapes. 
Several steps apparently led from this side entrance down to the floor of the 
synagogue. 
Portal and Facade. The main gate of the synagogue had apparently already 
collapsed in an earthquake in an early period; the stones of the doorjambs 
and the lintel were found in a heap, close to the western wall of the synagogue. 
In stratum IB, however, the heap was looted and the stones of the gate were 
incorporated in the doorways of twentieth-century dwellings. The synago
gue entrance, 1.65 m wide and 2.3 m high, was apparently in the center of its 
western facade. The frame of the gate is highly decorated and includes a flat 
frieze band, on which a vine extends from an amphora to encompass the 
entire frame of the entrance. Above the frieze are a cornice with an egg-and
dart motif, an astragal, and a cymatium decorated above with acanthus 
leaves and buds. A guilloche has also been added to the lintel. Flanking 
two of the doorjamb stones are sunken medallions containing geometric 
reliefs. In one medallion two squares intertwine to form a sixteen-sided 
polygon; in the other, a circle composed of a double meander band is filled 
with a variety of patterns. A shell appears within the meander circle. The use 
of the filled meander band was quite prevalent in the Bashan and Hauran 
regions as well, especially in Naveh. These medallion ornaments at a sy
nagogue entrance are unknown in synagogue art in Palestine and were 
unique to the Golan. Medallions of similar dimensions and patterns 
are, however, prevalent on church lintels in northern Syria, and are also 
attested to in Egypt and Greece, mainly from the fifth to sixth centuries 
CE. The lintel, which had already been broken in an early period, was 
3.75 m long and 0.87 m high. In its flat upper portion, above the decorated 
entrance frame, is an Aramaic inscription translated as follows: "[ ... ] in 
blessed memory ofYose son ofl:lalfu son ofl:lan[ ... ]."Several architectural 
remains of the facade have also been found: stones cut in a triangular cross 
section, which indicates the existence of a pediment; a cornice with a double 
meander relief; and a stone with part of a circular window, typical of the 
Bashan. Other remains, such as a relief of a maned lion and stones with a 
tabula ansata, may have been part of the facade or the inner side of the hall. 
The Hall. The synagogue floor, apparently built of basalt slabs, was not 
preserved. Excavations beneath the pavement of stratum IB uncovered 
five ashlar stylobates (0.7 by 0.6 m to 1 by 1 m) on a foundation of rub
ble. The foundations indicate that there were two rows of eight columns, 
dividing the hall into a nave (c. 4.5 m wide) and two aisles (each c. 2.75 m 
wide). The column drums and capitals were found in secondary use in strata 
IIIB and IB, inside and near the synagogue. The capitals are Doric in style, 
with the high echinus characteristic of the Bashan and Hauran regions. Nine 

Fragment of a lion carved in relief, from the synagogue. 



capitals-six large ones (diameter, 47.5-52 
em) and three smaller (diameter, 42-43.5 
cm)-were found. The smaller capitals may 
indicate that the building in phase IliA had 
an order of columns and galleries above the 
aisles. Two architectural fragments, to which 
engaged half columns with Ionic capitals are 
attached, indicate that the windows were or
namented. A three-branched candelabrum is 
engraved on one of the capitals. 
The Paved Street. Outside the synagogue, 
along its north wall, is a pavement of rectan
gular basalt stones. A section of the pavement, 
13.8mlongby l.7m wide, has been preserved. 
The original width, of about 3m, is indicated 
by several pavers preserved near the side en
trance. This pavement was apparently part of 
the street leading from the village to the main 
entrance on the west; it was already partially 
destroyed in stratum IIIB, when the street's 
width was narrowed to 1. 7 m. Parallel to the 
north wall of the synagogue, at a distance of 
about 2m, was a row of four columns. Some of 
the columns have Doric capitals set upside 
down, in secondary use. The capitals appar
ently came from the upper order of columns in 
the synagogue. The finds on the floors of the 
rooms beyond the row of columns date to the 
Byzantine period. Stratum IIIB was apparent
ly established after an earthquake damaged 
the synagogue, whose lower story only was 
rebuilt. 
The Facade Platform. Westofthe synagogue is 
a rectangular platform (3.8 by 9.3 m) that 
abuts the wall of the facade and is bounded 
on three sides by retaining walls of ashlars. The 
platform pavement, preserved in two sections 
at its ends, is of inferior quality to the paved 
street in the north. The northern part of the 
platform is about 70 em higher than the wes
tern part, indicating that stairs descended 
from the northern street level to the threshold entrance in the facade. The 
platform was attributed stratigraphically to the Byzantine period, but there 
were ashlars and architectural fragments found in secondary use in it. Thus, it 
appears that the facade platform in this form belongs to stratum IIIB. 
The Finds and Date of the Synagogue. No contemporary finds for the sy
nagogue exist, as a result ofthe secondary use of construction material and its 
destruction in strata I and II. The only finds connected with the synagogue 
were in its foundation fill, and they belong to the period before its construc
tion (stratum IV). Thelatestfindsin the fill layers, which provide the terminus 
post quem for the synagogue's construction, are potsherds from the third to 
fifth centuries CE, mainly those of Galilean bowls and cooking pots. In the 
synagogue, 523 coins were discovered, most of which have been identified. 
The most important ofthese are the four latest coins found in the foundations 
ofthe synagogue (in a layer ofbeaten reddish earth and stones, directly on the 
rock surface). Five of the coins are from the time ofTheodosius II or Va
lentian III (425-450 CE); Marcian (450-457 CE); Leon I (457-474 CE); and 
the latest two are from the reign of Anastasius I (491-518 CE). These coins 
date the construction of the synagogue (stratum IliA) to the beginning of the 
sixth century CE. The simple ornamental style of the synagogue-the sparse 
use of ornaments limited to its entrances and facade, the lack of decoration in 
the hall's interior, and the absence of animal reliefs (excluding that of the 
lion)-also indicates a sixth-century construction, in contrast to the ornate 
fifth-century synagogues, such as the one at 'En Nashut. 
THE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING (AREA B, BUILDING 300). At the south
ern end of the village, beneath the synagogue, a residential building was 
cleared, some of whose walls were preserved to a height of 5 m or 
more. This building abuts an earlier structure on the terrace above it and 
apparently represents the farthest expansion of the built-up area of the 
village. The walls of the structure are built of mortarless roughly cut 
stones. Only the frame of the outer door is built of ashlars. The structure 
was entered from the east, through a 0. 75-m-wide doorway, its piers built of 
ashlars and decorated with capitals. To the right of the entrance a row of 
stairs was preserved that abuts the corner of the walls: the stairs may have led 
to the roof. The main part of the building (7.8 by 10.5 m) contains three 
rectangular spaces arranged one behind the other. 

The front chamber (3.6 by 7.6 m) closest to the entrance served as the main 
living quarters and was paved with stones. The front room and intermediate 
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Isometric reconstruction and plan of building 300. 

spaces are separated by a "window wall." These "windows" were built of 
basalt slabs placed on a shelf 0.7 m above the floor and topped by lintel 
stones. The plan of the main part of the building most closely resembles that 
of the structure found at Giv'at Orl;la, also in the Golan, and was prevalent in 
domestic architecture in the Bashan and Golan regions (q.v. Golan). In the 
second half of the sixth century CE, changes and additions were made to the 
structure, including its division into two adjoining apartments of three to 
four small rooms, arranged one behind the other. In the rooms an abundance 
of pottery vessels from the sixth century CE were found, including cooking 
pots, casseroles, kraters, jars, and lamps; basalt vessels included mortars, 
potters' wheels, millstones, querns, and a roller used to compact the mud 
roofs. Especially noteworthy are a bronze bell, iron rings inlaid with bronze, 
a pin inlaid with a precious stone, and a bone pin with a kneeling woman 
carved on its head. Bronze amulets with magic adjurations on them are a 
unique find from the house. One amulet, whose inscription testifies that it 
was written for )>im nmJ. illl>N> (Yaitha daughter of Miriam), was found in 
the corner of a room in the southern apartment, in a depression in the floor. 
Another amulet, inscribed to l>llt?N1 iliJ. I~Y?N >J.i (Rabbi Eleazar son of 
Esther), was found in the adjoining apartment, in the stone debris on the 
floor. The amulets, which were inscribed on thin bronze tablets (6.5 by 6.5 
em), were found folded and rolled as a scroll. They contain adjurations in 
Aramaic and include blessings in Hebrew. 

Similar amulets were found at the beginning of the twentieth century in 
tombs at Irbid in Trans jordan, and in the synagogues at Ma'on and Meroth. 
Although the adjuration formulas have parallels in plates from Mesopo
tamia and in texts from the Cairo Geniza, they were found for the first time in 
an archaeological context dated to the sixth century CE at I:Iorvat Kanaf. 

SUMMARY 

The excavations at I:Iorvat Kanaf were the first in the Golan to reveal an 
archaeological-stratigraphic sequence representing the region's periods of 
settlement. The site was first settled in the Middle Bronze Age, with occupa
tion continuing into the Late Bronze and Iron ages. The early settlement, 
only a small part of which was excavated, ceased to exist at the end of the 
eleventh or the beginning of the tenth century BCE. No occupation is evident 
in Iron Age II, or in the Babylonian, Persian, and Early Hellenistic periods 
(ninth-third centuries BCE). A similar gap appears in the finds of the surveys 
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conducted throughout the Golan. Kanaf was resettled only in the second 
century BCE, when a watchtower was built there as part of the Golan's 
defensive line toward the Buteil).a Valley. The site was apparently destroyed 
by Alexander Jannaeus in 81 BCE (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 394). A barrack, 
apparently an inner part of a fortress, was excavated that had been built over 
the watchtower. This stratum existed until the First Revolt against Rome in 
67 CE, at which time the site was abandoned by its inhabitants, who took 
refuge in nearby Gamala. Jewish settlement on the site was renewed only in 
the second half of the fourth century CE. A spacious village was built, whose 
economy was based on field irrigation and the cultivation of crops in the 
fertile surroundings, as well as on olive-oil production. The village reached its 
zenith at the end of the fifth and the beginning ofthe sixth centuries CE, when a 
large synagogue was built on the crest of the ridge. The gate of the synagogue 
was decorated with patterns unique to Palestinian synagogue art, in which a 
strong Syrian influence is visible. 

During the course of the sixth century there was already a visible decline in 
the economic strength of the village. At least one earthquake (55! CE) shook 
the structure of the synagogue, requiring its rebuilding, which was limited to 
the lower story. The absence of finds from the seventh century CE indicates 
that the village at Kanafhad already been abandoned at the end of the sixth 
or the beginning of the seventh century CE. Settlement was renewed in the 
thirteenth century, and Arab dwellings were built around the synagogue. The 
site was abandoned in the seventeenth century. 
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KARKOM,MOUNT 
IDENTIFICATION 
Mount Karkom is in the southern Negev desert, at the northern edge of 
Nal).al Paran, about 7 km (4 mi.) south ofBe'er Karkom. The mountain is 
visible from as far away as the Arabah and Ed om, up to a radius of about 70 
km(45mi.). Themountainridgeisa plateau4.5 km(3mi.) long and between I 
and 2.5 km (0.6 and 1.5 mi.) wide (map reference 123-126.964-968). Access 
to the mountain is difficult because of its sheer cliffs, which rise about 300m 
above the surroundings. The prominent plateau, 800 to 850 m above sea 
level, can be reached by means of two main ancient paths: one (map reference 
123.966) includes a passage of steps partly hewn in antiquity, and the other 
(map reference 124.968) is snakelike, with concentrations of rock engravings 
and pillars along its sides. 

EXPWRATION 
Rock engravings on the mountain's plateau were first discovered by E. Anati 
in 1955. In 1980, a survey of the mountain was begun by the Italian Archae
ological Expedition, with the participation of the Archaeological Survey of 
Israel. The survey has examined more than 860 sites so far, with trial ex
cavations carried out at some. In the course of the survey and the excavations, 
archaeological remains, mostly from the Paleolithic, Chalcolithic, Early 
Bronze Age, and the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, were found. 

SURVEY AND EXCAVATION RESULTS 
More than one hundred Paleolithic sites, mostly from the Middle Paleolithic 
period, were found on Mount Karkom. An abundance of excellent-quality 
flints was found on the surface. Many flint-tool workshops, containing 
numerous cores and flakes, as well as traces of huts from the same period 
were found. Because of the desert conditions, the in situ sites and the flakes 
and tools scattered around cores were found in an excellent state of pre
servation. 

One Epipaleolithic site was also found; it included infrastructural remains 
of seven huts, six ofthem oval and one rectangular, and traces of pits forming 
a circle. The site has rich finds. Numerous cores and a large quantity of 
debitage were discovered in its eastern part, a workshop for flint tools. 
More than ten thousand flint implements were collected from an area 
of 12 sq m outside the dwelling site. 

The Neolithic period on Mount Karkom is represented by only one site, in 
which a typical ax was found next to a rock engraving. Two other Neolithic 
sites were found at the foot of the mountain. 

The next most prevalent period represented has been defined as BAC, or 
Bronze Age Complex, and includes the Chalco lithic, Early Bronze, and the 
beginning of the Middle Bronze ages. More than two hundred BAC sites 
were found; they include remains of stone construction, tumuli for burial, 
stone circles, and ma!f!febot (standing pillars). Several of the sites contain 
courtyard buildings. Many types of habitation sites have been identified. A 
trial sounding conducted in one of the tumuli yielded remains of human 
bones in a secondary burial, Early Bronze Age pottery, and a perforated shell 
pendant. 

No site from the Late Bronze Age has been discovered so far in the survey. 
Six Iron Age sites, sixteen Hellenistic sites, and more than one hundred sites 
from the Nabatean, Roman, and Byzantine periods were traced on and 
around the mount. Most of them contained remains of the stone-built foun
dations of huts. The largest habitation site belongs to the Hellenistic period 
and includes more than one hundred building units. 

Archaeological remains~includingma!f![ebot, stone circles, and megalith
ic structures, together with rock engravings~were found on the plateau. 
Among the finds, special mention should be made of the enclosures on the 
mount's interestingly shaped summit.lt consists of two hills; the higher one is 
narrow and long (2-3 by c. 130m). A pile of stones and seven concentrations 
of flint pebbles were found on it. At the southern edge of this hill was a rock 
cache that contained about thirty flint pebbles, naturally and perfectly roun
ded, each of which weighs between 4 and 8 kg. Another group of smaller 
pebbles was found on the same hill. The lower hill (c. 8 m lower than the first 
hill) is circular and about 8 to 12 min diameter. A pile of stones similar to the 
one on the higher hill was found on it. A small cave, with remains ofhearths at 
its opening, was found on top of the western slope of the lower hill. 

At the edge of the abyss on the eastern cliff of the plateau, a singlema!f![eba 
was found standing upright, about 1.5 m high, supported by surrounding 
stones. The ma!f!feba overlooks the expanse and commands the valley at its 
foot (the Paran Desert). In the wadi west of the mountain are numerous 
structural remains from the Early Bronze and beginning of the Middle 
Bronze ages. The remains largely comprise extensive encampments, includ

ing more than five hundred founda
tions of huts and other structures. 
A structure with a foundation for a 
square bamah was found at the edge 
of one of the slopes. Next to the bamah 
were a dozen ma!f![ebot (0.8-1.2 m 
high) arranged in two rows of six each. 
ROCK ENGRAVINGS. The mount 
has a very rich array of rock engrav
ings, more than one hundred groups 
of which have so far been identified. 
The periods represented range from 
style II to VII. Style II, already iden
tified in earlier research in the Negev 
and in the Sinai Peninsula, is ascribed 
to the Neolithic period. Style III at
tests to the way of life of late hunters 

Mount Karkom: general view. 
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and is probably contemporary with the Chalcolithic period and part of the 
Early Bronze Age. Style IV A, in which domesticated animals are evident, 
largely parallels the Bronze Age; several courtyard buildings, tumuli, and 
stone circles are decorated with rock paintings in this style. Style IV generally 
represents the Early and Middle Bronze ages. Style IVB is common in the 
central Negev but is unknown here. Style IVC is associated with the earlier 
phases of the Nabatean period, and styles V and VI belong to the Roman
Byzantine and the beginning of the Early Arab periods. 

Outstanding here is the fact that the enclosures of the Late Chalco lithic, 
Early Bronze, and the beginning of the Middle Bronze ages have rich remains 
of material culture together with an abundance of rock engravings. 

SUMMARY 
The material collected so far indicates that in the Paleolithic period the 
mountain was an excellent source of raw material for the production of 
flint tools and an important meeting place. In the Late Chalcolithic, Early 

Style IV rock engraving of a serpent and a staff 
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Style IV A rock engraving of a tablet divided into ten areas. 

Bronze, and beginning ofthe Middle Bronze ages, the mountain was used as a 
pilgrimage, ceremonial, and cultic site: numerous rock engravings of reli
gious significance were carved and ma!f!febot were set up. Many stone circles 
and tumuli were also erected, as was a structure that can probably be iden
tified as a temple. No evidence of human activity on the mountain from the 
beginning of the Middle Bronze Age II to the Iron Age has yet been found. 
After the period of intense occupation, the plateau was abandoned for about 
eight hundred years. According to the building remains, it was next occupied 
by desert inhabitants, who probably did not settle here permanently. 

The importance of the mountain is indicated by its finds, particularly 
from the Bronze Age Complex. The burial tumuli, stone circles and other 
megalithic structures, ma!f!)ebot, and rock engravings reveal that the moun
tain was sacred as an important cultic and religious center. In this writer's 
opinion, the site should be identified with biblical Mount Sinai. 

Main publications: E. Anati, Har Karkom: Montagna Sacra nel Deserto del!Esodo 1-2 (Di Fronte e 
Attraverso 135), Milan 1984; id., Har Karkom (tr. from the Italian: La Montagne de Dieu: Har Karkom), 
Milan 1986; id., I Siti a Plaza di Har Karkom (Archivi-Monografie di Preistoria, di Arte Preistorica e 
Primitiva 9), Capo di Ponte 1987. 
Other studies: E. Anati, ESI 2 (1983), 41-43; 4 (1985), 42-44; 5 (1986), 47-48; id., Bibbia e Oriente 26 
(1984), 3-29; id., Har Karkom (Review), Bibbia e Oriente 27 (1985), 116-119; id., MdB 35 (1984), 53-55; 
id., RB 91 (1984), 277-280; id., BAR 11/4 (1985), 42-57; 11/6 (1985), 16-18; id., Bol/ettino del Centro 
Camuno di Studi Preistorici 22 (1985), 129-131; 24 (1988), passim.; id., 13th Archaeological Congress in 
Israel, Beer-Sheba 1987, 33; id.,I Siti a Plaza di Har Karkom (Reviews), L'Anthropologie92 (1988), 1000-
1001.- Antiquity 241 (1989), 862-863; I. Finkelstein, BAR 15/4 (1988), 46-50; The Digging Stick 7/3 
(1990), 1. 

EMMANUEL ANATI 

An eye with seven lashes over each eyelid, in style IV; (right) a drawn symbol from a 
later period. 
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KEBARACAVE 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Kebara Cave is the southernmost of the prehistoric cave sites on Mount 
Carmel. It is situated on the western slope of the Carmel Ridge, not far from 
its southern end, some 2km(1 mi.)southofZikhron Ya'aqov, about 13 km(8 
mi.) south ofNal).a1 Me'arot, and about 3 km (2 mi.) from the coast (map 
reference 1442.2182), at an elevation of about 60 m above sea level. It consists 
of a large chamber (c. 26m by 20m) and has a high, arched entrance facing 
northwest. The cave's ceiling features several domes, one of which opens 
outward through a 20-m high chimney. The numerous nooks and crannies in 
its walls are nests for birds and bats. The cave's floor slopes inward from the 
entrance's elevated threshold, which was formed by an early collapse of one 
of the domes. The terrace fronting the cave is also covered with rockfall, 
originating in ancient collapses. 

Since its discovery in 1929 by M. Stekelis, several excavations have been 
conducted in the cave by various researchers. Test soundings conducted by 
D. Garrod and T. D. McCown in 1931, next to the cave's entrance, revealed 
Natufian cultural remains. Further excavations were carried out in 1931, by 
P. Turville-Petre and D. Bates, on behalf of the British School of Archae
ology in Jerusalem and the American School for Prehistoric Research. Ex
cavations at the cave were resumed between 1951 and 1957, under the direc
tion ofM. Stekelis, on behalf of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the 
Israel Department of Antiquities, and after 1957 (in 1964 and 1965), under 
the auspices of the Municipality ofHaifa. In 1968, following Stekelis's death, 
a short-term excavation was conducted by 0. Bar-Yosef and E. Tchernov. 
Excavations in the cave were again resumed, between 1982 and 1990, by a 
joint Israeli-French research team directed by Bar-Yosef of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem and Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachu
setts, B. Vandermeersch of Bordeaux University, and B. Arensburg of Tel 
Aviv University. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphic sequence in the cave, originally established by Turville
Petre and elaborated after his death by Garrod, follows (in descending 
order): 

Interior of the cave. 

Layer A (0 .1-0. 7 m thick): a mixed Ia yer containing potsherds dating from 
the Bronze Age through the present. 

Layer B (0. 5-2 m thick): a Lower N a tufian level. The remains are scattered 
all over the cave, except underneath the chimney. Black hearths were un
covered in the layer's upper part. 

Layer C (0.25 m thick): a Kebaran layer (Upper Paleolithic VI, according 
to R. Neuville's subdivision) in which the remains are uniformly scattered 
throughout the cave. 

Layer Dl-D2 (up to 0.8 m thick): an Aurignacian layer (Upper Paleolithic 
IV according to Neuville) consisting of dry, red cave soil, varying in shade 
slightly in the different sublayers. 

Layer E (up to 0.4 m thick): an Aurignacian layer (Upper Paleolithic III, 
according to Neuville), consisting of dry, red cave soil. 

Layer F: a Mousterian layer. 
The uppermost layers were completely cleared down to the Aurignacian 

level in the course ofTurville-Petre's excavation. Stekelis excavated farther 
into the Aurignacian and Mousterian layers, to a maximal depth of8.5 m, yet 
did not reach bedrock. The Mousterian strata excavated were some 4 m 
thick. Stekelis discerned some twenty levels within the Upper Paleolithic 
layers, and another thirteen within the Mousterian layer. He also mentioned 
an intermediate level of a mixed nature. In certain places, what seemed like a 
transition from a lower to an upper stage within the Mousterian complex was 
discernible at a depth of about 6.5 m. The sections exposed in Stekelis's 
excavations formed a basis for the following revised division: 

Layers I-IV: Upper Paleolithic layers. 
Layer V: a transitional industry, or an industry composed of two assem

blages mixed as a result of water action and mud flows. 
Layers VI-XIII: a Mousterian industry; a large number of hearths, ash 

layers, bones, and flint artifacts. 
Layers XIV-XV: rich in organic material; uninhabited. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
THE TURVILLE-PETRE EXCAVATIONS. Turville-Petre dealt at some 
length with the material recovered from the Natufian layer Band the Ke
baran layer C. After his death, Garrod analyzed the material from the 
Aurignacian layers (D and E). Their results can be summarized as follows: 
Layer B. A communal grave adjacent to the cave's entrance was exposed in 
layer B. It contained crumbling bones of both adults and children, randomly 
placed without ornaments or other accompanying objects. 

The lithic assemblage included more than one thousand backed or Rei
wan-retouched sickle blades. Second in order of frequency (about five hun
dred) were small backed or Helwan-retouched lunates. Other microlithic 
tools were recovered as well, including geometric tools, such as triangles and 
trapezes. The rest of the tools were burins, end scrapers, borers, and heavy
duty tools such as chopping tools and picks. The layer was particularly rich in 
bone tools-most notable were sickle hafts (the largest measures 38 em), one 
carved with the head of an animal (goat or ox). These objects attest to a high 
level of artistry. The bone tools also include points, double points, awls, 
unilateral harpoons, fish hooks, gorgets, and combs. More than four hun
dred pear-shaped bone pendants formed the majority of the ornaments, 
which included predator teeth, pierced bones, and shells that were also 
used as beads. Noteworthy among the stone implements are basalt pestles 
and mortars, as well as polished whetstones, one of them decorated with 
engraved lines. Several flint nodules and stone slabs were decorated with 
incisions in a schematic phallic design. Turville-Petre argued that these 

objects, as well as the sickle hafts, had 
been used ritually. He attributed the 
material from this layer to the Lower 
Natufian stage because of the large 
number of bone tools and decorated 
objects and the high frequency ofHel
wan-retouched items. Layer Bat Ke
bara can be regarded as correspond
ing to layer B2 at the el-Wad Cave, 
layer B at the Hayonim Cave, and 
with layers II to IV at 'Enan, all 
of them dated to about 11,000 to 
12,000 BP. 

Layer C. Burned human remains of 
both adults and children recovered 
from layer C attest to the practice 
of cremation. Bar-Yosef argues, on 
the basis of parallels from the Hayo-

Kebara Cave: general view. 



nim and el-Wad caves, that these bones are intrusive from layer D. The lithic 
industry exposed in this layer, until then unknown at any other site, was 
called Kebaran by Garrod, after the cave's name. This industry stands out in 
its large number ofmicrolithic elements, the most prominent of which is an 
obliquely truncated, backed elongated-triangular blade let, later to be known 
as the Kebara point. The rest of the microliths consist of elongated points and 
arched backed bladelets. The microliths greatly outnumber the other tools, 
which include simple end scrapers, carinated and semicarinated ones, and a 
few burins. Remains of corresponding industries were recovered from layer 
Cat the Hayonim Cave, at 'En Gev I, and at Nal;al Oren, layers VIII and IX. 
Carbon-14 dates obtained for parallel layers suggest that this layer's age is 
about 16,000 to 18,000 BP. 
Layer D. The industry in layer D compares closely with that of Neuville's 
UpperPa1eo1ithiciV. Thelayerwasdividedinto sublayersD1 andD2, on the 
basis of the quality of tool manufacture, which is higher in the lower sub layer 
(D2), as well as on differences in the proportion of end scrapers to burins. 
Layer E. The industry detected in layer E corresponds with that ofNeuville's 
Upper Paleolithic III. The percentages for the major tool groups in this layer, 
as classified by Garrod, follow: 

Layer 

Type of implement DJ D2 E 

Simple end scrapers 49.7 27.2 24.8 

Aurignacian end scrapers 21.0 32.8 27.0 

(carinated, semicarinated, and massive) 
Burins 8.1 4.7 5.4 
El-Wad points 0.9 14.2 

Backed bladelets and knives 8.0 2.8 8.5 

In addition, the lithic material from layers D and E includes Mousterian 
points, side scrapers, and Levallois flakes typical ofthe Mousterian culture, 
although the latter gradually diminish in number over time. 
STEKELIS'S EXCAVATIONS. Stekelis's objective was to examine the nat
ure of the Kebaran complex and establish its position within the chrono
logical sequence at the site. This complex was unknown in Turville-Petre's 
time; its remains were detected later, on the el-I:Iiam terrace in the Judean 
Desert, at the Sefunim Cave, at the Nal;al Oren site in the Carmel Range, and 
in several find spots on the Coastal Plain. This objective was not achieved 
because the upper layers had been completely cleared down to the Aurigna
cian level. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, therefore, efforts were focused on enlarging the 
excavation of the Aurignacian and Mousterian layers, in extent as well as in 
depth. Recognizing the various levels in the center of the cave, where their 
drop had been very pronounced, was problematic. Excavations in the hor
izontal levels had yielded a mixture of Aurignacian and Mousterian material. 
However, in the margins of that area, where the tilt was minimal, unmixed 
Aurignacian and Mousterian strata were exposed at a depth of 4.5 m and 
downward. 

Bone sickle handle 
carved in the shape 
of an animal, layer 
B. Natufian 
culture. 
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The Aurignacian Layers. A feature noted by Stekelis as prominent in the 
Upper Paleolithic layers is the multiplicity of circular hearths and other 
burned areas. The hearths contained large amounts of ash, flint arti
facts, and charred animal bones. In the sections, the hearths appeared 
as black or white layers, alternately stratified between layers of soil. One 
of the hearths was built of stones and contained, among various charred 
bones, a hyena cranium. 

The flint assemblage from Stekelis's excavations, analyzed by D. Ziffer, 
was arbitrarily divided into two parts: an "upper" assemblage obtained from 
a depth of2.25 to 3m and a "lower" assemblage, recovered from a depth of3 
to 4.2 m. The former assemblage was not analyzed, while the latter, analyzed 
typologically as well as technologically, was found to correspond to that 
from layer E in Turville-Petre's excavation. The material from layer D, 
recovered in previous excavations, was reanalyzed as well. 

Ziffer detected certain differences between the two subunits in layer D, 
although from a technological viewpoint the two are somewhat similar. In 
sub layer D 1, simple end scrapers were found to outnumber the Aurignacian 
ones. The number of burins was higher than in sublayer D2, in which the 
number of Aurignacian end scrapers was twice as high as that of the simple 
ones. The flint assemblage from layer E displayed a predominance of simple 
end scrapers and el-Wad points over Aurignacian end scrapers and blades 
(Garrod's analysis points to a higher percentage of Aurignacian end scrapers 
in layer E, as well). The end scrapers greatly outnumber the burins, which is 
typical of the Levan tine Aurignacian. On the basis of these results, Ziffer 
proposed that Kebara D 1 should be regarded as corresponding to Sefunim 8 
and to most of the central Negev sites. The assemblage is a terminal Le
vantine-Aurignacian one, dated-on the basis of the carbon-14 dates ob
tained for certain Negev sites-to 16,000 to 20,000 BP. Ziffer suggested that 
the D2 assemblage corresponded to those from el-Wad Cave Dl, D2, and E 
and to that from Rakefet Cave II. The two subunits in layer D seem to have 
been separated by a chronological interval. He also proposed that Kebara E 
corresponded to Sefunim 10, Rakefet III, and the central Negev sites, all of 
which he regarded as not belonging to the main Aurignacian phase. 
The Mousterian Layer F. The Mousterian stratum is composed of brown 
cave soil with only a small amount of sand. It features a stratification of hard 
breccia, friable soil containing ash, charcoal, and burned bones. Circular 
hearths were recovered here, as in the Aurignacian layers, containing arti
facts and broken bones with the ash. Along the cave's northern wall, a 
particularly large concentration was found of crushed bones, animal 
teeth, and numerous Mousterian implements that seem to have been dis
carded. All these may indicate that this part of the cave served as a dump area 
for kitchen refuse for its Mousterian occupants. In the northwestern corner, 
underneath a living floor, at a depth of 6.9 m, a burial was found of a baby 
about seven months old. Judging from the skeleton's state of preservation 
and its position, it can be said to have been an intentional burial. Three stones 
and a rhinoceros tooth were found adjacent to the burial. The impression 
that emerges from the varied material from the Mousterian level is that the 
cave was used simultaneously as a dwelling place, a flint-knapping work-

Bone implements: 
harpoons, fishhooks, and 
other objects from layer 
B, Natufian culture. 
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Neanderthal burial, Mousterian layer. 

shop, a kitchen, and a burial ground. 
A sample obtained from the layer's 
upper part yielded a carbon-14 date 
of 41,000 ± 1,000 BP. Samples that 
yielded improbable carbon-14 dates 
seem to have been contaminated. 

The flint assemblage was analyzed, 
after Stekelis's death, by T. Schick. 
The analysis followed F. Bordes's 
method and is based on samples from 
selected squares in the cave. The flint 
artifacts, notable for their meticulous 
working, are generally thin and deli-· 
cate and medium to small in size. 
Blades are numerous, and the use 
of the Levallois technique with pre
paration of the striking platform is 
intensive. Thinning of the base was 
very often achieved through bifacial 
removals, as in Emireh points. The 
major tool types are flakes, blades, 
and Levalloisian points, 60 percent; 
Mousterian points, 8 percent; var
ious types of side scrapers~simple, 
convex, convergent, double, dejete, and transversal, for example, 13 per
cent; typical Upper Paleolithic tools~such as end scrapers, burins, and 
knives~2.5 percent; and notches and denticulates, 5.5 percent. 

This flint industry, which can be defined as Mousterian of Levalloisian 
facies, corresponds in tool types to the Typical Mousterian flint industry, 
according to Bordes's division. It seems to date from a later stage of the 
Mousterian complex, some fifty thousand years ago. The Mousterian in
dus try from Ke bar a can be viewed as corresponding with Ia yers I to 18 and 19 
inA. J. Jelinek's excavations at the Tabun Cave (which correspond to layer C 
and the transitory layer B-C in Garrod's excavations there). The resem
blance is expressed in the high percentage of Levallois flakes and points 
and the predominance of side scrapers relative to points. At both sites, 
Upper Paleolithic tools are scarce. The resemblance further lies in the multi
plicity of hearths and in the type of humans that occupied the sites (see 
below). 
FAUNAL REMAINS. The material retrieved in Turville-Petre's excavation 
attests to a faunal population of varied biotopes. Layers Band C yielded at 
least twenty-five species of mammals, some of them rare or completely 
extinct in the region at present. These include insectivores, various preda
tors, rodents, and ungulates~most prominent of which is the gazelle. Ga
zelle and fallow deer bones constitute the majority of the faunal assemblage 
from the Aurignacian layers. 

The faunal remains from the Upper Paleolithic and Mousterian layers of 
Stekelis's excavations, examined by S. Davis, suggest that the major types of 
ungulates hunted at that time were gazelle, fallow deer, ibex or wild goat, roe 
deer, and wild ox. Meager remains of two equid species were recovered, as 
well. Single remains of rhinoceros were recovered exclusively from Mous-

Kebara Cave: plan of the excavations. 

terian contexts; it is well established that rhinoceroses were present in Israel 
only up to the end ofthe Mousterian period. The game consisted, for the most 
part, of mature animals, except for wild goat, which was hunted when it was 
young. The gradual increase in thenumberoffallow deer~as compared with 
that of gazelle~from the Mousterian layer to the Upper Paleolithic, and the 
reverse process detectable in the upper layers, may indicate a spread of the 
forest, as a result of increased rainfall, followed by gradual desiccation in the 
succeeding period. It may also attest to increases or decreases in the extent of 
the fallow deer's grazing areas on the Coastal Plain, resulting from changes in 
sea level. 
HUMAN REMAINS. In Stekelis's 1965 excavation, a skeleton of a baby was 
retrieved from the Mousterian layer. Its state of preservation and the ac
companying objects, found in close proximity, indicate that it was an in
tentional primary burial. Analyses of the bones and comparisons with hu
man remains from later periods (carried out by P. Smith and B. Arens burg) 
revealed that the occipital bone of the Kebara skeleton was thicker, and that 
its auditory apparatus resembled that of Neanderthal specimens, in shape 
and in dimension, as did its teeth, bones, and vertebrae. 

The baby's skeleton from the Kebara Cave shows a greater resemblance to 
the Neanderthal skeletons from Shanidar (in Iraq), Nal;lal 'Amud, and the 
Tabun Cave than to those belonging to the Skhul and Qafzeh group. 
ISRAELI-FRENCH EXCAVATIONS. The excavations of the joint Israeli 
and French team have contributed a great deal to what was known about the 
emergence of modern humans, and particularly about a variety ofbehavioral 
patterns of the Mousterians and of the anthropogenic and natural processes 
that occurred in their vicinity. The Middle Paleolithic human remains re
covered in the course of numerous excavation seasons at the Kebara Cave 
have advanced what was known about human types in this region and their 
place in the overall sequence of human evolution. 
Cave Sediments: Geological History. The earliest deposits in the cave (units 
XV-XIV), exposed in its northern and central parts, are rich in organic 
material. Both their horizontal stratification and their composition indicate 
that they were deposited by water, probably associated with an active karstic 
system. At that time the cave was uninhabitable. Units XIII to VII are 
characterized by the presence of anthropogenic deposits with numerous 
burned horizons. The latter's good state of preservation and the absence 
of evidence of erosion or sheet flow indicate a stable deposition regime. A 
pronounced tilt of the layers in the cave's eastern and northeastern parts and 
the traces of standing water in its innermost part suggest an increase in 
humidity and resumed karstic activity toward the termination of the Mous
terian occupation (unit VI). These conditions persisted throughout the entire 
Upper Paleolithic period (units IV-I). 
Hearths. The hearths (diameter, 20-80 em; thickness, 3-15 em) uncovered in 
the cave's central and northwestern parts are of two types: flat or bowl 
shaped. They consist of a black silt layer rich in organic material and over
laid by a yellowish-white crust; their shape resembles Upper Paleolithic 
hearths. Contrary to the reports from the earlier excavations, the hearths 
contained only very small quantities of bones and artifacts and did not 
contain stones or pebbles for storing heat. The charred wild-pea seeds found 
in them suggest that they may have been used for the seasonal baking and 
roasting of vegetal food. 
The Mousterian Sediments. The accumulation of Mousterian sediments in 



the cave reflects two principal occupation periods. The first, which followed 
an erosional phase that created an uneven terrain, is represented by an 
accumulation of hearths, ashes, and very few artifacts in a basin in the 
cave's center. After an abandonment period of unknown duration, the 
second, major habitation period took place. In its course, sediments (thick
ness, c. 3.5 m), mostly of anthropogenic origin, were deposited. 

The distribution of the bones in the cave is very heterogenous. Analysis of 
the mineralogical composition of the sediments in the cave and of the bones 
imbedded in them indicates that the large concentrations of bones and 
artifacts in the back of the cave and along its northern wall are a mixture 
of eroded items and in situ material. The concentrations in the cave's center, 
once regarded as hearths, are accumulations of bones and discarded artifacts 
that attest to a behavioral pattern that persisted for a long period. The 
absence of bones and artifacts from the hearths adjacent to the cave's en
trance apparently stems from postdepositional processes. The material in
troduced by humans into the cave included flint nodules for the manufacture 
of tools, the body parts of various animals (gazelle, for example) used for 
human consumption, firewood, grasses, and various wild plants. 

THE MOUSTERIAN LITHIC INDUSTRY. The Mousterian lithic industry is char
acterized by a high frequency of triangular Levallois flakes that resulted from 
converging, unidirectional core flaking. The lithic assemblages, mainly those 
from units X and IX, correspond to industries recovered from the Tabun B, 
'Amud Cave, and Bezzes B (Lebanon). TL and ESR datings of the Mous
terian sequence in the Kebara Cave, establish its age at between 64,000 and 
48,000 BP, namely Late Mousterian. 

HUMAN REMAINS. In addition to the baby's skeleton retrieved in the Stekelis 
excavation (see above), a burial was discovered in the 1983 excavation 
season, in unit XI, at a depth of 7.80 m. This was the skeleton of a young 
Neanderthal male, lying on his back with his hands folded over his chest. The 
evidence suggests that the missing bones, including the skull, were not re
moved by animals but intentionally, by members of his group. This, then, is 
the earliest evidence reported from a Mousterian context for human involve
ment in a primary burial. This well-preserved male skeleton furnished exact 
data about the morphology of the Neanderthal vertebral column and pelvis, 
until then a controversial subject. The position and shape of its hyoid bone 
suggest that Neanderthal man was capable of pronouncing syllables. The 
skeleton, like that of the baby recovered in Stekelis's excavation, belongs to 
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the hominid type known from Shanidar, the 'Amud Cave, and the Tabun 
Cave. It further expands the range of variation known from the Mousterian 
population. 
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TAMAR SCHICK 

KEDESH (IN UPPER GALILEE) 
TELKEDESH 

IDENTIFICATION 
TelKedeshissituatedabout 10km(6mi.)northwestofHazor(mapreference 
199.279). It is thelargestmoundin the Upper Galilee, occupyinganareaof22 
to 25 a. It dominates a fertile valley and stands about 400 m above sea level. At 
its foot is an abundant spring. This site has been identified with the biblical 
Kedesh, a Canaanite town that became one of the fortified cities ofN aphtali 
(Jos. 12:22, 19:37). It is also mentioned in the lists of the cities of refuge and of 
the Levites (Jos. 20:7, 21:32; 1 Chr. 6:61). Tiglath-pileser III conquered the 

city in 733-732 BCE (2 Kg. 15:29). The usual identification of this site with 
Kedesh-Naphtali, the native town of Barak son of Abinoam (Jg. 4:6), is to be 
rejected. (Kedesh-Naphtali should probably be identifed with Khirbet 
Qadish, east of the Jabneel Valley in Lower Galilee.) 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1953, Y. Aharoni, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
the Israel Exploration Society, conducted trial excavations on the north-

Kedesh: view from the mound of the Kedesh Valley and the Roman temple. 
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western slope of the mound, where the modern road cuts into the foot of the 
hill. A section of an early brick wall was cleared there. A trench (17m long and 
1.25 m wide) was excavated on the steep, terraced slope. The layers (c. 11 m 
deep) revealed the following stratigraphy: 

Period Approximate thickness of layer 

Arab 3.00 m 
Hellenistic 0.75 m 

Iron !~II and LB 0.75 m 

MB 1.25 m 
EB 5.25 m 

Although it is not certain that the measurements obtained in the trench 
correspond to the rest of the mound, most of the layers are probably re-

presented in their correct proportion. The occupation layers from the Early 
Bronze Age I~III were especially numerous and thick. Considerable red-slip 
burnished ware and many vessels with combed decoration were found, with a 
few sherds with band slip and pottery of the Khirbet Kerak type. The brick 
wall, which is more than 5 m thick, should probably be assigned to the Early 
Bronze Age II. From the Middle Bronze Age I there were, among other finds, 
fragments of"teapots," which have also been found at Razor. On the whole, 
the Middle Bronze Age is well represented. In contrast to this, little was found 
from the Late Bronze and Iron ages, although isolated potsherds are evi
dence of a continuity in occupation. It may be, however, that pottery remains 
from these periods are scarce because occupation was confined mainly to the 
eastern part of the mound, which has not been excavated. 

YOHANAN AHARONI 

BRONZE AGE CULTIC CAVE 
IDENTIFICATION 
A cave hewn into a mountain ridge about 500 m north of Kedesh (map 
reference 1998.2804) was accidentally discovered during municipal road 
work, and a salvage excavation was conducted on behalf of the Israel De
partment of Antiquities and Museums, directed by N. Tefilinski. The nu
merous finds indicate that the cave was used in the Middle Bronze Age I, at 
the end of the third millennium BCE. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The cave is oval (4.8 by 6.72m), and attains a maximum height of 1.75 m. Its 
northeastern part, where its main entrance may have been, had been com
pletely destroyed. A pillar (0.67 by 0.67 m), roughly square at its base, was 
found in the southern part of the cave (not in its center). The pillar gradually 
widens toward its top; it was left by the hewers when they carved the cave out 

of the soft limestone. The eastern side of the pillar had been carved so that it 
left a thick, narrow shelf with rounded corners. On its uppermost part, at 
ceiling level, a fiat, wide trapezoidal frame surrounds a blank area. A stone 
found standing in front of the pillar may have been used as a step to reach the 
shelf. The floor was littered with stones, and a shallow pit was dug to the east 
of the pillar. Only one limited area close to the cave's rear wall was found 
blackened by fire. The ceramic assemblage discovered in the cave included 
116 complete vessels and numerous sherds, apparently brought there as 
offerings. In addition, half of a rectangular tray with rounded corners made 
of local limestone was found, as well as a few copper objects and beads of 
local stones. Only three bones were found in the cave. Two were human 
(adult) bones, and the third was of a goat or sheep. Two main groups of 
pottery can be distinguished: handmade and wheel made. 
HANDMADE VESSELS. The handmade vessels include jars with wide, fiat 

Pottery vessels and beads 
from the cu/tic cave, 

MBI. 



bases, short necks, and flaring rims. Many jars have fiat loop handles at the 
body's widest point, or lugs near the rim; one has envelope ledge handles. 
Some have a spout at their rim. The decoration includes short or wavy 
incisions, mostly on the shoulder. One globular, handleless storage jar car
ries an exceptional decoration: a fiat, thumb-indented strip around the body. 
Small jars (amphoriskoi) were also found, most with a wide mouth and a 
spout; a few have a narrow mouth-a hybrid type of small jars-bottles, only 
two of which had spouts. Also found were many cooking pots, mostly 
globular, with a very short neck and flaring rim; some were small with 
a fiat base. The abundance of cooking-potsherds attests to the great num
bers of such vessels here. The small bowls found in this assemblage had wide, 
fiat bases, rounded bodies, and incurving rims. Also found were two jugs with 
wide, fiat bases and open spouts, bearing traces ofred slip and red-painted 
decoration. Other finds include a bottle with a fiat base, a rather squat, 
rounded body, and a high neck, as well as four tiny bottles with two perfora
tions opposite each other near the rim, for suspension or for fastening a lid. 
Many of the "teapots" were handmade, most with knob handles, although 
two had small ledge handles and another had no handles. Incised decorations 
are common on the shoulder and around the handles and spouts, where they 
are joined to the body. Only one sherd of the four-wick lamp so typical of the 
Middle Bronze Age I was found. The other sixteen lamps found are set on a 
high foot, with variations in the type ofbase and receptacle and in the number 
of wick spouts. 
WHEEL-MADE VESSELS. Thewheel-madevesselsinclude "teapots," ajar, 
two bottles, a unique deep bowl, small bowls, and a cup. The surface of these 
vessels is mostly gray, as a result of firing, while the clay itself is reddish. The 
wheel-made "teapots" are globular, with a slightly concave, set-in base, a 
thickened and somewhat flaring, grooved rim, and no handles. The vessels 
are decorated in whitish, watery paint in a horizontal band pattern, some
times combined with wavy lines. The deep bowl has a wide disc base and 
white-painted and incised decoration, as well. The small bowls have a high, 
narrow disc base, with a rounded body and a wide opening. Their surface is 
gray or grayish brown, and they are decorated with white watery paint-a 
horizontal band on the body and another below the rim. Only one cup was 
found in this assemblage, with a string-cut base, also decorated with white 
paint. The bottles have bases that are set in the body (similar to the "teapots") 
and their surfaces are grayish brown; they are decorated with white paint in 
three horizontal bands. 

SUMMARY 
The pillar in the center of theca ve with the shelf and framed area near its top is 
a unique architectural element that attests to the cave's cultic function. The 
cave's location in the cemetery area of Tel Kedesh and the large quantity of 
offerings found in it suggest that the rituals carried out here were related to 
funerary and mortuary cults. The fact that many of the pottery vessels and 
the stone tray were discovered broken indicates that theca ve was damaged in 
antiquity. 

Especially noteworthy among the vessels are the two types most char-
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Pillar in the cultic cave, MB I. 

acteristic of the cave: the high-footed lamps and the cooking pots. The wide 
variation of lamps shows that they were made especially for use (one time 
only?) in the cave, with no uniformity of shape or material. The Kedesh cave 
has yielded the largest-known assemblage of such lamps; only a few other 
examples are known from sites in the Galilee and the Golan. The abundance 
of cooking pots and the diversity in their shape and capacity suggest that food 
offering, cooking, and probably eating were an integral part of the ritual. The 
bowls, small pots, and cups were also used for cooking and eating, while the 
storage jars, jugs, and bottles contained liquids. The cooking pots have 
parallels at J::lama in Syria (strata J5, J6, and K) and are also known from 
sites in the Galilee and the northern valleys (J::lanita, Ma'ayan Barukh, and 
Beth-Shean), as well as the central hill country (Gal'ed and Wadi ed-Da
liyeh). The fiat-based cooking pots have no contemporary parallels in Israel, 
although they are known from stratum J5 at J::lama. Vessels similar to the 
wheel-made "gray vessels" were found in contemporary ceramic assembla
ges at Megiddo and other sites in northern Israel; they are the southernmost 
variant of the Syrian "caliciform" wares. 

MIRIAM TADMOR 

THE ROMAN TEMPLE 

IDENTIFICATION 
Kedesh is mentioned in one of the Zenon papyri (P Zen. 59004) and in the 
narrative of the battle between Jonathan the Hasmonean and the forces of 
Demetrius in 145-143 (I Mace. 11, 63, 73). Josephus relates that Titus 
encamped here when he set out to fight John of Gischala (War IV, 
104), in 66 CE. He further relates that after the massacre of the Jews at 
Caesarea, they took revenge by attacking many non-Jewish settlements, 
including Kci8a8a (Tmv) Tupimv-"Kedesh (of the) Tyrians," (War II, 
459). According to Josephus, Kedesh, on the border of Galilee and the 
territory ofTyre, was one ofTyre's strongholds in the area and was always 
engaged in bitter strife with the "Galileans" (Antiq. XIII, 154; War IV, 104). 
The settlement is also mentioned in later historical sources. According to 
Eusebius, Kedesh was twenty Roman miles from Tyre ( Onom. 116, 1 0); the 
tenth-century Arab geographer and historian Muqaddasi mentions the city 
several times. The epigraphic evidence and the archaeological remains found 
at the site (see below) indicate that the city flourished in the second and third 
centuries CE. 

EXPLORATION 
On the low hill to the east ofthe mound, impressive remains of a monumental 
temple are preserved; to the west of the temple are remains of mausolea and 
decorated sarcophagi. Rock-cut tombs are visible on the hill's northern and 
northwestern slopes. In the nineteenth century, the site was surveyed by 
E. Renan, V. Guerin, and C. Wilson, and in particular by C. R. Conder and 
H. H. Kitchener for the British Survey of Western Palestine. The site was 

mentioned infrequently in the literature until1976-1977, when A. Ovadiah, 
M. Fischer, and I. Roll surveyed it extensively. In 1981, 1983, and 1984 three 
seasons of excavations were conducted here on behalf of the Institute of 
Archaeology and the Department of Classical Studies at Tel Aviv Univer
sity. 
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Eastern facade of the Roman temple, looking west. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REMAINS thestoneshavedraftedmarginswithacentralboss.Duetothetopographyof 
The temple complex consists of a spacious temenos (55 by 80 m) with a the area, the southern wall oftheperibolos also served as a retaining wall. The 
monumental temple in its center. In several sections, the wall of the temenos main entrance gate to the temenos was partly exposed in the peribolos's east 
protrudes above ground. Its construction is not uniform, and in some places wall. Three building phases from the second and third centuries CE can be 

distinguished. The gate was planned to align with the temple's central en
trance. The remains found next to the gate include two Corinthian pilaster 
capitals carved with acanthus leaves whose style indicates a third-century CE 

date. 
The temple is rectangular; its inner dimensions are 17.6 by 20.04 m. It 

includes a portico and a sanctuary. Only the temple's eastern facade has 
survived, with fourteen courses preserved to a height of about 7.5 m. This 
facade has two side entrances flanking a large middle entrance. The thresh
old of the middle entrance is about 1 m higher than that of the others. The 
courses are built of well-dressed ashlars laid without mortar. The portico, 
which is exposed in the front of the temple, has a 1.32-m-wide stylobate 
supporting five square pedestals. These remains reveal the nature of the 
portico's facade: it was hexastyle, with its columns divided in two groups 
of three columns each. The intercolumniation was 3.63 m wide; only the 
space between the two columns opposite themiddleentrancewas larger--4.1 
m. To the east of the portico three columns were found on the ground. There 
is also a rich and diverse repertoire of decorated architectural fragments, 
such as parts of the entablature, bases, and capitals. The well-preserved 
eastern temple facade and the architectural remains indicate that the temple 
was about 12m high. 

Parts of the pavement of the portico and temenos were also uncovered. 
These pavements consisted of well-dressed and well-fitted rectangular and 
triangular limestone slabs. The manner in which the pavement stones were 
laid in the temple court indicates that they probably constituted a dromos, a 
paved way connecting the eastern gate of the peri bolos and the portico. This 
was apparently the route taken by religious processions. The threshold of the 
temple's central entrance would have been reached by a staircase or a wooden 
ramp. Part of the sanctuary's pavement-of rectangular, well-fitted stone 
slabs-was uncovered, as were the foundation remains of three steps de
scending from the threshold of the middle entrance to the pavement of the 
sanctuary. A row of sockets in the threshold of the central entrance attests to 
its having been blocked by a screen that denied access to the worshipers while 
permitting them to gaze upon the statue or the relief of the deity. 

Adjoining the western wall of the sanctuary opposite the middle entrance 
is an apsidal niche that held a statue or a relief ofthe deity to whom the temple 
was dedicated. This is, in concept, similar to the adyton common in Syrian
Lebanese temples. The apsidal niche was not built concurrently with the 

Niche in the Roman temple's facade, containing a relief of a man wearing a toga. temple, but added in a later phase. In the sanctuary's outer northwest corner, 



Cornice carved in the Corinthian style. 

as in its southwest corner, was a delicate profile of the lower course of the wall 
on which pilasters rested. The outer faces of the walls must have contained 
pilasters set at regular intervals. 

ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION 
The decorated architectural remains show that the temple was built in the 
Corinthian style. It is one of a diverse series of "baroque" structures built in 
the East within the context of the architecture of the Roman Empire from the 
second century CE onward. The nature of the architectural design and the 
arrangement and execution of the various details emphasize the high quality 
of the work. 

Each of the columns of the facade stood on a stylobate, a pedestal, and a 
base fashioned in the best Attic-Ionic tradition. The monolithic columns 
bore Corinthian capitals, similar to those known in Palestine in the second 
and third centuries CE. Many parts of the entablature--the lower and upper 
cornice-have been found, and a 12-m section of it can be reconstructed. 
These parts consist of moulded drums (profiles) in the Corinthian style; egg
and-dart patterns, consoles and coffers, and astragal. Parallels at Baalbek, 
I:Iossn-Soleiman, Nil;la, and Qanawatindicate that these details belong to the 
second half of the second century CE. The main motifs decorating the en
tablature components include a stringed musical instrument (cithara), a 
basin on a tripod, and a crescent and a star. 

The architecture of the entrances in the sanctuary's eastern facade is in 
Classical style. The central entrance is Ionic, as described by Vitruvius (De 
Architectura IV.6:3). The jambs have three fasciae, characteristic of Corin
thian architraves. They are graduated, and the usual profiles appear between 
them: as tragal and cyma reversa, crowned by a series of acanthus leaves and 
palmettes. The lintel of the middle entrance has identical decoration. Above 
the fasciae is a frieze decorated with "peopled" scrolls containing a human 
face or a mask, a doe, vine leaves, acanthus leaves, and clusters of grapes. The 
soffit, only half preserved, is decorated with an eagle with outstretched wings 
in relief. In the upper part of the middle entrance, flanking the two jambs, are 
two consoles with a double helix decorated with acanthus leaves, rosettes, 
and trailing branches. Similarly fashioned entrances are known from many 
temples from the Roman period in the Syro-Phoenician region. Fine carving 
can also be seen on the side entrances. In the center of the lintel fronting the 
northern entrance an eagle is depicted, flanked on one side by a garland and 
on the other by a rosette. The lintel ofthe southern entrance is decorated with 
a garland with elongated and stylized leaves and a six-petaled rosette in its 
center. These decorative details, characteristic of the dominant style in Ro
man architecture in the eastern part of the empire, can be dated to the late 
second century CE. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE TEMPLE DEITY AND CULT 
The identification of the deity to which the temple was dedicated is based on 
the following data: 

1. Two Greek inscriptions, one next to the temple and the other found 
nearby in secondary use. The first inscription, only partially preserved, was 
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discovered by C. W. Wilson and published by C. Clermont-Ganneau. It is a 
dedicatory inscription "to the Holy God." The second inscription was dis
covered by C. C. McCown. A corrected version, published by R. Mouterde, 
reads: "[In theyear]243 the Syngeneia of the Holy God ofheavenmade (this) 
in fulfillment of a vow, under the supervision of Annios (son of) Nagda and 
Lysemseos (son of) Damas." The year mentioned is reckoned by the Tyrian 
era of 126 BCE, and therefore denotes the year 117-118 CE. Judging from the 
second inscription, the first inscription must also have been dedicated to the 
"HolyGodofheaven," even though the word "heaven" is not preserved. The 
two inscriptions thus probably refer to Baalshamin, "The Lord of Heaven," 
who was one of the chief gods of the inhabitants of the Syro-Phoenician 
region in the Roman period. 

2. Two eagles, one at the bottom of the lintel of the middle entrance and the 
other in the center of the lintel of the northern entrance. These eagles further 
support the identification of Baalshamin with the deity to whom the temple 
was dedicated. The eagle with outstretched wings on the lintel of the middle 
entrance has parallels at several temples in the Syro-Phoenician region (at 
Palmyra, Nil;la, Baalbek, and Ral;lle). 

Two stone kraters stand to the north of the northern entrance and to the 
south of the southern entrance. Narrow channels run into the building from 
these kraters. The channels were probably used for libations of wine, oil, or 
the blood of animal sacrifices offered to the god. Above the southern krater is 
an apsidal niche containing a human figure carved in low relief. The figure is 
dressed in a toga, with a pear-shaped vessel with basket-handles in his right 
hand and a spear in his left. 

DATE 
Three Greek inscriptions dated to 117-118, 189-190 and 214-215 CE, found 
in the temple, and the structure's architectural decoration date the complex. 
The three clearly inscribed dates reveal that the temple was in use in the 
second and third centuries CE. The architectural decoration of the complex 
andjts similarity to temples in the Syro-Phoenician region indicate a similar 
chronological range. It is possible that the complex was begun at the start of 
the second century and that its construction was carried out in stages over a 
long period of time. It is still uncertain when the temple went out of use, but 
various signs suggest that it was destroyed in an earthquake, possibly the one 
that struck the region on May 19, 363 CE. 

ASHER OVADIAH, MOSHE FISCHER, ISRAEL ROLL 

The mound and temple: E. Renan, Mission de Phenicie, Paris 1871, 685-686; Guerin, Galilee 2, 357-358; 
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Machriq 21 (1923), 623-625; Baalbek: Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersuchungen in den Jahren 
1898-1905, 1-2 (ed. T. Wiegand), Berlin 1921-1923; C. C. Edgar, Zenon Papyri 1, Cairo 1925, no. 59004; 
D. M. Krencker and W. Zschietzschmann, Roinische Tempel in Syrien, Berlin 1938; A. S. Marmardji, 
Textes Geographiques Arabes sur Ia Palestine, Paris 1951, 5, 96, 102, 105, 165; G. Taylor, The Roman 
Temples of Lebanon: A Pictorial Guide, Beirut 1971; M. Fischer et al., Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und 
Epigraphik 49 (1982), 155-158; id.,Israe/-Land and Nature (Fall1983), 28-32; id., TA 11 (1984), 146-
172; 13-14(1986-1987), 60-66; M. Fischer,IEJ35 (1985), 189;A. Ovadiah, ESI2(1983), 88; 3 (1984), 92; 
A. Ovadiahet aL, IEJ 33 (1983), 110-111, 254; M. Aviam, TA 12 (1985), 212-214; J. Magness, AJA 94 
(1990), 300; id., IEJ 40 (1990), 173-181. 
Cultic cave: M. Tadmor, IEJ 28 (1978), 1-30; ibid., 110-111, 254; M. Aviam (loc. cit.). 
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KEDESH, TEL (IN JEZREELVALLEY) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Kedesh (Tell Abu Qudeis) is situated almost midway between Taanach 
and Megiddo in the Jezreel Valley (map reference 1706.2183). It is a nearly 
circular mound, covering an area of about 2.5 a., and rising about 6 to 7 m 
above its surroundings. On its northwestern edge is a group of small springs 
used by shepherds from nearby villages to water their flocks. The presence of 
these springs explains the permanent settlement on this spot in antiquity. The 
soil around the site is heavy and swampy. 

EXCAVATIONS 

In 1968, excavations were carried out here by E. Stern, on behalf of Tel Aviv 
University. The purpose of the excavations was to examine the stratigraphy 
ofthe site and to establish its identification and possible historical connection 
with the Kedesh mentioned in the biblical story of Deborah's war (Jg. 4: lO
ll). The area selected for excavation was the western slope of the mound, 
where eight strata of occupation were exposed. 
STRATUM I. In the top stratum (I) sections of walls were uncovered, ap
parently dating from different phases of the Early Arab period (seventh and 
eighth centuries CE). 
STRATUM II. Stratum II dates to the Late Roman period (third and fourth 
centuries CE). Remains of a very large, stone-flagged building, with a cement
lined storage pool in one of its rooms, were found on the summit of the 
mound. Parts of additional structures were discovered near the foot of 
the mound, indicating that occupation extended over this entire area. 
STRATUM III. A gap of about six hundred years separates stratum II from 
stratum III, embracing the Persian and the beginning of the Hellenistic 
periods (from the late sixth to the early third centuries BCE). Building re
mains from stratum III were found on the summit and the slope. The finds 
included local as well as imported East Greek, Attic and Cypriot wares. 
STRATA IV-VII. Strata IV-VII belong to the Iron Age. Walls and floors 
from these four strata, lined with stones, clay, or ground chalk are well 
preserved for the most part. The most important building is a large structure 

Tel Kedesh: section through the excavation area. 
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in stratum IV that was only partially exposed in the excavated area. It 
contained one long chamber with an entrance leading to a stone-flagged 
courtyard. Inside the chamber a number of jar bases were sunk in the 
floor; adjacent to them was a limestone incense altar with four horns. These 
finds led the excavator to conclude that the building had been a cult place. 
The building remains in the four Iron Age strata showed that occupation of 
the mound in these phases was confined to its summit. 

Careful examination of the ceramic remains showed that the earliest 
stratum (VII) belonged to the first half of the twelfth century BCE. The 
other three strata fit within a relatively short time span (the tenth to the 
early eighth centuries BCE). This examination also revealed that the Iron 
Age occupations were destroyed at least twice in wars, with these destruc
tions sealing off both the earliest (stratum VII) and the latest (stratum IV) 
occupations. 
STRATUM VIII. Stratum VIII was the lowest level excavated. It yielded 
sherds of local and imported Mycenean ware, which dated it to the four
teenth and thirteenth centuries BCE. 

SUMMARY 

The discovery at Tel Kedesh of a level from the twelfth century BCE, assumed 
by many scholars to be the period of Deborah's war, and especially the 
discovery of a cult place with an altar (testifying to a tradition of holiness 
associated with this site), lends support to the mound's identification with the 
Kedesh mentioned in Judges 4:11, the dwelling place of Heber the Kenite. 
This locality is clearly linked with the battle on the Kishon near "Taanach, by 
the waters ofMegiddo" (J g. 5: 19). The biblical description fits the site of Tel 
Kedesh surprisingly well. 

J. Gars tang, Joshua-Judges, London 1931, 301; W. F. Albright, BASOR 62 (1936), 26-31; 68 (1937), 25; 
R. Giveon, Journal of Jewish Studies 8 (1957), 157-159; B. Mazar, JNES 24 (1965), 297-303; Y. Aharoni, 
NEAT, 254-270; E. Stern and I. Beit-Arieh, TA 6 (1979), 1-25. 
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EPHRAIM STERN 

KEFAR GIL'ADI 
IDENTIFICATION mausoleums south of the kibbutz, called Giv'at ha-Shoqet; and (3) a small 
In the area around Kibbutz Kefar Gil'adi in Upper Galilee, a survey con- flat mound south of Giv'at ha-Shoqet, with a spring nearby. This small 
ducted by J. Kaplan in 1957 revealed three new sites. Two ancient sites were mound was occupied mainly in the Israelite period and could well be Ja
already known in the area-the large mound north of the kibbutz, where the noah, one of the towns conquered by Tiglath-pileser III in the land ofNaph
former village of Abil el-QamQ. once stood (identified with the biblical Abel- tali (2 Kg. 15:29). This identification is based on Janoah's appearance in the 
Beth-Maacah), and Khirbet NiQ.a, which lies northwest of the kibbutz. The biblical list between ljon and Abel-Beth-Maacah, and Kedesh and Razor, 
three new sites (from north to south) include (1) a site north of the RuwaQ.ina and also on its similarity with the name NiQ.a. Khirbet NiQ.a itself was 
Spring, with Neolithic and Chalco lithic remains; (2) an area of tombs and occupied from the first century BCE, when the area of Giv'at ha-Shoqet 



RuwafJina site: silos from the Chalcolithic period. 

served as its burial ground. Two of the sites Kaplan excavated are described 
below. 

EXCAVATION 
SITENEARTHERUWAHINASPRING.Excavationswereconductedatthe 
site near the Ruwa]J.ina Spring in September 1957 and November 1962, on 
behalf of the Israel Exploration Society. An area of 200 sq m was exposed, 
and four strata were distinguished: strata I-III are Chalco lithic and stratum 
IV, Neolithic. The top stratum (I) contained the lower parts of round silos 
built of stone slabs. The pottery found at the bottom of the silos resembles 
Ghassulian ware. In the strata II-III the foundations of a rubble building 
were uncovered with pottery similar to the Chalco lithic ware of Jericho VIII 
and the WadiRabahculture. Stratum IV, beneath stratal-III, contained two 
occupation phases: the lower phase, IVb, which rested on virgin soil, and the 
upper phase, IVa, with a wall (1.15 m thick), built oflarge rubble stones. The 
flint implements were similar in both phases and included axes, adzes, hoes, 
arrow- and spearheads, blades, and denticulated sickle blades. Most of the 
pottery in the two phases belonged to the dark-faced burnished ware known 

Mausoleum near Giv'at ha-Shoqet: fragment of a lead sarcophagus, with figure of 
Hercules depicted in the center. 
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from Cilicia and Syria, and especially from the 'Amuq Plain. Also in phase 
IVb, discovered for the first time in Israel, were sherds of a cord-marked ware 
known from R. J. Braidwood's excavations at Tabat el-I:Iamam in northern 
Syria. Noteworthy among the finds was a clay fertility figurine excavated in 
phase IVa. Radiocarbon tests of charcoal from phase IVb gave the date: 8905 
± 320 B.P. The pottery from this phase represents some of the earliest found 
in the ancient Near East and compares roughly in date with the earliest 
pottery excavated at <;::atal Hiiyiik in Anatolia. 

In summary, it can be stated that the Neolithic remains at KefarGil'adi are 
closer in character to those found at Neolithic sites in Lebanon-Syria than to 
those excavated thus far in Israel. 
THE MAUSOLEUM NEAR GIV'AT HA-SHOQET. The mausoleum 
near Giv'at Ha-Shoqet was first explored in September 1957, on behalf 
of the Israel Exploration Society. Excavations were carried out in Novem
ber 1961, on behalf of the Department of Antiquities. These excavations 
exposed the lower part of a mausoleum (9 by 9 m), with walls (1.8 m thick) 
built of two rows of ashlars with a fill of small stones. Three superimposed 
layers of burials were found on the floor. To the first layer belongs an empty 
sarcophagus incised on one of its short sides with the Hebrew name He
zekiah. The mausoleum was evidently constructed to house this sarcopha
gus. The second layer included a complex of seven rectangular graves that 
filled a cavity in the rock below the floor of the mausoleum. The walls of the 
first grave were plastered and decorated with panels of floral motifs, leaves, 
and birds in three colors. Most of the graves contained coffins made of thin 
lead sheets, and the second grave had a heavy lead coffin ornamented with 
reliefs depicting Hercules in a gabled frame; a roaring lion, also in a gabled 
frame; Corinthian columns; and panels of grape clusters, vine tendrils, and 
birds. Inside the coffin a rare gold diadem inlaid with semiprecious stones 
and a gold chain bracelet with greenish stones were found. Several glass 
vessels from the third century CE were found in some of the other 
graves. The third layer, underlying the seven tombs, yielded a marble sar
cophagus that was partly concealed in the rock. Its lid is decorated with 
rosettes on its short sides. One of its long sides bears a Greek inscription 
painted in red: HPAKAEMOY IIII ( ofHeraklides). Inside this sarcophagus 
was a sheet -lead coffin containing a human skeleton. The coffin was actually 
the inner lining of a wooden coffin that had almost totally disintegrated. 
Apparently, when the pit was dug for Heraklides' marble coffin, Hezekiah's 
sarcophagus was shifted aside but was later restored to its original place. The 
same happened when the tombs were dug: the sarcophagus was moved aside 
and then returned to its original position. 

CONCLUSION 
It was established that the mausoleum near Giv'at Ha-Shoqet was used for 
burials in two separate periods. In the first period (strata I and III) Hezekiah 
and Heraklides were interred. Heraklides was probably the son ofHezekiah 
and built the mausoleum to commemorate his father, probably intending to 
be buried there himself. The first period dates no later than the Severan 
dynasty (193 to 235 CE). The second period begins in the time ofDiocletian 
(284 to 305 CE), with the digging of the first graves in stratum II close to the 
years 290 to 295. The last of the seven graves in this stratum was probably dug 
in 310 CE; if so, the second period thus extended from approximately 290 to 
310. 

Abel, GP 2, 354; R. J. and L. S. Braidwood, Syria 21 (1940), 183-226; J. Kaplan, IEJ 8 (1958), 274; 12 
(1962), 154-155; id., RB 64 (1958), 411-412; 70 (1963), 587; 74 (1967), 67-68; F. Hole, Syria 36 (1959), 
149-183. 
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Ornaments on lid of the lead sarcophagus. 
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KEFAR MENAHEM 
IDENTIFICATION 
The environs of Kibbutz Kefar Menal:_lem, which is situated 15 km (9.4 mi.) 
southeast of modern Ashdod, furnish ample evidence of the existence of 
prehistoric sites in the Shephelah. Such finds have been meticulously col
lected by M. Israel. Three excavations of prehistoric sites have been con
ducted in the kibbutz and its surroundings: an Acheulean site located within 
the kibbutz boundaries excavated by D. Gilead of Tel Aviv University in 
1972; another section of the same site excavated by M. Lamdan of Haifa 
University in 1978 and the ha-Lashon site excavated by N. Goren-In bar of 
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem in 1978. 

KEFAR MENAI:IEM SITE 
The Paleolithic artifacts found in the course of excavations were recovered 
from a yellowish-red ~amra stratum, overlaid by a dark soil stratum (0.8-1.5 
m thick). As anotherpartoftheexcavation yieldedalargenumber of pebbles, 
it seems that the tools accumulated at the edge of a floodplain. No bones have 
been preserved in these sandy strata. 

At the site excavated by Gilead, about two thousand flint items were 
collected. They were subsequently classified into tools (185 items), cores 
(118), flakes (360) and debitage (1 ,230). The main tool categories were chop
ping tools (28 percent); scrapers and end scrapers (27 percent); burins and 
awls (7 percent); notches (11 percent); and varia (27 percent). No hand axes 
were recovered from the excavated area, but a large number were collected 
from the surface. These are oval, elongated hand axes, lanceolets, and picks; 
they make up a combination of forms common in the Early Acheulean 
period. Because their absence from the excavated area was considered mere
ly incidental, the Kefar Menal:_lem assemblage was assigned to the Acheulean 
culture. 

HA-LASHON SITE 
The ha-Lashon site is some 15 km (9 mi.) east of the kibbutz, on a hill130 to 
140m above sea level. The bottom part of the hill is geologically assigned to 
the Mareshah member of the Zorah formation, and its lower part consists of 
a sandstone conglomerate from the Pliocene, assigned to the Pleshet for
mation. The upper part had undergone prolonged erosion, which caused the 
flint pebbles to separate from the binding sandy material and to disperse over 
the entire hill. It was probably their presence on the surface that attracted this 
locality's prehistoric inhabitants. The excavations at the top of the hill 
exposed three Pleistocene/Holocene strata. The finds were recovered from 
within a buried channel, excavated to a maximum depth of 44 em. 

. 
The lithic assemblage consists of 370 items, all of which are flint; the 

majority bear a calcareous cortex. Only 1.9 percent of the flakes are abra
ded; the rest are fresh, indicating that the assemblage must have been trans
ported over a very short distance from its primary location of deposition. The 
most common items are chopping tools, scrapers, end scrapers, and cores. 
Chopping tools, cores, and "modified pebbles" comprise 25.4 percent of the 
total ha-Lashon industry. The chopping tools, which form 58. 6percent ofthe 
total assemblage, are the most common tool type. This industry is char
acterized by a high frequency of calcareous cortex: in 60.3 percent of the 
items, at least half of the cortex had been retained. 

On the technological level, the use of the Levallois technique is apparent 
both in the various types of Levalloisian cores and in the flakes. Despite a 
high frequency of this technique in the cores, the Levallois index for flakes is 
exceedingly low (Levallois index: 1.87; typological Levallois index: 0.74). 
The most common striking platforms are plain ( 40.72 percent) and most of 
the flakes (60. 7 percent) were end struck. The high frequency of chopping 
tools and cores, the presence of the Levallois technique, and the abundance 
of waste characterize this workshop and suggest that the site is related to the 
Acheulean cultural complex. 

The Kefar Menal:_lem (Gilead's excavation) and ha-Lashon sites display 
partial typological similarity. Apparently, both should be assigned to the 
cultural-chronological framework of the Lower Paleolithic period. Both 
sites display high frequencies of chopping tools, which are also related 
to the availability of raw material here. The frequencies of the scraper/end 
scraper group and of the notches are similar at both sites, but the frequencies 
of several flake-tool categories vary enormously. The difference is expressed 
in the presence of the awl and burin tool types at the Kefar Menal:_lem site and 
their absence from the ha-Lashon site. The two sites also differ on the tech
nological level. The Levallois technique is absent from the Kefar Menal:_lem 
site, while at the ha-Lashon site it is present in both cores and flakes. Al
though no hand axes were found in situ in either ofthe two excavations, quite 
a few specimens were found on the surface in the vicinity ofKefar Menal:_lem, 
as mentioned above. 

A. Issar, Israel Journal of Earth Sciences 17 (1968), 16-29; B. Buchbinder, Geological Survey of Israel 
(Report08.1.68), Jerusalem 1969; D. Gilead, World Archaeology 2 (1970), 1-ll; D. Gilead and M. Israel, 
TA 2 (1975), 1-12; N. Goren and M. Sultan, Bulletin de Ia Societe Prehistorique Franpaise 79 (1982), 210-
216; Weippert 1988, 75f. 
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KEISAN, TELL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Keisan (Heb. Tel Kison) is located in the central northern basin of the 
Acco Coastal Plain (map reference 164.253), some 8 km (5 mi.) from the 
Mediterranean Sea as the crow flies; it is not strictly a coastal site, as it is 
separated from the sea by a strip of sand and marshland and is more organ
ically connected with the hilly region of Lower Galilee, about 3-4 km (2-2.5 
mi.) away. The proximity ofT ell Keisan to the port of A ceo nevertheless links 
it to the coastal region. The prominent mound rises some 25 m above its 
cultivated surroundings. It is oval-shaped and covers an area of about 15 a. 
The path up the mound leads to a depression that divides it into two parts of 
almost equal area. Each of the summits, eastern and western, rises about42m 
above sea level. 

The ancient name of the site is unknown; the Arabic name Keisan, which 
means "(Place of) Betrayal," is mentioned in Arabic sources beginning in the 
twelfth century and probably should not be dated any earlier. Among the 
identifications that have been suggested (without solid evidence) are Kishi on 
(Jos. 19:20), Allammelech (Jos. 19:26), and Mishal (Jos. 19:26). The most 
logical identification is the city of Achshaph, referred to in Papyrus Anastasi 
I as situated in the region "south of Acco," although this geographical 
designation does not fit Tell Keisan exactly; Achshaph is also mentioned 
in the Bible (Jos. 11:1, 12:20, 19:25), but the passages in question are either of 
late origin or the outcome of late redaction, and so cannot be considered 
trustworthy evidence. 

HISTORY 
The earliest remains found at the site were from the Neolithic period. Settlers 
were probably attracted to the marshes in the vicinity, which teemed with 
easily hunted prey. The settlers made their homes on a rocky hill, at whose 

foot they later dug a well. The settlement later derived its prosperity from the 
surrounding fertile lands. While Acco was an important port, much coveted 
by the great powers of the region-all of whom made attempts to conquer 
it-the city at Tell Keisan was a center of food production, Acco's major 
granary, and a commercial outpost between the coastal and hilly regions. 
The two cities were thus interdependent. 

Occupation of the site peaked in the third and second millennia. At that 
time no major highway ran along the coast between Haifa and A ceo: the road 
from Acco to the Kishon port probably detoured to avoid the marshes just 
east of the tell; it may have been crossed there by a minor highway from 
Mount Carmel to Razor through Aphek (Tel Kurdani) and Tell Bir el
Gharbi (Tel Regiv). Nevertheless, Tell Keisan had no particular strategic 
significance, and its fortification in the Early and Middle Bronze ages attests 
more to its function as a refuge for the area's large population in troubled 
times. Whatever the case may be, it is clear that the city at Tell Keisan was 
dependent on Acco; in the Bronze Age it may have been a link in the chain of 
defensive cities that both defended the kingdom and controlled the cultivated 
land around them. After the Bronze Age, the site was not fortified. 

Because of its proximity to the coast, Keisan was affected by the invasion of 
the Sea Peoples. At the beginning and end ofthe Iron Age, it maintained close 
contacts with Cyprus and, from that time onward, remained open to Aegean 
influences. Its prosperity came to an end at the beginning of the first millen
nium BCE. The Iron Age II was apparently a period of weakness and decline 
for the city. Indications to thateffectarediscerniblein the Bible, ifKeisan was 
indeed situated in the "land of Cabul" (1 Kg. 9: 11-13) and was one of the 
twenty cities that King Solomon gave Hiram, king ofTyre-the cities that 
"did not please" the latter, presumably because of their poverty. The decline 
clearly continued to the end oft he first millennium BCE, although a surprising 
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renascence of the city occurred in the eighth and seventh centuries BCE. 

Although these centuries are commonly known as the Neo-Assyrian per
iod, this part of Phoenicia, known as the "land of the Sidonians," was 
probably independent at the time, perhaps because of its commercial nat
ure. In the Byzantine period, Tell Keisan was the site of a small settlement 
clustered about a church, which was built with stones from the Middle 
Bronze Age II glacis. 

The summit of the mound commands a view of the entire Coastal Plain of 
Acco and the hills to the east; no other site in the region affords such a view. It 
is not surprising, therefore, that Saladin selected Tell Keisan as the site ofhis 
headquarters during his siege of Crusader Acre (Acco). 

EXPLORATION 
G. Garstang visited Tell Keisanin 1922 and excavated here in 1935-1936, as 
director of the Nielson Expedition; the field director was A. Rowe. Political 
disturbances in 1936 interrupted the work. The finds, which were salvaged 
and taken to London, were damaged in the Blitz during World War II. In 
1970, R. de Vaux visited the site, and in 1971 excavations were initiated under 
the auspices of the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique Franvaise in Jerusalem. 
DeVaux died after the first season and was replaced by J. Prignaud, J. Briend, 
and J.-B. Humbert. Eight seasons of excavations were carried out from 1971 
to 1980. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The locations of the excavation areas in the 1971-1980 seasons were largely 
dictated by the available uncultivated land on the mound and the areas 
excavated in the 1930s. A trench (5 m wide) cut in the southeastern slope 
helped determine the stratigraphic sequence: sixteen strata, from the Early 
Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period, were distinguished in the trench. Trial 
soundings in the plain just south of the mound yielded only Hellenistic 
remains; excavations on the southern slope also exposed the Middle Bronze 
Age glacis, to a depth of more than 20 m. 
AREA A (1971). Area A, on the mound's eastern summit, revealed structures 
projecting above the surface that were identified as the remains of a By
zantine church (of which only the foundations had survived). Beneath the 
church were strata from the Iron Age. 
AREA B (1971). Area B was opened near area A and the two were later 
combined. The purpose of the excavations here was to reexamine the strati
graphic sequence determined by the Nielson Expedition in 1936 and to 
expose the fortifications dated later than the Middle Bronze Age II. 
AREAD (1979). In Area Dan attempt was made to ascertain the layout of the 
city toward the foot of the mound, near the point where the main acces&road 
presumably entered the city. The excavations in area D showed that the Iron 
Age buildings had been constructed on terraces down the slope, creating a 
kind of funnel toward the main access road. The Iron Age strata here were 
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Aerial view of Tell Keisan, looking north. 

about 10m deeper than the parallel levels in area A, some 120m away. It is 
possible that the Iron Age residential quarter in this area overlay the city gate 
of the Middle Bronze Age. 
AREA C (1979). Area C, on the "acropolis" on top of the western summit, 
underwent only a few trial soundings. These showed that the acropolis was 
merely the remains of a medieval building, probably associated with Sal
adin's headquarters during the siege of Acre in 1187. After the building was 
abandoned, the site was occupied by farmers, who worked the fertile land for 
about one hundred years. Beneath this settlement was the Hellenistic level, 
which was important not only for its brick buildings, but also for its deep 
refuse pits, rich in finds, which cut into the Iron Age strata. In this area, the 
Iron Age levels were buried more than 3 m deeper than the parallel levels on 
the eastern summit. It appears that throughout the Iron Age, and probably 
even earlier, the "upper city" was situated on the eastern summit; the western 
summit, on the other hand, was only built up in the Middle Ages, specifically, 
in the Ayyubid period. Area A, therefore, was probably the city's admin
istrative center in the Iron Age, a theory supported by the discovery here of a 
broken tablet with a cuneiform inscription. In the Byzantine period, the 
highest point on the mount was still in the east, which is why the church 
was built there. 

The absence of a rampart, in both areas D and B, may well be significant. 
One possible explanation may be that the Middle Bronze Age fortifications 
were repaired in the Iron Age but later collapsed. However, the Iron Age I 
buildings discovered in area B were built according to a clearly conceived 
plan. They were rebuilt time and again along a line that recedes, as it were, up 
the slope; thus, the steep proclivity was supported by the buildings erected on 
it, rather than by a rampart. 

The Iron Age city does not seem to have been densely built; there were 
considerable gaps between the houses. The fills in these gaps-which in
cluded organic material, animal dung, and seeds-were indicative of enclo
sures for livestock and shepherds' shelters (remains were found of huts and 
stoves). The fills are, thus, evidence for the agricultural nature and relative 
sparsity of the Iron Age II occupation at Tell Keisan. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE: STRATUM XVI (1935). In the Early Bronze Age, the 
settlement at Keisan reached its greatest extent. A wall more than 5 m thick 
was discovered at the bottom of the trench; only the stone foundations 
survived. Its brick superstructure was destroyed by Middle Bronze Age 
builders. The line of the wall could be identified, particularly in the 
east, by tracing the elevated surface. The pottery associated with this for
tification was dated to the Early Bronze Age II, and perhaps earlier. The 
floors associated with the fortification have yet to be exposed. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE: STRATA XV-XIV (1935). As in the rest of the 
country, the fortifications erected at Tell Keisan in the Middle Bronze Age 
reached enormous proportions. The entire mound was surrounded by a wall 
built halfway up the slope. Although the foundations were not exposed, they 
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Mycenean IIIC stirrup jar from stratum 13, c. 1200 BCE. 

probably rested on bedrock, some 3 to 4 m higher here than in the surround
ing plain. The wall was built of almost square stones (50 by 50 em). Its outer 
face was vertical, and its inner face inclined slightly. The wall was more than 
5 m wide at its base and was preserved to a height of some 5 m. An earlier 
glacis, projecting outward some 21m, supported the stone wall. The glacis 
itself was reinforced at its foot by a revetment and sealed by a mixture of 
plaster and pebbles-a common technique in this country in the Middle 
Bronze Age II. The upper part of the glacis near the stone wall was about 
2 m thick. A later glacis was also discovered, indicating that it had been 
rebuilt but using the same technique. Another revetment was built at the foot 
of this glacis, which extended its width to 25 m. This fortification system 
undoubtedly dates to the Middle Bronze Age II. The early stage of the glacis 
was sealed with a layer of fill containing material from the Middle Bronze 
Age I and a few sherds from the Early Bronze Age III-evidence of con
tinuous occupation at the site. 
LATE BRONZE AGE: STRATA XIII-XI (1935). The Late Bronze Age strata 
were easily identified by the presence of imported Cypriot ware. However, 
the British expedition was unable to pinpoint the end of the Bronze Age at 
Tell Keisan, and their stratigraphic sequence for the Iron Age was therefore 
faulty. They were also unable (in 1935) to define the mound's Iron Age II 

General view of stratum 11, Iron I. 

strata (900 BCE and later), designating the whole of the Iron Age II as "Iron 
Age I" and defining the latter as "Late Bronze Age to Iron Age 1." 
TRANSITION PERIOD FROM THE BRONZE TO IRON AGES: STRA
TUM 13 (1980). Although the transitional level from the Bronze to the Iron 
ages was only exposed over a limited area, it was easy to identify. A brick 
building, with partition walls built of large bricks, supported by vertical 
jambs, belongs to this stratum. One of the rooms contained a pottery as
semblage buried under a thick layer of debris. The assemblage included a 
high collared-rim pithos; several storage jars with narrow, elongated bodies 
(in the tradition of Egyptian pottery) and four handles; a few barrel-shaped 
storage jars with rounded bases; three decorated jugs (one of which, of the 
white-painted III type, was wheel-made); one undecorated jug; a flask; and a 
Mycenean stirrup jar, typical of Mycenean IIIC ware. This jar is the only 
evidence thus far that Mycenean IIIC ware was imported to the eastern coast 
of the Mediterranean in this period. The destruction layer may be associated 
with the invasion of the Sea Peoples. Even before additional evidence 
emerged, the excavators had determined that this layer initiated the Iron 
Age at the site, as it was dated to approximately 1200 BCE. The stirrup jar 
mentioned above was also significant in connection with the Sea Peoples' 
invasion. It was examined by neutron activation analysis and found to 
originate most probably in Kouklia, Cyprus. 
IRON AGE I: STRATA 12-9 (1980). As stated above, stratum 13 was assigned 
to the beginning of the Iron Age. The Iron Age I levels at Keisan were 
exceptionally thick: their material had accumulated to a height of more 
than 3 m, and the stratigraphy was undisturbed. The site was probably re
occupied immediately after the destruction of stratum 13, and as a result the 
excavators found it difficult to associate floors and walls with the various 
strata. A notable feature is the appearance of the so-called Philistine sherds. 
Stratum 12 reflects the better conditions in the settlement, whose beginnings 
were rather poor, in terms of the improved quality of the construction. How
ever, if the criteria are the size of buildings and the quality of construction, it 
was only in stratum II and later that a new era of prosperity set in. Atthis stage 
of exploration at Tell Keisan, it cannot be clearly established whether stratum 
II was destroyed or abandoned. It was, in any case, short-lived and should 
probably be dated to the last quarter of the twelfth century BeE. The end of the 
stratum, whether destroyed or abandoned, is to be associated with the po
pulation movements that affected the entire region in the second half of the 
twelfth century BCE. Arameans and Israelites were locked in a struggle with 
the Philistines for control of the area. It is highly significant that the next level, 
stratum 10, showed considerable foreign influence; the pottery exhibited a 
combination of Mycenean and Cypriot types, to the extent that it could be 
defined as Levanto-Mycenean IIIC ware. Nevertheless, petrographic ana
lysis showed that the vessels were of local manufacture. Pyxides, imitation 
bilbiljugs, large flasks,juglets, and the like were the most common vessels in 
the assemblage. They were found with the Philistine ware. 

This strong influence of foreign pottery attests to a highly developed local 
civilization that maintained long-term commercial contacts; it is also indi
cative of the prosperity of Acco port. The assemblage includes, inter alia, a 

Levanto-Mycenean 
pottery vessels from 
stratum 10, Iron /. 



Isometric reconstruction of the buildings in stratum 9, Iron I. 
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large clay vat of a type known otherwise only from Cyprus (and in earlier 
strata at Tell Keisan). This container was used in manufacturing purple dye. 
The dyers broke the neck of the container to enlarge its aperture and fixed it 
firmly in the ground. Traces of fire around the container indicate that it had to 
be kept hot in order to conserve the heat of the dye. When discovered, the 
container still retained clearly visible traces of purple dye, which, however, 
faded after a few weeks. Chemical analysis confirmed that the traces were 
indeed of purple dye. The only structural remains from stratum 10 were brick 
walls that had collapsed in various places and been repaired. This explains 
the quick accumulation of the stratum. 

Only in stratum 9 is there evidence of renewed construction of massive, 
well-planned buildings. The large stones from the walls in the first occupa
tional phase in this stratum (9C) were probably taken from the Middle 
Bronze Age rampart. Throughout the existence of stratum 9-that is, for 
nearly a century-there were signs of prosperity and wealth. The excavators 
easily traced the development of the three occupational phases (C, B, and A) 
in the area at the top of the slope. The city plan was probably based on groups 
of rectangular dwelling units, each 6 by 10m (external dimensions). One such 
group, perpendicular to the line of the slope, is earlier than another group 
that was built alongside it. The latter may have been a facade, intended-in 
the absence of a wall-to protect the residents in case of invasion. 

The three occupational phases uncovered in building 501 revealed a his
tory similar to that in stratum 9: in the earliest phase (9C) the outer walls were 
built of large, dressed stones, while the inner partition walls were built of 
bricks. The building seems to have had only two rooms. In the latest phase 
(9A) the eastern, larger room, formerly unroofed, was provided with a roof 
that rested on four wooden beams. The building then consisted of four units, 
but it cannot be defined as a "four-room house"; the rooms formed by the 

General view of area B. 
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Assyrian-style pottery bottle, 
Iron Ill. 

partition of the courtyard were too narrow for that. Stratum 9A was de
stroyed by fire. The brick-built superstructures of the outer walls collapsed, 
but the courses remained attached to one another. The reconstructed height 
of the walls (more than 2.5 m) may indicate that the building originally had 
two stories. The finds attest to a decline in material culture in the Early Iron 
Age. The Phoenician bichrome jugs all belong to phase 9B, and the Philistine 
sherds appear for the last time in the destruction level of phase 9A. A pro
minentexample of this pottery is the jug with pinched body, found also at Tell 
el-Far'ah (South) and other sites. 

The destruction of phase 9A should be dated to about 1000 BCE, although 
there is no concrete evidence to that effect. It is only a conjecture that the 
destruction occurred concurrently with that of Tell Abu Hawam IV, Hazor 
XI, Megiddo VIA, and Tell Qasile X; and the Bible does not provide any 
indication that the destruction should be attributed to King David. His 
military campaign to the north (2 Sam. 8:3-12) was aimed at Syria 
(Aram) and he did not march up the coast. The destruction of Keisan, 
like that of Tell Abu Hawam IV, was probably due to local events: the 
nearby grain fields had always been controlled by the inhabitants of the 
coastal region, and when newcomers began to covet the fertile land, a fierce 
struggle must have ensued. In addition, David was not the only ruler who 
defeated the Sea Peoples; the Phoenicians consolidated their domination of 
the sea and coast by enslaving the nations who came in from the sea and 
settled in areas under Tyrian control. 

The direct contacts between Keisan and Cyprus over a period of more than 
a century indicate that the city's attention was turned toward the sea. Ac
cording to Josephus (Against A pion I, 119), Hiram I, king ofTyre, suppressed 
a rebellion of the Iturean ancestors at the beginning of his reign; this nation 
lived between the Galilee and Lebanon, in the hills and along the coast near 
Tyre, and probably also at Tell Keisan. 

Neo-Assyrian stamp 
seal. 

IRON AGE II: STRATA 8-6 (1980). The site was apparently reoccupied 
shortly after the destruction of stratum 9. The settlement was meager and 
the construction poor; in some houses the builders made use of the stratum 9 
walls, which were still visible above ground. As a whole, the pattern was one 
of continuity, but the pottery presents evidence of an important develop
ment: at the end of the tenth century BCE, the characteristic features ofBronze 
Age ceramics almost completely disappeared. The pottery in strata 7 and 6 is 
confined almost exclusively to everyday vessels and a few sherds ofblack -on
red ware and "Samaria bowls". The exceptional stability of the settlement is 
noteworthy: it continued to develop for 250 years without expanding beyond 
the limits of the Iron Age I buildings. It is not clear when stratum 5 began 
(somewhere in the eighth century BCE), but judging from its buildings, the 
city was then on the brink of extinction. 
IRON AGE III: STRATAS-4(1980). Because ofthepoorstate of preservation 
of the remains in strata 6 and 5, these strata cannot be distinguished with any 
precision. In stratum 5, however, a new type of pottery made a sudden 
appearance, testifying to a shift in sources of influence. Because this pottery 
betrays prominent Assyrian characteristics, it probably reflects Neo-Assyr
ian influence in the region. Stratum 5 is, thus, to be defined as a Neo-Assyrian 
level, parallel to the period just prior to the fall of Samaria (721 BCE), hence its 
importance. At this time an impressive renascence undoubtedly took place. 
The transition to stratum 4 did not involve any destruction. This stratum 
presented evidence of a new town plan, quite different from the traditions of 
the Bronze and Iron ages; the directions of the walls ofhouses were no longer 
determined by the topological features of the plateau. 

Two occupational phases were identified in stratum 4, with what was 
probably a layer of destruction in between. The earlier phase (4B) showed 
a very prominent Assyrian influence-Assyrian goblets, Assyrian "palace 
ware" in beige and white, and seals decorated with ritual motifs, such as a 
crescent over a vertical staff and the god Marduk's stylus (in the excavation 
report, most of these finds were assigned to stratum 5). Although the foreign 
invaders did not quite reach the coast and the region as a whole remained free 
("land of the Sidonians"), Keisan and its environs benefited from the eco
nomic development attendant on the Assyrian domination. Evidence of 
these conditions is provided by the successful pottery industry, which is 
clearly Phoenician but combined with Assyrian elements and motifs. The 
high bottles constitute an Assyrian shape, but their necks and omphalos 
bases are typically Phoenician, and the same is true of their decoration 
and burnishing. 

Judging from the finds at Tell Keisan, the storage jars, which probably 
originated in the Phoenicians' far-ranging commerce, were common from 
the end of the eighth to the end of the seventh centuries BCE; they disappeared 
at the beginning of the sixth century BCE. There were several types of storage 
jars, but all had the same features: a pointed base, small handles (to permitthe 
jars to be tied together on board ship), and no neck (because of a new method 
of sealing jars with resin). These jars were probably mass-manufactured in 
series; they undoubtedly originated in the Levant, although they have also 
been found in tombs in Cyprus, Turkey, Tunisia, and Spain. At Keisan they 
were invariably found with flat-based, gray grinding bowls (mortaria) that 
were once attributed to the Persian period but should probably also be 
ascribed to the end of the Iron Age. 

In the second phase of occupation in stratum 4 (4A), there is evidence of 
considerable Cypriot influence and large quantities of imported Aegean 
ware, from Rhodes and Ionia. These imports may attest to a decline of 
Assyrian imperial domination in the region; however, the same effect could 
be attributed to a spread of Neo-Assyrian domination to Cyprus. 

Another group assigned to phase 4A are the basket-handled amphorae. 
This group is common in Cyprus, particularly in the royal tombs at Salamis. 



They were also exported, but it is nevertheless surprising that at least one 
amphora of this type was found in each house at Keisan. Examination by 
neutron activation analysis and petrographic analysis showed that the am
phorae had been manufactured in eastern Cyprus. In other words, the dating 
of this stratum is dependent on Cypriot stratigraphy and chronology (the 
higher chronology is preferable). Thus, the end of stratum 5 at Tell Keisan 
probably occurred around 700 BCE, whereas stratum 4extended over most of 
the seventh century BCE (the excavation report gave the date as around 650 
BCE). The renascence came to an end in a conflagration. The destruction is 
probably to be associated with a punitive expedition mentioned in the annals 
of Ashurbanipal-the same expedition that destroyed Acco in 643 BCE. 

LATE PERIODS: STRATA 3-1 (1980). Tell Keisan was occupied throughout 
the Persian and Hellenistic periods, during which permanent ties were es
tablished with the archaic and classical Greek world and the Hellenistic 
world in general. Evidence of these ties is provided by sherds of Ionic and 
Attic ware and, later, by stamped handles of Rhodian and Ionian wine 
amphorae. 

It is not clear why the site was abandoned before the end of the second 
century BCE (some scholars cite the possible effect ofSimon the Hasmonean's 
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expedition to western Galilee in 163 BCE). The site remained unpopulated for 
five hundred years, until a small Christian village was established here, with a 
church in the center. It seems that this village was abandoned in the seventh 
century. 

Main publications: J. Briend andJ.-B. Humbert, Tell Keisan ( 1971-1976): Une Cite Phenicienneen Galilee 
(Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis, Series Archaeologica 1), Fribourg 1980. 
Other studies: Abel, GP 2, 237; A. Rowe et al., QDAP 5 (1936), 207-209; J. Briend, National Geographic 
Society Reports 12 (1971), 129-143; id., IEJ 25 (1975), 258-260; id., 4th Archaeological Conference in 
Israel, Jerusalem 1976, 25; id., BTS 181 (1976), 14-17; Briend-Humbert (Review), AJA 85 (1981), 499-
500;P. Prignaud, IEJ22 (1972), 177-178, 249; 23 (1973), 259; id. et al., RB79 (1972), 227-274; 83 (1976), 
88-91; 84 (1977), 409-412; 86 (1979), 444-449; A. Spycket, ibid. 80 (1973), 384-395; W. Fulco, RB 82 
(1975), 234-239; J. Balensi, ibid. 88 (1981), 399-401; id., lith Archaeological Conference in Israel, 
Jerusalem 1985, 23; J.-B. Humbert, RB 88 (1981), 373-398; 98 (1991), 574-590; id., IEJ32 (1982), 61-64; 
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JEAN-BAPTISTE HUMBERT 

KHELEIFEH, TELL EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell el-Kheleifeh is a low mound with Iron Age and Persian period remains, 
located some 500 m from the present northern shoreline of the Gulf ofElath, 
about midway between its eastern and western ends (map reference 
1478.8841). It was first discovered by F. Frank in 1933. After the excavations 
carried out at the site between 1938 and 1940 by N. Glueck, on behalf of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., and the American Schools of 
Oriental Research, its identity with Ezion-Geberwas generally accepted (but 
see below). It was at Ezion-Geber that Solomon established his fleet of 
Tarshish ships ("at Ezion-Geber, which is near Eloth on the shore of the 
Red Sea, in the land ofEdom" 1 Kg. 9:26). Glueck searched in vain for the 
remains ofEzion-Geber and/or Elath near or at the site of modern 'Aqaba at 
the northeast end ofthe Gulf ofElath. This area, with its sweet water springs, 
fertile soil, fine anchorage, and command of the crossroads to and from 
Arabia, seems a natural choice for the location of ancient Ezion-Geber 
and Elath. It is possible that Iron Age I-II remains may be buried under 
the modern city at 'Aqaba, or that they have been washed almost completely 
away by the devastating freshets that periodically inundated the site before 
diversion dams existed. 

It also seems possible that an Iron Age 1-11 fortress existed, in general 
conformity with the practice of the period, on one of the hills overlooking the 
fertile plain and springs of'Aqaba. The fact remains, however, that Tell el-
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Tell el-Kheleifeh: plan of the main phases. 

Kheleifeh is the main site thus far found on the northern shore of the Gulf of 
'Aqaba whose pottery and other datable remains correspond with the history 
ofEzion-Geber and ofElath. If, in the final analysis, Tell el-Kheleifeh is not 
to be identified with Ezion-Geber/Elath, it must then be considered their 
industrial and maritime satellite, a strongly fortified caravanserai and a 
granary. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were begun at the northwest corner of Tell el-Kheleifeh, where 
the site's most important building was exposed. It was 13.2 m square, with 
outside walls 1.2 m thick and partition walls about 1 m thick. It was con
structed on the so-called four-room house plan. Originally, it had consisted 
of six rooms, three small square rooms at the north end, and three rectangular 
rooms (each 7.4 m long) to the south. It was the best-built structure on the 
site, with mud bricks measuring 40 by 20 by 10 em. Part of the southern outer 
wall of the building still stood 2. 7 m high. 

Each of the walls had two horizontal rows of apertures piercing their 
width. The lower row was one meter above the base of the walls and the 
upper row 70 em above it. These apertures apparently held wooden cross 
beams inserted into the walls for bonding or anchoring purposes. Examples 
of this type of construction have been found in neighboring countries (at 
Samal-Zincirli in Syria, Boghazkoy in Asia Minor, and elsewhere) and in 

Tell el-Kheleifeh: aerial photograph from 1940, looking north. 
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Remains of bricks and a storage jar in one of the fortress's rooms. 

Israel (Samaria; and cf. 1 Kg. 6:36). The wall's outer and inner faces were 
covered with a thick coating of mud. 

A sloping mud-brick rampart was built against the outer sides of this well
built main building, but it is not known whether it dates to the first stage. The 
structure and its glacis were enclosed by a fortification wall with salients and 
recesses on its outer face and casemate rooms against its inner face. Each side 
of the enclosure wall was 45 m long and was divided into three salients and 
two recesses, each 9 m long. It was built of bricks somewhat larger (c. 43.5 by 
23.5 by 13 em) than those used for the main building and its glacis. It is 
possible that a certain interval of time elapsed between the construction of 
the two, but probably only a short one, for it is difficult to envisage the 
military post with its storage rooms standing by itself, even with its gla
cis. The building, as well as the casemate wall with its salients and reces
ses, has been attributed to the time of King Solomon. 

In the middle of the southern wall was a 2.5-m-wide gateway, oriented 
toward the sea. A massive double gate had been built over it in a later period. 
The enclosure wall proper, including the salients, is from 1.05 to 1.1 m wide; 
with the addition ofcasematesitisfrom 3.95 to 4.1 m wide. Similar casemate 
walls from Solomon's time have been found at Hazar, Megiddo, and Gezer. 

The buildings from period I may have been destroyed in the invasion of 
Pharaoh Shishak in the last quarter ofthe tenth century BCE. At the beginning 
of period II, a new series of massive mud-brick fortification walls was erected. 
The central structure was no longer in the center of the site but at its northwest 
corner. The new outer mud-brick fortification consisted of a large inner wall 
and a smaller outer wall, each strengthened by a glacis, with a dry moat 
between them. The inner wall, with its comparatively slight salients and 
recesses, was further strengthened by a strong glacis with corresponding 
offsets and insets tied into it above its foundation levels. It was a particularly 
massive affair, originally some 8 m high, about 2m wide at the top, and 4 m 
wide at the base. About 3m beyond the base of its glacis was the thinner outer 
wall, which seems to have mirrored the construction features oftheinnerone. 
The dry moat between the two walls had a beaten-earth and mud-brick floor. 
At the corners of the inside wall towers overlooked the supporting glacis. The 
scheme of double-walled outer defenses with a dry moat between the walls 
has a parallel at the Moabite site ofKhirbet el-Medineh overlooking Wadi 
Themed, as well as at other sites. 

On the south side, near the southeast corner of the double-wall fortifica
tion, was a massive, four-chambered gate, with three pairs of doorways and 
two opposite sets of guardrooms between them. It is very similar to the 
massive gateway at Megiddo (stratum IVA), which, according toY. Ya
din, was built long after the time of Solomon, perhaps by King Aha b. Period 
II may represent a reconstruction by Jehoshaphat of Judah (870-846 BCE), 
the king who made the abortive attempt to revive the sea trade between 
Ezion-Geber and Arabia and Africa (1 Kg. 22:48; 2 Chr. 20:36-37). As 
a result of economic decline, coupled with Judah's growing political weak
ness, the importance ofEzion-Geber seems to have declined; after the time of 
Jehoshaphat, it is no longer mentioned in the Bible. Ezion-Geber may have 
been destroyed again in the successful Edomite rebellion against Jehosha
phat's sonJoram (2 Kg. 8:20-22; 2 Chr. 21:8-10), shortly after the middle of 
the ninth century BCE. 

Nearly seventy years passed between the destruction and abandonment of 
Ezion-Geber and the building of a new city (period III) on its sand-covered 
ruins. In this new city, a seal signet ring with the inscription "Belonging to 
ytm" was found. The reference is perhaps to J otham, king ofJudah, Uzziah's 
successor (but it could also be read "to J athom"). Underneath the inscription 
is a horned ram and in front of it an object that N. Avigad has identified as a 
bellows or a metal bar. In the city of period III, which was apparently built by 
U zziah, the guardrooms in the gateway were blocked and other architectural 
changes were made. 

During the war of Ahaz, king of Judah, Rezin, king of Aram, and Pekah, 
king of Israel (about 733 BCE), the city was again destroyed. The city the 
Edomites rebuilt (period IV), in which a few subphases can be distinguished, 

General view of the excavations, looking north. 



lasted from about the end of the eighth to the end of the sixth centuries BCE. 

The freedom regained by Edom from Ahaz was never again threatened by 
Judah, which was not strong enough thereafter to dispute Edom's control 
over the Arabah and Elath. Edom itself, however, despite periods of efflor
escence, apparently became progressively less able to take full advantage of 
its independence. 

A series of jar handles belonging to the first phase of period IV, which 
probably extended well down into the seventh century BCE, was stamped with 
an Edomite inscription reading "belonging to Qausanal, servant of the 
king"-that is, an official of the king of Edom. The first part of the name 
Qausanal, or Qosanal, is theophoric: Qaus, or Qos, is a well-known Edomite 
and subsequently Nabatean deity. Also belonging to period IV were frag
ments of a large storage jar that was probably used for transporting incense 
and spices from Arabia. On two of its pieces were incised the first ancient 
South Arabic letters in Minaean script discovered in a controlled excavation 
in this country. Other objects found in the course of the excavations show 
connections with Egypt. 

The Babylonian conquest brought an end to Edomite rule over the city of 
period IV. It was destroyed before the end of the sixth century BCE. A new 
industrial city was built over its ruins in period V, which lasted from the late 
sixth to the end of the fourth centuries BCE. Trade on an extensive scale was 
still carried on with Arabia, as indicated by Aramaic and Phoenician ostraca, 
including wine receipts. Fragments of black-glazed Greek pottery indicate 
that goods were exchanged with Greece in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. 

Tell el-Kheleifeh was abandoned thereafter and the subsequent Nabatean 
settlement was located farther to the east of Ail a, close to present -day' Aqaba. 

NELSON GLUECK 

A REAPPRAISAL OF GLUECK'S CONCLUSIONS 
Although Glueck's writings on Tell el-Kheleifeh are numerous, the site's 
stratigraphy, architecture, pottery, and other artifactual data were never 
published in a technical report. Recently, however, a thorough reappraisal 
of Glueck's excavations was made by G. Pratico, under the auspices of the 
American Schools of Oriental Research. This reappraisal has confirmed 
some of Glueck's conclusions, but has also suggested the need for some 
major revisions and refinements. 
THE EARLIEST PHASE: CASEMATE FORTRESS. Tell el-Kheleifeh was 
occupied in two major architectural phases: casemate fortress and fortified 
settlement. The casemate fortress was the earlier level. It consisted of two 
elements: a square of casemate rooms, creating a small fortress of approxi
mately 45 m on each side, and a large building that was constructed in the 
middle of the casemate square. The space between this monumental struc
ture and the casemate walls was devoid of construction and served as an open 
courtyard. The mud-brick building, measuring 12.3 m wide on the north side 
and 13.2 m wide on the south side, was constructed on the so-called four
room house plan. 

The "four-room" building consisted of three roughly square units at the 
northern end and three larger rectangular rooms extending to the south. The 
latter are 7.4 min length and of varying widths (c. 2-3m). The walls were 
preserved to a height of 2.7 m. Two horizontal rows of apertures were 
discovered in both exterior and interior walls of this structure. Having 
abandoned his interpretation that the building was a smelter and that the 
apertures were flues, Glueck later considered them evidence of a construction 
technique for strengthening walls. Wooden beams, halved in the case of Tell 
el-Kheleifeh, were embedded across the widths of the walls, creating a stron
ger bond. The semicircular holes were all that remained after the timbers were 
consumed in a destruction by fire. Glueck later interpreted the building as a 
citadel or granary. The citadel interpretation is probably correct if the des
ignation is defined in the context of architecture, that is, a citadel conceived of 
as a stronghold or fortified place with a view to defense or refuge. The 

Pottery lamp and censer, 7th-6th centuries BCE. 

Signet ring inscribed on>J (to Jotham, or Jathom). 

designation should not imply specific military, political, commercial, or 
domestic functions. 

The date of the casemate fortress cannot be determined in light of current 
data. It appears that the only pottery that was saved from this building was a 
tradition of handmade wares, now known as "Negbite" pottery, that dates 
throughout the Iron Age with no typological refinement. Negbite pottery 
cannot be used as a chronological indicator. 
THE LAST MAJOR PHASE OF OCCUPATION: FORTIFIED SETTLE
MENT. After the destruction of the casemate fortress, the plan of Tell el
Kheleifeh was radically changed. The fortress was replaced by a significantly 
larger settlement with an offset/inset wall and a four-chambered gateway. 
This solid wall was built along an entirely different line from the earlier 

Decorated Edomite vessels, 7th-6th centuries BCE. 

Ribbed bowl with a potter's mark, 7th-6th centuries BCE. 
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Tell el-Kheleifeh: 
Aramaic ostracon 
listing wine shipments, 
4th century BCE. 

casemate wall, although the new settlement plan incorporated a large por
tion of the earlier casemate fortress. The "four-room" building now stood in 
the northwest corner of the new plan and sections of the old casemate wall 
continued in use, although much of this earlier fortification perimeter was 
now abandoned. The dimensions of this solid wall measured 56 m (north) by 
59 m (east) by 59 m (south) by 63 m (west). Unlike the casemate fortress, the 
solid wall plan appears not to have had large open courtyards. Spaces within 
the offset/inset wall were now filled with buildings, thereby creating a true 
settlement. 

The gate complex, constructed at the southern perimeter ofthe offset/inset 
wall, was aligned on a north~south axis with the gateway (room 42) of the 
earlier casemate fortress. The entrance to the new compound was, therefore, 
on the port side of the settlement. The overall measurements of the gate 
complex, including what appear to be foundation elements for a stairway 
on the east, are 16.5 m (north) by 10.5 m (east) by 17.6 m (south) by 10.6 m 
(west). Similar gates of four-chambered design are known from Megiddo, 
Beersheba, and Tel Dan. This solid wall fortress represents the last major 
architectural level at the site. 
DATING THE FORTIFIED SETTLEMENT. The date of the fortified set
tlement can be established with reasonable certainty from the wheel-made 
pottery and also from several very important seal impressions. Clearly, the 
wheel-made forms date to between the eighth and early sixth centuries BCE. 

The vessel types are all diagnostic of the Late Iron Age: the so-called Edomite 
cooking pots; inverted-rim kraters; "Assyrian" bowls, carinated cups, bot
tles, and censers; and juglets, decanters, and saucers. On the basis of the 
pottery, it is clear that Tell el-Kheleifeh's fortified settlement dominated the 

region of the southern Arabah between the eighth and early sixth centuries 
BCE. This chronology is also suggested by nearly two dozen stamp impres
sions that appear on the handles of certain wheel-made vessels. The small 
oval stamps read "belonging to Qausanal, servant of the king" (lqws 'nl 'bd 
hmlk). The script is datable to the late seventh or early sixth century BCE. 

LATER OCCUPATION AT TELL EL-KHELEIFEH. There is evidence of 
occupation at Tell el-Kheleifeh after the sixth century BCE, although it is very 
fragmentary. The building remains are scanty at best, consisting of a few 
mud-brick walls that were constructed on top of the fortified settlement but 
on a different alignment. A few Phoenician and Aramaic ostraca of the fifth 
and early fourth centuries BCE, together with a handful of fifth-century Greek 
body sherds, constitute the most reliable dating criteria for this level. Some 
sixth- and fifth-century bowls, jars, and storage vessels were also found. 
THE PROBLEM OF IDENTIFICATION. The chronology ofthe site's extant 
wheel-made pottery (eighth-early sixth centuries BCE) raises an important 
question. Do the ruins of Tell el-Kheleifeh preserve the story of biblical 
Ezion-Geber? The site provides no clear archaeological evidence, either 
ceramic or architectural, for its identification with the Ezion-Geber of Is
rael's wilderness traditions (Num. 33:35~36) or even of Solomon's reign in 
the tenth century BCE (1 Kg. 9:26~28); indeed the site provides only ques
tionable evidence for the ninth century BCE (1 Kg. 22:47~48). 

The identification of Tell el-Kheleifeh is both an archaeological and his
torical problem. One may argue the identification from the perspectives of 
possibility or probability, but the problem of verification precludes exam
ination of the site in the context ofbiblical Ezion-Geberor Elath. The biblical 
references to these two sites are of specialimportance, however, for providing 
a rough chronological framework relative to Judean or Edomite control or 
influence over the region. 

GARY D. PRATICO 
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KILYEH, KHIRBET EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
Khirbet el-Kilyeh (Rimmonim) is located in southeastern Samaria, above 
Wadiel-Waheitheh(mapreference 1826.1487), some 5 km (3 mi.) east of the 
village of Rammun, which was identified with Byzantine Rimmon. The 
excavations at the site, conducted by I. Magen in 1988~1989, on behalf 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, uncovered a Roman 
fortress. In the Byzantine period, a monastery was built inside the fortress. 
The monastery, over half an acre in area, consists of two adjoining square 
structures-building I in the north and building II in the south. Several caves 
found in the slopes of the wadi were probably once occupied by eremitic 
monks. A large cistern, rock-hewn steps, and agricultural terraces were also 
found in this area. Round structures that served as sheep pens in the Arab 
period were found to the northwest and southeast. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
BUILDING I. The northern structure is a perfect square: each side is 20.7 m 
long. It is bounded on the east and north by a wall that creates a large 
courtyard. The entrance to the structure is from the south, through building 
II. The rooms surround and open onto a central courtyard paved with 
flagstones; none of the rooms are connected. The building's walls are con
structed in straight lines oflarge ashlars. The exterior wall (1.3 m thick), is 
comprised of outer and inner walls with a fill of small stones. The inner walls 
are coated with a layer of partially preserved white plaster. The buildings 

were constructed, for the most part, without mortar. 
Central Courtyard. The central courtyard (8.4 by 9.4 m) has a large bell
shaped cistern, more than 10m deep, at its northern end. Two channels, one 
on the southwest and the other on the west, emptied into the cistern. A 
staircase, found in the northeastern part of the courtyard, led to a second 
story. The central courtyard contains six pilasters. The pilasters support 
arches oriented north~south, that served as the foundation for the second 
story. Four were alongside the wall and two were placed in the center of the 
courtyard. Many well-dressed voussoirs were found. A corridor (1.5 by 3.5 
m) along the building's south side terminates in a gate with a wooden door 
and a rolling stone made of limestone. 
Western Block ofRooms. Room L 1, in the northwest corner of the building, is 
4.2 by 6.2 m; its outer walls are preserved to a height of2.5 m. Room L2 is 
square(4.2 by4.2m), with an entrance at the end. Theupperpartofroom L3 
(3.4 by 5.6 m) was rebuilt during the Mameluke or Ottoman period, as 
indicated by the inner arches and the pottery found in it. 
Northern Block ofRooms. Room L4 ( 4.4 by 8.4 m) is a burial crypt paved with 
a white mosaic bearing a pattern of crosses in red and black tesserae. There is 
an opening (1.25 m wide) in the middle of its southern wall. The original 
entrance was in the west, but it was sealed during the Byzantine phase of 
construction. Four pilasters attached to the northern and southern walls 
bore arches that supported the upper story. 

Five tombs were discovered beneath the mosaic floor. Four are in the 
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Khirbet el-Kilyeh: plan of the site. 
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shape of a sarcophagus. They are built into the ground and covered with 
stone slabs, over which the mosaic floor was laid. Scores of skeletons were 
found within the tombs. Another sarcophagus-like tomb was uncovered in 
the middle of the chamber near the northern wall. It contained four skeletons 
with heads facing east. Two other tombs were discovered to the east. 

In the middle of room L4, steps lead down to a tomb whose lower part is 
hewn into the rock and whose upper part is constructed in the form of a barrel 
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vault. A low partition wall divided the tomb cavity into two troughs contain
ing fifteen skeletons and a large number of artifacts. 

Room LS, a corner room in the northeast, is accessible through room L4. 
This room, like the crypt, is paved with mosaic tesserae. 
Eastern Block of Rooms. Room L9 ( 4 by 4.4 m) has its entrance at the end. 
Room L I 0 is identical to room L9 both in size and entrance location. A third 
elongated room (Lll) is 2.6 by 7.5 m, with an entrance preserved to a height 
of 1.7 m. 
BUILDING II. Building II (26.7 by 33.6 m) adjoins building I on the south. 
Most of its area has not yet been excavated, and it is therefore impossible to 
ascertain the function of most of its parts. The building's eastern wall extends 
northward and surrounds building I, thus creating an additional line of 
defense. Building II also surrounds a central courtyard paved with flag
stones. It was entered from the south, by way of a double-doored gate 
(2.2 m wide). Outside the gate the remains of a small structure were 
found, apparently the guardhouse; inside the gate are two pilasters that 
supported arches. The excavators could therefore conclude that the en
trance and part of the corridor (4.6 by 10m) leading from it to the flag
stone-paved central courtyard were roofed. The stones of the pavement were 
of different shapes. 

A row of five elongated rooms (2.7-3.7 by 10m) was uncovered in the 
building's east wing. The rooms were entered from the west, from the central 
courtyard. Although the rooms have not yet been excavated, their elongated 
shape indicates that they were stables or storerooms. A corridor paved with 
stone slabs was exposed on the north side of the rooms, through which the 
courtyard bordering the structure to the east and north was entered. 

A row of three identical square rooms (each 4.4 by 4.4 m) extends along the 
south wall of building II, to the west of the main gate. Near the western wall, 
another row of elongated rooms is accessible through the main courtyard. 
These rooms are ascribed to the second and third stages of construction. 
Rooms from the later building stage adjoin the structure on the east and west. 

SUMMARY 
Buildings I and II represent a single complex. The finds from them are few 
because the site was in use over a long period of time. The ceramic finds 
represent four periods: Roman, Byzantine, Early Arab, and Late Arab. In 
addition to the pottery, the finds included intact glassware (from the crypt), 
bronze vessels, keys, basalt grinding tools, and coins, which enabled the 
dating of the various building phases. The few architectural remains found 
included two capitals, column bases, voussoirs, and three marble chancel
screen columns, indicating that a church once occupied the site. 

Two main building phases-Roman and Byzantine-are distinguished. 

General view, looking south. 
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Building I at Khirbet el-Kilyeh: crypt in the northern block of buildings. 

In the Roman period, probably in the third century CE, a walled fortress monasteries in the Byzantine period inside Roman period citadels and for
composed of two complexes-buildings I and II, the latter probably the tresses is a familiar phenomenon both in this country and in Syria. The site 
service wing-was erected. The Roman fortress's basic form was followed continued in use in the Umayyad period, as well as in the Mameluke and 
through the Byzantine period, when the building was converted into a mon- Ottoman periods. 
astery. The second story of building I apparently served as the monastery's 
church, while the main room on the north side was turned into a burial Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land: New Discoveries (V. Corbo Fest.). Jerusalem 1990. 

chamber, or crypt. A rolling stone was installed at the entrance to the mon-
astery to provide the residents with greater security. The establishment of ITZHAK MAGEN 

KINNE RET 
IDENTIFICATION 
A tomb discovered when a shelter was dug near the houses in Kibbutz 
Kinneret was excavated in July 1940 by B. Mazar, with the participation 
of I. Dunayevsky and P. Bar-Adon. The site lies at a distance of 1.25 km from 
Beth Yeral). (Khirbet Kerak) and may have been one of Beth Yeral).'s burial 
sites in the Early Bronze Age. 

The tomb was hewn out of soft rock not far below ground level. It consisted 
of a square-shaped courtyard (2.3 by 3 m) with rounded corners and an 
elliptical burial chamber (approximately 3.38 by 2m), to which a step led 
down from the courtyard. Because the floor of the tomb was only 1.2 m 
beneath the rock, the chamber could be entered only by crawling. To prevent 
the collapse ofthe chamber's rock roof, a pillar was left in the wall. The bones 
and funerary offerings were originally laid on the floor ofthe chamber. Once 
the space on the floor was completely occupied, the bones and offerings were 
covered with a layer of sand, which then served as the base for subsequent 
burials. Three superimposed burial layers of this type were unearthed. After 
the entire chamber had been filled up, burial was begun in the courtyard. All 
three levels belong to a single brief period. Bones were either completely or 
partially burned or only charred. It seems that the bodies were first consigned 
to flames and the boneslaterinterredin the cave tomb, together with funerary 
objects. 

Inside the burial chamber fifty intact pottery vessels were found, as well as 
a considerable quantity of potsherds. Only four vessels were found in the 
courtyard. The pottery is a homogeneous group dating to the late Early 
Bronze Age II, and many of the vessels have parallels in strata of that period 
at Beth Yeral).. Only a few sherds, found in debris on the west side, appear to 
be of an earlier date. The pottery included jugs, jars, juglets, cups, goblets, 
bowls, and platters. Two juglets in particular should be noted. They are made 
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Kinneret: plan and section of the tomb. 
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ofagreenishclayanddecoratedwithrowsoftrianglesfilledwithdark-brown conical, and biconical and are fashioned of gold, copper, faience, ruby, 
dots on a cream-colored slip. Below the triangles is a zigzag line between two crystal, jasper, quartz, clay, and mother-of-pearl. Fragments of ornamen
horizontallines. Similar designs on Syrian pottery are well known from the ted bone plaques and a limestone pestle were also uncovered. Another 
First Dynasty royal tombs at Abydos in Egypt. A large, narrow-necked jug noteworthy find is a round plaque of beaten gold decorated with bands 
with one loop handle projecting from the rim to the shoulder and two tiny and bosses arranged symmetrically around a central perforation. The or
vertical handles on the elliptically shaped body is also known from the First namented portion displays four arms of dots emerging crosslike from the 
Dynasty. The clay is brown, and the burnish is vertical. Other vessels from the center with embossed sections occupying the spaces between the arms. Both 
tomb also have parallels both with pottery from the Early Bronze Age II in technique and design, the plaque resembles the pendants from tombs from 
strata in Palestine and Egyptian First Dynasty tombs. It should be noted that the second half of the third millennium BCE at Alaca Hiiyiik in Anatolia. 
no sherds ofKhirbet Kerak ware were found in the tomb, indicating that it 
predates the Early Bronze Age Ill. W. F. Albright, BASOR 93 (1944). 26; B. Maisler (Mazar), QDAP 12 (1946), 106; R. Amiran, IEJ 2 

More than three hundred beads and other articles of jewelry were found in (1952), 100-101; H. J. Kantor, Relative Chronologies (ed. R. w. Ehrich), Chicago 1956, Sf. 

the cave tomb. Among them was part of a necklace with two gold beads and 
two cylindrical ruby beads. The beads are spherical, cylindrical, elliptical, BENJAMIN MAZAR 

KISHION, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Kishion is situated in lower Galilee on a spur between Nal;tal Tavor and 
Nal;tal Qosmat (map reference 1872.2297). Topographically, it consists of 
three parts: a central mound, a northeastern terrace (c. 2.4 a.), and a terrace 
to the southwest (c. 14 to 17 a.). On old maps the site is designated as el
Khirbeh or Khirbet Kision. I tis identified with Kishi on, a Levitical city in the 
territory oflssachar (Jos. 19:20) and with Qsn, mentioned in the city list of 
Thutmose III. 

The southwestern terrace was damaged by the construction of the' Afula
Tiberias road during the Mandatory period, which cut off the site's northern 
edge. In 1972, Kibbutz 'En Dor constructed a water reservoir and a pumping 
station close to the site and dug a deep channel (80 em wide and 4 m deep) for a 
pipeline connecting the two. In 1976, the Ministry of Communications had 
another channel dug parallel to the road for a telephone cable. Due to these 
activities, a salvage excavation was carried out at the site. 

EXCAVATION 
Four seasons of excavations were carried out from 1976 to 1983, on behalf of 
the Israel Museum and the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, 
and with the assistance of the Jewish Reform Movement in the United States. 
The first two seasons were directed by R. Amiran and C. Arnon, and the last 
two seasons by Arnon. The excavations were concentrated on the south
western terrace. Four occupation layers from the Early Bronze Age I, II, and 
III were uncovered, as was a cemetery from the Middle Bronze Age II and 
Iron Age I, in which graves were found dug into the earlier strata. Sherds and 
artifacts from the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods were found on the 
surface. 
POTTERY NEOLITHIC A PERIOD. A large quantity of Neolithic sherds 
and flint tools was collected on the surface. Among the sherds, the typical 
Sha'ar ha-Golan ware is most conspicuous. The flint assemblage includes 
sickle blades, axes, arrowheads, awls, and borers. Among the more inter
esting finds is a limestone figurine head found on the terrace's southern slope. 
The head has shallow but clear facial features delicately carved with a pol
ishing technique. The nose is small, and two eyebrows ascend from it. The 
eyes protrude and are slightly slanted. There is no mouth. The head is 
elongated and pointed. 

CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. The Chalco lithic stratum has thus far not been 
reached, but Chalco lithic sherds and artifacts were found in the excavations 
of the upper strata: bowl sherds and flint tools (axes, hoes, blades, and a fan 
scraper perforated in the center). A small, clay figurine of inferior quality was 
also found. 
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Right: remains of buildings from stratum 
Ill, EB II; (below) pottery stand of 
Khirbet Kerak ware, EB III. 

EARLY BRONZE AGE I: STRATUM IV. Architectural remains of stratum 
IV include a corner of a room partly paved with stones and the rest with 
bricks. The stratum IV pottery includes body sherds with line wash; large, 
incised loop handles; and sherds of gray-burnished ware with and without 
lugs. Stratum IV can be dated to the earlier stage of the Early Bronze Age lA. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE II: STRATUM III. The architectural remains of 
stratum III include parts of rounded walls, indicating curvilinear architec
ture. Three round platforms (3.5~5 m in diameter) were found. Two are 
surrounded by a curved wall and are paved with small stones in beaten 
earth. The third platform consists of a pavement of large and medium-size 
stones surrounded by a row of boulders. The purpose of these platforms is 
unclear; they may have been house floors or working surfaces. In one place, 
the stratum II walls were built over a stratum III surface. 
EARLYBRONZEAGEIII. Two Early Bronze Age III strata were uncovered. 
Stratum II. Stratum II is rich in both architectural remains and pottery. It 
included rooms with common walls, built on both sides of a street. So far, 
parts oftwo streets, one of which leads to a square, have been found. Some of 
the rooms are square (3 by 3 m) and some are rectangular (3 by 4 m). The walls 
(50 em wide) are built ofunhewn limestone or basalt, in equal proportions. 
(Tel Kishion is situated between the country's basaltic and limestone re
gions.) The location of the entrance in most rooms is not obvious, perhaps 
because only one course of stones has survived (door sockets were found in 
only two rooms). On several floors, a stone base was found that carried a 
wooden pillar supporting the roof. The floor itself was made of beaten earth, 
sometimes with a cup-shaped stone surrounded by small stones or a stone
lined depression sunk into it. 

In the square an installation (1. 7 by 2.01 m) was found built of one stone 
course with courses of bricks above it. There was considerable pottery in the 
houses and on the streets, including 
local ware ("metallic" burnished sto
rage jars and cooking pots), as well as 
Khirbet Kerak ware, although not in 
the quantities found in stratum I. Of 
particular interest is a figurine of a 
kneeling sheep found in one of the 
rooms. 
Stratum I. The building remains from 
stratum I are scant and mainly include 
walls with abutting floors. This stra
tum lies 20 to 25 em below the plowed 
surface. On the floors a rich pottery 
assemblage was found that includes 
sherds of Khirbet Kerak ware with 
a complete stand, fragments of large 
and small bowls, omphalos bases, and 
a large quantity of lids. The pottery 
assemblage also included combed 
and metallic ware. Two animal figur
ines were also found. Culturally, stra
tum I seems to be a continuation of 

Remains of buildings from the EB Ill. 

stratum II; moreover, the stratum II structures continued to be used in 
stratum I. This continuity is also shown by the pottery assemblage. 
THE CEMETERY. Cultivation has damaged almost all the upper graves in 
the cemetery; only the remains of skeletons and vessels were found there. The 
lower graves, however, are preserved in their entirety. 
Middle Bronze Age II Burials. Three graves ascribed to the Middle Bronze 
Age II have so far been excavated. An infant jar burial was found in one tomb. 
In another was a skull with a bottle-shaped vessel next to it. The third tomb 
contained the remains of a child with a Tell el-Yahudiyeh-type juglet next to 
its head. The graves are scattered far apart, over a large area. This makes the 
cemetery's boundaries in this period difficult to determine. 
Iron Age I Burials. Two undamaged graves from the Iron Age I have been 
found so far, as well as twenty damaged ones. The complete burials are those 
of a man and a woman, both small pit graves with no additional construction. 
The skeletons are extended, with slightly flexed knees. In some graves only 
two offering vessels were found~a small bowl and flask or a small bowl and 
an oil lamp--while others contained many vessels~such as in the woman's 
tomb, where twenty vessels were found. Two or four large storage jars 
containing dipper juglets were laid on top of the graves. In the woman's 
tomb, these were laid in a semicircle around the head, east of the skeleton, 
near the shoulders, and next to the feet. The grave goods included eight small 
bowls, three oil lamps, a chalice, four storage jars, and four juglets, all well 
preserved. This assemblage is similar to those at 'Afula (stratum IliA) and 
Megiddo (strata VIIA~VIB). 

R. Amiran and C. Cohen-Arnon, IEJ27 (1977), 164-165; Israel Museum News 14 (1978), 21; C. Amon, 
ESI 1 (1982), 100. 

CARMELA ARNON, RUTH AMIRAN 
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KISHOR, IJORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat Kishor, in the southern Judean Shephelah, 9 km (6 mi.) north of 
Lahav and the nearby sites of I:Iorvat Tilla and I:Iorvat Rimmon (map 
reference 136.096), stands on a hill at an altitude of 353m above seale
vel. It is surrounded by valleys. The remains are scattered over a wide area 
(450 m west--east and c. 350m north-south) for a total of about 32 a. In 
addition to the main site, remains of buildings are strewn on all the slopes of 
the hill and in the surrounding valleys. There are also ruined walls and 
buildings on the western peak of the hill, which is not included in the above 
area. 

The Hebrew name l:lorvat Kishor is a coinage based on the Arabic place 
name Khirbet Umm el-Kashram. It was the site of a Jewish settlement in the 
Second Temple, Mishnaic, and Talmudic periods. A seven-branched can-

lforvat Kishor: plan and section of burial cave 1. 
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delabrum (menorah) carved in relief on a stone lintel was discovered at the 
site. The lintel was from a public building, probably a synagogue, which can 
be dated to the fourth and fifth centuries CE. 

The site has not been excavated and is seldom mentioned. The surveyors of 
the British Survey of Western Palestine described it as remains of ruined 
buildings, caves, and rock-cut cisterns-remnants of a large, probably an
cient, site. The ruin was settled during the nineteenth century by Arab vil
lagers from the Hebron Hills as a mazra'a (temporary quarters used during 
the sowing and harvest seasons). A few families lived in the place during the 
British Mandate (1917-1948). 

BURIAL CAVES AND A CEMETERY 
The site's cemeteries are located in the valleys at the foot of the hill, on its 
north, east, and south, thus surrounding the settlement on three sides in the 
shape of a horseshoe that is open toward the west. The burial cave diggers cut 
vertically, to a depth of 1 to 1.5 m, through the slope's hard nari rock, until 
they reached the relatively soft chalk, in which they cut their caves. 

The caves were found to contain two types of burial benches, and can be 
divided into three categories according to their shape and plan: 

1. Caves with loculi (kokhim). Cave 2 contains twenty-two loculi, mostly 
with gabled ceilings and a few with flat or vaulted ceilings; cave 3 contains 
nine loculi intended for primary burials; and cave 4 contains seven similar 
loculi. These caves contained numerous repositories, in which the bones were 
kept after being collected from the primary burials. Also found here were 
many ossuaries of the "coarse" type typical of southern Judea, equipped with 
a ridged cover with acroteria. Many smashed ossuaries were found in the 
caves. 

2. Caves with troughlike burial benches in arcosolia. Complex caves were 
built in several stories and levels. Cave 1 contained thirty-three primary 
burial benches on the upper level and twenty on the lower level. The cave 

lforvat Kishor: loculi in burial cave 2. 

Stone lintel with a seven-branched menorah carved in relief 
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walls also contained numerous rock-cut repositories. Cave 6 contained 
fourteen burial benches on the upper level and twenty-two on the lower 
level. A similar number of benches was found in other caves, such as cave 
7. Most of the benches, which were shallow, were arranged parallel to one 
another, in pairs. This category of caves also contained ossuaries, but they 
seem in general to be later than the caves with loculi and have been dated to 
the third and fourth centuries CE. It is difficult to determine when the ossu
aries were last used; the terminus ad quem is probably around the end of the 
third century CE. 

3. Caves with arcosolia cut in the walls. Each arcosolium contained four 
shallow burial benches, three of them parallel to each other and perpendi-

cular to the wall of the cave, with the fourth behind and perpendicular to 
them, parallel to the cave wall. This type of tomb, represented by caves 8 and 
10, is probably later than the others, having been used mainly during the 
Byzantine period. 

In 1979, D. Alon, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums, working at the western end of the cemetery, excavated a square 
mausoleum (3 by 3 m), built of dressed stones; it contained a single burial 
bench. 

Conder-Kitchener, SWP 3, 287; A. Kloner, IEJ 24 (1974), 197-200; id., ASR, 160-161. 

AMOSKWNER 

KISSUFIM 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLORATION 
The site of Kissufim is in the northern Negev approximately 1 km (0.6 mi.) 
northwest of Tell Jemmeh, in the fields of Kibbutz Kissufim (map reference 
0959.0893). On old maps the site is designated as Reqibat Abu-Radi or 
Reqibat el-Waza. It was first surveyed in 1930 by J. Ory, who identified 
a fragment of a mosaic floor decorated in a guilloche pattern. In July 
1977, a salvage excavation was carried out at the site on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums, under the direction ofR. Cohen. 

THE CHURCH AND THE MOSAIC 
Excavation revealed that the mosaic fragment found in 1930 was part of the 
floor of a basilica-type church (16m long and 13m wide). The eastern part of 
the church, including the apse, had been destroyed at the beginning of the 
twentieth century by the construction of a house. The church was divided 
into a nave and aisles by rows of five columns each, as indicated by depres
sions visible in the mosaic. The columns themselves were not found and must 
have been plundered in antiquity. The church walls were built of kurkar, also 
plundered down to their foundations. The church had a stone-paved narthex 
(3 by 11 m)andanatrium,alsostonepaved,inwhich there had probably been 
a cistern. Most of the nave's mosaic floor is ruined; only a strip 90 em wide 4 
survives in the entrance, for the entire width of the nave. In the center of the '-------'---' m 

strip is a tabula ansata with a seven-line dedicatory inscription (1.6 m long Kissufim: plan of the church and mosaic floor. 

and 0.62 m wide) in Greek. The inscription mentions the names of the clergy Greek inscription at the entrance to the church. 
in whose time the mosaic floor was laid: Bishop Mishael and the monk 
Theodorus. The date is also specified: the 11th day of the month of Luos 
in the year 636 of the Gaza calendar-that is, August 4, 576 CE. It also 
mentions Saint Elias, after whom the church is named. Flanking the inscrip
tion are two birds of prey (kestrels), with red ribbons around their necks, 
amid floral ornamentation. 

The mosaic floor in the northern aisle is almost completely intact, except 
for the badly damaged eastern part. The length of the preserved section is 
11m and its width is equal to that of the aisle floor, approximately 2.4 m. The 
exquisite design consists of a series of scenes, one above the other. A dozen 
scenes are preserved; the destruction in the eastern part ofthe church makes it 
impossible to determine the original number. Three of the surviving scenes 
are devoted to hunting: a horseman holding a spear subdues a leopard; a foot 
soldier, armed with a sword and a shield, battles a bear; and a hunting dog 
chases a gazelle and a hare. Two ofthe scenes depict fights between animals: a 
lion falling on a bull and a female griffin attacking a swan. The five other 
scenes are devoted to more tranquil subjects: a lioness and her cub; a man 
milking an animal, probably a goat (the state of preservation is not good 
enough to permit a positive identifica
tion); an elephant and a giraffe; and ze
bras and two sheep grazing on leaves. 
The two remaining scenes are so badly 
damaged as to be indecipherable. Each 
scene is approximately 1.3 m long and 
from 0.6 to 0.8 m wide. All the scenes are 
bordered by a guilloche and a wavy pat
tern. 

Above the figure of the horseman fell
ing a leopard is a one-line Greek inscrip
tion: ( = EPrON AAESANilPOY) (the 
work of Alexander). It is unlikely that 
"Alexander" was the artist's name, for 
artists' names are usually inscribed in a 
special medallion in such mosaics, if at 
all. It is, therefore, most probable that 
the inscription was supposed to identi-
fy the scenes or scene above which it One of the mosaics in the intercolumniations of the nave. Greek inscription at the entrance to the nave. 



Mosaic floor in the northern aisle. 

appears. If so, the reference is probably to The Adventures of Alexander, 
a literary work containing many legends of the heroic deeds of Alexander 
the Great, which was popular in the Byzantine period. 

Hunting scenes adorned many mosaic floors in churches in the Byzantine 
period. The popularity of such scenes angered many members of the clergy, 
such as Saint Nil us who, in the sixth century CE, expressed spirited opposition 
to this idolatrous custom. Hunting scenes had been a common subject for 
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Details of the mosaic in the northern aisle: (left) deers eating leaves; 
(above, from top to bottom) a lioness and her cub; a horseman 
overcoming a leopard; a dog chasing a gazelle and a hare; a lion 
falling on a bull; a soldier struggling with a bear. 
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mosaic floors in North Africa and Italy as early as the third and fourth 
centuries CE and later, as well as in Antioch and Apamea. 

A tomb was discovered in the middle of the northern aisle. Its upper part, 
which was at the same height as the mosaic floor, was covered with a large 
marble slab, of which only a few fragments remained. The lower part of the 
tomb was covered with stone slabs, found in situ. The tomb contained five 
skeletons, their heads oriented west and their legs east, and above them a 
small vault. At the edge of the tomb, in the mosaic floor, a partly destroyed 
Greek inscription states that this was the tomb of the priest Zoneinos. It also 
mentions a woman named Maria; the inscription ends with "Amen." 

The intercolumnar spaces were also paved with mosaic. Two scenes and an 
inscription are preserved in the spaces between the columns of the northern 
row. One scene depicts a man leading a camel loaded with storage jars and 
baskets, above which the name Orbeikon is written in Greek. The second 
scene depicts two women, sumptuously robed and wearing tiaras, earrings, 
and bracelets. One of them is distributing coins with her right hand, while the 
other, who seems to be older and has a stern expression, is holding a bowl 
containing a fowl(?). The Greek inscription above the two figures reads 
"Calliora the lady of Filto." The scene of the two women recalls that 
of the Empress Theodora's two ladies-in-waiting in the mosaic in the 
Church of San Vitale at Ravenna in northern Italy. 

In the last, western, space, a tabula ansata contains a dedicatory inscription 
(1.4 m long and 0. 7 m wide) stating that "the marvelous work was completed 
in the time of the monk and deacon Father Theodorus on the I Oth of the 
month ofPaneimos in the year 638 since the foundation of Gaza"-that is, 
July 4, 578 CE. The intercolumnar spaces in the southern row were adorned 
with mosaics in geometric patterns of circles and squares. 

The mosaics described above are particularly impressive and in good 
condition because they were made with small tesserae, only 6 by 6 mm 
(140 tesserae per 10 sq em on average). The faces of the figures and their 
limbs are made of even smaller stones, 5 by 5 mm (230 tesserae per I 0 sq em on 
average). The tesserae were made of marble, were well sawn, and were very 
carefully laid. The play of light and shadow was effected by using a great 
variety of colors: black, white, various shades of gray, green, red, yellow, 
brown, and orange. The floral motifs were executed with bright green, 
probably malachite, and glass. The artist's skill is particularly evident in 
the naturalistic depiction of the figures, both of humans and of animals 
and birds. The mosaic was executed in accord with the tradition prevalent 
in the sixth century CE, one of whose tenets was that men and women were 
clothed (in contemporary costume). This differed from the classical tradi
tion, in which such figures appear naked. 

The church was built by Emperor Justin II (565-578 CE) and was part of a 
town that prospered in the sixth century. The town is probably the place 
marked Orda on the Byzantine Medeba map. The area between Gaza and 
Beersheba was densely populated in the Byzantine period, as is clear, inter 
alia, from the Medeba map, which lists a series of settlements in this region. In 
fact, numerous churches have been located in the area, such as those at 
Sheila!, Kibbutz Magen, and nearby I:Iorvat Gerarit. 

A. Ron en et al., Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 116 (1972), 68-96; R. Cohen, IEJ 27 
(1977), 254-256; id., RB 85 (1978), 104-106; id., BAR 6/1 (1980), 16-23; A. Ovadiah and S. Mucznik, 
MosaOque (H. Stern Fest.), Paris 1982, 273-280; G. Foerster, Praktika (Acts of the Academy of Athens) 
1983/A (1985), 130-133; Weippert 1988, 75f. 

RUDOLF COHEN 

KITAN, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
Tel Kitan is situated on the western bank of the Jordan River, close to the 
mouthofNal,J.al Tavor, which joins the Jordan about 12km(7.5 mi.) north of 
Beth-Shean (map reference 2043.2270). The mound rises slightly above the 
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Tel Kitan: plan of stratum X, Chalcolithic period. 
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river bank and overlooks the nearby fords across the Jordan. The extent of 
the summitismorethan 1.5 a.; the area of settlement at the foot covers about 
2.3 a. The southeastern part of the mound is eroded; before modern con
struction was begun, its shape resembled half of a horseshoe. Modern for
tifications have caused considerable destruction and have further altered its 
shape. In the Palestine Exploration Fund's survey map, the site is designated 
as Tell esh-Sheikh Qasem, but it was also known by the name Tell Musa. The 
site derived its Hebrew name, Kitan (Hebrew root 1m for cotton), from the 
nearby cotton fields. The occupation periods on the mound were identified 
by sherds collected on its slopes in the Beth-Shean Regional Survey con
ducted by N. Tzori. In a stratigraphic section, cut in 1970 by A. Druks, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, building 
remains from the Chalcolithic period, the Early Bronze Age I, and the 
Middle Bronze Age II were distinguished. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Five seasons of excavation were carried out at the site from 1975 to 1978, 
under the direction of E. Eisenberg, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums. An area of about 0.5 a. was opened from the 
center of the mound to its southern edge; ten occupation strata were un
covered. 

Storage jar, 
Chalcolithic period. 



Silo from stratum X, Chalcolithic period: 
(center) brick herringbone construction. 

STRATUM X: CHALCOLITHIC 
PERIOD. The site was occupied in 
the Chalcolithic period on virgin 
soil. The west wing of a two-room 
house, a silo and a courtyard were 
partly uncovered on the southern 
part of the mound. The central room 
in the house is a typical broadroom, 
with its entrance facing the courtyard. 
The room's outer dimensions are 10 
by 4m; it was built without stone foun
dations of plano-convex bricks, laid in 
a herringbone pattern. In its long per
iod of use, the floor levels were raised 
several times. Underneath the upper
most floor level, an infant burial was 
found inside a churn fragment. The 
courtyard contained mostly refuse 
pits, hearths, and layers of ash. An
other room contained two silos, each 
with two compartments dug about 
2m into the soil and lined with bricks 
and a thick layer of plaster. The silos' 
superstructure was also built of bricks, but it caved in when the house was 
destroyed. West of this house, in a storage area belonging to another build
ing, another underground silo containing remains of wheat grains was 
found. Next to it was a huge storage jar buried to its rim; it is among the 
largest of its kind ever found in Israel. 
STRATUM IX: CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. A new building with a different 
orientation was erected over the fallen debris of the building from the pre
vious level. Its walls were built of plano-convex bricks laid on stone founda
tions. The structure was badly damaged by pits from later strata, and it was 
only possible to reconstruct two rooms with a common wall. 
STRATUM VIII: CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. The building remains from 
stratum VIII include part of a building with a wide foundation and several 
refuse pits. Most of the stratum's contents were either eroded or damaged by 
the structures erected above it. 

The ruins of strata X, IX, and VIII-which accumulated to a height of 
about I m-attest to a long period of continuous settlement. This is corro
borated by the pottery assemblage, which is a northern variant of the Ghas
sulian culture. No typological development in the pottery here was distin
guished, apart from vessels with a heavy red slip and burnish, which were 
found only in stratum X. Other finds from the three strata included sickle 
blades, flint axes, perforated flint discs, basalt vessels, and a fragment of a 
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violin-shaped figurine. In the opinion of the excavator, strata X-VIII at Tel 
Kitan represent an extension of a large Chalco lithic settlement nearby, which 
covered an area of about 60 a. and was completely destroyed by modern 
cultivation in the area. The vessels and objects collected in this settlement 
(called the Oil Site, or the Neveh Ur Site) are identical to those found on the 
mound. 
STRATUM VII: EARLY BRONZE AGE I. A densely built, unwalled set
tlement existed here in the Early Bronze Age I. The structures at the southern 
end of the mound were very close together, with narrow lanes separating the 
blocks of houses. The dwellings are mostly longhouses, some of them with 
rounded corners. They were built of rectangular mud bricks, laid on stone 
foundations. The floors were made of beaten earth and in some cases lie 

Seal depicting a plowman with 
a pair of oxen, EB I. 

Pottery assemblage from the EB I. 
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Pottery vessels in situ on the floor of an EB I 
building. 

below the top of the foundations, 
making it necessary to descend one 
step to enter the house. In almost all 
the houses fiat stone bases were found 
that had held pillars that supported 
the ceiling. Plastered benches built 
along the walls were also found. Stra
tum VII apparently underwent sud
den destruction, for a rich and varied 
pottery repertoire was found under 
the ruins of the houses. It included 
pithoi and storage jars decorated 
with grain wash, as well as small ves
sels painted red and burnished with a 
typical net burnish. Chronologically, 
this stratum parallels the beginning of 
settlement at Beth Yeral). (Khirbet 
Kerak) and stratum XIX at Megid
do-that is, the latest stage of the Ear
ly Bronze Age I. 
STRATUM VI: MIDDLE BRONZE 
AGE IIA. Following a long gap, activ
ity at the mound was renewed in the 
Middle Bronze Age IIA and refuse 
pits (c. 2-4 m in diameter) and graves were dug. Remnants of food, 
fire, and pottery-mainly cooking pots, storage jars and kraters in the pits 
may be evidence of ritual meals that took place around a sacred area, as 
corroborated by the finds in the next strata. 
STRATUMV:MIDDLEBRONZEAGEIIB.IntheMiddleBronzeAgeliB,a 
temple was erected in the center of the mound. Its facade faced east, toward 
an open courtyard. The temple has amegaron plan with an almost square hall 
(outer dimensions, 5.5 by 6.9 m). Pilasters and two stone bases for columns 
were built on either side of the entrance. The temple was built of mud brick; a 
low bench, also of mud brick, lined its inner walls. No ritual vessels were 
found in the hall. A row of eight stelae (ma.'j.'febot) made of large, smooth 
pebbles was found in the courtyard, about 5 m from the front of the building 
and parallel to it; between them were three small pits. Beyond this row were 
two larger ma.'j.'febot, rising 0.3-0.4 m above the earthen floor and facing the 
temple. In the middle of the front row of ma.'j.'febot, a stone statue (height, c. 
0.5 m) of a naked goddess was erected. Her hands support her breasts; it is 
also possible to discern details of her features and hair. This statue probably 
represents the deity, apparently a fertility goddess, who was worshiped by the 
inhabitants. In the excavator's opinion, the megaron temple should be seen 
as an archaic remnant of a type of temple that was common in Syria and 
Canaan in the third millennium BCE. The buildings that surrounded the 
temple were not completely pre
served. It was clear, however, that 
these were residential units, contain
ing finds characteristic of the Middle 
Bronze Age liB. Infant burials in 
jars, found under the floors of the 
rooms, were especially common in 
these houses. 
STRATUM IV: MIDDLE BRONZE 
AGE liB. In the Middle Bronze Age 
liB, a new temple was erected around 
the stratum V megaron temple. It is 
evident that the builders were careful 
not to harm the remains of the earlier 
temple and ma.'j.'febot and even pre
served the temple's orientation. The 
stratum IV temple is unique in its size 
(outer dimensions, 14.3 by 11.5m) and 
thick square mud-brick walls. Its en
trance (2.6 m wide) is in the center of 
the eastern wall. Little remains of the 
temple floor, as it was built over the 
ruins and fill of the earlier temple and 
was higher than the courtyard. It 
seems that the ceiling of the temple 
was supported by columns, as was 
common in Syrian temples of this 

General view of the temple area, looking 
west. 

Plan of the temples. 
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Stela sculpted in the form 
of a goddess, MB JIB. 
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Pottery vessels in situ on the floor of a room in the LB I temple. 

anthropoid features. Two more basalt bases were uncovered near the tem
ple's northern wall. 

A wall from this period was uncovered at the southern edge of the mound, 
with dwellings adjoining it. To its west was another wall (2m thick), built of 
square mud bricks like those in the temple and oriented north to south. These 
remains reveal that during stratum IV the temple stood in the center of a 
fortified area that occupied most of the mound. The dating of the stratum to 
the end of the Middle Bronze Age liB is based mostly on finds from the 
dwellings in this enclosure and from the burials dug in the courtyard around 
the temple. 

type. A semicircular mud-brick bench was built in the courtyard in front of STRATUM III: LATE BRONZE AGE I. Some time after the destruction of 
the eastern facade. Hearths with animal bones were found there. Two round stratum IV, settlement at the site was renewed in the Late Bronze Age I. A 
basalt bases for ma~~ebot, and next to them a fiat basalt slab, were discovered temple was erected in the same place as previous temples at the site. It was 
at the northern corner of the facade. Nearby were four stone figurines with built with high stone foundations and mud bricks. The structure contained a 

Decorated goblet, LB I. 

hall and two small service rooms. The northern facade, which probably 
contained the entrance, was found in ruins. Many ritual vessels-including 
elaborate "chocolate-on-white" clay vessels, juglets, bowls, chalices, and 
goblets-were found along the hall's southern wall and in the two adjacent 
rooms. Also found were various objects: faience beads, semiprecious stones, 
silver pendants in the shape of religious symbols, and a long bronze knife. In 
the east was an open courtyard, containing piles of broken pottery from the 
temple. A structure (2m in diameter) built of small pebbles and probably 
connected to the temple was also found in the courtyard. Remains of struc
tures were found south of the temple, and an almost complete dwelling was 
uncovered on the east. This house, which contained three rooms and a small 
open courtyard with two ovens, was built over the front courtyard of the 
stratum IV temple. The column bases in the center of the rooms were in 
secondary use, having originally been bases forthema~~ebot. The stratum III 
finds indicate that the settlement came to a sudden end; the inhabitants 
abandoned it and did not return. 
STRATUM II: EARLY ARAB PERIOD. After a gap ofhundreds of years, the 
site was resettled in the Early Arab period. Thin-walled buildings were 
uncovered along a street, but most of the architectural remains from the 
period were eroded. The majority of the small finds were collected from 
refuse pits in the courtyards of the houses. 
STRATUM I: OTTOMAN PERIOD. AM us lim cemetery from the Ottoman 
period belongs to stratum I. The graves were dug close together, mainly at the 
top of the mound; in some places they penetrated the Middle Bronze Age 
strata. 

E. Eisenberg, BA 40 (1977), 78-81; id., Temples and High Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem 1977, 34; 
ibid., Jerusalem 1981, 159; D. Saltz, ASOR Newsletter (May 1977), 4-6. 
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KUDADI, TELL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPlORATION 
Tell Kudadi (Tell esh-Shuni), a small mound that rises about 8 m above sea 
level, is situated in northern Tel-Aviv on the northern bank of the Yarkon 
River estuary, within the Reading Power Plant (map reference 129.169). 
Trial excavations were conducted at the site in 1936 by P. L. 0. Guy, 
on behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities. More extensive 
excavations were carried out in the winter of 1937-1938 by the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, under the direction of E. L. Sukenik and S. Yei-

Yarkon River 

First fortress 
Second fortress 
Persian period wall 

Tell Kudadi: plan of the major remains. 
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vin, with the participation ofN. Avigad. Mostofthemound had been washed 
away by the sea and the Yarkon. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The remains of two buildings were discovered that had probably served as 
fortresses at various stages of the Israelite kingdom. The fortresses were built 
to protect the entrance to the Yarkon River against invaders from the sea. 
The first fortress was probably from the ninth century BCE.It was erected on a 
sandstone substructure 3 m high, with walls 7 m wide. The eastern wall has 
survived for a length of33 m and the southern wall for 14m. All other parts of 
the substructure were completely destroyed. This first fortress was probably 
either rectangular or square, with a central courtyard. Above its massive 
foundation walls, a row of rooms was built around the courtyard; six of them 
were extant. The walls of these rooms were built of stone and have survived to 
a height of0.6 m. They were found filled with clean sand. The upper parts of 
the walls, which were completely destroyed, were probably brick. The court
yard of the building was entered from the east. 

A second fortress was built on the ruins of this building. A segment of 
about 30m of the eastern wall, erected against the front of the first building, 
was uncovered. This second wall, about 2.5 m thick, was built with offsets and 
insets. A road paved with stone rubble led to a gate in the wall. Two burned 
layers and two floors of this structure lay above the rooms of the first fortress. 
They contained pottery from the end of the ninth and the eighth centuries 
BCE. This building was probably destroyed by the army ofTiglath-pileser III, 
king of Assyria (732 BCE). Pottery from the seventh century BCE attests to the 
continuation of settlement at this site. 

A wall17 m long and 0. 7 5 m thick, built of rough stones, was cleared about 
20 m north of the fortress. The wall, strengthened at intervals with ashlar 
piers, was attributed to the Persian period. Scattered over the entire site were 
building remains and pottery from the Persian to the Byzantine periods. A 
mosaic-paved pool from the Byzantine period was found above the wall of 
the second fortress. 

E.L. Sukenik, QDAP 8 (1939), 167-168; II (1954), 118; J. Kaplan, MuseumHa'aretz Bulletin, 12; id., IEJ 
21 (1971), 174; id., RB 78 (1971), 423-424. 
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KURNUB 
IDENTIFICATION milk. Some of them suggest that the noun and verb may have come from the 
Kurnub (Mampsis) is in the central Negev desert, 40 km (25 mi.) southeast of Nabatean language. R. Hartman's suggestion to identify Kurnub with 
Beersheba at the junction of the Jerusalem-Hebron-AHa (Elath) road and Mampsis is generally accepted. 
the road to Arabah and Edom (map reference 156.046). In antiquity there 
were probably also roads that connected Mampsis with Gaza and Oboda. HISTORY 
Medieval Arabic lexicons explain the name Kurnub-the Arabic name by Mampsis is first mentioned in the mid-second century CE by Ptolemy ( Geog. 
which the site is known today-as a kind of food made of palm dates and V, 16, 10), where Mci\jl (other readings Mcio/tc;, Mci\jla) and "EA.oucra are 

listed with the cities in ldumea. The 
city is later mentioned in Late Roman 
and Byzantine sources. Eusebius 
(Onom. 8, 8) relates that the village 
and military post of Thamara (prob
ably 'En J::la;.r:eva) is one day's jour
ney from Mci)l\jltc;, on the road from 
Hebron to Aila. In Saint Jerome's 
translation of this passage the site 
is called Mampsis. It seems that 
Mampsis also appears in the sixth cen
tury tax edict of Beersheba (Alt, 
GIPT, no. 1, the date is uncertain). 
Hierocles (Synecdemos 721.8; c. 530 
CE) and Georgius Cyprius (Descrip
tio orbis Romani 1049; c. 600 CE) list 
Mampsis with the other cities in the 
province of Palaestina Tertia. On the 
Medeba map, an arched gateway 
flanked by towers, above which a 
red-roofed building rises, possibly 
the city's cathedral, appears under 
the name Mci)lo/tc;. 

There is another reference to 
Mci)l\jltc; in one of the Nessana papyri 

Kurnub: eastern part of the town. 
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Kurnub: plan of the town. 

(P Nessana no. 39, probably of the mid-sixth century CE). This papyrus 
contains two rosters of cities together with sums of money. In the first 
list, Mampsis appears fourth in the list, preceded by Nessana and followed 
by Oboda, with slight differences in amounts between the three. The scholar 
who published the document suggested that the sums of money in the list 
refer to taxes on agricultural products paid by wealthy farmers and the 
limitanei. According to this writer, this is unlikely because Mampsis's arable 
land is only a small fraction of that at Nessana and Oboda, and the estimated 
population of Mampsis (around 1,500) was far smaller than Nessana's 
(around 4,000) and half of Oboda's. This writer suggests that the list origi
nated in an imperial or provincial office and records the annona militaris 
(military rations sometimes reckoned in money) paid to army units and units 
of the militia recruited in the three above-mentioned fortified cities. 

Some scholars have identified Mampsis with mmst on lamelekh seal im
pressions from the Iron Age II. There is, however, no archaeological proof 
for such an identification because no Israelite pottery has been found at 
Mampsis or its surroundings. It is, furthermore, not at all certain that 
mmst is indeed the name of a town. The modern Hebrew name Mamshit 
was not adopted on the strength of this identification, but in an attempt to 
restore the original Semitic form of the name Mampsis. 

EXPWRATION 
In a marginal note on the map of U. J. Seetzen's voyage (1807) the name 
Kurnupp appears with the Arab names of the other Negev towns. At Kur
nupp, Seetzen saw the remains of a fortress at the foot of a low hill, as well as 
traces of vineyards and orchards. E. Robinson viewed the site from a distance 
in 1838 and described it as a city built of cut stones. He subsequently dis
tinguished what appeared to be churches or other public buildings. E. H. 
Palmer visited the site in 1871 but left only a short description of the ruins. 
Thefirstdetaileddescriptionofthesitewas provided by A. Musil(l901), who 

1. Building I, palace 
2. Building II, tower 
3. Western Church 
4. Building XV 
5. Building V, bathhouse 
6. Building VII, pool 
T. Building XII 
8. Eastern Church 
9. Main gate 
10. Water gate 
11. Building VIII, caravanserai 
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also drew a plan of the ruins. Musil noted that the city was surrounded by a 
wall flanked by towers and had churches in both its western and eastern parts. 
On Musil's plan the Eastern Church is shown in a separate walled area 
shaped like a triangle. The description is of particular importance because 
this eastern area was subsequently damaged by later building activity. Musil 
also noted the large tower in the western part of the town and the well in the 
valley to its south. C. L. Woolley and T. E. Lawrence drew up another plan of 
the remains in 1914 but without furnishing much detail. They did, however, 
record the dams and watchtowers around the city. They described the city as 
rather weakly defended against the Bedouin. They also noted both the gates 
of the city and, in its western part, remains of a large building near the tower. 
A large structure north of the Eastern Church is called the serai by them. In 
their opinion, the public buildings occupied about one quarter of the total 
area of the city. J. H. Illife visited Kurnub in 1934 and found Nabatean 
pottery and terra sigillata ware. 

The most recent and most detailed survey was carried out by G. E. Kirk 
and P.L.O. Guy in 1937, on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund, 
following the construction of a police station on the site. Dissatisfied with 
Woolley and Lawrence's plan, they drew up a new, more detailed one. North 
of the town, near the northern gate, they found the remains of two very large 
buildings that had been covered by dunes. They also discovered a cemetery 
about one km (0.6 mi.) north of the town, with Nabatean pottery, terra 
sigillata ware, and black-glazed sherds on the surface. In the city prop
er, the surveyors noted two large ashlar buildings (appearing on their plan 
as A and B) and attributed them to the Roman rather than the Byzantine 
period. They further established that the two churches had probably been 
squeezed into a town plan that already existed before their construction. In 
the eastern quarterofthe city, the surveyors noted a large building about 40m 
long, with a row of rooms on either side of a central corridor. 

In 1956, S. Applebaum, on behalf of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
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Western part of the town. 

carried out trial soundings near the 
inner side of the city's western wall. 
He discovered nine levels in four oc
cupational strata, as follows: level II: 
fifth to seventh centuries CE; level V: 
fourth to fifth centuries CE; level VIII: 
fourth century CE; level IX: third cen
tury CE or earlier. Applebaum dated 
the beginning of settlement in the ex
cavated area (2.5 by 2.5 m) to the third 
century CE. At the end of that century, 
building activity was resumed, and at 
the end of the fourth century or the 
beginning of the fifth, a large part 
of the settlement was destroyed. At 
that time, the Western Church (see 
below), erected only a short time ear
lier, was also damaged. In the sixth or 
seventh century, there was a short 
period of intensive building activity, 
and during that time the city's street 
plan-visible today-was drawn up. 
Applebaum ascribed the construction 
of the city wall to this period. Apple
baum's conclusions are now being 
challenged in view of the new excava
tions' results. 

From September 1965 to October 1967, and again in 1971-1972, excava
tions were carried out at Kurnub, on behalf of the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, under the direction of A Negev. The excavations were conducted 
in five main areas: the city fortifications, the western quarter, the eastern 
quarter, the caravanserai, and the Nabatean and Roman cemeteries. The 
pottery and building remains date from the Middle N abatean period (the end 
of the first century BCE and the first century CE), the Late Nabatean period 
(second and third centuries CE), the Late Roman period (fourth century CE), 
the Byzantine period, and the Early Arab period. 

Excavations were resumed in 1990, on behalf of the Hebrew University, 
again under the direction of A. Negev. Excavations were carried out in some 
of the buildings partially excavated from 1965 to 1967, and in two newly 
discovered buildings north of the city. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
MIDDLE NABATEAN PERIOD. Nabatean potsherds and fragments of 
eastern sigillata ware were found scattered on the site (western sigillata 
ware was completely absent). Coins of Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE) were also 
found. The remains of several structures from the Middle Nabatean period 
could be identified. The large build
ing, XX (fortress?), discovered in the 
northeast-the highest part of the 
city-is quite certainly from this per
iod. It is a rectangular building, with 
heavy outer walls and an oblong cen
tral court surrounded by small rooms. 
Most of the building was destroyed, 
first when the Eastern Church and 
later when the modern police station 
were built. A Nabatean defensive tow
er (10 by 10 m)-a typical staircase 
tower-is incorporated into the 
southwestern corner of the market 
building (building IV). Middle Naba
tean pottery was found in the tower's 
foundations. The foundations of a 
large building (building XXIV) un
derlie a street and some of the rooms 
on the eastern flank of the market 
building (building IV). Another large 
building (building XIX) was discov
ered near the northern city wall, 
which partly overlies it. Building XIX 
consists of a large courtyard, with a 
row of rooms on its northwest and 
long narrow storerooms on its south
east. The building was demolished 

Building II, Late Nabatean period. 

when a large pool (building VII) was built on the same spot. Part of the 
building lies outside the area enclosed by the wall from the Late Roman 
period. Remains of still another building from the same period were dis
covered beneath the courtyard of the Western Church and to the north of it. 
Occupation layers from this period were discovered under the towers of the 
northern gate (together with painted Nabatean pottery and numerous coins) 
and under the eastern wing of the palace (building I). There, fragments of 
"Herodian" lamps and eastern sigillata ware were discovered together with 
Nabatean lamps. Other finds from this period were uncovered in the cem
etery (see below). Although the nature of this early town is yet unknown, it 
was no smaller in size than the city of the later period. 
LATE NABATEAN PERIOD. In the Late Nabatean period, a completely 
new town plan was laid out, whose streets were determined largely by the 
location of the mansions of the rich. The main street cut through the town 
from north to south, separating the public buildings from the residential 
area. Three buildings in the quarter west of the main street were identified as 
Nabatean by their masonry and other architectural details. A large building 
(building XII) in the eastern quarter forms a separate self-contained and 
fortified unit. 
Building I. Building I, situated in the center of the western part of the town, is 



Left, top and bottom: two coins of 
Molcho II, year 4. 

Below: coin of Rabbet and 
Sekilat, year 3 of Rabbel, 

a structure of considerable size (its length from north to south is 35 m; its 
width, 20 m). It consists of two separate units, on a somewhat asymetrical 
plan, that were built within a short time of each other and joined. Because of 
its unique plan and splendor, the excavators assumed this to be the palace of 
the city's governor. The entrance was in the south, through a narrow cor
ridor; steps occupy the entire width of the corridor and lead down to an inner 
courtyard (19 by 6 m). West of the corridor is a guardroom. Along the 
western and northern walls of the courtyard stood a colonnade of square 
pillars that supported arches. Round columns were probably placed on it. 
The colonnade reached the balcony of the upper story. A door in the south
eastern part of the courtyard leads to a hall whose western part is elevated. 
Two engaged pillars and two columns, preserved in situ, separate the two 
areas. The column bases do not belong to any of the classical orders and are 
apparently Nabatean. The floor of the hall was probably made of wooden 
planks. The part of the hall facing the door had a stone roof, but the rest of it 
was either open to the sky or covered with perishable materials. This may 
have been a guest room, in the fashion of the oriental diwan. Another 
doorway, near the first one, leads to a room on a lower level. In the room's 
southern wall, cupboards were built, between the arches of the roof, prob
ably for storing documents. 

West of the courtyard additional rooms were built on the unleveled bed
rock. They may have served as storerooms. A door in the southwestern 
corner of the courtyard gives access to a stairway, almost completely pre
served, leading to rooms and a balcony on the upper floor. Only a few courses 
of this story are extant. Signs of floors and other construction from an earlier 
period were found in the rooms east of the courtyard. On the floors and 
between them Nabatean painted sherds, lamps, and coins were found to
getherwithHerodianlamps. This may have been the site of aNabatean house 
in the first half of the first century CE. An arched passage (7 .5 by 4 m) leads to 
the other, more sumptuous part of the building, which consists of six rooms 
paved with stone slabs. The bases and capitals of the doorposts have non
classical moldings. One typical Nabatean capital was discovered in situ. The 
voussoirs show typical diagonal Nabatean tooling. This part of the house
its north, west, and east sides~ was probably the residential wing. The outer 
walls of the house are constructed of carefully smoothed ashlars. Inside, the 
doors, adjacent walls, and the arches are also of ashlars. The rest ofthe walls 
are built of chipped stones and show traces of white plaster. 

In building I, coins from three periods were found: Nabatean (below Late 
Nabatean floors): Aretas IV (two coins, 9 BCE-40 CE), Malichus II (two 
coins, 40-70 CE), and Rabbel II (70-106 CE); Late Roman: from Septimius 
Severus (193-211 CE) to Gallus (351-353 CE); Byzantine: Theodosius I (379-
395 CE) to Justinian (527-565 CE). 
Building II. Building II, situated to the west ofbuilding I, is a square tower ( 10 
by 10m) with a courtyard containing a roofed water reservoir. The outside 
walls of the tower are built of ashlars, and the lower courses built of rather 
hard stone; some of the blocks are 3m long and more. The upper courses, like 
those of the upper story, are built of smaller and softer stone. The entrance to 
the building was through a door on the west, which led to three rooms ( 4 by 
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4 m each) with high narrow windows and stuccoed walls. The westernmost 
room gives access to a stairway built around a heavy square pier that shows 
typical N abatean tooling. The stairway leads to the upper story, of which two 
courses are preserved in situ, as are the threshold and the doorposts of the 
building. The whole building still stands to a height of about 5 m. This tower 
seems to have been the administrative center of the city, serving also as an 
observation post, from which watch could be kept on the water-storage 
installations at Nal;ml Mamshit. A paved courtyard containing a water 
reservoir extends to the west of the building. The lower part of the reservoir 
is cut into the rock: the upper part is built of hewn stone. To the west of the 
courtyard are long narrow storerooms. South of the courtyard is a suite 
containing one large hall with two oblong, narrow rooms, one on either 
side of the hall. These were probably for official guests. At the northeastern 
corner of the courtyard, several steps lead to a raised platform. This installa
tion was used for loading and unloading goods. There were no artifacts 
found by which this building could be dated, but the great size of the stones 
embedded in its foundations may date its construction to the Middle Na
batean period. Coins found in this building were from the time of Constan
tine I (308-337 CE) to Justinian (527-565 CE); two coins were identified as 
Late Roman. 
Building XI. Building XI is situated in the southwestern part of the city. Its 
western half was destroyed when the Western Church was built; the rooms of 
its southern wing were incorporated into the church. The building measured 
approximately 27m from north to south and 35m from west to east. In a 
courtyard at its center is a cistern with arches, roofing, and its water-drawing 
hole preserved in situ. South of the courtyard three rooms are arranged in the 
form of a basilica~a wide nave set between two elongated aisles. The western 
and eastern walls of the central hall contain doors and four arched "win
dows". Mangers built into the sills of the windows indicate that the elongated 
rooms served as stables. Other rooms are situated north and east of the 
courtyard. Another door gives access to a staircase leading to an upper 
floor; the staircase was built around a strong rectangular pier. Several stone 
courses of the upper story have survived. Southwest of the court is a small 
room whose plan is unusual. Its eastern half is vaulted, with a fiat roof, while 
its western half was open to the sky. Built into the western wall is a tall, 

Painted Nabatean bowls from funerary meals in the Nabatean cemetery. 
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Building XII: Late Nabatean stable. 

rectangular niche. It is possible that in lieu of a proper temple, this small room 
served as a house-shrine (no new temples were built in the Late Nabatean 
period). The statue of the deity was apparently placed in the niche, while on 
the flat roof frankincense was burnt and libations were poured. 

In the Byzantine period, the plan of the building underwent several chan
ges; some of the doors were blocked and new ones were added. The inner 
windows in the stable were blocked by masonry, and the central hall was 
partitioned by a wall, to provide for living space. Coins of Constantius II 
(337-361 CE) were found in the debris and on floors; one coin from the second 
half of the third century, four coins from the fourth century, and one from the 
Byzantine period were also identified. 
Building XII. Building XII, another building from the Late Nabatean period, 
is situated in the eastern part of the town. It forms a complex (about 40 by 
40 m) of several units, all erected during the same period. The facade of the 
building, oriented northwest, is 40 m long and has a single entrance that leads 
to a large vestibule with arches. 

A doorway in the southern wall of the entrance hall opens onto a large 
courtyard that is irregular in form; the courtyard gives access to the different 
parts of the building. At the eastern side of the courtyard a gamma-shaped 
stylobate was discovered on which stood columns with typical Nabatean 
capitals. The stylobate was connected to an oblong stairway that led to the 
roofs above the stables and to a most elaborately planned lavatory. The 
stable is of the type described for building XI (see above), but was consider
ably larger and more lavishly decorated. 

The residential wing occupied the northeastern part of the mansion. A 
vestibule and a large room form a suite for visitors just before the entrance to 
this wing. Another small vestibule, with Nabatean-type doorposts, deco
rated with a human mask, a bull's head, and an amphora, leads into a rather 
narrow, oblong courtyard (6 by 15m), with two Nabatean type staircases 
(built around central piers}-one leads to rooms in the upper story and the 
other to the upper level of a treasure room. The floors of the upper story were 
decorated with mosaics. In one of the rooms in the lower story a large cistern 
(with a capacity of 300 cum) had been hewn in the rock. 

The treasure room is south of the courtyard. The vestibule leading into it is 
decorated on the upper half of its walls and on its ceiling arches with two 
bands of frescoes that depict men and women walking with various objects in 
their hands. One scene appears to be Leda and the swan. The lower band 
contains various standard decorations, among them a small panel depicting 

Building XII: troughs in the stable. 

two winged beings seated on a couch, who are identified by a Greek inscrip
tion as Eros and Psyche. On the stones of the arches, naked men and clothed 
women hold palm fronds in their hands. Their feet are on the wall and their 
heads are at the center of the arches, where the head of a young man is 
depicted in a medallion. The paintings were influenced by third century 
CE Roman paintings. In the ruins of the staircase a large bronze jar was 
found with I 0,500 Roman silver dinars and tetradrachms. The earliest were 
four silver coins of Rabbel II (70-106 CE); about 2,000 were dinars and 
tetradrachms of Trajan (98-117 CE) and Hadrian (117-138 CE); and the 
remaining ones were tetradrachms ofSeptimius Severus (193-211 CE), Geta 

Building XII: Nabatean capital decorated with a hull's head,from the decorations at 
the entrance to the residential wing. 
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(211~212cE), Caracalla(l88~217 CE), 
and Elagabalus (218~222cE). Most of 
the coins were minted in Syria. The 
dinarsofTrajan weremintedover Na
batean coins of Rabbel II, quite cer
tainly in the new mint of the Provincia 
Arabia. This hoard represents the 
wealth of a horse breeder. Building 
XII was also occupied in the Byzan
tine period. Interconnecting doors in 
the residential part of the building 
were blocked, and Christian symbols 
were engraved on lintels and doorpost 
capitals. It is in this period that build
ing XII, building IV, and the Eastern 
Church were connected by a wall on 
the east, forming a separately defen
ded unit. 

In 1990, the rooms in the western 
and southern wings were excavated. 
These were in constant use from the 
Late Nabatean to the end of the By
zantine periods. In one of the rooms a 
forge was discovered. The pottery in 
the room indicates that it was used in 
the Early Arab period. 

The coins found in building XII were of Constantius II (337~361 CE), 
Constans (337~350 CE), Anastasius (491~518 CE), Justin I (two coins, 
518~527 CE), and Justin II (565~578 CE). Twenty-two coins were from the 
fourth century, and one was from the fourth to the fifth centuries. 
Building IV. Most of building IV was excavated in 1990. It consists of two 
streets along which three rows of shops are grouped. The southern part of the 
building is built on the foundations of a large building (building XXIV) from 
the Middle Nabatean period. The original assumption that the building 
existed in the Late Nabatean period, in which neighboring building XII 
was built, now seems doubtful; it is probable that the rooms built against 
neighboring building XII are earlier than the part of the building that re
mains. An examination of the plan of building IV shows that it is directly 
related to the Eastern Church, which it adjoins. The pottery and numerous 
coins found in most of the rooms are from the fourth century and later. They 
and the numerous cooking and baking ovens found in the rooms also cast 
doubts on the previous identification of building IV as a market. Other 
possibilities are that these rooms housed hermits, or recruits in the local 
militia (see the discussion of buildings XXII~XXIII below). 

In building IV, coins were found ofMalichus II ( 40~ 70 CE), Rabbel II (70~ 
106 CE), Septimius Severus (193~211 CE), Claudius II Gothicus (268~270 
CE), Aurelian (two coins, 270~275 CE), Julian (361~363 CE), Valentinian II 
(375~392 CE), Theodosius I (379~395 CE), Arcadius (383~408 CE), Anasta
sius (491~518 CE), Justin I (two coins, 
518~527 CE), and Justinian I (minted 
527~538 CE). Also found were one 
coin from the second to the third cen
turies, twenty-three coins from the 
fourth to the fifth centuries, and five 
coins from the Byzantine period. 
Building VII, the Public Pool. Building 
VII is a large installation (about 18 by 
10 by 3m) situated on the northeast
ern sideofthecity, near the city wall, at 
a slight distance from building XII. Its 
outer and inner walls are built oflarge 
hewn stones, but the faces of the stones 
in the inner wall are rough. Four en
gaged pillars in the northern and 
southern walls and four pillars in the 
center of the pool indicate that the 
structure was roofed~probably with 
wood because the distances between 
the pillars are too great to be spanned 
by stone slabs. A short water conduit 
leads from the city wall to a square 
water tank attached to the eastern 
wall of the pool. The water was 
brought by water carriers and pack 

Remains of the bathhouse (building V). 
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animals from the water-collection systems in the wadi to the west, and 
from the subsidiary water-collection system to the east of the town. The 
pool was apparently built in the Late Nabatean period and continued 
in use in later periods, as indicated by the water conduit, which was built 
at the same time as the later city wall. 
Building V, the Bathhouse. Building V lies near the city wall, adjacent to the 
public pool. An entrance on the west leads into a courtyard that occupies its 
southern side. In the center of the courtyard was an enclosure with four 
pillars, probably belonging to a roofed colonnade. Stone benches line the 
walls of the courtyard, which probably served as a dressing room (apo
dyterium). Stairs in the northeastern corner lead to a room containing two 
cold sitting baths (frigidarium), one of them octagonal and the other round. 
A doorway in the western wall of this room leads to another room whose 
walls and floor are coated with waterproof plaster; this room probably served 
as a lukewarm bath (tepidarium). The hot bath ( caldarium)consisted of three 
rooms, with very thick walls, sunk deeply into the ground. The rooms oc
cupied the entire northern side of the building. The first room (on the east) 
contains the remains of a water-heating stove, from which a brick channel 
leads to the other two rooms. The columns ofthe hypocaust and several of its 
arches were discovered in situ, while pottery pipes of the the upper heating 
system were found in the rubble. The water-supply system as well as the 
waste-water evacuation system were also discovered. The bathhouse can 
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only be dated approximately. Although the pottery found there belongs to 
the Byzantine period, it cannot be used conclusively for dating because such 
pottery was also uncovered in typical Nabatean buildings. Thus, the bath
house, which was in use in the Byzantine period, could have been built in the 
Late Nabatean period. 
Building VIII, the Caravanserai. Building VII is a large structure (approxi
mately 23 by 42 m), a short distance outside the later city wall, near its 
northwestern corner. However, remains of walls from the Middle Nabatean 
period, discovered between building VIII and the city wall and underneath it, 
indicate that building VIII was not isolated. It had a large court, large halls to 
the west and south, and rows of rooms along its northern and eastern sides. 
The rooms on the northern side have two systems of roofing arches-an early 
one, running north-south, and a later one, running east-west. This building 
was almost completely excavated in 1990. In order to construct the new east
west roofing system, a deep hole was dug at the base ofthe wall and filled with 
stones. Above this fill the arch-supporting attached pilaster was built. In the 
southernmost room of the eastern wing, debris consisting of hypocaust 
bricks was found-possibly from a bathhouse that was part of the cara
vanserai. In the long hall extending along the southern side of the build
ing, columns found in situ indicate that the hall's roof was timber or an even 
lighter material, and was supported by the columns and lateral walls. 

Coins were found of Aretas IV (two coins, 9 BCE-40 CE), Malichus II (two 
coins, 40-70 CE), Rabbel II (70-106 CE), Caracalla (198-217 CE), Aurelian 
(270-275 CE), Probus (276-282 CE), Diocletian (284-305 CE), Constantine 
(two coins, 308-337 CE), Constantius II (337-361 CE), Constantius II or 
Constans (337-361 or 337-350 CE), Valentinian II (375-392 CE), Theodo
sius I (379-395 CE), and Arcadius (385-408 CE); two coins are from the 
second to the third centuries, thirty-eight coins are from the third to the 
early fifth centuries CE, and four are from the Byzantine period. 
The Water-Supply System. The water-supply system of Mampsis was sur
veyed by Woolley and Lawrence. They suggested that the three dams built in 
Na]:lal Mamshit were constructed to prevent erosion of the agricultural land 
northwest of the wadi. They offered as evidence the fact that the two upper 
dams were completely silted up, and that only the lower dam was fully visible. 
This, however, is not the case. The lower dam is 24m long, 11 m high, and 
7.8 m wide at its upper part. It is revetted by hewn stones set in a hard mortar 
and its interior is composed oflarge stones embedded in mortar. The head of 
the dam was covered by numerous layers of flint mixed with mortar, which 
produces a rock-hard cement. The face of the dam has deep grooves from 
streams of water and rolling stones. The middle dam is 50 m upstream. It is 
20m long and 5 m wide at its head. The upper dam is 35m from the middle 
dam. It is 53 m long and 3.4 m wide at its head. The faces of the middle and 
upper dams are perpendicular, unlike the lower dam, whose face is oblique. 
Because of the construction of a new dam downstream by the British autho
rities in the 1940s, two thirds of the lower dam is now covered with silt. From 
the dams, a stepped path cut in the rock leads up to the city. 

To the east of the city, in a tributary of Na]:lal Mamshit, Woolley and 
Lawrence discovered another water-conservation system. It was built above 
the upper waterfall of the steep and narrow wadi. It is 20m long and 3m high. 
The expedition discovered still another water-supply system south and west 
of the city. On the upper third of the slope of the mountain rising above the 
city, a narrow, shallow channel2 km (1 mi.) long was made. It emptied the 
rainwater into a small pool west of the city. These were the only water 
resources at Kurnub in the Late Nabatean period. Apparently, in the By
zantine period a well was dug in Na]:lal Mamshit southeast of the town. 
THE LATE ROMAN PERIOD. Because of their excellent construction, the 
buildings of the Late Nabatean period served the population in the Late 
Roman period as well. Evidence for the Late Roman occupation is supplied 
by the pottery and numerous coins found in and around the city. 
The City Wall. The city wall was apparently constructed in the Late Roman 
period, and it appears that its entire length was constructed simultaneously. 
Initially, a wall 0. 7 to 0.8 m wide was built, but it was subsequently more than 
doubled. Coins found in its foundations date it to the time ofDiocletian. The 
wall, which is defended by corner towers and salients of differing length, 
encompassed an area of about 10 a. Its course is irregular because it adapts 
both to topography and to include several earlier buildings. It is approxi
mately 900 m long. 

The wall was built of hewn stones, laid in regular courses, with a filling of 
broken stone and plaster. Here and there sections ofthe wall can be seen to be 
built of stones in secondary use. There were two gates in the wall-the main 
gate on the north and a secondary smaller gate on the west. It is noteworthy 
that the main gate does not conform to the course of the Late Nabatean main 
street. The main gate is defended by two towers of unequal size. At some time 
the width of the walls of the towers was also doubled. Although Middle 
Nabatean and Early Roman pottery was found underneath the floors 
of the towers, there are no earlier building remains. The stone-paved gate 
hall was roofed by three arches. In the debris the iron linings of the towers' 
wooden doors were found. The doors were destroyed by fire, burying the 
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lining in a thick layer of ash and charred wood. The smaller western gate is an 
opening in the wall defended by a pair of heavy doorposts. This gate was 
apparently added to help in bringing the water supply from the dams in the 
wadi. There were two posterns in the wall, which apparently were blocked in 
the Byzantine period. Additional evidence for the fate of Kurnub in the Late 
Roman-Early Byzantine periods was discovered in buildings XXII-XXIII 
(see below). 
BYZANTINE PERIOD. The Eastern Church. The Eastern Church is built on 
thehighestpointin the city, at the place once chosen for the Nabateancitadel. 
The church complex includes the church proper, a chapel, a baptistry, an
nexes (a monastery?), a bell tower, and a small bathhouse. The entire com
plexmeasured 55 by 35m. The church was unusually well built. Its outer walls 
are of finely dressed ashlars; to alleviate the heavy impression created by a 
high wall more than 50 m long, nonfunctional shallow pilasters, crowned by 
deeply engraved rosettes, were built all along it. This method of construction 
is Roman and was employed only rarely in the Byzantine period. Due to the 
limitations of the terrain, the church is approached by a broad flight of stairs, 
leading to three entrances in the northern wall of the atrium (15 by 18m), the 
four sides of which were surrounded by a colonnade. In the center of the 
atrium was a cistern (6 by 5 by 4m). The roof of the cistern was supported by 
four arches, and the water was supplied by gutters in the four corners of the 
atrium. Traces of the gutters and the drains that carried the water under the 
floor of the atrium were found. From the atrium (there was no narthex) three 
entrances open onto the nave and two aisles. The interior measurements of 
the church are 27.5 by 15m; the width of the nave is equal to that of the two 
aisles. The roof of the church was supported by two rows of columns and by 
two engaged pillars in each row. The columns were placed on stone squares
not on the stylobate founded on the rock, as originally planned-which made 
the nave narrower by about one meter. The slanting roof had a frame of 
wooden beams covered with clay roof tiles. A raised bema was reached by 
two steps. The church included a central inner apse, flanked by rectangular 
rooms with no apse. On the stones of the apse numerous invocations were 
engraved in Arabic, probably by Arab passersby in later times. The altar 
stands on the chord of the apse, to its west. A bench, composed of three steps, 
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extends around the apse. In the middle 
of the bench, steps lead up to the base 
of the bishop's throne. 

In the excavation of the lateral 
rooms in the summer of 1971, re
mains of a cult of saints and martyrs 
were discovered. Reliquaries had been 
built into the floors of the two side 
rooms, with small altars above 
them. In addition, in a corner of the 
side room on the south, a small grave 
was found with a single bone in it; the 
bone apparently belonged to a saint. A 
paving stone above the grave has a 
hole in its middle, through which oil 
could be poured. In the 1990 excava
tion, the removal of part of the floor of 
this side room produced a tomb whose 
floor was of green roof tiles. The cov
erstones of the tomb were decorated 
with colorful paintings of a palm 
branch, reminiscent of the paintings 
in building XII. The bones had been 
carefully collected by the builders of 
the church and deposited somewhere 
else. 

Below the floor of the side room on 
the north, a structure, probably a charnel house, was found. The remains of 
an ambo on a marble base were found northwest of the bema. The aisles were 
paved with stone slabs and the nave with mosaics in simple geometric pat
terns. Two large crosses appear in the mosaic, opposite the entrance and in 
front of the bema. Along the southern wall of the southern aisle are two stone 
benches. A door in the southern wall of the basilica opens into a chapel ( 16.25 
by 3.5-6.5m). The chapel's sanctuary takes theformofa bema, raised by one 
step above the floor of the hall, and separated from it by a chancel. There are 
benches along the northern and southern wall. This chapel could have been 
used for the preparation of catechumens. An opening in the western wall of 
the chapel communicates with the baptistery, which has a cruciform font set 
into the floor. The font was covered with a baldachin on four colonnettes, 
decorated with crosses on their capitals. An opening in the northern wall of 
the baptistery led the newly baptized Christians into the basilica. Three 
doorways in the western wall of the atrium give access to five annex 
rooms, one of which held two bathtubs large enough to sit in. South of 
the bathhouse are three rooms, possibly belonging to a small monas
tery. A staircase in the southeastern corner of the atrium leads to a gallery 
on top of the colonnade. These southern annexes were constructed later than 
the church and the western annexes. Because the rooms in the south are built 
against the city wall, their plan is irregular. The line of the wall was moved 
when the annexes were erected. Other alterations can be distinguished in the 
church-in the stairway leading to the atrium and at the entrances to the 
aisles. 

The northwestern corner of the 
Eastern Church is built against a tow
er. The tower is similar in form and 
plan to building II but is somewhat 
smaller (8 by 8 m). Its method of con
struction is different, however. Its out
er walls and the door frames on the 
interior were built of large blocks 
of soft limestone, yellowish in color 
and smoothly dressed. The walls on 
the interior were made of large blocks 
of harder, hammer-dressed stones. In 
between the two faces of the wall is a 
thick filling of small stones and gray 
mortar, which has the consistency of 
cement. The tower, which has four 
rooms, is entered from the east. The 
entrance room is on the southeast, and 
also contains stairs, the lower ones 
built of stone, and the upper ones 
probably of wood, as may be deduced 
from a beam found in the rubble. The 

Partially restored northern wall in the 
Eastern Church. 
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doorsoftherooms are arched. This tower was apparently the bell tower of the 
church. In the ruins of the tower a sundial was found that probably marked 
the hours of the church services. At noon the shadow fell into a grooved cross. 

Coin finds in the church are of Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE), Diocletian (284-
305 CE), Theodosius I (two coins, 379-395 CE) Arcadius (383-408 CE), 
Anastasius (491-518 CE), Justin I (two coins, 518-527 CE), Justinian 
(527-565 CE) Six coins are from the fourth century, three are from the 
fourth to the fifth centuries, and one is Byzantine. 
The Western Church. The Western Church is situated in the southwestern 
corner of the city, near the wall. West of the church is an atrium surrounded 
by colonnades and with a small cistern in its center. In the southwestern 
corner of the atrium several steps lead to a small structure of hewn stones. It 
probably served as the base of a large wooden beam, which was beaten to 
summon the faithful to the church. Outside the atrium were small ovens built 
of rings of baked clay, probably a bakery for the bread used in the eucharist. 

The three openings leading from the atrium into the basilica were deco
rated with a frame of moldings running in a continuous line. The inner 
measurements of the church are 17.5 by 10m; except that it is smaller than 
the Eastern Church, the two are nearly identical in plan. TheW estern Church 
also has annexes on the southern side, but has no baptismal font. The West
ern Church seems, however, to have been more elaborate than the Eastern 
Church. The aisles were paved with stone slabs and the nave and interco
lumnar spaces with colored mosaics. The western field of the nave is covered 
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Nave mosaic in the 
Western Church. 

with octagonal medallions filled with birds and baskets of fruit, all on a are represented flnaking an amphora from which a vine emerges. On a 
background of geometric patterns, spirals, and double axes. The central narrow band, between the peacocks and the steps of the bema, are three 
field is a geometric carpet containing a dedicatory inscription (mentioning dedicatory inscriptions, again naming Nil us and two wardens of the church. 
a certain Nil us who built this holy place). In front of the bema two peacocks Mosaics of intersecting circles and various other geometric patterns also 
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appear on the bema, except for the 
area of the altar. The intercolumnar 
spaces are paved with geometric pa
nels, continuous bands of flowers, 
and a band with representations of 
assorted fruits, a checkered pattern, 
a swastika, and other geometric de
signs. The church was destroyed by a 
violent conflagration; parts of wood
en beams and roof tiles were found in 
the debris, together with stone and 
marble fragments. 

Coin finds are of Aretas IV (9 BCE-
40 CE), Probus (276-282 CE), Con
stantius II (two coins, 337-361 CE), 
Theodosius I (379-395 CE), and Mar
cianus (450-457 CE); and four coins 
from the fourth century and one By
zantine coin. 
The Dating of the Churches. The in
scriptions in theW estern Church con
tain no evidence to date its construc
tion. The only indication for dating 
the Eastern Church is the two crosses 
in the mosaic pavement. Because de
picting the cross on the floor of a 
church was prohibited after 427 CE, the excavator concluded that the build
ing had been erected prior to that date. The date is also confirmed by the 
discovery of a number of coins of Constantine and Theodosius I. However, 
the coins from the middle of the fourth century CE that were found in the fill of 
the altar point to an earlier date for the construction of the church. 

More extensive excavations, whose objective it was to learn the date and 
method of construction of the Western Church, were undertaken in 1990. 
The excavations revealed that in order to construct the Western Church, a 
large foundation pit the size of the planned building was made. At places the 
trench penetrated a level from the Middle Nabatean period, represented by 
thick layers of ash containing typical pottery from that period. The founda
tions of the Late Nabatean building XI had been laid above those layers. To 
this period apparently belongs a coin of Probus (276-282 CE). In order to 
consolidate the fill for the foundation pit after the Church was completed, 
walls were built perpendicular to the church. A coin found in the upper levels 
of the trench was from the second half of the fourth century CE. In addition to 
the excavations in the rooms flanking the apse in the Eastern Church (see 
above), an additional trench perpendicular to the outer eastern wall of the 
church was dug. A coin of Diocletian (284-305 CE), which belongs to the 
prechurch period was found, along 
with two coins, one of Theodosius 
I, and the other from the second half 
of the fourth century. They belong, in 
all probability, to the period of con
struction of the Eastern Church. 
BUILDINGS XXII-XXIII. Buildings 
XXII-XXIII, which are almost com
pletely covered by sand, are apparent
ly the large buildings noted by Kirk 
and Guy in 1937. They are 40 to 
70 m from the caravanserai (building 
VIII). In 1967, one of the long walls of 
the larger building, XXII, was ex
posed and found standing 4 to 6 cour
ses high. In 1990, the walls of both 
buildings were traced by the excava
tion's trenches, and some of the rooms 
were completely or partially excava
ted. An architectural analysis indica
ted that building XXIII is earlier. 

Building XXIII is an almost perfect 
square (30.3 by 30.24m). Exceptforits 
doorposts and roofing pilasters, 
which were made of hewn stones, its 
remaining parts were built of large 
hammer-dressed blocks of hard lime
stone. Only two to three courses of the 

Dedicatory inscription of Nilus in the 
Western Church. 
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building remain. As rather small quantities of building blocks were found in 
the debris, it is clear that the building was looted for building material in 
antiquity. 

The building is entered from the east via a spacious vestibule also leading to 
a large court on the west (28.6 by 29.25 m). There are two rooms on the north 
and a hall (5.47 by 11.30 m) to the south of the vestibule. The rooms and the 
hall are spanned by arches, but because the distance between the arches and 
the lateral walls is too great for stone slabs, wooden beams must have been 
used. All the rooms were paved, but the flags were taken away at the same 
time the building stones, doorposts, lintels, and thresholds were robbed. 
Changes were introduced in the rooms at a later period. Pottery from the 
Middle Nabatean period, the time the building was constructed, was found 
outside the western wall of the court. In the rooms and hall much pottery 
from the fourth to fifth centuries CE was found. Except for the regular 
household wares, the pottery repertoire included many types of imported 
wares from major pottery-production centers in the Byzantine world. In 
some of the rooms large quantities of coins also were found. It seems that 
in this period the extant stumps of walls supported walls and roofs of light 
perishable materials. 
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General view of the Nabatean cemetery. 

Building XXII was built against the 
western wall of building XXIII and is 
thus from a later period. As with 
building XXIII, all outer walls and 
walls facing the court were built of 
ashlars. This large building (35.8 by 
45.25 m) was entered through a gate
house at the southeastern comer, 
with a guardroom and an office on one 
side and a suite of two rooms on the 
other. Most of the southern side of 
the building is occupied by a hall (5.85 
by 18.3 m) whose roof rested on four 
columns. The hall is entered from the 
large court (29.25 by 24.7 m). Along 
the eastern side of the court are eight 
rooms of equal size (approximately 
4.9 by 3.9 m), and on the west two 
halls and three rooms. A wide open
ing in the center of the court (3.34 m) 
and two narrower ones (2.08 m) lead 
from the court to a hall (7.8 by 24.7 m) 
that occupies the whole northern side 
of the building. Along the axis of the 
hall a row of pillars supports nine 
arches. The northern and southern 
halls were roofed with wood. The 
floors of the building were apparently stone flags, but they have been dis
mantled, as were the walls and the wooden roofs. As attested by the pottery 
found in the foundations of a pillar, building XXII is from the Late Nabatean 
period. The building was dismantled by the middle of the fourth century CE, 
perhaps by the builders of the churches. The pillars and the arches were left 
standing but were destroyed by an earthquake, possibly the fierce tremor of 
363 CE. Subsequently, the remaining stumps of walls were used-from the 
latter part of the fourth century onward-by well-to-do people, as one may 
judge by the pottery they used. This writer suggests that both buildings XXIII 
and XXII were schools, in the fashion of the Greek gymnasium, in which 
Nabatean architects and master builders learned the arts of architecture and 
construction. 
THE CEMETERIES. Three cemeteries have been located in the city: the 
Byzantine necropolis about 500 m west of the city, the Nabatean necropolis 
about 800 to lOOOmnorth ofthecity and a cemetery about200mnortheastof 
the city, that probably is to be attributed to the Late Nabatean period or to 
the time of the annexation of the Nabatean kingdom into the Provincia 
Arabia. 
The Northern Cemetery. Extensive excavations were carried out in the north
em cemetery. As early as 1937, Kirk and Guy discovered black-glazed 
pottery and typical Nabatean ware there and identified the area as a cem
etery. In a survey carried out at the beginning of the 1967 excavations, only 
Nabatean, Early and Middle Roman pottery, and a few Byzantine sherds 
were found. In all, twenty-five burials and funerary structures were exca
vated. The tombs usually are in two parts: the grave proper, sometimes built 
as a stone case covered with stone slabs, into which a wooden coffin was 
placed, or a pit about 2m deep in which the coffin was deposited. Sometimes a 
monument was erected above the tomb, and sometimes a stela was placed in 

Ossuary tomb ( 108) in the cemetery. 

front of the monument. Only the bases of most of the monuments remain. 
Two monuments in fairly good condition can furnish information about 
their construction. Three types of monuments can be distinguished: a solid 
square stone structure (with a base 2 by 2m), a solid rectangular monument 
(1.2 by 2m); and a hollow square monument (about 4.8 by 4.8 m). It seems 
that the solid monuments were in the shape of a stepped pyramid, while the 
hollow ones were built like a mausoleum rising above the tomb. 

The burials could be dated to the first half of the first and second centuries 
CE by the objects found in some of the tombs. Silver denarii ofTrajan were 
found in two tombs, and clay seals for sealing documents, made from im
pressions of city coins from Petra from the time of Hadrian, were found in 
another. An ossuary-type tomb contained a large number of human bones, 
as well as a coin from year 4 ofRabbel II (74 CE), two Early Roman lamps, 
and a painted Nabatean bowl. It is not clear when the bones in this tomb were 
collected. Quantities of gold jewelry were found in the tombs, including 
figures of a goddess and of dolphins, both of which held a place of honor 
in Nabatean art. In the topsoil of the cemetery the remains of funerary meals 
were found near tombs, as well as small square and rectangular tables, on 
which the meals were served. Among the vessels found-mainly bowls and 
cooking pots-a few were painted. Outstanding is a small bowl painted with 
dolphins. 

Above one of the ossuary tombs a mass burial is dated by coins from the 
first decade of the fourth century CE. In the summer of 1971, several addi
tional tombs were excavated in the western part of the cemetery. They were 
dated by pottery lamps and vessels to the late second to third centuries CE. 

The tombs differ in the manner of burial. In the early burials the body was 
deposited in the ground, but in the later ones it was laid in a stone-built cist 
grave. 

Seal impression from 
the cemetery. 



Kurnub: (left and right) gold 
earrings from the cemetery. 

The Northeastern Cemetery. The northeastern cemetery was discovered in 
1967. Two solid, rectangular monuments, similar in tooling and manner of 
construction to those in the northern cemetery, were found, one carved with 
the symbol of Dushara. Two Roman inscriptions were found, one of a 
cavalryman of Cohors I Augusta Thracum, the other of a centurion of 
Legio III Cyrenaica. Military units were stationed in the Provincia Arabia 
from its inception and apparently included a garrison at Kurnub, which 
guarded the road ascending from the Arabah. Seven other tombs, while 
they lack tombstones, are marked by large boulders. The tombs in this 
cemetery are arranged side by side, unlike those in the northern ceme
tery, which were placed haphazardly. All the burials in this cemetery were 
cremations; the monument was built on the site of the pyre. One of the 
cremation tombs with a monument was excavated in the summer of 
1989. The ashes of the cremated bones had been deposited in an intention
ally perforated early second century CE cooking pot. A second tomb with a 
monument had been looted by tomb robbers, who left behind a similar 
cooking pot. 
The Western Cemetery. A few trial soundings in the western cemetery en
abled it to be dated to the Byzantine period. It is the largest of the three 
cemeteries at the site. The remains of a large building there probably belong 
to a chapel. In 1990, several inscriptionless tombstones were found~among 
them a stela with a round top and one with a large cross. They are similar to 
those found at Elusa and Rel::wvot. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The city of Kurnub is unique among the Negev towns. The quality of its 
construction is outstanding, and its public buildings occupy a larger area of 
the town than is seen elsewhere in the Negev. It appears that Kurnub was not 
founded during the initial penetration of the Nabateans into the Negev, but 
at a later date. It was a new station on a secondary trade route leading from 
Petra to the Negev, via the so-called ascent of the 'Aqrabim. It gained 
importance in the Late Nabatean period, when Roman road engineers cut 
wide steps all along the steep ascent. Kurnub's prosperity in the Late Na
batean period, mainly after the incorporation of theN abatean kingdom into 
the Provincia Arabia, parallels the earlier prosperity of Oboda, which was 
due probably to the construction of the Via Nova in Transjordan by Trajan. 
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During this period, trade was replaced by horse breeding. If this site is indeed 
Mampsis, its prosperity in the Late Roman period can be attested to by the 
garrisoning there of a military unit to guard the road from Jerusalem to Aila 
(Eilat). Occupation of the site continued in the Byzantine period, probably 
because of the necessity ofmaintainingcontact with Transjordan. Unlike the 
other towns of the Negev, agriculture did not play an important role in 
economic life at Kurnub because little agricultural land surrounded it. 
If this writer's analysis of the military papyri from Nessana is correct, Ro
man military units were replaced in the fourth century by a locally recruited 
militia that was paid by imperial or provincial authority. As the latest coins 
found on the site are not later than the middle of the sixth century CE, Kurnub 
was probably destroyed by Arab tribesmen before the Arab conquest of636, 
when the other Negev towns were conquered. It is likely that Kurnub was 
temporarily occupied by the Arabs following the conquest. 

Main publications: A. Negev, The Architecture of Mampsis: Final Report 1-2 (Qedem 26-27), Jerusalem 
1988. 
Other studies: Robinson, Biblical Researches 12, 616, 622; F. Krause and H. L. Fleischer, Kommentar 
zu Seetzen's Reisen, Berlin 1859, 403; Musil, Arabia Petraea 2 (Edam), 25-28; Woolley-Lawr
ence, PEFA 3, 121-128; W. F. Albright, JPOS 4 (1924), 153 n. I; 5 (1925), 44-45, n. 70; J. H. Iliffe, 
QDAP3 (1934), 133; G. E. Kirk, PEQ 70 (1938), 216-221,236-239; S. Applebaum, IEJ6(1956), 
262-263; A. Negev, Israel Numismatic Journal3 (1965-1966), 27-31; id., CNI 18/4 (1966), 17-23; 
id., IEJ 16 (1966), 145-148; 17 (1967), 46-55, 121-123; 19 (1969), 89-106; 21 (1971), 110-129; 24 
(1974), 153-159; id., Ariel15 (1966), 79-86; id., BTS 90 (1967), 6-17; id., Raggi Zeitschriftfiir 
Kunstgeschichte 7 (1967), 67-87; id., ILN 6737 (1968), 32-33; 6738 (1968), 25-27; id., RB 75 
(1968), 407-413; 80 (1973), 364-383;81 (1974), 397-420; 93 (1976), 545-557; id., PEQ 101 (1969), 
5-14; id., Archaeology 24 (1971), 166-171; id., Jahrbuchfiir Numismatik und Geldgeschichte 21 
(1971), 115-120; id., Antike Welt 3/4 (1972), 13-28; 13 (1982), 2-33; id., Journal of Jewish Studies 
25 (1974), 337-342; id. (with R. Sivan), Rei Cretariae Fautorum, Acta 17-18 (1977), 109-131; id., 
Coins of the Decapolis and the Provincia Arabia (eds. A. Spijkerman and M. Piccirillo), Jerusalem 
1978, 32-35, 110-115, 236-239, 274-277; id., House and City Planning in Arid Lands (ed. 
G. Golani), London 1980, 3-32; id., The Greek Inscriptions from the Negev, Jerusalem 1981, 69-72; id., 
MdB 19 (1981), 33-36; id., Tempel, Kirchen und Cisternen, Stuttgart 1983,97-126, 130-152, 168-180; id., 
Recherches Archeologiques en Israi!/210-223; id., Nabatean Archaeology Today, New York 1986; id., 
BAR 14j6 (1988), 38-39; id., Aram 2 (1990), 337-365; M.G. Jarret, IEJ 19 (1969), 215-224; J. C. Mann, 
ibid., 211-214; A. Lemaire, LA 82 (1975), 15-23; R. Rosenthal, IEJ 26 (1976), 96-103; id., Israel 
Numismatic Journal4 (1980), 39-54; D. Chen, LA 31 (1981), 235-244; J. Patrich, I£134 (1984), 39-46; 
id., The Formation of Nabatean Art, Jerusalem 1990; R. Wenning, Die Nabatiier: Denkiiler und 
Geschichte, Gottingen 1987, 145-152. 

AVRAHAM NEGEV 

KURSI 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel el-Kursi is situated at the mouth of Wadi es-Samak, on the eastern shore 
of the SeaofGa1ilee (map reference 2113.2478) an dis traditionally identified 
with the site of the miracle of the Gadarene swine (Mt. 8:28-34; Mk. 5:1-20; 
Lk. 8:26-39). According to the Gospels, the miracle took place at Perea, or 
"the other side," which is the eastern shore of the lake. Each of the three 
Gospels names the place differently: Matthew calls it Gadara; Mark, Gerasa; 
and Luke, Gergesa. The three names apparently refer to different locations; 
according to Origen, the miracle actually happened at Gerasa. Since the end 
of the third century CE, however, Christians have identified a site on the 
eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee as the location in question. 

Topographical and archaeological studies done in the nineteenth century 
suggested Tell el-Kursi as a suitable identification, both because of the name 
and in view of its physical features. Some scholars, however, preferred to 
locate the site at the southern part of the eastern shore. Excavations at the 
mouth of Wadi es-Samak in the early 1970s settled the question. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1970, when a new road to the Golan was being built, a hitherto unknown 
site came to light in the el-Kursi valley, some 300m east of the mound. The 
discovery was followed by four consecutive seasons of excavation (1970-
1974), directed by V_ Tzaferis, on behalf of the Israel Department of An
tiquities and Museums. As a result an ancient Christian basilica and the 
remains of a walled monastery were cleared. 
THE MONASTERY. During the four seasons of excavations only part of the 
monastery was cleared: the wall (in its entirety), the main gate in the wall, and 
residential quarters in the northern part of the monastery. The wall sur
rounded the monastery, forming a large rectangular enclosure (120 by 
140m). It was built of well-dressed basalt stones, covered with light-colored 
plaster and decorated with floral patterns. The monastery's main entrance 
was located in the middle of the western wall. It consisted of a stone-paved 
gate and an attached structure, probably first used as a hospice or an inn, that 
was later converted into a watchtower. 
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Kursi: general plan of the site. 

I 

Mosaic pavement in the basilica's northern aisle. 

General view of the basilica, 
looking east. 



Plan of the basilica. 
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An area of some 300 sq m was cleared in the monastery's residential 
quarter. The excavations exposed three large residential units on either 
side of a street. A subterranean hall (still unexcavated), reached by a stair
case with twenty-two steps, was also found in this area. 
THE BASILICA. A street paved with basalt slabs led from the main gate to 
the monastery church, a basilica, in the center of the enclosure. In front of the 
church was an open square as wide as the church. 

The basilica, one of the largest and most magnificent ever discovered in 
Israel, covered an area of 25 by 45 m. 
Like other early Christian basilicas it 
has a wide atrium, a narthex, a main 
hall, an apse, ancillary rooms flanking 
the apse (pastophorae ), and two 
wings, one in the north and one in 
the south of the building. 

In its first phase, the atrium was an 
open square, paved with basalt slabs, 
and surrounded by four porticos. A 
cistern with two openings for draw
ing water was dug beneath it. In the 
building's two later phases, the porti
cos were walled up and converted into 
rooms, leaving only the square un
roofed, while the eastern portico be
came a narthex. 

The main hall ( 15 by 24 m) was rec
tangular and had two rows of eight 
columns each, dividing it into a nave 
and two aisles. The floor was decora
ted with colored mosaics, of which 
only those in the aisles have sur-

Greek inscription in the baptistery's mosaic 
floor. 
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Part of the northern aisle and the chapel containing an oil press. 

vived. The mosaics form an elongated carpet with square and rectangular 
medallions surrounding floral and faunal patterns. The animal figures in the 
medallions were systematically and completely obliterated. The eastern end 
of the basilica ended in an inner apse (above the floor level of the hall), 
reached by two steps; along the wall of the apse were the remains of the 
priest's seat, the synthronon. Flanking the apse were two rectangular rooms. 
The southern room was converted into a baptistery in 585 CE. The date is 
specified in a Greek inscription at the room's entrance. This inscription 
relates that the baptistery floor was paved in the time of the abbot Stephanos 
and the emperor Mauricius in his first haipatea (consulate). The two pas
tophorae were paved with colored mosaics, while the apse was paved with 
stone slabs. Each of two wings north and south of the main hall contained 
two elongated chapels with a small square room between them. In the north
ern wing a complete oil press was found; this wing may have been used in the 
manufacture of oil in the church's two later phases. The southern wing of the 
church contained two chapels; the western one served as a diaconicon. 
Beneath this chapel was a crypt containing six burial troughs in which the 
priests of the church or senior members of the monastery were interred. 
DATE OF THE MONASTERY AND CHURCH. Based on ceramic and 
numismatic evidence, the construction of the church and the monastery 
began at the end of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century CE. During 
this early phase the whole complex (wall, church, and streets) was built as a 
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single organized unit. This was also the site's most prosperous phase, in 
which it functioned as a holy place and a much-frequented pilgrimage site. 

According to an inscription found in the church, numerous modifications 
were introduced at the end of the sixth century CE: the porticos were walled 
up, the eastern portico was converted into a narthex, and the oil press was 
built. Changes were also made in the gate area, with the addition of rooms, 
walls, and apparently a second story. In addition, the hospice became a 
watchtower. 

The complex was badly damaged in its third phase, probably by Persian 
invaders, butitcontinued to be used until the mid-eighth century. In 741 CEit 
was destroyed by an earthquake and abandoned by the Christians. In the last 
phase of the site's history (the second half of the eighth century), Arabs 
settled in the complex and made further changes. 
SITE OF THE MIRACLE. After the excavations at Kursi had been com
pleted, and steps were being taken to preserve the site, excavations were 
carried out on the slope southeast of the monastery. These excavations 
exposed the remains of a square tower and a small chapel. The tower was 
built around a fairly high natural rock pillar, and the chapel was built to the 
east, behind the tower but attached to it. Half of the chapel was a natural cave 
and the other half was hewn out of the rock. The location of these remains on 
the slope, only about 200m southeast of the church, supports the identifica
tion of the site with the locale of the miracle of the Gadarene swine because 
the topographical conditions are so similar to those described in the Gospel 
account. The pottery found here indicates that these buildings were also 
erected at the end of the fifth century CE, at the same time as the monastery 
and the church, and were destroyed in the mid-eighth century. 

Main publications: V. Tsaferis, The Excavations of Kursi~Gergesa ('Atiqot 16), Jerusalem 1983. 
Other studies: F. M. Abel, JPOS7 (1927), 112~121; D. Urman, CNI22 (1971), 72~76; V. Tsaferis,I£!22 
(1972), 176~177; id., RB 79 (1972); 409~411; id., Actes du Xe Congres International d'Archeologie 
Chretienne, Thessalonique 28~29.4.1980, Thessalonica 1984, 605~612; id., BAR 15/2 (1989), 44~ 
51; F. B. Lavio, BTS 152(1973), 6~16; A. Ovadiah, PEQ 109(1977), 123~124; Y. Blomme, RB87 

Crypt under the basilica. 

(1980), 404~407; CNI27 (1979~1982), 170~172; M. Provera, La Terra Santa (1982), 43~47; id., 
Bibbia e Oriente !57 (1988), 139~143; J. Po tin, MdB 38 (1985), 48~49; A. Raban, /JNA 17 (1988), 
311~329. 

VASSILIOS TZAFERIS 

The chapel southeast of the basilica, looking northwest. 



LACHISH 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
The city ofLachishisidentified with TelLachish (in Arabic, Telled-Duweir), 
whose area, including the slopes of the mound, or tell, covers 31 a (map 
reference 1357.1083). Tel Lachish is located at the edge ofNal).al Lachish 
(Wadi Ghafr), through which, in antiquity, a route passed from the Coastal 
Plain to the Hebron Hills. Several wells, one of which was excavated at the 
northeast corner of the mound, supplied the city with its water. These water 
sources, as well as the fertile lands surrounding the mound and its location on 
a main road, contributed to the development of a major city at the site. 

In 1878, C. R. Conder suggested identifying Tell el-I:Iesi with Lachish, an 
identification reinforced by the discovery atel-I:Iesi of a clay cuneiform tablet 
that had been sent from Lachish in the Amarna period (see below). However, 
in 1929, W. F. Albright suggested Tell ed-Duweir as the site of Lachish, 
an identification accepted by most scholars today, with the exception of 
G. Ahlstrom. Albright based his identification on Eusebius ( Onom. 120:20), 
who states that Lachish was a village in the seventh mile from Eleutheropolis 
(Beth Guvrin) to Gaza. Although this identification was based on circum
stantial evidence only, archaeological excavation has served to confirm it. 

EXCAVATIONS 

1. Outer gate; 2. Inner gate; 3. Outer 

revetment wall; 4. Main wall; 5. Palace-fort; 

6. Area S; 7. Great shaft; 8. Well; 

9. Assyrian siege ramp; 10. Counter ramp; 

11. The Acropolis Temple; 12. "Solar Shrine"; 

13. Fosse Temple 
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Lachish was first excavated in 1932 by a British expedition headed by J. L. 
Starkey, with the assistance ofL. G. Harding and 0. Tufnell (the Wellcome
Marston expedition). These excavations came to a tragic end in 1938, when 
Starkey was murdered. Starkey published only the preliminary reports of his 
excavation; the final reports were published by Tufnell. The British exca
vated on the mound and in extensive areas surrounding it. The slope at its 
northwest corner was completely excavated before becoming the excava
tion's main dumping ground. The dumping apparatus erected there and the 
huge pile of earth at its foot attest to the excavations' extensive scope. The 
most significant finds on the mound were the city gates oflevels II and I, the 
outer revetment wall, the level I palace, the Solar Shrine, the Great Shaft, the 
palace-fort, and the Fosse Temple. A section was also cut in the mound's Lachish: map of the mound and principal remains. 

Aerial view, looking northeast. 
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northeast corner in order to examine the earlier levels. In 1935, the Lachish 
ostraca were discovered in the city gate, undoubtedly the most important of 
Starkey's finds. Cemeteries from various periods were excavated in the area 
around the mound, and settlements dating to the Early and Middle Bronze 
ages were uncovered to the northwest. Starkey and his team were disciples of 
W. M. F. Petrie and excavated according to his methods. By the standards of 
that time, Lachish was an excellent excavation, and all of the stratigraphical 
conclusions reached by Starkey (aside from the problem of identifying the 
Assyrian siege ramp) have withstood the test of later excavations. 

Small-scale excavations were conducted by Y. Aharoni in the area of the 
Solar Shrine in 1966 and 1968, first on behalf of the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem and then Tel Aviv University. At the time, Aharoni was also 
excavating at Arad, and he suggested that the temple there, dating from 
the period of the Judean kingdom, was similar in plan to that of the Solar 
Shrine at Lachish; his excavations at Lachish were undertaken to clarify this. 
They yielded various finds from levels VI-I, including a cult room in level V. 

Systematic excavations were resumed in 1973 by the Institute of Archae
ology at Tel Aviv University, under the direction ofD. U ssishkin, assisted by 
G. Barkay, C. Clamer, Y. Dagan, J. Woodhead, and 0. Zimhoni. These 
excavations concentrated mainly in the areas already opened by Starkey. 
Although the excavations ended in 1987, fieldwork continues with there
novation and reconstruction of the city gates from the period of the Judean 
kingdom. 

The main excavation field was areaS, which was the key for determining 
the mound's stratigraphy. It is a long, narrow section at the western edge of 
the mound and was dug to permit examination of the settlement strata down 
to bedrock. The lowest strata reached here date to the Late Bronze Age. 
Other excavation areas include area P, with the Iron Age palace-fort and 
underlying monumental Bronze Age structures; area D, bordering the south
eastern side of the palace-fort; area G, containing the city gates; and area R, a 
section in the southwest center of the mound, where the Assyrian army 
breached the city walls in 701 BCE. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
In order to ensure continuity between the various excavations at the site and 
to keep the stratigraphic terminology standardized, the Institute's excava
tions adopted the divisions determined by Starkey for levels VI-I. Because it 
is impossible to include all the Middle and Late Bronze Age phases excavated 
in the new excavations within the framework ofStarkey's levels VIII and VII, 
these layers will be renumbered when the excavation ofthe section in areaS is 
complete. The level excavated in the section beneath level VI has so far been 
labeled VII, while those layers excavated in area P, below level VI, have been 
temporarily termed P-1-P-5. 

STRATIGRAPHY AT TEL LACHISH (DATE BCE) 

Period Level Observations 

Pottery Neolithic Settlement in vicinity of the mound 

Chalcolithic-EB I North-West Settlement; 
possible settlement also on the mound 

EB II-III Large settlement on the mound 

Intermediate Bronze North-West Settlement; Cemetery 2000 
(EB IV-MB I) 

MB IIA ? 

MB IIB-C P-5, P-4; Fortified city, palace, cult site, tombs 
Starkey's level VIII 

c. 1500 Destructwn by fire 

LB I Unfortified city, Fosse Temple I, tombs 

LB II 
Starkey's level VII 

Unforitifed city, Fosse Temple II, tombs 

LB III P-1, level VII 

c. 1200 

Level VI 

c. 1150--1130 

Iron I 

Level V 

Level IV 
Iron II 

Level III 

Level II 

Babylonian, Persian, Level I 
and Hellenistic 

Unfortified city, Fosse Temple III, tombs 

Destructwn by fire 

Unfortified city, Acropolis Temple, 
public building 

Destruction by fire 

Gap in occupation 

Judean kingdom period; unfortified town, 
cultic room 

Destruction by fire 

Central fortified city in Judah 

Central fortified city in Judah 

Destruction by fire 

Sparsely settled fortified city, 
Lachish Letters 

Destruction by fire 

Fortified city in its main phase; palace, 
Solar Shrine, structures, and pits 

EARLY PERIODS 
Prehistoric flint tools were found in the vicinity of Lachish. A pottery sherd 
(of the Jericho IX type) and an assemblage of flint tools seem to indicate the 
existenceofaPotteryNeolithicsitenearthemound.ChalcolithicGhassulian 
pottery found on the mound indicates that settlement on the mound may 
have begun then. Excavations by the British expedition on the spur to the 
northwest of the mound yielded remains of a large troglodytic settlement in 
the Chalco lithic period and Early Bronze Age I (theN orth-West Settlement, 
or area 1500); a dolmen found nearby was probably related to it. Egyptian 
finds from this period attest to contacts with Egypt during the Early Bronze 
Age I. Later, when the focus of settlement moved to the mound, these cave 
dwellings were used for burials. 

Very little is known about the Early Bronze Age I settlement on the mound. 
Occupational remains from the Early Bronze Age II were uncovered in cave 
dwellings near its northeast corner and at the bottom of the North-East 
Section. These remains may represent the beginning of intensive settle
ment. In area D, in the mound's center, part of a house was excavated; 
it is surmised that the mound's entire summit was settled in the Early Bronze 
Age II-III. Typical pottery from this period, including Khirbet Kerak ware, 
was found. Lachish was probably surrounded by a wall, similar to other 
contemporary cities in Canaan. No remains of a city wall were found at the 
edge of the mound in the North-East Section, but the wall may have run 
farther in from the edge. No traces of fire were discovered to indicate violent 
destruction for this city. 

The mound was apparently uninhabited during the Intermediate Bronze 
Age (Early Bronze Age IV-Middle Bronze Age I); occupation from this 
period was confined to the ridge located northwest of the mound, which 
was settled in the beginning of the Early Bronze Age (the North-West Set
tlement). The settlement was smaller than its predecessor, and the bulk ofthe 
finds came from one cave (no. 1529) and a nearby house (no. 1551). A 
noteworthy find from the Intermediate Bronze Age in the North-West Set
tlement is a group of copper ingots, similar to contemporary groups of ingots 
found at Mount Yerol;tam and in the Hebron hills. The cemetery of this 
settlement (cemetery 2000) was located on the northern part of the north
west spur, on the slope facing Nal;tal Lachish. The British expedition ex
cavated 120 closely packed, rock-hewn tombs, each with one chamber for a 
single burial. The burial offerings included up to nine pottery vessels, but 
many tombs were found empty. Tufnell concluded that the pottery found in 
the settlement is earlier than that from the tombs. The ceramic culture of this 
period at Lachish (once termed the Caliciform culture), belongs toR. Amir
an's Southern Family A and toW. G. Dever's families J and S. 

THE CANAANITE CITY 
THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. Very little is known about Lachish in the 
Middle Bronze Age, when the city must have been one of the major cities in 
southern Canaan. It is difficult to determine exactly when during this period 
the settlement on the mound was renewed; no remains from the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA were found. The finds here date from the Middle Bronze 
Age liB-C. They include fortifications, a palace, a cult place, and occupa
tional remains at the edge of the mound (Starkey's level VIII in the North
East Section). Especially noteworthy are the richly furnished tombs, which 
were hewn in cemeteries around the mound and included pottery, weapons, 
and scarabs typical of the period. 

An impressive glacis was constructed around the site, which shaped its 
present steep slopes and sharp corners. The glacis was examined by the 
British expedition at its northwest corner, where it continues for the entire 
height of the slope. The glacis is composed oflayers ofhorizontal fill, coated 
with a layer of lime plaster. In the northwest corner and in the North-East 
Section, no evidence of a wall erected on top of the glacis was found. A rock
hewn fosse was traced on the west side of the mound, at the bottom of the 
glacis. 

A large palace erected in the center of the site probably was the city ruler's 
residence. Most of this palace is under the palace-fort complex from the 
period of the Judean kingdom; only its northwestern wing, which includes 
a large courtyard, was excavated in area P (level P-4). The palace was built 
over the remains of an earlier structure with a similar plan (level P-5). Several 
large, well-hewn stone slabs, found incorporated in the walls and floors of the 
palace, probably came from the earlier building. The palace had thick mud-

Bronze dagger with Prato-Canaanite inscription, from MB JIB tomb. 
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brick walls and probably had a second story. The building was destroyed in a 
fierce conflagration, marking the end of the Middle Bronze Age II city. After 
the destruction, occupation was renewed in the palace's ruined rooms. In 
some of the rooms, remains of industrial installations that belong to this 
settlement (level P-3) were found. 

In area D, remains of a cult place were uncovered. Because most ofthe cult 
structure was destroyed, it is difficult to determine its character or plan. 
Evidence for its ritual function is provided by the many votive vessels and 
animal bones found. 
THE LATE BRONZE AGE. Following the destruction of the Middle Bronze 
Age city, the settlement at the site apparently declined, and it was some time 
before it recovered. Lachish reached its zenith toward the end of the Late 
Bronze Age; it may have been the largest city in Canaan after Hazor was 
destroyed in the thirteenth century BCE. 
Historical Sources. Lachish is first mentioned in historical sources in the 
fifteenth century BCE: the Hermitage Papyrus lll6A, dated to the nine
teenth or twentieth year of Pharaoh Amenl;wtep II (1427-1402 BCE), men
tions offerings given by Egyptian officials to emissaries from different Ca
naanite cities, among them Lachish. Several cuneiform tablets containing 
letters sent from the kings of Lachish to Pharaoh Amen~otep III and his son 
Amen~otep IV in the fourteenth century BCE were found in the archives at el
Amarna, in Egypt (letters 328-332). Another letter, discovered at Tell el
I:Iesi (no. 333), appears to have been sent by an Egyptian official stationed at 
Lachish. The names of three kings ofLachish are mentioned in these letters: 
Zimredah, Shiphti-Ba'al, and Yabni-ilu. Although the information provi
ded in the letters is sparse, Lachish appears to have been one of the most 
important centers in southern Canaan. 
Settlement on the Mound. It seems that Lachish was unfortified in the Late 
Bronze Age. The Middle Bronze Age fortifications must have fallen into 
disuse, as a temple was erected in the fosse (see below). The North-East 
Section, as well as area S, yielded re-
mains of buildings on the edge of the 
mound, in levels VII and VI, dating to 
the thirteenth and twelfth centuries 
BCE. This indicates that no city wall 
existed here. It is possible, however, 
that the houses joined to form a con
tinuous belt, which would have served 
as a line of fortification around the 
city. The entire area excavated in area 
Sup to the edge of the mound was an 
open area in the fourteenth century 
BCE; it is clear that, at least during 
this period, Lachish was unfortified. 

Very little is known about the set
tlement on the mound's summit be
tween the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age and level VII. A few remains 

Plan of the Fosse Temple, phases I-III, 
LB. 
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from this period were exposed in the North-East Section (Starkey's level 
VII), area P (levels P-3 and P-2), and under level VII in areaS. A large house 
was uncovered in areaS that belongs to level VII; its western side reached the 
edge oft he mound. The entrance to the building seems to have been through a 
large courtyard on its eastern side. The building was destroyed by fire, and 
several pottery vessels were buried in the ruins. 

Many Late Bronze Age tombs cleared by the British expedition contained 
a multitude of pottery vessels, including many Cypriot imports, and numer
ous scarabs. 
Fosse Temple. Shortly after the destruction of the Middle Bronze Age city, a 
temple was constructed in the abandoned fosse, near the mound's northwest 
corner. This temple was subsequently rebuilt twice; the British expedition 
labeled its three phases Fosse Temple I-III. Rich finds were uncovered from 
the temple's various stages as well as in the surrounding pits, into which 
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General view of the Fosse Temple, phase III, 
looking southwest. 

offerings had been cast. The tripartite 
division of the Late Bronze Age, gen
erally accepted today, is largely based 
on the phases of the Fosse Temple, 
whose dates, as determined by Tuf
nell in volume IV of the Lachish pub
lication, are as follows: Fosse Temple 
I, 1550-1450 BCE; Fosse Temple II, 
1450-1350 BCE; and Fosse Temple 
III, 1350-1250/1225 BCE. Fosse Tem
ple III was destroyed by fire and aban
doned. The British expedition conclu
ded that it was burned when the last 
Canaanite city of level VI was de
stroyed. However, the Institute's ex
cvations have made it clear that Fosse 
Temple III was destroyed at the same 
time as the level VII city, probably at 
the end of the thirteenth century BCE. 

The city was subsequently reconstruc
ted in level VI, but the Fosse Temple 
remained in ruins. 

Fosse Temple I was an extremely 
modest structure; it contained a main 
hall (5 by 10m) and two side rooms. 
The finds from this phase include bichrome ware, a rare Mycenean II kylix, 
and a scarab of Thutmose III. Fosse temple II was larger and contained a 
large square hall (I 0 by 10m) whose ceiling was supported by four columns. 
Its walls were lined with benches on which offerings were placed, and an altar 
was built near its southern wall. Two rooms were added to the north and 
south of the main hall. 

Fosse Temple III was well preserved because it was buried under layers of 
earth eroded from the western slope of the mound following its destruction 
by fire. Its plan is essentially the same as that of Fosse Temple II, although 
another room was added to the south during this phase. A cultic niche was set 
into the southern wall and an altar was built in front of it. Several other niches 
were set into the eastern wall of the main hall and offering benches were built 
along its walls. The rich assemblage found here included pottery cultic 
vessels, a large quantity of simple offering bowls, imported Cypriot and 
Mycenean ware, a group of ivory objects and figurine fragments, jewel
ry, figurines, scarabs, and alabaster, faience and glass vessels. In one of 
the pits associated with Fosse Tern pie III, a ring bearing the name of Ramses 
II was found. Numerous offering bowls ofthe type found in the Fosse Temple 
III were found in a large cave (no. 4034) on the mound's northern slope. The 
cave was a potter's workshop, in which many vessels, including some unfired 
examples, were also found. 
Level VI. Level VI represents the last Canaanite city, built shortly after the 
destruction oflevel VII. The material culture oflevel VII is continued in level 
VI. However, the city plan was entirely different: the dwellings in level VII in 
area S were replaced now by a public building; the Fosse Temple fell into 
disuse, and another temple was erected on the acropolis, either instead ofthe 
Fosse Temple or as a part of the royal palace. 

Mycenean II kylix from the Fosse Temple 
phase I. 

Mycenean ivory pyxis from the Fosse Temple, phase Ill. 



Left: ivory perfume bottle in the shape of a woman, Fosse Temple, phase Ill, 
Right: faience jug from the Fosse Temple, phase Ill. 

The Acropolis Temple. The central wing of the Acropolis Temple includes an 
entrance chamber, a main hall, and a sanctuary. The entrances to all three 
units were set on the same axis, rising from west to east. The entrance 
chamber was partly destroyed; a flight of steps (which was not pre
served) led from it to the main hall. The main hall was rectangular (c. 
13 by 16 m) and had two column bases in its center, indicating that the 
ceiling, which included beams of cedar ofLebanon, was probably supported 
by two central columns. A flight ofhewn limestone steps led to the entrance of 
the raised sanctuary, found mostly in ruins. Three octagonal columns stood 
in the central hall, to the left of the steps; it appears that they bordered two 
cultic niches that were set between them against the hall's wall. A plastered 
installation, probably meant to contain liquids, was erected to the right ofthe 
steps. Fragments of colored plaster indicate that the walls of the main hall 
were partly decorated. This temple yielded few finds; most of its varied 
equipment was probably destroyed and plundered before the building was 
set on fire. The finds include pottery stands and offering bowls, fragments of 
alabaster and faience vessels, glass beads and inlays, fragments of ivory 
plaques or boxes, pieces of iron, and sherds of a Mycenean chariot 
vase. Most interesting was a beaten-gold plaque with a depiction of a naked 
Canaanite-Egyptian goddess standing on the back of a horse and holding a 
flower in her hand. This plaque, along with a graffito of a Canaanite god on a 
worked stone, attests that the cult at this temple was Canaanite. 

The origin of the temple's plan (which is similar to the level VI temple at 
Beth-Shean) is Egyptian. It is reminiscent of the temples at el-Amarna and at 
the artisans' village at Deir el-Medina in Egypt, especially temple Gat the 
latter site, although it is smaller than the Acropolis Temple. This temple also 
contained an entrance room, a main hall with two columns in its center to 
support the ceiling, a raised sanctuary, and entrances aligned on a single axis. 
Various other elements in the Lachish temple were also derived from Egypt, 
among them the octagonal columns and their bases, the flight of steps, the 
decorated plaster, and many of the small finds. 
The Public Building in Area S. The public building in area S was not un
covered in its entirety because it continues beyond the excavation area. Its 
rear, western wall reached the edge of the mound. East of the building was an 
open area or large courtyard, through which the building was probably 
entered. A large hall (3.5 by 15-18 m) in the center of the structure had 
a row of five or six column bases in its center. The columns were made 
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Ivories from the Fosse Temple. 

of wood, many traces of which were found in the hall, but not cedar of 
Lebanon as in the Acropolis Temple. Rooms with similar dimensions were 
built on both sides of this central hall. Two or three building phases can be 
distinguished; during its final stage, the structure may have been used as a 
residence. 
The Finds. The builders of the level IV palace-fort apparently destroyed 
much of the Late Bronze Age acropolis, removing earth to be used as fill 
for the structure's foundations. Important finds in the foundation fills of the 
palace-fort may be attributable to level VI-sherds of"Midianite" pottery, 
gray-burnished ware from the Aegean, a Minoan jug from the Late Minoan 
III period decorated with an octopus, a Mycenean chariot vase, and a scarab 
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Plan of the LB Acropolis Temple in level VI. 
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Overview of the Acropolis Temple, looking south, 

LB gold plaque depicting a 
nude Canaanite/ Egyptian 

goddess on horseback, 
holding lotus flowers ,from 

the Acropolis Temple; 
(left) photograph; 

(right) drawing, 



Lion-hunt type scarab from 
Fosse Temple III, LB II. 

Below left: ivory lid from Fosse Temple lll, LB II. 
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Below right: fragment of LB clay coffin with pseudohieroglyphic inscription, from foot 
of the mound. 
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A cartouche of Ramses Ill, discovered 
under the foundations of the city gate, 
level VI. 

ofRamses III. These level VI finds attest to close ties with Egypt during the 
reign ofRamses III (1182-1151 BCE, according to the low chronology). The 
Egyptian influence is especially noticeable in the sherds of several small bowls 
bearing hieratic Egyptian inscriptions that were found in the foundation fill 
ofthe level IV palace-fort. Similar inscriptions were uncovered recently at Tel 
Sera' in the Negev desert. Two of the bowls from Lachish mention regnal 
years: the fourth year and a year between ten and nineteen, probably of 
Ramses III. 0. Goldwasser views these bowls as documenting the harvest 
tax paid to an Egyptian religious institution, perhaps to a local temple (such 
as the stratum VI Acropolis Temple mentioned above). It seems that the 
documentation of the harvest tax on bowls reflects Egypt's economic ex
ploitation of southern Canaan by means of the religious establishment. 
Summary. Canaanite Lachish was apparently under Egyptian domination 
during this period, as was all of southern Canaan. The close ties with Egypt 
may also be seen in the architecture of the Acropolis Temple, on a bronze 
object bearing the name of Ramses III, and in two clay anthropoid coffins 
found in a tomb at the foot of the mound, one of which bears a pseudohier
oglyphic inscription. 

Philistine pottery, both monochrome ware (often termed local Mycenean 
IIIC: I b) and bichrome ware, has not been found in the excavations at Lach
ish, apart from several sherds in cave 4034 on the mound's northern slope. 
This cave appeared to have been left exposed since the destruction oflevel VI. 
The absence of Philistine pottery has far-reaching implications. Lachish is 
only a short distance from the Coastal Plain and from two important Philis
tine centers-Gath (Tel Z:afit) and Ekron (Tel Miqne). Philistine bichrome 
ware has been found at sites farther inland than Lachish, such as at 
Beth-Shemesh, Tel 'Eton, and Tell Beit Mirsim. Several scholars, notably 
T. Dothan, hold that the Philistine cities developed in the first half of the 
twelfth century BCE, making them contemporary with level VI at Lachish. 
However, it is difficult to believe that such large Philistine centers could exist 
so close to Canaanite Lachish without Philistine pottery (even bichrome 
ware) being brought to the city. Thus, it is the excavator's view that Lachish 
was not settled when Philistine bichrome ware was widespread, and tharthe 
Philistine bichrome ware should be dated to the last third of the twelfth 
century BCE, or even later-following the destruction of level VI. 
The End ofthe Canaanite City. Level VI was totally destroyed in a fire and the 
inhabitants were killed or deported. The city was abandoned and was not 
resettled until the tenth century BCE. A probe dug beneath the foundations of 
the city gate from the time of the Judean kingdom (see below) yielded some 
pieces of bronze scrap, including a broken item bearing the cartouche of 
Ramses III. These remains were buried under the destruction layer of level 
VI, indicating that the city was destroyed toward the end of Ramses III's 
reign or later. It seems that the destruction ofLachish is related to the collapse 
of Egyptian hegemony over southern Canaan in about 1130 BCE; lacking 

Fragment of a small LB bowl with a Prato-Canaanite inscription, level VI. 

Anthropoid coffin lid from tomb 570 at the foot of the mound. 

Egyptian protection, the unfortified city fell easily into the hands of enemies. 
Striking evidence of sudden destruction was found in the ruins of the public 
building in areaS. Human skeletal remains uncovered there included bones 
of an adult and a child, as well as of a child and an infant, who were trapped in 
the destruction debris. 

The lack of inscriptions prevents the identification of the city's con
querors. One possibility (raised by Tufnell) is that level VI was destroyed by 
the Sea Peoples. The destruction of Canaanite Lachish was part of the Sea 
Peoples' campaign to conquer the region ofPhilistia, which resulted in the 
collapse of Egyptian domination in southern Canaan. Another possibility 
(first suggested by Albright) is that level VI was destroyed by the Israelites, as 
related in Joshua 10:31-32. The archaeological data fit the biblical account: a 
large, unfortified Canaanite city that was easily conquered and that was 
burned and then abandoned, following the killing of all the inhabitants 
by the conquerors. However, this explanation is not easy to accept. The 
Israelites did not resettle the city and, as is apparent from a survey of the 
Judean Shephelah carried out by Dagan, there are no traces of Israelite 
settlements in this region before the period of the United Monarchy. 
Thus, the validity of the latter possibility is mainly contingent upon accept
ing the source in the Book of Joshua as historical. 
Canaanite Inscriptions. Seven or eight short inscriptions in Canaanite al
phabetic script were discovered at Lachish, making it a key site for the study 
ofthis script. The earliest of the inscriptions is four letters; they are incised on 
the blade of a bronze dagger found in a Middle Bronze Age liB tomb. This is 
the earliest Canaanite inscription found in Israel. It reads, from top to 

Cult room near the Solar Shrine, level V, lOth century BCE. 



Incense stands and pottery from the cult room in level V, lOth century BCE 

bottom, t)ln (trnz, perhaps a name). Another inscription, discovered in 
Fosse Temple II, was written on the shoulder of a jar; it probably is a 
dedicatory inscription relating to a 1nn (gift) to n7N ('lt). A fragmentary 
two-line inscription was found in level VI in areaS. F. M. Cross describes 
it as boustrophedon writing. An inscription found near the level VI Acro
polis Temple can be read as n7Y:t ( b 'lt), while another inscription, written on a 
bowl found in a thirteenth-century BCE tomb, may be read as n\!JJ\!J:t (bSlst). 

THE CITY IN THE JUDEAN KINGDOM PERIOD AND 
THE ASSYRIAN CONQUEST 
LEVEL V. Lachish was resettled after a long gap. Building remains from this 
level (V) were exposed in various parts of the mound. The settlement was 
unfortified, although structural remains uncovered in area S indicate the 
possibility that the houses built on the edge of the mound were joined to form 
a defensive line surrounding the site. Near the Solar Shrine, Aharoni un
covered a cult room with a stone altar, four incense stands, and several clay 
chalices. He interpreted the elements excavated in the open area in front of 
the room as cultic; they included a stone stela and pits containing remains of 
offerings. The cult room was destroyed by fire, and evidence of the destruc
tion oflevel V by fire appears to have been found in areaS, as well. Although 
the archaeological data are insuffi
cient to determine the period of the 
construction and termination oflevel 
V decisively, it can be surmised that it 
began in the period of the United 
Monarchy and that its destruction 
was related to Shishak's campaign 
in about 925 BCE 

LEVEL IV. Level IV marks the con
struction of a large fortified city at 
Lachish; in Judah at this time, Lach
ish was second in importance only to 
Jerusalem. However, the archaeologi
cal data are insufficient to date the 
foundation of level IV. It should be 
assumed that the decision to turn 
Lachish into a major fortified city 
stemmed from new strategic consid
erations that arose from the division 
ofthe kingdom following the death of 
Solomon. If this is so, then the build
ing oflevel IV can be dated to the days 
of the first Judean kings, perhaps to 
Rehoboam (928-911 BCE), Asa (908-
867 BCE), or Jehoshaphat (870-846 
BCE). 

Historical Sources. Lachish is men
tioned in 2 Chr. 11:5-12, 23; in the 

City's inner gate in levels IV-III; 
(background) level II inner gate. 

Right: stone altar from the cult 
room in level V, 10th century 
BCE. 

Below: facade of the main wall 
at the southwestern corner of 
the mound, levels IV-III; the 
section on the right shows the 
stones of the second phase of the 
Assyrian siege ramp. 
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City's outer gate in levels IV-III (partially 
reconstructed). 

list of cities fortified by Rehoboam. 
This reference has been explained 
in different ways. Several scholars 
view this list as later than the reign 
of Rehoboam, possibly dating to 
Hezekiah (N. Na'aman) or Josiah 
(V. Fritz). Certain scholars have ac
cepted the list literally, thus attribut
ing the construction of level IV to 
Rehoboam (Aharoni, Y. Yadin, and 
E. Stern). Another view (Ussishkin) is 
that because level IV is an especially 
important fortified city, it does not 
belong on Rehoboam's list, which 
mainly contained cities of secondary 
importance. Still another explanation 
(Tufnell, Ussishkin) has it that Reho
boam was responsible for building 
part of the palace-fort (palace A), 
which stood as an isolated structure 
until the erection of the entire pa
lace-fort complex (see below). 
Walls and Gates. The city was sur
rounded by a system of strong forti
fications. An outer revetment wall en
circled the site along the middle of the 
slope. This wall supported a glacis 
covering the upper part of the slope, on top of which was the main 
wall, which surrounded the edge of the mound. The main wall (6 m 
thick) was constructed of mud brick on stone foundations. It appears that 
the outer wall was an advance defensive line to deter invaders, and that 
during an attack soldiers were only stationed on it at a few places (at the 
corners of the mound and near the city gate). However, this is difficult to 
prove, and in Yadin's opinion both walls were manned by the defenders 
during battle. 

The city gate, built on the southwest side of the mound, is the largest and 
most massive gate from the monarchic period found in Israel. A paved road 
led from the bottom of the mound to the outer gate, which was built as a 
bastion protruding from the line of the slope. From the outer gate, the 
entrance into the city passed through an open courtyard into the innner 
gate, which was a gatehouse consisting of four entrances and six cham
bers. Such contemporary gatehouses exist at other sites in Israel-at Me
giddo, Hazor, Gezer, and Ashdod. The gate at Lachish is the largest (25 by 25 
m). The inner gatehouse at Lachish, as well as other gates of this type, was 
founded on a boxlike, partitioned substructure; the partitions inside the 
foundation were filled with earth, and earth fills supported it from the out
side, as well. The gate's superstructure was built of mud bricks on stone 
foundations. Excavation of the gate yielded fragments of a bronze hinge 
belonging to one of the doors of the gateway; pieces of carbonized wood 
found stuck to one of these fragments had been part of the wooden door. The 
wood was identified as acacia, a hard wood, which does not grow in the 
Lachish area. 
Palace Band its Annexes. The palace-fort (palace B), which no doubt served 
as the residence of the governor appointed by the Judean king, was in the 
center of the city. The palace building was erected on a raised foundation 
structure called a podium by the British expedition; this substructure is the 
only element that remains of the palace and is similar to the foundation of the 
gatehouse described above. The podium is divided into two separately con
structed parts, called podium A and podium B by the British expedition. It is 
commonly accepted that podium A is the substructure of an earlier building 
from the later stage oflevel V. The British expedition referred to this building 
as palace A and suggested that it was an isolated fortress built by Rehoboam. 
Palace A was later incorporated into palace B, so that palace B included the 
structure built on podium A as well as B. However, it is possible that podium 
A was an integral part of the foundation of palace B and, for technical 
reasons, was built as a separate structure. 

Two auxiliary structures were erected near palace B; the northern one 
appears to have been a storehouse. The southern auxiliary building was 
a storehouse or a stable (see below) and was called the Government Store
house by Starkey. A massive wall, designated the Enclosure Wall, joined the 
southwestern corner of the palace-fort to the city wall. The earth fill laid 
against the outer wall of the palace-fort in this area created a sloping surface 
that was plastered; this slope ran between the palace-fort and the city wall. 
The Great Shaft and the Well. On the eastern side of the site, the British 
expedition excavated a square, rock -hewn shaft known as the Great Shaft (22 

by 25m and c. 22.5 m deep). It has been suggested that the shaft was an 
unfinished water system, although it is more likely that it was a quarry that 
supplied stones for the construction of the level IV buildings. A well, reaching 
a depth of about 44 m, was discovered at the site's northeastern corner, close 
to the outer revetment wall. It was probably the city's main water source. 

No houseshaveyet been found that can be attributed to the initial phase of 
level IV. A house from the later phase of this level excavated in areaS attests 
to the gradual settlement process that characterized the fortified city. 

"Seam" between podia A and B of the Judean palace. 



Well in the northeast corner of the city, period of the Judean kingdom. 

Destruction of the City. All of the monumental structures (except for the 
city walls) and the house excavated in areaS seem to have been destroyed 
at the end oflevel IV; however, there is no evidence of deliberate destruction 
in this level. It is difficult to determine precisely when level IV met its end. 
M. Kochavi has suggested that the destruction was caused by an earthquake, 
similar to the one that occurred during the reign ofUzziah, in about 760 BCE 

(Am. 1:1; Zech. 14:5). 
The conspiracy in Jerusalem against Amaziah (798-769 BCE), his flight to 

Lachish, and his death here at the hands of the rebels are recorded in 2 Kings 
14:19 and 2 Chronicles 25:27. The king's choice of Lachish as a refuge 
indicates the special status of the city in the Judean kingdom. There is 
no way of knowing whether this event took place in level IV or III. 
LEVEL III. The city gate, palace-fort, and enclosure wall were rebuilt in level 
III, using the level IV foundations. The many houses uncovered in the area 
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between the palace-fort and the city gate reflect the city's population in
crease. 
Palace C and its Annexes. The most prominent structure in the city was the 
palace-fort. Podia A and B, which had served as the foundation for place B, 
were now enlarged by the addition of podium C. All three became the 
foundation for a new palace, palace C (c. 36 by 76 m), the largest building 
known from the First Temple period. None of its superstructure was pre
served, apart from several fragmentary floors. A flight of stone steps on the 
eastern side led to the building's entrance. The palace, along with two aux
iliary structures, opened onto a large courtyard that was added to the eastern 
side of the enclosure. The courtyard was paved with plaster and enclosed by a 
stone wall. 

The southern auxiliary building is of special interest, although very little of 
it was preserved. The Government Storehouse in level IV contained two 
rectangular halls, each of which was subdivided into three units. This build
ing was rebuilt and enlarged in level III (Starkey's building 1034) to include 
four such halls, with the central gate of the palace-fort enclosure between 
them. The southern auxiliary building is similar to the "stables" at Megiddo 
and the "storehouse" at Tel Beersheba, and probably served an identical 
function, which is open to debate. Several scholars, following the excavators 
of Megiddo, proposed that these buildings were used as stables for horses 
(Yadin, J. S. Holladay, G. Barkay, Ussishkin, and Kroll). Other scholars 
view these as storehouses (J. B. Pritchard, Aharoni, and Z. Herzog). Still 
another scholar opines that they were marketplaces (L. G. Herr). It can be 
assumed that the southern auxiliary building was a stable for horses in levels 
IV and III. In level III, the large courtyard was added to the palace-fort 
compound; this may represent the stationing at Lachish of a chariot unit that 
used the courtyard for maneuvers. 
The Assyrian Conquest. Level III was destroyed in a violent conflagration. 
Today there is consensus among scholars that level III was destroyed by the 
Assyrian king Sennacherib's army in 701 BCE. However, until the Institute's 
excavations, this date was open to a prolonged controversy and many scho
lars(includingAlbright,K. M. Kenyon and G. E. Wright)acceptedStarkey's 
view that the destruction should be attributed to a Babylonian campaign in 
597 BCE. The burning of the city is evident in all of the level III structures. 
Large quantities of pottery vessels were buried in the ruins. This assemblage 
provides the basis for dating Judean pottery from this period. The destruc
tion of the city was complete, and its inhabitants were exiled. The destroyed 
and abandoned city was probably part of the segment of the Judean kingdom 
transferred by Sennacherib to the Philistine kings. 

When Sennacherib and his army invaded Judah, their first target was 
Lachish, not Jerusalem. They set up their camp at Lachish (2 Kg. 
18:14, 18: 17; Is. 36:2, 37:8; 2 Chr. 32:9), from which Sennacherib sent a 
task force to attack Hezekiah in Jerusalem. This act, as well as the series 
of stone reliefs depicting the conquest of the city set up by Sennacherib in his 
palace at Nineveh, attests to the special military importance attached to 
Lachish in this period. 

The main attack by the Assyrian army was launched from the southwest 
corner of the city, and the archaeological data enable a reconstruction of the 
battle. Deep ravines surround Lachish on all sides except the southwest 
corner, where a spur connects it to the nearby hill (on which there is a 
moshav today). This hill was probably the location of the Assyrian 
camp, although its remains have not been found. The city's fortifications 

Assyrian siege ramp, British excavations. 
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Section through the counter-ramp opposite the Assyrian ramp, area R. 

were especially strong at the southwest corner; the outer revetment wall 
joined the main wall here, and a massive tower was created at the junc
ture. Despite this, the southwest corner was the most susceptible to attack. 
The Assyrians built a siege ramp (c. 70-75 m wide and 50-60 m long down 
the center) there, facing the slope of the mound. This is the only Assyrian 
siege ramp known (and the earliest one ever found). Much of the ramp was 
removed by the British expedition, which failed to recognize what it was. (It 
was first identified as a siege ramp by Y. Yadin.) The ramp was constructed of 
13,000 to 19,000 tons of unhewn field stones collected in the surrounding 
fields. Its face was coated with a layer of stones bound with mortar. The head 
of the ramp reached the foot of the outer revetment wall. The siege machines 
were positioned at this spot, on a surface composed of a thick earth layer, as 
can be seen in the Assyrian reliefs from Nineveh. 

When the city's defenders realized that the Assyrians were preparing a 
siege ramp, they began building a counter-ramp against the inner side of the 
city wall, opposite the Assyrian ramp. The counter-ramp was about 120m 

Assyrian siege ramp in the southwest corner of the mound, area R. 

"Perforated stones" discovered at the foot of the outer revetment wall. 

long, and its top was about 3 m above the top of the main city wall. This 
created the base for another, higher line of defense inside the city wall. The 
counter-ramp was composed of layers of earth taken from earlier levels on 
the mound, along with layers oflimestone chips laid in an orderly manner. It 
appears that when the defense line on top of the city wall fell, the Assyrians 
extended the siege ramp above the outer retaining wall, probably to attack 
the additional defense line (above the counter-ramp). This second stage of 
the siege ramp was made of field stones, many of which bear signs of a fierce 
fire. 

Remains of weapons, ammunition, and equipment were discovered at the 
foot of the city wall. These included a bronze crescent, part of an Assyrian 
soldier's helmet (according to Starkey) or part of a harness ornament worn 
by an Assyrian chariot horse (according to Barkay), scales of armor, sling 
stones, and arrowheads, mostly of iron and some of bone, but none of 
bronze. Eight hundred and fifty arrowheads were uncovered at the foot 
of the wall at the point of the Assyrian breach, evidence of the intense 
military effort applied by the Assyrians at this spot. A fragment of an iron 
chain (c. 37 em long) and twelve perforated stones were found there, ap
parently used by the defenders against the siege rams. The weight of each of 
these perforated stones is estimated at 100 to 200 kg; traces of burned ropes 
were found in two of the perforations. These stones would have been tied with 
rope and then swung from the top of the wall like a pendulum, in an attempt 
to destroy the siege rams and to prevent their breaching the wall. Remains of 
the Assyrian attack were also evident in the area of the city gate, where many 
arrowheads as well as three more perforated stones were found. 

Starkey uncovered a mass burial in several adjacent caves on the western 
slope of the mound that may be related to the Assyrian siege. Skeletons and 
skulls were piled here in disorder, in secondary burial. It seems that about 
1,500 individuals were buried here; 695 skulls were sent by the British ex
pedition to London and examined by D. L. Risdon, who concluded that they 

Trepanned skull, from a mass grave possibly connected to the Assyrian siege. 
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belong to men, women, and children, no doubt represent
ing the civilian population. The skull type indicates a clear 
racial affinity to the Egyptian population of the time. 
Three skulls had been trepanned; one individual survived 
the operation, as shown by the healing of the skull, while 
the other two died shortly after it. 

Lamelekh storage jars from a storeroom near the city gate, level Ill. 

Lamelekh Storage Jars. Tel Lachish is a key site for study
ing royal Judean storage jars and their stamps. This is true 
for various reasons: the jars were found in a dated strati
graphical context; ten jars with stamped handles were 
restored; and more stamped handles have been found 
at Lachish than at any other site. Up to the end of 
1990, 413/amelekh stamps and 65 "private" stamps were 
found at Lachish; 352 (85.23 percent) of the lamelekh 
stamps include the four-winged symbol, and 74.20 per
cent of the total number of identifiable stamps include 
the name Hebron. 

All of the stamped handles belong to storage-jar type 
484, as defined by Tufnell. While some of the jars of this 
type bear stamps, most were not stamped at all. Archeo
metric analysis has shown that the lamelekh jars were all 
made of clay from the Judean Shephelah; it can thus be 
concluded that all the jars were made at one production 
center not far from Lachish. A. Lemaire has recently shown that twenty-two 
different stamps were used to make the lamelekh impressions, and they can be 
divided into six series. His conclusion reinforces the supposition that the jars 
were made at one production center. Once restored, the type 484 storage jars, 
both with and without lamelekh stamps, led the excavators to the following 
conclusions: 
I. All of the jars (both those with four- or two-winged emblems and un
stamped jars) were used concurrently. 
2. Jars of all types must have been produced during Hezekiah's reign, shortly 
before 701 BCE, because they were found under the destruction layer oflevel 
III. (This fits Na'aman's hypothesis that the lamelekh jars were produced in 
Judah as part of government-sponsored preparations for the war against 
Assyria.) 
3. The capacity of the stamped jars is not consistent; it varies between 39.75 
and 51.8 liters. Thus, the stamps were not meant to guarantee the volume of 
the vessels. 
4. Because lamelekh stamps and "private" stamps were impressed on the 
same jars, the owners of the private seals may have been officials at the 
production center, or were the potters themselves, as D. Diringer suggests. 
5. Many of the lamelekh and private seals were carelessly stamped, indicating 
that there was no special need for them to be read. The stamping of each jar's 
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and below, l']:lmlk. 

four handles apparently was not executed according to any set rules. On some 
jars two handles were stamped while on others three, or all four, were 
stamped. In one instance there was a single private stamp on a jar, and 
in another instance two private stamps. 

THE END OF THE JUDEAN KINGDOM AND THE 
BABYWNIAN CONQUEST 
LEVEL II. After a period in which Lachish apparently was abandoned, 
probably during the reign of Josiah (639-609 BCE), the settlement was 
renewed and refortified. The stratum II city was poorer, less densely inhab
ited, and had smaller fortifications than its predecessor. The city gate was 
rebuilt over the ruins of the levels IV and III gates, although it was smaller and 
less massive. A road was built leading up to this gate, which was comprised of 
an outer gate and an inner gate. The outer gate was separated from the inner 
gate by a large rectangular courtyard surrounded by rooms whose entrances 
faced it. The Lachish letters (see below), found in a room near the outer gate, 
indicate that the city headquarters were located there. The outer revetment 
wall seems to have been repaired and a new main wall was constructed on the 
edge of the mound above the ruined wall of levels IV and III. 

The palace-fort was not renovated; it remained a pile of ruins in the center 
of the city. Several small structures, mostly houses, were excavated on its 
eastern side, in the area of the Solar Shrine, near the city gate, and at the site's 
southwest corner. There were many open, uninhabited areas throughout this 
settlement. 

Aharoni attributed to level II the construction of the palace (residency) 
built on the level III podium. He viewed this building as a typically Assyrian 
structure-similar to palace 1369 at Megiddo and the Upper Palace at 
Zinjirli (Sam'al)-that would have been used as a residence by the Assyrian 
governor stationed in the city following Sennacherib's conquest. However, 
as the British excavators had already determined, this palace was first built in 
the Persian period (see below). 

Level II was destroyed in a fire during the conquest of Judah by the 
Babylonians in 587/586 BCE. Lachish is mentioned in Jeremiah 34:7 as one 
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Gate courtyard and the inner gate of level II. Especially important are a group of ostraca known as the Lachish letters, 
discovered by Starkey among the burned ruins of one of the city gate's 
chambers (see above). Most scholars (N.H. Torczyner, Lemaire, and oth
ers) agree that these were mostly letters sent "to my lord Yaush," a military 
commander at Lachish, shortly before the Babylonian conquest. The letters 
appear to have been sent by a subordinate stationed at some point where he 
could watch signals from Lachish and Azekah. Y adin claimed that the 
Lachish letters were copies or rough drafts of letters sent from Lachish 
to a commander in Jerusalem. Several other inscriptions on pottery vessels 
were discovered in the level II storerooms, near the city gate--two of them 
attesting to the types of wine stored in the vessels. Two other inscriptions 
from Lachish mention dates: "in the fourth" and "in the ninth," probably 
referring to the regnal years of Zedekiah, king of Judah. Seventeen clay 
bullae, with seal stamps bearing Hebrew names, were found in a juglet 
in a house near the Solar Shrine. The reverse of the bullae bear impressions 
of the papyri they sealed and the string that tied the papyri. Another clay 
bulla, found on the mound's surface, was stamped with the seal "belonging to 
Gedaliah, who is over the house"; this may refer to Gedaliah son of Ahikam, 
appointed by Nebuzaradan to rule the population remaining in Judah at the 
time of the Exile (2 Kg. 25:22). 

THE BABYLONIAN, PERSIAN, AND HELLENISTIC 
PERIODS 
LEVEL I. Level I includes remains from the Babylonian, Persian, and Early 
Hellenistic periods. It appears that the site was abandoned for some time 
after the destruction oflevel II. According to the account in Nehemiah 11:30, 
exiles returning from Babylon settled at Lachish in the Persian period. 
During this time, Lachish was rebuilt as an administrative center, which 
included a new city gate and wall, a new palace, and a central temple (called 
the Solar Shrine by Starkey). 
The Persian Period Palace. The palace (called a residency by the British 
expedition) was constructed on the podium of the ruined level III 
palace-fort (palace C), after it had been cleared of the ruined superstructure. 
The new palace was smaller than the earlier one and included a large square 
courtyard. Two porticos provided imposing entrances to the halls that 
flanked the courtyard. The palace is a combination of an Achaemenid cer
emonial structure and a North Syrian-style portico: square column bases in 
the Achaemenid style and columns made of drums in the classic Greek style 
were used in the portico. Many imported Attic vessels were found in the 

of the fortified cities in Judah that Nebuchadnezzar attacked. Numerous palace. Evidence of the building's secondary use in the Hellenistic period was 
pottery vessels were buried under the ruins of the houses. This dated assem- found in the palace ruins. 
blage and the contemporary assemblage found in Jerusalem are the models The Solar Shrine. The Solar Shrine was similar in its architecture to the 
used to date Judean pottery from this period. Among the pottery, especially palace. It was built near it, on a slope, with its entrance on the eastern, 
noteworthy are storage jars with rosette-impressed handles; twenty-three lower side. The shrine had a large courtyard, from which an ascent to a 
such handles have been found at Lachish. 
HEBREW INSCRIPTIONS. There are no Hebrew inscriptions in levels V 
and IV, and only a few were found in level III. The latter level yielded the 
lamelekh and private stamps (see above), as well as an incised inscription of 
the first five letters of the alphabet. The inscription was found on one of the 
stone steps in the palace-fort; another inscription, reading lJDJ m (bt 
lamelekh), was incised on the shoulder of a storage jar. Many Hebrew os
traca, bullae, seals, and marked weights were found in level II, however. 

Lachish Letter no. 3 from 
level II. 

Juglet with clay bullae bearing Hebrew seal impressions, level II, near the Solar 
Shrine. 



Plan of the Persian 
period palace 
("residency"). 

broad hall led to the sanctuary at the western, higher end of the building. It is 
difficult to determine exactly when the temple/shrine was built. Although 
vessels and coins from the Hellenistic period were found in the building, it 
was probably initially constructed in the Persian period; the Hellenistic finds 
represent its last stage of use. Aharoni, using the results of his excavation in 
the temple, concluded that it was first built in the Hellenistic period. The 
nature ofthe cult practiced in this temple is unclear. Starkey called it the Solar 
Shrine because of its eastern orientation; Aharoni claimed that it was a 
Jewish cultic site. 
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Among the finds from the Persian period were about two hundred small 
limestone altars, found in three groups outside the mound, near its southwest 
corner. Some of the altars are decorated, and one bears an inscription men
tioning incense. It is difficult to say ifthese altars should be connected with the 
cult practiced in the Solar Shrine. 
LATE REMAINS. The settlement at Lachish was abandoned at the end of the 
Hellenistic period, in the second century BCE. Afterward, Maris a (Mareshah) 
and then Eleutheropolis (Beth Guvrin) became the major cities in the region. 
The Roman road leading from Eleutheropolis to Gaza passed near Lachish 
(as related by Eusebius). Part of this road was excavated by Starkey; further 
segments were identified in the archaeological survey carried out by Dagan 
more recently. Many coins of different periods were found on the mound's 
surface, evidence of its use following its abandonment-primarily for cul
tivation. Many Muslim graves, described as medieval graves by the British 
expedition, were uncovered in the western part of the mound's summit. 
There are almost no burial offerings in these graves and their precise date 
is unknown. The latest remains on the mound are trenches, bullet cartridges, 
coins, and graffiti from Israel's War oflndependence in 1948, when a military 
unit from Kefar Menal;lem camped at the site. 
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(1950), 81~91; R. D. Barnett, IEJ 8 (1958), 16H64; 0. Tufnell, PEQ 91 (1959), 90~105; J. R. Bartlett, 
ibid. 108 (1976), 59~61; E. Stern, 'Atiqot 11 (1976), 107~109; D. Ussishkin, BASOR223 (1976), 1~13; id., 
TA 4 (1977), 28~60; 17 (1990), 53~86; id., The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib, Tel Aviv 1982; id., 
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213~230; C. Clamer, TA 7 (1980), 152~162; I. Eph'al, ibid. 11 (1984), 60~70; Y. Yadin, BAR 10/4 (1984), 
65~67; S. A. Rosen, TA 15~16 (1988~1989), 193~196; S. Shalev and P. Northover, ibid., 197~205; 
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LATRUN 
HISTORY 
Latrun is a large fortress that was established by the Order of the Templars at 
the crossroad of two main roads that ascend to Jerusalem from the Shep
helah: the Sha'ar ha-Gai-Castel road and the Ayalon Valley-Ma'ale Beth
Horon-Nebi Samuel road. It was one of a string of fortresses erected by the 
Crusaders along these roads beginning in 1132 (map reference 148.137). 

The name Latrun is apparently a distortion of the original Crusader name, 
Le To ron des Chevaliers (Tower of the Knights). However, another theory 
suggests that its source lies in the name castellum bani latronis (the fortress of 
the good thief), according to the tradition that this is the birthplace of the 
"good thief' who was crucified with Jesus. The traveler Benjamin of Tudela 
relates that some Jewish families lived in the village near the fortress. The 
main sources of references to the fortress, however, are from the period 
following the fall of the first Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem (1187), upon 
the renewal of the Crusades. 

The Latrun-Ramleh area became the main theater of operations in the 
struggle between the Crusaders and the Muslims for the road to Jerusalem 
and for control of Jerusalem itself. As a result, the fortress changed hands 
often and at times sections of it were destroyed and rebuilt. In 1191, Saladin 
fortified Jerusalem. In order to make it difficult for the enemy to reach the 
city, he damaged the fortresses on the roads leading to it, destroying many of 
them, including Latrun. It can be surmised that it was not seriously damaged, 
however, because in that same year, when Richard the Lion-Heart, one of the 
leaders of the Crusaders in Palestine, besieged Ramleh, Saladin abandoned 
thetown and retreated to Latrun. The Crusaders captured the fortress, 

?i:"':,imli):rc,ved it, and added fortifications to it. The written sources corroborate 
in the 1220s and 1230s, an important and strong fortress stood at 

Latrun. In the peace treaty between the Muslims and King Frederick II 
of Germany, the fortress at Latrun is mentioned as one of the places the 

Crusaders were permitted to fortify. Another source states that in 1229 many 
of the Crusader army regiments were encamped in the fortress at Latrun. 

In the second half of the thirteenth century, the fortress once again fell into 
the hands of the Muslims, and in 1263 it was held by the Mameluke sultan 
Bay bars. In the complaint filed by the Franks regarding a violation of the 
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Arches in the southern wing of the inner fortress. 

cease-fire treaty, it was claimed that theM uslims went forth from Latrun and 
attacked properties belonging to the Crusaders in the southern part of the 
country. In a document from 1283 that lists the properties of Qala'un, the 
Mameluke caliph at the time, the ruins at Latrun are mentioned among the 
fortresses that had been destroyed. 

In the fourteenth century, a large khan, or caravanserai, the remains of 
which are still visible, was built near the destroyed and abandoned fortress. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, when the main road from Jaffa to 
Jerusalem was renewed along the Sha'ar ha-Gai-Castel route, seventeen 
watchtowers were built along it. One of them was erected at Latrun, along
side the ruins of the fortress and the khan. In 1890, a monastery known as the 
Monastery of the Silent was built by the Trappist Order to the east of the 
junction, and during the British Mandatory period a police fort was built to 
the north of the junction. 

THE FORTRESS 
Following the Six-Day War in 1967, a comprehensive survey was conducted 
at the site by M. Ben-Dov. It was revealed that the fortress consists of several 
peripheral walls and defensive lines built around the nucleus of the inner 
fortification-that is, the keep, or don jon, which measures 55 by 70 m. The 
entire area of the fortress is built of cross vaults that are divided into blocks 
separated by 6-m-wide unroofed passageways in the north, west, and south. 
Apparently the stables and store
rooms were here, and the dwelling 
rooms of the fortress were built on 
their roofs. The vaults are reminis
cent of the systems of vaults in the 
Hospitaller buildings at Acre and 
in the markets from the Crusader 
period in the vicinity of David Street 
in Jerusalem. A few of these vaults 
are preserved in their entirety, in
cluding their ceilings. They apparent
ly rested on solid pilasters. The 
rooms of the keep and the vaults were 
built with different techniques, and 
"patches" are discernible in certain 
places that attest either to different 
building phases-for the fortress 
changed hands many times-or 
renovations. The lower part of the 
exterior walls was built at an in
cline, and only from a certain height 
were the walls built perpendicular to 
the ground. This building technique 
was very common in the military ar-

Opening and loophole in southern wing of 
the outer fortress. 

chitecture of the Middle Ages. The inner gate of the don jon is in the eastern 
wall. In front of this gate is a rock-cut track for an iron portcullis that 
protected the gate-a common arrangement in fortresses of the period. 
The gate is about 1.5 m wide, and at present stands to a height of approxi
mately 3m (its lintel arch is destroyed). In the center of the western part ofthe 
keep are two, and possibly more, rooms. On their roofs are the remains of an 
additional story, which is almost completely destroyed. Such remains are 
also visible on one of the vaults in the southern wing of the outer fortress. 

To the north of the northern wall of the keep is an unroofed passageway 
about 6 m wide. Its walls are the wall of the keep on one side, and an 
additional wall on the other side, which is also built at an incline character
istic of exterior walls in medieval fortifications. Adjacent to the western end 
of the passageway, a tower roofed with a barrel vault has been preserved. 
Loopholes are cut into all its walls. The tower appears to be a part of the 
fortress's middle or outer fortification system, but without excavating it, it is 
difficult to reconstruct the plan of this area. 

Additional remains were found in the southern wing of the outer fortress, 
but, again, it is difficult to determine their nature or the manner in which they 
fit into the complex of buildings of the fortress. These remains include one 
room preserved to its full height, including its vaults and entrances. 

The fortress was built mostly of local, very soft limestone. The walls, 
pilasters, doorway arches, and reinforcements of the vaults are well-dressed 



ashlar; the vaults themselves are built of a surface of rubble from within as 
well as from without, and in between is a fill of small stones and fine clay. This 
building technique is similar to that found at other Crusader fortresses, such 
as Belvoir (Kokhav ha-Y arden) and the Crusader fortress at Beth Guvrin. 

At a distance of about I 00 m to the southeast are the remains of buildings 
that are connected in some manner with the fortress's outer fortifications. 
Secondary use of some of the stones was made by the local population after 
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the fortress fell into disuse. Mostly sherds were collected from the ruins of the 
fortress, including glazed and painted sherds characteristic of the pottery of 
the Crusader and Mameluke periods in Palestine. 

M. Benvenisti, The Crusaders in the Holy Land, Jerusalem 1970; L. Wehbe, CNI 22 (1971), 11-16. 

MEIR BEN-DOV 

EL-LEJJUN 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of el-Lejjun is in Jordan, about 60 km (37 mi.) east of the Dead Sea 
and 17 km (11.5 mi.) northeast ofKerak in biblical Moab, at an elevation of 
some 700m above sea level (map reference 233.072). A perennial spring, 'Ain 
Lejjun, feeds Wadi Lejjun, a tributary of the upper Wadi Mujib. The site lies 
in a shallow valley surrounded by low hills on all sides but the east. Although 
situated near the edge of the desert, rainfall is sufficient for dry farming wheat 
in winter; the present outflow of the spring is adequate to irrigate cultivation 
of the valley in summer. 

HISTORY 
The earliest settlement now attested at Lejjun is a substantial fortified city 
from the Early Bronze Age, as yet unexcavated. Excavations have demon
strated that the Roman fort (castellum) ofKhirbet el-Fityan, 1.5 km (1 mi.) 
northwest of the spring, was built on top of an Iron Age structure. In the 
Early Roman period, a Nabatean watchpost (Rujm Beni Yasser) was con
structed on top of a hill about one kilometer (less than a mile) east of the 
spring. The so-called altar, a masonry edifice about 21 m sq, noticed by 
nineteenth-century investigators (but since completely robbed), may have 
been a Nabatean cultic structure. Occupation of el-Lejjun resumed in about 
300 CE, with the construction of a Roman legionary fortress for the Legio IV 
Martia, the smaller castellum of Fityan, and the reoccupation and recon
struction ofYasser. The site was then known as Betthorus, if the commonly 
held identification is accepted (Notitia Dignitatum, Or. 37 .22), a key element 
in the Roman fortified frontier, the Limes Arabicus. The limes was intended 
to control the incursions of neighboring nomadic Arab desert tribes. The 
modern Arabic name, Lejjun, seems to be a corruption of the Latin legio. The 
fortress was abandoned after an earthquake that affected Palestine and 
Arabia in 551. Just before World War I, a Turkish military garrison was 
briefly established here; rows ofTurkish barracks on a ridge southwest of the 
fortress were built with stones robbed from the fortress, and water mills were 
built below the spring. 

Modern road 

·-·-·-·-·-·~·-- .......... 

EXPlORATION 
R. Brunn ow and A. von Domaszewski conducted the first thorough survey 
of the Lejjun fortress in 1897 and published plans and photographs of the 
site. N. Glueck identified the Early Bronze site and published the first aerial 
photograph of the Roman fortress in 1934. S. T. Parker conducted survey 
work between 1975 and 1979. 

0 

El-Lejjun: plan of the Roman fortress. 
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Staircase in the northwestern corner tower. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Five seasons of excavations at Lejjun and four other Roman military sites 
were conducted between 1980 and 1989 as part of the Limes Arabicus Project 
by Parker for the North Carolina State University and the American Center 
of Oriental Research. Excavations examined the several structures within the 
legionary fortress, amansio (staging post and inn) and Roman temple outside 
the fortress; the fortlet of Rujm Beni Yasser; and the Roman castella of 
Khirbet el-Fityan, Qa~r Bshir (c. 15 km, or 9 mi. northeast ofLejjun), and 
Da'janiya (c. 75 km, or 47 mi. south ofLejjun). Some 537 other sites in the 
region were surveyed by the project. 
THEROMANLEGIONARYFORTRESS. TheLejjunfortress(242 by 190m, 
11 a.) is typical of Late Roman military architecture. It is rectangular in plan 
and surrounded by an enclosure wall 2.4 m thick. The main building ma
terials were limestone and chert, with some use of basalt. The wall is pierced 
by four gates, one in the middle of each wall. Twenty U-shaped interval 
towers and four semicircular angle towers project from the wall. A major 
street (via praetoria) extends from the east gate to the center of the fortress 
(groma); another major street (via principalis) runs from the north gate to the 
south and intersects the via praetoria at the groma, where the headquarters 
building (principia) is situated. Excavations have sampled each principal 
component of the fortress: headquarters, fortifications, barracks, and other 
internal structures. 

The principia (63.5 by 52.5 m) consists of a large central courtyard, a 
transverse hall (basilica), and a range of official rooms in the rear, including 
offices and the aedes, or shrine, ofthe legionary standards. The courtyard was 
enclosed by an arcaded portico. At both ends of the basilica, staircases lead 
up to tribunals. The aedes (11 by 10m) is entered through a monumental 
entrance that once contained a barred iron gate; the gate allowed soldiers to 
view the sacred legionary standards 
but ensured security. A raised plat
form supported by barrel vaults was 
found along three sides of the aedes. 
The platform, in turn, supported a 
pier against the rear wall that served 
as the base for the legionary standard. 

The eastern half of the fortress is 
devoted to blocks of limestone bar
racks. Eight blocks were erected 
when the fortress was constructed, 
suggesting an original legionary gar
rison of two thousand troops. Follow
ing an earthquake in 363, only four 
barrack blocks were rebuilt, this time 
largely in chert, suggesting a reduction 
of 50 percent in the size of the garrison. 
The blocks consist of two rooms 
placed back-to-back along a central 
spine wall. The rooms were fronted 
by courtyards of varying sizes. The 
inner rooms were apparently used for 
sleeping and storage and were roofed 
by three parallel limestone arches that 
carried oblong basalt roofing beams. 
The outer courtyards contained cook-

Collapsed wall in a room in the principia, 
looking north. The wall probably fell in the 
earthquake of 551. 

Plan of the principia (headquarters building) in the Early Byzantine period. 
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The southern tribunal and staircase in the principia, looking south. 

ing hearths, refuse pits, and a small-scale metal-working industry. The weap
ons recovered were all missiles: ballista bolts, small javelins, slingstones, and 
arrows, suggesting a radical change in armament from the Principate. 

Other structures excavated within the fortress include a church (erected c. 
500); a horreum or grain storage building; and a reservoir. 
The Vicus. Outside the fortress an extensive vicus, or civilian settlement, grew 
up. It presumably housed the families of the soldiers and merchants who 
provided various services. Three structures in the vicus have been excavated. 
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El-Lejjun: plan 
of a structure in 
the vicus 
(civilian 
settlement). 

One large rectangular structure (35 by 28m) in the western vicus consists of a 
central courtyard surrounded by rooms of varying sizes. The plan suggests it 
served as a mansio. It was built early in the fourth century and probably was 
destroyed by the earthquake of363. In the eastern vicus, a Roman temple was 
excavated. It was built on a podium within a temenos when the fortress was 
erected (c. 300) but was soon abandoned and was subsequently robbed to its 
foundations. The third structure may have served as the settlement's forum. 

A complex of hydrological installations is associated with the fortress. It 
includes a dam that conserved the outflow from the spring, two water chan
nels that extended from the spring to the fortress, and a reservoir excavated 
within the fortress. 
THE KHIRBET EL-FITYAN CASTELLUM. Soundings revealed a castellum 
(78.8 by 73 m) on top of the steep northern bank of the wadi. The fort 
commands an excellent view in all directions and was probably the hub 
of an observation and signaling system radiating from Lejjun. The enclosure 
wall is 2m thick and is pierced by a main gate in the northern wall and smaller 
posterns in the western and eastern walls. Rectangular towers once projected 
from all four corners and still flank the main gateway. Excavations demon
strated that the Late Roman curtain wall was erected on top of earlier Iron 
Age foundations, suggesting that Fityan had also been the site of a Moabite 
fort. Excavations also revealed the main gateway and portions of a barrack 
block. The fort was erected along with the legionary fortress in about 300 CE 

and was occupied until the fifth century. 
THE RUJM BENI YASSER FORTLET. The fortlet, Rujm Beni Yasser, 
originally founded by the Nabateans in the first century BCE or CE, was 
reoccupied and enlarged by the Roman legionaries in about 300. Like Fit
yan, it was a component in an observation and signaling system until it was 
abandoned in the fifth century. 
QA~R BSHIR. The castellum of Qa~r Bshir, perhaps the best-preserved 
Roman fort in Transjordan, was also sounded by the project. An in situ 
Latin building inscription over the main gate, published by Briinnow and 
Domaszewski, securely dates its construction to 293 to 305 CE and identifies 
its ancient name as castra praetorii Mobeni. It is a classic Diocletianic 
quadriburgium (c. 56 m sq): four massive rectangular towers project from 
the corners, two smaller towers flank the main gate, and two stories of rooms 
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Qa$r Bshir: plan of the Roman castellum. 
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surround a central courtyard. Most of the ground-floor rooms were iden
tified as stables, based on recesses built into their rear walls that could have 
been used as mangers. The single exception is the two-room suite facing the 
gate, which may have been the headquarters. All the second -story rooms lack 
the recesses and probably served as barracks. Thus, it appears that the fort 
may have been designed for a cavalry unit. The primary occupation of the 
fort was in the fourth and fifth centuries, with some limited reoccupation in 
the Umayyad period. 

SUMMARY 
The evidence suggests that Lejjun and the other forts were built in the reign of 
Diocletian (284-305) as part of a massive military buildup in this sector of the 
frontier against the threat posed by nomadic Arab raiders. Although there is 
clear evidence for a sharp reduction in the legion's strength by the late fourth 
century, there is some evidence that the garrisons evolved into a peasant 
militia by the fifth century, as has been argued for other forts along the 
eastern frontier. The final occupation in the early sixth century suggests 
that the garrison was in a relatively run-down condition. The ancillary 
posts-at Fityan, Yasser, and Bshir-were abandoned. This may be asso
ciated with the demobilization of the eastern frontier forces by Justinian in 
about 530 (Procopius, Secret History 24, 12-14). A final earthquake in 551 
ended all but transient occupation at the site. 

Main publications: The Roman Frontier in Central Jordan: Interim Report on the Limes Arabicus Project 
1980-1985, 1-2 (BAR/IS 340, ed. S. T. Parker), Oxford 1987. 
Other studies: Briinnow-Domaszewski, Die Provincia Arabia 2, 24-38; N. Glueck, AASOR 14 (1934), 
40-45; S. T. Parker, ADAJ25 (1981 ), 171-178; 32 ( 1988), 171-187; 34 (1990), 357-376; id., AJ A 85 (1981 ), 
211; id., BASO R 247 (1982), 1-26; id., BASO R Supplement 23 (1985), 1-34; 25 (1988), l3l-174; 26 (1990), 
89-136; 27 (1991), 117-154; id., Archaeology 37/5 (1984), 33-39; id., RB93 (1986), 256-261; id., Romans 
and Saracens: A History of the Arabian Frontier (ASOR Dissertation Series 6), Winona Lake 1986, 58-79; 
id., LA 37 (1987), 393-395; 39 (1989), 261-263;id., ASORNewsletter39f2 (1988), 11-12; (Falll989), 6-7; 
id., Syria 67 (1990), 476-479; J. A. Lander and S. T. Parker, Byzantinische Forschungen 8 (1982), 185-
210; BAR/IS 340 (Review), LA 37 (1987), 424-426; B. Alpert Nakhai et al., RB 95 (1988), 252-262; 
Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); Akkadica Supplementum 7-8 (1989), 359-367; The Roman Frontier 
(Review), PEQ 121 (1989), 150-151; J. Taylor, RB 97 (1990), 142-143. 

S. THOMAS PARKER 

LEVIAH ENCLOSURE 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Leviah (Lawiyah) Enclosure is in the southern Golan, at the edge of a cliff 
overlooking the Sea of Galilee, above Moshav Ramot (map reference 
214.250). The site was discovered and first described in the course of the 
1968 Golan Survey (site 142), when sherds and seal impressions from the 
Early Bronze Age were collected on the surface. The first explorers at the site 
coined the term "enclosure" for a group of similar sites in the Golan that they 

interpreted as places where nomads assembled with their flocks and herds in 
times of crisis, or as pens for livestock belonging to the Early Bronze Age 
towns in the valleys west of the Golan. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were begun at the site in 1987, under the auspices of the Land of 
Geshur Project of the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University, which 
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Leviah Enclosure: general plan. 

is directed by M. Kochavi and P. Beck. The excavations were directed by 
L. Vinitzky. 

The site lies at the end of an elongated spur between the two steep banks of 
riverbeds and is cut off from the plateau to the east by a high stone wall. Its 
area is approximately 22.5 a. Another wall cuts across the area; remains of 
buildings were identifiable on the surface only at the innermost part, to the 
west. The results of the excavations did not agree with the popular inter
pretation of the site, or indeed with the entire phenomenon of "Golan 
enclosures," indicating the need for a new explanation. A trench cut across 
the width of the site (area B) revealed a continuous accumulation of remains 
from more than a thousand years. The earliest occupation was in the pre
urban phase of the Early Bronze Age IA (c. 3300 BCE), and the last occupa-

EB Ill building. 

tionallevel was dated to the posturban phase, in the Intermediate Bronze Age 
(Middle Bronze Age I; 2250~2000 BCE). 

About ten dwellings, built side by side and demonstrating a high level of 
workmanship, were found in the uppermost level. They were broadhouses, 
built on either side of a wide street. Judging from its direction, the street led to 
the gate in the inner wall in area A. In the courtyard of a house at the end of the 
street was an olive-crushing installation, made of a large stone; beside it was a 
stone basin and a mortar. 

The abundance of whole vessels found on the floors of the houses indicates 
that the last settlement ended in sudden destruction. The pottery, dated to the 
Early Bronze Age III, includes the Khirbet Kerak ware typical of this phase. 
Among the other finds were a carved bone, a clay model of a couch, im
pressions of cylinder seals, and stone mace heads. Depressions in the rock 
contained sherds from the earliest phase of the Early Bronze Age (IA)-~dear 
evidence that the site was occupied before urbanization began in this coun
try. The fact that many sherds from other phases of the Early Bronze Age 
were also found indicates continuous occupation of the site throughout the 
period. 

Excavations along the line of the outer wall (area C) exposed a wide gate 
between towers; the bases of the latter, as much as 16m thick, were preserved 
to a height of more than 5 m. Both the wall and the gateway were supported 
by an inclined revetment. The interior of the gateway was found full of fallen 
bricks, charred wooden beams, and dozens of rounded pebbles, probably 
used as projectiles. A solid wall (3m thick) was built across the width of the 
gate, undoubtedly an attempt by the defenders to block the entrance to the 
town during the last siege. Reexamination of the pile of stones that crossed 
the center of the site (area A) revealed that the town had another, inner wall, 
at least 4 m thick, built of carefully laid stone courses. The gate in the inner 
wall was also found deliberately blocked up for its entire width. The gates in 
the two walls, which were about 250m apart, were situated on the same axis. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations at the Leviah Enclosure have helped to formulate a new 
interpretation of the Early Bronze Age in the Golan. As early as the fourth 
millennium, settlements sprang up at sites with good natural defenses. In the 
course of the Early Bronze Age, these settlements developed and became full
fledged towns. Hence, the designation "enclosures" is no longer apt. The 
proximity of these towns (the distances between them could be traversed on 
foot in at most three hours), their size, massive fortifications, and long-lived 
existence attest to an intensive civilization that flourished in the Golan in the 
period in question. This urban civilization collapsed under the pressure of 
some besieging enemy. The many dolmen fields near Early Bronze Age sites 
in the Golan may have been cemeteries for the contemporary population. 
This collapse of Early Bronze Age urban civilization was more drastic in the 
Golan than elsewhere in the country because no new cities were established in 
the Golan until the Roman period. 

C. Epstein, IEJ22 (1972), 209--217; Z. Gal, ibid. 38 (1988), 1--5; M. Kochavi, ibid. 39 (1989), 1--17; 41 
(1991), 180--184. 

MOSHE KOCHAVI 

EB outer city wall. View from the gateway. 
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LOD 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The ancient mound of Lod is situated near the southern bank of Nal:ml 
Ayalon (Wadi el-Kabir) about 15 km (1 mi.) southeast of Tel-Aviv. It 
is completely covered by modern buildings, except on the northern side, 
where the edge of the mound was swept away, thus forming a section 
2.5 m deep. Lod is first mentioned in the list of Canaanite towns conquered 
by Thutmose III in the fifteenth century BCE. It appears later only in the 

Lod: view of the EB I buildings in area A. 

genealogical list of the tribe of Benjamin in connection with the wanderings 
of the Elpaal family and their settlement in the northern Shephelah (I Chr. 
8: 12). B. Mazar accordingly considers that the town lay in ruins during most 
of the Late Bronze and Iron ages and was resettled only in the time of Josiah. 
Lod is also mentioned in the context of the return of the people from the 
Babylonian Exile (Ezra 2:33; Neh. 7:37, 11:35). The town is frequently 
mentioned in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Under the Emperor Sep
timius Severus, it was granted the status of a city and received the name of 
Diospolis. After the Arab conquest, its earlier name was restored. 

EXCAVATIONS 
From December 1951 to January 1952, J. Kaplan conducted exploratory 
excavations at the site on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. Three small areas were examined: area A-the northern edge of 
the mound; area B-the two sides of a small ravine; and area C-a level area 
north of the above-mentioned ravine. In area A, a trench (10 by 2.5 m) was 
dug running from the base of the mound toward its upper part. Here, below 
surface level, part of a circular structure built of rubble was exposed. Beneath 
the structure, a mud-brick wall had been built on the virgin white sandy soil. 
These two lower strata were found to be identical with the lowest strata of the 
mound visible in the section. Altogether, four phases of occupation could be 
distinguished in the section, all dating to the Early Bronze Age I. 

In area B, on the two banks of the small ravine, a dump of gray earth was 
discovered with pottery from different periods, mainly from the Chalco lithic 
cultures in Israel: Wadi Rabah, stratum VIII at Jericho, and Ghassulian 
ware. The pottery of the first two types included sherds of low-neck jars, 
splay-ended loop handles, and black-burnished ware. Among the Ghassu
lian sherds were loop handles with triangular section, goblets, and churns. 

In area C shallow cavities were found-the remains of pits dug into the 
white sand-that contained Neolithic pottery. Most of the pottery was 
characteristic of Jericho IX ware-simple and coarse ware made with a 
large quantity of straw, plain burnished ware, and decorated pottery with 
a red-painted chevron pattern, and typical Jericho IX handles, including 
rough loop handles, cylindrical knob handles, and triangular ledge handles. 

Abel, GP 2, 370; J. Kaplan, JNES 28 (1969), 197-199; J. Porath, ESI 1 (1982), 67; A. Oppenheimer, 
HUCA 59 (1988), 115-136; Weippert 1988, 112, 691; E. Braun, PEQ 121 (1989), 1-43;1. Schwartz,I£140 
(1990), 47-57. 

JACOB KAPLAN 
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MA'AGAN MIKHA'EL 
(THE SHIPWRECK) 

THE SHIP AND ITS EXCAVATION 
The site ofthe Ma' agan Mikha' el shipwreck is 7 5 m from the swimming beach 
atKibbutzMa'agan Mikha'el, 35 km(22mi.) south ofHaifa. Achainofreefs 
and a small island line up parallel to the coast 200 m westward, in a north/ 
south direction. This last feature affects the currents and sedimentation pro
cess that bear on the coastal morphology and has to be taken into account 
when analyzing the history of the ship's wreckage. 

The discovery of the ship was made by a member of the kibbutz in 1985, in 
shallow water less than 1. 5 m deep. He had noticed a heap oflarge schist stones 
not indigenous to the Levantine coast, with pottery sherds and wooden 
segments protruding from them. Following test soundings and narrow 
trench cuttings across the pile of stones (which later turned out to belong 
to the ship's ballast), it was established that the relics were indeed from an 
ancient merchantman. Some of the ship's timbers were recovered at this early 
stage and were found to be in an excellent state of preservation. Based on the 
analysis of the pottery, retrieved during the trial trench excavations, the end of 
the fifth century BCE was suggested as a plausible date for the wreck. In 1987, 
the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa University was granted the permit to 
conduct a full-scale excavation of the site, to include removal and conserva
tion of the ship and its contents. 

Underwater excavation in shallow water, in a surf zone with a sandy sea 
bottom, posed difficulties that were overcome mainly by adjusting the opera
tion schedule to the season when calm sea conditions exist. A trench was dug 
around the site and lined with sandbags, to divert some of the wave force and 
thus prevent excessive sand from covering the excavation area when unfavor
able working conditions interrupted the dig. Despite these adjustments and 
the use of advanced mechanical equipment, less than a quarterofthe totall65 
days at the site in three seasons of excavation were spent on exposing the 
shipwreck and retrieving its hull and other artifacts. 
THE SHIP. The preserved part of the hull is 13m long and about 4m wide. Its 
estimated displacement was 25 tons, and the ballast stones it carried weigh 
over 12 tons; this left a proportionally small part of loading capacity for its 
cargo. The hull was shaped like a wine glass; it was built "shell first," using 
pegged mortise and tenon joins typical of naval architecture in the second and 
first millennia BCE. Somewhat surprising was the discovery of triangular holes 
in its endposts and knees, which were used for lashing the different compo
nents together, in addition to the mortise and tenon joins used throughout. 
The lower part of the hull was found intact, with stem and stern posts in their 
original position, as were the longitudinal stringer, floors, frames, vertical 
stanchions, and a beautifully designed maststep, all of Aleppo pine. The keel, 
8.25 m long and 16 em high, is a single timber made of pine with a false keel 
attached to it, extending slightly to both ends, made of oak. A unique one
armed wooden anchor was found close to the ship's starboard quarter, with a 

Ma'agan Mikha'el: pottery assemblage from the ship. Composite photograph of the ship, viewed from above. 



Selection of the shipwright's tools (wooden parts). 

lead-filled wooden stock. Some of its ropes were still attached to the crown and 
lifting loop, lending the anchor a remarkable actuality. 
THE FINDS. A rich assortment of artifacts was retrieved from the hull and its 
immediate vicinity: a total of seventy ceramic items, including a dozen basket
handle storage jars, and everyday utensils used by the crew, such as a cooking 
pot, mortaria, oil lamps, and jugs and personal articles-juglets, black
glazed miniature cups, and artistically carved wooden boxes, one of which 
was heart- or leaf-shaped and the other violin-shaped. The boxes may have 
been used for cosmetics or jewelry. The shipwright's tool kit was found and 
included acarpenter's square, handles or mallets, bow drills, spare tenons and 
trenails, and a whetstone. 

Among the organic materials found in a fairly good state of preservation 
were a woven basket and a great amount of rope of different diameters, 
ranging from 2 to 40 mm. There also were food remains: grapes, olives, 
and barley. A large quantity of dunnage was uncovered that had protected 
the hull timbers from possible damage from the heavy ballast. Metal objects 
included a copper incense scoop, copper nails, and iron nails used to fasten 
the ship's frames to the hull structure; this latter feature is uncommon in ship 
construction of such an early period, when copper was generally used. One 
single rectangular ingot of 95 percent pure tin raised questions about its 
possible use on board. The exceptionally heavy load of ballast, composed 
of seven lithic types with schist stones predominating, was the subject of a 
twofold investigation: the origin of the stones, which would serve as a clue to 
the ship's home port and sailing route; and their function, because limited 
space was left on board for a normal load of cargo. 

The Ma 'agan Mikha' el merchantman, once it is preserved and reconstruct
ed and the investigation into its history is completed, promises to fill in a 
missing link in our knowledge of ancient shipbuilding and Mediterranean 
seafaring in the middle of the first millennium BCE. 

S. Wachsmann and K. Raveh, ESI 5 (1986), 61-62; HUCMS News !6 (1989); MdB 59 (1989), 59; The 
Digging Stick 7/2 (1990), II; E. Linder, 2nd International Congress on Biblical Archaeology. 24 June-4 July 
1990: Abstracts, Jerusalem 1990, 100-101; J. Rosloff HUCMS News !7 (1990); id., IJNA 20 (1991), 223-
226; Y. Kahanov, HUCMS News 18 (1991). 

ELISHA LINDER 

MA' Al;lAZ, TEL 919 

Ma'agan Mikha'el: basket-handle storage jars. 

Ballast accumulation. 

MA' AljAZ, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Ma'al;laz is located in southern Judea, on a spur overlooking the con
fluence ofNal;lal Kelekh and Nal;lal Adorayim, about 10 km south ofQiryat 
Gat (map reference 131.102). 

EXPLORATION 
Two short seasons of excavations were carried out at the site in 1975 and 
1976 by the Ofirexpedition, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at Tel 
Aviv University and the Israel Museum, headed by R. Amiran, R. Gophna, 
R. Cohen, D. Alon and I. Beit-Arieh. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The excavation of three small areas at the center of the site revealed relatively 
shallow deposits (between 0.75 and 1 m deep). Two strata were exposed. 

Stratum II was reached only in two small areas. It is characterized by pits 

filled with ashes and sherds. Judging from the pottery, the pits should be dated 
to the Early Bronze Age I. 

Stratum I revealed partial remains of walls and floors. Most of the walls are 
one stone thick. A very thick wall (c. 2m), built of rubble, was found in one 
part of the excavation. It is not clear whether the wall was part of a structure, 
part of the settlement's fortifications, or part of a platform of the type found 
in the Arad culture. Various installations, with an abundance of sherds in and 
around them, were also found in stratum I. The pottery assemblage consists of 
local ware, such as a hole-mouth jar, and Egyptian vessels, including a bowl 
and basin. Stratum I has been assigned to the Early Bronze Age lB. 

Two sherds found on the surface are especially noteworthy. Both are from 
Egyptian storage jars and bear parts of serekhs incised with the name of 
Pharaoh Narmer. Sherd 1, judging from its thickness, belonged to a large 
storage jar, while sherd 2 was part of a small one. Because only a tiny part of 
the serekh is preserved on sherd 2, its association with Narmer is based on 
indirect evidence alone. 
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Tel Ma'al}az: bowl and basin of Egyptian type from stratum I, EB II. 

E. Cohen et al., IEJ 25 (1975), 162; R. Gophna, TA 3 (1976), 31-37; id., Egypt, Israel, Sinai (ed. A. F. 
Rainey), Tel Aviv 1987, 13-21; R. Amiran, Israel Museum News 12 (1977), 63-64; A. Schulman and 
R. Gophna, IEJ31 (1981), 165-167; N. Porat, Bulletin of the Egyptological Seminar 8 (1986-1987), 109-
129;.Weippert 1988, 146. 

RUTH AMIRAN, RAM GOPHNA 

Tel Ma'al}az: fragments of storage jars incised with the serekh of Narmer. 

MA'ARAVIM, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Ma'aravimis located on the northern bankofNal;lal Gerarin the northern 
Negev desert, about 1.5km(l mi.)eastofTelSera' (map reference 1235.0890). 
The site rises about 4 m above its surroundings and covers an area of about 
0.75 a. It was probably one of the satellite villages of Tel Sera', which is 
identified with biblical Ziklag, during the Late Bronze and Early Iron ages. 

EXCAVATIONS 

As part of the Land of Gerar Project, one season of excavations was carried 
out at the site in August 1974 by Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, under 
thedirectionofE. D. Oren and A. Mazar. Threephasesofsettlementfrom the 
Late Bronze Age III and the Iron Age I were identified. 

Phase 3 is represented by a well preserved house that consisted of small 
rooms around a courtyard that was partly paved with stone slabs. Among the 
finds was a bowl decorated on the inside with an ibex and palm motif. The 

Bowl decorated with an ibex and palm motif, 13th century BCE. 
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Tel Ma'aravim: plan of the settlement in phases 3 and 2. 



similarity of the finds from phase 3 to those of stratum X at Tel Sera' indicates a 
thirteenth-century BCE date. 

The architectural remains in phase 2 were heavily damaged by erosion, as 
well as by later Arab graves. The pottery includes decorated Philistine ware, as 
well as hand burnished sherds dating to the late Iron Age I, or the eleventh 
century BCE (stratum VIllA at Tel Sera'). The site's surface contains numer
ous Arab graves, some of them well lined and covered with stone slabs. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations at Tel Ma'aravim provide information about one of the 
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satellite villages of the Canaanite and Philistine city at Tel Sera'. It is note
worthy that the settlement at Tel Ma'aravim, as at nearby Tel Sera', was not 
violently destroyed in the late thirteenth century BCE, but abandoned. It 
appears however, that Tel Ma'aravim was not occupied in the twelfth century 
BCE. 

E. D. Oren and A. Mazar, IEJ 24 (1974), 269-270. 

ELIEZER D. OREN, AMIHAI MAZAR 

MA'AYAN BARUKH 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Acheulean open-air site ofMa'ayan Barukh is located at the northeast
ern tip of Upper Galilee (map reference 2070.2950), on the northern shore of 
Lake I:Iula. The finds are scattered over a triangular core area of roughly 5,000 
sq m, between 250 and 275m above sea level. There are sparser occurrences 
downslope, over an area of 1 by 1 km, to an elevation of 170m. The prehistoric 
tools are found on top of, and embedded in, a terra rossa layer (0. 5-2 m thick) 
whose age is unknown. 

FINDS 
The finds were collected over many years, mainly by A. Assaf of Kibbutz 
Ma'ayan Barukh. The assemblage was studied by M. Stekelis and D. Gilead 
(3,775 items). A localized sample of347 items collected at the northern edge 
of the site was studied by A. Ron en eta!. The number of finds is presently ten 
thousand items. 

The industry is made of a fine-quality Eocene flint. In the 1966 study, hand 
axes formed about 85 percent of the entire series. In the 1980 study, with a 
complete collection, hand axes formed 46.7 percent of the whole. While this 
last figure seems to represent the archaeological occurrence more realistically, 
it is still high enough to conclude that hand axes were the most frequently used 
tools at the site and that the paucity oftrimming flakes indicates that they were 
made elsewhere. A comparison of the collection of hand axes from the general 
area and the two trenches, made by Stekelis and Gilead, is presented in the 
following table, by category and percent. 

Category General area Trenches 

(N=300) (N= 162) 

Cordiform 18.6 40.1 

Lanceolate 0.0 23.4 

Amygdaloid 27.0 19.1 

Ovalaire 28.0 7.4 

Sub triangular 3.0 3.1 

Discoidal 10.5 1.9 

Limande 2.5 0.0 

Micoquian 1.0 1.2 
Naviform 0.6 0.0 

Abbevillian 0.0 0.6 

Cleavers 2.2 1.8 

Miscellaneous 6.0 1.3 

Total 99.4 99.9 

The edge shapes of hand axes collected from the trenches at Ma'ayan 
Barukh follow: 

Shape of Edge Number Percent 

Both edges straight 98 60.5 
One edge straight, one S-twisted 26 16.0 

Both edges S-twisted 26 16.0 

One edge straight, one zigzagged 6 3.7 

Both edges zigzagged 4 2.5 

One edge S-twisted, one zigzagged 2 1.2 

Total 162 99.9 

There are pointed as well as rounded hand axes; at least 23 percent of them, 
and probably more, are made on flakes. The size (in mm) of 152 complete 
hand axes follows: 

Mean Standard deviation 

Length 117.5 24.8 
Width 74.7 13.7 
Thickness 36.3 9.5 

Cleavers are rare (between 1.8 and 3.2 percent of the hand axes in the 
various concentrations) and mostly made on flakes. All the cleavers are 
made of flint, in contrast to the nearby Acheulean site of Gesher Benot 
Ya'aqov, where cleavers constitute about 50 percent of the hand-axe group 
and all are made of basalt. 

The flake tools are mainly side scrapers ( 40 percent), followed by notches 
and denticulates (12. 5 percent) and rare Levallois products. The blade ratio is 
very low (4.3 percent). Most of the flakes have plain butts (53 percent). The 
cores, of various types, are 21 percent Levallois. The major categories of 
artifacts at Ma'ayan Barukh follow: 

Category General area Trenches 

Flake tools 103 40 
Unretouched flakes and waste 775 98 

Total flakes 878 138 
Cores 32 47 

Hand axes 2503 162 
Total 2535 209 

Sum Total 3413 347 

The Ma'ayan Barukh assemblage undoubtedly presents a number of ho
minid lakeshore occupations that covered an unknown span of time. The 
quality of biface manufacture and their symmetry, the fine modification 
of edges, and the rarity of the Levallois technique place the Ma 'ayan Barukh 
industry within the Late Acheulean, possibly early in that phase. Tusk frag
ments and teeth of Elephas sp. were also found at the site. 

Prehistory: M. Stekelis and D. Gilead, Mitekufat Ha'even 8 (1966) (Hebrew); A. Ronen, The Quaternary of 
Israel (ed. A. Horowitz), New York 1979, 296-307; id. et al., IEJ 30 (1980), 17-33. 
Middle Bronze Age tombs: R. Amiran, 'Atiqot 3 (1961), 84-92. 
Later periods: A. Negev, IEJ 19 (1969), 170-173. 
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Ma'ayan Barukh: map of boundaries and major concentrations of finds 
(after Stekelis and Gilead). The square on the 275-m line indicates the location 

of trenches. 
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MAFJAR, KHIRBET EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
El-Mafjar is the current name of a group of ruins lying on the north bank of 
Wadi en-Nu'eima in the Jordan Valley, about 2 km (1 mi.) north of Jericho, 
commonly referred to as "Hisham's palace" (map reference 194.143). No 
ancient name is known, and the site, although proven to belong to the 
Umayyad period, remains unidentified in ancient literature. 

EARLY HISTORY 
A deposit oflron Age pottery on the northern outskirts ofKhirbet el-Mafjar 
has given rise to the conjecture that the biblical site ofGilgal was hereabouts. 
Columns carved with crosses, in secondary use, supporting arches in the 
courtyard of the site's Umayyad palace, suggest that there is a monastery 
from Byzantine Gil gal somewhere nearby, of which there is no other vestige. 

THE SITE 
A boundary wall (l}ayr in Arabic), with semicircular buttresses alternating on 
its two faces, enclosed a demesne, or perhaps a game park, extending for 
about 1.5 km (1 mi.) along the north bank of Wadi en-Nu'eima. Within it, 
toward the west, were three principal buildings-a bath, a mosque, and a 
palace-aligned north-south along the west side of a common forecourt. The 
forecourt had a gate on the south side and rooms or stables on its perimeter. 
Farther to the north was a fourth building, perhaps a khan or workmen's 
quarters. At the center of the forecourt an octagonal stone-built pavilion 
sheltered a square pool and fountain. An aqueduct brought water through an 
open channel from 'Ein ed-Duk and 'Ein en-Nu'eima, rising at the foot of 
Jebel Qarantal, 4 km (2.5 mi.) to the west-northwest. In its course, the aque
duct twice crossed the valley by bridges (one of them still standing), filled a 
reservoir, and turned three or more water mills. 

Unused roof tiles, half-carved architectural details, and fresh builders' 

waste showed that the palace and mosque were left unfinished. Furnace ashes 
and lime-encrusted pipes proved, however, that the bath, the first to be built, 
was both completed and used. All three buildings were toppled by an earth
quake (probably in 749 CE). 

All the buildings were of ashlars, cut from a soft limestone conglomerate 
quarried locally. In each of the buildings both cut-stone and brick vaulting 
were used, as well as timber roofing covered with earthenware tiles. The floors 
were of mosaic, bituminous limestone flags, or lime cement. 
THE PALACE. The palace was a two-storied square building, with round 
towers at the corners, a rectangular gate tower in the middle of the east side, 
another square tower on the south, and semicircular towers in the middle of 
the western and northern sides. It was planned around a central courtyard that 
was enclosed by four arcaded galleries. The galleries gave access and shelter to 
the ground-floor rooms. The arrangement of those rooms-singly or in pairs, 
some very large and others small-suggests that they were intended to ac
commodate guests or servants, or were for storage and stabling, not domestic 
use. On the southern side, a small room was furnished as an oratory, with a 
mil;trab. Flights of stairs on arches at two opposite corners of the courtyard 
gave access to a second story, where the evidence places the living quarters, 
including the privies (for which a downward drainpipe at the northeastern 
corner is the sole evidence). Some of the second-story rooms on the eastern 
side must have been decorated with wall paintings, for many fragments of 
floral and figural designs on plastered masonry were recovered from the ruins. 
A column fluted with spirals and a series of niche fragments set in a concave 
wall from somewhere above the gateway suggest that a reception room oc
cupied that important location on the second floor. 

In the western gallery of the courtyard, a stairway descended to a mosaic
paved antechamber. Beyond it was an underground vaulted room equipped 
with a water spout, wall benches, a mosaic floor, and a stepped barrier. A 
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brick-lined and waterproofed space behind the barrier may have been used for 
bathing. 

The entrance to the palace was through a vaulted passage lined with 
benches on both sides. The passage gave access to the eastern walk of the 
courtyard. A vaulted porch, set in the base of a projecting tower, preceded the 
passage. The porch, too, was furnished with benches on both sides and 
embellished with carved ornamental niches built into the walls. A dou
ble-leafed door between the porch and passage was framed by splay-faced 
jambs and a lintel, all decorated with carved panels. The lintel was composed 
of a hexagonal keystone set between two long cantilevers. The gate tower was 
flanked by two-storied arcaded galleries (see above). 
THE MOSQUE. The mosque was easily recognizable because of a mil)mb 
with flanking colonnettes in its southern wall. The mosque was a rectangular 
enclosure (23.6 by 17.1 m) close to the north side of the palace. Its southern 
end, up to two-fifths of the total area, was sheltered by a roof supported by 
two rows of three arches each. Parallel to the south wall, the arches rested on 
columns and engaged half columns with acanthus capitals. There are signs 
that neither the mosque nor its roof was ever completed. 
THEPOOLANDPAVILION. Theforecourtpoolwasashallowbasin, 16.2sq 
m, supplied by a fountain set on a square pedestal at its center. The pavilion 
above it was an octagon, built on eight-angle piers set within the edges of the 
basin and on four exceedingly massive L-shaped piers in the center. All of 
these were linked in two concentric rings by arches, of which the central four 
carried a square superstructure rising above the roof of the surrounding 
octagon. The central square was lit by three arched windows in each side 
and surmounted by a brick dome. The roof of the octagon was enclosed by an 
ornamental stone parapet, and its outer corners were decorated with sculp
tured figures in relief. The form of the superstructure could be inferred with 
some certainty from scanty but sufficient fragments recovered from the low 
mound of debris. 
THE BATH. A small enclosed courtyard served as a common approach to 
both the mosque and the bath. The bath consisted of a domed porch on the 
east, a hall or frigidarium, a domed reception room, a series of relatively small 
bathing rooms, a stoke room, and a latrine. Its remains were preserved in 

Mosaic pavements in the bath, looking east. 
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Reconstruction of the bath. 
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sufficient quantity for a convincing reconstruction of its upper walls and 
vaulting. 

The dominating feature of the bath was the frigidarium, some 30 sq m. Its 
roof rose to a central dome surrounded by concentric ranges with vaults of 
successively narrower spans. The four outer walls enclosing this structure were 
strengthened by three semicircular half-domed exedrae on each side-except 
on the east, where a projecting rectangular porch replaced the central exedra. 
The vaulting system was of brick and rested on sixteen massive stone piers in 
four rows. The piers carried arches in each direction and were so spaced that 
they defined two broad axial naves intersecting at the center between narrower 
aisles on each side. The vaults ofthe nine central bays in this system were raised 
above the outermost aisle-or ambulatory-by clerestory walls pierced by 
windows. The three middle bays of the southern aisle, together with the three 
exedrae facing them, were enclosed by a stepped barrier forming a swimming 
pool some 20m long and 1.5 m deep. This must have been filled from a spout 
entering at a higher level than the surviving masonry. Pilasters built against 
the walls and piers enclosing the pool may have carried a curtain. The re
maining exedrae and the walls between them were fitted with wooden benches 
and square, built-in niches, perhaps to make it convenient for bathers to 
undress there. The style of the central exedra on the west, axially facing the 
entrance to the bath, was more pretentious than the others: horseshoe-shaped 
niches were carved at two levels between carved colonnettes, and a semidome 
was built in radial, as opposed to horizontal, courses. Suspended from the 
keystone of this structure, which was cut in the form of a cross, was a stone 
chain and pendant, the whole 1.5 m long and cut from one stone. 

The main entrance to the bath was through a projecting rectangular porch, 
which presented a high open archway to the east and was covered by a hemi
spherical dome resting on a cylindrical drum lightened by fourteen niches 
containing plaster statues. Four pendentives carried the drum wall. Both the 
facade and the interior of the porch were encrusted above a certain level with 
carved stucco. Besides the frigidarium, the bath proper comprised four small
er rooms appended to its north side and entered by a door in one of the 
exedrae. Two of these rooms, fitted with marble floors and wall benches, 
were unheated. The inner one had two small receptacles about the size 
of a hip bath built into one of its walls. Two separate pipes fed them with 
water. The two remaining rooms stood on hypoca usts heated by two furnaces, 
whose smoke flues and hot-air pipes 
were concealed in the thick walls. The 
first room to be entered was square and 
had a round niche, which must have 
contained a labrum, in the far wall, 
directly above the furnace. The sec
ond room, which could only be en
tered from the first, was circular and 
ringed with eight horseshoe niches 
placed between slender columns. In 
the niche directly opposite the door, 
an aperture admitted steam from a 
boiler placed directly outside it and 
above the second furnace. The two 
adjoining niches were also fitted to 
hold labra. Here, clearly, beneath a 
dome of some sort, from which traces 
of glass mosaics have survived, was the 
place of maximum heat and moisture. 

At the northwest corner of the fri
gidarium was the reception room, en
tered through a door at the north end 
of the west ambulatory. Here, via a 
branch of the same stairs that descen
ded to the mosque, was the owner's 
private way from his apartments to 
the bath. The reception room was a 
small chamber, something less than 
5 sq m, extending into an apsidal dais 
raised 50 em above the main floor level 
and covered by a barrel vault and semi
dome. The main chamber had wall 
benches on either side, of the same 
height as the dais. It was lit by eight 
windows set high up in a drum wall 
that rested on pendentives and carried 
a brick dome. The floors of both the 
room and the dais, and also the sur
faces ofthe benches, were finished with 
mosaics. The interior of the room-

General view of the diwan. looking north. 

from the benches to the crown of the vaults and dome-was encrusted with 
carved plaster. The windows were fitted with carved plaster grilles. 
DATING. The date ofKhirbet el-Mafjarcan be inferred within close limits. 
The bath was completed within the caliphate ofel-Hisham (724-743 CE), and 
the palace was still under construction during the one-year reign of el-Walid 
ibn el-Yazid. There are grounds for believing that the owner and builder was 
not Hisham himself, however, but his extravagant and loose-living nephew 
and successor, el-Walid, whose assassination in 744 may well have been the 
cause of the site's abandonment. The general context of Hisham's reign is 
established by two small fragments of marble slabs inscribed in ink with short 
Arabic texts addressed to "the Servant of God, Hi sham, Commander of the 
Faithful," which were found with a number of other inscribed fragments 
among builders' waste beside the southwest corner of the palace. 
WORKMANSHIP. The texts and certain masons' graffiti indicate that the 
artisans engaged in the construction spoke both Greek and Arabic, and 
included Christians, Jews, and Muslims. One fragment has a Hebrew alpha
bet transliterated into Arabic. The builder's craft was strongly influenced by 
Sassanian architecture. Thus, the entrances to both the palace and bath were 
through high arches inspired by the iwan facades in Persia and Iraq. Com
posite piers in both buildings and certain small-scale ornamental details 
betray a dependence on the clustered columns of Sassanian brick architec
ture. For the first time in Palestine, carved stucco was employed extensively as a 
surface ornament and as a material for balustrades and windows. Facades 
were crowned with crenellations of a form familiar only in Sassanian art and 
its derivatives. In both stucco and painted ornaments, Sassanian motifs
geometrical, floral, animal, human, and mythological (e.g., the simurgh and 
winged horse)-frequently occurred. 
Vaulting and Arches. Wherever they could be measured, stone arches proved 
to be struck from two centers separated by distances varying from one-fifth to 
one-twelfth of the span. Brick and stone were employed equally for vaulting, 
and in close conjunction. The problems presented by the interpenetration of 
vaults of differing span and height, whether in stone or brick, were tackled 
without evasion. A good example is seen in a groined cross vault used to span 
the porch of the palace. A short-armed cross in plan, it has on its main east
west axis a cut-stone tunnel vault 4.66 m wide, intersected in the middle by 
another with a slightly smaller span. The archivolt of the main vault, facing 
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Above: stucco decoration in 
the diwan's niche, 

Left: stucco ornamentation 
in the shape of human 
heads, 

Below: carved balustrade 
(after reconstruction), 
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Stone relief in the center of the courtyard. 

the forecourt, was carved with a series of twenty-one radiating niches between 
colonnettes. At the intrados of the arch, the profile of this ornament, con
sisting of alternating hollows and ribs, wastnmsmitted horizontally under the 
vault, giving it a lobed aspect when seen from the front. The surface of the 
transverse vault was lobed with the same profile. At the intersections, the 
groin stones were cut with stereotomic exactitude, transmitting the ornament 
to right and left through a right angle. Within the gate, a passage forming the 
inward prolongation of the porch was again cross vaulted, but in brick. This 
had disintegrated too far to be measured, but it had left impressions on a 
stucco incrustation. The impressions enabled it to be reconstructed as a long 

tunnel penetrated from each side by two narrower, vaulted bays. For covering 
square compartments, the builders were also accustomed to using domes, 
which appear always to have been brick. Transition from the square to the 
circular plan was effected, in all cases that could be observed, by means of 
spherical pendentives of cut stone. In each case, the brick dome was raised on a 
stone-masonry drum wall lightened by niches or windows or both. 
STONE SCULPTURE. The builders upheld local tradition by admitting only 
the acanthus leaf as ornamentation for capitals, albeit in a far from orthodox 
style. Elsewhere~in the carving of string-course moldings, window frames, 
door jambs, lintels, and niche heads~they used the guilloche and other 
conventional classical ornaments, as well as a wide range of floral motifs 
based freely on the acanthus, palmette, vine, rosette, and other plant 
forms, including composite fantasies whose derivation from Sassanian orna
ment is clear. Only the scantiest fragments survive of the figural reliefs from 
the octagonal pavilion. They appear to have represented full-length figures, 
originally colored and larger than life. The best example of color on a stone 
sculpture is on an acanthus capital, probably destined for the facade of the 
palace, that was painted red and blue and was also gilded. 
PLASTER SCULPTURE (STUCCO). Plaster sculpture was used extensively 
for decorating wall surfaces, arches, and ceilings; for columns, capitals, 
cornices, and niches; for windows and balustrades; and for ornamental 
statuary, both human and animal. In the palace and bath, built as they 
were over a period of years, several groups of sculptors were employed. The 
finest mural decoration was displayed in geometric and floral panels and 
moldings of great delicacy and interest on the walls and vaults of the bath 
reception room. In the same room, the technical accomplishment of the 
sculptors was exhibited in the treatment of the four pendentives, each of 
which carried a floral wreath of minute acanthus leaves, deeply under
cut, encircling a winged horse of Sassanian type carved in very high re
lief. Above these, the dome was crowned with a giant rosette of larger acan
thus leaves, also boldly undercut, set radially to frame six human busts around 
an open flower at the center. 

On the facade and interior of the bath porch, and on the walls of the 
entrance passage to the palace, geometric panels with conventional floral 
fillings closely resemble certain Sassanian revetments. However, on the vault
ed ceiling of the palace entrance, a vast design of scrolling vines~peopled by 

Sculptured decoration in the dome of the diwan. 
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Drawing of medallions with simurghs, from the caliph's quarters. 

Fragment of a horse statue. Statue of the caliph. 
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Statue of a warrior. 

Female statue, from the palace. 

Ostracon with Hebrew and Arabic letters. 

animal, bird, and human figures in high relief-was presumably inspired by 
some painting or mosaic of Mediterranean origin. Window grilles and bal
ustrade panels, the latter bearing a different design on each face, display an 
almost unlimited variety of geometric compositions, concentric or orienta
ted. On the panels there also are many graceful floral fillings and border 
scrolls, of which the most interesting draw inspiration from the exotic flowers 
depicted by Sassanian artists in textiles, metalwork, and architectural sculp
ture. A number of details on the walls and vaulting ofthe bath reception room 
can be traced to the same source. 

In a class by themselves are two groups of carved plaster statues, or high 
reliefs, that were recovered from the entrance passage to the palace and from 
the facade and interior of the bath's porch. Of these, some are human figures, 
nearly lifesize, male and female, who stood erect, in stiffly frontal poses, 
framed in niches. Others are animals-wild sheep, ibex, and gazelle-kneel
ing in rows on cornices below the statue niches. The human figures include one 
arrayed as a Roman soldier, with mail shirt, round shield, and spear (now 
missing). Others are gymnasts or swimmers, naked except for a loincloth. 
Others again are female figures, of a single type-apparently dancers-but 
with varied details. All were elaborately coiffed with braids and ringlets, 
earrings and rosettes. Below the headdress, these opulent female forms stood 
naked to the hips, holding in each hand a posy or a basket of flowers. A pleated 
and flowered skirt was suspended from their hips by a thick twisted cord, 
leaving small feet exposed, adorned with anklets. That all the figures were 
colored is revealed by the traces of red, black, white, and yellow paint visible 
on the headdresses, features, costumes, and posies. 

One statue stood alone, a bearded princely figure wearing ankle-length 
trousers, a full-bottomed surcoat edged with beads, and a jeweled belt. His 
hand rests on the hilt of a sword, probably suspended by a baldric. The figure, 
fully colored with golden brown hair touched with crimson, black eyelids, and 
crimson and flowered garments, stood in a central niche above the entrance to 
the baths. He undoubtedly represents a caliph (probablyel-Walid). A this feet 
two lions squatted in heraldic pose, their tails raised, and glared outward. 
MOSAICS. The frigidarium of the bath and both parts of the reception room 
were paved with colored stone mosaics, the vast expanse of which was pre
served almost intact. The floorofthe frigidarium was divided into rectangular 

Mosaic pavement in the niche of the diwan (reception hall). 



Inscription mentioning the caliph Hisham (724-743), ink on marble. 

and circular panels or carpets, reflecting in all probability the articulation of 
the vaulting. Throughout this area, the designs were, with one small excep
tion, abstract in character-interlacing, diamond, and basketry patterns. The 
effect is that of a great spread of rugs. On the chord of the apse at thecenterof 
the west side of the hall, a panel (45 by 45 em) contains a composition 
representing a vaguely human and female bulbous form, from whose base 
sprouts a leafy stem. On the right is a yellow-handled knife, pointing sharply 
upward. The design is a symbolic allusion to sexual reproduction. 

CONCLUSION 
El-Mafjar, with the construction of its bath preceding that of the palace, was 
not an official residence but the spring or winter resort of the caliph designate. 
Of the three main buildings-the palace, the mosque, and the bath-only the 
bath was completed. The preponderance of nondomestic rooms in the palace, 
the ample benches at its entrance, the outward-looking arcades, and the three
doored mosque, all denote a numerous retinue and hospitality lavishly dis
pensed. The brilliant reception room, secluded domestic apartments, and 
private approaches to the mosque and bath show that princely state and 
protocol were maintained. Horsemanship, poetry, song, and wine were the 
passionate pastimes of Caliph el-Walid, and all were honored in the appoint
ments and ornaments at el-Mafjar. The balmy climate of the Jericho area, 
abundant fresh water, an enclosed estate, and sumptuous architecture pro
vided a congenial setting for the life of esthetic hedonism that the assassina
tion of the caliph in 744 CE extinguished. 
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Khirbet el-Majjar: jug with incisions, impressions, and molded decorations. 
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ROBERT W. HAMILTON 

MAKHRUQ, KHIRBET EL-
IDENTIFICATION 
Khirbet el-Makhruq (map reference 1983.1710) is a rocky hill overlooking 
the Beth-Shean-Jericho-Shechem-Adam (Damiya) crossroads and the Jor
dan, Qore, and Succoth valleys. 

EXPWRATION 
The site was first surveyed by V. Guerin in 1870, and the British Palestine 
Exploration Fund expedition carried out a partial survey of the site. A special 
survey conducted by P. Bar-Adon in 1967 was later supplemented by a survey 
carried out by Y. Porath in 1972. Three areas at the site were excavated in 1974 
and 1980, on behalf of the staff officer for archaeology in Judea and Samaria. 
The excavation of area A in the north of the site was directed by E. Damati; 
area B, in the center of the site, was excavated by Z. Yeivin; and area C, in the 
south, by E. Eisen berg. Remains of an Early Bronze Age settlement and two 
Iron Age towers were uncovered. 

EXCAVATIONS 
AREA A. Early BronzeAgeii-IIITower. In the 1974 and 1980 campaigns, city 
fortifications from the Early Bronze Age II-III were uncovered in area A. The 
Early Bronze Age remains had been visible on the surface during the first 
season's survey. The reddish, burned brick walls were exposed in sections cut 
by mechanical equipment. The hill on which the Early Bronze Age city was 
built provided natural protection, which was interrupted by the ridge rising to 
the northwest. An enemy could see inside the city from this vantage and use it 
to launch an attack. Consequently, the narrow strip on the top oftheridgewas 
strongly fortified with a rock-hewn moat, a massive brick tower, thick walls, 
and a glacis built of field stones and reinforced with bricks. 

Three stages were noted in the city tower, each following the contours and 

walls of the previous phase. This led to the hypothesis that the builders of the 
tower were inhabitants of the same city, who returned shortly after each 
episode of destruction to rebuild it. Thus, no chronological gap exists be
tween the stages. The earliest phase is represented in the eastern part of the 
tower, which consisted of an isolated building (c. 10 by 17 m) erected on 
bedrock. It was differentiated from the other, later sections of the tower 
adjacent to it by the building material used, as well as by the size and color 
of the bricks. 

The second stage was uncovered in the western part of the tower. It was 
shielded by an outcrop of rock that had been worked for that purpose. The 
tower area was enlarged to 10.5 by 29m, and the floor level in the earlier, 
eastern part was raised slightly. Part of the western city wall was broken down 
and incorporated into the tower's foundation. A brick staircase joined the two 
parts of the tower. A moat (15m wide, c. 5-6 m deep) was hewn in front of the 
tower. 

The field stones quarried from the moat were used to build the glacis. Its 
core was composed of sloping, hard-packed clay laid at the bottom, near the 
foundations of the tower and the wall. Rows of bricks were placed at intervals 
between the stone courses in order to prevent the stones around the core from 
slipping. 

The third stage was built over the remains of the Early Bronze Age city 
tower, which had been destroyed in a violent conflagration. The ash layers 
from this fire were preserved to a height of more than one meter. The destruc
tion debris from the second stage was not cleared. The new level was thus much 
higher, and retaining walls were built to support collapsing corners, creating a 
huge podium. The faces of the podium were paved with a stone foundation 
and then covered with two layers ofbricks. The third tower was erected on this 
massive foundation. Very little remains of this upper level due to heavy 
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Khirbet el-Makhruq: general plan of the site. 
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erosion and the construction activities related to the Iron Age tower (see 
below). This tower was also destroyed in a fierce fire that burned the founda
tion stones to lime. 

The approach to the tower seems to have been from the west, as shown by the 
remains of wide brick steps built on the slope, perpendicular to the western 
city wall. The steps, preserved for a length ofl 0 m, are each 3 min area and two 
bricks, or about 25 em, high. The pottery finds are sparse and consist of sherds 
dating to the Early Bronze Age II, from the tower's first two stages, and to the 
Early Bronze Age III (third stage). 
Iron Age Tower. The remains of a rectangular tower (18 by 23m) with massive 
outer walls were found in the survey of the site. Parts of the tower had been 
damaged by modern development work. Two building stages can be dis
tinguished. In the earlier stage, the tower was rectangular (9.5 by 13 m). 

0 4 
'----'----' m 

Area A: plan of the Iron Age rectangular tower. 

Its walls, which were erected above the remains of the Early Bronze Age 
II city walls, had sunk, and an 80-cm-wide retaining wall was built around 
it. Its north wall, which was founded on the Early Bronze Age glacis, was 
supported by two walls. Inside the tower, the excavators found two parallel 
rooms oriented east-west, with a third room at right angles to the east. Only 
the walls' stone foundations (1.2 m thick) and the socket ofthe door leading to 
the north room are preserved from this stage. 

The tower was enlarged to 18 by 23 min its second stage, and a casemate wall 
was built around the earlier tower, 3m from it. This wall (1. 5 m thick) was built 
oflarge stones and founded at a depth of 4 m, well into the Early Bronze Age 
stratum. The space between the casemate wall and the walls of the earlier tower 
was leveled by a fill of stones and earth. A surrounding row of small casemate 
rooms (c. 1 by 2m each) was built in the middle of this space. The outer wall 
reached a thickness of 3m, and the inner wall2 m. Most of the earlier stage's 
superstructure was removed in the second stage, and the area of the earlier 
tower served as a central courtyard. The rarity of fallen stones around the site, 
as well as the erosion of much of the upper part of the tower, indicate that the 
massive stone foundation bore a brick superstructure during the second stage 
as well. 

Sherds of a cooking pot were found in the courtyard, and a complete black 
juglet was found on the floor of a room in the tower's northeast corner. A 
modern refuse pit dug into the remains of the tower yielded another complete 
blackjuglet (in the earth returned to the pit). The cooking potsherds and the 
juglets help to date the tower to the eighth century BCE. 

EMANUEL DAMATI 

AREA B. Area B, like area A, contained remains from both the Early Bronze 
and Iron ages. 
Iron Age Tower. A round Iron Age tower was found above the remains of the 
Early Bronze Age II settlement, which probably covered the entire hill. Aside 
from this tower and the rectangular tower in area A, no other Iron Age remains 
were found on the hill. 

The tower's outer diameter is 19 m. It is built of field stones in three 
concentric circles. In the center is a round wall 60 em thick and 8 m in 
diameter. The inside of this wall was filled with stones and completely 
sealed, creating a massive cylindrical block at the tower's center. This block 
was surrounded by a second circular wall, 80 em thick, with an outer diameter 
of 12.5 m. Between this wall and the central block, a 1.5-m-wide space was also 
filled in and sealed. The fill was composed of bricks laid alternately as headers 
and stretchers, with a brick standing on its side between each one. The third, 
outermost circular wall is 1.2 m wide; its outer diameter, as mentioned above, 
is 19m. 
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Area B: plan of the Iron Age round tower. 



Area B: cells in the round tower. 

The area between the outer and middle circular wall was divided by short 
radial walls into eight rooms in the eastern half of the tower (the western part 
was not excavated). The radial walls were about one meter wide, and five of 
them had openings connecting the rooms. The inner side of the outer tower 
wall was thickened with bricks laid on a rubble base. This thickening probably 
served as a ramp for ascending the outer wall, as shown by its slanted stone 
base. Niches built in this brick ramp, opposite and next to the transverse 
radial walls, formed a convenient passageway from the ramp to the room 
openings. 

The rock on which the tower is founded slopes west-east. The outer wall 
and the central block were dug into the earlier Early Bronze Age II levels and 
rest on bedrock. The partition walls and the middle circular wall are built on a 
later fill, laid over the earlier settlement remains. 

The floors of the rooms between the middle and the outermost wall are only 
a few em higher than the walls' foundations. Some of the floors are made of 
two layers of packed mud-brick material, while others are plastered with lime. 
A charred layer (10-15 em deep) covers the rooms' floors. Scanty remains of 
brick walls and their foundations were found above the charred layer, in
dicating the reuse of these rooms in a second phase. The pottery found in both 
layers of the rooms dates to the eighth and seventh centuries BCE and includes 
sherds of storage jars, kraters, cooking pots, jugs, red- and black-slipped 
burnished juglets, one pyxis, and a large flask. These finds indicate that 
the structure was only used in one period. Similar round towers have been 
found on the road to Mount Ephraim and at Rujm el-Mel:_layr, as well as at 
sites east of the Jordan River, such as Rujm Malfuf. 

ZEEVYEIVIN 

AREA C. A stratigraphical section (10 by 25m) was made in area C. Most of 
the sherds collected on the surface date to the Early Bronze Age 11-111; 
isolated Byzantine and medieval sherds were also found. Despite the proxi
mity to area B, no Iron Age pottery was uncovered here. In square TlO, a 
child's burial was discovered close to the surface. Judging from the three 
pottery vessels found near the skeleton, this burial belongs to the Middle 

Area C: pottery assemblage from stratum IV, EB II. 
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Khirbet el-Makhruq: plan of the EB strata in area C. 
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Bronze Age II. No other evidence of settlement in this period was found at the 
site. Excavation in area C was concentrated in a residential quarter containing 
three occupation strata from the Early Bronze Age II-III. 
Stratum IV (Early Bronze Age II). Stratum IV was well preserved and con
tained a rich ceramic assemblage. A room (5 by 6 m) was excavated almost in 
its entirety. It was built in the technique characteristic of the Early Bronze Age 
II at the site: its walls (0.9 m thick) were mud brick and preserved to a height of 
1.6 m. They were covered with two layers of plaster: a coarse first layer and a 
second, finer one. Low shelves bearing pottery vessels were built along the 
walls. A flat stone found in the center of the room had served as a base for a 
pillar supporting the roof. To the west, another room belonging to a second 

Area C: EB dwelling room with shelves along the walls and a column base 
in the center. 
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Khirbet el-Makhruq: EB granary paved with bricks, area C. floor (which was paved with clay tiles). Evidence of a second story was found 

building was partly excavated. This room also had shelves along the walls, and 

among the collapsed remains of the granary. Stratum IV was founded on 
bedrock and leveled with earth and stone fills. The considerable variations in 
height at the site had to be dealt with in order to create a suitable surface for 
occupation. Thus, the founders ofthis city erected retaining walls, such as wall 
5. This wall, built of field stones 2m high, does not run straight, but follows the 
topography. This level was destroyed in a violent conflagration that burned 
the walls' plaster and completely fired the mud bricks. 
Stratum III (Early Bronze Age Ill). Stratum III was built on the ruins of 
stratum IV; the contours of the existing walls were used and the floor lev
els, which were laid on the brick debris, were raised. Layers of charcoal and 
fired bricks found on these earthen floors indicate that this stratum, too, was 
destroyed by fire. 
Stratum II (Early Bronze Age III). Stratum II, representing the last settlement 
in Area C, was established along the same lines as its predecessor. Due to 
erosion, only the foundations of walls and parts of floors were preserved here, 
except for a brick wall built above retaining wall 5. 

The architectural elements found in all three strata are very similar; but 
there are essential differences between the ceramic assemblages. This indi
cates that the site was continuously occupied throughout the Early Bronze 
Age II-III. Pottery fragments found under the stratum IV floors and on 
bedrock indicate that Pottery Neolithic B and Early Bronze Age I settle
ments preceded the urban settlement at the site. 

its floors were covered with a layer of ash containing broken pottery vessels in EMANUEL EISENBERG 
situ. 

The area between the two rooms described above was probably used as a z.Yeivin,IEJ24(1974),259-260;id.,RB82(1975),25!--254;E.Damati,4thArchaeologicaiConferencein 

granary. This conclusion is based on the pile of charred wheat found on the Israel (1976), 10. 

MAKMISH 
IDENTIFICATION 
Makmish is situated on Israel's Mediterranean coast on a small hill in the area 
of sand dunes near Herzliya, about 400 m northeast of Tel Michal (q.v) and 
about 150m north ofWadi el-Gharbi (map reference 1314.1744). The ancient 
name of the site is not known. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations at Makmish were carried out in October 1958 and August 1960, 

under the direction ofN. Avigad, on behalf of the Ha'aretz Museum in Tel 
Aviv, with the cooperation of the Institute of Archaeology of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. On the northwestern corner of the hill, the exca
vators found remains of buildings in which three phases could be distin
guished. During construction work on the site, a cemetery with several tombs 
was examined, under the supervision of A. Kempinski. 
IRON AGE. In the lowest, Iron Age level, the remains of a square structure (I 0 
by 10 m) without partition walls or signs of supports for a roof were dis-

Makmish: eastern wall and courtyard of the sanctuary, P.ersian period. 
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Left: two clay figurines 
of deities-(left) in 
Phoenician dress and 
(right) Egyptian dress. 

Right: two clay Astarte 
figurines. 

covered. It was probably an enclosure surrounded by brick walls on field -stone 
foundations. Six courses of bricks (0.4 m wide) were still standing in its 
southern wall. The floor of the enclosure consisted of a thick layer of beaten 
red earth. On its surface and embedded in it were numerous potsherds, bone 
fragments, and ashes. In the center of this enclosure was a simple stone 
platform with large deposits of ashes in its four corners. Several fiat stone 
slabs were found lying on the ground that had probably been used as "tables." 

The remains suggest that the enclosure was a place for gatherings, where 
fires were lighted and meals cooked. It may have been one of the High Places 
mentioned in the Bible, where sacrificial meals were held (1 Sam. 9:12-13, 
9:23-25). The date of the structure can be fixed by the pottery to roughly the 
tenth century BCE. 

Stone figurine of Isis nursing Horus. 

PERSIAN PERIOD. In the Persian period, a large building was erected (c. 15 
m long) on the sand covering the remains of the enclosure. It was probably a 
sanctuary. Although its plan could not be definitely established, it appears to 
have had two rooms, which were built in separate stages. The larger room was 
built first; a smaller chamber was later added to its north. 

The best-preserved part of the sanctuary is the eastern wall, where one stone 
course, and in some places two courses, are preserved above floor level. The 
entrance was in this wall. Its doorposts consist of pillars built of ashlar. The 
rest of the wall is built of undressed stones. On the eastern side is a courtyard in 
which two round plastered basins were found--one (diameter, 1.1 m) sunk 
in to the floor, and the other (diameter, 1. 5 m) built above fioorlevel. An open, 
plastered drain (preserved for a length of 5.2 m) runs east-west and was 

Clay figurine of Hercules(?) in Greek style. 
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Makmish: colored glass bead in the form of a human head, Persian period. 

apparently connected with the sunken basin. It can be assumed that the basins 
were used for cultic purposes. 

Within the area of the building, and outside it on the northern slope of the 
mound, numerous figurines were found, most of them of clay and a few of 
stone. The clay figurines, the majority of which are hollow mold-made terra 
cottas, represent seated men wearing high pointed headgear and fondling the 
end of a long beard; pregnant women; or women with children in their arms or 

supporting their breasts with their hands. Among the stone figurines is a 
distinctive type made in the Cypro-Classic style of the fifth century BCE. 

Figurines in Egyptian, Persian, and Greek style were also discovered. 
Other finds included several small decorated limestone incense altars, 

beads of semiprecious stones, colored glass pendants in the form of human 
heads, faience objects, and bronze bracelets. It can be assumed that all these 
objects were offerings brought to the place of worship, which was probably 
dedicated to a fertility cult. The figurines and the other finds, as well as 
historical considerations, indicate that this cult was practiced by the Phoe
nician inhabitants of the settlement on the nearby mound ( q.v. Tel Mikhal) in 
the Persian period. 
HELLENISTIC PERIOD. After the earlier sanctuary had fallen into ruin, the 
site was used as an open-aircult place--that is, a high place. The ruins of the 
building were leveled to form an open area, and in the courtyard a small 
rectangular altar was erected. From the Hellenistic pottery and several Pto
lemaic coins found in the area, it can be concluded that the site was used until 
the second century BCE. 

THE CEMETERY. In the sand dunes between the sanctuary and the seashore· 
is a large cemetery that was used by the settlement at Tel Michal. Its tombs are 
rectangular pits covered with stone slabs. Their walls are faced with stone slabs 
or coated with red earth. Among the burial offerings were a Greek lekythos, 
local pottery from the Persian period, alabaster vessels, a bronze mirror, a 
Hebrew seal, and a Tyrian coin from the fourth century BCE. The tombs are 
contemporary with the Phoenician sanctuary. 

N. Avigad, ILN(May 16, 1959), 836-837; id., /£18 (1958), 276; 10 (1960), 90-96; II (1961), 97-100; id., 
RB 67 (1960), 381-382. 

NAHMAN AVIGAD 

MALI:IATA, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Mall).ata (in Arabic, Tell el-Mill).) is in the Negev desert, on the southern 
bank of Nal).al Mall).ata, near its confluence with Nal).al Beersheba (map 
reference 152.069). The groundwater level at the confluence is quite 
high, so that plentiful wells can be sunk in the area. Until recently, the site 
was an administrative and economic center for the local Bedouin, who also 
used it as a central cemetery. The ancient settlement was also built near the 
water sources, and in some periods the occupants erected fortifications, 
whose remains make up the bulk of the mound. South of the mound is 
a large area of ruins, in which remains have been identified from the Helle
nistic to the Early Arab periods. North of the mound, on the other bank ofthe 
wadi, are the remains of an unwalled settlement predating the Iron Age. The 
mound is stepped, consisting of two parts. The eastern part is some 2.5 a. in 
area and 2 to 3 m higher than the western part, whose area is approximately 
1.25 a. Four major periods of occupation have been distinguished on the 
higher level; the lower level, however, was occupied only in the Iron Age. The 
remains of a Roman fortress are visible at the end of the higher level. 

It is generally accepted that the Roman fortress is to be identified with 
Moleatha, but opinions differ as to the site's biblical identity. F. M. Abel 
suggested identifying it with Moladah, in the list of Simeonite cities (Jos. 
15:26, 19:2; I Chr. 4:28); J. Garstang and B. Mazar proposed Hormah-that 
is, Zephath (Num. 14:45, 21:3; Dt. 1:44, for example); while Y. Aharoni 

preferred "Arad of the house of Jeroham," which figures alongside "Great
er Arad" in Shishak's list of conquered Canaanite cities. The extent and 
considerable quantity of the Bronze Age remains, the availability of abun
dant water, and the proximity to I:Jorvat 'Uza, which many scholars identify 
with Ramoth-Negev, may be associated with Baalath-Beer (Jos. 19:8), also 
known as Bealoth (Jos. 15:24), mentioned together with Ramoth-Negev at 
the eastern end of the territory of Simeon. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Two seasons of excavations were conducted at Tel Mall).ata in 1967 and 1971, 
under the direction ofM. Kochavi, as part of the Regional Archaeological 
Surveyofthe Beersheba-Arad Valley, under Y. Aharoni. Because the site was 
still being used by the local Bedouin for burial, only exploratory trenches 
could be dug. In order to obtain a complete north-south section of the 
mound, representing both its parts, two sections (each 10 by 40 m) were 
cut: section W on the northern side of the higher part and section Z on 
the southern side of the lower part. The sections were not excavated to the 
bottom of the mound; virgin soil was reached only at the foot of the mound, 
outside the walls. 

The following four main periods of occupation were identified in the 
trenches. 
PERIOD A: CHALCO LITHIC TO EARLY BRONZE AGE 1-11. No occupa-

General view of Tel Mal!Jata, looking south. 
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Rampart built of gravel, looking north, lOth century BCE. 

tion level from period A was found in the sections, but the proportion of 
pottery and flint implements from the period increased toward the mound's 
lower levels. A settlement from this period was identified in the excavations on 
the northern bank ofNal)al Mall)ata, and there may have been a similar one at 
the foot of the mound south of the wadi; if so, however, the abundant remains 
from period D have entirely buried it. 
PERIOD B: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB. Traces of period B were only found 
in section W, on the higher part of the mound. Although the excavation did 
not go deep enough to determine when this settlement was established, three 
strata from this period were identified along the defensive wall, at the northern 
foot of the mound. The main fortification was an earthen rampart, built of 
alternating layers of loess and river pebbles. Three stone retaining walls 
supported the pairs of layers. The outer face of the rampart was smoothed 
and plastered, forming a 30-degree gradient. The rampart was supported 
from the inside by a stone wall up to one meter thick. The rooms abutting 
this wall were built on the rampart's inner slope. The uppermost and last 
occupation level of the Middle Bronze Age liB town was destroyed by fire; the 
debris of ashes and rubble produced an abundance of finds. The pottery in 
this level is to be assigned to the latest phase of the Middle Bronze Age liB; it 
also includes imported Cypriot white-painted V ware. It follows that Middle 
Bronze Age liB Mall;lata was destroyed in the sixteenth century BCE, while the 
earliest pottery finds from this period date to the eighteenth century BCE. 

Given the proven existence of a large settlement from the same period on the 
opposite bank of the wadi, it seems most likely that Middle Bronze Age liB 
Mall).ata was a fortress, occupying an area of some 2.5 a.; clustered around it 
were additional inhabitants, who built their enclosures and houses outside 
the wall, by the wadi. 
PERIOD C: IRON AGE (TENTH-SIXTH CENTURIES BCE). The walled city 
at Tel Mall).ata reached the peak of its development in the Iron Age; it was then 
approximately 3.7 a. in area. Nothing of this period was discovered outside 
the walls. Reoccupation of the mound began in the tenth century BCE. A 5-m
high rampart, built of riverbed gravel, occupied the lower part of the mound, 
raising its level to that of the higher part. The leveled area was surrounded by a 
wall ( 4. 5 m thick) founded on the new rampart on the lower part of the mound 
and on the remains of the Middle Bronze Age liB wall and rampart in the 
higher part. The surface of the rampart, as exposed in section Z, was faced 
with stones. Two building phases were distinguished here. Section Z yielded 
remains of a public building, with walls 1m thick, while section W exposed the 
remains of private dwellings abutting the wall. This functional distinction 
between the two parts of the mound was maintained throughout the Iron 
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Brick buildings from the end of the Judean kingdom period. 

Age. The early phase of period C was destroyed in a violent conflagration at 
the end of the tenth century BCE. An intermediate occupation phase, over
lying the ruins, was identified in the area of the houses in section W, followed 
byanewwall (3.5m thick) built on the foundations of the earlier one. This wall 
was preserved in the lower part of the mound to a height of only one meter; in 
the higher part, however, it also contained a tower, projecting some 8 m from 
the wall, in which more than thirty courses of sun-dried bricks were preserved, 
for a height of 10m. A high earthen rampart reinforced the wall from the 
outside. In section Z (on the lower part of the mound), a typical Iron Age 
storehouse (7 by 15 m) was uncovered. It consisted of three long rooms 
separated by rows of stone pillars. The storehouse was in use through three 
levels, from the ninth to the sixth centuries BCE. In the earliest level, the pillars 
were built of rounded stone drums. The structure itself was erected at the same 
time as the city wall. In the intermediate level, some of the pillars were repaired 
and the floors were raised; in the last level the pillars, originally built of drums, 
were replaced by square, monolithic pillars and the floors were again raised. 
Through all three levels the middle hall had a beaten earth floor, while the 
halls flanking it were paved with stone. Only the last level was destroyed by fire, 

Iron Age storeroom building; section through its phases, 9th-6th centuries BCE. 
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Pottery assemblage of Judahite, Edomite, and East Greek vessels. 

and it produced numerous finds from the early sixth century BCE. In section 
W, in the lower part of the mound, five levels of houses adjoining the wall were 
identified. Their rooms are small (2.5 to 3m wide). Only the last level, dating to 
the sixth century BCE, was destroyed by fire. 

Most of the finds from the Iron Age date to the site's final destruction level, 
in the sixth century BCE. They are generally of the same type as those from 
Arad VI, Lachish II, En-Gedi V, and Ramat Ralfel VA. Noteworthy are a few 
shekel and n.ifweights, a copper mirror, a horse's blinkers made of bone, a 
decorated limestone incense altar, a storage jar stamped with a rosette on one 
of its handles, and a jug decorated in the East Greek style, probably of 
Rhodian origin. A pottery assemblage of Transjordanian origin-Edomite 
ware-was found in this destruction level. It was the first discovered west of the 
Jordan River. Approximately one-quarter of the pottery is of the type found 
at Ummel-Biyara and Tawilan in Jordan. The personal names on an ostracon 
discovered in this stratum-' Aznael and Danael-also testify to contacts with 
Edom, which are known to have been maintained at other sites in this region, 
such as I:Iorvat 'Uza and Qitmit. 
PERIOD D: ROMAN TO EARLY ARAB PERIODS. Only a small part of the 
fortress at the top of the higher part of the mound was exposed in section W. 
The excavations revealed two rooms, which were part of the fortress's case
mate wall. They were paved with carefully laid stone slabs; each room con
tained sleeping "bunks," also lined with stone slabs, as well as stoves, silos, 
and other installations. Almost all the pottery and glass finds date to the last 
occupation phase of the fortress-the Early Arab period. 

SUMMARY 
As a result of the information from the sections excavated at Tel Mallfata, the 
history of habitation at the site can be reconstructed as follows. By the 
Chalco lithic period there was already a settlement here, which took advan
tage of the plentiful sources of water at the confluence ofN alfal Mallfata and 
N a}fal Beersheba. In the Early Bronze Age II a larger settlement occupied the 

site, but it was only in the Middle Bronze Age liB that the first fortified 
settlement was established. Middle Bronze Age Mallfata extended over 
an area of some 2.5 a.; at the time, it was the southeasternmost point in 
a network of fortified settlements. Together with its western neighbors along 
Nalfal Beersheba (Tel Masos) and Nalfal Besor (Tell el-Far'ah [South], Tell 
el-'Ajjul), the Mal}fata fort was part of the southern defensive line of set
tlements in the Middle Bronze Age liB. Like most contemporary settlements, 
Mal}fata was destroyed at the end of the period, probably as a direct result of 
the Egyptian occupation here at the time of the New Kingdom. In the Late 
Bronze Age, there was no settlement in the Beersheba-Arad Valley, but 
Mal}fata was rebuilt in the tenth century BCE, as part of a concerted state 
plan. This construction is undoubtedly related to the disappearance of the 
earlier large center at Tel Masos, in the heart ofthe valley. By the tenth century 
BCE, Mallfata was the largest Israelite settlement in the valley. Although it was 
destroyed at the end of the century-probably in Shishak's campaign-it was 
rebuilt and retained its status as the largest and best-fortified city in the 
Beersheba Valley until the establishment of the Israelite cities at Tel 'Ira 
and Aroer, on the hills to the north and south of the valley. 

The site's last Iron Age settlement, which shows signs ofEdomite influence 
from across the Jordan River, was destroyed at the beginning of the sixth 
century BCE. This brought the early history of occupation at Mallfata to an 
end; only in the Roman period was it renewed, with the construction of a 
fortress on the summit of the mound. 

Abel, GP 2, 391-392; J. Garstang, Joshua-Judges, London 1931, 216; B. Mazar, JNES 24 (1965), 297-
300; BA 42 (1979), 133-134; M. Kochavi, IEJ 17 (1967), 272-273; id., CNI19/3-4 (1968), 45-46; id., RB 
75 (1968), 392-395; 79 (1972), 593-596; id., BAR 6/1 (1980), 24-27; N. Na'aman, ZDPV96 (1981), 136-
152; N. Porat, Bulletin of the Egyptologica/ Seminar 8 (1986-1987), 109-129; U. Hubner, ZDPV 105 
(1989), 47-55. 

MOSHE KOCHAVI 

MALI:IATA IN THE BYZANTINE PERIOD 

EXCAVATIONS 
Rescue excavations conducted at Tel Mal}fata from May to September 1981 
unearthed some three hundred graves and three Byzantine structures south of 
the mound, over an area of slightly less than 4 a. of hardened silt and loess. 
Mosaic floors were preserved in two of the structures. Approximately one 
hundred of the graves and one of the structures were examined and excavated 
by I. Eldar; the other two structures were excavated by Y. Baumgarten, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
NECROPOLIS. The Byzantine graves were built 1 to 2m beneath the surface, 
parallel to one another and set 1.5 to 5 m apart; they were oriented east-west. 
Their size, which depended on the stature of the deceased, was, on average, 0. 8 
by 2m (except for children's graves, which were smaller). In most cases, the 
bottom of the grave was lined with three well-dressed rectangular stone slabs, 
with identical slabs along the side walls; the walls at the deceased's head and 
feet consisted of a single slab. Each grave was covered with three flat stone slabs 
that projected slightly beyond the side walls. All the graves were sealed and 
undisturbed. It seems that funerary offerings were deposited only in the 

women's graves, at the deceased's head and feet. Some women were buried 
wearing their jewelry. Among the more notable finds were glass vessels typical 
of the fourth to sixth centuries CE-jugs and juglets in shades of gray, blue, 
purple, and green-carved ivory combs, copper cosmetic utensils, beads, 
bronze implements and coins from the mid-fourth century CE. 
BUILDINGS. The first Byzantine building (12 by 15m) was part of a complex 
at the western end of the mound, approximately 20m east of the necropolis. 
This rectangular building was comprised of four rooms with a central court
yard. Along its north side were two rooms, each with a wooden ceiling sup
ported on two pillars. Each room had a monumental entrance leading into it, 
up a step from the central courtyard. Another room was found in the western 
part of the building. It was divided by a partition, toward the north of the 
room, into two unequal parts. The central courtyard was divided in two by a 
wall. The building had a magnificent entrance on the west that was approa
ched by two steps. Flanking the entrance were two monolithic doorjambs. A 
wall ran east from the southern side of the entrance into the courtyard, 
creating a kind of corridor that separated the entrance from the rest of the 



Tel Mall]ata: mosaic floor in one of the Byzantine buildings. 

courtyard. The outer walls of the building (0.8-1 m thick) were built of two 
rows of large field stones, between which was a fill of small stones. The inner 
walls were built of two rows of field stones only. The floor was of beaten earth. 
The building is preserved to a height of one meter. All the rooms contained a 
large quantity of sherds, but no complete vessels. Among the sherds were 
fragments of red-burnished bowls, as well as numerous storage jars and 
cooking pots, all from the Byzantine period. 

The second building, also rectangular (7.9 by 17m), stands approximately 
20m north of the first. The building has three rooms, but there were probably 
additional rooms on its north and south. The two side rooms were paved with 
stone; the central room had a mosaic pavement. The latter room had three 
doors--on the north, west, and east-each with a raised stone threshold 
projecting on either side of the line of the wall. The main entrance was 
in the north. The mosaic pavement (5.8 by 6.5 m) was surrounded by a 
colored decorative band-a black border followed by a row of triangles 
with black outlines around a red or blue interior, and then a band of rope 
decoration composed of dark lines between which blue and red stones alter
nate. The border was sealed by another row of stepped triangles. Between the 
decorative border and the entrance was a tabula ansata containing a two-line 
Greek inscription, the right section of which is destroyed. It was a benedictory 
inscription, ending as follows: "Blessed be you when you enter (and when you 
depart)." In thecenterofthemosaicpavementwas amedallion(diameter, 2.1 
m) with thefigureofamanin the center; he wears agarmentwithlight-colored 
sleeves on which dark stripes represent either a decoration or folds. Over this 
light garment he wears a brief purple tunic. The tunic, made of stones in 
varying shades of red, is divided into four by dark lines. The collar and ends of 
the sleeves have a beadlike decoration. The figure's hands are raised, the right 
holds a flower (similar to the flowers in the central band) and the left holds a 
bowl or basket with fruit. The figure's features and hair are clearly depicted. 
The upper part of the face had been destroyed. On either side of the head is a 
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two-word inscription. To the left of the head is the word "beautiful" (in the 
masculine) and on its right the end of a word" ... ros." 

A decorative border surrounds the medallion. It consists of the following 
elements (from the outside inward): a frame consisting of a black line and a 
row of stepped triangles with black outlines around a red interior, their 
vertices pointing inward; a guilloche consisting of a running wave pat
tern, the inner half black and the outer half white; a row of stepped trian
gles, their vertices pointing outward; and, for the final element, a black line. 
The background of the floor is white and is crisscrossed by diagonal floral 
bands set at 45-degree angles, to form squares; at the center of each square is a 
leaf. 

Fragments of a decorated marble slab were found on the floor; however, no 
conclusions about the function of the building or its religious significance can 
be drawn from them. Most of the stone-paved floor in the eastern room is 
preserved in situ. On it lay a considerable variety of pottery: storage jars, 
cooking pots, and parts of a frying pan. The southern wall contained an 
opening, with a threshold 50 em higher than the floor level; this may have been 
a window or a door. 

The third building, situated some 30m northeast of the second, also had a 
mosaic floor, inalargehall(14.5 by21 m). Other rooms abutted thehallonits 
south. The walls were built of bricks on a foundation of stones and coarse 
gravel. The walls were approximately one meter thick and covered with white 
and painted plaster. 

The floor consisted of medium-sized white tesserae, laid at a 45-degree 
angle to the walls. Here and there in the western sector of the floor pink 
tesserae form symbols-however, the shapes do not combine to form lines 
or an ornamental pattern; they may represent letters. Another room (8. 7 by 10 
m) southwest of the hall also is paved with a mosaic. The room was probably 
divided in two by a wall. The western chamber contains a mosaic with large 
circles arranged in rows, like interlaced rings. At the center of each circle is a 
cross. The areas between the rows of circles are filled with rectangles. The circle 
pavement is surrounded by a decorative band consisting of a row of stepped 
triangles; they, in turn, are surrounded by a broad band oflarge squares with 
truncated corners. Each square contained nested squares that decrease in size 
toward the center; at thecenterwas a singletessera. The squaresdifferincolor: 
pink, red, yellow, and shades of black and gray. The mosaic in the eastern 
chamber is comprised of colored squares that form a row on a white back
ground. This decoration may be part of a band that surrounded another 
decoration in the mosaic that has not survived. Pieces of red- and yel
low-painted plaster that fell from the walls of the large hall were found 
on the floors. Marble slabs, a coin, and Late Roman and Byzantine sherds 
were also found. As the remains are scanty, the function of the building cannot 
be determined. However, the dimensions of the hall and the crosses in the 
mosaic in the western chamber suggest a religious function. 

SUMMARY 
The finds at Byzantine Tel Mali).ata consisted of large domestic and public 
buildings and a necropolis of impressive size, all dated to the Late Roman and 
Byzantine periods. The archaeological finds and the historical sources in
dicate that the site was a road junction and a religious and agricultural 
administrative center. 

I. Eldar and Y. Baumgarten, ESI I (1982), 67-69. 

IRIS ELDAR, YAACOV BAUMGARTEN 

MALI:IATA, TEL (SMALL) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Small Tel MalQ.ata (map reference 1523.0697) is located in the Negev desert, 
on a low, elongated spur at the confluence ofNaQ.al MalQ.ata (to its south) and 
NaQ.al Beersheba(to its north). The site, which covers anareaofabout2 a., is 
named after Tel MalQ.ata, on the southern (left) bank of Nahal MalQ.ata. 
Settlements from five periods were identified at small Tel Mall;lata: the Chal
colithic period, Early Bronze Age I, Early Bronze Age II, Middle Bronze Age 
II, and the Byzantine period. In the last two periods, the small mound was 
included in the periphery of Tel MalQ.ata. Two buildings from the British 
Mandatory period stand at the center of the mound; their foundations de
stroyed important remains. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Three short seasons of excavation were carried out at the site in 1979 by the 
Arad team, headed by R. Amiran, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums and the Israel Museum. Before the excavations, 
small Tel MalQ.ata had been included in the regional survey conducted by the 
Arad team in their first years ofworkatArad(1964, 1965, and onward). As the Tel Mall]ata (Small): map of the mound and excavation areas. 
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General view of the mound. 

Arad excavations progressed and uncovered the highly developed urban 
entity of Canaanite Arad, it became increasingly important to understand 
the relationship between the city and the surrounding villages. Eight areas 
were excavated in the course of the three campaigns, comprising about 20 
percent of the site. Virgin soil was reached only in some areas. 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD (STRATA 7-6). In the Chalcolithic period, the 
settlement covered the entire mound and its slopes. It may even have reached 
the foot oflarge Tel Mall;tata and to its south (in contrast to the Early Bronze 
Age I and II settlements, which were confined to the top of the spur). Two 
partially excavated strata (7 and 6) are attributed to the Chalcolithic period. 
Only in area C were stratified remains of both strata found. In stratum 7 in this 
area, a narrow deep pit containing earth and potsherds was sealed by stones 
from stratum 6. A floor was laid above it, abutting part of a brick walL In the 
other excavated areas, the strata 7 and 6 remains included fragments of floors 
and other pits, although it was difficult to determine to which stratum they 
belonged. The pottery and other finds are characteristic of the Beersheba 
culture. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE I (STRATA 5-4). The settlements in the Early Bronze 
Age I and subsequent period were confined to the top of the spur. No de
fensive wall was found, although it is possible that the settlement was sur
rounded by a stone fence, part of which was uncovered in area B. Well-defined 
remains of strata 5 and 4 were found in area C. A wide, shallow pit paved with 
wadi pebbles and covered by part of a room with a stone column base in it was 
found. Fragments of walls and floors from stratum 5 were uncovered in other 
parts of the site. 

The architectural picture for stratum 4 is the most complete. This stratum 

Round stone platform, EB. 

had a considerable number of courtyards-as opposed to a small number of 
buildings-which are scattered throughout the site and are built according to 
the Arad broadhouse plan. The courtyards are surrounded by thin walls, with 
various installations within them. Especially frequent is a round platform 
edged with large stones and filled with smaller stones. Similar installations are 
also known from Arad. A mortar was found embedded in the floor of one of 
these platforms (in area C), indicating that the installations were probably 
used as working surfaces. 

The finds include both local and Egyptian pottery. Especially noteworthy 
are three sherds of Egyptian storage jars bearing an inscribed serekh with the 
name Narmer. Stone vessels, flint tools, copper and bone implements, and 
charred barley grains were discovered, as well as lumps of bitumen. The 
settlement in this period was small; it subsisted on agriculture, crafts, and 
trade, due to its location on one of the roads leading to the Negev Hills and to 
Egypt. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE II (STRATUM 3). In the Early Bronze Age II the 
settlement was smaller than its predecessor and was confined to certain areas 
of the mound. A few walls and floors with adjoining round platforms are all 
that survive. The walls are thick and should be attributed to buildings rather 
than to courtyards. The remains of this uppermost stratum on the mound 
were badly damaged and are poorly preserved. The pottery finds are very 
similar to those at Arad; stone vessels, flint tools, shells, and other artifacts 
were also found. It appears that economic and administrative ties, as well as 
some spiritual and religious affinity, existed between the village at small Tel 
Mall;tata and the central city of Arad at this time. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE II (STRATUM 2). Very few remains from the Mid-

Three fragments of Egyptian storage jars incised with the serekh of Narmer, 
EB I. 
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die Bronze Age II were found on the mound; they consist mostly of long, sixth century CE. No structures were found. In this period the small mound 
narrow, and straight walls. Several burials were also uncovered, one of which probably formed part of the large Byzantine settlement of Moleatha. 
contained an infant burial in a storage jar and a large blackjuglet. Two tabun 
ovens lined with pottery sherds were found. These remains indicate that the R. Amiran (and c. Arnon), IEJ29 (1979), 255-256; id., Israel Museum News 15 (1979), 21-22; id. (eta!.), 
contemporary large fortified settlement at large Tel Mall;tata extended be- Israel Museum Journal2 (1983), 75-83; A. Nissenbaum eta!., Palliorient !0 (1984), 157-161; R. Gophna, 
yond its borders and used the small mound for sheepfolds and a cemetery. Egypt, Israel. Sinai (ed. A. F. Rainey), Tel Aviv 1987, 13-21. 

BYZANTINE PERIOD (STRATUM 1). The remains from the Byzantine 
period are few. They include several "pockets" of pottery, mainly from the RUTH AMIRAN, ORNIT ILAN 

MAMRE 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The site of Mamre, known in Arabic as I:Iaram Ramet el-Khalil, lies ap
proximately 3 km (2 mi.) north of Hebron (map reference 1088.1602), 
on the ancient road linking the main Hebron-Jerusalem and Bethle
hem-Ziph routes. The Bible describes Elonei (oaks of) Mamre as Abra
ham's dwelling place; where he built an altar to God (Gen. 13:18, 18:1, 
23:19). Some scholars locate the biblical Elonei Mamre within the town 
of ancient Hebron (Tell Rumeideh); others identify it with the enclosure 
of I:Iaram Ramet el-Khalil, which was already considered a sacred site 
in the Second Temple period. 

Josephus relates that Abraham resided near Hebron, by an oak called 
ogyges, the oak of genesis (Antiq. I, 186). Elsewhere he mentions a terebinth 
6stadiafromHebron that had stood theresincecreation(War IV, 533);itisnot 
clear whether both references are to the same place. In Antiquities he tells the 
biblical story, calling the tree an oak; whereas in War of the Jews he is de
scribing a holy place in his own time, calling it a terebinth. Josephus is 
mistaken about the distance between Elonei Mamre and Hebron, which 
is not 6 but approximately 18 stadia (3 km). Neither does he mention a 
structure around the terebinth. Modern excavations have made it clear that 
the structure was already standing in his time. 

The book of Jubilees (29: 17, 19; 37:14, 17) refers to Abraham's capital in 
the Hebron Hills as a tower (migdal). The reference is probably to Abraham's 
residence at Elonei Mamre. If so, the author, a contemporary of the Second 
Temple, was describing the enclosure at Elonei Mamre in terms associated 
with the Temple Mount -migdal or birah-both meaning tower or fortress. 
Talmudic literature refers to the place as Beth Ilanim or Botnah, and it is 
mentioned as the site of one of the most important fairs in Palestine: "There 

are three fairs: the fair of Gaza, the fair of Acco, the fair of Botnah, and the 
least doubtful of them all is the fairofBotnah," meaning that of the three fairs 
this was the one most definitely associated with idolatry and therefore Jews 
were forbidden to participateinit(J.T., A.Z. 39c; Gen. Rab. 47:10). The fair is 
mentioned in two of Jerome's commentaries (In Hieremian VI, 18, 6, CCSL 
74, 307; In Zachariam III, 11, 4-5, CCSL 76A, 851), where it is said that 
Hadrian brought the captive Jews to the famous marketplace at Terebinth. 
There he sold many into slavery. For this reason the Jews in Jerome's time 
shunned the annual fair. The same story is told in the seventh-century Chron
icon Paschale (PG 92, col. 613) with some additions. 

The Bordeaux Pilgrim (!tin. Burd. 599, 3-7) states that the emperor Con
stantine built a basilica there. Eusebius (Vita Constantini III, 51-53, GCS 7, 
99-101) and Sozomenus (HEll, 4, GCS 50, 54-56) report the circumstances 
and the official documentation referring to the building. Both Julius Afri
canus (Chron. XVIII) and Eusebius (Vita Constantini III, 53, 100; Onom. 6, 
12-14; 76, 1-3)) mention a pagan altar at the site. 

The most detailed description of the site is in the work ofSozomenos (op. 
cit.). He reports that the place, situated 15 stadia from Hebron, was the site of 
the terebinth, where the angels had appeared to Abraham. In summer, he 
states, a great fair was held there, attracting hordes of people from far away, 
who came to offer libations and burn incense, but also to trade; among them 
were pagans, Christians, and Jews. 

The Medeba map seems to differentiate between Botnah and Mamre, as the 
mosaic depicts both a church and a terebinth. During the seventh century CE 

there was a monastery at the site that continued to exist after the Arab conquest 
(Adamnanus, De Locis Sanctisll, 11, 6, CCSL 175, 211). In Crusader times, 
the site may have been occupied by the Church of the Trinity. 

Mamre: general view of the enclosure, looking south. 
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Plan of the enclosure, after Mader. 
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EXPLORATION 
Mamrewas first excavated from 1926 to 1928 by A. E. Mader, on behalf ofthe 
German Gorresgesellschaft. Excavations were resumed from 1984 to 1986 by 
I. Magen, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The enclosure ( 49.3 m by 65.1 m) is built on a rocky north-south and east-west 
declivity. Itlies 1,024 m above sea level. The builders used stones of three main 
sizes. The stones in the foundation courses are up to 0.5 m high; the next 
course is up to 0.9 m high, and over it is a still higher course, up to 1.13 m high. 
In the Byzantine period, a church was built in the eastern part of the enclosure 

The enclosure from the Herodian period: (above) reconstruction; (below) plan. 

that was still being used in the Crusader period. Numerous walls ofthis church 
are still visible. Sections of stone paving were found around a well in the 
southwest corner of the western half of the enclosure, near the south wall. 
SOUTH WALL. The entire south wall, including both its inner and outer face, 
was excavated by Mader; the excavation of the southeast corner was com
pleted by Magen. The wall is 65.1 m long and 1. 76 m wide; its stones were laid 
in two faces, inner and outer, with a rubble fill. It has survived from its 
foundations to a height of 5.83 m; in the southeast corner it is only 2.56 

Western wall of the enclosure. 



m high. The recent excavations revealed that the southeast corner was built 
over a deep well. In it the excavators discovered a masonry arch, probably of 
later construction, and a channel containing a lead pipe. A retaining wall was 
built in the center of this water system. Its large building blocks have drafted 
margins and a coarse central boss, similar to the blocks in the foundations of 
the Temple Mount. In this corner, inside the enclosure, was another rock
hewn cistern. This was, presumably, the enclosure's original water source, but 
when the large structure was built and the center shifted to the west, a new well 
was built in the southwest corner. 
WEST WALL. The west wall, which is 49.3 5 m long, was also fully excavated by 
Mader. As already mentioned, it survives to a height of 5.83 mat the south
west corner; at the northwest corner, however, it reaches only 1.51 m. The 
uppermostcourseconsists oflarge blocks (1.13 mhigh), the largest of which is 
4.75mlong. An opening 5.28m wide is pierced in themiddleofthewall. Most 
likely, it was the main entrance to the enclosure, in view of both its size and its 
western orientation, toward the main road to the enclosure. The threshold is 
quitehigh,evenifitisassumedthatonlythetwouppermostcoursesofthewall 
were visible above ground. Presumably, therefore, the approach to the en
trance was by way of a monumental staircase. Incorporated in the northern 
part of the wall is a large section with protruding margins, as well as a 
fragment of a frieze. An examination of the type and dressing of the 
stones, as well as the structure of the wall at this point, showed that it was 
an integral part of the original structure. An additional opening was pierced in 
the wall north of the entrance at some later time, when the enclosure was no 
longer in use-perhaps following the Crusader period. 
NORTH WALL. The inner face of the north wall was excavated by Mader, but 
most of the outer face was exposed in the recent excavations. In the middle of 
the wall, Mader found a few stones with drafted margins. However, as he did 
not expose the outer face of the wall, he could not prove conclusively that the 
site dated to the Second Temple period. The north wall is 64.77 m long. East of 
its center, a monolithic threshold (2m wide) was discovered in situ. Its stones 
resemble those in the western and southern walls. Here, too, an outer staircase 
probably led to the level of the gate. 

East and west of the gate were dressed pilasters. West of the gate, two finely 
carved pilasters are in situ. The stone is different from that used in the retaining 
walls. The width of each pilaster is 0.88 m, and they were set 1.9 m apart. The 
stones are similar in quality, cutting, and dressing to those in the Cave of 
Machpelah and the Temple Mount. It is significant that these stones were 
found in situ above the large stones in the retaining walls. The pilasters 
resemble those of the Cave of Machpelah both in width and in the distance 
between them. As the pilasters were set on either side of the 2-m-wide gate, the 
gate was clearly an integral part of the system of pilasters, which are also 
approximately 2m apart. East of the gate were seven additional pilasters. A 
broader pilaster was built into the corner, as in the Cave ofMachpelah. These 
pilasters were made of relatively small stones, without the diagonal cutting 
typical of the stones on the western side of the gate. It is also noteworthy that 
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Northern pilaster wall of the Herodian enclosure. 

Pilasters with dressed margins characteristic of the Herodian period, west of the eastern gate. 
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the stones in the pilasters east of the gate are inferior in quality and cutting to 
those in the pilasters on the west; the same is true of the east wall. However, this 
does not necessarily represent two building phases or repairs, as the pilasters 
in this part of the enclosure are an integral part of the whole structure. 
EAST WALL. The entire east wall was excavated in the 1984 to 1986 excava
tions. It is 48.35 m long and is preserved in the southeast corner to a height of 
three courses. Nine pilasters were found in it, all built of relatively small stones, 
of inferior quality, and without diagonal dressing between them. After a 
stretch of about 28 m there was a broad, dividing pilaster; it was followed 
by three more pilasters, similar in width to the pilasters in the north wall. 
THE WELL. The well (see above) in the southwest corner of the enclosed area 
is circular; its lower part was cut out of the rock, and its upper part was built of 
fine ashlar masonry. It is 5.3 m deep and2.85 min diameter. The well was built 
as an integral part of the enclosure. The builders set the inner wall farther back 
to make room for it (or perhaps for some structure around the well). It is an 
active well, in the sense that it refills when emptied and is not dependent on 
rainwater. 
PAVING OF THE ENCLOSURE. Adjacent to the south wall are several 
sections of stone paving that the early excavators attributed to the monarchic 
and Hasmonean periods. The recent excavators, however, believe that most of 
the paving stones were reused-the paving itself being later than the enclo
sure, but not earlier than the Byzantine period. The same is true of the two 
towers that the first excavators interpreted as an Iron Age gate. There is no 
paved area in situ at the site that can be assigned to the time of the enclosure. 
THE CHURCH. According to the historical sources, Constantine the Great 
built a church at Mamre in the fourth century. The remains of a large church 
were indeed discovered abutting the east wall of the enclosure. It had a large 
plastered apse, a nave, aisles, and probably also a narthex. The apse seems to 

have predated the church. J. Wilkinson is of the opinion that the church dates 
to the Crusader period. 

SUMMARY 
The site produced a large quantity of finds, mainly from the Roman
Byzantine period, including hundreds of coins. Among the other finds were 
lamps, pottery, and architectural remains. The most unique finds were a 
marble statue of Dionysus and an altar bearing the name of the Edomite 
god Qos. 

The recent excavations at Mamre show that the construction of the en
closure is characteristic of the Second Temple period, resembling that found 
on the Temple Mount and at the Cave ofMachpelah. The excavators believe, 
therefore, that King Herod built the site for the Edomites, who had inhabited 
the area since the destruction of the First Temple. Following the destruction of 
the Second Temple, the site became a pagan cult site, one of the main ones of 
its kind in the Hebron Hills, where annual celebrations were held in the gods' 
honor. In the fourth century CE, a church was built here by the emperor 
Constantine, in order to eradicate pagan worship in the region. This 
church, whose remains were revealed in the excavations, was apparently 
reused in the Crusader period. 

Fora list of ancient sources and archaeological studies, see the excavation report of A. E. Mader, Mambre, 
Die Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen im heiligen Bezirk, Ramal el-Halil in SUd-Paldstina, Freiburg im 
Breisgau 1957; M. Avi-Yonah and J. Braslavi, Archaeology (Israel Pocket Library), Jerusalem 
1974, 100-108; E. Lipinski, VT 24 (1974), 41-55; A. Brunot, MdB 17 (1981), 46-48; D. M. Jacob
son, PEQ 113 (1981), 73-80. 

ITZHAK MAGEN 

MAON (IN JUDEA) 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat Maon (Khirbet Ma'in) is in the southeastern Hebron Hills on the 
border of the Judean Desert (map reference 1627.0909). The mound is sit
uated on the top of a hill that rises 863 m above sea level. It is located 1.25 km 
(0.75 mi.) south of I:Iorvat Carmel and about 3 km (2 mi.) east of I:Iorvat 
Susiya. The Roman road from Hebron to Mampsis (Mamshit, or Kurnub) 
and Elath ran along the foot of the mound, to its west. The northwest slope of 
the hillis presently occupied by a small Arab village called Khirbet Ma 'in. The 
mound has been identified with the biblical Maon (Jos. 15:55; 1 Sam. 23:24-
25, 25:2), which is also mentioned in sherd 25 among the Arad ostraca. 
Eusebius mentions Maon as a settlement in the east of the area known 
as Daroma (southern Judea) (Onom. 130, 12). 
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Maon (in Judea): plan of the synagogue. 

EXPLORATION 
The site was surveyed in 1968 by a team headed by M. Kochavi. They found 
that the biblical town covered about 2.5 a., including the summit and the 
eastern and northern slopes ofthe hill. Later buildings, which are preserved to 
a considerable height, were surveyed on the western side of the hill. The finds 
include sherds from the Early Bronze Age (isolated sherds ), Iron Age (a large 
quantity, including a handle with a lamelekh impression), and the Hellenistic, 
Roman, Byzantine (mainly on the western side of the mound), and medieval 
periods. In 1979, Y. Hirschfeld surveyed the Roman-Byzantine remains at the 
site and conducted soundings in the Byzantine fort at the top of the mound. 
The remains oflarge buildings constructed with huge ashlars, a magnificent 
structure (mausoleum?), and agricultural installations (olive presses and a 
winepress) were found. 

In 1987-1988, Z. Ilan and D. Amit surveyed the mound and its surround
ings. The survey brought to light a sherd with two words in ancient Hebrew 
script: l!ln 11l (gwr ~pr). A fragment of an Iron Age zoomorphic figurine was 
also found. On and around the mound were several vats that, together with the 
remains of the oil presses, attest to the growing of grapes and oil production 
here in the Roman and Byzantine periods. To the south of the mound is a 
cemetery containing dozens of rock-cut tombs of various types and a co
lumbarium cave. The survey concentrated on the monumental buildings, 
whose walls are built of stones several meters long, on the mound's western 
slope. This massive construction suggests that there was government-directed 
building activity here, possibly connected with the Roman administrative 
center at nearby Carmel. An ashlar-built structure on the mound's northern 
slope was identified as a synagogue in this survey. It was learned that several 
stones from the synagogue and the other ancient buildings were reused in the 
modern houses of Khirbet Ma 'in, and that use was made of the cellar caves 
and cisterns of the ancient settlement. 

THE SYNAGOGUE 
Thesynagoguewasexcavated byllanandAmitin 1987-1988, with the help of 
the staff officer for archaeology in Judea and Samaria and the Kefar 'E?:yon 
Field School. The synagogue is a longitudinal building oriented south-north, 
toward Jerusalem. Its external dimensions are 10.5 by 15.5 m. Its walls (c. 1m 
thick) are built of large ashlars, some of them with drafted margins and a 
central protruding boss. The synagogue existed from the fourth to seventh 
centuries CE and had two building phases. 

In the first phase the building had three entrances in the eastern, long wall. 
There were no columns in the hall. The roof seems to have consisted of a gabled 
wooden frame resting on the thick walls, covered with tiles. The floor was 
paved with mosaic, of which mainly white sections survived, except for the 
colorful corner of a border in shades of red in the southwest of the hall. This 



Reconstruction of the synagogue in its first 
phase. 

was part of the border that originally 
surrounded the center of the hall; it 
apparently contained motifs in col
ored tesserae (many of which were 
found scattered about in the excava
tions). Remains of two or three 
benches were found along the walls. 
In the northern wall, mostly in 
ruins, there seems to have been a rec
tangular niche for the Torah ark, 
which protruded northward from the 
wall, in the direction of Jerusalem. 

The synagogue plan at Maon differs 
from that of the nearby synagogues at 
EshtemoaandSusiya. Maon'ssynago
gue is a longhouse structure, while the 
others are broadhouses with three en
trances in their eastern, broad wall. It 
does, on the other hand, resemble the 
planofthesynagogueati;Iorvat'Anim, 
in the same region. Severallonghouse 
synagogues in the north also have en
trances in the eastern long wall (Arbel 
and Ma'oz I;Iayyim, for example). 

In the second phase, which appar
ently began in the sixth century, im
portant changes were made in the 
structure. The southern part of the 
prayer hall was shortened by 3.5 m 
by the construction of an east-west 
wall with two openings. The area ta-
ken away from the hall then served as an entrance room, which may have also 
been used as a classroom when a stone bench was added along the new wall. 
The western part of the entrance room apparently served as the synagogue's 
storeroom. Access to the entrance room was provided by the southern en
trance in the eastern wall, which was still in use. In the prayer hall itself, two 
rows of three square columns each were then erected. The columns, together 
with the pilasters protruding from the southern and northern walls, suppor
ted a series of arches on which the roof rested. The mosaic pavement ofthe first 
phase, which had been damaged, was then filled in on the same level with 
sections of fine stone pavement. 

An undergroundmikveh was found under the southwestern part of the hall. 
Its entrance was outside the hall, adjoining the building's western wall. The 
mikveh included two rock-cut rooms 
of unequal size. The water passed 
through the smaller room which was 
used as an entry and dressing room. 
A large immersion pool (3 by 3 by 4 
m) attests to the mikveh's public nat
ure. Four steps were installed along the 
breadth of the pool, whose center was 
deep enough for immersion in a stand
ing position. Near the mikveh's en
trance is a narrow opening to a subter
ranean system, including a hall and 
escape tunnel, which were apparently 
linked to the synagogue complex. 

A considerable portion of the finds 
was recovered in the layers of earth and 
debris that filled the mikveh almost to 
its roof. The finds include fragments of 
dozens of glass and clay oil lamps, 
fragments of glass goblets, pottery 
bowls, cooking vessels, and storage 
jars, as well as imported vessels. A 
small number of finds date to the 
fourth to fifth centuries CE; the major
ity belong to the sixth and seventh 
centuries. The numismatic finds in
clude a coin of Valentinian I (364-
375 CE) and two coins from the fifth 
century. 

Aerial view, looking south: (lower right) 
synagogue; (above) Byzantine fort. 
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Of special importance are twelve fragments of a seven-branched menorah 
made of white marble. The menorah was sculpted to an estimated height of 
more than 1.6 m. Its branches, each a single piece, were fashioned in the form 
of rounded drums ("apples"; see B.T., Men. 28b), that decrease in size toward ~ 

the top; the lowest apple in the central branch is 16.5 em in diameter, while the 
uppermost apple is only 6.5 em in diameter. A leaf (flower) issues from the 
base of each drum. Between the branches of the menorah are engraved dec
orations, also used to support the branches. A square hole was cut at the 
bottom ofthe lowest apple on the central branch, through which the branches 
were connected to the base (not found) by means of a metal rod. Also found 
were fragments of two carved lion heads and the body of a carved lion 
adjoining two marble colonnettes engraved with the feet of another animal 
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Maon (in Judea): marble, seven-branched menorah: (left) fragments of the menorah; (right) reconstruction. 

(a lion?). The lions decorated the bodyofthemenorah and apparently flanked 
it. The menorah would have been extremely heavy, for the weight of these 
parts alone comes to 25 kg (55lbs.). It probably stood on a square base. The 
discovery of these parts of a menorah attests to the practice of placing tall, 
three-dimensional menorahs near the Torah ark in synagogues-as is also 
indicated by the finds in the synagogues at Eshtemoa and Susiya and from the 
depictions on mosaics uncovered in various synagogues. This discovery also 
advances what was known about the form of the three-dimensional menorah 
in ancient synagogues. 

The building apparently fell into disuse in the seventh century. In later 
periods there was limited activity in the place, apparently by seminomads. 

Z. Ilan and D. Ami!, ESI 7-8 (1988-1989), 123-125. 

ZVI ILAN, DAVID AMIT 

MA'ON (NIRIM) 
IDENTIFICATION 
ThecityofMa'on, in the region ofBesor, about20 km(l2.5 mi.) southwest of 
Gaza and 0.5 km southwest ofKibbutz Nirim, is today known as Khirbet el
Ma'in (map reference 093.082). It was apparently the center of the Saltus 
Constantiniaces, from the fourth century CE onward. The place was known as 
Menois, anditformed the western boundary of the LimesPalaestinae. A unit 
of Illyrian horsemen was stationed there. 

THE SYNAGOGUE 
A synagogue discovered during road construction was cleared in the spring of 
1957 and 1958 by S. Levy, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities. 
Almost nothing has survived of the western part of the synagogue, and only 
scant remains were found of the rest ofthe building. A section of the northeast 
wall, built of ashlars and oriented toward Jerusalem, is still standing. This wall 
contained a semicircular apse, with a small pi tin its floor that probably served 
as the synagogue's treasury chest. In front of the apse was a small bema (0.6 by 
0. 7 5 m) built of ashlars. It is the excavator's opinion that it held the Ark of the 
Law. It is more likely, however, that the ark was fixed in the apse and that the 
bema served some other purpose. On the basis of the meager remains, espe
cially those of the floor, it can be assumed thatthe building was a basilica (c. 17 
by 15m), divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two aisles. The aisles 
and the southern part of the nave were paved with limestone slabs, but the rest 
of the nave was paved with a decorated mosaic. This may indicate that there 
was an upper story (women's gallery) above the aisles and the southern part of 
the nave. The remains of a plastered pool (a mikveh?) and a cistern were found 
east of the synagogue, but it was not ascertained whether they belonged to the 
synagogue. 
THE MOSAIC FLOOR. The western part of the mosaic pavement, about one 
third of its total area(l0.2 by 5.4m), wasdestroyedduringtheconstructionof 
a road. The mosaic was laid in a blaze of color, a rich palette of eighteen 
shades of red, brown, green, yellow, black, white, and orange. On either side of 
the small bema, near the apse, the floor has two small rectangles decorated 
with geometric patterns. In front of the apse an inscription is set in a tabula 
ansata (see below). The main field ofthe mosaic consists of a single panel (8.9 
by 4.95 m) surrounded by a border of stylized flowers pointing alternately 
inward and outward. The border itself is flanked by two bands of stepped 
triangles. The panel is divided into fifty-five round medallions, arranged in 

eleven horizontal rows, with five medallions to a row, or in five vertical rows of 
eleven medallions. The medallions are formed by a vine trellis with clusters of 
grapes, leaves, and tendrils issuing from an amphora in the central medallion 
of the bottom row. Jewish symbols are concentrated in the upper row of 
medallions, near the apse. The top two medallions in the axial row contain 
a seven-branched menorah on a tripod with feet shaped like lions' paws. On a 
horizontal bar at the top of the menorah are seven burning oil lamps, which 
are depicted as being of glass. A pairoflions flank the menorah in the top row 
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Ma'on (Nirim): plan of the synagogue. 
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of medallions and have their heads turned toward it. On either side of the Detail of the mosaic pavement. 
menorah's stem are two ethrogs, with a ram's horn (shofar) on the right and a 
lulab and another ethrog(?) attached to it on the left. Two palm trees with a 
pair of doves at their feet appear in two medallions on either side of the 
menorah's shaft. The eight remaining medallions in the axial row (between 
the menorah and the amphora) are filled with baskets, bowls, a goblet, an 
amphora, and a bird in a cage. Animals and birds appear in the other me
dallions of the mosaic and are identical on both sides of the axial row. 

The Jewish symbols are typical of synagogue mosaics from the Byzantine 
period. Lions in pairs are familiar from the mosaics in the synagogues at Beth 
Alpha and I:Iammat Gader. The style of the mosaic pavement is similar to that 
in the synagogue in Gaza, completed in 508-509 CE, and that in a church 
dated to the year 561-562 CE that was uncovered in Sheila! in the Besorregion 

Drawing of the mosaic pavement. 

in 1917 and is now preserved in Australia. From a comparison of these 
mosaics, Avi-Yonah concluded that the Ma'on mosaic and the church pave
ment had been produced by artisans from the same workshop and that the 
synagogue mosaic had evidently been laid during the first three decades of the 
sixth century CE. The remains of an earlier mosaic floor were found 5 em 
below the Ma'on pavement. From the available evidence, it is impossible to ~ 
ascertain whether the earlier floor also belongs to the synagogue. 

The inscription in front of the apse, which was deciphered and published by 
S. Yeivin, is an Aramaic dedication of four lines, of which the three upper lines 
on the right side have been damaged. It reads as follows: "Remembe[red] for 
good be the whole congregation [who ha]ve contributed this mosaic [and 
furtherm]ore Daisin and Thoma and Judah who have donated [the] sum [of] 
two denarii." The letters are badly executed. The artisan may have been 
unfamiliar with the script. 

Among the small finds are coins dating from the fourth to the sixth cen-

Section of the mosaic pavement in front of the apse. 
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turies and carved bone ornaments, including a small plaque with an amphora 
that may have been an inlay for the Ark of the Law. 

The synagogue at Ma'on is an outstanding example of the so-called late 
synagogues, especially those from the sixth to the seventh centuries CE. It has 
an Ark of the Law in an apse oriented toward Jerusalem. It was the first 
synagogue of this type discovered in the Negev desert. 

The site: M. Avi-Yonah, The Holy Land, Grand Rapids 1966, 120, 162. 
The synagogue: S. Levy, IEJ 7 (1957), 265; id. (eta!.), Rabinowitz Bulletin 3 (1960), 6-40; id., Roman 
Frontier Studies, Tel-Aviv 1971, 206-216; A. Grabar, Cahiers Archeologiques 12 (1962), 117, 124; 16 
(1966), !Off.; Goodenough, Jewish Symbols 9, 17; 12, 48. 

DANBARAG 

MA'OZ HAYYIM 
IDENTIFICATION 
The site of Ma'oz I:Iayyim is about 5 km (3 mi.) east of Beth-Shean (map 
reference 201.211). As early as the British Mandate, researchers knew of the 
existence of an ancient settlement on a small hill known as the Hill of the 
Midgets, west ofKibbutz Ma'oz I:Iayyim; Bedouin ofthe Jazawiya tribe used 
the stones on the hill to build a small cemetery here. In 1974, remains of 
ancient buildings and a mosaic floor were uncovered while foundations were 
being dug for shelters. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Following the discoveries, three seasons of excavations were conducted at the 

. 
site, from 1974 to 1977, directed by V. Tzaferis, on behalf of the Israel De
partment of Antiquities and Museums. 
THE SYNAGOGUE. Excavation revealed the remains of a synagogue whose 
walls were not well preserved and whose floors were mostly destroyed. The 
synagogue was destroyed and abandoned in the seventh century CE. New 
buildings were erected above it; their foundations were embedded in the ruins 
and the walls were laid directly on its mosaic floors. The Bedouin's use of the 
synagogue stones for their cemetery also contributed to the site's destruction. 
The remaining finds, however, do permit a reconstruction of the synagogue's 
plan. 

Three building stages can be distinguished in the synagogue that show its 

Ma'oz lfayyim: overview of the synagogue's floors, looking south. 



Plan of the synagogue. 

development in the Roman and Byzantine periods, from the third to sixth 
centuries CE. The earliest building (I) was relatively small and almost square 
(12.5by 14m). It was divided by two rows of columns into a wide nave flanked 
by two narrow aisles. Although the columns were not recovered in the ex
cavation, their square bases were found incorporated in the stone pavement, 
indicating that square pillars supported the ceiling. The bases were found 
beneath the column bases of the later buildings. 

In the center of the southern wall, facing Jerusalem, a square platform 
extended into the nave. This may be 
early evidence of a bema. Here, too, 
there was a wood or stone superstruc
ture, probably the site of the Torah 
ark. A courtyard extended to the 
north and east of the building in its 
later phases; however, no traces of a 
courtyard were found in phase I. The 
location of the entrances to the earliest 
synagogue cannot be determined with 
certainty. They were probably in the 
east because the entrances to the later 
structures were found in the eastern 
wall. 

Building I showed no evidence of 
violent destruction; building II, 
which was erected above it, under
went significant changes. The width 
of building II remained the same as 
that of the earlier one, but it was ex
tended northward by about 4 m. An 
apse, protruding about 3 m from the 
wall, was built in the southern part of 
the building. The interior was divided 
by two rows of five columns each into a 
nave and two aisles. Two half columns, 

Mosaic floors in the southern part of the 
synagogue. 
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built against the northern wall, protruded into the nave in line with the rows of 
columns. The building's walls, including those of the apse, were undressed 
stone laid in mortar. The building's interior was probably plastered, judging 
from the several traces found on the walls. The nave was paved with fine 
colored mosaics, some remains of which are preserved in the southern part 
of the building. The mosaic floor extended to the head of the apse and to the 
foot of the walls. 

The apse in building II was the focal point of the nave. Although the apse's 
pavement has not been found, it was probably higher than the mosaic pave
ment. The apse's area now served as a bema, on which the Torah ark was 
placed. The apse was partitioned by a decorated marble screen, whose remains 
were found in secondary use in phase III of the synagogue. 

Several changes were made inside the synagogue in its last phase (building 
III): a new mosaic floor was laid about 30 em above the earlier floor; and 
benches were built along all but the southern walls. Building III was also 
divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two aisles. The column bases 
here, however, were built of small undressed stones. An Ionic capital, which 
probably decorated one of the columns in the earlier structure, was reused in 
this phase, placed upside down on one of the column bases. Because these 
bases are not solid, theyprobablysupported wood rather than stone columns. 

Important changes were made in the southern part of the synagogue in the 
area of the apse; adjoining the apse was a bema (2 by 6 m) that extended into 
the nave. The walls of the apse were built directly on building II's fine mosaic 
pavement. The floor of the bema, as seen in one corner, was built of stone slabs 
and was only 10 em higher than the nave floor. The floorofthe apse, although 
not found, was probably slightly higher than the bema's. The synagogue's 
genizah was at the rear ofthe apse, sunk in its floor. The remains of the marble 
screen that separated the apse and bema from the nave were found scattered on 
the floor. 

To the east and the north of the synagogue was a stone-paved courtyard that 
existed from the building's second phase to its destruction. Two entrances 
onto the courtyard, which already existed in phase II, were found in the 
building's eastern wall. No traces of other doorways were found. The thresh
olds ofboth entrances were raised to accommodate the raised floor of the final 
phase. They were built of monolithic basalt slabs, found in situ. Each thresh
old had two flanking sockets for the door hinges. The shape of the threshold 
indicates that each entrance had a double door that opened inward. 

The outer part of the synagogue was excavated only at its southwestern 
corner, where walls, abutting those of the synagogue, were found. The floor 
levels of the rooms within the walls correspond to the synagogue's building 
stages. Because of the limited area of the excavation, it could not be deter
mined whether these rooms belonged to the settlement or formed part of the 
synagogue complex-that is, were used to hold related activities (Torah study, 
administration, and purification, for example). 
MOSAICS. Only a few sections of the early mosaic laid in phase II of the 
synagogue have survived, mainly in the south, including part of the border 
pattern surrounding the central motif. The mosaics in both the aisles and nave 
are geometric in design. The master plan of the mosaicists can be discerned as 
follows: the mosaics consist of several geometric motifs, each a basic element 
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ofthe final composition. These elements form carpetlike panels that were laid 
in the relatively long aisles. The panels contain simple motifs, some of which 
appear in the nave. The major artistic effort was obviously concentrated on 
the central area of the synagogue, which has not survived. 

The mosaic in the nave has its own inner border: two ropelike bands 
forming a meander pattern. Between the meanders are squares containing 
fruit, such as an ethrog and clusters of grapes, as well as fowl. The central 
motif, at the head of the apse, is the most important. It depicts a seven
branched menorah with a shofar to its right. The eastern portion of this 
panel was destroyed, but judging from the length of what survives, it was 
probably not square, but rectangular. Other ritual objects may have been 
depicted in the missing section, and there may have been an inscription, as has 
been found in other, contemporary synagogues. Three square panels, each 
containing a complex geometric motif, were laid in the mosaic, across the 
southern breadth of the nave. Unfortunately, nothing has survived of the 
patterns that filled the center of the nave. 

At a later period it became necessary to repair the mosaic in the southern 
part of the western aisle. Unskilled workers seem to have carried out the 
repairs, which are of noticeably inferior quality. The members of the con
gregation apparently no longer had the means to pay for skilled craftsmen. 

Extensive areas of the later, phase III mosaic have survived, mainly along 
the eastern aisle. The mosaic, because of its simple style, can be completely 
reconstructed. Its quality is highly inferior to that of the previous mosaic. 
Although the same type of tesserae was used, the stones here are much larger 
and the wealth of color found in the earlier mosaic is not repeated. 

SUMMARY 
The excavations showed that changes were made in the synagogue not because 
violent destruction required them, but because the congregation had carefully 
planned them. The early synagogue was apparently founded at the end of the 
third or the beginning ofthe fourth century CE; no earlier remains were found. 
Its second phase was built in the fifth century and continued in use until the 
beginning of the sixth century. The synagogue was destroyed and the set
tlement was abandoned in the beginning ofthe seventh century, in the wake of 
the Arab conquest. 

V. Tzaferis, JEJ 24 (1974), 143-144; 32 (1982), 215-244; id., RB 83 (1976), 87-88; id., ASR, 86-89; 
D. Chen, LA 30 (1980), 255-258; 38 (1988), 248-249. 

VASSILIOS TZAFERIS 

MARESHAH (MARISA) 
IDENTIFICATION 
It is generally agreed by scholars that Mareshah (Marisa) is to be identified 
with Tell Sandal).anna, located in the Shephelah, about 2 km (1 mi.) south of 
Beth Guvrin and 30 km (18.5 mi.) east-southeast of Ashkelon (map reference 
140.110). This identification is based on references in the Bible and in Jo
sephus, where Marisa is mentioned in the vicinity of towns in the eastern 
Shephelah. It is also corroborated by Eusebius, who located it 2 miles from 
Beth Guvrin ( Onom. 130: I 0). In the light of this literary evidence, E. Rob
inson was the first to establish the location of Marisa at Tell Sandal).anna. 
Although V. Guerin and the British Survey sought to identify Marisa with 
Khirbet Marash, I km (0.6 mi.) south of the above-mentioned site, W. F. 
Petrie found only Roman remains there, leading him also to conclude that 
Marisa should be identified with Tell Sandal).anna itself. F. J. Bliss was of the 
same opinion even before his excavation of the latter mound. The identifica
tion was verified by the excavations, especially by the inscription discovered in 
a tomb near the mound mentioning the Sidonian community "residing in 
Marisa" (see below). 

HISTORY 
Mareshah appears among the cities of Judah (Jos. 15:44) and in the "gen
ealogies" of the settlements (1 Chr. 2:42) as belonging to the Calebites. In the 
Bible, no mention is made of its being a Canaanite city prior to the Israelite 
conquest. During the reign ofRehoboam, Mareshah was one of the fortified 
cities defending the southwestern approaches of Judah. Zerah the Ethiopian, 
who invaded the country in the time of king Asa, reached Mareshah (c. 900 
BCE), but was repulsed in the major battle fought in the Valley of Zephathah 
(north ofMareshah according to the Septuagint [2 Chr. 14:8-9]). After the 
destruction of the First Temple, Marisa, together with all of southern Judah, 
became Edomite territory. In the Hellenistic period, it replaced Lachish as the 
main city in western ldumea (see, for example, the Zenon papyri [P Cairo 
59006,59015, 59537], 259 BCE). During the Hasmonean wars, Marisa served 
as a base for attacks on Judea, and therefore suffered acts of retaliation by the 
Maccabees (1 Mace. 5:66 should read Mciptcrav [Marisa], not LetJlcipEtetv 
[Samaria] and also 2 Mace. 12:35). In the Hellenistic period, and perhaps even 
in the Persian period, a Sidonian community settled in Marisa. Hyrcanus I 
capturedMarisatogetherwithallofldumea(Josephus,Antiq.XIII,257; War 
I, 63), and the city remained in Hasmonean hands (Antiq. XIII, 396) until 
Pompey'sconquestofJudea(Antiq.XIV, 75; War I, 156). Thecitywasrebuilt 
by Ga bini us, governor ofSyria,from 57 to 55 BCE ( Antiq. XIV, 8 8; War I, 166), 
and was probably handed over to Herod together with all of western Idumea 
in 40 BCE. In the same year, the Parthians utterly destroyed the "strong city," 
which was never rebuilt (Antiq. XIV, 364; War I, 269). Thereafter Beth Guvrin 
replaced Marisa as the capital of the district. 

EXCAVATIONS ON THE MOUND 
Tel Mare shah was partially excavated in the summer of 1900 by F. J. Bliss and 
R. A. S. Macalister, under the auspices of the British Palestine Exploration 
Fund. This was part of a series of excavations carried out in the Shephelah 
from 1898 to 1900. In 1989 and 1991, new excavations at Mareshah, directed 
by A. Kloneron behalf ofthe Israel Antiquities Authority, succeeded, among 
other things, in clearing the northwestern tower (see below). The mound is 

about 152m in diameter. At its summit (357m above sea level) was found a 
stratified accumulation 3.6-6.1 m thick. The early excavators identified three 
strata: two Hellenistic and one Israelite ("Jewish"). They first excavated a 
network of squares (each 3 by 3m) until they discovered walls directly beneath 
the surface. After three days of digging, they began uncovering walls and 
rooms, clearing three walls of each room and piling up the debris against the 
fourth wall. They uncovered thewhole upper stratum and established the plan 
ofthe entire uppercityin the last phase of its occupation. In one area(block II, 
see below), an exploratory pit was sunk (15 by 9 by 5.5 m). In 1902, Bliss 
published his 'report of the excavation, and five years later H. Thiersch pub
lished a detailed analysis of his report. 

Theuppercity in its last phase was almost square in plan (158 mfrom east to 
west; !52 m from north to south) and covered an area of about 6 a. It was 
surrounded by a wall with square and rectangular towers. Aside from the 
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Plan of the caves in the lower city surrounding the mound (after Bliss). 



corner towers (of which the northwestern one is outstanding), three towers 
were discovered in the western wall. In the northern wall a corner and an angle 
were found, but no tower. Near the angle, inside the wall, a large structure was 
discovered, perhaps the remains of a gate. The wall was constructed on a 
foundation of rough stone, and is built in part of limestone cut like 
bricks, and laid in headers and stretchers (15 by 52 by 28 em). On the 
east, the wall is built of large blocks laid in mortar. No gates were 
found. The gate that Bliss thought he found near the southeastern corner 
is actually a tower, the remains of which are preserved up to the threshold of 
the door. It can be assumed, however, that the gates were located atthe ends of 
the main streets. The Hippodamic system (based on a grid) is easily recognized 
in the original plan of the upper city: two parallel main streets running east
west (A and e in the report); and three north-south streets (E + B, Z + r, H 
+ ~) intersecting the main streets at right angles. The width of the streets 
varies from 2 to 6 m. In most of the streets, there were remains of paving. The 
main street contained the remains of a drainage system. The municipal 
drainage network branched off to the private houses, but the excavators 
did not examine it in detail, confining themselves to uncovering the upper 
stratum without destroying buildings. The grid of streets bounded twelve 
blocks of buildings. One of these blocks of buildings (1, between E, E>, and 
A streets), located near the eastern wall, was evidently the religious, admin
istrative, and military center. Another (block II between A, H, Z, and e 
streets) was the commercial center. 

Block I was square in form (each side 45 m long). In its center, there was an 
enclosed court, surrounded by rooms and halls of various sizes. To the west an 
additional row of six rooms of equal size opening onto street E was added to 
the inner row of rooms. The former were apparently offices or guardrooms. A 
small building (9 by 3 m) in the center of the court was divided into three 
compartments. Some scholars assume that this was a temple erected in honor 
of an ldumean trinity of gods, as yet unidentified. It seems that one of the 
tutelary deities of the city was Apollo (perhaps the ldumean god Qos). The 
court surrounding the temple may have been an outer court. In any case, this 
was clearly a very important building for its court to occupy so large an area in 
so crowded a city. 

Block II is also a square structure (each side 42 m long) consisting of two 
courts. One, extending along street A, was paved with stones. The other (24.5 
by 15.2 m), to the south ofthe first court, was surrounded by a porch, of which 
the foundations were cleared. West of the first court was a large house with a 
small enclosed court in the center. The rest of the block consisted of smaller 
rooms. Apparently the northern court was a marketplace and the southern 
one a caravanserai. 

Two types of buildings were distinguished in the city: a large building 
consisting of rooms surrounding an enclosed court and a small building 
with rooms not arranged in a clear plan. In several buildings were discovered 
remains of hearths, basins, shelves, and steps leading either to the roof or to 
the cellar. One house in the south of the city contained a granary. In the 
middle of one of the northern blocks was a storeroom(?) with thick walls and a 
barrel-vaulted ceiling. From the few architectural fragments and from the 
plans of the buildings, it is evident that the architecture of the city was a blend 
ofHellenistic and eastern elements, corresponding well with the historyofthe 
city. The remains also included Ionic and Corinthian capitals of large and 
small columns, capitals of pillars, and panels decorated with rosette and 
meander motifs. 

The excavations revealed that the original Hippodamic plan was distorted 
in the final phase of the city. Streets were blocked by rooms, or were diverted 
from straight courses into crooked paths. Toward the end of the city's ex
istence, the inhabitants were apparently no longer prepared to accept the 
urban plan imposed on them from above, and each individual adapted 
it to his own needs and to his eastern way oflife, without heeding the public 
welfare. The early excavators were of the opinion that during the final siege of 
the city the wall was breached on the southwest where no building remains 
were discovered. In the debris in this spot were found the tablets bearing the 
execration inscriptions (see below). 

In an earlier phase, the city was surrounded by a different wall which, 
judging from its remains, enclosed a slightly larger area. The excavators 
assumed that the two walls were linked and that the outer one served to 
support the rough-stone foundation upon which the first wall was erect
ed. They concluded that the two walls were built at the same time. This 
explanation, however, does not seem plausible. Following the renewed ex
cavations, it seems more likely that the lower wall belongs to the early phase of 
the Israelite city, but was reused and repaired in the Persian and Early Hel
lenistic periods (see below). 

Several rooms were discovered in the trial trench sunk in the center of the 
city. Under these rooms, at a depth of 3.05 m, a "Jewish" stratum from the 
Israelite period was found. 
NORTHWESTERN TOWER (AREA 100). In the 1989 excavations a corner 
tower was exposed in the northwestern sector of the high mound. Two main 
building phases, both Hellenistic, were identified. The outline ofthe tower was 
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Mareshah: plan of the Hellenistic city. 

already recorded in the 1900 excavations, when the excavators went down to 
0.3 to 0.45 m and reconstructed the tower on the basis of the course of the 
upper, later walls. The tower was a surprisingly strong and well-preserved 
structure. 

The tower was part of the northern line of fortifications of the acropolis. 
Earlier constructions, dated to the Iron Age and the Persian period, stood 
beneath and to the south of these fortifications. The tower was built against 
the northern wall of the upper city and the earlier masonry. The first phase, 
which projected northward and westward from the wall, was trapezoid. The 
estimated length of its southern wall, part of which coincided with the city 
wall (see above), was 16m, the length of its northern wall was 14m, the length 
of its eastern wall was 9 m, and that of its western wall was 14m. The thickness 
of the tower walls was approximately 3.5 m. Within the tower were two 
rectangular, hall-like rooms, each 7.5 m long and 3.5 m wide. These halls 
occupied the upper part of the tower. Trial soundings were cut over about one
third ofthe area of each hall, beneath the estimated floor level of the halls; they 
revealed walls of buildings from the Iron Age and the Persian period. This 
masonry was divided into at least three phases, dating from the eighth to 
fourth centuries BCE. Among the notable finds were ostraca with names and 
short phrases in Aramaic-the language used by the ldumean population of 
the vicinity-inscribed in ink. The floors of the halls from the Hellenistic 
period, of crushed chalk, were preserved mainly on the south. 

Some of the walls beneath the floors, from the Iron Age II and Persian 
period, had collapsed even before the tower was built. When the tower was 
built at the beginning of the Hellenistic period, parts of the earlier walls were 
incorporated in the fill under the halls. There may have been an earlier tower in 
the area, whose outer walls were dismantled and entirely removed in order to 
make room for the Hellenistic tower. 

The tower was built of local chalk, quarried in brick-shaped rectangular 
blocks from caves in the lowercity. A typical brick measured 40 by 20 by 18 em. 
The bricks were laid across the width of the wall, eight or nine bricks alongside 
one another. The tower walls were built as a single, large mass, completely 
filled by such courses of stones. The stones were laid mainly as headers, 
although the wall also contained numerous stretchers. The builders also 
reinforced the walls with larger blocks of nari stone. These large blocks 
did not appear in each course, and their use as reinforcing masonry requires 
further study. 

Theearlytowerdated to the beginningofthethirdcentury BCE(c. 300 BCE). 
It was built in debris of earth and ashes from the Persian period. 

In the second phase, a new tower was built over the tower from the Early 
Hellenistic period. Of this newtowertwowalls survived: the western wall, 2.35 
m thick, and the eastern wall, 2.2 m thick. The late tower was built of large 
blocks of the local nari stone, on a rectangular rather than trapezoid plan as in 
the first phase. Its walls were slightly recessed in comparison with those of the 
earlier tower and were less thick. The later phase of the tower, which was dated 
to the first half of the second century BCE, was probably destroyed toward the 
end of that century. 

To its west the tower rose to a height of at least 12m. During both phases of 
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Aerial view of the northwest tower of the acropolis from the Hellenistic period, looking east. 

the tower's existence in the Hellenistic period the foundations were apparently 
deepened, penetrating earlier levels, and more earth and stones were depos
ited in order to support and reinforce the lower third. 

Partly surrounding the tower on its west and north was a circular wall (1. 7 m 
thick)preserved to aheightofabout2m. While still in useitwas repaired a few 
times. This wall, too, was built of rectangular chalk bricks, like those of the 
Hellenistic period, but more worn. Running up to the wall was a crushed chalk 
floor. All the sherds found under this floor, down to bedrock, were from the 
Iron Age II. The wall was part of the outer wall of the mound, discovered by 
Bliss and Macalister in 1900 and attributed by them to the Hellenistic period, 
as its general course, including offsets and insets, conformed to the line of the 
upper wall. It is now believed that this wallis in fact part ofthe lower wall ofthe 
mound, dating to the Iron Age II. It was known, at least in part, to the builders 
of the Hellenistic tower, who probably used it as a retaining wall. 

In the 1991 season, Hellenistic buildings adjoining the circular wall on the 
outside, that is, on the northwest, were examined. The excavations revealed a 
residential quarter of the lower city, built of chalk and adapted, like most of 
the city's buildings, to the natural rock terraces. The construction was of 
excellent quality. Basins and other installations for liquids, probably of 
a domestic nature, were found in some of the rooms. 
THE POTTERY AND SMALL FINDS. The finds from the Israelite stratum 
include seventeen lamelekh impressions-eleven of the double-winged type 
and six of the four-winged type-from various cities: Hebron, three; Mmst, 
three; Socoh, six; Ziph, two; and three seals bearing illegible names. A large 
quantity ofHellenistic pottery was found in the excavations. It comprises one 
of the richest pottery repertoires of this period discovered in the country. 
Among the finds were 328 Rhodian amphora handles as well as complete 
Rhodian amphorae. The seal impressions on the Rhodian handles date from 
the beginning of the third to the end of the second centuries BCE. The im
ported ware also included early types of terra sigillata or Samian ware, a 
ribbed bowl, and sherds of Megarian bowls. 

Three inscriptions were discovered from the Hellenistic period. They were 
deciphered by C. Clermont-Ganneau. One, an inscription on a cylindrical 
base, is a dedication to Arsinoe II, queen of Egypt, the wife of Ptolemy IV 
Philopator (221-203 BCE). The second inscription, carved on a limestone 
fragment, mentions only one of the royal names of the Ptolemaic dynas
ty-Berenice. The third inscription, carved on the base of the huge statue 
of an eagle and dedicated to Apollo by" ... s the son ofKraton," is also from 
the Hellenistic period. These inscriptions in honor of the Ptolemaic dynasty 
may be connected with the victory march of Ptolemy IV in Palestine after his 
success near Raphia in 217 BCE. 

Of special interest are sixteen small (5-8 em high) lead figurines. Most of 
them are figures of humans (male and female), with slightly rounded heads, 
on which the eyes, nose and mouth are indicated. The figures are bent in 
different positions and their hands or feet (or sometimes both) are bound with 

iron, copper, or lead wire, or tied to instruments of torture(?). The figurines 
were found in the rows of rooms surrounding the court in block I, which the 
excavators named the Seleucid barracks. The figurines apparently served 
magical purposes. A person wishing to curse his enemy with some kind 
of infliction made a small figurine in his image, bound or tied it, and set 
it near the temple of the god. Another figurine of this type was found during 
the excavation of cave 51 in 1990. The practice of magic of this sort must have 
been common in Hellenistic Marisa, as is evidenced by the discovery of fifty
one limestone tablets and fragments, some in cursive Greek, in the south
western corner of the city, apparently in the fill. Four of the tablets contained 
Hebrew inscriptions in a square script, and two other inscriptions were 
written in an unknown script (demotic Coptic?). The Greek inscriptions 
were deciphered by R. Wunsch. On small fragments there appear phrases 
and isolated names in Greek. One tablet apparently contains a list of the days 
oftheweek for the whole year (the tablet is divided into seven columns). Each 
day is designated by the letters T 11 (day of good fortune), or in reverse order 
11 T (day of ill fortune). The long passages (one is of twenty-three lines, and 
two are of seventeen lines) are prayers and appeals to unspecified gods to give 
retribution to the writer's enemies who had caused him harm. Among the 
supplicants appear Semitic names (Adam Zabatos), Roman names (Rus
ticus, Crispa), Egyptian names (Thoargos, Aegyptos, Memnon), and many 
Greek names. 

Base of a statue of an eagle with a Greek dedicatory inscription to Apollo from 
" .. . s the son of Kraton," Hellenistic period. 



CHRONOIDGY. The Israelite stratum can be dated to the final years of the 
Judean kingdom. On the basis of the finds, the founding of the second, 
middle, stratum is difficult to date with certainty. Nevertheless, judging from 
the Ptolemaic inscriptions--even when disregarding such external docu
ments as the Zenon papyri-Marisa emerges as a very prominent center 
in the Early Hellenistic period. W. F. Albright and others have suggested 
that the city was destroyed by the Hasmoneans, but this hypothesis is difficult 
to accept in the light of the numerous Hasmonean coins discovered in the 
excavations (and see below). A total of sixty-one coins was discovered in the 
early excavations: thirteen Ptolemaic, nineteen Seleucid, twenty-five from the 
time ofJohn Hyrcanus I (134-104 BCE) or II (63-40 BCE), one Herodian, and 
two Greek coins of unclear provenance. This hypothesis can be accepted only 
if it is assumed that the numerous coins bearing Hyrcanus' name are evidence 
of a Hasmonean occupation force stationed in the city, and the absence of 
coins of Alexander J annaeus (1 03-76 BCE) proves that the city was deserted in 
his time. The tomb inscriptions, however, clearly indicate that the Sidonian 
colony existed at the site at least until I 03 BCE, some years after the Hasmo
nean conquest, and up to the accession of Jannaeus himself. Furthermore, it 
does not seem plausible that the upper city built by Gabinius in about 56 BCE 

was destroyed in 40 BCE, since it is difficult to conceive that within only sixteen 
years such drastic changes could have been affected in the original Hippo
damic plan. It seems more likely-also in the light of the discoveries at 
Samaria-that the settlement did not cease with the Hasmonean con
quest, but rather that during the rule of this dynasty, the "orientaliza
tion" of the original layout of the Hellenistic city took place. If this is 
so, then the middle stratum should be attributed to the Seleucid period 
(after the attacks of Judas Maccabaeus?), when Idumean-Sidonian Marisa 
was rebuilt. With the Hasmonean conquest, the city took on a typically 
oriental character. Gabinius changed nothing except the government and 
the composition of the population, nor did he build anything, except perhaps 
the temple itself. 

MICHAEL AVI-YONAH 

THE lOWER CITY 
The lower city, built on ground some 15 to 30m lower than that of the upper 
city on the mound, occupied a considerable area, surrounding the entire 
mound in a ring of varying width. The radius of the ring was 250 to 
400 m, its area approximately 80 a. 

At least part of the lowercitywas walled. A survey in the southern sector of 
the lowercity, near its southeastern corner, identified a wall running west some 
200m from that point. This wall (1.2-1.5 m thick) was built with moderate 
offsets and insets. 

The lower city was also a subterranean city. Details of its underground 
parts were described by various nineteenth-century scholars such as Robin
son, Guerin, C. R. Conder and H. H. Kitchener, and Smith. Macalister, in the 
course of his 1900 excavations, surveyed the groups of caves cut in the local 
rock (a very soft chalk, assigned to the Zor'ah formation of the Eocene era), 
identifying and listing sixty-three caves. He actually assigned any network of 
interconnected caves a single number, provided it was possible to penetrate 
from one cave to the next, even through a broken wall or by crawling through a 
breach made during some later period. 

Thus, the lower city consisted of many hundreds of caves, above which 
stood private houses, public buildings, workshops, shops, lanes and streets. 
These caves were accessible from courtyards in the buildings or corridors 
between buildings. Most of the city's walls were aligned with the general 
direction of buildings on the mound: east-west and north-south. 

Excavations in cave 75, in the eastern quarter of the lower city, revealed a 
well-defined stratigraphy of installations and floors from the Iron Age and the 
Persian and Hellenistic periods. Other caves also produced evidence of oc
cupation during the Persian period or finds from that period. By that time, 
therefore, some caves had already been hewn in the ground. It is not yet 
known, however, whether the subterranean city was in existence-other 
than the above-mentioned caves, whose function is still unclear-in the 
Iron Age and Persian period. Only in the Early Hellenistic period did the 
underground part of the lower city begin to expand-so rapidly that in some 
places the impressionis one of crowded quarters and intensive use. During the 
examination of the caves in the lower city of Mareshah, the excavators were 
able to identify the two principal economic mainstays of the Hellenistic city: 
oil manufacture and the breeding of doves. 
OIL MANUFACTURE. Some twenty underground olive presses, dated to 
the third and second centuries BCE, were discovered. A survey conducted by 
N. Sagiv andY. Zoran in 1986 identified and mapped the remains of sixteen 
installations. Two additionalpresseswerediscoveredin 1989, and two more in 
1991. In 1989, olive press 4 in Macalister's cave 44 was excavated and its 
original installations were exposed. The crushing and pressing installa
tions, the latter consisting of three press beds, were reconstructed. Also found 
were storage installations, cells of varied functions, a cistern, and a finely 
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Cave 74: press installations and weights in situ in the oil press, with a decorated cui tic 
niche in the center. 

fashioned ritual niche. A modern reconstruction was accomplished by using 
beams cut with axes of various types. The Mareshah olive presses were well 
preserved thanks to their subterranean location. The annual output of oil at 
Mareshah has been estimated at some 270 tons, on the assumption that there 
were thirty olive presses. The olive groves must have occupied thousands of 
acres of the hilly ground around the city. 
DOVE BREEDING. More than sixty columbaria were identified in the lower 
city. These were narrow halls, with small niches hollowed out in the walls. The 
lower third of the wall was left untouched, to prevent predators from reaching 
the doves. The total number of niches in all the columbaria at Mareshah 
reaches some fifty to sixty thousand. Toward the end of the third century and 
the beginning of the second century BCE, the dove-breeding industry suffered 
a decline, and most of the underground dovecotes either went out of use 
entirely or were used for other purposes. This conclusion was drawn from 
those columbaria that were excavated, in caves 21, 30, and 61 (the so-called 
bazaar). The latter was probably the most finely made of all the columbaria 
and one of the largest at Mareshah. 

The caves of the subterranean city also accommodated stables and stalls for 
other animals, accessible by staircases, as well as storerooms for a variety of 
goods, many cisterns, bathing installations (bathtubs and ritual baths), halls 
for ritual purposes, and many caverns whose precise function has yet to be 
determined. Caves discovered in surveys and excavations after 1980 were 
numbered beginning with 70, reaching cave 92 at the time of writing. 
COLUMBARIUM IN CAVE 21. In 1972, Y. Dagan discovered an unknown 
columbarium adjoining Macalister's cave 21, and a trial excavation was 
conducted by Kloner on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums. The original entrance to the columbarium was on the surface 
and it was unconnected to the adjoining caves, although these date to about 
the same time. The cave is square (each side c. 9 m long), with an additional 
room-also square-at the northwest corner. Four phases were discerned in 
the cave. 

In the first phase, the cave was hollowed out through two vertical openings 
cut in the hard nari upper stratum. The underlying chalk was then quarried 
from the cave through these two openings, which were also used to remove the 
chalk. In the first phase of the cave's use some two hundred small niches were 
cut in the walls. These niches were probably the main reason for the cave's 
existence. 

In the second phase, doorlike openings were cut in two of the walls; they 
could be reached from the outside by rock-hewn steps. One of these flights of 
steps also communicated with an adjoining cistern. At this time, apparently, 
the two vertical shafts of the first phase were sealed. 

In the third phase, the western opening was blocked with large stones. The 
stone-built walls found in the cave, such as those by the passage leading to the 
cistern, were probably added during this or the previous phase. These three 
phases probably cover a relatively brief span of time, perhaps a little over fifty 
years. 

In the fourth phase, the cave was enlarged by breaching one wall, thus 
damaging and destroying some of the original niches-evidence that by 
that time the cave was no longer used for its original purpose. The excavators 
found that the passage to the neighboring olive press was cut at a later date 
than the fourth phase and was unrelated to the use of the cave in the Hellenistic 
period. 

Columbarium niches were cut in all the walls, mainly in their upper halves. 
As the walls could clearly have accommodated twice as many niches, it seems 
probable that the cave's builders worked according to some formula that 
defined the number of niches, relative to the volume of the cave and area 
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Interior view of one of the columbarium caves. 

of the walls, which would best adapt the cave for its intended function of dove 
breeding. The niches in the columbarium of cave 21 at Mare shah were 22 by 22 
em square and 24-25 em deep. In the southern wall, near the southeastern 
corner, square marks were made on the wall preparatory to cutting niches 
there; the work was apparently begun but never finished. 

The columbarium niches were certainly used during the first and second 
phases of the cave's occupation. As stated, by the fourth phase the cave was 
clearly no longer used for its original purpose, and this may well have been the 
situation in the third phase. 

The preliminary excavation, in 1972, produced accumulated bones of 
various animals: goats, pigs, and sheep. Laboratory examination of the 
material found accumulated in the bowls discovered in the niches, of the 
earth filling the niches, and of the large accumulation of refuse in the central 
hall revealed no evidence to support the thesis that the columbarium was a 
repository for the ashes of cremated humans, as was the custom in some 
societies that practiced cremation: there were no traces of teeth or bones, 
even crushed or in small fragments. In addition, there are various argu
ments, both social and historical, against the suggestion that the population 
ofMareshah during the Ptolemaic period might have cremated their dead and 
kept the ashes in the columbarium niches; neither is the thesis upheld by 
comparison with finds in other tombs containing niches. 

On the other hand, mineralogical and chemical analyses detected no traces 
of doves' droppings in soil samples from the cave; nevertheless, the finds relate 
to the last phases in the occupation of the cave, not from the period during 
which it was hewn in this particular shape. It therefore seems probable that, if 
the small niches were indeed originally dovecotes, they were used for that 
purpose mainly during the third century BCE; later, in the second and first 
centuries BCE, the cave fulfilled some other, as yet unknown function. 

Excavations in columbarium 21 were resumed in 1981, when dirt was 
cleared from the northwestern room and the rock floor was exposed. Addi
tional clay, stone, and glass artifacts were discovered; their dates ranged, as 
before, from the third to the early first centuries BCE. The finds again indicated 
that the pottery found in the cave proper should be assigned to the second 
phase of occupation and had nothing to do with the original function of the 
columbarium. 
CAVES 70, 71, 74, AND 75. In 1980, a hitherto unknown cave was discovered 
east of the mound; it was given the number 70 in continuation ofMacalister's 
1900 listing. The cave was examined by Kloner on behalf of the Israel De
partment of Antiquities and Museums. It actually comprised four networks 
of rooms, originally cut separately at the beginning of the Ptolemaic period. 
Networks A and B became interconnected in antiquity, as did networks C 
and D. The link between the two double networks (AB-CD) dates to the 

modern era. The entire cave, comprising rooms numbered from I to 31, 
constitutes an exceptionally large underground network, some 1,200 sq 
min area. 

Many rooms in cave 70 were found to contain grains of various cereals, as 
well as numerous olive pits (also found in earth dumps and adhering to the 
bottoms of vessels), hinting at the possible function of the cave. Although no 
olive press was found in cave 70, the abundance of olive pits may indicate that 
the cave was somehow connected to the manufacture of olive oil. Network D 
(rooms 25-28) showed signs of having been hewn with considerable care, so 
its industrial function may be linked to some ritual tradition. 

Investigation of the lower (subterranean) cityofMareshah continued from 
1985 to 1992, on behalf ofthelsraelDepartmentof Antiquities and Museums 
(later the Israel Antiquities Authority), under Kloner's direction. Remains of 
buildings (mainly just the foundations) were found on the surface. Access to 
the caves was by way of these buildings. 

Cave 71 was a tremendous quarry, some 700 sq min area. Cave 74, explored 
in 1986-1987, comprised twenty-eight chambers: olive presses, columbaria, 
cisterns, and differently sized halls and rooms. It was one of the largest 
underground networks at Mareshah, including eight caves that went out 
of use after the second century BCE. The caves themselves dated to the fourth 
and early third centuries BCE. After they had been abandoned, they were 
converted into a single, large, underground network by breaching partitions 
and blocking up openings with masonry. 

Cave 75, near cave 1, explored in the 1988 excavations, produced a strati
graphical sequence of finds in a large hall, resulting from occupation during 
the Iron Age and Persian and Hellenistic periods. The rich finds included 
fragments of dozens of figurines from all three periods, as well as two lamelekh 
seal impressions on handles. In the lowest (Iron Age) stratum, the excavators 
found a baking oven (tabun ), as well as numerous loom weights and small bell
shaped pits hewn into the rock floor, also characteristic of the Iron Age. 
DWELLINGSINTHELOWERCITYSOUTHOFTHEMOUND(AREA53). 
Excavations were conducted above Macalister's cave 53, some 50 m south of 
the southern wall of the acropolis. This area had already been occupied in the 
fifth and fourth centuries BCE, but the plans and functions of the buildings 
cannot be determined. Above them, but still below the later houses (see 
below), there were at least two building phases: the earliest phase was dated 
to the fourth century BCE, and the later phase to the end of the fourth or early 
third century BCE. To the next phase belong remains of three houses. An area 
of approximately 50 sq m of the northernmost house was cleared, exposing, 
inter alia, a stairwell built around a central pillar with vaults descending to the 
house's cisterns. In the western house the excavated area included the entrance 
and part of a staircase descending to the subterranean structures connected 
with the house. The southernhouse(c. 150sq min area, see below)wascleared 
in its entirety, except for a small area on its east. Attached to it were similar 
units with a common wall. Of the eastern unit, several walls were visible, 
having been exposed when electric cables were being laid. South of this 
was a lane or street, resting on bedrock, from which the house was en
tered. Beneath it were rock-hewn cisterns and caves. However, the ceilings 
of these caves collapsed at some time, so that most of the lane and its sur
roundings fell to a considerable depth, like parts of the western wall of the 
house itself. While the area south of the house was being examined, a sterile 
level of earth (c. 3.5 m thick) was found where the lane should have been. The 
traces of this collapse-perhaps due to an earthquake or rock slide~were 
evident in some walls of the house: some courses in the wall near the south
eastern corner showed a marked gradient. 

Judging from the finds in the southern house and the surrounding build
ings, the lowercityofMareshah was arranged in insulae. This conclusion is in 
agreement with the Bliss-Macalister findings in the upper city in 1900. 
The Southern House. The southern house was erected in the mid-third century 
BCE or in the forties of that century; it remained in use until its final destruc
tion toward the end of the second century BCE. It was preserved to a height of 
approximately 2 m above floor level. 

The house was builtaroundacentralcourtyard (4. 7 mlongand 3.5 m wide). 
The total area of the courtyard, together with the corridors communicating 
with it on the west and south, was about25 sq m. The entrance to the courtyard 
was in the southern lane. Two figures were drawn by the main doorway. To the 
right of the entrance corridor was a kitchen, in which an oven was found in 
situ. The corridor led to the central courtyard, in which another human figure 
was drawn, in a diagonal position. To the left of the figure was a large room, 
probably a reception room. In the northwestern corner of the reception room 
was a pantry (2.5 m long and 2m wide). Found there were seven imported 
amphorae from the Mediterranean and the Aegean regions. Seal impressions 
on the handles of one of the Rhodian amphorae imply a date of somewhere 
between 150 and 120 BCE. Of particular note were amphorae of the south 
Italian-North African (Libyan) type, from the mid-second century BCE. In 
addition, imported Aegean amphorae were found in many places in the 
building, as well as a rich variety of pottery of various types. A passage 
led from the northwestern corner of the courtyard to a rectangular staircase 



(2.8 m long and 2.3 m wide). The staircase ascended around a central pillar. 
Similar staircases were found elsewhere at Mareshah: in the adjoining north
ern building, in the descent from a private house to the network of under
ground cisterns in area 29-31 on the west of the lower city, in cave 84, and 
elsewhere. Similar staircases from the Hellenistic period were found at Dor, at 
Tel Zeror, and at Beth Yeral:t; this type of staircase is probably to be identified 
with the mesibbah ("stairhouse"?) referred to in the Temple Scroll, as has 
already been suggested by Y. Yadin. 

The "stairhouse" provided access to the second story, which has not sur
vived (it probably contained living quarters). Its remains were found in the 
great quantities of rubble that covered the floors of the first story. Among the 
architectural elements found in the courtyard but originating from the second 
story were column drums and four Ionic capitals; the latter were unique in 
having only one face. Two Ionic capitals designed for the corners, on which 
only a quarter of the perimeter was carved, were also found. They were made 
of soft chalk. The Ionic facade was probably attached to the wall as a dec
orative element rather than free standing. It probably faced the courtyard. 
Parallels, albeit partial, to this design may be found in tomb architecture in 
Ptolemaic Alexandria and other Hellenistic sites of the Middle East. 

In the southwestern corner room, the excavators discovered a plastered 
stepped installation (the plaster was applied in two stages); although the lower 
basin was shallow, the very existence of the room suggests that it might have 
been a mikveh (ritual bath). Similar installations were found in 1900 in the 
upper city. Bathtublikeinstallations or ritual baths were found elsewhere: near 
the mouths of cisterns, near underground industrial installations, and be
neath private houses. The use of water installations for ritual purification 
among the Idumean-Sidonian population is intriguing. It is possible that 
members of these nations practiced some kind of purification rites even before 
their conversion by John Hyrcanus I, and that there were other respects in 
which the everyday lifestyle of the Mareshans resembled that of the Jews. 
Perhaps this purification tradition originated in the Jewish population who 
had remained in the area and formed part of the human mosaic ofMareshah 
during the fourth to second centuries BCE. 

Wall cupboards were found in the two rooms adjoining the bathing in
stallation at the corner, and the room itself underwent changes during the last 
occupation of the building, mainly in the second century BCE when both 
rooms were used for some purpose other than residential. The northern exit 
from the room, near the corner, was blocked with masonry; among the finds 
in the room were numerous Hellenistic "fish plates." This suggests that the 
room was a shop before the destruction of the city. 

In a depression in the floor at the northeastern corner of the room the 
excavators unearthed a juglet, of a type common at Mareshah, containing a 
hoard of twenty-five silver coins, all minted atAshkelon, each weighing about 
14 g. One side of each coin showed the ruler(s), the other side an eagle. The 
oldest coin in the hoard was dated 122 BCE, from the reign of Cleopatra Thea 
and Antioch us VIII. Twenty-three other coins were from the reign of Anti
ochus. The latest coin was dated to the year~ (200), that is, from the time of 
Antioch us IX Cyzicenus. The coins were minted in nine different years, from 
122/121 BCE to 113/112 BCE. It was buried around the year 200 of the Seleucid 
era, or 113/112 BCE. The latest co in in the hoard indicates when the hoard was 
hidden and probably also when the building was destroyed. The hoard, whose 
financial value was considerable, presumably remained hidden because the 
owner was unable to retrieve it. 

A corridor west of the courtyard of the building descended to a network of 
cisterns, which were part of cave 53 in Macalister' s listing. Various nineteenth
centuryscholars described them, even before the 1900 excavations. They were 
then known collectively as Sandai:tanna Cave, after the Arabic name of the 
mound. 

It is now clear that the network included two groups of typical Mareshah 
cisterns: cisterns N, 0, and P, which belonged to the main private house 
excavated, as described above; and cisterns F, Y, and Z, which belonged 
to the neighboring house on the north. Cave 53 included additional 
caves, such asH, S and T, which form a gigantic hall with pillars supporting 
the ceiling. This hall was linked with the two groups of cisterns by breaches G 
and M, both postdating the Hellenistic period. The group of western caves 
probably belonged to the western house, examination of which has only just 
begun. 
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE LOWER CITY. A Greek funerary inscrip
tion, designating the year 200 of the Seleucidera (113/112 BCE, the date of the 
latest coin of the Southern House hoard), was found in a tomb cave (no. 500, 
see below) southwest ofthe mound. The other finds in the cave do not postdate 
that year. In many parts of the excavation it became clear that the lower city 
and its installations were damaged in the second half of the second century 
BCE. The lower city was apparently overcome by some major calamity and 
never resettled, except for a few caves. Later finds were extremely rare. Neither 
could any of the dozens of amphorae and Rhodianjar handles be dated any 
later. 

Mareshah was probably conquered by John Hyrcanus I in 113 or 112 BCE 
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(Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 257-258). It seems clear now that toward the end of 
the second century and during the first century BCE only the upper city was 
resettled. The lower city, however, remaind mostly desolate; its houses, most 
of the cisterns, the dove-breeding installations (which had been used to that 
end only in the third century BCE), olive presses, and storehouses were aban
doned. 

CEMETERIES AND TOMB CAVES 
The tomb caves in which the people of Mareshah buried their dead fell into 
three groups, forming a ring about the city. As of the time of writing all the 
tombs discovered date to the Hellenistic period; no Iron Age or Persian period 
tombs were found in the vicinity. 
EASTERN NECROPOLIS. This area of tomb caves was already known in 
1902; J.P. Peters and H. Thiersch published four tombs, two of which, tombs 
I and II, contained wall paintings and many Greek inscriptions. Tombs I-IV 
were discovered by grave robbers in 1902, after the completion of the ex
cavations. On their discovery, fanatic Muslims from Beit Jibrin broke into 
the tombs and effaced some of the figures in the wall paintings. As soon as the 
incident became known, Peters and Thiersch rushed to the site and, with the 
assistance ofthe Dominican Fathers from the French School of Archaeology 
in Jerusalem, succeeded in copying (within three days) the paintings and 
inscriptions of two of the painted tombs (I and II) and of two other tombs 
(III and IV), where the remains of drawings could no longer be distinguished 
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Tomb I: (above) sections; (below) plan. 
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Middle burial hall in tomb I, looking east. 

clearly. The contents of these tombs found their way to the antique dealers of 
Jerusalem, and only a few were published. In 1925, the Dominicans excavated 
several more tombs (termed tombs V, VI, and VII in the series). 
Tomb I. Tomb I is the largest (22 by 17.5 m) and most richly decorated tomb.lt 
consists of an entrance hall, an ornamented entrance, and a hallway from 
which the three burial chambers are entered. On the right side of the entrance 
to the middle burial chamber was the pedestal of a statue. To the left of the 
entrance stood an altar. There are fourteen gabled loculi in the middle hall
seven on each side. Beneath them, two long benches run along the length of 
the wall. In the rear wall is a recess, flanked by pilasters, which serves as a 
passage to another three burial rooms. In the north burial chamber, there are 
five loculi in the long walls and four in the short wall opposite the entrance. 
The south chamber has five loculi in the long walls and three in the short wall. 

The main interest of the tomb is in its wall paintings and inscriptions. The 

recess in the middle burial chamber leading to the rear burial room is deco
rated with a triangular pediment similar to that of a Greek temple. The 
pediment is ornamented with a stylized leaf design, and below it runs a 
Doric frieze. The two pilasters flanking the entrance are painted red and 
have a rosette under the capital. On either side of the pilasters are tall 
black-painted amphorae, the one on the right surrounded by a white 
band, and that on the left by a red band. The amphorae are covered with 
lids painted in the same colors. Long wreaths stream from the lids. The 
amphorae resemble the urns used by the Greeks to hold the ashes of the 
dead. At the base of the recess are carved the legs of beds. In front of the 
recess on either side of the pediment are two eagles with outspread wings 
standing on a wreath running the entire width of the wall. Under each eagle 
there is a yellow (gold) table standing on three lions' feet. On each table stands 
a white (silver) incense burner set on a base in the form of three griffins. The 



Tomb I: detail of the frieze depicting hunting and animal scenes, including elephant 
and rhinoceros. 

wreath on which the eagles are perched runs along the top of the tomb. 
Beneath the wreath, a continuous frieze of hunting scenes and animals ex
tends from the southwestern corner to the opposite northwestern corner. The 
first figure in the hunting scene is a youth blowing a long trumpet. To his left is 
a rider whose horse has a beautifully decorated saddle, and below him, a 
running hunting dog. The rider is hurling a spear at a leopard already wound
ed and bleeding from a wound in his breast, where an arrow is stuck. Another 
hunting dog attacks the beast from the rear. Above the rider is written, "The 
rider's white horse," and above the hunted beast, the word "leopard" 
(IIAP~AAOC). A (palm?) tree, painted black, separates the leopard from 
a maned lion, stalking to the left. Although the drawing is clearly of a lion, for 
some reason it is called "panther" in the inscription above it. The figure of the 
next animal was destroyed when one of the loculi was enlarged. To the left of 
the break is depicted a huge bull collapsed on bent forelegs, with blood 
running from its mouth. To the left of the bull writhes a large snake. Behind 
the bull are a giraffe facing left and a boar, facing right. To the left, there is a 
griffin with a lion's body and eagle's head and wings. Facing in the same 
direction is a running deer with long horns curling at the ends, and a striped 
body, called OPYE. Again, a tree similar to the previous one separates the 
deer from the red rhinoceros or hippopotamus ambling to the left, and above 
him is written "rhinoceros." To his left walks a war elephant, painted black, 
and equipped with a saddle for the mahout and a canopy. The figure to the left 
of the elephant was destroyed, but above it is the inscription AI010IIIA, 
Ethiopia, apparently the symbol of Africa. This terminates the frieze on the 
right side. Continuing on the opposite side are two fish, one with the trunk 
and nose of an elephant, and the other with the head of a rhinoceros. Left of 
them is a red alligator, with an ibis (IBIL) perched on its back. Behind them 
are a hippopotamus (without inscription), a wild ass struggling with a snake, 
two unidentified animals (one similar to a field rat, and the other to a tapir 
with a horn on its snout), a porcupine, and a rat. At the end of the frieze stands 
a lion with a human face and beard. Beneath the frieze are drawings oflaurel 
wreaths, tied with red ribbons, and below them, at the tops of the pilasters 
between the loculi are painted Ionic capitals. In the corridor above the altar is 
a drawing of a red cock, and near the entrance to the middle hall is an image of 
Cerberus. Thirty inscriptions and five graffiti, all in Greek, were found in the 
tomb. Above the entrance to the burial chamber to the right of the above
mentioned recess is the epitaph of Apollophanes, the son of Sesmios, who 
livedforseventy-fouryearsandwastheheadoftheSidoniancolonyinMarisa 
for thirty-three years. Many members of his family are buried in this tomb. 
The names of the fathers are generally Semitic, while the names of the sons are 
Greek. The Idumean names (Babas and names compounded with "Qos") 
attest to the assimilation of the Sidonian family to the population among 
whom they dwelled. The Greek names are evidence of gradual Hellenization. 
The dates found are according to the Seleucidera (from 196 to 119 BCE), and a 
regnal era(?) (from years 1 to 5). One inscription of three lines is either a poetic 
dialogue between a pair of lovers or a letter addressed to a lover. The inter
pretation oft his dialogue has aroused much debate as to whether it is actually 
a poemormerelyaletter. Inanothercarvedinscription, thepriestMironanda 
woman named Kalypso are mentioned. It is to this Kalypso that the "poem" 
is attributed. 
Tomb II. Tomb II, situated south of tomb I, is similar in plan, but smaller. 
From the hallway, one enters the central hall, which has five loculi on each 
side. Behind it is another hall, from which seven burials branch off. In the hall 
north of the passageway, there are eight loculi or burial rooms. They had not 
yet managed to cut loculi in the sides of the southern hall. Above the loculi are 
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Tomb II: wall painting of a man playing a flute and a woman 
playing a lyre. 

painted garlands, and among them, round wreaths. Large amphorae, similar 
to those in tomb I, are painted on either side of the entrance to the central hall. 
On the pilasters between the central hall and the one behind it are depicted tall 
candelabra, with burning candles. Beside each candelabrum are two small 
figures. Near the door of the last burial room (XVII), a man crowned with a 
wreath and wearing a striped tunic and playing a double flute is painted. 
Behind him walks a woman wearing a multicolored dress and playing a harp. 
On the other side is a libation sacrifice and, behind it, a tripod and cantharus. 
In tomb II twelve inscriptions were found, dated by Thiersch and Peters from 
188 to 135 BCE. 

The burial caves at Marisa are similar to caves found at Alexandria from the 
time of the Ptolemaic dynasty and also to the Phoenician burial caves of the 
Hellenistic period. However, the problem of the origin of this cave type 
requires further investigation. The paintings are characterized by a mixture 
of Semitic religious elements (the Syrian eagle) and Greek sepulchral ele
ments (decorated jars, the flute and harp players, Cerberus, the cock). The 
animal frieze is undoubtedly influenced by the Ptolemaic menagerie draw
ings, which are known to have existed in Alexandria in the Hellenistic period. 
Under Aristotle's influence, there was much popular interest in the natural 
sciences at that time. From descriptions of the menagerie of Ptolemy II 
(according to Agatharchides) we know that it included lions, leopards, and 
other felines, rodents, buffaloes from India and Africa, a wild ass from Moab, 
large snakes, a giraffe, a rhinoceros, and various birds-these are in fact some 
of the very animals represented at Marisa. The griffin was a Persian legacy. 
The animal with the human face was a version of the Assyrian Lamassu (a 
fabulous creature with a lion's body, eagle's wings, and human face, statues of 
which guarded the palace entrances). The fishes with elephant face and 
rhinoceros face are taken from the legends based on the belief of Greek 
scholars that an exact correspondence existed between land and marine ani
mals. Another example of this belief is provided by the Roman mosaic at 
Ostia. The Hellenistic "travel stories" are replete with descriptions of animals 
of this kind, which were found, they claimed, in remote corners of the earth. 
The animal frieze at Mareshah is a unique document of its kind in the 
Hellenistic world. Only Roman mosaics show influences from the same 
Hellenistic-Egyptian sources from which the artist at Marisa drew his in
spiration. 
Tomb IV. Tomb IV (in the Peters-Thiersch listing), situated near the San
dal)annachurch, was reexamined in 1984. Peters and Thiersch provided only a 
general description, without drawing a plan, and the position ofthe tomb was 
not accurately marked on maps published since then. The tomb consisted of 
two rectangular halls containing twenty gabled loculi (each c. 2m long, 50-60 
em wide, and 1.25 m long). The loculi were sealed with masonry, and Greek 
inscriptions, mainly of the names of the deceased, were incised in the walls 
above and between the loculi. Additional inscriptions were painted, in a less 
formal hand, in reddish brown, on the walls. The two scripts and the plan of 
the tomb attest to chronological stages in the functioning of the cave: it was 
hewn around the mid-third century BCE and the incised inscriptions were 
made about that time and toward the end of the century; the painted in
scriptions were added at the end of the third century and during the second 
century BCE. Here are the texts of some of the inscriptions: (the tomb) "of 
Saria"; "of Ptolemaeus"; "of Ptolemaeus son of Eripius"; "oflrina"; "of 
Nicordia"; "ofBerenike"; "ofPhiloxene"; "of Aristea daughterofPhobas"; 
"of Aristea daughter of Apollo ... "; "ofPatroblus"; and "ofDemetrios." 
Only few of the names are Semitic, that is, ldumean or Sidonian. The ono
mastics of the city as reflected here is mainly Greek. 
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In 1985, in the course of work aimed at deepening the bed of the highway 
along the ancient road from Beth Guvrin to the Hebron Hills, another burial 
cave was discovered in the eastern necropolis, some 300m from the defensive 
line ofthe acropolis, not far from Peters and Thiersch's tomb I. It was the first 
tomb ever discovered in the Mareshah necropolis that had never been broken 
into by grave robbers before being explored, and it was resealed when the road 
was paved. It was discovered from the direction of the nearby cave 71, and was 
accessible through a breach in one of the loculi. This breach led to a rec
tangular hall ( 4.1 m long, 3.5 m wide, and 2.2 mhigh). Along the walls stood a 
step-shaped stone bench, 40 em wide and 50 em high. The wide, high opening 
of the hall was pierced in the southern wall and blocked with fine masonry, 
which was not breached for safety reasons. Most of the loculi hewn in the walls 
were 2.2 m long and 70 em wide. Each loculus had a gable-shaped facade and 
roof, 1.3 m above floor level. The loculi were sealed with masonry and con
tained primary burials. Loculus 7 contained the remains of a man and 
woman, laid in opposite directions: one inward, the other facing the opening 
of the loculus. Only loculus 3 contained collected bones, belonging to nine 
adults and two children. A few bones of those buried in this loculus were 
found in other loculi, in which they had been buried first-yet another 
indication of the practice of secondary burial. A quarter of those buried 
in the tomb were youths and infants. The bones of three adults showed 
identifiable signs of tuberculosis, a very rare phenomenon in archaeological 
finds. Ten pieces of pottery were found in the tomb: nine bottles and a small 
jar. The tomb also contained fragments of glass vessels; a bronze ring and 
bracelet; an iron ring; and an iron ax. The pottery enabled the excavators to 
date the tomb to the thirdcenturyBCE. Only one graffito was found in the cave, 
featuring a name that could not be read clearly. 

There were at least fifteen similar tombs in the eastern necropolis, about ten 
of which were located east ofthe painted tombs I and II and near them. One of 
these tombs (VIII) was published by E. D. Oren and U. Rappaport. With 
pillars and capitals in the walls, its plan and design parallel those of a cave 
tomb in area 500-the southwestern necropolis. The northern continuation 
of the eastern necropolis contained a tomb cave with twenty-eight loculi, 
twenty-one of them gabled, the other seven with a horizontal ceiling. The 
loculi were arranged in two stories, with a row of dentils above each story. 
Additional caves with gabled or rectangular loculi were found in the vicinity 
of the bell-shaped cave at Beth Guvrin; they were hewn at the same time as the 
quarries there, in the Early Arab period. Two large loculi caves, with Greek 
graffiti-mentioning, among other things, the names Gades and Qosnatan
were found in the eastern row of tombs, some 250 m from the acropolis 
fortifications. 
NORTHERN NECROPOLIS. The northern necropolis is situated 500 to 700 
m north ofMareshah. It was found to contain some twenty loculi tombs; the 
plans of nine were published by Oren and Rappaport. The tombs were found 
with inscribed names and graffiti dated to the third to second centuries BCE. 
Between the first and third centuries CE, the caves were used by Jews living in 
Beth Guvrin. Toward the late third to early fourth centuries CE, the Jews of 
Beth Guvrin began to use a new cemetery, cut in the nearby slope east of the 
"Al;linoam Cave." 
SOUTHWESTERN NECROPOLIS. Of the southwestern necropolis only 
one tomb was located, in area 500; first examined in the 1980s, it was ex
cavated in 1989. It was situated some 250m from the slope ofthe high mound, 
thus providing an outer limitforthelowercityin this area, like the tombs ofthe 
eastern necropolis. The tombs closer to the upper city are probably relatively 
early, having been hewn at the limit of the then built-up area. 

The tomb, aligned east-west, was cut in the soft chalk. Its mouth was 
reached from the surface through a 5.4-m-long, rock-cut passage with eleven 
steps, widening out from 1.1 m to 1.42mnearthecave'smouth; the lowest step 
was 2.2 m below the highest. The entrance to the tomb (0.8 m wide and I. 79 m 
high) faced west. 

The tomb consisted of a hall divided into three chambers with loculi. In the 
first chamber a bench was built along the walls, doubling as a step at the 
entrance. Three gabled loculi were cut in the walls on either side of the 
chamber. Columns with Doric capitals were carved in low relief in the rock 
between the loculi; a cornice, also fashioned in low relief, ran the length of the 
wall above the capitals. A design was carved around the entrance to the second 
chamber; at the top were the remains of a now illegible inscription. 

The second, rectangular chamber contained twelve gabled loculi, six on 
each side, with an irregular bench in front. The ceiling, most of which had 
collapsed, was fashioned in the shape of a gable with a groove running its 
length. Columns like those in the first chamber were carved only along the 
northern wall, but a cornice ran along both walls. Pillars with different 
capitals were carved on either side of the passage from the second chamber 
to the third. The third chamber differed from the others in the direction of the 
stonecuttingmarks and in the lower level of its floor; its only decoration was a 
cornice carved above the loculi, and the bench was uniform in its width. Six 
loculi were cut in each of the long walls and four rectangular loculi in the rear 
wall, across the width of the chamber. As most of the ceiling had collapsed, it 

was not possible to determine the original shape of the chamber, which is 
probably a late extension of the original tomb. 

Visible around the openings of the loculi in all the chambers were traces of 
the plaster used to seal the loculi with stones. These stones, some of which 
bore fragmentary inscriptions, were found scattered on the benches and the 
floors of the chambers. About a dozen Greek inscriptions, generally of names 
and dates, were found incised or painted on the cornices above the loculi; 
these inscriptions attest to the use ofthetomb in the third and second centuries 
BCE. 

The pottery discovered in the tomb was rich and varied, dated from the 
beginning of the third to the end of the second centuries BCE. The vessels 
included amphorae, jars, amphoriskoi, jugs, juglets, spindle bottles, cooking 
pots, kraters, lamps, and bowls of various types; few of them were found 
intact. The amphorae, twelve in number, werefoundonlyin thevicinityofthe 
dromos. TheywereallimportedfromRhodes, withdatesrangingoverseventy 
years in the second century BCE. Also found in the tomb were five coins of 
Alexander II Zebinas, human bones and teeth, rings, beads, and a large 
quantity of nails and other metal objects, some of which still bore remnants 
of wood-probably the remains of coffins. 
CONCLUSIONS. The tomb caves described above represent burial at Mar
eshah in the third and second centuries BCE, at which time the population of 
the city was an interesting human medley of Idumeans, Sidonians, and 
Greeks. The plans of the halls and loculi probably reached Mareshah from 
the Hellenistic world, with which it communicated socially and economically, 
mainly from Alexandria, then a major cultural and administrative hub of the 
eastern Mediterranean basin. 

Secondary burial was practiced here during the Hellenistic period. First, the 
deceased were laid in the loculi, in family tombs; the loculi were then sealed, to 
prevent bad odors from penetrating the cave. After one or more years, as the 
need arose, the loculi were opened and the bones were transferred to another 
loculus or repository. The loculus thus cleared was then used to inter another 
member of the extended family; sometimes the name of the newly deceased 
was added on the cave's wall, by the loculus. 

Burial at Mareshah during the Hellenistic period thus shows certain par
allels to burial customs then current in Jerusalem. Although no tomb caves 
with loculi dated earlier than the second century BCE have been discovered at 
Jerusalem, the custom of secondary burial was common in Jerusalem and 
Judah as far back as the Iron Age, and probably also during the Persian 
period. It may be assumed, therefore, that the residents of Mareshah in 
the Hellenistic period practiced the custom of secondary burial as prevalent 
in Iron Age Judah, added the loculi for primary burial, and set up large halls 
as family tombs. 

BYZANTINE CHURCH 
A church from the Byzantine period, southwest of Tel Mareshah, was ex
cavated in 1985 by Kloner on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums. The site is located beyond the outer periphery of the Helle
nistic caves and tombs ringing Tel Mareshah, approximately 600 m from the 
mound. 

The church was a rectangular structure, aligned northeast-southwest (the 
description below refers to an east-west alignment). The walls were preserved 
in the west and north to a height of0.5 to 1.2 m and were 0.9 m thick. White 
plaster was preserved on the northern wall. The southern wall was destroyed 
and all its stones were robbed down to floor level. The area of the apse in the 
east was originally founded on a fill, deposited in order to level the terrain; 
only the foundations of the fill remained in situ. In the position presumably 
occupied by the apse, a rectangular structure (2.9 by 4. 7 m) was found built 
onto the church. This was probably a substructure upon which the apse rested. 
The way in which the apse was built indicates that the church may have been 
established in an existing building. 

Theentrancetothechurch (9.9 by8.6 m)wasin the long western wall. Two 
rows of columns, resting on stylobates, divided the building into a nave ( 4.56 
m wide) and two aisles (each2-2.1 m wide). Each row consisted of three free
standing columns and two pillars engaged in the western and eastern walls. 

The mosaic floor of the nave featured a double border around a geometric 
pattern of six squares, each of which (1.4 by 1.4 m) enclosed a finely designed 
composite guilloche. The colored floor was completely preserved, except for 
the eastern end. In the west, near the entrance to the nave, was a fragmentary 
Greek inscription: "By the agency of the holy angel Gabriel is this, your 
house, standing. God is the shepherd of Flavius Im ... (who built?) and 
he shall not want." 

A layer of ashes and charred wooden beams, I 0 to 15 em thick, covered the 
mosaic floor, and the debris contained large quantities of clay roof tiles. 
Broken pottery found on the floor and in the debris is characteristic of the 
fifth and sixth centuries. The church was probably destroyed by fire at the 
beginning of the seventh century. 

This church may be associated with other finds from the Early Byzantine 
period, a few hundred meters away from Tel Mareshah, which belong to the 



city ofEleutheropolis. The mound itself and its immediate vicinity were never 
resettled after the destruction of 40 BCE. 

AMOSKLONER 
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MARINE ARCHAEOIDGY 

HISTORY OF EXPWRATION 
Marine archaeology in Israel began in 1960 with the arrival of E. Link, and his 
expedition's research vessel, the Sea Diver. The expedition excavated under
water in the outer section of the Herodian harbor at Caesarea on the Med
iterranean coast and located a submerged paved Roman road in the shallow 
waters of the Sea of Galilee along the shore of the site ofMigdal. Israeli divers, 
who had been brought together that very year by E. Linder to found the 
Underwater Exploration Society of Israel, joined the Link expedition's ex
cavations at Caesarea. Since its inception the society has performed hundreds 
of surveys and scores of excavations at marine sites along Israel's Mediter
ranean coast and in the Red Sea. 

The sites explored by the Underwater Exploration Society oflsrael, as well 
as those being studied today by the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa 
University and the team of investigators operating under the aegis of the 
marine antiquities inspector in the Israel Antiquities Authority, can be di
vided into two categories: archaeological remains related to ancient seafar-

Divers at the site of a sunken Roman merchant boat north of the Caesarea 
harbor, I st century CE. 

ing, and terrestrial remains that, in the wake of changes in the coastline, are 
today found on the sea floor. 

Sites of the first type include anchorage sites characterized by the presence 
of anchors left on the sea floor. The dispersal, shape, dimensions, and origin 
of these anchors allow for the reconstruction of the history of such sites, the 
growth in the size of ships that anchored in them, the time periods involved, 
and the countries of origin of those ships. 

Sunken shipwreck sites and cargoes of sunken ships are difficult to locate 
along Israel's coastline because it lacks the requisite natural obstacles-reefs, 
promontories, dangerous straits, and islands at some distance from the shore. 
The majority of sunken ships that have been discovered were wrecked against 
the shore, and their remains and cargo, sunk into the sand, are poorly pre
served. In a number of sites of this type the remains were scattered over 
h11ndreds of square meters as a result of wave action. In such cases it is 
difficult to determine a sunken wreck site from cargo jettisoned into the 
sea by a ship in distress. 

Sharm esh-Sheikh: Ottoman shipwreck with a cargo of 
pottery vessels. 
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Sharm esh-Sheikh: divers recording the remains of the Ottoman shipwreck. 

Also included in the first category are harbor installations such as piers, 
wharves, breakwaters, navigational channels, slipways, and cargo warehous
es. These installations are located above and below water. 

SUNKEN WRECK SITES OR THEIR CARGOES 
MEDITERRANEAN SEA. The principal underwater finds of this sea were 
excavated at following sites: 
Shavei ~ion. From 1972 to 1974, Shavei Zion, 5 km (3 mi.) north of Acco, was 
excavated by expeditions from the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa 
University and the Underwater Exploration Society of Israel, under the 

Three pottery figurines of the Phoenician-Punic goddess Tanit, recovered from 
Shavei :t{,ion. 

direction of E. Linder. In the course of the excavation, some of the cargo of a 
ship from the fifth century BCE was located and exposed; the remains were 
found scattered over an area approximately 2 km (1 mi.) hy more than 1 km 
(0.6 mi.). The principal finds were hundreds ofterracotta figurines of various 
sizes, all of which were of a female image with her right arm raised in a 
benedictory gesture and her left arm folded beneath her chest. Many of 
the figurines bear the sign of the Phoenician-Punic goddess Tanit on their 
base; others have such Phoenician-Punic signs as dolphins, stelae, and other 
ritual motifs common in the iconography of Carthage and the Punic colonies 
in the middle and western Mediterranean region. Among the other finds were 
an African elephant tusk, amphorae, bowls and other small pottery vessels. 
Laboratory tests, using neutron activation analysis to assess the source of the 
clay from which the figurines were made, show that the cargo was from the 
southern Phoenician coast between Sidon and Achzib. It was apparently an 
export cargo destined for the ritual centers of Tanit in the West. 
The Philadelphia Yonth Village Site. In 1974-1975, the Underwater Explora-

Lead and wooden anchors recovered from the sea. 



Two stone anchors recovered from the sea: (right) an Egyptian(?) anchor on which 
an oar is carved, recovered southwest of Megadim, LB. 

tion Society oflsrael, under the direction of A. Raban, explored and partially 
excavated a wreck site 1.5 km (1 mi.) from the shore of the Philadelphia Youth 
Village, north of Acco. At a depth of approximately 10m, on the rocky sea 
bottom, the remains of a cargo were found. The principal items were wine 
amphorae characterized by hole-mouth rims, wide angular shoulders, and 
conical shapes. This type of amphora is known from Phoenician sites 
throughout the Mediterranean and is most commonly found in the Phoe
nician homeland and on Cyprus. Laboratory tests on the amphorae indicate 
that they were made from clay whose source is the area between Tyre and 
Sidon. These amphorae were lined with the remains of grape pulp and grapes 
similar to the Sultanine variety, suggesting that the contents of the jars were 
raisin wine. Solitary examples of Etruscan, Italian, and Aegean amphorae 
hint at the geographical extent of this wrecked ship's voyage. The typological 
range of the assemblage allows for a date around 500 BCE, or slightly later. 
THE CARMEL COAST. The intensive quarrying of sand through the late 
1950s and the construction of jetties to protect bathing beaches since the 
1960s have exposed sections of the sea bottom through the loss of its sand 
cover. This phenomenon is especially prevalent along the coastline between 
the Carmel Cape and 'Atlit. These exposures generally reveal a hard swamp 
clay that is the remains of a coastal trough inundated by the sea since the third 
millennium. This subsurface contributes to the excellent preservation of 
metals, organic materials, pottery, and stone. 

Carmel coast: Roman bronze figurines, 2nd century CE. 
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Map of the major maritime sites off the Carmel coa<t 
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Important Assemblages: 
1. The cargo of a Roman ship wreck from the second century BCE was 

discovered opposite the Haifa municipal bathing beach. The cargo included 
bronze figurines, bracelets, necklaces, pendants bearing phallic symbols, a 
balance bar, and other domestic decorative objects in copper, bronze, and 
silver. Because the majority of the coins found with the cargo were minted in 
Alexandria, the source of this cargo was probably artisan workshops there. 

2. Parts of the lead covering of a ship were retrieved from the shallow waters 
south of the Haifa municipal bathing beach. The ship carried silver Tyrian 
and Athenian coins, amphora sherds, and various bronze objects. These finds 
provide a date for the ship at the beginning of the fourth century BCE. 

3. South of the grove near the Carmel Forge, Ltd., south of Haifa, ap
proximately 1 km (0.6 mi.) south ofi;Iorvat Qastra, at a distance of several 
hundred meters from the shore, the cargo remains of a Late Bronze Age ship 
were investigated. The cargo included a sickle sword, a copper ox-hide ingot, 
tin and lead ingots bearing Cypro-Minoan signs, and a group of stone an
chors-one with the design of a scarab and another made from a fragment of 
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an Egyptian relief. The site was excavated by students in the Department of 
Maritime Civilizations at Haifa University under the direction of E. Galili 
and N. Shmueli. 

4. Half a kilometer from the beach near Kibbutz ha-I:Ioterim, 3 km (1.8 
mi.) south of Haifa, an inspection team of divers from the Marine Antiquities 
Division of the Israel Department of Antiquities discovered the remains of 
another Late Bronze Age cargo. Among the important finds were tin and lead 

Bronze weight with a Phoenician inscription recovered 
from the Carmel coast. 

Lead weight with a Phoenician inscription recovered 
from the Carmel coast. 

Group of stone anchors, 
probably from Cyprus, 
recovered from the sea off the 
Carmel coast. 

ingots, bronze objects (including a horse's bridle), and fishing implements 
such as hooks, clasps, and needles to repair nets. 

5. West ofMoshav Megadim, 5 km (3 mi.) south of Haifa, opposite Tell 
I:Iareiz, divers of the Underwater Exploration Society of Israel discovered a 
number of wooden frames and the remains of the lead covering of a Roman 
vessel. Based on coins found in the immediate vicinity, the ship is dated to the 
latter part of the first to the beginning of the second centuries CE. A large 
wooden anchor (more than 5 m long) with a lead stock weighing more than a 
ton, was found approximately I 00 m south of this site by Y. Tur-Caspa ofthe 
Center for Maritime Studies, and may belong to the same vessel. 

6. In the shallow waters opposite the mouth ofNal;lal Megadim, the cargo 
of a vessel that was wrecked against the shore in the seventeenth century CE 

was found. This date is based on the many Spanish coins from the Brabant 
mint found at this site. From 1968 to 1974, a continuous exploration of the 

Copper scale weight in the shape of a gladiator, found off the Carmel coast, 
Roman period. 



Copper ingot discovered opposite Kibbutz ha-/foterim, LB. 

area was undertaken by divers from the Underwater Exploration Society of 
Israel, under the direction of Y. Shapira and Y. Galili. Among the remains 
located were a large quantity of Roman and Hellenistic bronze statuary 
fragments; copper, bronze, and silver containers; copper nails; two large 
bronze side cannons (one with its wooden carriage still intact); and swivel 
guns of Spanish construction with breechloading capability, one of iron and 
two of bronze. 

7. Northwest of Tel Sal)ar, 6 km (3.75 mi.) south of Haifa, the cargoes of 
two ships wrecked on the same spot were discovered in 1968 by divers from the 
Underwater Exploration Society oflsrael. The site was located again in 1980 
and excavated by a team sent by the marine antiquities inspector of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities under the direction ofE. Galili and K. Raveh. The 
first vessel, which is apparently from the Hellenistic period, bore a cargo that 
included silver coins of the Ptolemaic dynasty, broken objects, and bronze 
and copper statuary fragments. In addition, the ship carried a truncated 
amphora that held bracelets, gold-plated diadems, and other metal jewel
ry. The character of the finds, the tools found at the site, and the unfinished 
jewelry suggest that one of the vessel's passengers was a jeweler-metalsmith 
with a portable workshop. The pieces oflarge bronze statuary were probably 
to be melted for use as raw material for making jewelry. The second ship was a 
Mameluke vessel from the beginning of the sixteenth century CE. Its cargo 
included copper coins held in wicker baskets, some silver coins, copper nails, 
and junk metal. The total weight of the coinage is over half a ton. Most of the 
coins had been minted in eastern Anatolia, northern Syria, northern Iraq, 
and Mongolia. The origin of the ship should probably be sought in the 
northern part of the eastern Mediterranean coast, perhaps in the vicinity 
of Antioch. 

8. In the winter of 1977, on the sea bottom opposite the outlet ofNal)al 
Oren, 7 km ( 4.4 mi.) south of Haifa, wooden parts of the hull of a ship and 
the remains of its cargo were discovered by Y. Shapira of the Underwater 
Exploration Society of Israel. In 1978, students in the Department of 
Maritime Civilizations at Haifa University explored the site under the direc
tion of A. Raban. Among the cargo remains were fishing tackle and hooks, 
bronze fragments from helmets, a horse's bridle, Babylonian duck-shaped 
weights, and fragmentary zoomorphic metal furniture parts. The assemblage 
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Tin ingot discovered off the Carmel coast, LB. 

is reminiscent of the repertoire of interior design in the palaces of Assyrian 
and Babylonian kings in the seventh and sixth centuries BCE. The wrecked 
ship was apparently a Phoenician vessel making its way either to or from the 
nearby harbor at 'Atlit. 

During the mid-1980s, near the shore south ofthe Nal)al Oren outlet and at 
a depth of only 2 m, the cargo remains of a sixteenth century CE vessel were 
discovered and explored. The vessel was apparently a naval ship, a Mameluke 
variant of the Venetian galley. Of the ship's armament, the immense bronze 
bow cannon and half a dozen breach loading swivel guns with iron tholepins 
survived. The site was explored by E. Galili of the Center for Maritime Studies 
at Haifa University. Also recovered were tens ofMameluke copper helmets, a 
huge iron anchor, and a large amount of stone cannon balls for the bow 
cannons and iron cannon balls for the side cannons. 

9. South ofNeveh Yam, Galili discovered a group of fifteen Egyptian stone 
anchors identical to those discovered in the Temple of the Obelisks at Byblos 

Bronze ax and mirror bearing a hieroglyphic inscription, recovered off the 
Carmel coast, LB. 

Two cannons from a Spanish vessel that sank northwest of Megadim, 16th century. 
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and which appear on a relief depicting the fleet of the pharaoh Sahure. From 
their close concentration, the anchors appear to be from a single shipwreck. 
Their total weight, nearly 1.5 tons, is evidence ofthe vessel's dimensions and 
carrying capacity. 

10. Approximately 200m north of the previous site, the same team located 
two adjacent shipwrecks. The first vessel is dated to the Late Bronze Age on 
the basis of five stone anchors and bronze implements (adzes, chisels, and 
meat prongs, among them); the second dates from the Hellenistic period and 
carried a cargo of rectangular grinding stones, lead covers for pithoi that 
contained grain(?) or drinking water (the latter were placed on the deck). For 
years, near this site and in an area that extends up to the nearby bathing beach, 
decorated grenades of "Greek fire," pieces of lead hull covering, and the 
remains of wooden frames have been collected, all hinting at the presence 
of a Byzantine or Crusader shipwreck. 
Dor (Tantura). In 1979, K. Raveh of Kibbutz Nal:;lsholim, on behalf of the 
marine antiquities inspector of the Israel Department of Antiquities, dis
covered a concentration of Byzantine amphorae from the fifth and sixth 
centuries in the waters between a series of islands south of Tel Dor and 
the opposing shore. Since 1981, the site has been excavated by a team from 
the Center of Nautical and Regional Archaeology at Dor (CONRAD), with 
the aid of S. Wachsmann. The excavations have revealed that a considerable 
portion ofthe hull of the vessel that carried these amphorae has survived (see 
Dor). 
Ma'agan Mikha'el (q.v.) 
Caesarea. In 1976, a survey team of divers from the Underwater Exploration 
Society of Israel discovered the frames of a large vessel close to Caesarea's 
shore, at a depth of only 2.5 m. In the spring ofl983, the systematic excavation 
ofthissitebeganundertheaegisoftheCaesareaAncientHarborsExcavation 
Project (CAHEP) from the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa University. 
The project was directed by A. Raban, in collaboration with the University of 
Maryland, the University of Colorado at Boulder, and the University of 
Victoria in Canada. The excavations revealed a ship of more than 40 m 
long, of which a third of the original wooden construction of frames and 
strakes has survived. The hull is made of 8 em thick strakes connected by 
mortises and tenons in the "shell first" technique. The frames, built from 
planks of conifer wood 16 em thick and 25 to 28 em high, were placed at close 
intervals (9 em between frames). This construction is the most massive yet 
found for a sailing vessel from the Roman period. The date of the wreck, 
according to carbon-14 tests, is the end of the first century BCE. Around the 
wreck many parts of the lead sheathing that protected the hull below the 
waterline were exposed. Prominent among the ceramic remains are large 
pithoi of a type known as dolia - a fixed storage container that held such 
staples as grain, salt or other bulk cargo. Four bronze balance bars were also 
found that may have been used to weigh cargo. The type of wood and the 
method of construction used are similar to those characteristic of northwest
ern Italy and southern France. It is possible that the ship carried building 
material (such as vulcanic tuffa) for the Herodian harbor of Sebastos (see 
Caesarea). 
THE RED SEA. From 1968 to 1975, the Underwater Exploration Society of 

of 

Red Sea 

Map of the major maritime sites off the Red Sea coast. 

Coral Island: the fortification lines and the artificial anchorage. 
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Israel conducted surveys and excavations at numerous sites along the coast
line area and sea bottom of the Gulf of Elath. Four principal sites were 
explored . 
. The Corallsland. The first season of excavations on the Coral Island, 13 km (8 
mi.) south ofElath, took place in thewinterof 1968; a second took place in the 
spring of1972, under the direction of E. Linder, H. Edgerton, and A. Flinder. 
During these seasons, the sea bottom of the straits separating the island from 
the shore was surveyed. The remains of two Byzantine ships were located 
under a layer of coral and sand 2 to 3m thick. Earlier remains were found at a 
greater depth, 3 to 5 m below the sea floor; these included pottery sherds and 
stones, some of which can be dated to the end of the second century BCE. 

Sharm esh-Sheikh. In the bay at Sharm esh-Sheikh, 13 km (8 mi.) north of the 
southern tip of the Sinai Peninsula, divers from the Underwater Exploration 
Society oflsrael, under the direction ofY. Shapira and A. Raban, exposed the 
remains of a well-preserved sunken ship. The ship was more than 50 m long 
and its carrying capacity was nearly 500 tons. The ship's construction was an 
example of the Ottoman shipbuilding tradition. It was built of wood im
ported from northern Turkey by the shipyards at Calysima (Suez). The ship 
sank as a result of a fire that broke out while it was at anchor in the harbor, not 
far from Sharm's northeastern shore. Nearly two thousand pottery vessels 
survived from the ship's cargo, mostly water bottles with strainers inside the 
base of their necks. These were produced locally or to the south on the Hejaz 
coast. The ship sank in the 1740s or 1750s. 
The Mercury Site. In spring 1971, the remains of the cargo of a ship that sank 
between Ofira and Na'ama Bay, north of Sharm esh-Sheikh, to a depth of 
more than 30m, was partially exposed by A. Raban. This site was nicknamed 
the "mercury site" because the amphorae and copper kraters the vessel car-



ried on its deck had contained mercury. Research indicates that this was a 
small vessel that was built, at least partially, from local building materials
such as planks of acacia-and carried its cargo of mercury from 'Aqaba to the 
southern Arabian coast. The mercury was used in a metallurgical process that 
separates gold from surrounding mineral matter. This vessel sank at the end of 
the sixteenth century CE. 

Na'ama Bay. In spring 1973, the remains of a cargo from a sunken fourteenth 
century Mameluke ship south ofNa 'ama Bay, were excavated at a depth of20 
to 25m. The main cargo was a group oflarge clay water containers, which had 
been covered by a thick layer of dead coral. Only fragments of the wooden hull 
were found. During that expedition the remains of a cargo of mercury were 
found on the north side of Na'ama Bay, not far from the "Japanese Gar
dens," and the cargo of a Byzantine vessel was found in el-Qura Bay in Dahab. 
Ginnosar (q.v.) 

ANCIENT HARBORS 
MEDITERRANEAN COAST. The principal finds from shipwrecks and har
bors along this coast come from the following sites: 
Misrefot-Yam. On a low kurkar hill near the northern edge of the river gap of 
Nal_lal Be~et, on the Mediterranean coast, 16 km (10 mi.) north of Acco, 
several Phoenician shaft tombs from the Persian and Hellenistic periods were 
exposed, as well as walls and the foundations ofhouses from these periods and 
the Byzantine period. Research undertaken by the Department of Maritime 
Civilizations at Haifa University between 1977 and 1983 determined that this 
settlement's harbor was excavated out of the dry land south of the hill. Today, 
this harbor is partly destroyed and partly covered by sand and sediments. 
Nonetheless, the team identified a carved channel leading southward from an 
opening now located some 100m from the shore and arcing widely to the east. 
The inner anchorage of this navigational channel was protected from the 
waves by a natural reef extending west and south of the channel. This carved 
channel may have initially been an artificial outlet for the waters of the lagoon 
that formed in the lower course of Nal_lal Be~et. The rocky reef would have 
prevented the silting up of the outlet by the sea-carried sand. In this way, the 

Map of the major maritime sites off Israel's Mediterranean coast. 
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Greek bronze helmet recovered close to the estuary of NaiJal Oren. 

artificial course served both as an outlet for the lagoon's water and as a 
navigational channel that was free of sand and deep enough for sea vessels 
to move into the lagoon or the inner basin excavated on its northern side. The 
few sherds from the Middle Bronze Age II collected south of the site suggest 
associating the installation ofthe channel with this early period. Probes of the 
bottom of the channelindicated that its original width was at least 14m and 
the depth of the water was more than 2 m. 
Achzib. From the mid-1960s to the end of the 1970s, divers from the Under
water Exploration Society oflsrael carried out numerous underwater surveys, 
soundings, and mappings of remains along the shoreline west of Tel Achzib, 
on the Mediterranean coast 13 km (9.3 mi) north of Acco, and in the area of 
Minet ez-Ziv to its south. The first settlers at Achzib, at the beginning of the 
second millennium BCE, found a peninsula separated from the shore to the 
south by a wide estuary at the joint outlet ofNal_lal Keziv and Nal_lal Sha'al. 
Sea water may also have penetrated the course ofNal_lal Keziv as far as the 
eastern side of the tell, or mound. During the construction of the site's Middle 
Bronze Age fortification ramparts, the river course to the east was deepened 
and widened enough for ships to enter and anchor. Protected from the waves 
of the sea, they found a haven in the lee of the city's fortifications. In order to 
prevent the anchorage from silting up with deposits from the river during 
winter floods, the course was dammed farther upstream. The outlet ofN al_lal 
Keziv was then diverted through a cut carved in the low coastal kurkar ridge 
north of the site, completing the ring of water surrounding the defensive 
ramparts. At a later stage, a navigational channel was carved through a 
rocky shelf north of the bay, at the settlement's southwestern corner. This 
channel allowed ships to enter the course ofNal_lal Sha'al, circumventing the 
sandbar being formed by the breakers at the mouth of the bay and gradually 
filling it with sand. In the Iron Age, Phoenician settlers utilized the rocky shelf 
as a source of building stone, leaving the seaside edge as a natural breakwater 
for the two anchorage basins used by small ships and fishing vessels. During 
the same period, the protected coves south of the sandy bay at Minet ez-Ziv 
apparently came into use. Anumberofrock-cutinstallations were discovered 
there, including fish tanks, mooring posts, and sloped rock surfaces used in 
dragging ships ashore. From the ceramic evidence and the character of these 
installations, they should be attributed to the Roman-Byzantine period, 
although they may have continued in use into the medieval period. 
Acco (q.v.) 
'Atlit (q.v.) 
Tel N ami. On a rocky promontory some 2 km (1 mi.) south ofNeveh Yam, 8 
km ( 5 mi.) south of Haifa, a team from the Archaeological Survey of Israel 
discovered a site surrounded by a casemate wall that appeared to be a set
tlement from the First Temple period. In thewinterof 197 5, an excavation was 
carried out under the auspices ofthe Department ofMaritime Civilizations at 
Haifa University, directed by M. Dothan, A. Raban, and N. Flemming. Trial 
excavations on the mound revealed the remains of a Byzantine farm; under
neath them, covering the mound, were floors, walls and large paved areas 
dating to the early phase of the Middle Bronze Age IIA-all founded on the 
leveled bedrock approximately 2.5 to 3m above sea level. The finds suggest 
that the settlement continued to exist, although on a smaller scale, until the 
last phase of the Late Bronze Age. Fora settlement of about one acre, the large 
quantity of sherds of pottery imported from Cyprus and the Aegean islands 
(including Mycenean pottery) is surprising. Trial excavations conducted 
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Stone weights recovered from the sea near Yavneh- Yam, LB. 

alongthewidth of the low sandy beach that today connects the site to the shore 
indicate that when the site was first founded, it was an island separated from 
the shore by a protected channel in which ships could find safe haven. The 
sides of the channel were secured by a stone retaining wall built along the foot 
ofthe eastern side of the mound. Piles ofbuilding stones and abundant sherds 
dating solely to the Middle Bronze Age were found under the sand fill clogging 
the channel today. River deposits found at the same level may mean that the 
inhabitants diverted the outlet ofNal).al ha-Me'arot to a point at which the 
flow of water was prevented from silting up the channel. The coast opposite 
this settlement is a low trough that is filled with water all year. Via the river 
course and this lagoon, small ships may have been brought from the port on 
the mound to the mother city, a large Middle Bronze Age IIA settlement 
(whose remains were destroyed by a kurkar quarry) which was established on 
the southeastern edge of the lagoon (see Tel Nami). 
Dor (q.v.) 
Caesarea (q.v.) 
Mikhmoret. Surveys carried out by the Underwater Exploration Society of 
Israel in the mid-1960s and completed in 1982 by R. Gertwagen and 
P. McClanhagen of the Center for Maritime Studies at Haifa University 
revealed built walls and a carved navigational channel in the waters south 
of Tel Mikhmoret, 10 km (6.2 mi.) north ofNetanya. The channel may have 
been carved in order to allow ships to enter the lagoon and the course of 
Nal).al Alexander, which runs south of Tel Mikhmoret, to the foot of Tel 
I:Iefer, situated upstream. The walls on the lee side of the channel are part of an 
anchorage basin that existed on the southern side of the mound. 
Apollonia-Arsuf. Surveys and probes performed by the Underwater Explora
tion Society oflsrael in the sea west of the medieval fortress at Appollonia, in 
modern northern Herzliya, revealed that a trapezoidal structure there, which 
is submerged today, was not a closed anchorage but a defensive wall for the 
lower part of the enclosure. The method of construction and other finds 

Basalt tripod bowl recovered from the bed of the Sea of Galilee, 
Chalcolithic period. 

Map of the major maritime sites off the coast of the Sea of Galilee. 

'Aqab 

Migdal Nunya 

indicated that, in the medieval period, sea level was approximately 1 m lower 
and that the enclosure was located on dry land. In a manner characteristic of 
coastal settlements along the Sharon escarpment, no remains were found of 
any construction indicating the location of an anchorage or harbor from the 
Second Temple period. This phenomenon of significant topographical chan
ges in the historic coastline repeats itself at Tel Michal. 
Yavneh-Yam. At Yavneh-Yam, 16 km (10 mi.) south of Tel Aviv, remains of 
submerged walls and structures were found that presumably were part of a 
terrestrial site and not related to a harbor installation. Despite the intensive 
underwater surveys carried out at the site by E. Galili, and the discovery of 
Late Bronze Age artifacts (copper figurines and fishnet weights), it is not yet 
possible to suggest a location for the ancient harbor. 
Tel Ridan (QatifCoast). Tel Ridan, in northern Sinai, 20 km (12.5 mi.) south 
of modern Gaza, was investigated by E. Galili and K. Rave h. Surveys carried 
out at the site between 1983 and 1986 have shown that, during the second and 
the early first millennia BCE, a proper anchorage existed on the eastern, 
protected side of twin rock islets located 1 km (0.6 mi.) southwest of the 
mound. Since that time the islets have subsided approximately 3 m so that 
the remains of the built quays are now below sea level. A large number of stone 
anchors was discovered, as well as a cache oflead and tin ingots, some of which 
bear Phoenician-Hebrew alphabetic signs from the seventh to sixth centuries 
BCE. 
Coral Island. A sounding in the island's lagoon revealed that in the past it was 
an open bay and that the rampart separating the lagoon from the sea is 
artificial. No fewer than five building and fortification phases were discerned 
in this rampart. A casemate wall was dated to the Byzantine period and 
represents the third phase of fortification; the second was Hellenistic, and 
the first much earlier. Several piers were found on the coast opposite the 
island, but no remains that could be used to date the closing of the la
goon~a stage that must have predated the Hellenistic period. The excava
tors concluded that the data support the identification of Coral Island with 
Ezion Geber, from the Solomonic period (tenth century BCE). 
SEA OF GALILEE ANCHORAGES. Since the beginning of the 1970s, when 
the lake's water level has been low, surveys and trial excavations have been 
carried out at the following sites at the Sea of Galilee by the Underwater 
Exploration Society of Israel and M. Nun: 
Kursi. On the shore north of Tel Kursi, situated on the eastern shore of the 
lake, between the mound and the mouth of the nearby wadi, a built harbor 
was found, constructed of a defensive rampart made of hewn and unhewn 
blocksinorderedcourses.Itsmaximumwidthinthesouthwestisover4mand 
the total length is approximately 150 m. The area of water protected by the 
rampart reaches 1,500 sq m. The entrance is in the northwest. North of the 



harbor a built, plastered pool was found that was used to store fish. The sides 
ofthe pool were raised in such a way that they were above water level, even at the 
lake's maximum level. In periods when the water level was low, water was 
supplied to the pool through a conduit from the nearby wadi. Near the pool, a 
paved surface and the foundations of a large public building were uncovered. 
The presence of a concentration oflead net weights from the Mishnaic period 
suggests fishing activity in the region during that time. 
The Harbor at Migdal Nunya. Migdal Nunya, on the western shore of the Sea 
of Galilee, 7 km(4.4mi), was first surveyed by members of the Link expedition 
in 1960. The site was then under water. The expedition's report describes a 
paved road at a depth of 3m and a concentration of Roman cooking pots that 
were exposed in adjacent soundings. In the 1970s, the paved road was exposed 
and was found to be a quay built of limestone slabs with basalt edges, with 
basalt mooring stones for boats. The length of the quay is approximately 90 
m. Its corner is at the base of a breakwater that extends eastward, out into the 
lake. North of this small bay is a second breakwater (70 m long and c. 4 m 
wide) that surrounds the anchorage from the north and east. The wall is built 
of basalt stones and its top is paved with flat limestone slabs. This harbor 
apparently was the base for the Jewish navy that attempted to fight the 
Romans during the Jewish Revolt in 70 CE (Josephus, War III, 10, 1). 

SUBMERGED SETTLEMENTS 
Along Israel's Mediterranean coast the remains of numerous settlements 
have been found that today are located under water. The periods the sites 
span are from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B to the beginning of the Early 
Bronze Age I. At a number of these sites (the Neolithic sites at Qatif and 
Neveh Yam and the Chalcolithic sites at Achzib and north of the mouth of 
Nal:fal Daliyya, south of Dor) built structures continue from the coastline 
under water. Other sites, in particular those between Haifa and 'Atlit, are 
several hundred meters from the modern coastline, at depths of more than 10 
m. All of these settlements were established at the foot of the gentle slope of 
the low kurkar ridge, and their houses were built on clayey ground. 

Among the many notable remains are lines of stone structures whose plans 
are rectangular (Dado Beach, 'Atlit, Neveh Yam) and circular stone installa
tions (diameter, 1.5-3 m) paved with stone slabs. The function of these floors 
is unclear; some were found adjacent to rectangular structures and others 
without any associated houses. An interesting find was made opposite the 
beach at Kibbutz ha-I:Ioterim: a stone circle surrounding the trunk of a Tabor 
oak, rooted in the sea bottom at a depth of6 m. Carbon-14 tests indicate a date 
of approximately 4000 BCE. 

The chronological proximity ofthese sites and the fact that they are found at 
the same depth along nearly the entire coast suggests that until the beginning 
of the Early Bronze Age sea level was at least 6 to 10m lower than today. 
Presumably, the remains of even earlier sites will be found at a greater depth, 
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farther from the present coastline. Other than the sunken Herodian harbor at 
Caesarea, no remains of submerged settlements have been found from per
iods later than the Early Bronze Age I. This fact may hint at the relative 
stability of the sea level and the geological structure of the Mediterranean 
coastline in recorded time (see 'Atlit). 
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MARJAMEH, KHIRBET 
IDENTIFICATION 
Khirbet Marjameh (Ruin of the Rock Piles) is situated on the lower north
eastern slopes of Mount Baal-Hazor, 450 m above sea level, at the edge of a 
spur descending steeply eastward toward the Jordan Valley (map reference 
1816.1554). It is the major site within the vicinity of 'Ein Samiya, the most 
important water source in the Ephraim Hills. The site's western slope, facing 
the spring, is protected by a steep cliff. The site, about 7.5 a. in area, was sur
veyed in 1924 by W. F. Albright, who suggested identifying it with a city 
named Ephraim (2 Sam. 13:23). Z. Kallai, who surveyed the site in 1968, 
suggested identifying it with Baal-Shalishah (2 Kg. 4:42). Extensive burial 
grounds were found around the site, the best known of which are the burial 
caves from the Middle Bronze Age I (q.v. 'Ein Samiya and Dhahr Mirzba
neh). 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1975 and 1978, short trial excavations and a survey were conducted by the 
Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew UniversityofJerusalem and the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums, directed by A. Mazar. The ex
cavations focused on the upper part of the site, but during a comprehensive 
survey of the area, a solid wall surrounding the site was discovered. Inside this 
wall were collapsed stone structures, between which streets could be seen 
running along the slope. These remains belong to the Iron Age II town, 
parts of which were uncovered during the excavations. 

At the northern edge of the settlement, where the spur rises to the west, a 
small geological fault was used for defense purposes. The area between the 
fault and the steep cliff above the spring was fortified by a solid stonewall ( 4 m 
thick); its foundations and the retaining walls that protected them, facing the 
slope, were uncovered. Several rooms of a house were found inside the wall; 

they belonged to a later phase of the settlement, when the inner part ofthewall 
was no longer in use. These rooms yielded a rich assemblage of Iron Age II 
pottery. 

The foundations of a large building (14.5 by 30m) were uncovered in the 
northern part of the site. The southern part of the building was founded on 
bedrock; carved lines in the rock indicate its contour. The building's northern 
end, which faces the edge ofthe settlement, was built on the steep slope. Here, 
a solid stone foundation was built to support the structure's upper stories. The 

Khirbet Marjameh: general view of the site, looking east. 
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northern end ofthe stone foundation, which faced the fault, was semicircular, source. The site ofKhirbet Marjameh is the only fortified Israelite city known 
indicating that the large building at this point was a round tower, protecting from this region, separating the Ephraim Hills from the Jordan Valley. The 
the town at its weakest point. The tower is one of the largest and most solid ceramic evidence points to a destruction of the site in 722 BCE, with the fall of 
Iron Age fortifications so far discovered in this country. The pottery sherds the Israelite kingdom. 
found in its foundations indicate that it was erected in the tenth or ninth 
century BCE. The town plan somewhat resembles that of other cities in the A. Mazar. IEJ 22 (1972), 138-139; id., BA 45 (1982), 167-178; M. Zohar, IEJ 30 (1980), 219-220. 

central hill country, such as Jerusalem and Hebron, where the hilly topog-
raphy was used to build a well-protected settlement near an important water AMIHAI MAZAR 

MAR SABA 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Mar Saba monastery, known in the Byzantine period as the Great Laura 
of Saint Sa bas, is located in the Judean Desert on the cliffs of the Kidron 
Valley, about 12 km (7.5 mi.) east of Bethlehem (map reference 1815.1236). 
The core of the laura (a monastery of anchorites) is still inhabited. The 
monastery is named after Saint Sabas (439-532 CE), the archimandrite 
of the anchorites (hermits) in Palestine from 494 CE and one of the outstand
ing leaders of desert monasticism and of the Palestinian Church. Mar Saba is 
now a communal monastery (coenobium), surrounded by walls and covering 
an area of about 60 by 100m. The remains of the Great Laura, however, are 
dispersed over both banks of the Kidron Valley, north and south ofMar Saba, 
along a stretch of about 2 km (1.2 mi.). 

HISTORY 
In 4 78 CE Sa bas, one of the disciples of Saint Euthymius, took up his residence 
in a small cave at the top of the cliff on the east bank of the Kidron Valley, 
opposite the present Mar Saba monastery. He spent five years in seclusion 
there. His repute spread and monks who sought to live close to him con
gregated at the site. Their number grew, and a monastic community came into 
being, with private dwellings and a small chapel for common prayers. The first 

stage of construction began in 483 and ended in 486. At that time, seventy 
monks lived in the laura. When the community increased in size, a larger place 
of worship was needed; it was established in a natural cave and named the 
Theoktistos (God-made) church. The church was dedicated in 490. A second, 
larger church, dedicated to the mother of God (Theotokos church), was 
dedicated in 501. By the end of the fifth century, the number of monks 
in the laura reached 150. Attacks by the Bedouin began with the Persian 
invasion of Palestine in 614 CE and intensified after the Arab conquest. 
The assaults reduced the number of monks in the laura, whose size was 
confined to the core, with two churches and the tomb of Saint Sabas. The 
laura's golden age of literary activity was in the eighth and ninth centuries, 
when John ofDamascus, Stephen the Thaumaturge (wonder-worker), Theo
dorus Abu Qurrah, Michael Syncellus, and others were active. A religious and 
cultural decline set in later. 

EXPWRATION 
The Mar Saba monastery attracted the attention of scholars with the begin
ning of the geographical-historical exploration of Palestine in the nineteenth 
century. The monastery and its history were described by T. Tobler (1854), 
V. Guerin(l869), C. R. Conder and H. H. Kitchener(1883), and many others. 

Mar Saba monastery: aerial view, looking northwest. 



These works, as well as the detailed historical surveyofS. Vailhe (1899-1900) 
and the monograph by J. Phokilides (1927), dealt mainly with the monastery, 
and very little attention was devoted to the ruins outside its walls. These were 
described in the reports by M. Marcoff and D. J. Chitty (1929), V. Corbo 
(1958), and 0. Meinardus (1965-1966). A comprehensive survey of these 
ruins was conducted in 1982-1983 by a team headed by J. Patrich, as part 
of the survey of the Judean Desert region on behalf of the Archaeological 
Survey of Israel. 
REMAINS OUTSIDE THE WALLS. About forty-five hermitages of monks, 
scattered on the cliffs outside Mar Saba's walls, were examined and recorded 
in a survey and soundings, along with about five other buildings on the 
hilltops west of the Kidron Valley. The dwelling complexes are interconnec
ted by a network of paved paths with rock -cut steps, thus transforming the 
isolated and dispersed components into an architectural entity-a laura 
monastery. 

Despite the dense building and the proximity of one complex to the other, 
the inhabitants' desire for seclusion is visible in their choice of cliffs and rock 
ledges to which acces is difficult; the height of the entrances necessitates using 
ladders and ropes, and each complex is fenced in with a wall. Each complex 
was meant to serve as the dwelling of a single monk, a monk and his disciples, 
ora small group of monks of common ethnic origin. In general, these were not 
simple anchoritic cells but spacious structures that comprised more than a 
single chamber, even if intended for only one monk. 

The simple cells first used were natural caves, similar to the cave dwelling of 
Saint Sa bas on the eastern bank, which were adapted as dwellings by means of 
rock cutting and construction. In the second stage, more sophisticated build
ings were erected, including some built on the rock ledge in front of the cave 
entrance, like the complex attributed to the fifth century monk Xenophon: a 
room was added to the ledge in front of his cave and a cistern with a channel 
leading from the streambed was built adjoining the cell. When there was no 
rock ledge in front of a cave entrance, a tower was built there, founded on a 
lower level, creating an additional living space in front of the entrance. The 
complex attributed to Arcadius the son of Xenophon is of this type, with a 
cistern built inside the tower. The large cave was divided into a living space 
with a chapel in front. The chapel had three adjoining niches. Its walls and 
ceiling were decorated with depictions of the saints: three cherubs and a saint 
on the ceiling, and seven saints on the walls. 

Sometimes structures were built within a vertical fissure in the rock enclosed 
by a huge wall. An example of this is the complex attributed to the sixth 
century recluse John the Hesychast (the solitary). The complex consists 
of a chamber with a spacious private chapel above it. The enclosing wall 
(11 m high) formed a tower used to climb up to the cell and chapel. On 
the wall of the chapel's apse are paintings of three saints, identified by Greek 
inscriptions as Hananiah, Zechariah, and Mishael; the artist apparently 
intended to depict Daniel's three companions-Hananiah, Azariah, and 
Mishael. A cistern inside the chamber received its water from 
an outer reservoir by means of a built channel. 

The builders of the hermitages often refrained from using the 
caves, preferring to build simple cells in the cliff overhangs, on a 
narrow rock ledge, using the side of the overhang as one of the 
walls. Next to each cell is a cistern. Freestanding buildings, with
out the support of a rock wall, were erected on moderate slopes. A 
dwelling complex generally includes a chapel or at least a prayer 
niche, whether intended fora single monk ora group of monks. A 
square prothesis is usually found to the right or left of the prayer 
niche. 
Building Technique. The dwelling complexes and water systems 
were constructed by skilled workers following a prepared plan. In 
addition to architects and masons, the construction work in
volved mosaic craftsmen, fresco artists, and stucco molders. The 
chapel of one of the complexes contains a colorful mosaic in a 
geometric pattern composed of squares, lozenges, and triangles 
surrounding a central garland. Each square has a geometric inner 
decoration, while each lozenge or triangle contains a simple floral 
motif. In another chapel, colorful frescoes with a variety of floral 
motifs have survived on the walls and around the apse. The 
frescoes were drawn on the white plaster after the outline of the 
floral pattern was incised on it with a compass. Above this chapel 
was an upper chapel with a simple white mosaic pavement, round 
glass windows, and a chancel screen with a lacework pattern in 
stucco. 
WATER SUPPLY. Except for the two aqueducts that still supply 
water to the Mar Saba monastery, there was no common water 
system used by the laura's dwelling complexes. Each complex had 
its own water system, which generally extended across three levels. 
In the upper level, above the complex, damming walls and chan
nels collect the runoff water flowing over the rocks, diverting it to 
the upper reservoirs. From here the water descends through built 
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and plastered channels to pools and cisterns on the middle level-the resi
dential level-next to the cells, and sometimes even inside them. The excess 
water flows from here through channels or clay pipes to reservoirs on the lower 
level, with openings on the middle level. In addition to the collection contain
ers, the system also included sedimentation and regulation basins. 

The cisterns usually adjoin the bedrock on one to three sides, with a built 
outer wall. They have an inner stonewall coated with plaster. The outermost 
layer of hydraulic plaster rests on a bed of flat stone chips sunk in gray clay 
(covering the stone wall). The hydraulic plaster contains many crushed pot
sherds, rarely more than 5 mm. in diameter. The sherds give the plaster a 
characteristic reddish tint. 
"JUSTINIAN'S TOWER." "Justinian's Tower" is a square tower (c. 18m 
high), resting on bedrock. From the outside seven levels are defined by the 
stonework, each receding slightly from the preceding level. The courses are 
about 35 to 50cm high and are built ofashlars with wide margins and a central 
boss. In the corner of each stone is an engraved mason's mark; there are about 
ten different marks. This building technique is characteristic of the Crusader 
period. The inscription attributing the construction of the tower to the em
peror Justinian in 529 CEis a forgery, as the laura was not enclosed by a wall in 
the Byzantine period. The walls of the monastery were only built after the 
tower was erected. They were raised and repaired in 1667 and 1688. The 
"Women's Tower," located outside the walls of the monastery, was erected 
by special permission of the Ottoman sultan in 1605. 

Inside the monastery, south of its northern wall, a small rivulet forms an 
inner moat. The laura's large cisterns were built in the upper part of this 
rivulet, probably in the time of Saint Sabas. 
STRUCTURES WITHIN THE MONASTERY. The buildings within the 
monastery have undergone many changes. The present-day monastery was 
the nucleus of the laura in the Byzantine period, when it already contained 
two churches, a refectory (&ptcnrrcriptov, aristeterion), a bakery, and a 
burial place for the monks (under the paved square presently bearing the 
tomb of Saint Sa bas). The various chapels were consecrated in monastic cells 
after the Byzantine period. According to Cyril of Scythpolis, the hagiogra
pher of the leaders of desert monasticism, the existence of the small spring at 
the bottom of the monastery was miraculously revealed to Saint Sabas. 
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Mar Saba: mosaic of the chapel in one of the dwelling complexes. 
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MARTYRIUS MONASTERY 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLORATION 
A large Byzantine monastery with an area of about 2.5 a. was uncovered in a 
residential area at the center of the town of Ma'ale Adummim east of Jeru
salem (map reference 178.133). In Arabic, the site is called Khirbet Murasas. 

The monastery was built at the top of a hill commanding the main road 
between Jericho and Jerusalem. It was surrounded by an extensive agricul
tural area irrigated with water stored in large rock -cut cisterns. The monastery 
has two main parts: the monastery complex, surrounded by a high wall, and a 
hostel for pilgrims, containing rooms, a chapel, and stables. The identifica
tion of Khirbet M urasas with the monastery of Martyrius, first proposed by 
J. G. Van Kasteren, was based on the similarity in the names Murasas and 
Martyrius and on the monastery's description by Cyril ofScythopolis (Life of 
Euthymius 32). According to Cyril, two monks, Martyrius the Cappadocian 
and Elias the Arabian, came from Egypt to the Judean Desert in 457 CE and 
were accepted into the laura ofEuthymius (Khan ei-AI).mar). Soon, they both 
left because ofthe crowded living conditions there: Elias built a cell for himself 
near Jericho, while Martyrius retreated to a cave 15 stadia (2.8 km or I. 7 mi.) 
westofthelaura. Although the distance between Khan el-AI).marand Khirbet 
Murasas is about 4 km (2.5 mi.), the only identifiable monastery west of the 
Euthymius Monastery is at Khirbet Murasas. This identification was there
fore accepted by scholars. It was subsequently confirmed in the excavations 
which uncovered a tombstone inscription in the atrium of the monastery's 
main church (see below). The inscription identifies the tomb of the presbyter 
and archimandrite Paulus, who, according to Cyril, was the abbot of the 
Martyrius Monastery (Life of Euthymius 44). Hence, it appears that not only 
did Martyrius live in a cave here, he also built the monastery that continued to 
bear his name, after he was appointed priest of the Church of the Anastasis 
(The Holy Sepulcher) in Jerusalem (Life of Euthymius 42). Martyrius was 
later appointed patriarch of Jerusalem ( 478-486 CE), and from this exalted 
post aided the monastery named after him. The monastery is mentioned again 
in connection with the dedication ofthe Euthymius Monastery and its trans
formation from a laura to a coenobium (Life of Euthymius 44). It is last 

Tombstone inscription indicating the tomb of the presbyter and archimandrite 
Paulus, found in the main church. 

Plan of the Martyrius Monastery. 
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Reconstruction of Martyrius Monastery. 

Aerial view of Martyrius Monastery. 
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Overview of the stable area. 

mentioned in Cyril's writings in relation to the Origenist controversy in the 
mid-sixth century (Life of Sabas 83). Excavations were carried out at the site 
from 1982 to 1985, under the direction of I. Magen, archaeology staff officer in 
Judea and Samaria. 

MONASTERY COMPLEX 
The monastery is an almost square structure: 70.6 m long on the east, 79 m on 
the north, 77.4 m on the south, and 65.4 m on the west. It is surrounded by a 
wall(c. 70cm thick) builtoflarge,partlydressedashlars. The wall, originally4 
to 5 m high, is preserved to a height of 1 to 2 m. The monastery complex is 
divided into several parts: the northern gate in the eastern wall and the stables; 
the church compound; the northern wing and the cave of Martyrius; the 
refectory; the southwestern wing (the cistern and agricultural area); the 
southeastern wing (the chapel of the Three Priests); the bathhouse; and 
a farm from the Early Arab period. 
NORTHERN GATE IN THE EASTERN WALL AND STABLES. Two gates 
were found flanking the church compound in the monastery's eastern wall. 
The southern gate was blocked up in one phase of the monastery's existence, 
and the sole entrance then was through the northern gate (1.8 m wide). 
Sockets with iron bases and lead joints were found in the northern gate's 
threshold. In addition to the gate's wooden doors, a round rolling stone 
(diameter, 2.5 m) was found at the opening. The opening led to the gateway 
(3.8 by 8.4m), whose floor was hewn outofbedrock; troughsforpackanimals 
were installed on both sides of the gate. On its southern side was a room 
probably used by the monastery's gatekeeper; farther on was another room, 
in which the grooms could rest. The gateway opened onto a large, stone-paved 
courtyard with a stone trough in its center and a paved lane leading to the 
central courtyard. 

Two large stables were found to the north and east of the courtyard. Near 
the entrance to the eastern stable (9 by 18m), a broad flight of steps leads to a 
second story. The stable was paved with stone and had a rock-cut sewage 
channel at its center. Along the walls are stalls with iron hooks and rings for 

,~~."",., tying the animals. The northern stable included especially high stalls. Stables 
' found to the west of the courtyard were no longer used in the monastery's 
'~cond phase. 

RCH COMPOUND. Between the two gates in the northern wall was a 
om pound, which included a rectangular church, a chapel adjoining it 

,outh, auxiliary rooms, a narthex, and a burial hall. The church plan 

slightly deviates from the general orientation of the monastery and was thus 
probably built earlier than the monastery enclosure. An earlier church was 
found preserved about 50 em under this one. It was apparently was built when 
the monastery first opened, in the time of Martyrius. It had been destroyed, 
but preserved under the new building. 

The church has two entrances-in the north and south. The main entrance 
was from the north, through a square hall (8 by 8 m) paved with a colored 
mosaic. The hall could be entered from the west by two steps and from the 
north directly from the paved street running from the northern gate in the 
eastern wall. The hall is unroofed and has two small rooms to the west. Its walls 
are decorated with colored plaster and are lined on three sides with plastered 
benches. In its center is the tombstone described above; the tomb under it 
contained ten skeletons, one placed above the other, probably the remains of 
Paulus' successors in the abbey. 

A wide gate (4 by 6.5 m) provided access from the hall to the narthex. The 
narthex underwent several changes: it was extended westward and a bench was 
added along its length; in this phase, or in a later one, the wall dividing it from 
the church was also added. The narthex has a colorful mosaic, with vine 
trellises issuing from an amphora depicted in the center. Deer and fowl 
are also depicted. The mosaic was probably laid in the second phase of 
the monastery's existence. 

A wide, magnificent entrance provides access from the narthex to the nave 
(6.6 by 25.5 m). The nave was paved with a colorful mosaic that is largely 
destroyed. The mosaic is decorated with round and hexagonal medallions 
containing various animals (fish, elephant, rooster). The church's raised 
bema has a damaged Greek inscription at its foot that mentions the abbots 
Genesius and Johannes, in whose memory the church was erected. To the 
north of the church a large room is paved with a white mosaic in which a few 
changes were made. This is apparently the prothesis. To the south is another 
large room paved with a colorful mosaic, which may be the diaconicon. The 
chapel ( 4.6 by 15 m) is south of the nave. It was also paved with a colorful 
mosaic, most of which has been destroyed. An entrance leads from the chapel 
to a room withacisterninits center, that probably served as a baptistry; in the 
western part of the monastery an octagonal baptismal font was found in 
secondary use. 
NORTHERN WING AND THE CAVE OF MARTYRIUS. In the center of the 
northern wing is a large plastered cave that was reconstructed as a crypt. It was 
reached by a series of steps, partly hewn and partly resting on a half arch. 



Judging from the small number of skeletons found in the cave, the main 
cemetery was probably outside the monastery complex. Above the cave 
is a seven-line Greek inscription, partly damaged, that mentions three 
priests-Georgius, Johannes, and Elpidius-who were buried here along 
with other priests. This seems to be the cave in which Martyrius dwelt when 
he left the laura of Euthymius. 
REFECTORY. The refectory (25 by 31 m) is at the northwestern corner of the 
monastery. It consists of a basilican central hall, an entrance room, and a 
kitchen, above which was a second story. Nearby was an open courtyard and 
alongside it a large cellar, probably used to store wine. The basilican hall is 12 
by 26.5 m. Its exterior walls are built of especially large ashlars, unparalleled 
elsewhere in the monastery. The hall is longitudinally partitioned by two rows 
of seven columns each. Most of the column bases were found in situ, as were 
several capitals. The columns had been looted. The hall is covered with a 
superb, colorful mosaic preserved in its entirety. In the intercolumnar spaces 
are mosaics with various patterns. The hall apparently had a wooden roof 
covered with tiles. The floor is surrounded by stone benches 40 em high that 
are coated with hydraulic plaster. Near the entrance is a dedicatory inscrip
tion: "During the time of our holy father Genesius, presbyter and archiman
drite, this work too was done for his salvation and for the salvation of his 
brethren in Christ. This work was completed in the month of March, in the 
first year of the indiction." 

To the south of the refectory is a large kitchen (6 by 21 m) with two 
doorways in the south. A courtyard in front of the kitchen was probably 
used as a service and cooking area. Near the kitchen entrance is a large 
cellar whose lower part was hewn out of bedrock and whose upper part 
was built; it may have been reached with a wooden ladder. The kitchen 
was roofed with seven arches that extended across the width of the build
ing.lt had a second story paved with a colored mosaic, parts of which fell onto 
the pavement of the first story. The kitchen was paved with a white mosaic 
made of large tesserae; facing the entrance, a colored square mosaic carpet 
depicts vine branches with clusters of grapes issuing from an amphora and 
encircling a bird. In the northwestern corner of the kitchen was a hatch for 
passing food to the refectory. Hundreds of vessels were found in the kitchen: 
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huge storage vessels, some of them built into the walls; metal ware; marble 
tables; grinding utensils; platters; plates; cooking pots; and dozens of clay 
wine cups. Eggshells were found in one of the pots. 
SOUTHWESTERN WING: THE CISTERN AND AGRICULTURAL AREA. 
The southwestern wing of the monastery is built around a large courtyard (14 
by 22m) that is paved with a white mosaic made oflarge tesserae. Under the 
courtyard, a large cistern, identical to the courtyard in size and I 0 m deep, was 
found. In the center of the cistern a row of square columns bears arches that 
supported the roof. The cistern had a safety valve that channeled excess water 
outside the monastery in the event of flooding. A sophisticated system of 
trenches, fed byrunoffwatercollected west of the monastery, led to the cistern. 
By means of sluice gates that could be opened or closed, this systemfedmostof 
the cisterns at the site. 

A long roofed corridor (2.2 by 21.5 m) south of the cistern area led to a 
paved plaza to its east. A gate in the southern wall may also have led to the 
plaza. An opening in the corridor led to several rooms, including a chapel with 
a raised apse that was separated from it by a chancel screen. To the west of the 
plaza three rooms were paved with a white mosaic. The plaza was completely 
dismantled after the monastery was abandoned and part of the area was 
prepared for agricultural use. This area was irrigated from the cistern: the 
water was conducted through stone channels belonging to the Umayyad farm 
built on top of the monastery's ruins. 
SOUTHEASTERN WING OF THE CHAPEL OF THE THREE PRIESTS. In 
the southeastern wing another entrance led to the monastery through a gate 
(2.5 m wide) in the eastern wall. In the monastery's last phase, this gate was 
blocked by masonry. A paved lane ran westward from the gate to the mon
astery's central courtyard. A storeroom was found in the southeastern corner 
of the wing and a chapel (5 by 7 m) at its western end. In the eastern part of the 
chapel is an apse flanked by two piers. The chapel had stone arches in its 
ceiling that supported a wooden roof and tiles. From the entrance in the 
north, steps led down to the building's floor. A stratigraphic examination 
revealed that the chapel was erected in the monastery's last phase. It is paved 
with a magnificent colored mosaic made oflarge tesserae; the central carpet is 
decorated with interlacing circles surrounded by a wide border of meanders. 

The refectory. 
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Facing the apse a dedicatory inscription records the names of three priests, 
who are also mentioned in the inscription above the burial cave: "Lord our 
God, remembered in your kingdom, the priests Elpidius, Johannes, and 
Georgius and all their brethren in Christ." 
BATHHOUSE. The bathhouse (c. 9 by 13m) is in the middle of the western 
side of the monastery, near the two large cisterns. It is divided into three parts. 
The caldarium (2 by 6 m) and its pavement are laid on brick columns about 
one meter above bedrock. In the eastern part of the room is a circular alcove, 
apparently a separate cell, possibly for the abbot. The caldarium is entered 
through an elongated room paved with a colored, leaf-patterned mosaic. To 
the east of the room is a built pool. 
FARM FROM THE EARLY ARAB PERIOD. A rectangular building (15 by 
18m) was constructed in a later phase, in the center of the western side of the 
monastery. The building surrounds a central courtyard; the building's south
ern wall extends eastward, reaching the agricultural area, east of the cistern. 
The building was constructed of reused stones taken from different parts of 
the monastery. Fragments of marble, chancel screens, and other architectural 
items, which were incorporated in the building, can also be discerned. An 
Umayyad coin from 7 50 CE, an Arabic inscription, and pottery from the Early 
Arab period help to date the structure to the eighth century CE. 
PILGRIM HOSTEL. The hostel (28 by 43 m) is at the northeastern corner of 
the monastery. It contains everything needed by pilgrims: dwelling rooms, a 
church, and stables for pack animals. The hostel is separate from the mon
astery and was not entered through the main gate. Judging from the archae
ological and artistic evidence, the hostel seems to have been established in the 
monastery's last building phase, when the refectory was built. The hostel's 
eight rooms could house between sixty and seventy people. It may also have 
had a second story. 

The hostel's chapel (8 by 11m), entered from the south, is divided in two by 
columns. The southern part was paved with a superb colored mosaic. Its 
interlaced pattern of two square and two circular medallions in its four 
corners resembles the one in the refectroy. At the eastern end of the chapel 
was a raised bema, paved with a colored floral mosaic on a white background. 
At its foot a flank tabula ansata is decorated with flowers and beyond it is the 
apse. Two magnificent basket capitals were also found here. The northern 
part of the chapel served as a narthex. When the number of worshipers 
increased, it could be used as an addition to the church, and at night it 
served as sleeping quarters. Pilgrim hostels played an important role in 
Christian monasticism and are mentioned in several Byzantine sources. 
WATER SYSTEM. The monastery contains huge reservoirs, with an estimat
ed capacityofbetween 20,000 and 30,000 cum. The water-storage system was 
superbly planned to use any water available, no matter how small the quan
tity. In an area with an average annual rainfall of about 300 mm, it was 
necessary to build reservoirs large enough to hold all the rain that fell in 
rainy years and to store it for drought years. In practice, the entire site con-

stituted an immense installation for collecting and storing water: rainfall was 
channeled from roofs, courtyards, and open spaces into six large reservoirs. 
FINDS. The finds in the monastery are extremely rich, including pottery, 
marble, and metal and glass vessels, as well as architectural items. The pot
tery includes storage jars (pithoi), jugs, juglets, cooking pots, and oil lamps. 
Especially noteworthy is a red pottery bowl incised with figures from Chris
tian tradition-apparently Jesus and two of his disciples. Surprising quan
tities of bronze vessels were found in the monastery, including two jugs, a 
chain towhichacrossis attached, and thefootofananimal that was part of the 
base of a vessel (possibly the tripod of a bowl or candelabrum). The finds also 
included snuffers for extinguishing wicks and two hand shields for carrying 
torches. An unusual find is a griffinlike figure bearing a device for burning 
incense. At one end is a square bar that could be inserted in a wall or in a larger 
device. Only a few coins were found. In the refectory marble tables and a 
platter (diameter, 70 em) of black shale stone of the Nebi Musa type (bi
tuminous shale) with eight round depressions around its center were found. 
Two sundials were also found. 
BUILDING PHASES. Based on the historical sources, inscriptions, and 
archaeological data, three main building phases can be distinguished here: 

1. The foundation by Martyrius. In this phase, the monastery was very 
small and included the earlier church and the cave. The monastery was not 
surrounded by a wall. 

2. The period of the abbot Paulus. In this phase, the complex was enlarged 
and became a central monastery in the Judean Desert. When the monastery of 
Euthymius was dedicated (it changed from a laura to acoenobium) in 478 CE, 
the Ma 'ale Adummim site was occupied by a large monastery surrounded by a 
wall, whose basic form was the same as the excavated structure. It contained a 
central courtyard, stables, and cisterns. 

3. The monastery reached its peak about a century later, in the time of the 
archimandrite Genesius. In this phase, there were no changes in the mon
astery's general plan. However, the refectory and all its installations were 
added and the stable area was reduced. At the same time, basic changes 
were made in the church: it was repaved with a colored mosaic and a chapel 
was added. In this phase, in the southeastern part of the monastery, the 
Chapel of the Three Priests was built, and the southern gate in the eastern 
wall may have been blocked. In the southwestern wing a new chapel was 
created by joining two cells, and the bathhouse may have been built. The 
pilgrim hostel was built outside the monastery, perhaps on the foundations of 
a smaller hostel. The monastery was abandoned after the Arab conquest in 
the seventh century. 

L. Di Segni, Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land: New Discoveries (V. C. Corbo Fest.), Jerusalem 1990, 
153-164; Y. Magen and R. Talgam, ibid., 91-152; Y. Hirschfeld, The Judean Desert Monasteries in the 
Byzantine Period, New Haven (in prep.). 
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MARWA 
IDENTIFICATION 
A tomb from the Roman period, situated near the village of Marwa (or 
Maru), 7 km (4.5 mi.) northeast of Irbid in Gilead, was excavated in 
1935 by C. C. McCown and A. Bergman (Biran) on behalf of the Department 
of Antiquities of Transjordan. Other tombs, still unexplored, were found 
northeast of this tomb (among them some with wall paintings). 

EXCAVATIONS 
Thefacadeofthetombfacessouth.Fiveloculiofthekokhimtypewerecutinto 
the northern wall and six into the eastern wall of the burial chamber. An 
arcosolium was hewn near the entrance; beside it was a painted inscription in 
Greek. The arcosolium and its front wall are covered with paintings on plaster. 
Because the tomb had been rifled, little was found in it and it could not be 
clearly dated. 

The tomb's importance lies in the wall paintings. The colors employed by 
the artist included black, blue, red, dark and light brown, and gilded yellow. 
The figures of a man and a woman appear in the arcosolium, seated on folding 
stools and flanked by Cerberus (the three-headed watchdog at the entrance to 
Hades) on the left and a basket of fruit on the right. Above the man and 
woman, whose faces were deliberately obliterated, is a garland of flowers. On 
the wall below the arcosolium three female masks are festooned with floral 
wreaths. The hair style and the cut of the seated man's beard belong to the 
Severan period. The costume (chiton and himation) is Greek rather than 
Roman, while the loose hairstyle betrays an Eastern influence. The artist 
obviously intended to impart a divine character to the two principal figures 
by adorning their heads with a kalathos (a basket-shaped crown of wild locks) Marwa: wall painting in the arcosolium. 
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and by placing a staff in the hand of the male figure and a torch (the symbol of cavator was of the opinion that this school was peculiar to Trans jordan and 
Persephone) in the hand of the female. In the inscription, most of which is that the tomb was to be assigned to the end of the second or to the third 
indistinct, the word rrA.ouTCov, the name of the god ofthe underworld, can still century CE. 

be read. This led the excavator to assume that the figures were meant to 
represent a deceased couple in the form of Pluto and Persephone who, c. c. McCown, QDAP 9 (1939), 1-30. 

as indicated in the inscription, dwelt in Hades. It is not clear to what school 
the drawings are to be ascribed, but a Greek influence is obvious. The ex- SIDMON APPLEBAUM 

MASADA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Masada is situated on the top of an isolated rock cliff, on the border between 
the Judean Desert and the Dead Sea Valley, about 25 km (15.5 mi.) south of 
En-Gedi. On the east, the rock falls in a sheer drop of about 400 m to the Dead 
Sea. Its western side is about 100m above the surroundings. The cliff top is a 
rhomboid, measuring about 600 m north to south and 300m east to west in the 
center. Its highest parts are in the north and west. Masada's natural approa
ches are difficult: the White Rock on the west (the Leuke ofJ osephus, War VII, 
305), the cliffs southern and northern sides, and the winding, so-called Snake 
Path on the east (Josephus, War VII, 282). The name Mas ada appears only in 
Greek (Mcma8a) or Latin transcriptions. It may be an Aramaic form of ha
me!fad, "the fortress." 

HISTORY 
The only sources that describe Mas ada in detail are the writings of Josephus 
Flavius. According to War (VII, 285), the high priest Jonathan built the first 
fortress ( <ppoupwv) at the site and called it Masada. Some scholars consider 
this Jonathan to have been Alexander J annaeus, but in another passage (War 

IV, 399), the foundation ofMasada is attributed to "ancient kings," referring 
to the Hasmoneans. This would point to Jonathan Maccabaeus, who became 
high priest in 153 or 152 BCE (1 Mace. 10: 15-21; Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 43-
46). 

In 40 BCE, Herod, in flight from the pretender Antigonus and the Parthian 
army, led his family to the fortress of Masada, the defense of which he 
committed to his brother Joseph, with a following of eight hundred men 
(Antiq. XIV, 361-362; War I, 264, 266). During the siege by Antigonus, 
they escaped dying of thirst when a sudden rainfall filled the cisterns on 
the summit. Herod, on his return from Rome in 39 BCE, succeeded in rescuing 
them (Antiq. XIV, 390-391; 396, 400; War I, 286-287, 292-294). According 
to War VII, 300, "Herod furnished this fortress as a refuge for himself, 
suspecting a twofold danger: peril on the one hand from the Jewish peo
ple, lest they should depose him and restore their former dynasty to power; the 
greater and more serious from Cleopatra, queen ofEgypt." Thus, he probably 
began building his fortress between 37 and 31 BCE. Although there is no 
information about Masada immediately after Herod's death, it seems prob
able that a Roman garrison was stationed here. In any event, such was the case 

Masada: aerial view of the cliff, looking south. 
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Plan of the site and principal remains. 
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19. Building IX 
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in 66 CE, when the site was captured "by stratagem" by Zealots and its armory 
plundered by one of their leaders, Menahem, the son of Judah the Galilean 
(War II, 408, 433). After Menahem was murdered in Jerusalem, his nephew, 
Eleazar son ofJair, sonofJudah, fled to Masadaand was its "tyrant" untilits 
fall in 7 4 CE (War II, 44 7; VII 252-253). During this time, Masada served as a 
refuge for the persecuted. Simon the son of Giora, another rebel leader, also 
stayed here for a time (War II, 653). In 73 CE, the Roman governor Flavius 
Silva marched against Masada with the Tenth Legion, its auxiliary troops, 
and thousands ofJewish prisoners of war. After Masada's conquest in spring 
74, Silva left a garrison at the site (War VII, 252, 27 5-279, 304-407). Masada 
is also briefly mentioned by Pliny in Natural History (V, 73). 

HISTORY OF EXPWRATION 
Masada was correctly identified for the first time with the rock e~-Sebba in 
May 1838 by the Americans E. Robinson and E. Smith. They did not visit 
Masada but viewed its northern cliff through a telescope from En-Gedi. 
Smith suggested identifying the site with Masada. Robinson believed that 
the building visible on the northern cliff was Herod's palace. In 1842, the 
American missionary S. W. Wolcott and the English painter Tipping visited 
Masada and left amazingly accurate descriptions and drawings. In April 
1848, an expedition sent by the American naval officer J. W. Lynch visited 
the site, anchoring off the Dead Sea coast. They were the first to identify the 
"holes" in the northwestern cliff as water reservoirs and noted the "square 
structure" (that is, the lower terrace of the Northern Palace). The French 
antiquarian F. de Saulcy visited Masada in January 1851. He dug in the 
Byzantine chapel, finding remains of its mosaic floor. He also drew the 
first plan of Masada and the Roman camps. The Frenchman, E. G. Rey, 
visited Masada in January 1858, and correctly attributed the mosaic remains 
from the upper terrace to Herod's palace. 

A turning point in the exploration ofMasada came with the British Survey 
of Western Palestine. In 1867, C. Warren climbed Masada from the east, 
tracing the Snake Path for the first time. After surveying the site in March 
1875, C. R. Conder published more accurate plans of the buildings and the 
Roman camps. It was Conder who first suggested identifying (erroneously) 
the western building with Herod's palace. 

The first detailed study of the Roman camps was carried out by the German 
scholar A. V. Domaszewski. In 1909, he and R. E. Brunnow published their 
studies in Die Provincia Arabia. Domaszewski mainly studied camps Band C 
(see below). Another German, G. D. Sandel, visited Masada in 1905. He 
noted the water reservoirs in the northern cliff and observed that they were fed 
by canals that collected rainwater from the wadis. In 1929, the Englishman 
C. Hawkes advanced the study of the Roman camps, which he examined with 
the aid of aerial photographs. 

However, the principal turning point in the investigation of the site was 
made by the German A. Schulten, who spent a whole month at Masada in 
1932. His plans of the building and of the Roman camps laid the foundation 
for all later studies. Schulten, however, made some fundamental mistakes in 
his conclusions. He attempted, for example, to locate the Snake Path in the 
north, concluding that the buildings on the three terraces in the north were 
fortifications connected with it. He also agreed with Conder's mistaken 
proposal that Herod's palace, described by Josephus, should be identified 
with the western building. 

Later studies of Masada, which culminated in the excavation of the site, 
were carried out by enthusiastic Israeli scholars and amateurs, foremost 
among them S. Gutman. He traced the exact line of the Snake Path 
and, together with A. Alon, examined Herod's water system (1953). Gutman 
also discovered and restored the gate of the Snake Path and partly excavated 
and reconstructed the Roman camps (A and C). A.M. Livneh and Z. Meshel, 
in 1953, published the first nearly accurate plans of the buildings on the 
northern terraces, correctly identifying them with Herod's palace. As a result 
of these discoveries, survey expeditions were organized on behalf of the Israel 
Exploration Society, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums. One expedition, directed by 
M. Avi-Yonah, N. Avigad, J. Aviram, Y. Aharoni, S. Gutman, and I. Du
nayevsky, surveyed the site for ten days in March 1956. These investigations 
confirmed the identification of the structures on the northern cliff with Her
od's palace and added to the information on the storehouses and "the western 
building." A new detailed map of Masada was also prepared. 

EXCAVATIONS 

Excavations were conducted at Masada under the direction ofY. Yadin from 
October 1963 to April1964 and again from December 1964 to March 1965. 
The permanent staff members included D. Bahat, M. Batyevsky, A. Ben-Tor, 
I. Dunayevsky, G. Foerster, S. Gutman, E. Menczel (Netzer), and D. Us
sishkin. In these excavations almost all of the built-up area of Masada was 
uncovered, and a trial sounding was made in camp F. The following account is 
based on the results of those excavations. 



HERODIAN PERIOD 
THE WATER SYSTEM. Because Masada lacked any permanent water 
source, one of Herod's first tasks was undoubtedly the construction of a 
system to ensure its supply. This system, also mentioned by Josephus 
(War VII, 291), had three components: a drainage system to carry the rain
water from the wadis (valleys) in the west; a group of cisterns in the lower part 
of the northwestern slope; and another group of cisterns on the summit of the 
rock. 
The Drainage System. The drainage system carried rainwater from the Ma
sada Valley in the south and the Ben-Jair Valley in the north. Dams were 
constructed in both valleys, and the water flowed through open channels, built 
on a moderate slope, into the cisterns. The aqueduct in the Masada Valley is 
very wide (1.4 m) and supplied water to the upper row of pools. This well
plastered aqueduct is almost completely buried beneath the Roman camp, 
but sections ofitare still visible near the Masada Valley. A vault, which carried 
the aqueduct above the ravine, was also preserved near the rock face. The 
second aqueduct conveyed the waters of the Ben-Jair Valley into the lower row 
of cisterns. 
The Cisterns. The cisterns were cut into the slope of the rock in two parallel 
rows, with eight in the upper row and four in the lower. They were mostly 
square in shape. Each cistern had two openings: a lower one, at the level of the 
aqueduct, for the inflow of water and a slightly higher opening connected with 
steps for drawing water. Each cistern could hold about 4,000 cum, and their 
total capacity was about 40,000 cu m. 

A winding path led from the upper row of cisterns to the Water Gate near the 
Northern Palace (see below). A number oflarge reservoirs was also cut into 
the summit ofMasada, on the north, south, and east sides. Water was brought 
to them along the winding path and the Snake Path by men or beasts of 
burden. In order to shorten the way, channels were constructed from the 
Water Gate and from the Snake Path to the main reservoirs of the sum
mit. Water from the lower pools was poured into these channels, and it 
flowed into the reservoirs by force of gravity. In addition to these reser
voirs, smaller cisterns were found in the various buildings (especially in 
the palaces), which supplied water independently of the reservoirs. 
THE WALL AND GATES. Masada is enclosed on all sides by a casemate 
wall-except at its northern tip (see below, The Palaces)-whose circum
ference measures 1,400 m, or 1,300 min a straight line, which corresponds 
exactly with the 7 stadia of Josephus' description. The wall is built of dolomite 
stones quarried from the cliff itself and only slightly dressed. The stones were 
laid in two faces and the spaces between ffiem filled with smaller stones. Both 
sides of the wall were covered with white plaster. The outer wall is 1.4 m thick, 
and the inner wall one meter thick. The width of the casemates is about 4 m (8 
cubits in Josephus). The average width of the casemate rooms varies accord
ing to the terrain, the turns in the wall, and other factors. The longest case
mates are, on the average, 35m long; themedium-sizedones are 15m; and the 
shortest ones are about 6 m. Altogether, there are seventy rooms, thirty 
towers, and four gates. The rock on 
which the wall was constructed was 
not leveled in most places, and the 
floors of the rooms were consequently 
uneven and full of pits and steps, some 
quite high. Because all the roofs were 
horizontal and 4 to 5 m high, and the 
rock surface sloped in different direc
tions, the top of the wall was not even, 
but stepped. 
The Towers. The towers were built at 
irregular intervals, according to the 
terrain and for tactical reasons. The 
shortest distance between them is 35 
m and the longest 90 m. The towers 
are, in fact, small casemates, about 
6 m wide. Their inner walls were wi
dened on the side facing the fortress, to 
form a kind of platform by which the 
tower could be ascended. Some of the 
towers also had stairs leading to the 
top. Each tower had at least one en
trance, usually near the northern par
tition wall. 
The Gates. The four gates from the 
time of Herod were all built on the 
same general plan: a square room 
with two entrances, one in the outer 
wall and one in the inner wall, and 
benches along the walls. 

Storeroom ( L. 139), after reconstruction. 
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THE SNAKE PATH GATE. The Snake Path Gate is situated in the northeastern 
sector. Its walls are coated on the inside with plaster and decorated with a 
panel design. The floor is paved with square, dressed-stone slabs. A small 
casemate opening into the gate on the south side was probably a guardroom. 

THE WESTERN GATE. The Western Gate, remains of which were found in the 
middle of the western wall, had benches along the walls. A path led to the gate 
from the west; remains also were found of the ramp on which the path was 
built. 

THE CISTERN GATE (SOUTHERN GATE). The Cistern Gate was situated in the 
southeastern section of the wall, 150m northeast of the southern edge of the 
cliff. It led to a group of cisterns in the southeastern cliff and was a kind of 
inner gate and consequently not built with the same extravagance as the other 
gates, nor was it provided with benches. 

THE WATER GATE (NORTHERN GATE). The Water Gate was uncovered in the 
northwest corner of the wall. It was similar in plan to the Snake Path Gate. Its 
location near the large reservoirs north of the large bathhouse indicates that it 
was used mainly for bringing water from the upper row of cisterns along a 
special path, whose remains are still visible (see above). This gate was ap
parently also the gate for the northern part ofMasada. It was constructed in 
the second phase ofHerodian building-after an earlier gate built north of it 
went out of use-inside a casemate north of the large square in front of the 
administrative building (building VII). 

THE CANCELLED GATE. The remains of a paved gate were found north of the 
Water Gate near the western corner of the wall of the Northern Palace. This 
gate went out of use when a wall was built joining the casemate wall and the 
palace wall in the second phase of building (see below). It was the original 
entrance gate to Masada, and water was brought up through it. Its entrance 
was north of building VII, and it served as the gate between the northern 
complex and the rest ofMasada. In the later building phase, it was replaced by 
a gate constructed to its south. 

INNER GATES. Three inner gates were found near building VII and the Water 
Gate. They belonged to the internal organization ofMasada, which centered 
on the large square north of building VII. The gate east of the Water Gate was 
intended to block the entrance to the Northern Palace, the large bathhouse, 
and the storehouses. The gate adjoining the northwest corner of building VII 
served in the Herodian period as the entrance to the special storerooms 
attached to building VII. The third gate, situated west of the early gate, 
was the main passage between the northern complex and the rest of Ma
sada. The three inner gates belong to the second phase ofHerodian building. 
STOREHOUSES. The storehouses for food and weapons are of two types: 
public storehouses and storehouses attached to special buildings (palaces and 
administrative buildings). 
Public Storehouses. A complex of public storehouses stands in the northern 
complex, south of the Northern Palace (buildings Vand VI).It is subdivided 
into two blocks: the northern block (V), consisting oflong storerooms (20 by 
3.8 m), and a right-angled corridor that is a kind of double storeroom. Each 
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room has a single entrance in the south, except for the eastern storeroom, 
which also has an opening on the east that leads to a casemate storeroom. The 
floors and ceiling of the storerooms are plastered with clay. This block of 
storehouses was erected after the building of the large bathhouse had started, 
and its western wall almost touched the wall of the bathhouse (see below). The 
southern block (VI) is larger and consists of eleven elongated storerooms (27 
by 4 m) with entrances at the northern end. 

Oil, wine, and flour, among other foodstuffs, were each stored in a separate 
room in special jars. The fifth storeroom from the west was completely water
proofed with plaster. Three plastered pits were set at equal distances in its 
floor, apparently to facilitate the pouring ofliquids from one jar to another. 
At the northern end of the second storeroom from the west were two rows of 
small depressions, apparently to set the jars in. The two blocks of storehouses 
were separated by a corridor running east-west. It formed the northern 
branch of the corridor surrounding the main block of storehouses on the 
west, south, and east. 
Storehouses Attached to Buildings. Three storehouses were constructed west 
and south of building VII (see below): a long storeroom on the west side of the 
building and two small storerooms south of it. Special commodities were 
apparently stored here because the rooms were entered through a separate 
gate~the above-mentioned inner gate adjoining the northwestern corner of 
building VII. Two more storehouses running east-west were situated south of 
the southern block of storehouses. These groups of storehouses were appar
ently constructed in the second phase of building, to increase the capacity of 
the existing storehouses, and especially to house costly articles or objects of 
special importance (weapons?). 
THE PALACES. There were four groups of palaces: (1) the palace-villa 
(Northern Palace); (2) the ceremonial and administrative palace (Western 
Palace); (3) three small palaces near the Western Palace, which probably 
housed the royal family; and (4) elaborate buildings resembling the small 
palaces, adjoining the Western Palace and the blocks of storehouses, that may 
have been residences for high officials and administrative centers. 
The Northern Palace-Villa. The Northern Palace-villa was built in three tiers 

fn three terraces on the northern cliff; above it, the large 
bathhouse and storerooms. 

on the northern edge of the cliff. This is the palace Josephus describes in detail. 
The upper tier contained only living quarters; the other two tiers were taken 
up by luxurious structures intended for entertainment and relaxation. 

THE UPPER TERRACE. The upper terrace consists of two main parts: a semi
circular balcony bounded by two concentric walls, on which two rows of 
columns probably stood; and living quarters south of the balcony, consisting 
of two rooms on the east and west sides of an open court. Their walls were 
decorated with paintings in geometric and floral designs and the floor was 
paved with a black -and-white mosaic with hexagons, overlapping circles, and 
rectangles. 

The inner sides of the court were covered by a roof supported by columns 
parallel to the walls. The columns on the upper terrace were Ionic, and many 
were discovered nearby. The entrance to this terrace~the main entrance to the 
palace~ is situated on the east side. Entry was through an open square in front 
of the terrace's southern wall, up an impressive staircase leading east-west to 
an open area at the east end of the square. This open area was built above two 
storerooms roofed by a barrel-shaped vault. From here passage was through a 
doorway (with a bench next to it) into a narrow, trapezoidal entrance hall, 
bounded by the east wall of the living quarters and the casemate wall. Another 
doorway opened onto a small square entrance and led west to a corridor 
separating the balcony froth the living quarters. Two stages of building 
were distinguished in the entrance complex. In the first stage, the entrance 
was approached by a rock-cut staircase. In the second stage, a sloping wall 
replaced the staircases and the entrance was as described above. In this stage, 
the small bathhouse on the eastern cliff of the upper terrace went out of use. 
Both stages belong to the Herodian period. 

THE MIDDLE TERRACE. The middle terrace, approximately 20m beneath the 
upper one, contains a circular building and a complex of buildings south of it. 

The foundations of two concentric circular walls from the circular building 
have survived. The outer wall has adiameterofl5.3 m and the inner wall, 10 
m. The top of these walls is covered with rectangular sandstone slabs. Nothing 
is preserved of the building that once stood on these foundations. The space 
between the two walls was full of its collapsed stones, including carved stones, 
such as capitals and column drums. The circular structure had been a kind of 
tholos, with two rows of columns supporting the roof. The foundations of the 
walls were based on the uneven surface of the bedrock, and the rock descended 
toward the north. The walls are consequently higher in the northern part of 
the terrace. The once-empty space between the concentric walls was intended 
to decrease the pressure on the outer wall, built at the edge of the cliff. 

The southern complex to the south of the circular building consists of three 
parts: a staircase in the west, a large hall in the east, and a roofed space in the 
center. The staircase, whose lower part was made of stone around a built 
pillar, had an upper part made of wood. The staircase connected the middle 
and upper terraces and was hidden from view from the outside. The eastern 
hall was decorated with wall paintings imitating marble paneling. The middle 
space between the staircase and the eastern hall was open on the north side. Its 
roof was supported by several square pilasters built against the southern rock 
and the walls of two other rooms. This complex was used for entertainment 
and relaxation. Its ornamental style is characteristic of Late Hellenistic build
ings. 

THE lOWER TERRACE. The lower terrace is about 15 m beneath the middle 
terrace and 35m below the upper one. Its buildings were erected on a raised 
square area (17.6 by 17.6 m), constructed at the edge of the cliff by means of 
supporting walls. At its center a square area was surrounded by porticoes. The 
inner wall consists of columns, with windows cut between them. These col
umns are in fact two half columns; the inner ones stand on high pedestals and 
the outer ones on the floor. The outer sides of the porticoes were also col
onnaded, apart from the southern wall, formed by the rock face, which was 
plastered and half columns were attached to it. All the columns are made of 
sandstone, are plastered, and have fluted drums. The capitals were Corinthian 
in style and coated with gold paint. The lower parts of the porticoes were 
decorated with wall paintings in panels and rhombuses. An empty space was 
left between the foundations of the western portico, to lessen the pressure on 
the outer wall. The floor of the portico was of wood. The walls of the central 
area were also decorated with frescoes on their lower part. It can be assumed 
that at least the sides were roofed, to protect the wall paintings, but it is 
doubtful whether the whole central area was roofed over. The entrance 
to the central area was through the southern portico. 

A small bathhouse situated east of the square structure was reached by 
descending a built staircase. The bathhouse contained a cold room (frigi
darium) whose steps were waterproofed with plaster, a corridorlike warm 
room (tepidarium), and a hot room (caldarium) built above the heating 
chamber (hypocaust). The floor of the caldarium rested on small round 
columns made of mud brick. The floor of the bathhouse was partly paved 
with white mosaic. 

A staircase at the western edge of the cliff led down from the middle tier to 
the lower one. Like the middle terrace, the buildings of this level were used for 
pleasure. 



The Western Palace (IX-X). The Western Palace is the largest residential 
building on Masada. Its total area is almost 4,000 sq m. The building is 
situated near the casemate wall, in the middle of its western side, slightly 
south of the Western Gate. The excavations showed that this was the main 
administrative and ceremonial palace. It consists of four blocks of buildings: 
the royal apartments (in the southeast); the service wing and workshops (in 
the northeast); the storerooms (in the southwest); and the administrative wing 
and residence of the palace officials (in the northwest). The main entrance to 
the palace was in the north. The gate in the middle of the north side led to a 
long, wide corridor that in turn gave access, through additional gates similar 
in plan to the other gates at Masada, to the service and administrative wings 
and the royal apartments. 

THE ROYAL APARTMENTS. The royal apartments were in a wing built around a 
large central court. In the middle of the southern part ofthe court was a roofed 
hall, open to the court. There were two Ionic columns on the hall's north side. 
The walls of the hall were decorated with panels of white plaster. Three 
entrances in the hall led into the throne room in the southeast corner of 
the wing. Four depressions in the plastered floor in the room's southeast 
corner probably held the legs of a throne or a canopy. The bedrooms and 
dining rooms were on the west side of the court. Another hall, which also led to 
the throne room, occupied almost the entire length of the eastern side of the 
block. This hall also had a rear entrance on the east. Two columns stood on its 
north side, which was the south end of a small court. On the floor of the hall 
was a magnificent, richly colored mosaic with intersecting circles in a central 
medallion and a border of geometric and plant designs (grape and fig leaves 
and pomegranates). A corridor and official rooms separated the hall and the 
throne room. The service rooms ofthepalacewere situated north ofthe court. 
In the northeast corner of the wing was the bathhouse of the residency. It 
consisted of a caldarium with bathtubs (heated through a rear room), an 
immersion pool that would have held cold water, and other installations. 
All the floors of the bathhouse were paved with mosaics, and even the cor
ridor contained a multicolored geometric mosaic. Parts of this wing had 
several stories (particularly the service wing) that were reached via three 
staircases: one near the eastern entrance, another inside the mosaic hall, 
and a third in a separate room north of the large courtyard. 

THE SERVICE WING AND WORKSHOPS. The service wing and workshops were 
also built around a large court. On its north side were several dwelling units 
composed of an open court and two rooms, similar to building IX (see below). 
The other sides of the wing were occupied by workshops and other service 
rooms. 

THE STOREROOM WING. The storeroom wing consists of one very long room 
(c. 70 m long) on the extreme west and three smaller storerooms between it and 
the palace proper. Special doorways in the palace led into the storerooms, but 
there were also outer entrances (mainly on the south), through which the 
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Western Palace. 

storerooms were stocked. Another row of storerooms abutted the southern 
wall of the royal apartments. All these storerooms, as well as a few units near 
the eastern entrance and the administrative wing in the northwest, belong to 
the second building stage of the palace (see below). 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE WING AND THE RESIDENCE OF THE PALACE OFFICIALS. The 
administrative wing and the residence of the palace officials were situated in 
the northwestern corner of the Western Palace, in three blocks of buildings. 

Mosaic pavement in the Western Palace. 
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The northernmost building was particularly elaborate, resembling the small 
palaces (see below) and the building on the southeast side of the public 
storehouses. 
The Small Palaces. Three small palaces (buildings XI-XIII) stood in close 
proximity, southeast of the Western Palace. They were built on the plan of the 
royal apartments in the Western Palace (especially buildings XI and XII), 
withacentralcourtanda hall with two columns in its southern part. The hall 
leads to a large room in the southeast corner. This room could also be reached 
from the east, through a corridor and a special waiting room. The three small 
palaces (and another building near the public storehouses and two buildings 
northwest of the Western Palace) were constructed on a roughly similar plan. 
They were probably used by palace officials. 
BUILDING VII. Building VII is situated west of the southern block of public 
storehouses. It consists of a central court surrounded on all sides by a row of 
rooms, with an additional row on the south side. The main entrance was from 
the north, from the square south of the Water Gate. Storerooms were attached 
to the building on the east and south. These probably held special goods 
(weapons and choice wine, for example), as is indicated by the fact that they 
were reached by a separate entrance. 
BUILDING IX. Building IX, situated south of building VII on a small hill, 
differs in plan from the other buildings at Masada. It consists of a row of 
dwelling units around a central court. Each unit contains an open court and 
two small rooms. In all, there were nine dwelling units, three on each side of the 
building, with the exception of the eastern side, which contained the main 
entrance and two large halls. Square halls with their roofs supported at their 
center by four columns were found in the southwest and northwest corners. 
This building probably served as the barrack for officers of the guard. 
THE BATHHOUSE. In addition to the bathhouses in the palaces, Herod built 
a large and magnificent bathhouse in Masada's northern complex, south of 
the upper terrace of the Northern Palace and west ofthe northern storehouses. 
The bathhouse consists of four rooms and a large open court entered from the 
northeast corner of the building. The court had a kind of square exedra on the 
north and a small pool with plastered steps beside it. The open court had 
roofed porticoes on the west, north, and east. Their capitals were Nabatean in 
style. The entire floor of the court was paved with mosaics similar to those on 
the upper terrace of the Northern Palace. The mosaics in the three porticoes 
are surrounded by a black rectangular border. In the center of the court, the 

mosaic is laid in three nearly square carpets. The middle carpet was decorated 
with black and white triangles and the flanking carpets with beehive-shaped 
hexagons. All the designs are in black tesserae. Displayed in the center of each 
of the carpets was a square medallion with a richly colored design that is not 
preserved. The lower part of the walls of the porticoes was decorated with 
painted panels and rhombuses. 
The Entrance Room (Apodyterium). The entrance room is situated in the 
northwest side of the bathhouse. Its walls were decorated with paintings 
of panels and its ceiling with geometric and plant designs, as is evidenced 
by the plaster fragments found on the floor. The floor was originally paved 
with a black-and-white mosaic replaced in its second phase by a pavement 
with alternating black-and-white triangular tiles. 
The Warm Room (Tepidarium). The warm room was entered through a door
way in the south wall of the apodyterium. Its walls, too, were decorated with 
painted panels; its floor was originally paved with mosaics and in the second 
phase with black-and-white square and triangular tiles. The black triangles 
were laid with their bases tangent to the white squares, and the white triangles 
were laid against the black squares. 
The Cold Room (Frigidarium). The cold room occupied the northwest corner 
of the bathhouse and was entered through the warm room. It is in fact a 
stepped pool paved with waterproof plaster. In the early phase, the pool 
could be filled through two small openings. 
The Hot Room (Caldarium), Heating Chamber (Hypocaust), and Furnace 
(Praefurnium). The caldarium was the largest room in the bathhouse, ex
tending over nearly h~lf its east side. The walls of the caldarium are especially 
thick and contain two recesses: an apse in the north wall and a rectangular 
niche in the south wall. The apse had originally contained a round, flat basin 
(labrum), made of quartz, fragments of which were found. The water for this 
basin came through a lead pipe from outside the building. In the opposite 
rectangular niche, there was a bathtub (balneum). The floor of the caldarium 
was laid on the small columns of the hypocaust (the heating chamber). Some 
two hundred columns about 65 em high were found, most made of round clay 
bricks and some of stone. All the walls of the hypocaust and caldarium were 
faced with vertical rows of rectangular clay pipes made in segments. These 
segments were perforated on their narrow sides so that the hot air also flowed 
sideways. As in the other rooms, the floor ofthe caldarium was also originally 
paved with mosaics; at a later stage it was laid with black-and-white slabs 

The large bathhouse in the northern complex: view of the hypocaust and caldarium; (left) entrance to the tepidarium. 



arranged in a pattern resembling that in the warm room, but with larger slabs 
(30 by 30 em). To the east of this room was the furnace (praefurnium). 
THE SWIMMING POOL. The swimming pool, which was cut out of rock, 
was found southeast of the Western Palace, near small palace XI. It has wide 
plastered steps and was entered from the east through a long, wide corridor. In 
the wall ofthecorridorandin the south and west walls oftheupperpartofthe 
pool were niches where clothes could be left. 
THE COLUMBARIUM. In the southern part of the summit was a circular 
building (diameter, 7.5 m) that had no doorways and was divided into two 
parts by a wall with an opening. The building was in the Herodian style, and its 
outer face was well plastered. Small niches (c. 16 em wide, high, and deep) are 
set in horizontal rows in the inner face and on both faces of the dividing wall. 
Each row had about eighty niches, six rows out of a possible ten being 
preserved. In the excavator's opinion, this building received the urns contain
ing the ashes of cremations of the gentile garrison force. 
POTTERY AND OTHER FINDS. The numerous sherds found in the fill of 
the Herodian floors and their comparison with vessels from the buildings 
themselves made it possible to identify the Herodian pottery, including 
terra sigillata ware, Augustan lamps, elongated and pointed amphorae, and 
others. Many amphorae for storing wine were dated to the year of the consul 
C. Sentius Saturninus-that is, 19 BCE-and were inscribed in Latin with 
their destination: "to Herod, king of Judea." 
SUMMARY OF THE HERO DIAN PERIOD. The results of the excavations 
have established that the original buildings on Masada were erected by Herod. 
No structure from an earlier period has yet been definitely identified. Herod's 
buildings were found to have been constructed over a long period oftime, and 
this is attested by the change in plans, mainly in two stages-during the 
construction itself and later. 

During the first building stage, the upper and lower water systems were cut 
in the rock and the original Water Gate was constructed. The main palaces, 
the large bathhouse, and many of the storehouses also belong to this stage. In 
the second stage of construction, most of the casemate wall was erected, the 
main block of storehouses and the storerooms near the palaces were enlarged, 
and the other public buildings were constructed. After the wall was com
pleted, several changes were introduced in the layout of the gates, especially in 
the northern complex, which was completely isolated to keep it out of bounds 
to those entering Masada through the new Water Gate or the Western and 
Eastern gates. 

BETWEEN HEROD AND THE REVOLT 
A Roman garrison was stationed at Masada between the period ofHerod and 
the First Jewish Revolt. The clearest evidence from this period are the nu
merous coins of the Herodian dynasty and the procurators, and several 
pottery vessels with Latin inscriptions. It seems likely that some of the chan
ges and additions made in the public buildings were carried out during this 
period. 

THE PERIOD OF THE REVOLT (66-73 CE) 

A great number of finds from the period of the revolt were uncovered in the 
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Shekel coins, in situ. 

excavations. They will be described here in context with the Herodian build
ings used during the revolt and the dwellings built by the Zealots, the public 
buildings erected by the Zealots, and the evidence for the fall ofMasada in 73 
CE. 
THE HERODIAN BUILDINGS DURING THE REVOLT. The Herodian 
buildings-the many sumptuous palaces and the small number of living 
quarters-were not very suitable dwellings for the Zealots and their fami
lies. Most of the buildings (except for the storehouses) were adapted as 
dwellings and command posts. Their ornamental architectural parts, such 
as capitals and column drums, were used in the Zealots' dwellings as building 
material, fill, and also as benches, tables, and other furniture. The Zealots 
were especially in need of the planks and other wood that had been used to 
build or adorn the Herodian structures. Many of the floors were dismantled 
for use as building material in the Zealots' quarters. 
The Northern Palace. Because of its location and layout, the Northern Palace 
could not be adapted for use either as normal living quarters or as a public 
building. Its importance during the revolt was in its strategic defensive posi
tion and in controlling the sources of water. Capitals and drums from the three 
tiers of the palace were found reused in various parts of the Zealots' quarters. 
Many of its architectural parts, including wooden floors and ceilings, were 
removed. The Zealots used only the living quarters of the upper terrace of the 
palace,probablyasanadministrativecenterforthenortherncomplex.Alarge 
heap of burned arrowheads uncovered in the middle terrace may indicate that 
it was a defense post. Many finds from the last stage of the revolt were dis
covered on the lower terrace. It was covered by a thick burned layer containing 
several coins of the revolt, as well as a large quantity of olive and date pits and 
other food remains. Beneath the collapsed debris covering the small bath
house on the east the remains of three skeletons were found: a man, a woman, 
and a child. Near them lay an ostracon inscribed in Aramaic, fragments of a 
tallith (prayer shawl), hundreds of silvered scales of copper armor, and scores 
of arrows. The woman's scalp was complete with braids, and sandals lay 
beside her. These appear to be the remains of one of the commanders 
of the revolt and his family. 
The Western Palace. The absence in the Western Palace of cooking ovens, wall 
partitions, and other domestic installations indicates that the building was not 
used for dwellings. It seems to have been general administrative offices. In the 
large mosaic hall, hundreds ofburned arrows and scores of coins dating to the 
revolt were found. There were also a few ostraca, some apparently inscribed 
with the names of priests. A thick conflagration layer covered most of the 
palace, especially the throne room. 
The Small Palaces. The small palaces (buildings VIII and XI-XIII) were 
adapted as dwellings for a large number of families. Remains of ovens were 
found in most of the rooms, their soot covering part of the wall paintings. 
Partition walls were constructed by the Zealots to divide large rooms or courts 
into several smaller living units. Many rooms showed signs of fire and in the 
layer of ash household goods were found together with shekels and other 
coins dating to the revolt. Signs of burning were usually found in one of the 
main rooms, where furniture and family property were apparently gathered 
and deliberately set on fire. 
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Building IX. Building IX was suitable for dwelling even during the revolt. 
Families inhabited all the living units, as well as the large central court. Several 
wealthy families were among them, as indicated by the remains of luxury 
vessels (of alabaster and gold) found in the rooms. Two hoards of shekel and 
half-shekel coins were discovered in rooms in the northwest. One hoard, 
hidden beneath the floor in a cloth bag, included nine shekels (of the years 
1, 2, and 3 of the revolt) and twenty-eight half shekels (of the years 1, 2, and 3). 
The second hoard, discovered nearby in an unusual bronze jug (a sort of 
chest), contained six shekels and six half shekels (of the years I, 2, and 3). 
Several special washing installations, which were connected with the large 
swimming pool, were added to the building. 
Building VII. Building VII was also inhabited by a large number of families. 
Several rooms showed traces of fire, in whose remains fragments of glass 
vessels, food (large piles of dates), and weapons were found. Many changes 
were made in the building during this stage, mainly to provide ritual baths and 
other bathing pools. 
The Storehouses. The storehouses continued in their original use. A few 
rooms, completely destroyed by fire, contained hundreds of smashed 
food-storage jars. It is possible that each type of jar was stored in a separate 
room. Several other rooms, on the other hand, were totally empty and showed 
no signs of fire. It can thus be assumed that most of the storerooms containing 
food were burned. The few left undamaged may have been to prove that the 
defeat, as related by Josephus, had not been caused through lack of food. 

Many of the vessels in the storehouses belonged to the Herodian period, as 
is revealed by the context of the Latin and Greek inscriptions on them. The 
new owners, however, wrote in Hebrew and Aramaic (mostly names) on the 
jars in ink and charcoal. Scores of bronze coins from the revolt were found 
scattered in a layer of ash on the floor of one of the storerooms. A group of 
specia1jars for wine and oil bore the Hebrew letter n, perhaps indicating that 
they were intended for priestly dues and tithes. Hundreds of ostraca found 
near the storehouses and inscribed with single letters (see below) were most 
likely used for some system of food rationing. In the large storehouses in the 
Western Palace (especially in the long one), a thick layer of ash contained 
hundreds of smashed storage jars. Special goods, such as fig cakes, were kept 
in these storerooms, as is attested by the Hebrew inscriptions on the vessels: 
"pressed figs," "crushed pressed figs," and "dried figs." 

The Bathhouses. All the bathhouses and bathing pools continued to be used 
during the revolt, but alterations were made in some of the buildings, espe
cially in the large bathhouse. Immersion and bathing pools were added as well 
as mikvehs (see below). Small bathhouses, in the form of stepped bathing 
pools, were installed in some of the buildings. 
The Wall. All the rooms in the casemate wall and the towers were used as living 
quarters by the Zealots and their families. While the small rooms were in
habited by a single family, the large rooms were partitioned to form several 
living units. In many cases, rooms or courts were added to the casemates. 
Many of the Zealots' domestic utensils were found in the rooms in the wall: 
clothes, leather articles, baskets, and glass, stone, and bronze vessels, for 
example. In contrast to the public buildings, most of which had been razed by 
fire, few of the dwellings in the wall and its surroundings were burned. Their 
contents were found strewn on the floor, on ovens and on other cooking 
installations, and in niches used as cupboards in the walls. Piles of charcoal 
with the remains of various articles were found in the corners of some of the 
unburned rooms, indicating that the families had collected their personal 
belongings and set fire to them. Hundreds of coins of the revolt were dis
covered in the rooms in the wall-and among them a hoard of seventeen silver 
shekels found in locus 1039 (three of them shekels ofYear 5) and a number of 
fragments of biblical and sectarian scrolls (see below). The towers served 
mainly as public rooms or workshops, such as tanneries and bakeries. 
In one of the towers, some 350 bronze coins of the revolt lay scattered next 
to a cooking stove. 
THE TRANSIT CAMP. In order to solve the problem of housing, the Zealots 
also built several groups of huts. These were wretched dwellings of mud and 
small stones. They were mainly concentrated around the Herodian structures 
(buildings XI-XIII and IX), adjacent to the wall, and in open areas in the 
southern part of the summit. Some of these huts (called transit camps by the 
excavators) were probably built during the last stages ofthe revolt, when there 
was an influx of fugitive families. Most of the coins from Year 4 of the revolt 
came from these huts. 
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS. Apart from the transit camps, the only other 
structures built by the Zealots were for religious purposes: mikvehs, a beth 
midrash? (study hall), and a synagogue. 
The Mikvehs (Ritual Baths). Two mikvehs were found, one at each end of the 



summit, built according to halakhic law: namely, part of their water was 
supplied by rainwater flowing directly into them and not by pumped wa
ter. The southern mikveh was built inside and adjoining a casemate (room 
1197, near tower 1196). It consists of three pools coated with gray waterproof 
plaster. The larger pool has three steps. It stored the rainwater collected from 
the roof and surroundings through a conduit. Between the conduit and the 
pool was a sump, in which the sediment settled. The second pool, for im
mersion, is smaller and has two steps. The two pools are connected by a hole, 
two fingers wide. A third, smaller pool served for the actual washing before 
immersion. Outside the casemate were several other rooms connected with 
the mikveh, such as dressing rooms. One room contained rows of small niches 
in the walls, where the bathers left their clothes. An entrance hall with benches 
was in front of the mikveh. Its roof was supported by columns made from 
drums and capitals taken from Herodian structures. 

The northern mikveh was built in the eastern side of the central court of 
building VII. Three pools with a drainage system were situated in the north
east corner. The dressing room in the southeast corner was almost completely 
destroyed. 
The Beth Midrash? (Study Hall). Palace XIII housed a large number of 
families during the revolt. Many huts were built onto it, to form a kind 
of self-contained block. In the northern part of this block was an elongated 
hall with a bench extending around three of its walls. A bench or narrow table 
stood lengthwise in the center of the room. This hall (built in a north-south 
direction) was clearly public in character and may very likely have been a beth 
midrash. 
The Synagogue. The synagogue is situated in the northwest section of the 
casemate wall, west ofbuilding VII. During the revolt, its plan was rectangular 
(internal measurements 12.5 by 10.5 m) and it faced northwest-that is, 
toward Jerusalem. The entrance was in the middle of the southeast side. 
A room (3.6 by 5.5 m) in the northwest corner was covered with a thick 
layer of ash that contained fragments of glass and bronze vessels. Four tiers 
of mud-plastered benches extended along all the walls ofthe building, except 
for the wall of the room in the northwest corner, which had only one bench. 
The benches were made out of building remains, including broken capitals 
taken from the lower terrace of the Northern Palace. The building has two 
rows of columns, with three columns in the south row and two in the north 
row. Scores oflamps of the Herodian type were uncovered in one cornerofthe 
building. An ostracon inscribed ma'aser kohen (priest's tithe) was found in 
another. Fragments of two scrolls were discovered beneath the floor in an
other corner. They had been hidden in pits dug into the floor (see below), 
which were then refilled with dirt and pebbles. The scroll in the northern pit 
contained parts ofDeuteronomy and the scroll in the southern pit contained 
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parts ofEzekiel. The building in this form was constructed in the period of the 
revolt, and it can be stated with certainty that it was a synagogue. The bench 
facing Jerusalem was probably reserved for the elders, who sat with their faces 
toward the congregation. 

Test pits and cross sections made beneath the floor of the synagogue 
revealed an earlier stage of construction (from the time of Herod). It was 
built on a different plan. There was no corner room, and an entrance room 
extended along the facade on the eastern side. Columns ran along the west, 
north, and south walls-five in all. It is possible that this early building also 
served as a synagogue, for not only is it oriented toward Jerusalem, but the 
arrangement of the columns has a certain resemblance to that in early sy
nagogues in the Galilee. The Zealots enlarged the building and built benches 
along the walls in the northwest room, in which the Scriptures were kept. To 
carry out these alterations in the building, they removed the wall between the 
entrance room and the hall, as well as the two columns in the northwest 
corner. These were placed on the foundations of the old dividing wall be
tween the hall and the entrance room. This is one of the earliest known 
synagogues and one of the few uncovered from the Second Temple period. 

North of the synagogue was a plastered pool built during the revolt, per
haps for use by the worshipers. Two casemates north of the synagogue were 
covered with thick conflagration layers that contained the remains of wooden 
furniture, shekels, and scroll fragments. Scrolls were also found in another 
casemate (locus 1039) situated several meters from the synagogue. 
ZEALOT REMAINS. In addition to the three skeletons found in the lower 
terrace of the Northern Palace, a large heap of skeletons was found in a small 

Plan of the synagogue in its two phases. 

Aerial view of the synagogue and the adjoining casemate wall, looking southwest. 
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cave a few meters below the wall in the southern cliff. It contained twenty-five 
skeletons: fourteen men, six women, four children, and one embryo. Remains 
of clothing were found among the skeletons. Although it is difficult to estab
lish whether these skeletons were defenders of Masada during the revolt, it 
seems a reasonable assumption. Most of the skulls are of the type found in the 
Nal).al f.levercaves, in the Judean Desert and so are assumed to be Jewish, as 
well. 
THE FINDS. Coins. Many bronze coins of the revolt were found on the floors 
of the dwellings and the public buildings-some in large hoards (of 350, 200, 
and 100 coins), either scattered in a very small area or thrown in a heap. The 
most common coins are the usual bronze prutoth. However, several scores of 
rare coins dating to Year 4 of the revolt were also found. These coins were 
found mainly in dwelling huts and in the southern part of the summit. It can 
be assumed that they were brought to Masada the year before the fall of 
Jerusalem or soon after. The coin finds include thirty-seven shekels and 
thirty-five half shekels in the three large hoards; others were in groups 
of two or three, or single coins. The following chart shows the distribution 
of the coins of the revolt, according to the year of their minting: 
Among the coins of the revolt were a few dozen coins from the period of the 
procurators. 

Total Year 

I 2 3 4 5 Unidentified 

Shekels 37 3 20 3 2 3 6 

Half shekels 35 7 15 11 2 

The Ostraca. More than seven hundred ostraca of various kinds were dis
covered (including inscriptions on jars). Most of the inscriptions are written in 
Hebrew or in Aramaic, with some in Greek or Latin. The Hebrew and Ara
maic inscriptions are important for paleographic research because their date 
is set exactly between 66 and 73 CE. The ostraca also add to our knowledge of 
the social organization ofMasada and the national and religious character of 
its defenders. 

TAGS WITH LETTERS. About half of the ostraca found are a kind of inscribed 
tag with a single letter or a combination of several letters. Most of them were 
discovered near the storehouses, and they seem to have been connected with 
the Zealots' food-rationing system during the siege. 

TAGS WITH NAME FORMULAS. A few dozen tags were inscribed with one of the 
following three inscriptions: Yehol).anan, a Greek alpha, and ayodin Paleo
Hebrew script; Yehudah, a Greek beta written right to left, and the letter 
samekh in Paleo-Hebrew script; and Simeon with a gimel in regular script and 
a daleth in Paleo-Hebrew script. Most of these were found near the store
houses, either scattered or in groups of the same type. Twelve tags with the 
Simeon formula, for example, were found in a group near the southern 
storeroom of building VII. Perhaps these were special vouchers bearing the 

Right: ostracon 
"tag" with 
"Yeho}Janan" 
inscribed in the top 
row. 

Selection of ostracon "tags.·· 

Fragment of the Psalms Scroll (verses 85:1 ff.), from casemate 1039 south 
of the synagogue. 

names of units, commanders, or those in charge of the priests' dues and tithes. 
TAGS WITH SINGLE NAMES. Usually alone, some tags were inscribed with only 

one name, ofamanorawoman: "daughterofDomli," "daughterofKatra," 
"son ofKarzela," "wife of Jacob." A special group discovered in one of the 
rooms of the Western Palace may be inscribed with the names of priests: 
Yo'ezer, Yosha'ayah, Hezekiah, Dostos. These tags may have designated 
ownership by priests or Levites of objects or food, or they may have served 
as lots (see below). 

LISTS OF NAMES. Four large ostraca were found in various places on the 
surface of Masada inscribed, from top to bottom, with names and a number 
beside each name: "son of Yeshua 21." These seem to have been admin
istrative or military lists. 

"WTS." In locus 113, beside the inner gates commanding the entrance to the 
storehouses and to the Water Gate, a strange group of eleven small ostraca 
(and a twelfth ostracon sherd) was discovered. The ostraca were all written in 
the same handwriting, and each was inscribed with a single name. The names 
appear to be nicknames: Benhanahtom (the son of the baker), Ha'imqy (the 
one of the valley), Benputy, Zaiyada (the hunter), Milta (the word or the 
thing), Gerida, Joab. The sherd inscribed Ben-Jair is of special interest, 
because it may refer to Eleazar Ben-Jair, the commander at Masada. These 
ostraca may be the "lots" mentioned by Josephus: "they made the same rule 
for casting lots for themselves, that he whose lot it was to first kill the other 
nine, and after all, should kill himself' (War VII, 396). It appears, therefore, 
that Masada's last defenders were Ben-Jair's commanders, left to the last, 
who then cast lots among themselves. 

INSCRIPTIONS DESIGNATING PRIESTLY TITHES. The ostracon inscribed rna 'aser 
kohen (priest's tithe), which apparently means the "tithe ofthe tithe," belongs 
to a group that includes jars inscribed in ink or charcoal with a large n. Also 
included in this group are the ostraca inscribed: leqodsha N'V11p? and lllill?? 

'V1Pil [ 1] >I'll:>. 

NAMES OF OWNERS. Inscribed on many storage jars were the names of own
ers, among them khn' rb' 'qby', "the high priest, Aqavia"; "Simeon son of 
Yehosef'; "YehosefsonofEleazar"; "Jacobson of Ezra"; and "Nal).umson 
of Eleazar." 

THE CONTENTS. A special group of storage jars, most of them from the 
storehouse in the Western Palace, bore such inscriptions as "crushed pressed 
figs," "dried figs," and "pressed figs." 

A LETTER. An ostracon discovered on the lower terrace of the Northern 
Palace, alongside the three skeletons, is a letter written to "( ... )m son 
ofM'uzy." The subject of the letter is the payment of the sum of 500 denarii. 
The Scrolls. The remains of a total of fourteen apocryphal, biblical, and 
sectarian scrolls were found. All were torn and in poor condition. and were 
either found on the floor or hidden beneath it. These were the first scrolls 
discovered outside caves in a dated archaeological stratum. 
Biblical Scrolls. PSALMS. Fragments of psalms were discovered in casemate 
1039, south of the synagogue. The psalms are written in two columns. The 
scroll contained parts of chapters 81 to 85. The division of the psalms and the 
text are identical with the Masoretic text, except for one variant. 
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Heap of skeletons, as found in the cave in the southern cliff 

A small fragment of a scroll was discovered in casemate 1103, north of the 
Snake Path Gate. It contains nearly all ofPsalm 150 and is also identical with 
the Masoretic text. The blank space to the left of the text shows that it was the 
last psalm on the parchment, corresponding to the order of the psalms in the 
Masoretic text and unlike the order in the Septuagint and in the Psalms Scroll 
from Qumran. 

GENESIS. A small fragment from locus 1039 contains several sections of 
Genesis 46:7-11, with several slight textual variations. It can be dated by the 
script to the first century BCE. 

LEVITicus. A small fragment found in casemate 1039 contains half of eight 
lines of Leviticus 4:3-9. The text corresponds throughout to the Masoretic 
text. 

Large fragments from Leviticus were found torn and crumpled in a corner 
of the square between the Northern Palace and the large bathhouse. They 
contain a large part of chapters 8 to 12 and are identical to the Masoretic text, 
with spaces between the chapters. 

DEUTERONOMY. A fragment of a Deuteronomy scroll was found hidden 
beneath the floor of the synagogue. The top of the last parchment, with 
several verses from chapter 33, is preserved. To the left of the text, a rolled, 
blank sheet of parchment was sewn to the scroll to facilitate unrolling it. 

EZEKIEL. Fragments of the BookofEzekiel were hidden beneath the floor of 
the synagogue. Large portions of chapters 35 to 38 are preserved, including 
chapter 37 (the vision of the dry bones). It is identical with the Masoretic text, 
apart from a few insignificant variants. 
Apocryphal and Sectarian Scrolls. BEN-SIRA. Substantial fragments of chap
ters 39 to 44 of the lost Hebrew original of the Wisdom of Ben-Sira were 

discovered in casemate 1109, south ofthe Snake Path Gate. The text is written 
in two columns (like the above-mentioned psalms), in a minute script that 
belongs to the first century CE. The text is, for the most part, identical with the 
medieval Ben-Sira manuscript found in the Cairo Geniza. 

BOOK OF JUBILEES. A tiny fragment from the Book of Jubilees was found in a 
garbage heap in a tannery tower, beside the Western Palace, where it had been 
thrown by the Roman garrison stationed at the site after Masada's fall. It 
contains several lines in Hebrew of the ancient text. 

SONGS OF THE SABBATH SERVICE. A fragment of a Hebrew scroll discovered in 
casemate 1039 deals with the songs of the sabbath service-each sabbath and 
its particular song. The fragment found here contains parts of the songs for 
the fifth and sixth sabbaths. The sixth sabbath fell on the ninth day of the 
second month. This scroll is identical to the scroll discovered in cave 4 at 
Qumran. Its contents, style, and the calendar mentioned in it are all char
acteristic of the writings of the Dead Sea sect. The discovery of this scroll at 
Masada is of great importance, for it provides evidence for dating the Dead 
Sea Scrolls and also indicates that members of this sect (seemingly Essenes) 
participated in the Jewish Revolt against Rome. 

MISCELLANEous. Other fragments of apocryphal and sectarian scrolls were 
discovered, mainly in casemate 1039. They have not yet been deciphered. 

THE ROMAN SIEGE AND GARRISON 
The extensive preparations made by Flavius Silva to conquer Masada are still 
visible in the fortress's surroundings: the siege wall (circumvallation), camps, 
and assault ramp. S. Gutman excavated part of camp A, and trial soundings 
were made by Yadin's expedition in camp F, the large camp northwest of the 
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rock and Silva's command headquarters. The main aim of the expedition was 
to determine the date of the smaller camp, situated in the southwest corner of 
camp F. It was established that this small camp was built by the garrison left at 
the site after the conquest ofMasada. All the finds from the second (upper) of 
its two floors are attributed to the end of the first and beginning of the second 
centuries. The latest coin found here is from 105 CE. 

Part of the garrison was also stationed on the summit ofMasada. Strati
graphic evidence of the fall of Masada was provided by occupation levels 
above the conflagration layers, found mainly in buildings IX and VII, in the 
large bathhouse, and in some of the casemates, particularly on the northwest 
side. 

In other places, signs of the destruction apparently carried out by the 
Roman garrison were noted. A group of silver coins from those levels was 
discovered on the north side ofbuilding VII. The latest coin in this group dates 
to 111 CE, attesting to the length of the Roman occupation. In various places 
on the summit some Nabatean bowls were found that are to be attributed 
either to the period ofthe revolt or to the Roman garrison. Large quantities of 
this type of pottery were also discovered in all the Roman camps. It seems 
likely that the garrison and siege troops included Nabatean soldiers, and that 
this pottery was used at least until 73 CE. 

THE BYZANTINE PERIOD 
Masada was occupied by monks during the fifth and sixth centuries CE. 

THE CHURCH. The church is situated northeast of the Western Palace. It 
consists of a long hall with an internal apse on its east side. The narthex was on 
the west side; on the northwest side of the hall was the diaconicon apd an 
elongated hall. The floor of the hall had been paved with a richly colored 

Mosaic pavement in the Byzantine church. 

Cosmetic utensils found in the 
Zealots' dwellings: kohl 
spoons, lid of a mirror, comb, 
and perfume bottles. 

mosaic in a guilloche pattern, most of which had been destroyed in antiquity. 
Only some sections in the southeast and northwest corners survived. The 
narthex was paved with a white mosaic. The tesserae had been manufactured 
at Masada; remains of this industry were found in a workshop near building 
XII. The diaconicon was paved with a colorful mosaic in red, black, yellow, 
and white that is almost completely preserved. It consists of sixteen circular 
medallions in a guilloche border. In the medallions are rosettes, pomegran
ates, figs, citrus, grapes, a basket of eggs with a cross, flowers, plants, and 
geometric patterns. Judging from the style of the mosaic, the construction of 
the church can be dated to the fifth century. 
SERVICE WING (KITCHEN?). A service wing, perhaps including a kitchen, 
was found to the west of the church, inside and adjoining the casemate wall. 
LIVING QUARTERS. Small cells built of stone were found scattered in 
various locations. They were used by the monks as living quarters and re
treats. The foundations of these cells usually lay on the stones that had fallen 
from the Herodian and Zealot structures. 
CAVES. Signs of habitation by monks were also found in the caves in the 
southern cliff and in the center of Mas ada. The monks built rooms and cells 
beside the caves on the summit. 

EARLIER SETTLEMENTS 
THE CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD. The earliest signs of occupation discovered 
in the excavations date to the Chalcolithic period. These remains were un
covered in a cave in the lower part of the southern cliff. Cupmarks were found 
in the floor, with the remains of plants, mats, cloth, and a few Chalco lithic 
sherds. 
THE IRON AGE. A few scattered sherds from the Iron Age II were found in 
several locations, including the middle terrace of the Northern Palace. No 
buildings from that period were found, however; it is thus assumed that the 
sherds were left by individuals who, for some reason, lived at Masada from 
time to time. 
THE PRE-HEROD IAN PERIOD. Some of the upper cisterns belong to the 
pre-Herodian period. A large number of coins dating to Alexander Jannaeus' 
reign was also found. This may lend some weight to the theory mentioned 
above that "Jonathan the priest" -the founder of the fortress, according to 
Josephus-should be identified with Alexander Jannaeus and not Jonathan 
the Hasmonean. In this connection a burial near camp F should be men
tioned: it contained a Roman silver coin from the second half of the second 
century BCE. Such coins continued in use until the time of Alexander Jan
naeus, and the burial may date to this period. 

CHRONOIDGY AND ARCHAEOIDGICAL SUMMARY 
Period 

Chalco lithic 
Iron 
Hasmonean 
Herod 

Herodian dynasty 

Jewish Revolt 

Roman garrison 

Byzantine 

Date 

4th millennium BCE 
10-7th cent. BCE 
First half of 1st cent. BCE 
40-4 BCE 

4 BCE-66 CE 

66-73 CE 

73-lll CE (at least) 

5th--6th cent. CE 

Finds 

Cave: pottery, cloth, and mats 
Scattered sherds 
Coins of Alexander Jannaeus 
Fortress, palaces, storehouses, bathhouses, 
water system, pottery, and coins 
Additions and alterations to Herodian 
buildings, hundreds of coins of Archelaus, 
Agrippa, and the procurators 
Dwellings, synagogue, beth midrash(?), 
ritual baths, scrolls, ostraca, coins, articles 
of daily life, and destruction by burning 
Additional dwellings, alterations to earlier 
buildings, destruction of mosaics and paved 
floors, coins, and everyday utensils 
Church, service buildings, monks' cells, 
caves, pottery, and articles of daily use 

YIGAEL YADIN 



LATER RESEARCH ON MASADA 
By the time the final report on the Masada excavations was published, in 1991, 
a clearer and somewhat different picture had emerged of the stratigraphy and 
development of its buildings. It was concluded that the history of construction 
on Masada under Herod could be divided into three phases. This conclusion 
was corroborated both by a few additional soundings conducted here by 
Netzer in 1989 and by work at other sites (mainly at the winter palaces 
from the Second Temple period in the western Jericho Valley). 
THE HASMONEAN PERIOD. The question about the nature of Masada in 
the Hasmonean period remains open. Y. Porath, who analyzed the plaster of 
the many cisterns on the summit, confidently dated some of them to that 
period; as for the rest of the mountain, it is not clear whether there were any 
permanent buildings here at the time, or only a temporary camp. It was 
originally believed that the three columbarium towers and the small (aban
doned) bathhouse on the eastern cliff (adjoining the Northern Palace) were 
built in the Hasmonean period. Moreover, prompted by discoveries at Jer
icho, Netzer was first inclined to date the core of the Western Palace, the three 
small palaces (XI, XII, and XIII) nearby, and perhaps some other buildings 
(VII and IX, for example) to the Hasmonean period. However, the 1989 
soundings revealed no artifacts to support such a date. 
THE HERODIAN PERIOD. Herodian Masada can be divided into three 
main building phases. 
Early Phase (c. 35 BCE ). The structures built in the early phase were the core of 
the Western Palace, the three small palaces (XI, XII, and XIII), building VII, 
and probably building IX (the "barrack"). Also attributable to this phase are 
the three columbarium towers and the small (abandoned) bathhouse, as well 
as the large swimming pool at the southern edge of the cliff. The columbarium 
towers were probably used as columbaria proper, for breeding doves, on the 
ground floor, and as watchtowers, on the upper floor. Two of these square 
towers at the western edge of the cliff were later built into the casemate wall. 
Also belonging to this early phase are a few of the large cisterns on Masada, 
including the two defined as Hasmonean by Porath (the cistern in the eastern 
part of the mountain, now open because of the collapse of its ceiling; and the 
cistern in the south, whose opening was outside the casemate wall). At this 
stage two paths led up to the summit-the Snake Path on the east and a 
western path, now partly buried under the Roman siege ramp. 

The buildings erected in the early phase were scattered about the summit, 
with no clear signs of an overall plan. Architecturally, some of the buildings 
bear a striking resemblance to the "twin palaces" at Jericho, suggesting that, 
even if they were not built in the Hasmonean period, they were designed by 
architects who had previously worked under the Hasmoneans. 
Main Phase (c. 25 BCE). In the second, main phase, theN orthern Palace, the 
large bathhouse, and the central storehouse complex (blocks V and VI) were 
built, creating with building VII a kind of acropolis at the northern edge of 
Masada-the "northern part." This part of the mountain was well guarded, 
with only two entrances, one in the southeast and the other in the northwest, 
north of building VII, that led to a courtyard surrounded by rooms. This 
courtyard was added during the main building phase (the Water Gate was 
transferred to this area in the third phase). A rectangular tower, to the south of 
building VII, was also built in this phase, enhancing the security of the 
northern part. The latest studies have revealed that each of the three terraces 
of the Northern Palace had halls. On the upper terrace, surrounded by living 
quarters, was a central hall, open to the north through a distyle in antis. On the 
middle terrace was a tholoslike circular hall, supported by two circular struc
tures. The largest and most magnificent hall (c. 9 by 10 m), surrounded by 
porticoes, stood in the center of the lower terrace. 

The Western Palace was substantially enlarged during the main phase. Two 
wings were added: the service wing in the northeast and an administrative and 
service wing in the northwest. These wings were probably meant to serve not 
only the Western Palace but the entire network of palaces that now stood on 
the summit. Nevertheless, the Northern Palace was now the largest and most 
imposing of the palaces; the latest analysis of the remains indicates that it was, 
from the start, the official, ceremonial palace ofMasada. It almost completely 
lacks service rooms or kitchens, except fora small wing in the southeast part of 
the upper terrace (including the two vaulted storehouses beneath the entrance 
square of the palace); to compensate for this lack, wings were added to the 
Western Palace. 

Also attributable to the second phase are the twelve huge cisterns on the 
northwestern slope of the mountain. When these cisterns were built, the entire 
network of footpaths that led up to Masada was changed. It is quite probable 
that the western path was cancelled and replaced by paths that ran via the 
cisterns. One path ran past the upper cisterns to the Water Gate, while another 
passed by the lower cisterns and skirted the mountain on the north, reaching 
the Snake Path and the Snake Path Gate. At this stage the Water Gate-later 
abandoned-was built, as was an independent gate at the end of the Snake 
Path. (The floors ofthese gates were paved with stone to prevent damage by the 
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hooves ofthe pack animals that brought the water up in skins.) In addition, the 
lower part of the western path may have been abandoned and the upper part 
used (through the Western Gate) only to permit access to the tower now built 
on the western cliff, as an outpost defending the two paths just described (this 
tower is explicitly mentioned by Josephus). 

In the main phase, unlike the first, the architects made obvious efforts to 
follow a centrally organized plan, and the buildings were evidently concen
trated in a few groups. This may be evidence ofHerod's personal inclinations. 
Late Phase (c. 15 BCE). The main construction project of the third, late phase 
was the construction of the casemate wall around most of the mountain, 
except for the northern part (which had been built from the start as a 
closed, protected unit). At the same time the northern part itself was en
larged, both by the addition of several storerooms (near and east of building 
VII), and by the erection ofbuilding VIII, similar in plan to the small palaces, 
on the southeast, near the Snake Path Gate. This building, near which a 
guardroom and a new entrance to the acropolis were built, probably accom
modated Masada's governor. A second entrance to the northern part was 
now made northwest of building VII, near the northern end of the casemate 
wall. The quarry found to the south of the extended storeroom complex 
should also be attributed to the late phase; its location was presumably 
motivated by the desire to ensure better isolation of the northern part. The 
structure later converted by the Zealots for use as a synagogue was also an 
integral part of the casemate wall, built at this stage. There are various in
dications that the original structure was probably used as a stable. 

Another building that was substantially enlarged during the late phase was 
the Western Palace. The additions comprised a group of storerooms (also 
intended for use by all the palaces) and a small palace like building northwest 
of the palace, perhaps used by the official responsible for the palace( s ), or the 
commander of the guard (as indicated by the direct communication between 
the building and the casemate wall). 

Other rooms were later added to the Western Palace in what might be 
termed a fourth building phase. The main additions were the guardroom 
and main entrance in the north and a few buildings near the side entrance in 
the southeast; in addition, a few minor modifications were introduced here 
and there. The trend toward a more centralized plan of construction was no 
less prominent during this latest phase; a good example of this was the almost 
rectangular design of the Western Palace as a whole, including all additions. 
THE ZEAWT PERIOD. The swimming pool south of the Western Palace, 
west of building XI, should probably be attributed not to Herod but to the 
Zealots. It was used by the Zealot community for their ablutions, perhaps 
also for ritual immersion. An important point in this context is that the 
Western Palace, unlike most buildings on Masada, underwent almost no 
changes at this time. It has accordingly been suggested that the large building 
was inhabited by a group of persons who lived as a commune-perhaps 
Essenes. 
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MASOS, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Masos is in the Negev desert, approximately 12 km (7.5 mi.) east of 
Beersheba, on the north bank of the Beersheba Valley (map reference 
146.069). The site, in Arabic called Khirbet el-Mashash (Ruin of the Cis
terns), is near several active wells. Although Tel Masos had been known since 
the earliest surveys of the Beersheba region, it was only after the 1962 survey, 
conducted by Y. Aharoni, that it became evident that the entire area contains 
a complex of sites: a Middle Bronze Age II enclosure (c. 4 a.); a ruin of a 
N estorian monastery of the Byzantine period (some 300 sq m) built on an Iron 
Age III fortress (c. 1 a.); and a large settlement from the beginning of the Iron 
Age (c. 15 a.) that was built over a Late Chalcolithic settlement (15-17.5 a.). 

Aharoni suggested identifying the site with Hormah, mentioned with Arad 
in the account of the "ascent to the heights of the hill country" and the 
settlement from the south (Num. 14:44-45; Dt. 1:44; and the parallel in 
Num. 21: 1-3). Objections to this identification were raised by various scho
lars, among them M. Kochavi and N. Na'aman. The proximityofHormah to 
Arad in the biblical descriptions of the historical conquest and the settlement 
attempts in the south, its close proximity to Arad in the list in Joshua 12:14 
and in theaccountinJudges 1:16-17, and its location in theeasternNegevin 1 
Samuel30:30 reinforce the proposed identification of Aharoni. On the other 
hand, the equation of Tel Masos and Hormah with lf3mj, mentioned in the 
later Execration texts and in an inscription found in the Sinai mines from the 
reign of Amenemhet III, poses an archaeological difficulty because the Mid
dle Bronze Age settlement at Tel Masos was established later--during the 
Thirteenth Dynasty. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Three seasons of excavations were carried out at the site from 1972 to 1975, 
under the direction ofY. Aharoni, V. Fritz, and A. Kempinski, on behalf of 
the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University. Excavations were resumed 
in 1979, as part of the salvage operations conducted in the Beersheba Valley 
on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums and Ben
Gurion University of the Negev, directed by A. Kempinski. The four cam
paigns uncovered about one-tenth ofthe Iron Age I town, one-fifth ofthe Iron 
Age III fortress, most of the Nestorian monastery, and a few segments of the 
Middle Bronze Age II enclosure. Chalco lithic remains were reached in every 
place excavated below the Iron Age I and III strata, as well as in several pits 
discovered by chance in the gorge between the Iron Age I settlement and the 
Iron Age III fortress. 
CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD (STRATUM IV). The stratum IV settlement is 
attributed totheendoftheChalcolithicperiodand the beginning of the Early 
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Bronze Age I. Pottery characteristic of the Early Bronze Age I, such as ledge 
handles and hole-mouth jars, was recovered. The site at this time was part of a 
system of settlements along the Beersheba Valley. Its exact nature is still 
unclear; the excavations indicate that the inhabitants lived in a kind of pit 
dug into the loess soil-an observation that requires further clarification. 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. Remains of a Middle Bronze Age fortress were 
found about 600 m southwest of the Iron Age I site. Two phases can be 
distinguished. A fortress was erected in the first; its remains are probably 
to be found in building 806, near trench 1. Bricks and brick fragments taken 
from it were reused in the later rampart. After this fortress was destroyed, the 
area was resettled, as an enclosure fortified with a five-sided rampart. The 
rampart had a moat and its outer face was lined with stream pebbles. A 
retaining wall built of massive stones was erected at the base of the ram
part, facing the moat. 

Pottery analysis indicates no occupation or chronological gap between the 
fortress'stwo phases. The earliest vessel discovered here is ajuglet sherd of the 
Ginossar type, characteristic of the Middle Bronze Age IIA, but also known 
from the first phase of the Middle Bronze Age liB. This date (first half of the 
eighteenth century BCE) is confirmed by the analysis of the rest of the pottery. 
The dating of both stages of the fortress to the beginning of the Thirteenth 
Dynasty suggests that Tel Masos may have been a way station, controlled by 
the block of city-states crystallizing at that time in the southern Shephelah and 
along the southern coast of Canaan. 
IRON AGE I. Five areas (A, B, C, F, H), all with Iron Age I remains, were 
excavated on the mound. A survey was conducted up to several hundred 
meters around the mound to determine the type of the contemporary struc
tures dispersed throughout the vicinity. An attempt was also made to locate 
the site's cemetery by digging section trenches around the mound up to 1 km 
(0.6 mi.) away. The results point to a core settlement established at the end of 
thethirteenthcenturyBCEon the mound's summit(areaA). In the twelfth and 
eleventh centuries BCE (stratum II), as the settlement developed, groups of 
houses were erected near the core. One of them, house 1000, was completely 
excavated; it contained only a few finds because of heavy erosion. A similar 
(unexcavated) house was located on the other side of the valley, near tomb l. 
Stratum III. The first permanent settlement at the site was probably estab
lished after seminomads had occupied huts and tents over a period of time 
(stratum IIIB). It was concentrated in two focal points: a complex of crowded 
structures in area A; and afortresslike structure built in the Canaanite-Egyp
tian techniqueinareaC(stratumiiiA). TheareaAcomplexwas builtin a bow 
shape along the edge of the mound, probably part of a ring of structures that 
surrounded all of area A. Several of these were broadhouses with a courtyard 
in front, characteristic of the transition from tents or nomad huts to per
manent dwellings. Others were three-room houses, which evolved in stratum 
II into the four-room house ofTel Masos. Some of the houses were erected on 
top of pits and remains of floors from stratum IIIB. The brick structures in 

Fortress/ike structure (419) using a Canaanite-Egyptian building technique. 
stratum IliA. area C. 



area C (the fort and building 480 next to it) were also built over stratum IIIB 
pits. The two complexes were probably related. 
Stratum II. After the destruction of the stratum III structures in area A, the 
settlement was rebuilt on a larger scale. It appears that a large population 
settled first along the mound's edge, forming a kind of ring surrounding the 
area. The stratum III structures in area C were then incorporated in the new 
buildings of stratum II. The extent of the site at this time was determined by the 
topography of the hill covered by the Iron Age I settlement. 

In areas A and B, sections were cut toward the area outside the settlement in 
order to clarify its boundaries. The settlement pattern of a dense ring of 
structures in area A was first established in stratum IliA. Its origin seems 
to have been earlier defense techniques characteristic of nomadic and semi
nomadic tribes. 

The most noticeable characteristic of stratum II architecture is the appear
ance of four-room houses along the site's entire defense ring. Some houses 
had entrances facing outward from the settlement, while others faced inward. 
A central building (1 039) was uncovered in area A. Judging from the thickness 
of its walls, the structure stood two to three stories high. Its ground floor 
served as a storeroom, which in the excavators' view is similar to the storeroom 
units that appear later in the Iron Age II throughout the country. The sudden 
destruction of stratum IIA buried several of the four-room houses in the 
debris from the buildings' second stories; the builders of stratum I had 
to level the area and erect their structures on top of this debris, which reached 
a height of 1.7 min some spots. This situation allowed the reconstruction of 
the ground floors of two buildings, as the floors had been built as a high stone 
socle and the houses' pillars and lintels, which were built of massive stone 
slabs, had all collapsed in the same direction. 

In area C, there is evidence that the public buildings (the fort and building 
480) were in use until the end of stratum IIA. Here, too, the area was leveled 
after the destruction and most ofthe structures were built on top of the debris. 
A structure excavated in the 1979 season is an exception to this rule. It was first 
built in stratum IIA, when it was joined to building 480. When building 480 
was destroyed, this structure was enlarged and covered parts of the large 
ruined brick building. The implication of this discovery is that after the 
destruction of stratum II (by enemy or earthquake?), several private houses 
were renovated at the same time as the public buildings-associated with the 
central administration on the Coastal Plain-were leveled and covered by 
private dwellings. In area C, the main approach to the settlement seems 
to have passed between the public buildings. 

A building used partly for cultic purposes was found in area H. The 
structure possessed elements of the four-room house and showed traces 
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Plan of the stratum II settlement. 
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of influence from the Bronze Age courtyard house. At its western end was 
a cultic room containing a basin and many cultic vessels. 

In areas B, Fl, and F2, probes were carried out to determine the size of the 
site. Area B was very badly eroded. In stratum II, two stages were discerned in 
all the excavated areas; it seems that the stratum lasted approximately one 
hundred years. 
Stratum I. A fundamental change took place in the settlement pattern and 

Aerial view of area A. 
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Four-room houses in strata II and I. 

regional role of the site in stratum I. The public buildings in area C were 
destroyed and private houses were erected on the ruins. A fortress was 
built, as well, with a plan similar to that of fortresses built in the Negev 
at the end of the eleventh and the beginning of the tenth centuries BCE. 
The settlement plan was also completely altered, from a settlement protected 
by a defense ring of structures to one with a central fortress and houses 
sparsely dispersed throughout the site. Several older houses in area A con
tinued to be used in stratum I, as was the central building (1039), which was 
almost unaltered. The house with the cultic room in area H was destroyed, but 
there are signs of a continuation of ( cultic?) activity there in stratum I, as well 
as in the poststratum I level, when several storage jars and a flask were buried 
there (late tenth or even early ninth centuries BCE). In area C, a fortress (c. 15 
by 17 m) was built on top of the earlier ruins. Its walls (c. 2 m thick), with 
watchtowers at all four corners, surrounded a paved courtyard. Several four
room houses were built nearby. A striking similarity exists between the for
tress with its adjacent structures, and other central Negev settlements ( q.v. 
Negev), such as I:Iorvat Ritma. Stratum I was short-lived and it appears that 
the inhabitants abandoned the site and moved to neighboring Tel Mall;tata. 
FINDS AND CHRONOLOGY. Stratum III yielded few finds-mostly pottery 

Scarab of Pharaoh Seti II. 

vessels, afewmetal objects, and seals. The pottery assemblage is typical ofthat 
found in the south and the southern Shephelah at the end of the thirteenth 
and the beginning of the twelfth centuries BCE. The stratum's earlier phase, 
IIIB, is characterized by the absence of Philistine pottery, suggesting a date of 
"pre-1150 BCE," and perhaps even as early as the end ofthethirteenth century 
BCE. Another piece of evidence for this early date is the scarab of the Egyptian 
king Seti II, found in the area where stratum III remains were eroded and 
mixed with those of stratum II. Philistine pottery appears in stratum II, as it 
can be dated "post-1150 BCE." 

Most of the stratum liB finds come from area H and include Midianite 
pottery from the twelfth to eleventh centuries BCE. All areas ofthe site dated to 
the later phase of this stratum yielded ceramic assemblages typical of the 
eleventh century BCE. Especially noteworthy are the vessels made on the 
Phoenician coast, which are unique to the site. An ivory lion's head, found 
in the cultic room in area H, also seems to have been an import from Phoe
nicia. Several Egyptian clay vessels were found as well. An important find that 
allows for chronological synchronization with other central Negev sites is the 
Negbite pottery found here; a whole vessel and several sherds came from a 
stratum II assemblage in area F. It provides a terminus post quem for this ware. 

Area H: two Phoenician jugs from stratum IIA. 11th century BCE. 



Tel Masos, area H: fragments of Midianite pottery from stratum JIB, 
12th-11th centuries BCE. 

Stratum I contains ceramic assemblages identical to those from the late 
eleventh and early tenth centuries BCE at the Beersheba Valley sites, although 
earlier than the pottery of stratum IX at Arad, which was destroyed by 
Pharaoh Shishak. 
NATURE OF SITE AND SETTLEMENT PATTERN OF THE SEMI
NOMADIC TRIBES. Although Tel Masos is an Early Iron Age site in the 
northern Negev, it does not share the characteristics ofthe Israelite sites in the 
Negev or in other regions. The site's distinguishing features are its size in 
stratum II and the foreign architectural elements that do not appear at other, 
contemporary sites attributed to the settlement wave in the central hill coun
try (and in the northern Negev later on). The site did indeed develop from a 
typical Israelite settlement site (the initial settlement established in area A, 
stratum III) in terms of size, fortifications, and architecture. At the same 
time-although in other parts of this large site--camping stations for semi
nomads were established, alongside the unique structures in area C. These 
structures seem to have been built by the Egyptian garrisons during the reigns 
ofSeti II and Ramses III and continued in use until the time ofRamses VI (c. 
1140 BCE) and the end of Egyptian rule in Canaan. The existence of Egyptian 
pottery in stratum II reinforces this hypothesis. In the light of the scarab from 
the reign of Seti II, it seems that this period may have marked the dawn of 
Egyptian influence at the site. During stratum II, the settlement was reor
ganized, incorporating the Egyptian buildings. This was the pinnacle of the 
site's development, and judging by the finds, it appears that ties were estab
lished with the Arabah and the northern Arabian peninsula, as well as with 
the Phoenician coast. These were essentially trade ties, made possible because 
of the Philistine encouragement of trade in the region at the end of the twelfth 
and the eleventh centuries BCE. At the end of the eleventh century BCE, the 
settlement was destroyed, perhaps by an Amalekite raid, or in the course of an 
earthquake. The latest settlement to exist on the mound is of the type known 
from contemporary sites in the Negev: a central fortress surrounded by houses 
scattered over the entire site. 
IRON AGE III. A fortress from the Iron Age III was uncovered on a small 
mound 200m west of the Iron Age I settlement. Its size and nature were not 
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Area H: ivory lion's head from stratum II, 11th century BCE. 

fully clarified, as the section probe was cut in the direction ofthe exposed wadi 
to the east, where the fortifications had been almost completely eroded. Four 
phases were found in the fortress, all dating from the seventh century BCE. The 
small amount of data collected here showed a homogeneous layout of living 
chambers along a paved street. The finds include three ostraca bearing per
sonal names, as well as some Edomite vessels, which represent the rise of 
Edomite influence (through population infiltration?) in the Beersheba Valley 
toward the end of the seventh century BCE. It appears that the fortress lasted 
no more than fifty to seventy years and was destroyed by a violent confla
gration, possibly during the Edomite invasion close to the time of the de
struction of the kingdom of Judah. 
THE NESTORIAN MONASTERY. The last permanent structure to occupy 
the area was a monastery in the Umayyad period. According to the remains of 
Syriac inscriptions, the building was first built by Nestorian monks in the late 
seventh and early eighth centuries CE. Several inscriptions on plaster include 
verses from the New Testament in Syriac. The monastery was rectangular in 
plan, with a small entrance and a crypt for burials. The church had a rec
tangular apse, typical of Syrian churches. The living quarters were built 
around a rectangular courtyard. Remains of a staircase were found, indicat
ing that the monastery had a second or even a third story. 
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MAZAR, TELL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tell Mazar is located in the Jordan Valley, 3 km (2 mi.) northwest of Tell Deir 
'Alia and 3 km east of the Jordan River, near its junction with the Jabbok 
River (map reference 207.180). The mound was named after the nearby 
Mazar Abu 'Ubeida, site of the Abu 'Ubeida Mosque. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Excavations were carried out at the site, in 1977, 1979 and 1981, under the 
auspices of Jordan University, directed by K. Yassine. Four seasons were 
conducted on the mound itself and three seasons, from 1977 to 1979, on 
hillock A. 
HILWCK A. Hillock A is 220 m northwest of the mound and rises 1.8 m 
above its surroundings. Remains were found of a large brick structure, whose 
(partially reconstructed) dimensions are 24 by 26m. The main walls were 1.2 

m thick, and the secondary walls were 0. 6 m thick. In the center of the building 
was a large courtyard (no. 103) with an accumulation of remains 0.65 to 0.85 
thick; seven occupation phases were distinguished there. Three rooms opened 
onto the courtyard in the north. The entrance to room 102 (2.5 by 4.6 m) had 
been blocked at a later stage; benches were built along its northern and western 
walls. Room 100 (2.5 by 5.25 m) included a bench near its northern wall and a 
"stone table" (pavement?) in the eastern part. Room 101 (2.5by2.7m)yielded 
a rich ceramic assemblage from the tenth century BCE, including two chalices, 
a cultic stand, storage jars, kraters, and bowls. 

The settlement's destruction is ascribed to the end ofthe tenth century BCE, 

based mainly on the ceramic assemblage from room 101. The earliest finds are 
from courtyard 103, phase I, which the excavator considers has parallels to 
phase Fat Tell Deir 'Alia. This dates the establishment of the structure to the 
late eleventh century BCE. An empty shaft tomb predating the structure was 
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Aerial view of Tell Mazar. 

also found here. According to the excavator, this building served as a temple, 
outside the fortified city. The assumption is based on the nature of the finds in 
the structure as well as the accumulation in the courtyard and comparisons 
with those at Deir 'Alia. 
THE CEMETERY. After a prolonged gap in settlement, a cemetery was 
established; eighty-four of the tombs were excavated in an area covering 
40 by 53 m. This was a single-period cemetery; only in two instances were 
tombs found superimposed, probably belonging to the same family. The men 
buried here were usually laid in a supine position; the bodies were oriented 
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Plan of the structure on hillock A, 11th-10th centuries BCE. 

east~west, with the heads in the east and the face usually turned to the south. 
The women were buried in a flexed position. In one tomb (no. 37) the deceased 
was found buried with animals. 

The tombs are divided into five types: 
1. Simple pit burials: most ofthe graves (seventy-one) belong to this type, in 

which the body was wrapped in a cloth or mat and laid in a pit. 
2. Brick-lined tombs: three tombs of this type were found. 

Drawings of seal impressions, Babylonian and Persian periods. 



3. Tombs lined with stone on the northern side only: the body was probably 
placed on a wooden floor. Six tombs of this type were found. 

4. Infant storage jar burials: one was found. 
5. Burial in alarnax (aclayburialcoffin): one tomb (no. 23) ofthistypewas 

found. 
In addition to local pottery from the sixth to fifth centuries BCE, the ceramic 

assemblage included Assyrian pottery-including goblets and bottles-and 
Phoenician pottery-amphoriskoi and a jug. A large quantity of metal vessels 
was found in the tombs, including bowls (two decorated), strainers, a thy
miaterion, a decanter, and a bottle. In the men's tombs, a large quantity of 
weapons was found. The arrowheads were laid near the arms, while the 
spearheads were placed near the feet. Iron and bronze swords, knives and 
daggers were also found. 

The women's tombs contained bracelets, necklaces, and earrings made of 
bronze and silver. Many fibulae, kohl sticks, and needles, as well as 455 beads, 
mostly of faience, glass, and carnelian, were also found. Other finds included 
a decorated cosmetic palette, a stone alabastron, and a glass ary-ballos. 

Several seals and scarabs were found in the tombs, including a seal with 
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three intertwining winged animals-a bull, an ibex, and a lion. Similar seals 
are known from the time of Artaxerxes I and Darius III. Other seals found 
included a neo-Babylonian seal with a bird; two incised seals, one with a 
linear design and the other bearing a figure of a man praying in front of an 
altar with a crescent and an inscription above him; a lapis lazuli seal inlaid 
with silver strips and bearing an inscription; and an Achaemenid cylinder seal 
depicting a hunting scene. 

The cemetery was apparently established in the neo-Babylonian period 
and used throughout the fifth century BCE. 

Main publication: K. Yassine, Tell el Mazar 1: Cemetery A, Amman I984. 
Other studies: J. A. Sauer, BA 42 (I979), 71-72; id., BASOR 263 (I986), I3; K. Yassine, SHAJ I (I982), 
I89-I94; id., ADAJ 27 (1983), 495-5I3; id., ZDPV IOO (I984), I08-II8; id., ASOR Newsletter 35/5 
(1984), 15; id. (and J. Teixidor), BASOR 264 (1986), 45-50; id., AJA 9I (1987), 276; id., Archaeology of 
Jordan: Essays and Reports, Amman I988, 73-I55; A.M. Disi et al., ADAJ27 (1983), 5I5-548; Khouri, 
Antiquities, 47-50; Weippert I988 (Ortsregister); Akkadica Supplementum 7-8 (I989), 38I-384; 
M. Heltzer, Transeuphratene I (I989), Ill-II8. 

AWN DEGROOT 

MAZOR 
IDENTIFICATION 
The monument known as Maqam en-Nabi Yal}ya, which is located on the 
road between Migdal Afeq and Lod, near the abandoned village of el-Mu
zeiriya, is a Roman mausoleum. The monument, which is prominent against 
the landscape, measures 9.4 by 10.2 m and is 4.8 m high. It is one of the few 
Roman buildings in the country which has been preserved virtually intact. 

EXPLORATION 
The mausoleum was first investigated in 1872-1873 by C. R. Conder and H. H. 
Kitchener, on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund. Its ground plan was 
drawn and the monument was dismissed as a "curiosity." Initial trial ex
cavations were carried out in 1964 by J. Kaplan and were resumed in 1983 with 
the participation of H. Ritter Kaplan, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums. 

THE STRUCTURE 
The rna usoleum is built of rough stone dressed only on its outer face. The walls 
are set on bedrock, without foundations or a base. The spaces between the 

Mazor: mausoleum's facade. 
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Mazor: plan and section of the mausoleum. 
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stones are filled with loam and gravel. The interiorofthe building was found to 
have two rooms, with a portico in front. Room A is an ordinary burial 
chamber with two sarcophagi, in which the bodies of a man and a woman 
were interred. Presumably, they were the owners of an agricultural estate or 
were a high government official and his wife, because only people of such 
stature would have had wealth enough to build such a mausoleum. Room B, 
which has niches or cells in its walls, is a "columbarium" room. It evidently 
was set aside for the master's slaves or freed slaves, whose cremated remains 
would have been placed in cloth bags in the cells. The two rooms are con
nected by a single hatch cut in the top of their common wall. The opening, 
which appears on the Palestine Exploration Fund's ground plan, was ap
parently made by the Arabs at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
some time after Nabi Yal_lya was interred in the first room and the place 
was converted into a Muslim shrine. 
Portico. Clearly, much attention was paid to building the portico to give the 
monument prominence above its surroundings. Its facade is formed by two 
columns with Corinthian capitals on top and two doorjamb posts with square 
Corinthian capitals. The cornice, which surrounds the portico on three sides, 
is built of extremely long stone slabs-some 3.3 m in length. 
Entrance. The construction of the opening, as already noted by Conder and 
Kitchener, is unique. The excavator is of the opinion that the opening's stone 
frame, protruding from the wall, is in the shape of a dolphin's head with its 
mouth open. According to popular belief, the dolphin accompanied the 
deceased to the netherworld and, at the same time, symbolized the hope 
for resurrection. 
Room A. The ceiling of the burial chamber is made of long stone slabs 
supported by ashlar-built arches. The steps anchored in the wall do not 
reach the threshold of the entrance. They were apparently intended to sym
bolize the descent to the cells of the columbarium (to the netherworld). The 
sealingoftheentranceis unusual: it is sealed from the inside, with a horizontal 
wooden beam pressed against the stone door; the ends of the beam are 
inserted in two sockets cut in the doorjambs. A ladder was used to leave 
the room once it was sealed; it would have been climbed to a hatch in the 
top of the wall, which led to room B and its exit. 

Room B (Columbarium). Room B is characterized by the niches, or cells, in its 
walls, estimated at sixty in number. The cremated remains, as mentioned 
above, were placed in cloth bags in these cells. The room, with no external 
ground-level entrance, can be reached only by ladder from the opening in the 
top of the eastern wall. The bottom part of this opening is presently sealed 
because of a faulty reconstruction that turned it into a hatch resembling the 
two to its left (see below); however, there are traces of a wooden door belong
ing to the original entrance. Descent from the door's threshold to the floor of 
the room was possible only by ladder. The columbarium contains two ar
chitectural elements associated with doves: two hatches at the top of the 
eastern wall, each with a molded stone sill protruding about 30 em from 
it, and a square chimney in the northern part of the ceiling. The chimney 
has an oblique covering to prevent rain from penetrating. 

The hatches with the unusual sills were probably intended for doves, whose 
role in the ritual of burying the cremated remains was evidently important. 
Doves are characteristic emblems of Near Eastern goddesses (mother god
desses and fertility goddesses, like Astarte, Aphrodite, and Atargatis). The 
dove is always depicted flying with outstretched wings, possibly symbolizing 
the hope that the dead will yet return to the scene oflife: the dove, taking off in 
flight from cemeteries and burial places, plucks the soul of the deceased from 
the netherworld and returns it to the world of the living. The chimney may 
symbolize the ascent of the deceased's soul to the light. The elevation of the 
opening to the top of the eastern wall in room B may also be significant: it may 
symbolize the descent to the netherworld. 
Date. Based on the architectural and archaeological finds, the mausoleum has 
been dated to the period of the emperor Diocletian (c. 300 CE), when the 
mystery cults (cults of the netherworld) still flourished-prior to Christianity 
becoming the state religion. It is possible, however, that the mausoleum was 
built during the brief reign of Julian the Apostate (361-363 CE), who wanted 
to reinstate the pagan cults. 

J. Kaplan, ESI 2 ( 1983), 66-67. 

JACOB KAPLAN 

MEDEBA (MADABA) 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Medeba (in Arabic, Madaba) is located in central Jordan (map reference 
225.125), 30 km (19 mi.) south of Rabbath-Ammon (modern 'Amman). 
In the Bible, Medeba is recorded among the cities of Moab conquered and 
occupied by the Israelites (Num. 21:30; Jos. 13:9, 16). The battle between 
David's army and thecoalitionof AmmonitesandArameans(l Chr. 19:7ff.) 
was fought in the vicinity ofMedeba. According to the Mesha Stela (lines 7-
9), the town was liberated by the Moabite king in about the second half of the 
ninth century BCE. In later biblical texts, Medeba is mentioned among the 
cities ofMoab (Is. 15:2). During the Maccabean revolt (second century BCE), 
"the sons of Jambri" went out of the city and ambushed the convoy led by 
John, one of the brothers of Judas Maccabaeus, plundering it and killing its 
members. John's death was immediately avenged by Jonathan and Simon (1 
Mace. 9:36 ff.). Later, Medeba was conquered by John Hyrcanus following a 
long siege (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 9, 1). It remained in Jewish hands even 
during the reign of Alexander Jannaeus (Antiq. XIII, 15, 4). Hyrcanus II, in 
exchange for the help he asked for in the war against his brother, Aristobulus, 
promised to restore the city to KingAretas ofPetra together with othercities in 
the region (Antiq. XIV, 1, 4). In 106CE, Medeba became one of the cities of the 
new Provincia Arabia. Christianity spread rapidly in the province. The Chris
tian community of the region of Medeba had its martyrs during the persecu
tion by Diocletian: the army officer Zenon, with his servant Zena, and 
Theodore and his five companions-Julian, Eubolus, Malkamon, Moki
mos, and Salamon. Eusebius, in the Onomasticon, mentions Qurayat as 
a Christian village from the end of the third to the beginning of the fourth 
century. Monks were living on Mount Nebo, west ofMedeba, at least in the 
second half of the fourth century. The existence of a Christian community at 
Medeba, with a bishop serving under the metropolitan archibishop ofBostra, 
is known from the Acts of the Council of Chalcedon, held in 451. 

EXPWRATION 
U. J. Seetzen visited the ruins of the then abandoned tell ofMedeba in 1807, 
recording only two columns supporting a superimposed lintel ( el-Mishnaqa) 
and a large basin (al-Birkeh). J. L. Burckhardt, in 1812, and other explorers 
who followed, observed nothing else. The discovery of the Mesha Stela in 
1868 and the feverish enthusiasm it provoked initiated a more careful ex
amination of the ruins. In 1872, H. B. Tristram's expedition produced the 

first accurate descriptions of Medeba's colonnaded street and monuments, 
as well as of several of the churches they were able to identify. In 1880, 
ninety Bedouin Christian families, guided by their Italian priests from the 
Latin Patriarchate in Jerusalem, established themselves among the ruins. In 
October 1881, explorers from the British Palestine Exploration Fund ar
rived at the site. In 1887, the Latin missionary sent to Jerusalem the tran
scription of the first inscriptions of the mosaic floor of the Church of the 
Virgin Mary. G. Schumacher stayed at Medeba as a guest of the priest in 
October 1891, plotting the first general plan of the ruins. In 1892, P. M. 
Sejourne outlined a preliminary review of the discoveries in the first issue 
of the Revue Biblique. 

The Medeba map was discovered in December 1896 by Deacon Cleopas 
Kikilidis and published in 1897-events of international interest that fo
cused the attention of scholars on Medeba. The mosaics in the crypt of 
Saint Elianos and in the Church of the Prophet Elias were brought to light 
in 1897, along with other mosaics. From that year onward, Medeba be
came "the city of mosaics" in Jordan. The first studies of the mosaics were 
made by the Dominican Fathers at the Ecole Biblique et Archeologique 
Fran9aise in Jerusalem: Sejourne, M. J. Lagrange, L. H. Vincent, F. M. 
Abel, and R. Savignac. J. Germer-Durand was the first to photograph the 
map. With the start of the excavations on Mount Nebo in July 1933, archae
ologists from the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum became the party with the 
most immediate interest in the antiquities ofMedeba. This resulted in several 
studies of the city's mosaics by B. Bagatti and S. J. Saller. In 1965, a German 
mission, under the direction of H. Donner, carried out the restoration of the 
map. In 1966, U. Lux, of the German Evangelical Institute, excavated the 
Church of el-Khadir and, in 1967, the Church of the Apostles. After 1968, 
excavations were conducted by the Jordan Department of Antiquities in the 
"cathedral" and in the Salaytachurch. Beginning in 1979, M. Piccirillo of the 
Studium Biblicum Franciscanum, in collaboration with the Department of 
Antiquities, conducted several archaeological campaigns in the area of the 
Church of the Virgin and of the Hippolytus hall, in the "cathedral" church, 
and in the "burnt palace" along the main street. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The ancient city of Medeba was built on a natural elevation on the Trans
jordanian high plateau, which slopes steeply to the west, south, and southeast. 
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Cathedral: mosaic floor in the chapel of Theodorus, 6th century CE. 

The Roman-Byzantine town extended northward, over an area that slopes 
more gently toward the surrounding plain. 

Two tombs discovered in the necropolis area west of the tell provide the only 
archaeological evidence that Medeba was inhabited in the thirteenth century 
BCE, in the final phase of the Late Bronze Age. A second tomb from the Iron 
Age 1-11 was found on the slopes of the hill in front of the tell on the south. A 
funerary monument was built in 37 CE, in the reign of the Nabatean king 
Aretas IV, by the city's strategos, a certain Abdobodat, for his father, ltaybel, 
and his son, also named Itaybel, ofthe 'Ami rat tribe (in Arabic, Banu 'Amrat), 
possibly "the sons of Jambri" of 1 Maccabees 9:36 ff. A bilingual inscription 
in Greek and Nabatean records that in the third year of the new Provincia 
Arabia (1 08-109 CE ), another member of the same tribe, Abgar /Isyon son of 
Monoath, built a tomb for his son, Selaman. In a Greek inscription found at 
el-Mushaqqar, on the road between Esbous (I:Iesban) and Livias (Teller
Rameh), the priestZaidallah Petrigenous Boleuta ofMedebais mentioned as 
the donor of the monument in honor of an unknown Roman emperor. 

Together with inscriptions in Greek and Latin from the second to thi:-d 
centuries that mention centurions of the Tertia Legio Cyrenaica stationed in 
the province, a dedicatory inscription was recently found with the name of the 
governor (Flavius) Iulianus at the time of Emperor Elagabalus (219 CE). 

Medeba had a mint at the time of the emperors Septimius Severns, Cara
calla, Geta, and Alexander Severns. The main typologies used on the coins 
were the Elios and the Tyche; Medabites standing or seated; and the baetylin a 
tetrastyle temple. 

Of Roman Medeba, only the main portions of the car do, running from east 
to west, possibly a circular temple and the assorted carved architectural 
elements from public buildings reused in Byzantine churches remain. The 
main edifices so far excavated include several churches and palaces from the 
Byzantine-Umayyad period. 

THE CHURCHES 
THE "CATHEDRAL" CHURCH. The first explorers characterized the Chris
tian edifice built on a terrace south ofthe acropolis as a cathedral because of its 
unusually large size. Further definition of the building was made possible by 
the excavations in 1968, 1973, and 1979 to 1981. 

The first documentable Christian structure in the area, where a Nabatean 
mausoleum may have stood, was the small photisterion (baptistery chapel) 
built and decorated with mosaics in the time of Bishop Cyrus (early sixth Cathedral: general view of the lower mosaic floor in the baptistery. 
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Cathedral: the upper mosaic floor in the baptistery. 



Cathedral: inscription in the lower mosaic floor in the baptistery. 

century). It was unearthed below the later baptistery. A contemporary church 
probably existed in the area's eastern sector. Work may have been undertaken 
at the time of Bishop John (second half of the sixth century) to enlarge this 
church. It became a three-nave basilica with a narthex and an atrium on the 
west. Work continued on it until the first decade of the seventh century. In the 
basilica, the presbytery (to the east) with its two superimposed floors, was 
cleared. It had a lower mosaic floor and an upper paved floor in opus sectile, 
which also covered part of the main nave's mosaic floor. The threshold of the 
main gate in the facade (to the west) along with part of the main nave's mosaic 
floor, was also cleared. The church was 38m long. A room was added on its 
north in the time of Bishop Leontios, in 603. 
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The southern chapel in the atrium (to the west), dedicated to the martyr 
Saint Theodore, was built in the year 562, in the time of Bishop John. Works 
continued northward with the construction of a new baptistery chapel and a 
mosaic pavement in the courtyard that covers a cistern. They were completed 
in the time of Bishop Sergi us, in 575-576. The liturgy of the baptism may 
explain the anomaly in the orientation ofthechapel of Saint Theodore (to the 
west). It may also explain the significance of the biblical quotations in the 
mosaic near the opening of the cistern in the center of the courtyard. "This is 
the change (done) by the right hand of the Lord" (cf. Ps. 77:10). And "Thus 
says the Lord, I have made this water wholesome, henceforth neither death 
nor miscarriage shall come from it" (2 Kg. 2:21 ). The main figurative pattern 
in the mosaic is the four rivers of Paradise (Gihon, Pishon, Euphrates, and 
Tigris), in the corners of the hall. 
THE CHURCH OF THE VIRGIN MARY AND THE HIPPOLYTUS HALL. 
The Church of the Virgin Mary, on Medeba's cardo, was one of the first 
Christian monuments to be identified, in 1887, as a result of the three Greek 
inscriptions in its mosaic floor. It was excavated in 1973-1974, from 1979 to 
1985 and from 1991 to 1992. 

In the second and third centuries CE there was a circular temple with 
columns in front of it on a high platform, at that location-the north side 
ofMedeba's paved, colonnaded road (the car do). In the first half of the sixth 
century, a hall with a mosaic pavement was added to the temple on the west 
(7 .3 by 9.5 m). The pavement was lavishly decorated with Nilotic and mytho
logical motifs inspired by Euripides' Hippolytus. The personifications of the 
Tychai of the Christianized cities of Rome, Gregoria, and Medeba were 
added, each holding a cross on a long staff. In the mosaic's central panel 
the participants in the tragedy are labeled with their respective names: hand
maidens assist Phaedra, while the wet-nurse turns toward Hippolytus, who is 
accompanied by his ministers and by a servant who holds his mount by the 
bridle. In a second figurative panel, the goddess Aphrodite, seated on a throne 
next to Adonis, threatens a winged Eros with her sandal; he is being presented 
to her by a Grace. A second Eros supports Aphrodite's bare foot, while a third 

Church of the Virgin Mary: part of the mosaic floor with two Greek inscriptions. 
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General view of the excavations in the area of the Church of the Virgin Mary and the paved Roman street. 

The "Hippolytus mosaic." 6th century CE. 



Eros looks on and a fourth Eros is intent on emptying a honeycomb. A second 
Grace grasps the foot of still another Eros, who takes refuge among the 
branches of a tree, while the third Grace runs after the sixth Eros. A peasant 
girl observes the scene. In a secondary phase, this hall was divided into smaller 
rooms by a partition wall. 

Toward the end of the sixth century, with an offering from a benefactor by 
the name of Mena, the Church of the Virgin was built; its mosaic was 1.3 m 
higher than themosaicin the Hippolytushall. The church's outernarthexand 
an inner vestibule covered the Hippolytus hall. The round central nave was 
built on the temple's platform; its southern wall partly covers a side path of the 
Roman cardo. The elongated polygonal presbytery added on the east was 
supported by two vaulted chambers. 

In the Umayyad period, in the time of Bishop Theophane, the church's 
mosaic floor was renovated, juxtaposing the new ani conic decorative program 
with the remains of the early mosaic. The new mosaic includes two Greek 
inscriptions, noteworthy for the elegance and precision of the theological 
titles employed to express the divine maternity of the Virgin Mary and the 
universal kingship of Christ whom she generated, described as Only Son of 
the Only God. This usage should be seen in the historical context of the 
Christian-Muslim polemic of the Umayyad epoch. Although the date ap
pears in the dedicatory inscription, scholars have not yet assessed the exact 
reading of the year: "in the month of February of the year ?74, the fifth 
indiction." According to C. Clermont-Ganneau, the first number should 
be "9" (974) and this year corresponds to 662 CE. 

THECHURCHOFTHEPROPHETELIAS.TheChurchoftheProphetElias 
and its crypt were identified in 1897 by Manfredi. A more accurate plan of the 
monument was provided by Sejourne and Vincent in the same year. The 
edifice was built opposite the Church of the Virgin Mary, on the south side 
of the cardo--possibly as a single ecclesiastical project, at the time of Bishop 
Sergi us and Bishop Leontius. In the upper church, which was badly damaged, 
two theologically rich Greek inscriptions were copied. They synthesize the 
figure of the prophet Elias. In the dedicatory inscription his zeal, which 
brought the people of Israel back to the true faith, and his end (2 Kg. 
17, 2:11 ff.) are recalled. The central inscription is an invocation directly 
addressed to the prophet, remembering his power of intercession with God 
with respect to rain (2 Kg. 17: 10-15). The invocation asks the same watchful 
and powerful protection for the benefactors and for the city-which, lacking 
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a permanent spring, had to depend on "water" from heaven for its survival. 
The church planned by Bishop Sergi us, who had already collected funds for 
this purpose, was completed during the time of Bishop Leontios, in 608. 

A double stairway on the sides of the presbytery gave access to a vaulted 
crypt. In the dedicatory inscription of the mosaic floor it is called the Holy 
Elianus, and it occupies the area beneath the presbytery. It was built in the 
time of Bishop Sergius, in the year 595-596. Structurally, it had the same 
function as the vaulted chambers beneath the Church of the Virgin-that is, 
to raise the eastern part of the church to the same level. The crypt received light 
from a window in the apse. A step separates the area of the apse, which has two 
small niches in its side walls, from the central nave. 
THE CHURCH OF THE MEDEBA MAP. The basilica near the city's north 
gate had already been identified before the mosaic map was discovered and 
made known. In the 1880s, the area had been chosen by the Greek Orthodox 
community as the site of a chapel and a house for a priest, with a cemetery to 
the east, as a plan drawn by Schumacher, dated October 1891, attests. In 1892, 
Sejourne again surveyed the plan of the ancient edifice, and Bliss drew it in 
1895. The new church was built in 1896, thus uncovering the left-hand sec
tions of the mosaic floor. It is apparent that the present-day church was built 
on the foundations of the ancient three-nave church. The foundations were 
visible at ground level, and square pillars were raised on the bases of the 
ancient columns. Only later was the interior excavated in order to lay the 
new pavement. This North Church, like the other churches at Medeba, was a 
monoapsidal basilica with two side sacristies on the east, divided into three 
naves by a double row of four columns. Its raised presbytery was closed off 
by a chancel screen on the line of the first row of columns. The church had a 
narthex on the facade and an auxiliary room with mosaics at its southwest 
corner. 

The first two fragments of the map on the northern wall were seen and 
copied by Brother Z. Biever, the Latin parish priest at Medeba, before 1890. 
The two toponyms belonging to Sarepta and to the tribe ofZebulun were later 
published by Germer-Durand in 1890 without understanding their meaning. 
The main left-hand parts of the map were seen by the deacon Cleopas Ki
kilidis in 1896, while workers were laying the floor tiles of the new church. The 
deacon took some notes and made a sketch of the map, which was published 
in Jerusalem in March 1897 by the Franciscan Printing Press. The news of the 
discovery spread rapidly. The patriarch, Gerasimus, sent the surveyor of the 

Medeba map mosaic (left portion). 
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Patriarchate, G. Arvanitaki, to Medeba to make a more precise copy of the 
map. At the same time, he authorized Lagrange and Vincent to study the new 
document in situ and Germer-Durand to photograph it. A noteworthy con
tribution to the map's documentation was achieved by a color copy, executed 
from the original in 1902 by P. Palmer and H. Giithe and published in Leipzig 
in 1906. A furtherepigraphical updating was made possible in 1965, during 
the restoration of the map, with the addition of new toponyms. 

Archaeologically, the principal problem that arose from the study of the 
map was whether it was ever extended, and, consequently, what the original 
plan of the church was. Because no border is extant around the composition, 
either on the south or north, the plan of the edifice was inconclusive. Based on 
the evidence of the first explorers, it can now be stated that the mosaic oc
cupied the eastern part of the church, between the first and third rows of pillars 
in front of the presbytery, extending from the northern to the southern wall. 
The map's eastern margin can be fixed not far above the city ofXeraxmouba, 
due to the step of the chancel screen seen by the explorers near the first row of 
columns. The Palestinian coast could have been the western margin. Within 
these limits, the composition did not extend much farther than the present 
limits~l5.7 by 5.6 min width and height, respectively. 

The inscriptions on the map are in various sizes and colors~in black, red, 
and white. The larger captions, in red, indicate the territory of the biblical 
tribes. From a geographical point of view, the nearly 150 captions oflocalities 
refer mainly to Palestinian territory~from the region ofTyre and Sidon in the 
north to the Egyptian Delta in the south, and from the Mediterranean Sea to 
the desert. In addition, the physical characteristics of this area are rendered 
with a pictorial realism that makes them easily identifiable. Along the central 
axis, formed by the course of the Jordan River and the Dead Sea, the Trans
jordanian plateau extends eastward with its precipitous wadis; to the west are 
the mountains of Samaria and Judea, with the Shephelah distinct from the 
Coastal Plain. For the watercourses, sea, and mountains, the mosaicist added 
other easily comprehensible symbols: palm trees at the oasis of Jericho, 
Zoara, and the springs of the Jordan Valley; bushes along the course of 
the Jordan River; the Jordan's fording places with their characteristic fer
ries; the fish in the flowing water; and two boats on the Dead Sea. Most 

important, from a historical point of view, are the indications of certain 
localities~ the twelve stones inserted into the wall of the Church of Galga
la; Jacob's well at Shechem; the baptistery basin at Philip's spring near Beth
Zur; the terebinth tree, or oak, of Mamre; the pools of the hot springs of 
Callirhoe; and the isolated configuration of Kerak (Kir-Moab) as a fortified 
city on a mountain. The mosaic reaches its figurative high point in the vignette 
of Jerusalem, which, in a way, is the ideal center of the composition, even if it is 
not the exact physical center. The city, shown in a bird's-eye view, is repre
sented by its walls, gates, streets, and principal buildings, in part still identifi
able. The main street (cardo) begins in the north with a plaza just inside the 
walls. At the center of the plaza is a commemorative column. The road is 
dominated by the Constantinian complex of the Holy Sepulcher, in a projec
tion typical of these geographical representations, which allows the facade 
and the propylaeum to be seen. From the same plaza on the north, a second 
street begins; it runs south and, halfway along its course, crosses the street 
coming from the eastern gate. With the help of contemporary sources, several 
experts~immediately after the discovery of the map--tried to identify all of 
the surrounding buildings. The two great basilicas near the southern ex
tremity of the main street certainly merit consideration; they are identifiable 
as the Basilica of Holy Zion and the Justinian New Church of the Mother of 
God (Nea Theotokos). 

The map is oriented to the east, as are its cities, buildings, and accom
panying captions~which could be seen and read by worshipers entering the 
church and going toward the altar. In spite of the approximations, due to the 
cramped space, the intention to distribute the localities along the network of 
roads in the region is evident. Localities are indicated by vignettes and cap
tions. The vignettes indicate the importance of the locality. The plans of 
major cities like Jerusalem, Neapolis (Shechem), Ashkelon, Gaza, and Pe
lusium can easily be distinguished from the smaller cities~Kerak, Lod, 
Yavneh, Ashdod, and Eleutheropolis (only the plan)~and from even smal
ler cities of a certain importance~Jericho, Beth Zecharia, Bersabea~on 
down to indications, like a gate flanked by two towers or a church, to re
present a village or a sanctuary. 

From the viewpoint of historical geography, the source or sources that 

Medeba map mosaic (right portion). 



Plan of the church of the Medeba map. 
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inspired the mosaicist and provided the captions and toponyms and the 
cartographic elements may have been a single document. Cartographical
ly, as already mentioned, the localities are ordered along the scheme of a 
network of roads, an example of which is seen in the Tabula Peutingeriana. 
The map's elongated composition, which extends from north to south, comes 
from a similar document. This explains the addition of stations without 
vignettes, of localities with no direct biblical connection like the fourth 
and the ninth milestones; and finally, of vignettes without captions. This 
physical road map was adapted to the demands of biblical geography, prob
ably to accompany Eusebius' Onomasticon, a work on which most of the map 
legends are based. In some cases, the map shows a critical rereading of the 
Onomasticon, correcting the name or the locality of a biblical site, or adding 
new localities and details, such as a recently built church. The authorship of 
these critical revisions and additions is still unknown. Leaving to the mo
saicist the addition of details, which have the value of visual testimony from 
the epoch, the additional source for the mosaic may have been an updated 
map corrected with respect to the Onomasticon and redacted in the sixth 
century for pilgrims who were visiting the Holy Land. The preponderance 
in the Medeba map of churches and sanctuaries over civil edifices is certainly a 
good argument in favor of such a hypothesis. On an artistic level, the map 
should be seen in the context of the classical renaissance of the Justinian 
period, of which the mosaics of Medeba and its environs are witnesses. 

From the captions of the toponyms, and especially from the direct refer
ences to the twelve tribes, it is clear that the map is first and foremost a 
document of biblical geography. It includes the territory of the twelve tribes 
according to the Bible in such a way that it comprehends the confines of 
Canaan that were promised to Abraham. The addition of New Testament 
localities and the preeminence of Christian sanctuaries, churches, and of the 
basilica of the Holy Sepulcher in the heart of Jerusalem makes the map a 
rereading-Christian and actualized-of the history of salvation in its geo
graphical framework. When seen in this perspective, themapis a document of 
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the faith of the Christians who conceptualized it and executed it by using 
various geographical documents. 

Given its uniqueness, and lacking any other terms with which to confront 
it, theproblemofdatingcanonlyberesolved byexaminingthemapitself. The 
churches indicated at the Fountain of Jericho and at Betabara are mentioned 
for the first time by the pilgrim Theodosius in about 530 CE. Similarly, the 
Church of Gal gala, the Sanctuary of the Egyptian Martyrs near Ashkelon, 
the Church of St. Victor near Gaza, and the Tomb of Zacharias in the 
Shephelah are all mentioned for the first time by the anonymous pilgrim 
from Piacenza, Italy, in about 570 CE. Furthermore, if the building at the east 
side of the cardo in the city plan of the Holy City is in reality the Nea 
Theotokos, built by order of Emperor Justinian and dedicated on November 
20, 542, the map would have been executed after that year. Stylistic consid
erations within the mosaics of the Medeba school also point toward such a 
date. 
THE CHURCH OF THE APOSTLES. In 1902, the name and date of the 
Church of the Apostles ( 578 CE) was read by Manfredi in an inscription at the 
entrance to the central room of the three aligned rooms with mosaics he had 
found and partially excavated on the southern outskirts of the city. Although 
the eastern part of the church has since been destroyed, the body of the 
building is well preserved up to the chancel screen in the presbytery. It 
is a basilica (23.5 m long by 15.3 m wide) that is angled slightly to the 
east. There are three doors in its facade and a narthex (4.1 m wide) with 
mosaics. The perimeter wall of the church was surrounded by a bench about 
60 em wide. In the southeast corner of the main nave, a column drum 
(diameter, 1.35 m), probably the base of the pulpit, was found inserted 
in the mosaic floor. Two doors in the north wall connected the church with 
two chapels that have mosaics. 

The pavement of the Church of the Apostles preserves one of the most 
interesting works of the Medeba mosaicists. The decorative program rotates 
around the central medallion, with the personification of the Thalassa (the 
sea) represented as Thetis, a woman coming out of the waves amid jumping 
fish and sea monsters, with a rudder as a standard. The medallion (diameter, 
2.2 m) is superimposed on a grid that covers the nave and is created by 
repetition of pairs of long-tailed birds facing each other. The motif is en
livened by the insertion of flowers, fruit, and leaves. The carpet is enclosed in 
an animated acanthus border. Although the south side is not preserved, the 
other three sides are. The corner scrolls are decorated with foliate masks with 
wide, open eyes and pronounced black eyebrows that continue down to the 

Church of the Apostles: the nave mosaic. 
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line of the nose. The acanthus scrolls, fifteen on the long side and seven on the 
two short sides, are decorated with animals. In the central scroll on each side, 
there is a boy intent on some game. On the west side, the scene is developed in 
two scrolls: the boy is standing on a rudimentary wagon with four wheels that 
is being drawn by a pair of birds. He has the reins in his left hand and a whip in 
his right, in a gesture inciting the birds to race. 
THE CHURCH OF EL-KHADIR. Among the five other churches identified in 
thetown,specialmentionshouldbemadeofthemosaicflooroftheChurchof 
el-Khadir, identified by Manfredi along the car do, west of the Church of the 
Prophet Elias. The basilica(l6.2 by 32.15m)isdividedinto three naves by two 
rows often columns. The presbytery extends into the nave as far as the third 
pair of columns. The bases and columns, as well as the capitals, are reused 
material from Roman buildings. The steps of the synthronon in the apse were 
also found in secondary use. There was a sacristy on each side of the apse. The 
one on the south side had a second room in front of it. 

The mosaic pavement of the apse in front of the synthronon was decorated 
with a semicircular panel enclosed in a guilloche. The panel includes two birds 
perched on a tree and a seminude man holding an axe in his hand. In the nave, 
the scrolls on the border were decorated with hunting scenes, most of which 
were destroyed by iconoclasts. Only a few were left intact: foliate masks in the 
corner scrolls and figures in two other scrolls-a stag and a young warrior. 
The youth wears a Phrygian cap and boots and is armed, standing with a 
shield decorated with a cross; a sword hangs at his side and his right arm is 
raised. The carpet in the main nave was divided into three panels. From an 
iconographical perspective, its novelty is the figurative decoration in the 
western panel. Scenes of hunting, fowling, and herding inspired by the ar
rangements common in the classical period-with elephants, zebras, bears, 
camels, lions, and leopards-are set along four superimposed registers com
prised of trees filled with fruit. 
SECULAR BUILDINGS AT MEDEBA. In the course of the 1985 excavations 
north ofthe church of el-Khadir, along the Roman car do, a large section of a 
private house was found that Metaxakis believed to be the remains of a 
church. The mosaic, of which the archimandrite has seen only the southeast 
corner, decorated a hall in a mansion from the Byzantine period. The house 
was covered with a thick, continuous layer of ash and charcoal. It was prob
ably burned and abandoned in the early seventh century CE. This patrician 
house, "the burnt palace," had a paved central courtyard. Two doors, whose 
solid stone thresholds have survived, led to the hall with a mosaic and to a 
small auxiliary room to the south that had a mosaic executed with large white 
tesserae. 

The main hall withmosaic(7.3 by9.5 m)constituted thecentralareaofthe 
residence on the eastern side of the courtyard. As the residence burned, its 
double wooden door fell inward, damaging the mosaic floor. The door's two 
bronze knockers, with a leonine pro tome, were recovered together with other 
metal objects. The decorative program of the hall's mosaic floor, partially 
destroyed when a modern house was constructed on the north, is based on 
known motifs. At the entrance the mosaic depicts a pair of sandals in a crown. 
Trees, flowers, birds, fish, and animals fill the grid of the border frame. The 
carpet is divided into six rows off our acanthus scrolls decorated with pastoral 
and hunting scenes. 

In the courtyard a bronze tripod of the "panther type" was recovered, so 
called because ofthe panther's head decorating its central leg. The feet of the 
legs are modeled into a small, crouched lion; the top is decorated with three 
small busts of Bacchae or the young Dionysus. 

The hall in the burnt palace is a parallel, in dimensions and decoration, to 
the Hippolytus hall found under the Church of the Virgin. However, other 
secular buildings have been found in Medeba. Manfredi reported that the 
Bacchic procession, which decorated the quadrangular room on which the 
home of a Christian Bedouin in Medeba was built, was one of the first mosaic 
floors to be found. The scene included at least three figures: Ariadne, 
Banchne, and Satiros, who were later reduced to the two figures that can 
be seen in situ in the Archaeological Museum at Medeba. Panels with geo
metric motifs framed the procession. In one of the side panels two rams and 
two peacocks are depicted in front of a high jar with a pedestal; two leafy vine 
branches flow out of it. 

In 1960, authorities opening a ring road discovered two rooms with mo
saics in the southwestern corner of the tell. The easternmost room was de
corated with a geometric grid; on the west was a room decorated with a 
classical motif. The scene, enclosed in a double-meander border, is arranged 
in three different registers. In the first register is a frontal view of two standing 
naked youths, with mantles draped over their shoulders and wearing boots. 
Labels identify them as Achilles and Patroclus. Patroclus, on the left, steadies 
himself with a lance he holds in his right hand; Achilles plays intently on a 
zither. To the right of Achilles is a young girl, whom the label identifies as a 
certainEUBRE( ... ). Sheholdsaflowerinherraisedrighthand, while she lifts 
the hem ofher long tunic with her left hand. Two Erotes place a wreath on her 
head. In the second, higher register, a Bacchic procession is depicted, in which 
a satyr playing a flute is still visible. He is followed by a figure in a long tunic. 

Next are the nude legs of a third figure. Between these two registers only the 
front paws of the panther which accompanies Dionysus survive. 

From the same sector of the city comes a mosaic panel with a naked youth 
wearing boots, who strangles a young lion. The club and the label ERA 
identify the scene as the young Hercules strangling the Nemean lion. 

Two other mosaics, now lost, with the same classical context were found in 
the northern quarter of the town and recorded by Sejourne and Metaxakis 
("the reclining woman" and a border motif of a larger composition). In the 
southern area, just outside the Archaeological Museum compound, another 
mosaic floor was found and removed; it can be identified as a decoration from 
a hall (the hall of the Seasons), like the Hippolytus hall. A medallion with a 
pair of sandals decorated the entrance. Animals and goblets are part of the 
acanthus scrolls on the border. Four busts of the Seasons, with elongated 
faces, large, almond-shaped eyes, and long hair bound on the forehead with a 
ribbon, decorate the corner scrolls. A grid of flowers with fruits, birds, fish, 
and leaves decorated the carpet. 
THE MEDEBA SCHOOL OF MOSAICS. The term "Medeba school of 
mosaics" refers to the several workshops of mosaicists working in the city 
and in the surrounding region. The Medeba artisans, many of whose names 
are known, produced numerous beautiful carpets from the fourth to eighth 
centuries CE: Soelos, Kaiomos, and Elias decorated the diaconicon-baptis
tery in the Memorial of Moses on Mount Nebo in 530; Naouma, Kiriacos, 
and Thoma decorated the Church of Saint George in the village of Nebo
Khirbetel-Mukhayyatin536; Salamanios' signature appears in the mosaic of 
the Church of the Apostles at Medeba, which was completed in 578; Staur
achios from Hesban, son of Zada, with his colleague Euremios, signed the 
upper mosaic in the presbytery in the Church of Saint Stephen at Umm er
Rasas-Kastron Mefaa in 756. The mosaicists, in their decorative programs, 
were inspired by cartoons, or pattern books, that came into their hands from 
the cultural centers in the empire, where the patterns had been developed in a 
long and slow evolutionary process from the originals created in the Helle
nistic period. Such patterns enjoyed a renewed appreciation in a classical 
renaissance that found its maximum expression and diffusion in Justinian's 
time. 

To this classical renaissance belong the agricultural, pastoral, and hunting 
scenes, Nilotic motifs, portraits of benefactors, personifications of the Earth 
with the young Carpophoroi, the Sea-Thetis-Abyssos, the Seasons, and the 
foliate masks of the mosaics of Medeba. The rivers of Paradise in the mar
tyrium in Saint Theodore's are an erudite reference to the classical world and 
to the Bible. Allegorical compositions are interpreted in a Christian sense 
with biblical citations-such as the allegory of sacrifice explained by Psalm 
50:21 and the allegory of the messianic kingdom ofEmmanuel, with a citation 
from the Prophet Isaiah (65:25b). Geographical and topographical motifs 
had a special place in the revival of classical art and culture. The most re
presentative examples of this renewed interest are the Medeba map, the church 
on the acropolis at Ma 'in, and the Church of Saint Stephen at Umm er-Rasas. 
In these works, the Hellenistic search for scientific truth in descriptions of 
regions, cities, and monuments expresses itself in the rediscovery or localiza
tion of a mythical memory of salvation that, for Christians, is realized by the 
biblical lands and cities. The most direct references to the classical world are 
the mythological scenes used to decorate secular houses in Medeba. 

On the whole, the mosaics from Medeba and the surrounding territory are 
original and homogeneous examples of an erudite popular art in the vast 
repertoire of floor mosaics from the Late Roman-Byzantine period. The 
mosaics from the Medeba school are a precious historical and artistic tes
timony for the sociocultural movement in the Byzantine Empire known as the 
Justinian renaissance. The themes and the development of their decorative 
motifs in sacred and secular buildings find a natural culmination in the 
mosaics of churches and palaces in the Umayyad period-the last works 
in an uninterrupted tradition of workmanship. 
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MICHELE PICCIRILLO 

MEGADIM, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXCAVATIONS 
Tel Mega dim lies on the Mediterranean coast some 2 km (1 mi.) north of' Atlit 
(map reference 1452.2366). The site was occupied, with long periods of 
abandonment, from the Early Bronze Age to the Byzantine period. Its prin
cipal remains were uncovered in the well-preserved Persian period town of 
stratum II. 

Three seasons of excavations were conducted on the mound between 1967 
and 1969 by M. Broshi, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities, the 
Israel Exploration Society, and Boston College. 
THE BRONZE AGE. The Early and Middle Bronze ages are known only 
through unstratified finds. The Early Bronze Age settlement was considerably 
larger than the later ones. Abundant material was found from the Early 
Bronze Age I (gray-burnished ware and hole-mouth jars) and Early Bronze 
Age II (platters and a seal impression). 

After a long period of abandonment, the site was reoccupied in the Middle 
Bronze Age II. The Late Bronze Age city, apparently also preceded by an 
interruption in occupation, had strong overseas commercial ties, as is in
dicated by the large amount of Cypriot pottery. 
THE PERSIAN PERIOD. Three strata from the Persian period were distin
guished: 
Stratum I. Stratum I, the top stratum, was apparently short-lived and was 
probably settled by squatters who added only a few poorly constructed walls 
to the deserted houses of stratum II. As it was close to the surface, this stratum 
suffered the most from exposure to the elements. 
Stratum II. Stratum II, the main stratum unearthed, belongs to a well-pre
served and well-planned town. It was rectangular in shape and had a street 
running parallel to the city wall. Of the town's fortifications, all of the western 
wall was excavated (170 m), along with part of the northern (1 00 m) and 
southern walls (20m). This ismainlyacasematewall, which is best preserved at 
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Bronze arrowheads, Persian period. 

the northern end of the western wall; eleven casemates were excavated in this 
section. They were neatly arranged: three large chambers, each flanked by two 
smaller chambers. The width of the casemates is 2. 7 m (6 Attic cubits?). The 
wall was built of both undressed or slightly dressed kurkar stones. (The closest 
parallel to this wall is the contemporary casemate wall at Tel Mevorakh, 21 km 
[14mi.] south of Tel Megadim.) The wall was not intended to defend the town 

Clay Astarte figurine, Persian period. 

against a massive military attack but to protect it against pirates-an ever
imminent danger for coastal towns in this period-and to be used as store
rooms, as is attested by the presence of storage jars. 

A street 90 m long and 2.4 to 3m wide was unearthed running parallel to the 
western wall; two insulae are west of it and two lanes run at right angles to it. 
The city gate was located in the south wall at the end of this street. The 

Storeroom with storage jars in situ, Persian period. 



Tel Megadim: Egyptian-style seal of Isis nursing Horus, Persian period. 

overlapping of the two lines of the western wall may indicate the existence of a 
postern-a narrow entrance that could be blocked easily at night or in time of 
emergency. 

This is one of the earliest of the country's rectangular towns, laid out in the 
system that became popular in the Hellenistic period and onward and later 
known as a hippodamic (orthogonal) plan. In the beginning of the fourth 
century BCE, the town was destroyed and abandoned. The abruptness of its 
desertion may account for the great number of intact vessels left behind, and a 
rich assemblage of almost the entire corpus of Persian pottery types (used in 
the western part of the country)-from huge storage jars to the smallest 
juglets. Numerous vessels and sherds of Greek and Cypriot ware testify 
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to an intensive overseas trade. Other finds include small metal objects 
(bronze fibulae, iron arrowheads), coins, and terra-cotta figurines. 
Stratum III. Stratum III is represented by well-constructed walls, but no 
coherent plan could be distinguished here. The excavators could not differ
entiate between the earlier ceramic ware of stratum III and that of stratum II. 
Dating. Not enough material was found in stratum III to suggest the dates of 
its establishment and destruction. Stratum II flourished in the fifth century 
BCE. It seems to have come to an end sometime between 399 and 380 BCE, as a 
result of the invasions of the first two kings of the Twenty-ninth Egyptian 
Dynasty, Nepherites (399-393 BCE) and Achoris (393-380 BCE), or during 
the Persian reconquest of the country (380 BCE). Stratum I might have been 
destroyed at the time of the Sidonian rebellion (351-345 BCE) or, at the latest, 
during the campaign of Alexander the Great (332 BCE). 
THE ROMAN-BYZANTINE PERIOD. The site was not occupied in the 
Roman-Byzantine period, except for a large building that stood on the sum
mit of the mound. The building was only partially unearthed (over 300 sq m of 
floor area), but its size and the nature of its construction-the outer wall is 
2.15 m thick-indicate that it was a public edifice. It can probably be iden
tified with mutatio--a staging post, a horse-changing station, and possibly 
also a caravanserai, mentioned by the Bordeaux Pilgrim (c. 330 CE) as Mu
tatio Certha (I tin. Burdi g. 585, 2). This itinerary relates that the mutatio lies 8 
miles south ofSycaminos (Shiqmona) and that it marked the border between 
Syria-Phoenicia and Palestine. The distance from Shiqmona (12 km) agrees 
exactly with those 8 Roman miles, and the nature of the building (forexample, 
its large paved courts) also conforms with its identification as a staging post. 

It is interesting to note that the site had retained its old Semitic name. 
Certho is undoubtedly a transcription of Karta (xmp), "city" in the 
local dialects, a frequent component of Phoenician place names, as well 
as the name of two Levitical cities (Jos. 21:32, 21:34: Kartan of Naphtali 
and Karta of Zebulun). Neither can be identified with Tel Megadim; the 
former was in eastern Galilee and the latter is identified as Tabor in the 
parallel passage in 1 Chronicles 6. 

CCSL 175, 12(Wesseling 585, I; Geyer 19, 10); M. Broshi,IEJ17 (1967), 277-278; 18 (1968), 256-257; 19 
(1969), 248; id., RB76(1969),413-414; 77 (1970), 387-388;A. Biran, CNI19/3-4(1968),41-42; E. Stern, 
Material Culture, !9-20, 50, 237f., passim; Weippert 1988,268,699, 717; J. Yellin,IEJ39(1989), 217-227. 

MAGEN BROSH! 

MEGIDDO 
IDENTIFICATION 
The identification of biblical Megiddo with el-Lejjun, about 1 km (0.6 mi.) 
south of Tel Megiddo (Tell el-Mutesellim, map reference 1675.2212) was 
suggested as early as the fourteenth century by Estori ha-Parl).i and in the 
nineteenth century by E. Robinson. Tel Megiddo is one ofthemost important 
city mounds in Israel. It rises 40 to 60 m above the surrounding plain and 
covers an area of about 15 a. This area was enlarged in various periods by a 
lower city. The position of the mound at the point where Nal).al 'Iron (Wadi 
'Ara) enters the Jezreel Valley gave it strategic control in ancient times over the 
international Via Maris, which crossed from the Sharon Plain into the Valley 
ofJezreel by way of the 'Iron Valley. This position, astride the most important 
of the country's roads, made Megiddo the scene of major battles from earliest 
times through our own. 

HISTORY 
The excavations conducted on the mound have shown that, in the Early and 
Middle Bronze ages, Megiddo was already a fortified city of major impor
tance, despite the fact that it is not mentioned in historical sources until the 
fifteenth century BCE. At that time it appeared in inscriptions ofThutmose 
III. The annals of this pharaoh record that Megiddo led a confederation of 
rebel Canaanite cities that, together with Kadesh on the Orontes, attempted 
to overthrow Egyptian rule in Canaan and Syria. The Egyptian army and 
Canaanite chariotry fought the decisive battle of this rebellion at the Qinnah 
Brook (Wadi Lejjun), near Megiddo. This is the earliest military engagement 
whose details are preserved. After thoroughly routing the Canaanite force in 
the field, Pharaoh captured a rich booty, including 924 chariots. According to 
the Jebel Barkal stela, the siege of the city lasted seven months. During this 
time, the Egyptian army harvested the city's fields and took 207,300 kor of 
wheat (apart from what the soldiers kept for themselves). 

After his great victory, Thutmose turned Megiddo into the major Egyptian 
base in the Jezreel Valley. Evidence of its importance and military strength is 
found in three documents: In one of the Taanach letters, in which the king of 
Taanach was ordered to send men and tribute to Megiddo; in a description of 
Amenl).otep II's second campaign (c. 1430 BCE), which ended "in the vicinity 

ofMegiddo"; and in one of the el-Amarnaletters (EA 244), in which the king 
ofMegiddo asks Pharaoh to return to that city the Egyptian garrison that had 
been stationed there. 

Megiddo is mentioned in the city lists of Thutmose III and Seti l-in 
Thutmose's list of Canaanite emissaries (Leningrad Papyrus 1116-A). 
Among the el-Amarna letters are six sent by King Biridiya (an Indo-Aryan 
name) ofMegiddo to the Egyptian pharaoh. These letters show that Megiddo 
was one of the mightiest cities in the Jezreel Valley, and that its major rivals 
were Shechem and Acco. In one of his letters, Biridiya mentions that he 
brought corvee workers from Yapu (Japhia?) to plow the fields of Shunem 
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Aerial view of Megiddo, looking north, showing remains mainly from the Iron Age strata. 

(a city that, according to another letter, had been previously destroyed). In the 
Papyrus Anastasi I, dated to the reign ofRamses II, Megiddo is mentioned in 
a detailed description of the road from the city down to the Coastal Plain, 
following the course of the 'Iron Brook. 

During the period ofthe Judges, Megiddowas one of the major Canaanite 
cities in theJezreel Valley. It is mentioned in the Song ofDeborah: "The kings 
came, they fought; then fought the kings of Canaan, at Taanach, by the waters 
ofMegiddo" (Jg. 5:19; and cf. Jos. 12:21). It is also listed among theCa
naanite cities not conquered by the tribe of Manasseh (Jos. 17: 11-13; J g. 
1:27-28;andcf.l Chr. 7:29). HoworwhenMegiddofellintolsraelitehandsis 
not known, but it appears during the period of the United Monarchy, to
gether with Hazor and Gezer, among the Israelite cities fortified by Solomon 
(I Kg. 9: 15). It is also mentioned as one of the cities in Solomon's fifth 
administrative district (I Kg. 4: 12). 

Thereafter, there are few written references to Megiddo, butitisclearthat it 
continued to be one ofthe major northern cities. Pharaoh Shishak conquered 
it during his campaign against Israel in the fifth year of Rehoboam's reign 
(about 925 BCE), and it is mentioned in the story of the death of Ahaziah king 
of Judah, during Jehu's revolt (2 Kg. 9:27). In 733-732 BCE, Tiglath-pileser 
III, king of Assyria, conquered the northern part oflsrael and made Megiddo 
the capital of the Assyrian province of Magiddu. This province included the 
Jezreel Valley and the Galilee (the district "of the nations" in Isaiah 9: 1). The 
fact that Josiah's battle against Pharaoh Necho in 609 BCE was fought at 
Megiddo(2Kg. 23:29; 2Chr. 35:22)indicatesthat, atleastforashort time, the 
city was under Judean rule. This was in all likelihood the last period of 
prosperity in Megiddo's long history because, after Josiah's defeat, nothing 
more is heard of Megiddo. The strategic role of guarding the 'Iron Pass was 

assumed by Kefar 'Othnai, a small village that became the base of the Sixth 
Roman Legion after the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. The village became known as 
Legio (in Arabic: el-Lejjun). Megiddo's military importance and long history 
as an international battleground were aptly reflected in the Apocalypse of 
John (Rev. 16:12 ff.), in which Armageddon ('ApJ.to:yEi3rov, the Mount of 
Megiddo) is designated as the site where, at the end of days, all the kings of the 
world will fight the ultimate battle. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The excavations conducted at Megiddo were very large and extensive. From 
1903 to 1905, the mound was excavated by G. Schumacher on behalf of the 
German Society for Oriental Research. Schumacher dug a trench 20 to 25m 
widerunningnorth-southalongtheentirelengthofthemound.Inpartofthe 
trench he dug down to the Middle Bronze Age II occupation levels, reaching 
bedrock in a small section. In his reports, Schumacher described six building 
levels from the Middle Bronze Age II to the Iron Age. Two large buildings 
discovered in the trench, the Mittelburg and the Nordburg (Schumacher's 
terms), were both built during the Middle Bronze Age II and continued in use, 
with some repairs and additions, until the Late Bronze Age. Beneath these 
.buildings were two unique tombs with false-arch roofs that some scholars 
considered were tombs of the Megiddo royal dynasty in the Late Bronze Age. 
At the south end ofthe trench, Schumacher uncovered part of a large building 
dating to the Israelite period (Iron Age), which he called the Palast, or pa
lace-building 1723 of the Chicago expedition (see below). Schumacher also 
made several soundings in different parts of the mound and on the slopes 
along the city walls. The sections of walls that he excavated belonged mostly to 
the Israelite city, but some were earlier. Near the east end of the mound, 



Schumacher excavated a large Israelite building he thought was a sanctuary 
because of its stone pillars (identified by him as the stelae of a sanctuary). He 
called the building the Tempel burg. Similar stone pillars, however, have been 
found in ordinary houses from the Israelite period. A proto-Aeolic capital, 
reused as a building stone, was discovered in the wall of this building. It was the 
first such capital found in the country. The finds of the excavation were 
published by C. Watzinger in a separate volume. Especially noteworthy 
are two seals inscribed "(belonging) to Shema' servant of Jeroboam" and 
"(belonging) to Asaph," which were found in the ruins of the "palace," and a 
stone incense burner with painted decoration found in the upper (sixth) 
stratum at the south end of the trench. 

In 1925, excavations at Megiddo were renewed by the Oriental Institute of 
Chicago, on the initiative of J. H. Breasted, and continued untill939, under 
the successive direction of C. S. Fisher, P. L. 0. Guy, and G. Loud. The 
original goal of the expedition was to excavate the entire mound, removing 
stratum after stratum, from top to bottom. This ambitious project was carried 
out for the first four strata (Persian period to ninth century BCE). The finds 
from the four strata and from part of the excavation of the fifth stratum were 
published by R. Lamon and G. M. Shipton. 

During the final four years of the expedition, it became evident that the 
work could not be continued on such a grand scale, and the excavations were 
thereafter concentrated in two main areas: area AA in the north, in the vicinity 
of the city gate, where the excavators reached stratum XIII (Middle Bronze 
Age IIA), and area BB, in the east, the area of the temples, where bedrock was 
reached (stratum XX). The expedition reached stratum VI in two additional 
areas, area CC in the south (the area of Schumacher's Palast) and area DD in 
the northeast, situated between areas AA and BB. 

The outbreak of World War II put an unexpected end to the excavations. 
The results have appeared only in a "Catalogue Publication of floor plans and 
finds"-to quote Loud's definition. 

Because the east slope of the mound was to be used as a dump for the 
excavated earth, the expedition first undertook to clear and examine this area. 
Its investigation revealed many burial caves from different periods. They 
contained rich and varied finds that provided valuable additions to the dis
coveries made on the mound. The finds from the burial caves were published 
separately by Guy and R. M. Engberg. 

The east slope also yielded remains from seven levels from Early Bronze 
Age settlements (the excavators previously assumed that the earliest settle
ment level dated to the Chalco lithic period). These levels, called stages 1-VII, 
were published separately by Engberg. 

One of the most significant discoveries was the city's monumental water 
tunnel. It was fully excavated and made the subject of a separate study by 
R. Lamon. The excavators suggested that the tunnel had been dug in the 
twelfth century BCE. Later excavations by Y. Yadin showed that it was 
probably built in the Iron Age (see below). In another, separate study, H. G. 
May assembled the cult finds from the various levels. The magnificent hoard 
of ivories (see below) from the Late Bronze Age was published by Loud. 

In 1960, 1961, 1966, 1967, and 1971, an expedition headed by Y. Yadin 
excavated Megiddo on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. In the course of reexamining Iron Age strata VIA
III, this expedition was able to distinguish the buildings already uncovered in 
the previous excavations, such as the northern stable compound, the gate 
area, and the subterranean water system. Extensive excavations were also 
carried out in area B of the Yadin expedition, east of area DD and north 
of area BB of the Chicago expedition. A more limited probe was done near 
gallery 629, gate 2153, and a trench in the lower terrace of the mound. 

THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD TO THE END OF THE 
BRONZE AGE 
Although scattered potsherds indicated the existence of a Neolithic settle
ment on part of the mound, no structures were found that could be related to a 
settlement. 
STRATUM XX. A small cave discovered at the bottom of area BB contained 
only flint tools and bones, apparently from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic period. 
It is designated in the publication of the Chicago expedition as stratum XX. 
Only in area BB, on the east side of the mound (the area of the Bronze Age 
temples), did the excavators reach the earliest levels of habitation. The few 
remains of stratum XX buildings included segments of mud-brick walls of 
round and square dwellings, pits, and ovens. These structures apparently 
belong to different stages of the Chalcolithic period, and according to 
M. Dothan, the rounded (apsidal) houses are earlier than the square ones. 
STRATUM XIX. The earliest building of significant size was found in stratum 
XIX.It consisted of a row of three rooms, enclosed on the west and north by a 
wall approximately 3 m thick. A 30-m-long segment of this wall was exca
vated; except for walls of the three rooms attached to it on the east, no other 
walls were found against it. Although its width seems to indicate that it was a 
city wall, this is unlikely: it was not built at the edge of the mound, and it may 
well have just encircled the area to the east of it. The thick wall and the walls of 
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Buildings in the east of the mound, stages V and IV, EB I. 

the three rooms were built, with exceptional care, of mud brick on a founda
tion of a single stone course. 

The excavators' suggestion that the southernmost of the three rooms was a 
shrine seems very likely, not only because it was the site oflater temples, but 
also because of the room's shape and contents. It was a broad room (4 by 12 
m) with an entrance in the long east wall. Set against the west wall, directly 
opposite the entrance, was a rectangular platform of plastered mud brick
obviously an altar. At a later stage, another, larger altar was built over the 
earlier one, completely covering it. The early altar had a step on its south side, 
whereas the later altar was approached by a step on the east. In the middle of 
the room, four flat stones were placed at more or less regular intervals. These 
may have been the bases of pillars that supported the roof. Near the west wall 
were three similar stones, one of which was covered by the later altar. Their 
function is not clear. 

East of this building was a spacious courtyard more than 25 m long, with 
remains of paving that sloped sharply to the east. The excavators originally 
suggested that all the structures east of this courtyard were destroyed when the 
great wall of stratum XVIII was built. However, east of the stratum XVIII wall 
the remains of a row of rooms were found that may have belonged to stratum 
XIX (see below). Consequently, it would seem that the large courtyard was 
enclosed by rooms. The courtyard was paved with stone flags, some of which 
were laid over with additional slabs, evidently later repairs. Figures of men 
and beasts (mostly hunting scenes) and decorative patterns were incised on the 
slabs of the different layers. These stone drawings are among the earliest 
examples of local art found in Israel. 

Only a small portion of the ceramic finds from this stratum has been: 
published and it shows that the pottery from strata XIX-XVI is mixed. 
Stratum XIX apparently belongs to a late stage of the Early Bronze Age 
I. The distinct broadroom shrine is similar to the Chalcolithic sanctuary 
at En-Gedi and to the Early Bronze Age II buildings excavated at Arad. 
STRATA XVIII-XVI. The settlements in strata XVIII-XVI were dated to the 
Early Bronze Age II-III. The confusion in the publication of the pottery of 
these strata indicates that the excavators did not wholly succeed in establishing 
accurate and reliable stratigraphy for these lower levels. It is possible, there
fore, that many of the walls and other architectural remains were also in
correctly ascribed to their various strata. For this reason, these three strata 
remain somewhat unclear, and their plans are considered to be only the 
excavators' suggested reconstructions. 

The major innovation in these strata was the great city wall, which was the 
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Section BB: (foreground) city wall from stratum XVIII. 

largest and strongest wall ever built on the mound. The stone foundations 
were preserved to a height of more than 4 m, and it can be assumed that they 
supported upper courses of sun-dried bricks that have not survived. The wall 
was built in separate lengthwise sections, between which spaces of from 5 to 10 
em were left (breaks or joints). Its overall width (perhaps at its second stage) 
was approximately 8 m and was made up oftwo separate sections of some 4 m 
each. The excavators were ofthe opinion that the wall was originally only 4 to 5 
m wide, and that a row of contiguous rooms was built against its exterior.At 
some time during the settlement of stratum XVIII these rooms were de
stroyed, and an additional wall 3 to 4 m thick was built on their ruins. The 
excavators, however, indicated this addition only on the plans of strata XVII 
and XVI "solely for convenience and clarity of presentation." 

On the basis of this row of rooms built outside the wall, K. M. Kenyon 
concluded that it was not an additional section of wall that was built over the 
rooms but a retaining wall, to level the sloping area. This seems doubtful, 
however, because retaining walls are not usually so thick. It is more likely, as 
was stated above, that these rooms were incorrectly ascribed to stratum XVIII 
and actually belong to stratum XIX. The assumption that these stratum XIX 
rooms were cut into or covered by the stratum XVIII wall would also explain 
the irregular shapes of the rooms, which are not parallel to the line of the wall 
(especially room 4057). It would then seem that the original wall was 8 m 

Bronze spearhead, stratum XVIII, EB II. 

thick, and that the "joints" are simply stages in the original building process. 
A mud-brick wall of equal thickness and dating to about the same period 
discovered at Beth Yera}J. was also constructed in lengthwise sections with thin 
joints between them. The houses abutting the wall on the outside led the 
excavators to assume that this was a citadel wall rather than a city wall. The 
west turn of the wall strengthens this assumption, but a citadel wall would not 
be expected to have houses leaning against it on the outside. It is more difficult 
to fix the other architectural remains from the Early Bronze Age in a correct 
stratigraphic order. The plan of this level is fragmentary because no stratum 
XVIII building was excavated in its entirety. Awall3.5 m thick was uncovered 
in the area ofthe stratum XIX shrine. The thickness of the wall suggested that 
it was part of a public edifice, probably a temple (on the basis of the tradition 
of temples built on this site throughout the Bronze Age). The other walls 
excavated do not fit into a coherent plan. According to Kenyon, these walls 
belong to different stages of a continuous settlement, dating from the end of 
the Early Bronze Age I to the beginning of the Early Bronze Age III. It seems 
that most of stratum XVIII belongs to the Early Bronze Age II. 

Strata XVII~XVI are almost identical in plan. The excavators pointed out 
that stratum XVI is a clear continuation of stratum XVII, with minor ar
chitectural changes and the addition of some floors. Kenyon has shown that 
the plans of most of the buildings in the two strata are similar. The large 
eastern building (3177) retained the same floor plan in both strata. The 
stratum XVII plan represents the wall foundations of the stratum XVI build
ings. The open drainage ditch, which in stratum XVII ran along the surface of 
courtyard 4002, is the subterranean drainpipe laid beneath the paving of the 
same courtyard in stratum XVI. Only in the very center of the area (especially 
around locus 4037) are discrepancies found between the plans ofthe buildings 
in the two strata; Kenyon suggested that the buildings ascribed to stratum 
XVI actually belong to stratum XV. 

The city wall of stratum XVIII continued to exist without alterations (in 
contrast to Kenyon's view). The major architectural innovation in stratum 
XVII was the large round altar (more than 8 min diameter and 1.4 m high) 
erected in the middle of the area near the early shrine. Kenyon is probably 
correct in assuming that the altar of stratum XVII served as the foundation of 
an identical stratum XVI altar. Built of small rubble stones ( cf. Ex. 20:25), the 
altar is ascended by a flight of steps on the east. It is surrounded by a temenos 
wall, and the entire area inside the wall was found strewn with a great many 
potsherds and animal bones-the remains of sacrifices. 

The altar was builtin thevicinityofthe "temple courtyard" of stratum XIX 
and close to the site of the later temples. It can therefore be assumed that in 
strata XVII and XVI the altar also stood near a temple that has not yet been 
uncovered. West of the round altar were remains of rooms along the two sides 
of a long narrow lane running east~west. In contrast to the earlier strata, which 
slope down to the east, following thenaturalcontourofthemound, the area in 
the later stratum was filled in and leveled so that the round altar is raised above 
its surroundings. 

Between the altar and the city wall stood a large building (3177), whose 
function is not clear. The building consists oflarge halls and spacious court
yards, most of them paved with pebbles-one ofthehallmarks of this stratum. 
In one of the rooms (no. 5) was a pit and near it a round stone base similar in 
workmanship to the bases found in the later temples. A paved street, 2 to 3m 
wide, ran between this building and the wall. The level of the street had been 
raised several times. Because in some spots the street extended up to and over 
the edge of the city wall, the excavators concluded that it had covered most of 
the wall, which consequently was only a retaining wall. This, however, is an 
unlikely assumption considering the wall's thickness. It is more probable that 
the wall's foundations were slightly wider than its upper course, and that the 
paving stones of the street came up to it, covering only the part of the founda
tions that projected below ground level. 

The appearance of some Khirbet Kerak ware suggests that strata XVII and 
XVI should be dated to the Early Bronze Age III. 
STRATUM XV. Stratum XV is basically different in plan from the earlier 
strata. Only the round altar continued in use unchanged, although its level 
may have been raised somewhat. This indicates that the city of stratum XVI 
suffered total destruction and was rebuilt, although a certain continuity is 
found in the central cult area. The excavators dated this level to the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA. Kenyon placed it somewhat earlier, in the Middle Bronze 
Age I. However, a study ofthe small finds and of the ceramic remains indicates 
that this level, too, belonged to the Early Bronze Age III. 

Three new temples were erected in the vicinity of the round altar: temple 
4040, north of the altar, and temples 5192 and 5269, to the west. All three had 
similar plans-a broadroom, entered through a porch in front of the north 
side of the hall, which was formed by a 5-m-long extension of its east and west 
walls. This type of structure recalls the Aegean megaron, except for the 
broadroom hall. The excavators cite examples of similar structures, mainly 
from the Early Bronze Age, and point out that the close proximity of the three 
Megiddo temples is reminiscent of the megaron buildings of Troy II. The 
interior plan of the three temples was almost identical. Opposite the entrance, 
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General view of area BB, looking southwest; (foreground) temple 4040 with the high place in back; (behind and to the right) temple 5192. 

in the center of the south wall, stood a square altar. Steps leading up to the 
altar from the east were preserved in temple 4040. In the middle of each hall 
two round, well-cut stone bases were found of columns that had supported the 
roof. Two other column bases at the north edge of the porch were aligned with 
the ends of the two wall extensions. The altar, floors, and walls of the porch 
and main room were covered with fine lime plaster. 

The two western temples were approximately equal in size (5269: 13.75 by 
8.9m; 5192: 13.6 by 8.9m)and were built adjacent to one another. South and 
east of these temples were the remains of a strong wall that must have enclosed 
the temples at least on these sides. Temple 4040 was slightly larger (13. 7 by 9.6 
m) and built on a different alignment. The round altar was enclosed with anew 
temenos wall that extended up to temple 4040. 

The pottery from stratum XV, as presented in the publication, shows a 
mixture of Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age I-II ware. Kenyon, who 
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Area BB: plan of the temples and high place, stratum XV. 

examined the pottery and the relationship between the three temples, sug
gested the following: 

1. Ifthe east wall of temple 5192 is extended to the end of the floor preserved 
in the porch, it will meet the west wall of temple 4040. It must be assumed that 
the two western temples were built before temple 4040, and that the latter was 
erected when the western ones already lay in ruins. 

2. Most of the pottery ascribed to stratum XV dates to the Middle Bronze 
Age I and II, but the Middle Bronze Age II pottery was found mainly in 
tombs. The most common form of burial in the Middle Bronze Age II was in 
graves dug beneath the floors of houses inside the city, and consequently the 
excavators found many tombs on the mound itself. Unfortunately, the levels 
at which these tombs were encountered and excavated were not always ac
curately recorded, and in many cases a tomb find was erroneously ascribed to 
the earlier stratum, into which the tomb had been dug. For this reason it is 
impossible to utilize the rich finds from these tombs in determining chro
nology. It can, however, be concluded that most of the ceramic finds from 
stratum XV date to the Middle Bronze Age I, and that the three temples were 
built at different stages during this period. 

3. In the rebuilt (stratum XIV) north wall of temple 4040 a fenestrated 
bronze axhead was found. This weapon, which is characteristic of the Middle 
Bronze Age I to the beginning of Middle Bronze Age IIA, dates the late phase 
of temple 4040 to that period. 

4. A section of a wall and a pavement (locus 4009) were found above the 
round altar and were attributed by the excavators to stratum XIIIB. The wall 
and floor are obviously later than the altar, and judging from their very close 
proximity to temple 4040, it seems that they were built after the destruction of 
that temple. Because all the published pottery from locus 4009 belongs to the 
Middle Bronze Age I, temple 4040 and the round altar must have lain in ruins 
before that time. 

In an attempt to resolve the stratigraphical problems of this area and to 
establish the relationship between the three temples and the altar, I. Du
nayevsky conducted several soundings in the area. He uncovered several 
points of contact between the walls of the three buildings. It was found 
that the wall of a side room attached to temple 4040 (a wall not shown 
in the Chicago expedition's publication) ran beneath the eastern wall of 
temple 5192. This proved that, contrary to Kenyon's assumption, temple 
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4040 was built prior to the two western temples. It also became evident that the 
temenos wall surrounding the round altar joined the south wall of temple 
4040, proving that the temple and altar must have existed at the same time. 

Once the relative stratigraphy of the three temples and the altar had been 
determined, the chronology of the structures could be reconsidered. It now 
appears that the temples do not date to the Middle Bronze Age I, but rather to 
the Early Bronze Age III (note also the similarity of the stone bases found in 
stratum XVI). 

Building 3177 of strata XVII-XVI was apparently not in existence in 
stratum XV. In its place a new structure, 3160, was erected, part of which 
was excavated in area BB. The most outstanding feature of this new building 
were two wide stairways ascending from the west. The excavators assumed
probably correctly-that these stairs were used during festivals and rituals 
and led to the sacred precinct (the area of the three temples and the round 
altar). They may have belonged to an east gate, whose existence can be 
surmised from the architectural remains in the various strata. A 5-m-thick 
wall apparently served as a retaining wall for the sacred area, between it and 
building 3160. The processional way probably ran alongside it. The earlier 
massive wall seems to have continued in use, although the excavators do not 
include it in the plan of stratum XV. 
STRATUM XIV. Small and poorly constructed buildings are characteristic of 
stratum XIV. In the opinion of the excavators, the level includes at least two 
separate building levels; however, because of the extremely poor state of the 
remains, it was possible to distinguish between them only where one wall was 
constructed directly above another. Most of the pottery published from this 
level dates to the Middle Bronze Age II, but because it comes from tombs, its 
attribution to this stratum is questionable. The remainder of the pottery is 
Middle Bronze Age I, with a few pieces typical of the beginning of the Middle 
Bronze Age IIA (for example, a cooking pot with rope decoration and par
tially pierced holes). Most of the architectural remains from this stratum 
therefore probably belong to the end of the Middle Bronze Age I, and a 
few may belong to the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age IIA. 

The small buildings in stratum XIV were erected on top of the western 
temples and in the area of the eastern building (3160). The only outstanding 
piece of architecture was a large wall in squares N-0/14. Kenyon seems to 
have been correct in assuming that this wall actually belongs to stratum XV 

and is a part of building 3160. The massive city wall in the Early Bronze Age 
levels also went out of use. Above it the remains of weak fortifications were 
found. As already mentioned, the validity of the excavators' opinion that the 
round altar continued to exist in stratum XIV seems dubious. Instead of the 
altar, locus 4009, ascribed to stratum XIIB, which is dated to the Middle 
Bronze Age I, should be added to the plan. 

The only traces of any continuity are found in temple 4040, although 
almost nothing remained of its original plan. In its center was a small, irreg
ularlyshaped room ( 4 by 5.5 m). The space between this room and the walls of 
the original temple was filled with rubble. The southern wall of the room 
opened onto a raised niche, for which the original altar served as a founda
tion. Near the middle of the room stood a large stone (c. 1. 7 5 by 1.25 m) with a 
small depression resembling a cup mark in the center. Only two ceramic finds 
from this room have been published: a typical Middle Bronze Age II krater 
and the high, decorated base of a chalice or censer. The fenestrated axhead 
mentioned above places this later reconstruction oftemple 4040 in the Middle 
Bronze Age I or at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age IIA. The sacred 
precinct retained its tradition of sanctity from the Early Bronze Age to the 
Middle Bronze Age, although the plans of the later temples were entirely 
different from the earlier ones. 
STRATUM XIII. Two phases of construction were distinguished in stratum 
XIII, subdivided into XIIIB and XIIIA. This stratum was also reached in area 
AA, the site of the city's gates on the north side of the mound. From this 
period onward the information from area BB is supplemented by finds from 
area AA. 
Area BB. The buildings in stratum XIII in area BB are of much better con
struction than those in the preceding stratum, although what is known of their 
plans is only fragmentary. A group of rooms and other structures uncovered 
in the western part of the area were surrounded by narrow lanes on the north, 
south, and west. Similar structures were discovered at the eastern end of the 
area. Beyond these a new city wall was built, slightly to the west of the Early 
Bronze Age wall. The new wall was mud brick on stone foundations, with 
offsets at regular intervals. A row of rooms opened onto a paved lane that ran 
parallel to the wall. On the plans of strata XIII-IX, the sacred precinct is 
shown as empty of all architectural remains. (Only in stratum VIII does a new 
temple appear on this traditionally holy site.) Scattered fragments of floors 

General view of area BB, looking south: the high place and the temples surrounding it. 



Megiddo city wall from stratum XII, 
looking southwest. 

and pavements are found in the area 
from strata XIII-IX. In strata XII and 
IX, stelae were found standing in the 
area, and in strata XII and XI, bronze 
statuettes were discovered on some of ' 
the pavements. In Dunayevsky's opi
nion, these are all the remains of a 
bamah (high place) that was raised gra
dually from stratum to stratum, much 
like the bamah beside the temple at 
Nahariya. It is also possible that a 
temple was built somewhere in the vi
cinity of the bamah. This would ex
plain the phenomenon of the persis
tence of the sanctity of the area-the 
site of sacred buildings-in the long 
period from strata XIII-IX, during 
which no temples were built there. 
However, it has also been suggested · 
that the stratum VIII temple was foun
ded in an earlier stratum (see below). 
Area AA. In area AA a section of a wall 
1. 8 m thick, similar to the wall found in 
area BB, was discovered together with 
the earliest city gate found at Megiddo. 
It was tentatively attributed to stratum 
XIII. Like the wall, the gate was built of 
mud brick on a stone foundation. It 
was a pedestrian gate, consisting of 
two narrow entrances set at right an
gles; the gate was defended by two 
towers that projected from either face 
of the wall. A stairwell leading to an 
upper story was found intact within 
the inner tower. From the outside, the 
gate was approached from a flight of 
steps. The steps were built against the 
3-m-thick outer wall, which was 
strengthened by a glacis. East of the gate, a drainage channel ran beneath 
the wall in the direction of the steps. 

The lower half of an inscribed Egyptian statuette and two Egyptian stelae 
found in the temple platform of stratum VII belong, in all likelihood, to 
stratum XIII. The inscription on the statuette mentions the name of Thut
Q.otep, who, according to J. Wilson, should be identified with a high official 
under Senwosret III (mid-nineteenth century BCE), whose grave was dis
covered in Egypt. ThutQ.otep's tomb inscription contains a title that may 
identify him as the governor of Egyptian holdings in Asia. It is therefore 
assumed that Canaan was under Egyptian rule at that time and that the 
seat of the local governor was at Megiddo. 
STRATUM XII. Strata XII-X date to the Middle Bronze Age liB (eighteenth 
to mid-sixteenth centuries BCE). The plans of these strata differ wholly from 
that of stratum XIII. From strata XII-VIlA (twelfth century BCE), however, 
there is continuity in the general architectural design of the major buildings 
and other structures (especially from stratum XI). This indicates that, during 
this long period, no serious changes or interruptions troubled the settlement 
at Megiddo. 

Only the city wall in stratum XIII continued in use in stratum XII, but its 
thickness was doubled by a skillfully built addition. The broadening and 
mooring of the wall toward the slope in this and the next stratum may 
be due to the construction of a rampart and glacis typical of the Middle 
Bronze Age II. The doubling of the wall was evident in both areas AA and 
BB. Also found in both these areas was a street running parallel to the wall, 
about 12.5 m from it. A row of houses built against the wall was entered from 
the street side. In area AA, a row of three houses was completely excavated. 
They were all built on a similar plan: a central courtyard enclosed by rooms. 
The westernmost house contained ten rooms and had a cistern in the middle of 
the courtyard. 

In area BB, large and spacious buildings were uncovered that were clearly 
public and connected with the sacred area. At the western end of this area 
Schumacher had partly excavated one building that had thick walls. Anum
ber oflarge stone slabs of different sizes, all placed upright at the same level, 
were found near the site of the ancient altar. The excavators seem to be correct 
in suggesting that these stones were connected with the ritual of the sacred 
precinct and are similarto stelae. These "stelae", the remains of the floors, and 
the temenos wall, all found in the vicinity of the sacred precinct, are strong 
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support that this was the site of a high place and that the large structures 
discovered nearby were temples or other buildings connected in some way 
with the sacred area. 
STRATUM XI. Stratum XI is almost identical to the preceding one, with the 
exception of a stonewall discovered in area AA. The stone foundations of this 
wall were excavated. The wall, more than 1.5 m thick, had a row of insets, each 
I. 5 m long, on its inner face. A glacis was backed up against the outside line of 
the stone wall, about 0.5 m above the top of its surviving stone foundations. 
This construction, which indicates that the glacis was then the primary de
fense system, is typical of Middle Bronze Age II fortifications. The narrow 
stone wall merely served as a support, or revetment, for the superstructure of 
earth, the terre pisee, piled on the stone foundations with the aid ofthe insets. 
The open space between the houses and the wall may have been part of this 
rampart. The wall apparently continued in use until the end of the Bronze 
Age, even though it is not shown in the plans of the later strata. 
STRATUM X. In stratum X, the first of a series of palaces appears near the gate 
in area AA. The building stood at the east end of a row of residential houses 
near the gate. Its size and the strength of its walls are outstanding. The palace 
was enlarged in stratum IX, reached its greatest extent in stratum VIII, and was 
reduced in size in strata VIIB-VIIA. The identification of this building as a 
palace is proved beyond question by the rich hoards of jewelry and carved 
ivories found there in strata VIII and VIlA. It is similar in its basic plan to the 
other private residences-a large inner courtyard surrounded in the rna jori ty 
of cases by rooms on all sides-and it remained unchanged throughout its 
existence. 

The great city gate seems also to have been built in this stratum. It appears 
on the plans only from stratum IX, but the excavators suggest that it origi
nated in stratum X. The gate is of the type in use from the Middle Bronze Age 
II to the end of the Late Bronze Age. It consisted of a straight passageway and 
three sets of piers that project from the inner walls of the gate and reduce the 
width of the passageway to 3 m (still leaving ample space for chariots) and 
form two guard chambers within the passageway proper. The entire structure 
covered an area of approximately II by 18 m. The walls were built of rough 
stone and rubble, faced on the outside with courses of carefully hewn stone 
blocks, smoothed and tightly fitted. Between the fourth and the fifth courses 
of stone blocks remains of carbonized wooden beams where found that had 
reinforced and bound the courses. 
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Impression of a cylinder seal found in an LB I tomb. 

STRATUM IX. Stratum IX dates from the second half of the sixteenth century 
to the first half of the fifteenth century BCE (the beginning of the Late Bronze 
Age). The palace in area AA shows clear signs of renovation.lt was enlarged, 
and a thick wall was added on the north and east. The remains of several 
superimposed floors, separated from one another by 30 em of dirt and rubble, 
were found in the center of the sacred area in area BB. According to the 
excavators, some of these floors may belong to earlier strata. In the middle 
of the floors was a group of flat stone slabs with rounded ends (plano-convex 
slabs, in the terminology of the excavators) that clearly resemble the stelae in 
stratum XII. The residential quarter in the eastern end did not undergo any 
important changes in this stratum. One of the buildings, consisting of a central 
courtyard surrounded by rooms on all four sides, was completely preserved. It 
was bounded by narrow streets on three sides. Bichromeware, which appears 

Area AA: plan of the palace and city gate from stratum VIII, 
15th-14th centuries BCE. 
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at Megiddo for the first time in stratum X, is found in quantity only in stratum 
IX. 
STRATUM VIII. Stratum VIII follows immediately upon the destruction of 
stratum IX (probably at the hands ofThutmose III) and dates from the second 
half of the fifteenth century to the first half of the fourteenth century BCE (the 
Amarna Age). Despite Thutmose's conquest and destruction of the previous 

LB city gate in area AA. 
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Area AA: general view of the palace in stratum VIII, looking northwest. 

stratum, no signs of decline are evident in stratum VIII. In fact, this is one of 
the periods of Canaanite Megiddo's greatest material wealth. 

The palace was greatly enlarged (to 50 min length) and was enclosed by a 
wal12 m thick. Rooms of different sizes surrounded the spacious, lime-plas
tered central courtyard. The two western halls are joined by a wide gate, which 
was supported by two basalt pillars. East of the halls was a room that was 
paved with seashells and had a square basin in its center. In the excavators' 
opinion, this room served as an ablution chamber, which continued in use 
during stratum VIIB, as well. A rich treasure, including ivory plaques, gold 
vessels, jewelry, and gold and lapis lazuli beads, was found in the palace. This 
treasure, which was hidden beneath the floor of one ofthe smaller rooms atthe 
north end of the palace (room 3100), is a clear indication of the great wealth of 
the kings ofMegiddo in the Amarna Age. The fragment of an Akkadian clay 
tablet found in the vicinity of the gate, at the foot of the Chicago expedition's 
camp, probably belongs to stratum VIII. A passage from the Gilgamesh epic 
is inscribed on the tablet. It is the first inscription of this type found in Israel, 
and it is striking evidence of the many and varied cultural influences exerted 
on Megiddo in this era. 

The fortified sanctuary in area BB, built on the site ofthe earlier altars, first 
appears in the plan of stratum VIII, but its construction may be earlier. This 
building consisted of a single large room (9.6 by 11.5 m) with its entrance 
facing north. A niche was cut in the south wall, directly opposite the doorway, 
that was flanked by towers on both sides. A column base found between the 
two towers in stratum VIIB suggests that there was a similar row of columns 
between the towers of the stratum VIII sanctuary. The walls of the sanctuary 
are 3 m or more thick-an indication that the building had more than one 
story. The tower to the east of the entrance apparently served as a staircase. 

Ivory handle from stratum VIII. 

This structure is a special type of fortified temple. It is similar to the temple 
found at Shechem, which E. Sellin dated to the fourteenth century BCE and 
G. E. Wright to the Middle Bronze Age II. Wright has accordingly suggested 
that the fortified sanctuary at Megiddo was first built in stratum X, but 
according to C. Epstein it was built in stratum XII. The remains of floors 
in the sacred precinct of stratum IX could thus be foundations for the sanc
tuary, and the stelae could be related to an earlier stratum. This, however, is 
difficult to prove using the Chicago expedition's reports. 

Fragment of a tablet containing a passage from the Gilgamesh epic, 
15th century BCE. 
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Ivory handle depicting a ruler seated on a throne and receiving a victory procession after battle, LB I!, 

Decorated jug from tomb 912D, LB I!,· (top) detail of decoration. 

The group of houses east of the sanctuary underwent no noticeable 
changes in stratum VIII. Several buildings were found with the typical central 
courtyard surrounded by rooms. 
STRATUM VIIB. Stratum VIIB marks Megiddo's last great period of rna-
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terial wealth in the Bronze Age. The city did not undergo any important 
architectural changes. The palace is somewhat smaller, and its massive walls 
have disappeared. The central courtyard and the ablution chamber with the 
seashell floor of stratum VIII remained in use. Room 3103 in the northwest 
corner of the palace was identified by the excavators as a household shrine 
because of the raised platform along its western wall. This, however, seems 
doubtful. 

The basic plan of the fortified sanctuary remained unchanged in stratum 
VIIB. In various places its walls were repaired with large ashlars, and the niche 
was replaced by a plastered altar 1.1 m high that extended the entire length of 
the south wall. A number of stone slabs and basins were found on the floor of 
the temple. Between the remains of the palaces in strata VIIB and VIlA was a 
thick layer of debris. 

YO HANAN AHARONI 

THEIRONAGE 
Stratum VIlA is the earliest level that can be ascribed to the Iron Age. The 
layer of debris and the clear signs of destruction separating the architectural 
remains ofVIIB and VIlA, especially in the palace, indicate that these were 
two separate strata of occupation. It seems, however, that the same or at least 
very similar inhabitants occupied both levels, because some of the VIIB 
public buildings (most notably the sanctuary) were reused in VIlA. 
STRATUM VIlA. The date of stratum VIlA was determined by cartouches of 
Ramses III and Ramses VI. The cartouche of the former was found on one of 
the carved ivories discovered in the "treasury" (see below) and ofthe latter on 
the bronze pedestal of a statue from locus 1832 in area CC. Although the 
pedestal was discovered beneath a wall belonging to stratum VIIB, the ex
cavators suggest that it was deliberately buried there by the inhabitants of 
VIlA. According to R. Lamon, the great subterranean water system was dug 
at this time, but Y. Yadin's excavations in 1960, 1966, and 1967 have shown 
that this system is to be ascribed to the period of the Israelite monarchy (see 
below). 

0 
Drain 

Early phase 
Stratum VIII 

Middle phase 
Stratum VIIB 

Area BB: plan of temple 2048 in its three phases, according to the excavators. 

Late phase 
Stratum VIlA 

0 2 4 
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Area BB: general view of temple 2048, looking south. 

Area AA (The Palace Area). The inhabitants of stratum VIlA continued to use 
the VIIB palace even though a considerable part of it was buried under a layer 
of debris 1.5 m thick. The excavators point out that the plan of the palace in 
stratum VIlA was altered to a greater extent than is evident from the published 
plans. The destruction of the palace in VIIB was so extensive that in VIlA it 
proved easier to level the ruins and rebuild on top of them rather than clear 
them away. The major change in the VIlA palace was the addition of a 
structure consisting of three broad rooms in the west wing. The rooms were 
built in a row, and their doorways were placed on the long axis. Because the 
floor of this structure was lower than those in the rest of the VIlA palace, and 
because the inner face of the walls was built of orthostats that were not found 
on the outer face, the excavators concluded that the foundations of this 
building had been dug deep into the debris of the previous level. B. Mazar 
has attempted to ascribe these three rooms to stratum VIIB, on the assump
tion that they were not part of the cellar of the VIlA building. The published 
plans and cross sections of the area, however, show that the excavators' 
original conclusion was correct, and the new building was actually the re
construction of a similar structure in the western wing of the VIIB palace. 

This building was called the treasury by the excavators because of the cache 
of ivories found in it. Its tripartite plan and northern orientation indicate that 
it may have been a small sanctuary attached to the palace. The cache of ivories, 
mostly plaques, constitutes the largest and richest collection of Canaanite 
carved ivory yet discovered. 

The cartouche ofRamses III found on an ivory plaque is clear proof that 
the treasury and its hoard of ivories were in existence at the time of this 
pharaoh. The richness of the carved ivories, however, and the diversity 
of their styles (including motifs in a definite Hittite style from the time 
of the Hittite Empire) indicate that the building and its treasure originated 
before the reign of Ramses III. It can be assumed that the majority of the 
ivories actually belong to the VIIB palace. Many of the plaques were used 
originally as inlay panel decoration for palace furniture. 

Some potsherds characteristic of the Late Bronze Age (among them frag
ments of Mycenean IIIB ware) were found in the area of the VIlA palace. 
These had been brought to the surface during construction work carried out 
in stratum VIlA and in fact come from stratum VIIB. The city gate of the 
earlier periods was reused in this stratum without any apparent changes. 
Area BB (The Temple Area). Although the VIlA temple is similar on thewhole 
to the VIIB temple, and in fact was built on its ruins, it nevertheless shows 
some important differences. The VIlA structure is very poorly constructed. 
The walls are built of rubble and are only about half the width of those of the 
VIIB temple. In the south wall, a holy-of-holies niche was added. The niche 
was supported by a buttress added on the outside because the temple wall was 

too thin to contain it. A platform built of stone and mud stood in front of the 
niche. The platform is wider in its center, opposite the niche. Worshippers 
ascended it via a stairway in the southeast corner. Several long stone blocks 
found on the floor of the temple were assumed by the excavators to belong to 
the lower part of the stairway. The photographs of the structure, however, 
show that the bottom of the staircase was complete. These stone blocks may 
have been small stelae that stood in the niche, similar to those discovered in the 
sanctuaries at Hazor. 

Many of the stratum VIIB buildings in the area of the temple continued in 
use in VIlA. A large new building (2090), consisting of a central court en
closed by rooms on three sides, was erected to the east of the temple in stratum 
VIlA. 
Area CC. The upper strata of areaCC were excavated, forthemostpart, before 
the 1935 expedition; however, apart from one schematic plan, the results of 
the excavations have not yet been published. On this plan the buildings of 
strata VIIB and VIlA are shown together, and the locus numbers ofVIIB are 
enclosed in brackets. It is therefore difficult to obtain a clear picture of the 
building in this area. Nonetheless, the plans of the individual buildings 
(courts and rooms following no discernible plan) and the numerous ovens 
in the courts, indicate that this was essentially a residential area. 
Area DD. The results of the excavations in area DD have also not been 
adequately published. The single published plan presents an overall picture 
similar to that in area AA-a poor attempt to reconstruct the large and 
impressive buildings of earlier periods. 
End of Stratum VIlA. The settlement of stratum VIlA was brought to an end 
by a sudden and total destruction. This is shown not only by the fact that the 
following stratum (VIB) is totally unlike stratum VIlA, but by the signs of 
devastation wrought upon the VIlA buildings and by the numerous objects 
(the ivories and pottery from the VIlA sanctuary) found strewn over the floors 
of this level. If the pedestal bearing the cartouche of Ramses VI does indeed 
belong to stratum VIlA, then the end of this stratum can be dated to ap
proximately 1130 BCE. 

STRATUM VIB. Building remains in stratum VIB were uncovered in several 
areas (mainly in area AA). The construction of the buildings was very poor, 
and the city seems to have been unfortified. The sacred area, which had an 
almost uninterrupted tradition of temples and bamot throughout the Bronze 
Age and into the beginning of the Iron Age, now showed no trace whatsoever 
of a temple. This demonstrates that the settlement at Megiddo suffered a sharp 
decline in stratum VIB, and that a new and different group of people occupied 
the site. 

YIGAELYADIN 
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Ivory box decorated with sphinxes and lions, from the ivory cache of the stratum VIlA palace, 

Area CC: bronze pedestal of a statue inscribed with the name of Ramses VI, 
stratum VIlA(?), 

Gilded bronze figure of a deity, stratum VII or VI, 

Ivory panels decorated with the figure of the god Bes, palmettes, and lotus patterns, from the ivory cache of the stratum VIlA palace, 



Ivory plaque, apparently of Hittite origin, 14th century BCE. 

Ivory figurines, from the ivory cache of the stratum VIlA palace. 

Iron I bronze stand. 
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"Orpheus jug": decorated Philistine-style jug depicting a harp player and an animal 
procession, stratum VIA; (below) detail of decoration. 

Two Iron I pottery incense stands. 
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STRATUM VIA. Stratum VIA is entirely different from the previous level. It 
contains new, extensive construction of quite densely built residential struc
tures, a few public buildings, and a gate. Most of the buildings were baked 
brick set on stone foundations. The remains from this stratum were found in 
all the excavation areas, particularly in area AA of the Chicago expedition 
and in area B of the Yadin expedition. 

Most of area AA's densely built residential structures reach up to the edges 
of the mound. Such construction left no room for a line of fortifications; the 
outer tier of structures probably defined the outer limits of the city and acted 
as fortifications. In this phase, a new gate was built in place of the Late Bronze 
Age gates. The stratum VIA gate, flanked by two pairs of chambers, is built of 
particularly large stones. 

The center of area AA was occupied by a large public building (2072) that 
may have had two stories. In the opinion of B. Mazar, the small amount of 
Philistine pottery found in this stratum (including decorated "beer jugs") 
suggests that the building might have been used by the Philistine ruler of 
Megiddo. 

Evidence of the wealth of the inhabitants of Megiddo VIA was found in 
area B ofYadin's excavations, in the northern sectorofthe mound. Here, too, 
wherever the excavators went below stratum V, they found remains of stratum 
VIA. A hoard including two bronze figurines or weights shaped like a monkey 
and a goat, bronze pomegranate-shaped ornaments, iron bracelets, spindles, 
and decorated bone buttons was found in a cloth sack on the floor of one of the 
residential houses in this stratum. Area C ofYadin's expedition, near gallery 
629 at the southwestern part of the mound, also yielded remains from stratum 
VIA. Judging from the rich assemblage of pottery found in situ in this level, it 
can be dated quite confidently to the eleventh century BCE. This city was 
destroyed suddenly in a violent conflagration that left a destruction level more 
than 1 m deep. This total destruction of stratum VIA is attributed to the 
campaigns of king David. 
STRATUM VB. The structures in the stratum VB city were erected shortly after 
the destruction of the previous level. Scattered over the entire area of the 
mound, and rather poorly built of field stones or sun-dried brick, they in
dicate a period of decline. These structures, built on the ruins of the stratum 
VIA city, were also more modest in plan and size. It is doubtful whether the 
gate of stratum VIA continued to be used in this level. The stratigraphic 
location of the remains of this level was reexamined by Yadin's expedition 
in areas B and C, where they were found squeezed in between the top of the 
debris of stratum VIA and the foundations of the monumental buildings and 
residential structures of stratum VA-IVB. 
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Six-chambered gate, stratum VA-/VB, and below it the gate of stratum VIA. 

Stratum IVA 

Stratum VIA 
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A large building, discovered by Yadin in the area between palace 6000 (see 
below) and the gate area of stratum VA-IVB, is exceptional for its size. 
Erected in an area occupied by public buildings during the Bronze and 
Iron ages, it may also have served some public function in stratum VIB. 
Based on the limited pottery finds, this level has been ascribed to the begin
ning of the tenth century BCE, representing the beginning of the Israelite 
occupation of Megiddo, probably in David's time. 
STRATUM VA-IVB. The upper levels of Megiddo, which were extensively 
excavated by all the expeditions, revealed residential structures, public build
ings, and fortifications. The Chicago expedition originally intended to expose 
all levels of the mound in their entirety, but was able to do so only for the upper 
levels-strata IV-11. The report of the expedition suffers from a certain lack of 
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Megiddo: plan of the city and main buildings in strata VA-IVB and IVA. 
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Plan of the city gates, strata V A-Ill. 
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clarity, owing to its incorrect interpretation of the stratigraphic sequence. The 
Chicago excavators, in fact, massed the remains of the main Iron Age II levels, 
strata VA and IVA, into a single unit extending over two centuries (1 000-800 
BCE), distinguishing within it two phases in certain areas. This subdivision 
was necessary because some of the public structures of the period, such as the 
southern palace 1723 and the nearby administrative building 1482, were 
destroyed~in the view of the Chicago excavators~in the course of this 
stratum and buried under a new system of buildings, such as the southern 
stable compound 1576and theoffset-insetwall325 (see below). The members 
of the Chicago expedition suggested, therefore, that palace 1723 had been 
built by David as an isolated fort and subsequently destroyed during the new, 
extensive construction work undertaken in Solomon's time. Alternatively, it 
could have been erected in the early days of the reign of Solomon, who 
subsequently altered the plan of the city and destroyed the palace. 

W. F. Albright and G. E. Wright corrected some of these conjectures, 
relying on a new ceramic-stratigraphic analysis of the previously published 
data. They pointed out that the stratum VA structures in the north of the 
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mound and the stratum IVB structures in the south date to the same period, 
which they defined as stratum VA-IVB. In 1960, Yadin initiated a series of 
soundings and excavations to clarify the situation. The new picture of the 
buildings and levels at Megiddo in the tenth to seventh centuries BCE, as 
described below, is based on the results of Yadin's work. 

The key to an understanding of the new stratigraphic subdivision lies in the 
Yadin expedition's area B, in the north ofthe mound. It developed that here, 
beneath the northern stable compound and wall 325, northern palace 6000 
was built in stratum VA-IVB, its foundations damaging the remains of the 
earlier strata, VB and VIA. The northern palace, like the southern palace 
1723, has thick walls, built of ashlars, of which only the foundation courses 
are preserved. In plan it recalls the typical bit IJilani plan characteristic of the 
residences of many rulers in north Syrian cities of the period. Palace 6000 was 
incorporated in the peripheral fortification system of Megiddo. From its 
western side a section of the casemate wall, partly built of ashlars, ran toward 
the gate. Another section extended from the eastern side of the palace, en
circling the entire eastern side of the mound. This area contained the resi
dential quarters ofMegiddo and had been fullyexcavated~as area C~by the 
Chicago expedition. The town plan of stratum VA-IVB resembled that of 
other Israelite cities in the Iron Age: residential structures, some of which 
(such as building 1A) were four-room houses, built into the line of the case
mate wall. Both the residential houses and the casemate wall here are built of 
ashlars. 

On the southern side of the city, another complex of public buildings 
centered on the southern palace 1723. The palace stood in the middle of 
a large enclosure (1693), with a gate (1567) also built of ashlar masonry. 
Alongside palace 1723 was a large administrative building, 1482. The early 
stage of the city gate 2156 and the ramp leading up to it were part of the city 
plan in stratum VA-IVB. The gate has three pairs of chambers and a tower on 
either side and is also built of ashlars. Lamon prepared a matching plan of the 
early stage of the stratum IV gate but changed his mind later, when the various 
stages were combined into a single level, as explained above. Gallery 629, on 
the western side of the mound, functioned as a kind of water gate in the city 
wall, permitting egress from the city to draw water from the spring (see below). 
Four ofthe thirteen palmette (proto-Aeolic) capitals discovered at Megiddo, 
that adorned its monumental buildings, were found in stratum VA-IVB. It is 
quite likely that some of the other capitals found in secondary use in strata 
IVA-II also originated in this level. 

A considerable quantity of pottery was found in stratum VA-IVB. In the 
residential buildings, such as building 1A in area C and building 2081 in area 
AA, the excavators found cultic shrines, including various artifacts and 
stone-horned altars. A particularly rich assemblage of pottery was found 
insomeoftheroomsofpalace6000. ThefindsdatetothetenthcenturyBCE, to 
the time of King Solomon. His reign saw the construction of the kingdom's 

Stratum IVA 

Stratum VA·IVB 

Stratum VB 

Stratum VIA 

N 

6008 

Yadin's excavations: plan of palace 6000 and earlier and later structures. 
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Northern wall of palace 6000, looking 
southeast, 

Below: aerial view of the southern 
palace 1723, looking north, 
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Ashlar construction in gallery 629. 

important administrative centers, which continued to function through the 
Iron Age II: Razor, Megiddo, and Gezer. Thefounding of these three centers 
is mentioned in the Bible in conjunction with the building and fortification of 
Jerusalem (1 Kg. 9: 15). Each of the cities exhibits identical architectural and 
archaeological elements, characteristic of the major centers in Solomon's 
kingdom. In Megiddo, a particularly rich complex of imposing public struc
tures, built of ashlar masonry in various techniques and decorated with 
palmette capitals, was found. The quarries that produced ashlar blocks 

in considerable quantities during the Iron Age were identified by Y. Shiloh on 
the eastern slope of Megiddo. 

Stratum VA-IVB was destroyed during Pharaoh Shishak's campaign (926 
BCE). A fragment of a stela of this pharaoh, probably erected here, was found 
by the Chicago expedition. Further destruction, perhaps even greater than 
that caused by Shishak, was caused by the builders of the next level, stratum 
IV A. The ashlar blocks ofi ts buildings, with the exception of gate 2156, which 
continued in use at the beginning of stratum IVA, were robbed down to their 

Assemblage ofcultic vessels from L. 2081, stratum VA-IVB. 

( 
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Plan of public building from stratum VA-/VB. foundations for secondary use. For this reason, only the foundation courses 
of palaces 6001) and 1723 were preserved. 
STRATUM IVA. Stratum IVA was built according to a new city plan, more 
magnificent than that of the previous level. With the exception ofthe city gate, 
which continued to be used in the location that had accommodated the city 
gate for many generations, a whole new complex of buildings was erected. 
Stratum IVA at Megiddo was converted into a "chariot city." 

In Yadin'sopinion, city gate2156continuedin use from stratum VA-IVB, 
but its fioorlevel was raised by some 1.5 to 2m. Aharoni and U ssishkin believe 
that the gate had only one phase, built at the same time as the offset-inset wall 
of stratum IVA and not earlier. In a later phase of stratum IVA, the city gate 
was gate 500, a new, smaller gate, built above gate 2156, with two pairs of 
chambers on either side. The Chicago expedition had called this gate 500B, to 
distinguish it from the last stage, which functioned during stratum III. This 
gate, too, was incorporated into wall 325. 

The entire mound was surrounded by a new wall, 325, some 820 m long and 
3.6 m thick, built of alternating offsets and insets. In the southern part of the 
mound, this wall ran over the southern side of palace 1723, and in the northern 
part, over palace 6000. In the east it cut through the residential buildings of 
stratum VA-IVB. Superimposed on palace 6000 was the northern stable 
compound (407, 364), while the administrative building 1482 in the south 
was covered by the southern stable compound 1576. J. B. Pritchard, Aharoni, 

Aerial view of building 1576 from stratum IVA, looking west. In the lower left-hand corner, building 1482 from stratum VA-/VB. 



Proto-Aeolic capital. 

and Z. Herzog contested the identification of these unique compounds as 
stables, maintaining that they were merely storehouses; nevertheless, various 
elements and artifacts typical of stables-stone troughs, tethering holes in the 
stone pillars and the structure of the halls and courtyards and the way they 
were paved-support the thesis that these buildings did indeed function as the 
stables of the chariot city of Megiddo. 

Another public building, 338, known as the governor's palace, was built 
between the two stable compounds in the eastern part of Megiddo. It ap
parently fulfilled a function similar to that of the northern or southern palace 
of the previous level. Five proto-Aeolic capitals were found around this 
building in secondary use. They presumably were part of the decoration 
of the doorways of the building, or of the piers of gate 355, which led 
to enclosure 313 around building 338. In this stratum, the new subterranean 
water system 925 was dug above the spring (see below). 

The archaeological evidence from stratum IVA indicates an increase in the 
extent of public construction at Megiddo. Part of the residential quarter-for 
example, the area in the eastern half of the mound-received a new urban 
character. Additional public structures to serve the administration of the 
kingdom were constructed, such as building 338 and the eastern wing of 
the northern stable compound. According to the information presently 
available from the excavations, approximately half of the area of the stratum 
IVA city was allocated to public buildings of an administrative nature. P. L. 0. 
Guy suggested that the lower terrace of the city (the present location of the 
Megiddo Museum) was fortified at this time and functioned, as it were, as the 
lower city of Megiddo. 

The building of stratum IVA took place in the second quarter of the ninth 
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Seal impression: "Shema' servant of Jeroboam," from 
Schumacher's excavations. 

century BCE, during King Ahab's reign. Under Ahab the kingdom oflsrael 
experienced a boom in public building (at Samaria, Dan, and Razor) far 
exceeding the activities of Solomon's time. According to the pottery finds, 
which are assigned to the ninth and eighth centuries BCE, as well as the repairs 
and additions made to the various public structures (the stables and the 
gates), the city probably continued to exist for a considerable period. It 
was destroyed by the Assyrians together with the other cities of the northern 
kingdom in 732 BCE, during Tiglath-pileser III's campaign (2 Kg. 15:29). 

Yadin's conclusions have been challenged by several scholars, among them 
Kenyon, Aharoni, Herzog, and Ussishkin. The two main points at issue are 
the following. Kenyon, while agreeing with Yadin's proposed changes in the 
stratigraphy and plan of the site, believed that the end of stratum VA-IVB 
should be dated to the year 950 BCE. Her argument, however, was based on a 
ceramic-chronological analysis of the earliest pottery groups at Samaria 
considered obsolete by most modern scholars. Aharoni also rejected the 
new stratigraphic sequence of the levels at Megiddo and proposed a subdivi
sion of his own: he transfers some of the buildings, such as palace 6000, to the 

Northern "stables" complex, stratum IVA. 
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Megiddo: plan of the water systems. 

- Stratum VA-IVB 

Stratum IVA 

time of David, leaving most of the structures of stratum IVA, such as the 
stables and gate 2156, in Solomon's time. In Shiloh's view this proposal 
ignores the new stratigraphic data, in particular, the existence of the Davidic 
stratum VB beneath palace 6000 and beneath the western and eastern case
mate systems. It also ignores the chronological conclusions that follow from 
the analysis of the pottery finds in each level. 
THE WATER SYSTEM. The Megiddo water system was thoroughly inves
tigated by the Chicago expedition. At Megiddo, as at other Israelite admin
istrative centers, considerable engineering ingenuity was invested in solving 
the problem of supplying water to the city in times of war and peace. To that 
end, a subterranean water system was hewn in the rock, linking the interior of 
the city to the spring flowing at the foot of the mound outside the fortified 
area. The various phases of the water system were reexamined by the Yadin 

The water tunnel. 

10 
m 

expedition, assisted by the expedition's architect, Dunayevsky. In this con
nection, too, the dates proposed by the Chicago expedition for the various 
phases were too early; they had assigned the construction of the system to 
stratum VIA. 

The phases in the development of the system as suggested by the Americans 
were accepted by Yadin's expedition, but they were dated differently and 
adapted to the revised stratigraphic and chronological conclusions. 

In stratum VA-IVB the water system was not yet in existence. At that time, 
gallery 629 was built in the city wall-a long, narrow passageway, with walls 
built of well-dressed ashlars, similar to those in the public buildings of this 
level. The gallery permitted access from the city to the spring. Its construction 
damaged remains of strata VIA and VB-yet another argument against 
ascribing it to a level earlier than VA-IVB. 

In stratum IVA, gallery 629 was blocked by wall325, which was built above 
and inside it. At the same time, a square shaft was cut through the rock in the 
city's fortified area; steps descend along its sides to a stepped tunnel that 
gradually becomes a horizontal tunnel, approximately 80 m long. This tunnel 
goes on to reach the spring, which flows some 35m below the surface of the 
mound. The original entrance to the spring from the outside was blocked by a 
thick wall. Some changes were made in the water system in strata IVA-III, but 
it continued to function throughout the Iron Age, perhaps also in stratum II 
(see below). 

Aerial view of gallery 629 at the conclusion of the excavations. 



Granary from stratum Ill. 

Yadin's expedition examined the possibility that Megiddo had another 
water system, on the northern slope of the mound, below the area of the city 
gates. Clear indications of the beginnings of a large water reservoir were 
identified at the end of the row of stairs descending from the outer gate. 
The Chicago expedition had called it a processional way (2153). 
STRATUM III. In stratum III, Megiddo became the center of the new Assyr
ian province. It was built on an entirely new, orthogonal city plan, quite 
uncommon in Palestine up to that time. Most of the city area was divided 
into square blocks oflarge buildings, delineated by straight roads, intersect
ing at right angles. The Assyrian style is particularly evident in two large 
public buildings (1052, 1369), built near the city gate according to similar 
plans: a large, spacious central courtyard, surrounded on all sides by halls and 
rooms. The plan of gate 500 was altered, reducing it to only two chambers; 
wall 325 and the great water system of the previous level continued in use. 
STRATUM II. The city in stratum II was apparently unfortified and shows 
clear indications of decline. The main building added at this time was a large 
rectangular fortress, built on the ruins ofwall325. The construction of this 
levelis dated to the second half of the seventh century BCE, the time ofJ osiah. 
Itsdestructionmaytherefore be associated with Josiah's defeat at the hands of 
Pharaoh Necho, which, it is commonly accepted, took place near Megiddo in 
609 BCE. 
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0 
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STRATUM I. The city was still unfortified in stratum I and continued to 
decline. The finds date this stratum to the Persian period. 

Stratum 
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THE MEGIDDO STRATIFICATION 
Date (BeE) or period according to: 

Chicago expedition Aharoni Yadin"s expedition 

Before 3300 BCE PPN 
3300--3000 EB I 
3000--2500 EB II 
2500--? EB III 
?-1950 EB III 
1950--1850 EB III(?) 
1850--1800 Late MB I/ 

early MB IIA 

1800--1750 1900--1800 

1750--1700 
1700--1650 1800-1550 

1650--1550 
1550--1479 1550-1450 
1479-1350 1450-1350 

1350-1150 

1150--1100 

1050--1000 

1000--800 

780--650 

650--600 

600--350 

VIA: second half of 11th cent. BCE 

VB: beginning of lOth cent. BCE, 

time of David 

V A-IVB: lOth cent. BCE, time of Solomon 
until Shishak's campaign in 926 BCE 

IV A: 9th-8th cent. BCE, from Omri and 
Ahab until the Assyrian conquest in 732 BCE 

Assyrian rule, from 732 BCE 

Time of Josiah 

Persian period 
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MEIRON 
IDENTIFICATION 
Meiron, not to be confused with Meron in Joshua 11:5, II :7, is situated just 
north ofWadi Meiron, along one of the eastern foothills ofMount Meiron, or 
Jebel Jarmuq (map reference 1915.2664) in Upper Galilee. Josephus lists a 
MeronjMeroth as one of the villages fortified by him in 66 CE (Life 188; War 
II, 573). It is also named as one of the border settlements of Upper Galilee 
(War III, 40). Rabbinic sources preserve the form Meiron (Tosefta, Dem. 4, 
13) and place the ministry ofRabbi Simeon Bar YoJ::tai here. His grave and that 
of his son Eliezer are reputed to be in Meiron. 

Meiron's closest neighbor is Khirbet Shema', barely 1 km (0.6 mi.) to the 
south, identified as Tekoa of Galilee and probably a suburb ofMeiron in the 
first century CE. Both sites made use of the spring ofMeiron, probably to be 

identified as 'Ein I;Iatra. Me iron is also one of the villages mentioned in the list 
of priestly courses (1 Chr. 24; Mishnah, Ta'an. 4:2; Tosefta, Dem. 4, 13) as the 
seat of the family Jehoiarib. Like Khirbet Shema' and Gush I;Ialav, it is well 
known for its production of olive oil in the Talmudic period (J.T., Shevi'it 
38d). By late medieval times, Meiron had become an important pilgrimage 
center, its sanctity deriving from the mystical traditions of Bar YoJ::tai, the 
festival ofLag ba-'Orner, and the centralityofSafed (9 km [5.5 mi.] to the east) 
in the development of Lurianic mysticism. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The excavations at ancient Meiron were conducted over the course of five 
seasons (1971-1972, 1974-1975, and in 1977) under the auspices of the 

Meiron: part of the lower city, looking northeast. 



Reconstruction of part of the lower city, looking northeast. 

American Schools of Oriental Research. The work began as a rescue opera
tion in the lower city (field I) and as part of the Khirbet Shema' expedition. 
Full-scale work was undertaken under the directorship of E. M. Meyers. 

The following is an outline of the periods represented in the excavated 
remams: 

Stratum Date Description 

200--50 BCE Scattered artifactual remains; traces of structures 
II 50 BCE-135 CE Limited architecture and related artifacts; 

probably a small, growing village 
III 135-250 First major insula; village expansion 
IV 250--365 Peak of village life; synagogue built; 

gradual abandonment begins at end of stratum 
v 365-750 Village largely abandoned; several small 

finds, either from a nomadic settlement or wayfarers 
VI 750--1000 Renewed, small-scale settlement of village 
VIlA lith-13th cent. Continuation of permanent settlement 
VIIB 14th cent. Extinction begins 

THE WWER CITY. Excavations in the lower city revealed two large insulae 
of occupation. The better-preserved area (MI) included a large two-story 
building with an open courtyard and a number of workrooms. Of special 
interest was the carpenter's area, which apparently was used as a cooperage. 
Barrels were prepared here to transfer premium olive oil, a noted export 
product of Meiron and the entire Upper Galilee. Stratum IV is the best
preserved period here, although there are stratum III materials in abun
dance, including an earlier phase of parts the walls of the large building 
area MI had incorporated. The numerous large cisterns and a mikveh (ritual 
immersion pool), belonging to stratum III, attest to the resourcefulness ofthe 
inhabitants in exploiting the area's rainwater. The well-preserved sewage 
system is another indication of how carefully the insula was planned. 

Mikveh in the lower city. 
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Watchtower in the lower city, looking southwest. 

Insula MVII, in the south, reveals how the topography of the site was used 
to advantage when the settlement was planned. MVII is situated higher than 
MI. Strata III and IV are the only ones represented here, while in insula MI 
stratum II materials are found under the large building and are even well 
preserved in the cisterns and wall foundations. It seems that the stratum II 
settlement was thus confined to the lower city and did not extend along the 
steep slope of the acropolis. It is thus doubtful that Josephus fortified the site 
while he was commander of the Galilee from 66 to 68 CE. 

Another sounding was made in the higher area, in the slope facing west. The 
excavators termed this area the site of the Patrician House and the Lintel 
House. The Patrician House is noted for the high quality of its contents, 
which included a large collection of food essentials stored in a group of 
storage jars. The numerous coins found in the building enabled the dating 
of its construction to the final phase of stratum IV, shortly before the set
tlement was abandoned and some time prior to the earthquake of 363. 

A strange fact came to light when the small finds (a bell and a sickle) and the 

Lintel House in the lower city. 
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Synagogue facade, looking north. 

food remains (identified as nuts, wheat, barley, and beans) from the Patrician 
House were examined. The food was placed in the storage jars in a charred and 
inedible state, inside a sealed room with no convenient access. On one of the 
storage jars the word "fire" was carved, while on another an inscription read 
"belonging to Julia (or Julian)." Apparently, the room had been a deposit 
area for a pious individual or family-possibly descended from the line of 
priests who settled in Meiron after the destruction of the Temple. The finds 
and food had been dedicated to the Lord as heqdesh (consecrated items) and 
hence purposely rendered unusable-the foods by charring, the bell by not 
having a clapper, and the sickle by not having a handle. The contents of this 
house undoubtedly reflect the religious views of the people who lived here. 
The remainder of the Patrician House, with its lovely courtyard and tannur 
(oven), appropriately situated where it would not bother the occupants, is 
elaborate by contemporary standards and encompasses a second story that 
did not survive antiquity. The other ground-floor rooms include a pantry, 
dining room, and salon or sitting area-the bedrooms would have been on the 
second floor. 

The Lintel House, only partially excavated, and also preserved in its stra
tum IV form, is similar in nature but is most noteworthy perhaps because it 
sharesafoundation-patiowiththePatricianHousejustoneterraceabove.No 
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Plan of the synagogue. 

significant finds were recovered here, but the ceramics and coins both indicate 
an earlier history surely going back to stratum III and possibly to stratum II. 
SOUNDINGS ELSEWHERE IN THE VILLAGE. Excavations on an agri
cultural terrace (MVI) and still higher up the slope in a tower (MV) revealed a 
constant picture of the flourishing of culture in strata III and IV. The higher up 
the slope, the better preserved are the medieval period remains. Cisterns and 
tombs also reveal the site's relatively high level of material culture, considering 
that Meiron was removed from the main trade routes and situated in the 
remote Galilean hinterland. The tombs in particular show how family or
iented the population was, with secondary inhumation dominant. 

ERIC M. MEYERS 

THE SYNAGOGUE. The ruins of the ancient synagogue, which was carved 
into the bedrock on the western side of the acropolis, attracted the attention of 
medieval travelers and pilgrims. The synagogue ruins were frequently ex
amined and described in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The 
remains were cleared by C. Wilson in 1868, and the site was included in the 
survey by H. Kohl and C. Watzinger. 

The synagogue stands on a rock-cut terrace on the northeastern part of the 

Reconstruction of the synagogue, looking southwest. 



hill, near its summit. The building is rectangular (c. 13.5 by 27 m) and is 
oriented south, toward Jerusalem. Except for a section of the facade, part of 
the cornice, and several column bases, no other part of the building survives. 
The vertical rock of the terrace formed the building's west wall. Of the north 
and east walls, only traces have been preserved. About two-thirds of the 
facade, built of dressed stones, still stands, in situ, to the height of the lin
tels. It contained three entrances-a wide, high opening in the center flanked 
by two narrower and lower ones. The doorposts at the en trances and the lintels 
have molded profiles with three fasciae. The middle lintel extends beyond the 
entrance on both sides. The interior of the building was divided into a nave 
and two aisles by two rows of eight columns each. At the northern end there 
was probably a transverse row of four columns. Traces of plaster on the west 
wall indicate that the walls were coated with plaster on the inside. The leveled 
rock floor was apparently paved with stone slabs. Near the eastern end a 
retaining wall was erected, and a fill was added to maintain the level of the 
floor. The area in front of the facade was also leveled. On the west side of the 
facade stood a stone-cut bench. The synagogue was approached by way of a 
stone-cut staircase. 

The traveler Rabbi Shmuel, son of Rabbi Shimon, who visited the syna
gogue in the thirteenth century, tells of seeing an inscription there which 
read: "Made by Shalom son of Levi." There is, however, disagreement as to 
whether this information is true. E. L. Sukenik suggested that the report wa~ 
corrupted and did not refer to the synagogue at Meiron. 

DANBARAG 

The synagogue is the antithesis ofthe nearby synagogue at Khirbet Shema'. It 
is a long (28 m) basilica with the familiar triple doorway in the facade that 
faces Jerusalem. It is among the longest synagogue structures in the country 
and supported a gallery above that was elevated on two rows of eight columns 
running north~south. A shallow portico with six columns stood before the 
southern facade. Although no actual bema or Torah ark was discovered, it is 
likely that there was one on the interior of the southeast wall at one time. 

Most of the remains had been robbed or otherwise disturbed over the 
centuries. Most of the earthen debris buildings along the eastern wall of 
the synagogue can be dated to the medieval period, when this part of the 
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site served as a kind of lookout post for the inhabitants of the area. In the 
southeast comer, however, the undisturbed foundations of an attached room 
enabled dating the construction of the synagogue to the late third century CE. 

It apparently survived for less than a century. The earthquake in 363 CE 

provided the coup de grace to a population that had already dwindled to 
next to nothing. 

SUMMARY 
The excavated remains at ancient Meiron encourage the following conclu
sions: the population grew steadily from Late Hellenistic times but especially 
after the wars with Rome; its most productive era was the third and fourth 
centuries CE; its economic orbit was northern, oriented toward the port of 
Tyre; conditions from the period of Gallus Caesar (351~352 CE) to the great 
earthquake of363 CE conspired to create a situation that resulted in systematic 
abandonment; and the population was conservative in religious matters to the 
point of being endogenous, erecting a "standard" Galilean basilica for their 
house of worship, in great contrast to nearby Khirbet Shema'. 

Meiron exhibits many features that characterize the Upper Galilee as a 
whole. In particular, its demise as a village by 363 points out and anticipates 
the hardships and difficult days yet to come between Jews and the Imperium. 
Its rebirth occurred in the medieval period when it became a pilgrim center. 

ERIC M. MEYERS 

The Site 
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ME'ONA 
IDENTIFICATION 
This Early Bronze Age site in Western Galilee is located in Moshav Me' ona, 
about 2 km (1 mi.) west ofMa'alot and 15 km (9 mi.) east ofNahariya (map 
reference 174.268). Thesiteissituatedonahigh, rounded hill, the extension to 
the east ofKhirbet 'Alia, which has remains from the Roman and Byzantine 
periods. 

EXCAVATIONS 
A small salvage operation was undertaken here after a roughly rectangular 
foundation pit (16 by 16m), bulldozed for the proposed construction of an 
office building at the southern extremity of the hill, destroyed, within its 
confines, substantial remains of an Early Bronze Age II fortified settle
ment. In spring 1988, H. Abu-Ooksah, on behalf of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities and Museums, directed some preliminary trial soundings in 
the pit, but the results were inconclusive. More extensive salvage excavations, 
lasting six weeks, were undertaken by E. Braun for the department in the 
summer of 1988. Clearance operations of the bulldozer rubble in the pit 
clarified the stone remains, showing them to be portions of a fortified town 
from the Early Bronze Age II. The following stratigraphy is localized and 
refers only to the extant structures within the bulldozed pit. 
STRATUM I. The latest structures uncovered in the area of the bulldozed pit 
include a fortification wall. Easily discernible are two segments of a massive 
stone wall (c. 2.8 m thick and in places c. 2m high) joined by a protruding 
semicircular tower. Its foundations are stepped; they conform to the topo
graphy, which slopes downward from east to west. As a result, the foundations 
of the eastern segment of the wall are one meter higher than those of the tower 
and the western segment. This fortification line is located on the lowest slope, 
near the saddle that joins the two natural prominences, Khir bet 'Alia and the 
higher hill to the east. These hills are on the inner side of the fortification; 
circumstantial evidence makes it virtually certain that the more easterly and 
substantially larger one is the heart of a fortified town. The larger prominence 
is extensively terraced; close examination of the site indicates massive stone 
construction beneath the outer stone terraces, which have begun to topple. 
Numerous sherds from the Early Bronze Age II are strewn over the surface of 
this hill; recent burials in the modem cemetery, on the eastern slope, un
covered stone structures and even greater quantities of this pottery. 

Within the modem pit a number of rectilinear constructions, with evidence 
of up to two architectural phases, were also uncovered. The latest phase 
includes part of a house, with two comers rounded without and sharply 
angled within. A low internal bench abuts the southeastern corner of this 
structure and seems to have been constructed in an earlier building phase; it 
ends at a blocked entrance in thelongeastem wall of the house. A tits southern 
end are remnants of small, almost square rooms, again representing two 
phases of construction. This structure is especially reminiscent of the Early 
Bronze Age II broadroom dwellings at Arad. 

Adjoining this "broadroom" are a number of other rectilinear walls, rep
resenting additional rooms that formed a large complex, only partially ex
plored. The complex extends beyond the confines of the foundation pit; walls 
were traced as far as its limits, after which they disappeared into the sections. 
They are of stone construction, preserved to a height of more than one meter 

Me'ona: view of the EB II semicircular tower from outside the fortifications. 
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in section. Another complete room, roughly rectangular, was distinguished 
by its two phases, the earlier of which boasted an entrance in the long western 
wall, thus making it a broadroom. In the later stage, this was blocked and the 
floor was raised considerably. Large flat stones had been placed in the later 
structure, perhaps as pillar bases and, in one case, possibly as a work table. 

Judging from the sizable fragments of ceramic vessels found in situ on the 
earthen floors, these dwellings should be dated to the Early Bronze Age II. 
The vessels include platter forms and metallic wares with patterned, combed 
decoration. 

No houses were found adjacent to the fortification, but one room con
structed close to it proved to have been laid on a very heavy layer of loose, 
rubbly fill. The fill continued up to and covered the inner face of the for
tification for its entire depth. In contrast, another house, on the side opposite 
the fortification, was built on more substantial, hard-packed material with 
evidence of earlier occupations. Thus, the fortification wall, where excavated, 
seems to have been somewhat in advance of the line of an earlier terrace and 
was apparently constructed, freestanding, to its foundations, which were then 
intentionally buried. 

Because there is no direct connection between the buildings and the for
tification, their stratigraphical relationship remains uncertain. However, the 
town wall seems to have been contemporary with at least one or more phases 
of the houses unearthed-based on their orientation and location and on 
analogous fortifications at Jericho, Ai, and Arad. 
STRATUM II. The evidence for an earlier, Early Bronze Age I, occupation 
stratum is derived from very sizable quantities of pottery from that period 
found beneath stratum I. The nature ofthe fills in which this pottery was found 
does not suggest living surfaces, and the enormous quantities of small, un
restorable potsherds recovered from them indicate that they may be in sec
ondary deposition. 

One find of particular interest is a fragment of a potsherd bearing a partial 

Me'ona: EB II house with a rounded corner and an internal bench. 

impression of a cylinder seal, dated to the Early Bronze Age I. Its motif and 
style-animals in a tete-beche arrangement-are well attested at contempo
rary sites. 

V. Guerin, Galilee 2, Paris 1880; E. Braun, En Shadud: Salvage Excavations at a Farming Community in the 
Jezreel Valley, Israel (BAR/IS 249), Oxford 1985; id., ESI7-8 (1988-1989), 126-127; id., IEJ 39 (1989), 
96-98. 

ELIOT BRAUN 

ME ROTH 
HISTORY AND IDENTIFICATION 
Meroth is an ancient village identified with Khirbet Marus (l:lorvat Marish) 
in the northeastern Upper Galilee (map reference 199.270). Josephus men
tions it as the settlement marking the northern boundaryofthe Upper Galilee 
at the end of the Second Temple period (War III, 40) and as one of the 
settlements fortified in 66 CE during the Jewish War against the Romans 
(War II, 573; Life 188). 

SURVEY AND EXCAVATIONS 
A survey and excavations were carried out at the site by Z. Ilan from 1981 to 
1983 and from 1984 to 1987 with E. Damati, on behalf of the Israel Depart-

ment of Antiquities and Museums. A wealth of finds which supported the 
proposed identification was uncovered. 

Remains of a defensive system that incorporated sections of walls, a large 
rock-cut moat, and systems of refuge tunnels that may have had their begin
nings in the Second Temple period, were uncovered. The refuge-tunnel sys
tems here may indicate an initial use in the Galilee that later spread to the 
southern part of the country. 

Judging from a few dozen of the 1,100 coins found, the excavators con
cluded that the settlement began in the second century BCE, probably in the 
Hasmonean period. Its economy was based mainly on the growing of olives 
for oil and grapes for wine, grains, and vegetables, and raising cattle. The 

Aerial view of Meroth, looking east. 



Meroth: plan of the synagogue; (left) early phase; (right) late phase. 
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settlement extended over 10 to 12 a. and had a population of about I ,000 to 
1,200. 
THE SYNAGOGUE. The survey conducted in 1981 revealed an ancient 
synagogue, one of the northernmost found thus far in the country. The 
synagogue was built in the late fourth to early fifth centuries CE. Its floor 
was coated with plaster and, at a later stage, was overlaid with a mosaic 
pavement. One section of the mosaic has a depiction of a young warrior 
surrounded by a sword, bronze helmet, and shield. This could be part of a 
series of illustrations of biblical figures and events, of which only this section 
has survived; it may depict David, with the weapons he took from Goliath 
(I Sam. 17:54). In the mosaic alongside the figure is an Aramaic inscription: 
')lJ )WlJVJ lJ. )11' (Yudan bar Shim'on Mani), perhaps the name of the donor or 
the artist who made the pavement. This is the first mosaic discovered in a 
synagogue in the Upper Galilee; usually, stone pavements are regarded as the 
outstanding characteristic of Galilean synagogues. 

The walls were plastered and painted red and yellow, an indication of the 
building's grandeur. To the south of the building a spacious courtyard was 
uncovered with a cistern in its center, an arrangement reminiscent of By-
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Facsimile of a bronze amulet found under the synagogue's northern facade. 
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zantine churches. This was also the first courtyard discovered in front 
of a Galilean synagogue. 

Galilean synagogues are generally ascribed to the third century CE. The 
finds in the synagogue at Me roth and at other places indicate that the dating of 
synagogues solely by typological criteria is no longer valid, and that the 
regional aspect must also be considered (q.v. Synagogues). Galilean-type 
synagogues continued to be built in the region after the third century, with 
their builders incorporating architectural elements common in contempo
rary buildings, such as mosaics and a courtyard. 

The inner dimensions of the nave are 11.4 by 17.9 m and the external 
dimensions (including the eastern space, exedra, and storeroom) are 20.4 
by 21.7 m. The length of the complex, together with the courtyard, totaled 

Mosaic pavement depicting a warrior, 
perhaps David, surrounded by a sword, 
helmet, and shield; (left) donor's 
inscription: "Yudan bar Shim'on Mani." 
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Lintel of the beth midrash entrance: two eagles flanking a wreath and the inscription: 111N~:l rmx 111:11lN:l:l nnx 111:1, "Blessed shall you be when you come in, and blessed shall 
you be when you go out" ( Dt. 28:6). 

28m. This was, thus, a synagogue of impressive size, which served as the center 
of the Jewish settlement in Meroth. 

About a century after its founding, the synagogue was completely reno
vated, which included the laying of a stone pavement. At that time, two bemas 
were built flanking the main entrance in the south, on the foundations from 
the first building stage. The western bema apparently served as a base for a 
wooden Ark of the Law, and the eastern one as the lectern for the Torah 
reading. The five voussoirs above the central entrance belong to this stage. 
Portions of a zodiac carved on these stones have survived. The zodiac is 
commonly depicted in mosaic pavements in ancient synagogues. 

At the beginning of the seventh century, the building underwent another 
basic renovation, with a highly significant architectural change: the facade 
was transferred to the north, while the southern facade was rebuilt and its three 
entrances blocked up. In the new, northern facade, three new entrances were 
added. The change corresponds to the architectural concept common among 
the builders oflater synagogues (at Qa~rin, Beth Alpha, Na'aran, and Jer
icho), the main element of which was to build entrances on the north so that 
those entering the hall would be facing south, toward Jerusalem. 

A bronze amulet with a twenty-six-line inscription in Hebrew and Aramaic 
was found under the eastern threshold in the northern facade. It contains the 
appealofacertain Yose son of Zenobia to God, that He give him total control 
over the inhabitants of the village (nmp in the language of the amulet),just as 
God's dominion over the world and its inhabitants is complete. Yose son of 
Zenobia was undoubtedly one of the leaders in the local community. 

Part of the staircase leading to the gallery was uncovered in this phase. The 
gallery was intended to enlarge the building and increase its capacity. A 
storeroom with a vaulted roof adjoined the synagogue on the west; in an 
alcove cut in bedrock under the storeroom floor, the synagogue's treasury 
was found. It contained 485 coins from the time of Alexander J annaeus (1 03-
76 BCE) to the Crusader period, at the end of the twelfth century, when the 
settlement was destroyed. Of the coins, 245 are gold, indicating the wealth of 

Mosaic pavement depicting shofars, pomegranates, leaves, and clusters of dates, in 
the southern part of the beth midrash. 

the settlement and its flourishing communal life, to which its inhabitants 
made generous contributions. 
CLASSROOM AND BflTH MID RASH. With the transferofthe facade to the 
north, the portico and southern courtyard no longer served their original 
purpose but were used for various other institutions: in the eastern part of the 
portico a classroom for children was set up, and the courtyard was turned into 
a beth midrash. Its western part became the study hall, while to its east a 
courtyard provided access to the beth midrash through entrances in its south
ern and eastern walls. This apparently is the earliest beth midrash yet dis
covered in Israel. The study hall (7 .35 by 6.45 m) is oriented east-west, with its 
entrance in the eastern wall. The lintel of the entrance has a carving of two 
eagles flanking a garland. Beneath the carving one of the two biblical in
scriptions in the building is engraved: "Blessed shall you be when you come in, 
and blessed shall you be when you go out" (Dt. 28:6). This is the first in
scription of its kind to be found in a Palestinian synagogue. 

The eagles bear signs of iconoclastic activity, probably attributed to the 
eighth century, during the reign of Caliph Yazid II. This attests to the buil
ding's existence then. The study hall's ceiling was supported by two arches. 
The hall was coated with high-quality plaster, at least some of which was 
painted. The walls are lined with stone benches, the best-preserved one along 
the western wall. In the center of the bench is a recess, apparently for the chair 
of the leading scholar in the beth midrash. This scholar may have been Rav 
I:Ianna, the tzaddik who was buried here in a tomb that later became a focus 
for pilgrimage, as attested by one of the documents found in the Cairo 
Genizah. 

The hall was paved with a mosaic, the southern half of which survives. In its 
central portion is a biblical scene, including an inscription and figures, sur
rounded by a border. The inscription consists of the four words W"1' n?m :J.>N~ 
1nN::l ("Thewolf and the lamb shall feed together," Is. 65:25). The letter' (yod) 
in the word :J.>N~ does not appear in the Masoretic version; this is a vowel letter 
that was added, as was common in several ancient synagogue inscriptions. 
Under the inscription and flanking it are surviving portions of depictions of a 
lamb (on the right) and a wolf (on the left) flanking a large amphora. This is 
the earliest example of such a depiction in a synagogue. It may represent the 
longings for peace felt by the inhabitants in the first half of the seventh 
century, which was marked by frequent disorders and wars. 

The southern part of the pavement includes a decoration, oriented south
ward, of shofars flanking a structurelike motif (Torah ark?); above it are 

Detail of the mosaic pavement in the beth midrash with the inscription 1l!'1' n?tn :l'NI 

1nN::>, "The wolf and the lamb shallfeed together" (Is. 65:25). 



pomegranates and heart-shaped leaves and beneath those, clusters of dates. 
This may have been the place of prayer in the study hall. 

SUMMARY 
The construction of a synagogue, classroom, and beth midrash as a single 
community center in the seventh century attests to the vitality of the settle
ment at Meroth in this late period. Meroth was apparently a center of study 
and teaching, attracting Torah scholars from near and far. The settlement, 
which was inhabited for hundreds of years during the Arab and Crusader 
periods, is evidence of the continued existence of Jewish settlements in the 
region-some of which were once known only from Cairo Genizah docu
ments. There were scribes in two such settlements, at Gush I:Ialav and Dalton. 
This corresponds with the testimony provided by the findings at Meroth that 
the local villagers engaged not only in agriculture, but also in religious 
studies. 
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BUILDING PHASES OF THE MEROTH SYNAGOGUE 
Phase Period Pavement Nature Comments 

X Roman Underground Before the synagogue's establishment 
rooms 

AI 400-450 CE Plaster Facade in south Construction of soft limestone; 
walls with colored plaster 

A2 450--500 Mosaic Facade in south Courtyard to south of building 
B 500--650 Stone Facade in south Lintel inscription: "Blessed shall you 

be when you come in, and blessed 
shall you be when you go out." 

c 650--1200 Stone Facade in north Construction of hard limestone; 
classroom in place of portico; 
study hall in the courtyard 

D 1250--1400 Stone Dwellings Repartition of the building 
in Mameluke period with stones 
from the destroyed synagogue 

Dl 1400--1600 Stone Dwellings 

Z. Han and E. Damati, ESI I (1982), 70; 3 (1984), 73-76; 4 (1985), 64-68; 7-8 (1988-1989), 128-129; 5 
(1986), 64-68; id., IEJ34 (1984), 265-268; 37 (1987), 54-57, 265-268; id., Israel-Land and Nature 10/2 
(1984-1985), 61-69; id., Israel MuseumJournal4(1985), 51-56; id., MdB 53 (1988), 50-55; id., BAR 15/2 
(1989), 20-36; Z. Han, Eretz (Autumn 1988), 8-14, 71-72; id., Ancient Synagogues in Israel, 3rd-7th 
Century CE (BAR/IS 499, ed. R. Hachlili), Oxford 1989, 21-41; D. Chen, LA 40 (1990), 349-355. 
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MEVORAKH, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLORATION 
Tel Mevorakh is a small mound situated on the southern bank of Nal).al 
Tanninim, between the Sharon Plain and the Carmel coast (map reference 
1441.2156). In 1923, a mausoleum built of stone from the third century CE was 
discovered at the eastern foot of the mound. In it a number of marble sar
cophagi were found. Two of them, of outstanding magnificence, were deco
rated with reliefs; the war between the Greeks and the Amazons is depicted on 
one of them. 

In the 1960s, a tenth-century BCE shaft tomb was accidentally discovered in 
a field northwest of the mound. The tomb contained some seventy pottery 

vessels, including red-burnished Phoenician and Cypro-Phoenician ware. 
Four seasons of excavations were conducted at the site from 1973 to 1976 

under the direction of E. Stern, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. In the first season of excavations, a trial 
trench (40 by 10m) was dug at the western end of the northern slope. The 
excavation area was greatly enlarged in the second and third seasons and 
extended to the center of the mound and to the east side. In the fourth 
season, the center of the mound was deepened and cleared down to virgin 
soil. At the end of this season, the stratigraphy of the mound could be quite 
clearly established. 

Stone sarcophagus from the mausoleum showing a battle scene between the Greeks and the Amazons. 
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Tel Mevorakh: two Egyptian scarabs. Left: Hyksos; (right) bearing the name of 
Thutmose III. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. The first settlement (stratum XV) was a rectangular 
fortress built of brick, founded on the low, natural hill in the Middle Bronze 
Age IIA. The next stratum (XIV), dating from the same period, contained 
domestic buildings that surrounded the fortress and covered the entire area of 
the hill. No fortifications were uncovered from this level. 

In the Middle Bronze Age liB (stratum XIII), a terre pisee rampart was 
heaped above settlement XIV, burying some of the earlier buildings and part 
of the fortress up to a height of about 3m. The outer face of the rampart was 
steep, sloping from the highest point at the edge ofthemound toward the inner 
side, and thus creating a crater. In the low, inner area of the crater were rooms 
and a large kitchen that served the inhabitants-apparently garrison soldiers 
of the fort and their families. 

Several infant burial jars were discovered beneath these structures. The 
inner slope was strengthened by a series of stone supporting walls. The ram
part was constructed of a hard-packed brick core covered with rather loose 
layers of sand, !Jamra and kurkar brought from the surrounding hills. Many 
stone implements were brought with them, including a few obsidian tools 
taken from a nearby Pre-Pottery Neolithic settlement. 

In the third season of excavations, the northern section of the terre pisee 
rampart was deepened in order to examine more closely the form of the 
natural hill. It became clear that both the slope of the hill and the terre 
pisee rampart are very steep and end in a layer of black soil peculiar to the 
beds of rivers or marshes. It can therefore be concluded that, at least on this 
side, the Middle Bronze Age liB fortress reached a water obstacle. Still un
solved is the problem of its eastern border. Two squares opened on the eastern 
slope in the third season revealed the remains of buildings from the Middle 
Bronze Age liB but no trace of a rampart. A different method of fortification 
may have been used on this site-perhaps a brick wall, later eroded; proof of 
this assumption must await further excavations. 

A Middle Bronze Age IIC settlement (stratum XII) was built over the 
earlier Middle Bronze Age liB one that was destroyed. This settlement ap
parently also served as a fortress whose walls and rooms faced the rampart. 
The retaining walls were restrengthened during this period. The main dif
ference between strata XIII and XII was in their burials. Infant burial jars 
from stratum XII were not hidden beneath the buildings, but in the outer 
slopes of the rampart. Hyksos seal impressions were found on some of the 
jars. In strata XIII-XII, several fragments of imported Cypriot ware as well as 
local ware were found. 
LATE BRONZE AGE. Above strata XIII and XII a number of Late Bronze 
Age phases were uncovered. In the upper phase (stratum IX), some floors were 
preserved, but only on the eastern side ofthe excavation area. All of them were 
covered with pithoi sherds. In the same phase, a rectangular podium was also 
found, filled with homogeneous red-brick material to a height of about one 
meter. It was bounded on the west, south, and east by a stonewall more than 1 
m wide. On the north, it leans against the Middle Bronze Age II rampart. 
South of the podium was part of a courtyard with a thick, beaten-lime floor. 

Overview of the MB IIA settlement, looking north. 

Evidently, the building for which this podium served as a base was completely 
razed in the Iron Age (see below); it is even possible that the upper part of the 
podium itself was razed during later construction activity. There can be no 
doubt that a large and important building (stratum XIII) was built on these 
foundations. Below the podium were the remains of another large building; 
parts of two rooms with stone pavements have survived. This building extends 
below the unexcavated area. 
The Sanctuary. Strata XI-X also contained the remains of a large building 
that occupied the entire excavated area. Its form, interior installations, and 
especially its finds leave no doubt that it should be interpreted as a sanctuary. 

Isometric reconstruction of the sanctuary in stratum XI, 15th century BCE. 

Bronze serpent from the sanctuary in stratum X. 
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Western part of the sanctuary in stratum XI; note the platform with five steps in the corner. 

On its long side, the building leans against the inner side of the Middle Bronze 
Age II rampart (as at Razor, area C); between them a narrow passageway(?) 
was paved with beaten lime. Almost all of the sanctuary hall was cleared 
(except for its northeast corner). It measures 10 by 5 m and is oriented 
east-west. The floor and walls were all coated with beaten-lime plaster. 
In the northwest corner stood a rectangular plastered platform (1.5 m long 
by I m wide and I m high). Five steps led up to it from the east. On the lime floor 
in the corner of the platform was the imprint of a small (wooden?) column, 
which may have supported a canopy. 

A plastered bench ran along the western (short) side of the hall; in front of 
the bench, near the center of the room, stood two plastered installations whose 
functions are still obscure. Immediately to the east of the platform a bench 
running up to the northeast corner then turned along the part of the eastern 
wall that was excavated. The bench thus extended more than 8 m. In the center 
of the hall stood a large round stone, which may have served as a column base. 

The floorofthe sanctuary slopes toward the south, where a drain was found 
running against another plastered bench. Because of the slope, the southern 
wall was destroyed, except for a small section in the southwest corner (the 
sanctuary entrance may have been on this side). 

The finds in the sanctuary include two Mitannian-style cylinder seals, two 
faience plaques, two cups-one of alabaster and the other of clay-a pair of 
bronze cymbals, a bronze knife, a javelin, arrowheads, and a ring decorated 
with a palmette. There were also many imported white-slip Cypriot vessels 
("milk bowls" and one tankard) and many Cypriot base-ring and mono
chrome bowls. Among the local ware of special interest were many jars, jugs, 
juglets, bowls, and lamps, and especially decorated chalices and goblets. 

The only hint ofthe type of cult practiced here was the discovery of a bronze 
snake, about 20 em long, that closely resembles the bronze snakes found in 
contemporary sanctuaries at Timna' and Razor. 

South of the main hall was a stone-paved courtyard that extended below the 
unexcavated area. Another wide courtyard on the west was also paved with 
large, well-fitted stones. This floor was partly robbed in antiquity, and its 
borders on the south and west are not known. 

The finds from the two phases of the sanctuary indicate a date in the 
fifteenth to thirteenth centuries BCE. The sanctuary and its courtyards oc
cupied almost all of the site in the Late Bronze Age. This entire compound is 
consequently interpreted by the excavator as a wayside sanctuary, the first of 
its kind to be discovered in Israel. (The closest mounds are Dor and Tel Zeror, 
some 10-12 km [6-7.5 mi.] from Tel Mevorakh.) 

IRON AGE. Above the Late Bronze Age strata, over the podium mentioned 
above, a four-room Iron Age house was found. It contained two building 
stages (strata VIII-VII), the upper level dating to the tenth century BCE and 
the lower level to the eleventh century BCE. The plan of these strata is of 
interest. A large building was surrounded by a broad courtyard with a floor 
made of a thick layer of beaten lime, and the whole complex was encircled by a 
wall1.5 m wide. The pottery includes local red-burnished ware and undec
orated pottery, as well as imported Cypriot vessels, among them Cypro
Phoenician, bichrome, and white-painted ware. This complex was appar
ently an administrative center at the southern border of the fourth dis
trict, that is, the district of Dor. 
PERSIAN TO ARAB PERIODS. Above the Iron Age stratum are three phases 
from the Persian period (strata VI, V, and IV). The lowest phase is represented 

Bes vessel, Persian period. 
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Inner side of the Persian period "casemate wall," built of ashlar piers and a rubble fill. 

only by a series of deep pits, filled with ash, bones, and pottery, including 
Attic and Cypriot ware. On one of the local sherds found in a pit were rows of 
stamped rosettes similartothosefound on pottery from Judea. In stratum V, a 
building was found on the western part of the mound. 

In theupperphaseofthePersianperiod (stratum IV), theentiremound was 
occupied by a single large building. Because the last two strata (Vand IV) were 
encircled by a casemate wall, they are interpreted as an administrative center or 

General view of buildings from the Persian period. 

large estate. These structures were built in the "Phoenician" method of 
construction-alternating ashlar piers and rubble fill segments. 

Above the upper Persian level were some scattered walls belonging to the 
Hellenistic period (stratum III), only a few of which have survived. 

Despite the many Roman finds collected on the mound, it is clear that no 
structures from the period were built on its summit. All building activity was 
limited to the surrounding area-mainly the two aqueducts leading to Cae
sarea, which bypassed the mound on all sides, and the hewn graves near the 
mound, which were intended for the inhabitants of Caesarea. 

The surface of the site was covered with numerous graves from the Crusader 

Clay Astarte figurine, Persian period. 



and Late Arab periods (stratum I). In one location, three superimposed graves 
were found. Most of them were cist graves, but two or three were unusual 
infant jar burials. 

Main publications: E. Stern, Excavations at Tel Mevorakh, 1973-19761-2 (Qedem 9, 18), Jerusalem 1978-
1984. 
Other studies: Conder-Kitchener, SWP2, 34; BBSAJ5 (1924), 55-56; 6 (1924), 77;PMB I (1924), 55-56; 
E. Stem, IEJ23 (1973), 256-257; 24 (1974), 266-268; 26 (1976), 49-50, 199-200; (with D. L. Saltz), 28 
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(1978), 137-145, id., RB 82 (1975), 254-257; 83 (1976), 266-269, 84 (1977), 263-264; id., ASOR 
Newsletter (Aug. 1977), 4-7; id., BA 40 (1977), 89-91; id., BASOR 225 (1977), 17-28; id., Temples 
and High Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem 1977, 35-36; ibid., Jerusalem 1981, 160; id., Qedem 9, 18 
(Reviews), BASOR 239 (1980), 77-78.-267 (1987), 86-88.- Syria 58 (1981), 210-211.- OLZ 77 
(1982), 152-155; id., BAR 5/3 (1979), 34-39; J. Yellin and I. Perlman, Provenance of/ron Age Pottery from 
Tel Mevorakh, Jerusalem 1977; J. Yellin, IEJ 35 (1985), 46-52; 39 (1989), 217-227; E. A. Knauf, BA 41 
(1978), 135; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 

EPHRAIM STERN 

MEZER 
IDENTIFICATION 
AChalcolithic site was uncovered on the lands of Kibbutz Me?er, about 12 
km (7.5 mi.)eastofl:Iadera (map reference 155.204). The ancient site is about 
1 a. in area and lies on a rocky hill partly covered with a thin layer of soil. 
Settlement was concentrated in the deepest part of this layer. In 1956 and 
1957, two seasons of excavations were carried out on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities, directed by M. Dothan. Five areas were exca
vated, and in three of them-B, C, and D-three layers were found with 
building remains dated by the excavator to the Chalcolithic period (see 
below). Tumuli from the same period were built over the remains of the 
previous settlement. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
STRATUM III. Stratum III is the earliest layer. The most important building 
in this stratum was found in area B: a two-room house built on stone 
foundations (outer dimensions, 13 by 6 m) with the entrance in the long 
wall. The pottery found in the house belongs essentially to the Ghassulian 
culture. Typical vessels are the V-shaped ("flower pot") bowl, cornet, and 
churn; common decorations are red slip, painted bands, and incisions. The 
flint industry produced adzes, small axes, and a few fan scrapers. The stone 
vessels included bowls decorated with triangles incised on the rim. 
STRATUM II. Stratum II is characterized by apsidal houses. One house ( 5 by 
11 m) had a partition wall separating its rounded end from the rest of the 
building. In the floor of another house, a burial pit for domestic animals 
contained, among others, the complete skeleton of a dog. Some funnel
shaped silos were dug in the floor and lined with stone slabs. The finds 
from this stratum continue the Ghassulian tradition, but new elements are 
also present. Cream-ware bowls, cornets, and churns are found, as is gray
burnished ware, especially carinated bowls with knob like projections on the 
carination. Metal tools were used along with flint saws and chisels. Outstand
ing are five copper adzes that may have been used to cut water cisterns in the 
rock (see below). 

Pithos with a decoration in relief 

Stone-faced silo. 

. 
STRATUM I. Stratum I is distinguished by rectangular broadhouses. One 
two-room house had raised platforms near the wall, probably for sleeping. 
The Ghassulian features are fewer here, but still present are gray-burnished 
ware and an increased amount of red-burnished ware. A high loop-handle jug 
is noteworthy among the new vessels, and band slip appears for the first time. 
Flint fiat blades (knives) were also found. 

Pits were found cut in the rock in all the areas of excavation (especially area 
C). They were apparently in use in all the strata. Narrow channels led to some 

Me;;er: plan of the buildings in area B, strata III and II. 
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Mqer: red-slipped and burnished bowl from stratum I. ofunhewn stones. What the purpose of the tumuli was and when they were 
erected is difficult to say, but they belong to the latest occupation of the site. 

SUMMARY 
Me?er is a Chalco lithic site whose lack of water sources was solved by storing 
rainwater in cisterns dug close to the settlement. Stratum III belongs to the 
Ghassulian culture. The finds closely resemble the Beer Sheba culture. Thus 
stratum III at Me?ercan be ascribed to the fourth millennium, and strata II-I 
to the initial stage of the Late Chalco lithic period, which can be dated to the 
third millennium. This stage is characterized by apsidal houses and red- and 
gray-burnished ware. Me?er is stratigraphically important because the early 
phase of the Late Chalco lithic period is clearly attested here. The site is a link 
between the Ghassulian and the Late Chalco lithic, in which some features of 
the Early Bronze Age I are already evident. Some scholars are of the opinion 

ofthe pits, which undoubtedly served as rainwater reservoirs. Other pits were that strata II-I should be classified as belonging to the Early Bronze Age I. 
used as silos, especially one with a cylindrical mouth and bell-shaped bottom 
that contained large storage jars. Near some ofthe pits cup marks were found M. Dothan,IEJ6 (1956), 112-114; 7 (1957), 127-128, 217-228; 9 (1959), 13-29; Weippert 1988, 121, 123, 
hewn in the rock. 134f; E. Braun, PEQ 121 (1989), 1-43. 

Me?er was abandoned during the first phase of the Late Chalcolithic 
period. Remains of the settlement were mostly covered with tumuli made MOSHE DOTHAN 

MICHAL, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Michal is situated on a kurkar cliff rising above the Mediterranean coast 
south of Herzliya, about 6.5 km (4 mi.) north of the Yarkon River estuary 
(map reference 131.174). The settlement remains are dispersed over five hills. 
The high mound, 30m above sea level and about three-quarters of an acre in 
size, is near the coast. Remains from all the site's occupation strata, from the 
Middle Bronze Age liB to the Early Arab period, were found here. The 
northern hill, covering almost 10 a., revealed remains of a settlement on 
its south and a cemetery at its northern edge, both from the Persian peri
od. The northeastern hillock was a cultic site from the tenth century BCE until 
the Hellenistic period (q.v. Makmish). The eastern hillock was a cult site 
during the same periods. The southeastern hillock was settled in the tenth 
century BCE and in the Persian period. There were no occupation remains in 
the area between the hills and hillocks, but winepresses from various periods 
were found there. 

0 50 100m 

Tel Michal: map of the mound, hillocks, and excavation areas. 

EXPWRATION 
The site was first surveyed in 1922 by J. Ory. He suggested that the ancient 
name of the site was Mekal, based on the Arabic name for the entire area
Dhahrat Makmish. He proposed that the suffix "-ish" was added to the 
ancient name Mekal and that Mekalish was then distorted to Makmish. 
This proposal later served as the basis for the Israel Government Names 
Committee's designation of the site as Tel Michal. From 1958 to 1960, sal
vage excavations were carried out on the northeastern hillock by N. Avigad, 
on behalf of the Haaretz Museum (today the Eretz Israel Museum) in Tel 
Aviv, in cooperation with the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew Uni
versity of Jerusalem (q.v. Makmish). 

Four seasons of excavations (1977-1980) were carried out at Tel Michal as 
part ofthe regional research project in the western Yarkon River Basin, under 
the auspices of Tel Aviv University, directed by Z. Herzog and J.D. Muhly. 
Concurrent with these excavations, an archaeological survey was carried out 
by R. Gophna, together with a geological survey by N. Bakler. 

In 1982, tractors removing sand uncovered remains of plastered structures 
east ofthe high mound. A salvage excavation at the site conducted by Herzog 
revealed four Iron Age winepresses. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
BRONZE AGE. The mound was first settled at the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age liB (stratum XVII). A series of deep sections cut across its width revealed 
that the eastern part of the present hill is composed of earth fills brought to the 
site in the Late Bronze Age. The remains of the earliest occupation stratum are 
located in a limited area in the western part ofthemound. The first settlers here 
built a4-m-high raised platform on the kurkar ridge, which was comprised of 
alternate layers of red clay (/;amra) and sand. The platform was supported by a 
brick retaining wall, erected in the northern part of the mound. Sloping layers 
of sand covered with /;amra served as a glacis. Buildings were probably erected 
on top of the platform, but no structural remains were preserved. A large 
section of the settlement was located to the west of the present mound, from 
which it was cut off as early as the Bronze Age, probably as a result oftectonic 
movements that occurred along the coast. The Bronze Age site covered ap
proximately one-half to three-quarters of an acre. The finds attributed to this 
period were discovered in later fills and included local pottery vessels, Cypriot 
imports, Hyksos scarabs, and Egyptian alabaster vessels. 

Further evidence that the initial settlement at Tel Michal was destroyed by 

Section through the MB and LB strata. 
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Aerial view of Tel Michal, looking east. 

sudden tectonic activity is that the settlers who arrived at the beginning of the 
Late Bronze Age expanded the area of the hill eastward by means of a 30-m
wide and 10-m-high earth fill (stratum XVI), thus determining the mound's 
shape to this day. This addition consisted of sloping layers of gray earth (from 
the leveling of the previous stratum's destruction debris) and thick layers of 
sand covered with /;amra. During this phase, a small fort was erected on the 
northern part of the mound; it commanded the approach to the site from the 
coast, which passed between the high mound and the northern hill. South of 
the fortress were the remains of several dwellings. The majority of finds from 
this period were uncovered on the southern slope, in the earth debris probably 
extracted by the Iron Age inhabitants (as the Iron Age finds were mixed with 
those from the Late Bronze Age IIA). In addition to local pottery and Cypriot 
imports, a group of unusual kraters was found dating to the Late Bronze Age 
I. These kraters are of coarse ware, decorated with horizontal bands or wavy 

lines in black or black and red. A horizontal handle is preserved on two of the 
kraters. The shape and ware of the kraters differ from the bichrome vessels 
typical of the period. They may have been manufactured along the coast of 
Palestine or in Syria. 

It appears that the Late Bronze Age I settlement was destroyed, but less 
violently than its predecessor. The inhabitants of the Late Bronze Age IIA 
(stratum XV) reinforced and enlarged the earlier rampart and added are
taining wall at its base. The settlement remained unchanged in plan and 
continued in existence until its abandonment in the fourteenth or early 
thirteenth century BCE. 
IRON AGE. Settlement of the site was renewed in the tenth century BCE, 
following a gap of three hundred years. Remains from this period were found 
on thehighmoundand on thethreeeasternhillocks. In thecenterand south of 
the mound, two phases of typical Iron Age dwellings were uncovered (strata 

Aerial view of Tel Michal, looking west. 
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Winepresses east of the mound, lOth 
century BCE. 

XIV-XIII). A stone drainage channel 
was found in the northern part of the 
mound, although the building it 
served was in the unexcavated area. 
A walled, open-air cultic place was ex
cavated on the northeastern hillock 
(q.v. Makmish). On the eastern hil
lock a rectangular cultic room was 
found. It contained a square base 
built of kurkar that probably served 
as an altar or an offering table. Four 
chalices and other vessels were found 
in pits dug in the sand. Two rectangu
lar structures, with benches along their 
walls, were found on the southeastern 
hillock. It seems that the three hillocks 
were used as family cultic rooms or 
bamot. To the east of the high 
mound, two pairs oflong winepresses 
were found: each press had a treading 
platform (c. 2 by 3 m) and two round 
collection vats-one large (diameter, 
c. 1.5 m), and the other small (diame
ter, 0.8 m). The two pits were connec
ted by channels to the treading plat
form but were not linked to each 
other. The potsherds found in the pits date to the Iron Age, probably the 
tenth century BCE. Following this period, Tel Michal was abandoned for 
about 150 years. 

Settlement was resumed in the eighth century BCE (stratum XII). The high 
mound yielded only sherds from this stage; pottery vessels were found buried 
in pits on the eastern hillock. Contemporary structural remains were found 
only on the southeastern hillock and were reused in the Persian period. The 
site was abandoned at the end of the eighth century BCE and remained un
occupied for the rest of the Iron Age. 
PERSIAN PERIOD. At the end of the sixth century BCE, Tel Michal once 
again served as a way station and trading post; it continued to develop for the 
next two hundred years. Six settlement phases from this period of prosperity 
were uncovered. Remains of a fort, dating to the earliest phase (stratum XI), 
were found at the northern edge ofthe high mound. The rest ofthe mound was 
covered with silos and ash pits, with cooking ovens next to the silos. These 
remains indicate that the site was used as a garrison's headquarters; south of 
the fort was the camp for soldiers, who were probably responsible for guard
ing the food stored in the silos. This stratum is characterized by pottery 
decorated with geometric and floral motifs in the East Greek style. The 
finds from stratum XI date to the late sixth and early fifth centuries BCE. 

The military and administrative headquarters continued to exist at the 

East Greek amphora, Persian period. 

northern edge of the high mound in the subsequent phases of the Persian 
period. Each phase saw new buildings erected, differing from their predeces
sors. Houses built in the southern part of the mound from the second phase 
(stratum X) onward indicate the beginnings of a permanent settlement. The 
houses all face the same direction, but no traces of intersecting streets (as at 
Shiqmona)werefound. Thefoundationsofthehouses'wallswerebuiltofrocks 
from the beach and kurkar stone, while the superstructure was made of sun
dried~amra brick. Stratum Xis assigned to the first half of the fifth century BCE. 

The stratum attributed to the third phase of the Persian period (stratum IX) 
contained an extremely large quantity of black-figure Attic ware. The fourth 
phase (stratum VIII) yielded a room at the southern edge of the high mound, 
which,judgingfrom thetwentystoragejarsfoundinit, wasprobablyusedasa 
wine cellar. Several of the jars were made of yellowish clay and appeared to 
have been produced locally, having been fired in the kilns discovered on the 
northern hill. Both phases (strata IX-VIII) have been dated to the second half 
of the fifth century BCE. 

The fifth phase (stratum VII) is characterized by the higher standard of 
buildings to the south of the northern fortress. A large structure with thick 
mud-brick walls was erected in the center of the mound. This structure 
contained a round room, whose walls were sunk approximately 3 m. in the 
ground. The upper part of the walls sloped inward, and the room seems to 
have been a silo with a domed ceiling. In light of the finds here, especially coins 
of 'Abd-'ashtart ("servant of Astarte"), namely Straton I, stratum VII has 
been dated to the first half of the fourth century BCE. 

The final phase of the Persian period (stratum VI) is characterized by a 

Storage jars from the Persian period found in a kiln. 
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Pottery kiln on the northern hill, 5th century BCE: (left) during the excavations; (right) reconstruction. 

functional division of the high mound: the northern edge was occupied by a 
fort (first erected in stratum XI), the center was used for dwellings, and the 
southern area was left empty-apart from several silos. The settlement was 
not destroyed when Alexander the Great conquered the country, but con
tinued to exist until the end of the fourth century BCE. 

Toward the end of the fifth century BCE, and especially in the fourth century 
BCE, the settlement reached its zenith. A temple uncovered on the north
eastern hillock contained dozens of votive figurines (q.v. Makmish). An
other temple, including a structure with benches and fa:vissae nearby, is 
situated on the eastern hillock. The favissae yielded unused lamps and a 
bronze signet ring. The northern hill showed the first signs of dense occupa
tion in this period. The houses (and workshops?) built on the northern hill 
were bordered on the east by a common wall, indicating the careful planning of 
the settlement, whose area covered about 1.5 to 2.5 a. To the south and west of 
these structures was an industrial quarter that included the remains of several 

kilns. One of the kilns, which had collapsed, was undoubtedly used for firing 
pottery, as its contents-the sherds of five storage jars-were found in the 
debris. Two winepresses dating to the Persian period were found near the 
settlement remains. 

A cemetery from the Persian period was found on the northern slope of the 
northern hill, facing the Gelilot Stream. A section covering less than a tenth of 
the cemetery's estimated area was cut, and revealed 120 graves of men, women, 
and children. The graves can be divided into three types: cist graves, built of 
kurkar stone or /;amra brick; simple pit graves; and infant burials in storage 
jars. Burial offerings included bowls, fibulae, bronze bracelets, iron tools, 
silver rings and earrings, and beads of different materials. Several ofthe graves 
yielded iron and bronze nails, indicating that the dead had been buried in· 

Cist tombs in the Persian period cemetery. 
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wooden coffins or covered with nailed, wooden lids. The finds from this 
cemetery bear a striking resemblance to those from Kamid el-Luz in the 
Lebanese Beqa'a Valley, which date to the fourth century BCE. 

HELLENISTIC AND HASMONEAN PERIODS. The site underwent a com
plete change in character in the next period of occupation, the Hellenistic 
period. The main structure in the center of the high mound was a large, square 
fortress (25 by 25m) built around a central courtyard. North of the fortress 
were the eroded remains of several houses, and to its east was a large stone kiln. 
The settlement on the northern hill was not renewed during this period; stones 
from its houses were removed and used to pave the hill. In the hill's center a 
large winepress~which consisted of a treading platform, two collection vats 
(the larger one with steps), and a paved surface~was surrounded by a stone 
wall. The larger vat, with acapacityofabout 7,000 liters, was probably used to 
ferment the wine. This attests to the installation's communal nature. The 
cultic tradition was preserved on the northeastern hillock, where a courtyard 
containing the remains of an altar was found. The eastern hillock at this time 
contained a round silo, near which a hoard of forty-seven silver tetradrach
mas from the reign of Ptolemy I to that of Ptolemy III was found. Two 
building phases (strata V -IV) were uncovered in the fortress and in the houses 
north of it; the finds, especially the coins, date the strata to the Ptolemaic 
period (third century BCE) and theSe
leucid period (second century BCE). 

A small fort (24 by 27m) was built 
at the center of the high mound in 
the Hasmonean period (stratum III). 
About 500 m south of the mound 
is a small winepress, in which a coin 
of Alexander Jannaeus was found; 
coins of his reign were also found in the 
fort. 
ROMAN AND EARLY ARAB PERI
ODS. The most prominent remains 
on the high mound (stratum II) be
long to a large fortress (c. 31 by 38m), 
whose western half was eroded down 
the slope. The fortress was erected on 
a foundation of coarse kurkar. The 
superstructure consisted of dressed 
kurkar stones laid in headers, as shown 
by the remains of its first course. The 
entrance was on the north, with a 
well-plastered, built drainage channel 
running underneath. A solid tower 
stood in the center of the inner court
yard, which may have served as a look
out post during the day and a light-

Right: Hellenistic winepress on the northern 
hill (after conservation). 

Bronze bowls (from the cemetery) and a ladle (from the mound), 
Persian period. 

Tel Michal: hoard of Ptolemaic 
tetradrachmas. 



house at night. A date in the early first century CE is borne out by the numis
matic finds, including coins of the early prefects-Marcus Ambibulus (c. 9-
12 CE), Valerius Gratus (15-26 CE), and Pontius Pilate (26-36 CE)-and one 
coin of Agrippa I (37-44 CE). The Roman fortress at Tel Michal is the only one 
of its kind found thus far along the coast. 

After a gap of over seven hundred years, a small watchtower from the Early 
Arab period (stratum I) was built on the top ofthe high mound. The tower was 
founded on a base of solid concrete and stone blocks. Contemporary finds 
include sherds ofKhirbet el-Mafjar ware and fragments of plaster decorated 
with geometric designs, dated to the Abbasid period; these are the latest 
remains found at Tel Michal. 

SUMMARY 
Settlement at Tel Michal began in the Middle Bronze Age liB. The settlement 
was related to the Hyksos kingdom that ruled the northeastern area of the 
Nile Delta in Egypt and southern coast of Canaan. In the Bronze Age, the site 
was mainly a trading post, where products from Egypt (alabaster vessels) and 
Cyprus (pottery) were traded. The site was abandoned when international 
commerce declined in the thirteenth century BCE. It was the renewed trade 
relations between the United Monarchy and the Phoenicians at Tyre, with the 
Yarkon serving as the main anchorage en route to Jerusalem, that brought 
about the resettlement of the site in the tenth century BCE. Cultic rooms 
suggest that the builders of the trading post at the time were Phoeni
cians. When the Israelite kingdom was divided, the Yarkon became the 
border and the site was abandoned. The renewal of activity at the site in 
the Persian period attests to the important role the Sharon Plain played 
in Phoenician trade, as well as for the Persian army. Tel Michal is situated 
between Tyre and Jaffa, in the "great lands of grain on the Sharon Plain" 
granted to Eshmun'azar, king of Sidon, by the "king of kings," namely, the 
king of Persia. In 1987, fragments of a storage jar bearing Phoenician letters 
were discovered in the area of the northeastern hillock. A. F. Rainey deci
phered the inscription as follows: lb 'l Smm. This may indicate that the Phoe
nician temple on the hillock (see below) was dedicated to Ba'al Shamim. The 
site's successive building stages in the Persian period attest to the unstable 
security conditions in the region where Persian troops were stationed-in 
Egypt, Phoenicia, and the Philistine cities. 

The growing strategic importance of the site from the Hellenistic period 
onward led to the construction of a series of fortresses. The Hasmonean fort 
built by Alexander J annaeus was part of the defensive line of fortifications 
that the king established along the Yarkon (known as the Jannaeus line: 
Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 389-391; War I, 99-102; q.v. Tel Aviv). The Roman 
fortress, built on the mound in the early first century CE, served as a base and 
an anchorage for the Roman army when Jewish Jaffa was an independent 
port. In the Late Roman, Byzantine, and Early Arab periods, nearby A pol-
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Ionia became the major city in the region. The isolated watchtower built in the 
Abbasid period was probably part of the early warning system against ap
proaching enemy ships, mentioned by the Arab geographer Muqaddasi. 
Several graves dating to the thirteenth century CE were found on the high 
mound. The mound was subsequently abandoned and most of it covered by 
the shifting sands. 

STRATIGRAPHY AT TEL MICHAL 
Stratum Period Date Nature of Settlement 

Early Arab 8th-9th cent. CE Watchtower 
GAP 

II Roman 10-50 CE Fortress 
IIIA Late Hasmonean } 
IIIB Early Hasmonean lOO-SO BCE Fort 

IV Hellenistic 200-) 00 BCE } 

v Hellenistic 300-200 BCE 
Fortress and winepress 

VI HellenisticjPersian 350-300 BCE 

VII Persian 400-350 BCE 
Fort, houses, lower city, 

VIII Persian 430-400 BCE 

IX Persian 450-430 BCE 
cultic areas, winepresses and kilns, 

X Persian 490-450 BCE 
cemetery 

XI Persian 525-490 BCE 

GAP 
XII Iron IIC 8th cent. BCE Pottery sherds, walls 

GAP 
XIII Iron IIA lOth cent. BCE Houses, cultic structures, 
XIV Iron IIA lOth cent. seE and winepresses 

GAP 
XV LB II 14th-13th cent. BCE Fort 
XVI LB I 16th-15th cent. BCE Houses 
XVII MB liB 17th cent. BCE Settlement on raised platform 

Main publications: Z. Herzog, Excavation at Tel Michal1977 (Tel Aviv Univ. Institute of Archaeology
Reprint Series 5), Tel Aviv 1979; id., Excavations at Tel Michal 1978-1979 (ibid.), 1981; id. et a!., 
Excavations at Tel Michal, Israel (Tel Aviv Univ. Institute of Archaeology Publication 8), Minneapolis 
1989. 
Other studies: R. W. Hamilton, QDAP I (!931), 103-104; N. Bakler, TA 5 (!978), 131-135; Z. Herzog (et 
a!.), Expedition 20/4 (1978), 44-49; id., IEJ28 (1978), 123-124; 29 (!979), 120-122; 31 (!981), 1!9-121; 
id. (eta!.), TA 5 (1978), 99-130; 7 (1980), 111-151; id., Excavations at Tel Michal1977(Reviews), lBL !00 
(1981), 467-468.- PEQ 113 (!981), 68-69; id., Excavations at Tel Michal1978-1979 (Review), Syria 59 
(1982), 347-348; id., RB88 (1981), 577-579; id., ESII (!982), 73-74; id., Mediterranean Historical Review 
3 (!988), 87-102; id., Antike Welt 20/3 (!989), 25-31; A. Kindler, TA 5 (1978), 159-169; I. Mozel, ibid., 
152-158; A. R. Schulman, ibid., 148-151; S. Moskovitch, RB 86 (!979), 453-457; F. R. Brandfon and 
R. T. Marchese, AlA 84(!980), !97; M. K. Remole, BAR 7j! (1981), 36-45; J. MuhlyandZ. Herzog, ESI 
I (!982), 72-73; A. Rainey and R. T. Marchese, AlA 86 (!982), 281; S. Derfler (and J. Lawrenz). ibid. 87 
(1983), 231; id., ibid. 88 (!984), 242; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); E. Grossmann, ESI9 (!989-1990), 139. 
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MIDRAS, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I;Iorvat Midras is located high in the Judean Foothills, about 6 km (4 mi.) 
north of Beth Guvrin, near the Beth Guvrin-Jerusalem road (map reference 
1440.1182). The site derives its name from the Arabic Khirbet Drusiya, or 
Drusa. F. M. Abel, following Relandus, identified this settlement with the 
Drusias mentioned by Ptolemy ( Geog. V, 16, 6). L. Y. Rahmani suggested that 
this was the birthplace of Ben Dorsai (who also appears as Bar Derosa, Bar 
Derosay, Bar Derosai, Ben Derosa) theservantofRabbi Yohanan(J.T., A.Z. 
4:4-43d), who was known for th(! special manner in which he prepared his 
master's meals. Z. Vilnay proposed connecting the Hadresioth pigeons with 
Khirbet Drusiya, because they "derive their name from their place of origin" 
(B.T., lful. 139b) and because there are several columbarium caves here. 

The area of the settlement and the cemeteries adjoining it on the west, 
south, and east covers about 65 a. It includes scores of caves, subterranean 
cisterns, and extensive construction above ground. The settlement extends 
over the northward slope; at the southern edge of the hill's summit is a 
monumental burial cave topped by a nefesh in the form of a stepped pyramid. 

EXCAVATIONS 
BURIAL CAVES. Salvage excavations were carried out in the burial caves in 
the western part of the site by A. Kloner in June 1976, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums. A monumental burial cave was the 
first to be examined; the walls of its courtyard and rooms were lined with well
dressed ashlars. Traces of red-painted plaster were found on the courtyard's 
stone walls. The entrance from the courtyard to the cave was blocked by a 
round rolling stone (diameter, 1.8 m) that moved on a track between two built 
walls. The first room contained six loculi (kokhim) for primary burial, while 

the second, inner room included three arcosolia, in which ossuaries with the 
collected bones were placed. The cave had been broken into and looted, but 
judging from the sherds found its period of use was dated to the late first and 
early second centuries CE. 

A small rock -cut burial cave from the Byzantine period was found about 15 
m to the south. Itcontainsthree lowarcosolia. This cave was also blocked by a 

Cave A 

lforvat Midras: plan of the burial caves and the tunnel between them. 
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round rolling stone (diameter, 0. 8 5 m). Sixteen crosses were carved in the walls 
and ceiling of the cave and painted red. The crosses had been made in three 
phases. Part of a Greek inscription was found: "The bones ... "Judging from 
the pottery finds, the cave was used for burial in the sixth century CE. 

A long, narrow tunnel was dug in the period between the construction of 
the two caves. It ran under the stone pavement of the earlier cave and ap
parently caused its collapse. The Byzantine masons had hewn the second cave 
close to the tunnel but did not make use of it. The tunnel may have been an 
underground refuge. 

In the cemetery to the west ofthe settlement were other burial caves from the 
Second Temple period. They consisted of two rooms: a room of loculi fol
lowed by an arcosolia room. On the Shama hill to the west ofi:Iorvat Midras, a 
Byzantine burial cave also was examined: it contained three wide arcosolia, 
with three biers each. Its walls had crosses and other symbols painted on them 
in red. 

A main public building, containing impressive architectural remains, was 
uncovered on the western side of the site. About 300 meast of it a monumental 
lintel (0.8 m high; 3.5 m long) was found. 
REFUGE SYSTEMS. In 1981, a series of refuge systems attributed to the 
period of the Bar-Kokhba Revolt were discovered and examined. The survey 
and excavations, conducted by the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums and the Cave Study Center of the Society for the Protection 
of Nature in 'Ofra, revealed nine subterranean caves cut in the local 
chalk. The hewers of the refuge caves had made use of previously existing 
chambers and cut tunnels connecting the halls and the cisterns that had served 
the ancient settlement. The tunnels were dug at angles that impeded progress 
and permitted their blockage. They also were provided with shafts and so
phisticated entrances that could be closed off from the inside. 

System 6 made use of three earlier cisterns. Its tunnels are about 50 m long. 
System 20 is about 90 m long. The area under which it was quarried extends 

over about 400 sq m. About 200 cum of chalk were removed in preparing the 
hideout. The main system, comprising six to nine rooms, splits at an earlier 
columbarium (room 9) into two unconnected parts: rooms 10 to 12 and 
rooms 13 to 16, with an exit to a large cistern (17), which also predates 
the system. Two ritual baths (1 and 7) were incorporated into the system. 

System 30 consists of a series of cisterns (1-4) that existed prior to the 

Front of monumental 
burial cave. 

preparation of the refuge. The cisterns are characteristic of the Hellenistic 
and Early Roman periods in the Judean Foothills. During their transforma
tion into a refuge system, a passage from room 5 (close to the ceiling level) to 
hall 7, a vertical shaft in the southwestern corner of room 7, room 8 and the 
tunnel leading from it were installed. 

System 31 consists of a series of earlier cisterns and halls connected by 
narrow tunnels with right-angle turns that could be blocked. 

Conder-Kitchener, SWP 3, 280; Abel, GP 2, 30; A. Kloner, IEJ27 (1977), 251-253; U. Dahari, ESI7-8 
(!988-1989), 132. 

AMOSKWNER 

/forvat Midras: plan of refuge system 20. 



MIKHMORET, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Mikhmoret is located on the Mediterranean shore, about 8 km (5 mi.) 
north ofNetanya (map reference 1377.2010). The mound is situated on the 
southern headland of a small bay, where it was the primary component of an 
ancient harbor settlement. The settlement remains are scattered around the 
bay, including building remains to the east; on the northern headland of the 
bay is a cemetery with some wall fragments. The natural harbor is some 500 m 
north of the present mouth of the Alexander River. The harbor, whose local 
Arabic names were Minet Abu Zaburah and Minet el-Batikh, is now incor
porated into a nautical school, Mevo'ot-Yam. The site was probably not 
mentioned in any ancient literary sources, although the village of Gidra 
she! Qisrin, "Gidra of Caesarea" (Tosefta, Shevi'it 7:10-11) has been sug
gested as a possible candidate for the name of the site. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In the early 1950s, J. Ory conducted salvage excavations on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities, east of the bay, while the nautical school 
was under construction. In 1960, B.S. J. Isserlin, of the University of Leeds, 
excavated on the shore of the bay and on its northern headland. In 1978, 
Y. Porath initiated excavations on the southern headland, for the Israel 
Department of Antiquities, that were continued between 1982 and 1984 
by S. M. Paley (State University of New York at Buffalo) and R. R. Stieglitz 
(Rutgers University, Newark), as part of the Emeq I:Iefer Archaeological 
Research Project (EHARP). The excavations extended beyond the southern 
headland to include the areas east and north of the bay, first explored by Ory 
and lsserlin. The three EHARP excavation areas were: N, the northern head
land; E, east of the bay; and S, the southern headland or mound. The follow
ing summary is based mostly on the data collected during the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities and EHARP excavations and includes some information 
from the earlier work. 
LATE BRONZE AND IRON AGES. No architecture from the Late Bronze 
and Iron ages was discovered at the site. Finds are limited to sherds and little 
else. The site probably functioned as a harbor landing for trade and fishing 
boats, to accommodate the local villages in Nal_Jal Alexander. 

MIKHMORET, TEL 1043 

100 
m 

Late Bronze Age sherd material is limited to afewexamples from the bodies 
of storage vessels and even fewer examples from Cypriot "milk bowls." A 
Hyksos-type scarab was also discovered. All these finds were in mixed fills of 
the Persian and medieval periods, below floors and in foundation trenches in 
area S. The harbor landing seems, therefore, to have been in use during the 
fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BCE. There was a neighboring Late 
Bronze Age harbor site at Tel Girit, about one kilometer (0.6 mi.) to the 
north. Mikhmoret: map of the site and excavation areas. 

Iron Age II sherds (late eleventh or early tenth to seventh centuries BCE) 
were discovered in area S mixed in the same fill and foundation trenches, as 
well as in sherd concentrations without identifiable contexts adjacent to the 

Mikhmoret: the mound's northern slope (area S), viewed from the bay. 
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Area S: plan of the public building from the Persian period and the tower from the 
lOth-lith centuries CE. 

eastern foundation trench of a medieval tower(see below). Among the earliest 
examples were hand-burnished bowls and among the latest, red-burnished 
Samaria-ware bowls and juglets. 

If any historical importance is to be attributed to these Iron Age finds, it 
would seem that access to the harbor facility by the inhabitants of the local 
villages came about with King David's annexation ofthe Sharon coastal plain 
at the beginning of the tenth century BCE and the resulting establishment of a 
more secure political, social, and economic environment. The many examples 
of sherds from Samaria-ware pottery suggest that this natural harbor site may 
have functioned as an outlet to the sea for the northern kingdom oflsrael after 
the city of Samaria was founded by King Omri in 876 BCE. 

The site continued to be used long after the end of theN orthern Kingdom, 
which fell to the Assyrians in the early part of the last quarter of the eighth 
century BCE. 

PERSIAN AND HELLENISTIC PERIODS. A large public building was 

Head of a clay pillar figurine depicting Astarte. 

unearthed in area S, on the northwestern edge of the mound. Its walls and 
foundations, preserved in some sections to a height of over 2m, were built of a 
mixture of field stones and large, dressed kurkar blocks. The foundations were 
set on bedrock. A floor dated to the late fifth or early fourth century BCE by the 
finds, including a few fragments of painted Attic ware, was discovered below 
an ash deposit. This building, whose excavated area is over 150 sq m, was 
apparently a fort overlooking the harbor. It was built during the period of 
Persian hegemony, when the Persian emperors placed the southern Levan tine 
coast in Sidonian hands for development. 

Along with the many Attic sherds that pepper the site, the contemporary 
pottery head of an Astarte pillar figurine was found, her hair arranged in the 
short curls of an Egyptianizing coiffure. Numerous murex shells and some 
purpura haemastoma shells were also discovered in the excavations. 

In 1984, a fragment of a cuneiform tablet written in the Neo-Babylonian 
script was found in a level containing a mixed fill from the Persian and 
Byzantine periods. The text records the sale of a slave girl for 15 silver she
kels. All the names preserved are Babylonian, and the tablet is dated to the 
tenth of Ab, year 5 of the Persian monarch Cambyses (530-522 BCE), which 
was theyearofhis Egyptian campaign. Since the tablet was baked, it probably 
originated in Babylonia. It seems to have been connected either with the 

Base of the lOth- to lith-century tower in area S. 



AreaS: fragmentary clay cuneiform tablet giving an account of the merits of a slave 
girl brought from Babylonia, Persian period. 

activities of Babylonians residing in the province of Samaria or with the 
campaign of Cambyses in Egypt. 

Ory's excavation in area E uncovered some wall segments whose construc
tion technique is Phoenician. In the same area, Isserlin discovered storage 
yards that were destroyed at the end of the Persian period. Together with the 
evidenceofa burnt, ashy deposit on thefloorofthepublic building in areaS
the sign of its destruction-this seems to indicate that the Persian period 
settlement was overrun in about 345 BCE, in the aftermath of the revolt 
against Persian rule by the Sidonian king, Tennes. The sherds associated 
with Isserlin's excavations included Phoenician and Greek vase frag
ments. Indeed, quantities of imported Attic ware whose date is Persian and 
Early Hellenistic were found all over the site, indicating that the harbor was 
used extensively for trade in those periods. 

In 1983, a small circular well built of dressed kurkar blocks was discovered 
in area E. The well is fewer than I 0 m from the existing shoreline. The earliest 
sherds at the bottom of the well were Late Persian/Early Hellenistic. 

To the north of the well, at the western side of area N, a water installation 
consisting of two, or possibly three, channels was found cut into the base of 
the kurkar ridge. The channels led to a round reservoir some 2m in diameter, 
with a dressed-stone perimeter. All the elements were plastered. This installa
tion was found nearly destroyed, primarily by sea erosion, and buried under 
sand and small stones. Stratigraphy was absent, but the type of plaster in
dicates a pre-Roman date. At least one of the channels continued in use until 
relatively recent times: a gold coin dating to 1837, to the reign of the Turkish 
sultan 'Abdel-Mejidl, wasfoundin the channel with a broken Gaza-warejar. 
The villagers of modern-day Mikhmoret remember an active freshwater 
spring here when they first settled the area in 1946. This water installa
tion, now fewer than 2 m above sea level, was evidently a spring house. 

North of the bay, in area N, a group of rock-cut shaft tombs was first 
explored by Isserlin. Some of the tombs he discovered had been opened 

Area N: disturbed burials in tomb B, Persian period. 
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Fragment of an Attic red-figured krater, Persian period. 

in antiquity and some were partially eroded by the sea. Subsequent clearing 
in 1983 and 1984 revealed that each shaft usually led to two burial chambers, 
about 2.5 by 2.5 m, cut into the rock at the foot of the shaft. In the chambers 
and on the floor of each shaft were found human and animal remains. The 
articulated skeleton of a camel was found in one of the shafts. The surviving 
grave goods include a fifth-century BCE Phoenician amphora, a contempo
rary "East Greek" painted jug, Persian-Hellenistic juglets, a bronze mirror, 
and other small finds, such as bracelets and earrings. Similar tombs were 
discovered at Achzib and' Atlit and are usually attributed to the Phoenicians. 

Isserlin discovered some remains of buildings dated by him to the Persian 
and Hellenistic periods overlying the cemetery. However, because the tombs 
were originally cut in the Persian period, it is likely that the expansion of the 
settlement into the cemetery area took place during the Hellenistic period. 
The quantities of Hellenistic pottery strewn across the site attest to the con
tinuation of the settlement. 

A number of coins were discovered in the various site surveys, as chance 
finds, and during surface collections prior to excavation. They included 
Sidonian and Tyrian coins of Late Persian and Early Hellenistic date and 
coins from the reigns of the Ptolemies, Seleucids, and Hasmoneans, the last 
specifically from the time of Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 BCE). It would 
seem, therefore, that after flourishing in the Persian period as part of the 
Phoenician commercial world, the settlement continued to be inhabited and 
was ultimately incorporated into the expanding Judean kingdom of the 
Hasmoneans. 
ROMAN PERIOD. Remains dating from the Roman period are very few, 
because following Herod's founding of Caesarea, social, political, and eco
nomic life in the region gravitated north to that metropolis. There are no 
identifiable building remains and only limited numbers of sherds, including 
some terra sigillata ware. A complete terra sigillata bowl of Augustan date (27 
BCE-14 CE) was found on the surface of the site. Several Roman period coins 
were found in similar circumstances, including those of Herod the Great (37-
4 BCE), the governors Valerius Gratus (15-26 CE) and Antonius Felix (52-60 
CE), Nero (54-68 CE), Hadrian (117-138 CE-ofthe Aelia Capitolina type), 
Bar-Kokhba (133 CE-year 2), Probus (276-282 CE), Licinius (308-324 CE), 
and Constantius I (296-305 CE). 
BYZANTINE PERIOD. There are remains of a few buildings from the By
zantine period, most of them concentrated in areaS. In one of the buildings a 
piece of mosaic floor is preserved. In the debris some triangular stone tiles 
were found cut from slate, marble, and limestone. Thus, it may be concluded 
that at least some of the buildings belonged to well-to-do inhabitants. 

There are many Byzantine sherds and coins scattered all over the site. The 
coins date from the reigns of Constantine the Great (308-337 CE), Constans 
(337-350 CE), Constantius II (337-361 CE), Valens? (364-378 CE), Valenti
nianus (364-375 CE), Theodosius I (379-395 CE), Arcadius (395-408 CE), 
Theodosius II? (408-450 CE), Honorius (395-423 CE), Zeno (474-491 CE) 
and Justin I (518-527 CE). Many coins identified as Byzantine only by their 
size and shape, but otherwise eroded, were also discovered. 

No settlement remains dating to the Early Arab period have been located, 
perhaps because the site was abandoned during or in the aftermath of one of 
the Samaritan revolts (484 or 529 CE) or the Arab conquest ofCaesarea (640 
CE). Because the latest of the Byzantine coins at the site come from the time of 
Justin I, the later of the two Samaritan revolts may have been the catalyst for 
the abandonment of the site (see Tel I:Iefer.) 
MEDIEVAL PERIOD. The well-preserved foundation walls of a square tower 
measuring about 8 by 8 m were found on the highest point of the southern 
headland in areaS. The walls, of carefully cut kurkar blocks bound with lime 
mortar and plastered, were more than one meter thick. The corners were 
strengthened with pilasters bonded into the walls. A fill of earth mixed with 
debris from earlier buildings was packed into the space between the walls to 
support a first story. 

The finds on the adjacent and associated living surface contained Islamic 
pottery from the tenth and eleventh centuries CE and a gold Fa timid coin from 
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the reign of Caliph al-Mustansir (1035-1094 CE). The Arab geographer 
Muqaddasi, in 958 CE, mentions a series of watch stations and high towers 
along the Levantine coast where Muslim captives were sometimes either 
exchanged for Christian captives or were redeemed from Byzantine 
ships. This tower may have been one of the high towers in that chain. From 
a later period, but without context, is a coin of the Crusader king Baldwin I 
(1100-1110 CE), which was found on the surface. A coin from Damascus 
dated 1340-1341 CE of the Mameluke en-Nasser Shahhav ed-Din Al)mad 

andanotherdated 1852-1853, oftheOttoman sultan 'Abdel-Mejid were also 
collected. 

B.S. J. Isserlin, Annual of the Leeds University Oriental Society 2 (1959-1961), 3-5; Y. Porath (eta!.), IEJ 
32 (1982), 259-261; id., ES/2 (1983), 71-72; S. Paley (eta!.), IEJ33 (1983), 266; 34 (1984), 277-278; id., 
ES/3 (1984), 77-78; E. Stem, Material Culture of the Land of the Bible in the Persian Period 538-332 B.C., 

Warminster 1983, 241-243; U. Zevulun, IEJ 37 (1987), 88-104. 
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MINI:IA, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat Minl).a (Khirbet Munl).ata) is situated in the Jordan Valley, about 15 
km(9mi.) south of the SeaofGalilee, on the western bankoftheJordan River, 
near Kibbutz Gesher (map reference 2018.2239). The ancient settlement 
extended along the edge of the terrace of the Jordan, at its confluence with 
Nal)al Tabor. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The site was discovered in 1954 by N. Zori, who carried out the first trial 
soundings. From 1962 to 1967, excavations were carried out here on behalf 
of the Centre de Recherche Fraw;ais de Jerusalem, under the direction of 
J. Perrot, with the assistance of the Centre National de la Recherche Scien
tifique, the French Foreign Ministry, and the Israel Department of Antiq
uities and Museums. The excavated area extends along both sides of an 
unpaved road leading from the main Beth-Shean-Tiberias road to the Jor
dan River. The road divides the excavated area into northern and southern 
parts, the combined area of which covers about 2,000 sq m. The area of the 
ancient settlement is difficult to assess, but from the remains visible on the 
surface it appears to have extended over several acres. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
Six archaeological levels have been recognized. They represent two periods of 
occupation separated by a prolonged gap. The first period of occupation 
(levels 6-4) corresponds, at least in part, to what is generally called, in the 

southern region of the Levant, Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (c. 7250-6250 BCE). 
The second period (levels 2B-2A), characterized by the use of pottery, may 
have started close to the end of the sixth millennium; it comes to an end with 
the fifth millennium. Deep cracks in the ground and the very nature of the soil 
were not favorable for preserving the site's organic materials or to sampling 
them forcarbon-14 dating. Only one acceptable sample from levels 5 and 4 
(Pre-Pottery Neolithic B) gave a date of 9160 ± 500 BP (c. 7210 BCE). 

The stratigraphy, as well as changes in architecture and in various aspects of 
the material culture, makes it easy to distinguish at least two successive phases 
of occupation in the second period. The oldest phase, Sha'ar ha-Golan
from the eponymous site of the Sha'ar ha-Golan culture, on the northern 
bank of the Yarmuk River, 15 km (9 mi.) to the northeast-is represented in 
levels 2B 1-2. An earlier suggestion based on what was at first considered a 
local development of the Sha'ar ha-Golan pottery, that a I:Iorvat Minl).a 
phase followed the Sha'ar ha-Golan phase, could not be substantiated after 
detailed analysis of the wares. The second phase, the Rabah phase-from the 
name of a site on the central Coastal Plain, on the banks of Wadi Rabah, 
where the characteristic pottery of this horizon was first found in Israel-is 
represented in levels 2A 1-3. 

The gap between the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B levels (6-4) and levels 2A and 
B was filled in the excavation's northern sector by a 0.3-m-thick layer of 
compacted silt (level 3) that is archaeologically sterile. Material collected 
on this general stratigraphic horizon (level3), particularly in the excavation's 
southern sector, on the slope ofthe terrace, where the layers are deflated and A 

lforvat MinfJa: general view of the excavated area and the terrace of the Jordan River; (foreground) northern area. 



Grooved basalt pavement in level 5, PPNB. 

is almost nonexistent, was labeled 3B when found with Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
B flints and 3A when found with sherds. Pit dwellings from the 2B period, 
excavated through levels 4 to 6, yielded a quantity of typical Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B flints. 

Near the surface, sherds were found in a limited area. They resemble sherds 
from Beth-Shean XVII to XVI and are generally dated to the last third of the 
fourth millennium. f.Iorvat Minlfa does not seem to have been occupied in the 
Ghassul-Beersheba period, which is represented nearby, at Neve Ur, on the 
southern bank of Na)fal Tabor. 

THE PRE-POTTERY PERIOD. 
The earliest remains at f.Iorvat Min)fa were on a brown, clayey soil of 

alluvial origin, laid down on Pleistocene gypsum-rich marls deposited in 
the valley by the Lisan lake. The altitude of the settlement here-at 215 
m below sea level~should be noted in considering the proposal to see a 
residual lake in the central Jordan Valley early in the Holocene, the so-called 
Beth-Shean Lake. The presence of such a body of water, if confirmed, would 
have been a paramount factor in the choice of the site ofi;Iorvat Min)fa; at the 
same time, the position of the site would indicate a maximum level for such a 
lake in about 7000 to 6000 BCE. 
Dwellings. The earliest dwellings were simple huts with a beaten-earth floor 
over a layer of small stones. Characteristic of the period (levels 5-4) were 
rectangular, monocellular buildings whose walls were made of unbaked 
bricks; on the exterior, the foot of the walls was protected by a facing of 
field stones. The floors were plastered 
and sometimes laid over a bed of reeds; 
several repairs could be seen. The 
floors were polished and sometimes 
painted, showing traces of yellow 
ocher. As noted at Jericho, the floors 
rose against the walls; in two rooms, in 
the northern wall, a sort of niche held a 
large stone. In the southern sector, a 
250-sq-m area appeared to be associ
ated with some ceremonial activity. In 
the center was an assemblage of five 
large basalt plates bearing deep, wide 
artificial grooves that may have 
drained a liquid. To the north and 
east of this assemblage, a pavement 
was made of large river pebbles care
fully fitted; this pavement was linked to 
a beaten-earth floor, pitted with 
hearths. The area appears limited 
on the north by a broad (1.1 m) 
wall, uncovered for 20 m, running 
east-west and curving northward, to 
the west. It is built of mud brick on 
a foundation of large pebbles; the 
bricks are like elongated, flat cakes 
(0.3-0.5 m long, 0.3 m wide, and 
0.05-0.08 m thick), reminiscent of 
the "cigar-shaped" bricks from con
temporary levels at Jericho. The 

Circular structure in the southern area, 
level 4. 
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Plan of the circular structure in level 4 and earlier structures, PPNB. 
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bricks were laid lengthwise and partially overlap. Residential structures 
on the same level are built of clay on several courses of field stones. A large 
circular structure in the upper Pre-Pottery level ( 4) of the southern sector had 
a central courtyard (diameter, c. 15 m) paved with small stones. Around the 
courtyard, rooms were paved with flagstones or had plastered floors. The 
latter extend outside the building and throughout the excavated area, nearly 
sealing the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B levels. In that period, building activities at 
f.Iorvat Min)fa were characterized by what must have been constant care to 
protect the exterior foot ofthe walls from the rain and to maintain dry floors. 
This is a highly unstable soil that easily turns to mud in the winter rains. The 
proximityofimportantlocalgypsumdeposits,stillexploitedtoday,makesthe 
extensive use of plaster here understandable. 
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Flint arrowheads, levels 6-4, PPNB. 

Flint and Stone Implements. The flint assemblage is typical of Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B sites. The blades and points were struck from elongated cores with 
two opposed striking platforms. There are also large flakes, broad and thin. 
The raw material is often a high-quality purple-brown flint, from an unknown 
source, that is also found at most of the sites from this period. The most 
important group of tools (c. 20 percent) includes projectile points of the 
Jericho, Byblos, and, to a lesser extent, Amuq types. The sickle blades 
(16 percent) are mostly reaping knives whose edge is often finely denticulated 
with a very high sheen. Retouched blades and flakes together represent one 
third of the tool kit; the rest are a variety of dihedral burins, awls, borers, end 
scrapers, and rare chopping tools and bifacials. Some pieces of obsidian have 
been recorded. The stone implements, mostly of basalt, include plates and 
basins and numerous grinding stones of the characteristic elongated Pre
Pottery Neolithic B type, with a double depression, the lower one being 
open at the end. There are also mortars, pestles, and shaft straighteners 
with a groove down the middle. 
Figurines. Zoomorphic and anthropomorphic figurines made of hardened 
clay were found in all levels, especially in level 5. Many clay lumps were 
modeled into single balls or cones. The anthropomorphic figurines represent 
both men and women; sometimes they are reduced to a clay rod with a 
flattened base, with the upper part pinched to form a triangular head; the 
eyes are incised or applied; and the mouth and nose are barely indicated. The 

Basalt mortar and grinding stone, levels 6-4, PPNB. 

Basalt millstone, levels 6-4, PPNB. 

Above: clay figurines of a 
man and woman, levels 6-4, 
PPNB. 
Right: anthropomorphic 
stone pebble of the Sha'ar 
ha-Golan phase, level 2B. 

sex of those figurines, particularly the male genitals, is sometimes strongly 
emphasized. The zoomorphic figurines are realistic. Most of them represent 
horned animals; other species, such as hares (?) and boars, are also present. 
Human and Animal Remains. Very few human remains were found at the site. 
In level 6, two fragmentary skulls on the floor of a hut were apparently 
associated with the horn cores of caprinae. 

A first examination of the animal bones showed that two-thirds of the 
assemblage was small ruminants: gazelle, roe deer, wild sheep, and goat 
(C. aegagrus); the rest were wild boar and some bovidae. 

THE EARLY POTTERY PERIOD 
THE SHA'AR HA-GOLAN PHASE (LEVEL 2B). Successive occupational 
floors provide at least two subdivisions (B1-B2) for level 2B. The oldest 
dwellings are circular, semisubterranean pits (diameter, 3-4m) with a paved 
floor, a hearth, and a sort of bench along the wall. These dwelling pits are 
associated with bell-shaped silos (diameter, 1-1. 5 m atthe base and 1 m deep). 
At the northern sector of the excavation, the center of a large depression 
(diameter, 10-12 m) with many silos was occupied in level2B 1 by a small 
circular structure(diameter, 3m) built of small, bun-shapedmud bricks(0.08 
by 0.15 m) on a stone foundation. 

The pottery from level2B includes hole-mouthjars,jars with a high vertical 
neck, bowls, and goblets on a fenestrated foot. The ware is buff colored, 
slightly burnished, and smooth to the touch; its decoration combines red 
painted lines and bands of incised herringbone patterns characteristic of 
Sha'ar ha-Golan ware. Coarser pottery also appears. 

The flint assemblage in level 2B is typologically poor; it is dominated by 
rectangular sickle blades with a coarsely denticulated working edge. Pro
jectile points (Haparsa, Ni:('::(':anim, and Her:(':liya points) are poorly worked; 
the flint used is of poor quality. Bifacials (axes, chisels, and adzes with 
polished working edges), picks, massive borers, tabular scrapers, and bifa
cial knives can be considered new types here; one-third of the tools are 
retouched, notched, or denticulated. Stone implements include small rec
tangular basalt grinding stones with a flat grinding surface. Numerous an
thropomorphic pebbles, incised stones, perforated stone discs, and some 
painted pebbles were also discovered. 



Level2B also yelded large baked-clay figurines that represent seated wom
en, their hands supporting their breasts, their head elongated (perhaps wear
ing some type of bonnet), and their hair gathered at the nape of the neck. 
The nose is prominent, and the eyes are represented by obliquely split clay 
pellets. Their thighs are very thick, a feature characteristic of contemporary 
figurines from Neolithic sites in the Zagros and Anatolia. Zoomorphic fig
urines include a representation of a humped ox. In this level a burial was 
found in an unused silo, the body on the right side, lying in a crouched 
position. 
THE WADI RABAH PHASE (LEVEL 2A). Three successive stages ofbuilding 
activity were visible in the northern section of the excavation (2A 1-3). Large 
(4 by 9 m) rectangular, multichambered houses are built on stone founda
tions. Two of them have small semicircular structures-possibly ovens-built 
on the outside of one ofthe long walls. In a large rectangular house (level2A 3) 
transverse foundation walls may have supported a slightly raised floor, as at 
<;ayonu Tepesi, in southeastern Turkey. 

Typical pottery shapes include bow-rim storage jars, carinated vessels, and 
plates with an everted rim. The wares are black, reddish brown or red-bur
nished. In addition to knob and lug handles, there are primitive ledge handles 
with finger impressions on the rim. Snakes and human figures are applied on 
the shoulder of some vessels. While incised decoration has not disappeared, it 
is limited to large zigzags and scratches. The painted decoration is essentially 
linear. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Work at I:Iorvat Minl).a clarified the archaeological sequence in this country 
between the end of the Epipaleolithic and the Chalco lithic periods. The lower 
levels (6-4) at the site belong to the classic Pre-Pottery Neolithic B cultural 
horizon, better qualified as Proto-Neolithic. with a strategy of food acquisi
tion highly dependent on hunting, as indicated by the absence of potential 
domesticates and the high percentage of projectile points. The desertion of 
the site (level3) corroborates similar observations for a number of sites in the 
Jordan Valley, notablyatJericho. Thetimethatelapsed between levels4and2 
(the "Palestinian gap") was oflong duration. The pottery oflevel2B (Sha'ar 
ha-Golan phase) is the oldest found here; yet, from a technological point of 
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Plan of the buildings in level 2A, Wadi Rabah phase. 
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The northern area, levels 2A and 2B. 
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lforvat Min}Ja: clay figurine of a seated woman, Sha'ar ha-Golan phase. view, it is not what could be called a primitive pottery; the formative phase of 
this type of decorated ware would have taken at least a few centuries. This 
proposition is amply confirmed by the firm link that can be established in the 
following period between it and other wares (green stone and sling balls) from 
level2A (Wadi Rabah phase) and similar materials from sites in northern 
Syria on the Amuq D horizon. The gap between levels 4 and 2 is not only 
chronological, but also technological, economic, social, and cultural. The 
Sha'ar ha-Golan and Wadi Rabah cultures are deeply foreign to the old 
tradition here born in the Natufian period and blossoming later in the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. Rectangular stone houses are replaced by dwelling 
pits, and the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B sedentary way of life makes room for 
what appears at first, in the Sha'ar ha-Golan phase, to be a variety of semi
nomadism based on a form of predomestication. Food-acquisition strategies 
differ, as the social structures probably do. 

Its geographical position placed I:Iorvat Minl).a at the crossroads of in
fluences from the north, through the Beqa'a and Upper Jordan valleys on the 
one hand and through the Djezireh and Yarmuk basins on the other. From 
I:Iorvat Minl).a those influences penetrated into the rest of the country via the 
Coastal and Jezreel plains. The Wadi Rabah culture shows affinities with 
northern Syria and southern Turkey. The Sha'ar ha-Golan culture seems to 
show more links with the Syro-Mesopotamian region, as was the case later, 
with the Ghassulian-Beersheba cultures. 

Main publications: A. Gopher, The Flint Assemblages of Munhata Israel: Final Report (Les Cahiers du 
Centre de Recherche Fran9ais de Jerusalem 4), Paris 1989; Y. Garfinkel, The Pottery Assemblages of 
Munhata, Israel (Les Cahiers du C.R.F.J.) Paris (in prep.). 
Other studies: J. Perrot, IEJ 13 (1963), 138-140; 15 (1965), 248-249; 16 (1966), 269-271; id., RB70 (1963), 
560-563; (with N. Zori) 71 (1964), 391-393; 74 (1967), 63-67; 75 (1968), 263-264; id., Syria 41 (1964), 
323-345; 43 (1966), 49-63; id., CRAIBL 1965 (1966), 407-411; id., BTS93 (1967), 4-16; D. Ferembachet 
al., BASOR Supplementary Studies 21 (1975), 87-117; P. Ducos, L 'Origine des Animaux Domestiques en 
Palestine (Institut de Prehistoire de 1'Universite de Bordeaux, Memoires 6), Bordeaux 1968; T. Noy, Israel 
Museum News 3/3 (1968), 22-27; G. A. Wright and A. A. Gordus, IEJ 19 (1969), 79-89; Weippert 1988 
(Ortsregister). 

JEAN PERROT 

MINNIM, I:IORVAT 
IDENTIFICATION 
I:Iorvat Minnim (Khirbet el-Minya) is located on the northwestern shore of 
the Sea of Galilee, about 14 km (8.5 mi.) north ofTiberias and immediately 
south of Tel Chinnereth (map reference 2005 .2525). It is in the rich Ginnosar 
Valley, which has probably been occupied since ancient times, as is indicated 
by the caves along the cliffs to the southwest and by pottery recovered in 
various places in the plain and along the mountain borders to the north 
and west. 

Attention was attracted to I:Iorvat Minnim in the second half of the nine
teenth century, when scholars and pilgrims began to cross Palestine in search 
of identifiable biblical sites. In the SurveyofWestern Palestine, conducted by 
the British Palestine Exploration Fund, Minnim was identified as Caper
naum. This interpretation was accepted as often as it was rejected by scholars 
until the discovery of Capernaum farther north and the excavation of the 
main part of the site of Minnim. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1932, excavations at I:Iorvat Minnim were begun by A. E. Mader; they 
continued for five seasons until1939, under the successive direction of Ma
der, A. M. Schneider, and 0. Puttrich-Reignard. The excavations were 
sponsored by the Gorres-Gesellschaft, the Verein vom Heiligen Lande, 
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Islamic section of the Berlin 
Museum. A sounding was made in the western part of the palace by 0. Grabar 
and J. Perrot in 19 59, on behalf ofthe Horace H. Rackham Fund for Research, 
University of Michigan. The German archaeologists revealed an almost 
square (73 by 67 m) building with round corner towers and a semicircular 
tower in the middle of each wall--except for the eastern wall, where there was a 
monumental domed gateway. Aside from a single narrow trench, the center of 
this square was not excavated, on the probably correct assumption that it 
merely contained a courtyard. Along the exterior walls, the excavation un
covered a mosque, a throne room, and a group of five rooms with mosaic 
floors with geometric designs. These were all situated on the south side. The 
north side contained the residential wing. The purpose of the rooms on the 
east and southwest could not be determined. The west side was left unexca
vated for the most part. An inscription found in secondary use, which men
tioned the name of the Umayyadcaliphel-Walidi (705-715), dated the palace 
and the mosque to the Umayyad period. 

The sounding made in 1959 established the site's stratigraphy and revealed 
a second major occupation of Minnim in Mameluke times, when it was a 
major halt on the caravan route from Egypt to Syria. Later, a khan of the same 
name was built to the north. The palace area was then occupied by only a few 
insubstantial houses. The sounding also uncovered a mosaic floor in a large 
vaulted hall on the west side, indicating the existence of official rooms there, as 
well as in the southern parts ofthe palace. Only a few segments of the original 
floor have been uncovered. 

lforvat Minnim: plan of the palace. 



SUMMARY 

I:Iorvat Minnim was built in the Umayyad period in a rich agricultural area.lt 
was probably the palace of a princely landowner. It must certainly be con
nected with a no-longer extant bathhouse (from the Byzantine period, ac
cording to B. Ravani), about 200 m to the northwest. 
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A. E. Mader, QDAP 2 (1933), 188-189; 0. Puttrich-Reignard, Paliistinahefte des Deutschen Vereins vom 
Heiligen Lande (1939), 17-20; id., QDAP 8 (1939), 159-160; 9 (1942), 209-210, 217; A.M. Schneider, 
ibid. 6 (1938), 215-217; 7 (1938), 49-51; id., Annates archeologiques de Syrie 2 (1952), 23-45, with 
additional bibliography on theworkofGerman archaeologists; 0. Grabar (et al.), IEJ 10 (1960), 226-243; 
id., RB 67 (1960), 387-388; K. A. C. Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture i/2, Oxford, 1969, 381-389. 

OLEGGRABAR 

MIQNE, TEL (EKRON) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Miqne (Khirbet el-Muqanna') is 35 km (22 mi.) southwest of Jerusalem 
and about 4.5 km (2.5 mi.) east of Kibbutz Revadim (map reference 
1356.1315). The site is identified with biblical Ekron. It is situated on the 
western edge of the inner Coastal Plain, the natural and historical frontier 
zone that separated Philistia and Judah, overlooking the ancient network of 
highways leading northeast from Ashdod to Gezer and inland via Nal;l.al 
Sorek to Beth-Shemesh. One of the largest Iron Age sites in Israel, Tel Miqne 
is composed of a 40-a.lower tell and a 1 0-a. upper tell. The lower tell is flat and 

almost square with a 2.5-a. mound-shaped acropolis at its northern end. The 
upper tell, a rectangular-shaped ridge, jutting out northward into Nal).al 
Timnah, forms the northeast acropolis. A 10-a. settlement exists off its north
west slope. The tell's low profile rises 108.25 m above sea level, only 7 m above 
the surrounding plain. The true height ofthe tell is masked by a heavy buildup 
at its base of post-Byzantine alluvium from the downflow ofNal,J.al Sorek. 

Khirbet el-Muqanna', which probably derived its name from the nearby 
wadi, first appears on the Palestine Exploration Fund map in the Survey of 
Western Palestine (1882) as Khirbet el-Me kenna', and in C. Clermont-Gan-

Aerial view of Tel Miqne, looking north. 
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neau's Archaeological Researches in Palestine (1896) as el-Mukna'. In 1924, 
W. F. Albright, the first to survey the site in modern times, identified Mu
qanna' with biblical Eltekeh in the territory of Dan, based on his view of the 
site as a small khirbeh (ruin, in Arabic). In 1951, the Circle for Historical 
Geography reaffirmed Albright's identification. Naveh, however, who sur
veyed the site in 1957 concluded that its identification as Eltekeh, one of the 
less important towns in the region, was inconsistent with the site's large size, 
which included a previously unrecognized 40-a.lower section ofthe tell. Also, 
in the same year, B. Mazar identified Eltekeh with Tell esh-Shalaf, based on 
the survey of that site by J. Kaplan. Naveh's survey of Muqanna' and his 
analysis of the architectural, ceramic, biblical, extrabiblical, and topogra
phical evidence led him to conclude that Muqanna' should be identified with 
Ekron. Subsequent discussion in the literature and the recent excavations 
support Naveh's conclusion. 

HISTORY 
Ekron, one of the capital cities of the Philistine Pentapolis, is first mentioned 
in the Bible as part of "the land that yet remains" to be captured by the 
Israelites (Jos. 13:2-3). Subsequently, Ekron is cited in the Book of Joshua 
as defining the northern border ofthe territory of Judah (15: 11) and as one of 
the cities belonging to that tribe (15:45-46). In Judges, Judah is credited with 
taking the areas awarded it in Joshua, including Ekron and its territory ( 1: 18). 
However, it is also stated in Judges that "Judah took possession of the hill 
country, but he could not drive out the inhabitants of the plain, because they 
had chariots of iron" (1:19). Apparently, based on this later verse, the Sep
tuagint version of Judges 1:18 makes the correction that Judah did not con
quer the Philistine cities. The assignment of Ekron to Judah may indicate a 
late addendum in the time ofHezekiah (eighth century BCE). Another source 
lists Ekron in the territories of the tribe of Dan as marking its southern 
boundary (Jos. 19:43). This may reflect, from a territorial standpoint, the 
tribalboundarysysteminthetimeofDavidandSolomon(tenthcenturyBCE). 
Ekron is also referred to as the focal point for events in the Iron Age 1: the 
capture of the Ark of the Covenant (I Sam. 5: I 0); the recapture by Israel of the 
cities the Philistines had taken ( 1 Sam. 7: 14); and the David and Goliath epic, 
which relates that the Israelites pursued the Philistines to the "gates ofEkron" 
(1 Sam. 17:52). In the ninth century BCE, Ahaziah, king of Israel, consulted 
Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron, about whether he would recover from his 
sickness (2 Kg. 1:2-3). In the eighth century BCE, the prophet Amos 
threatened Ekron and its sister cities with destruction (1 :8). 

Extra biblical references to Ekron- 'amqar(r )una-first appear in the 

Tel Miqne: map of the mound and excavation areas. 

eighth to seventh-century BCE records of the Neo-Assyrian kings. Sargon 
Il's siege of Ekron in 712 BCE is depicted on a wall relief in his palace at 
Khorsabad. The royal annals describe the capture of Ekron and the restora
tion of Padi as king of Ekron in 701 BCE, in the course of Sennacherib's 
suppression of the rebellion led by Hezekiah, king of Judah. In the first 
half of the seventh century BCE, they mention Esarhaddon calling upon 
lkausu, king of Ekron, together with his other vassals, to provide building 
materials and their transport to construct his palace in Nineveh. In 667 BCE, 
they report that Ashurbanipal required his vassal Ikausu, king of Ekron, 
among others, to support his military campaign against Egypt and Ethiopia. 

Apparently, in the second half of the seventh century BCE, the Philistine 
Penta polis became a Tetra polis, as inferred from the prophetic forecast of the 
destruction of Ekron together with Ashdod, Ashkelon, and Gaza (Gath is no 
longer mentioned) (Jer. 25:20; Zeph. 2:4; Zech. 9:5-7). This imminent de
struction of the Philistine cities is supported by the late seventh-century BCE 
Aramaic Saqqara papyrus, or Adon letter, in which Adon, the king of one of 
the Philistine city-states, appeals to the Egyptian pharaoh for military aid 
against the forces of the king of Babylonia. A recent interpretation of a 
demotic line on the back of the letter suggests that Adon was king of Ek
ron. The actual destruction of Ekron may be indicated in the Babylonian 
chronicle that describes a 603 BCE campaign by Nebuchadnezzar, king of 
Babylon, against a city in Philistia. 

Ekron is not mentioned again until the Hellenistic period, when, in 147 
BCE, Alexander Balas granted Ekron (Accaron) and its toparchy to Jonathan 
the Hasmonean as a reward for his loyalty (1 Mace. 10:89; Josephus, Antiq. 
XIII, 4, 4). The toparchyofEkron is also cited as being torn fromAshdod (1 
Mace. 14:34). The latest references to Ekron are in the fourth-century CE 
Onomasticon of Eusebius, which cites "a village near Accaron called Gal
lai" and states that there is "a very large village of Jews, called Accaron, 
between Azotus [Ashdod] and Iamnia [Jabneel]." 

EXCAVATIONS 
In 1981, a long-term joint American-Israeli interdisciplinary research project 
was initiated at Tel Miqne by theW. F. Albright Institute of Archaeological 
Research and the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jer
usalem, under the direction ofT. Dothan and S. Gitin. The project is affiliated 
with the American Schools of Oriental Research and the Israel Exploration 
Society and is supported by a consortium of American, Canadian, and Israeli 
institutions. 

To establish the site's stratigraphic profile, two pilot seasons of excavations 
were conducted in 1981 and 1982 as the field project of the Brandeis Uni
versity I ASO R Joint Archaeological Program in Israel. From 1984, when the 
first often major seasons of excavations was initiated, the major emphasis has 
been on the investigation of the Iron Age town plan-its fortifications, in
dustrial zones, and inner city-and on the development of Philistine material 
culture, especially cult practices. In 1985, a survey of industrial installations 
and architectural remains was conducted by D. Eitam and N. Aidlin. 
CHALCOLITHIC TO MIDDLE BRONZE AGE. The Chalcolithic period, 
Early Bronze Age I -11, and Middle Bronze Age IIA-C are mostly attested by 
ceramic evidence in mixed fills and mud bricks from occupation phases in the 
Late Bronze and Iron ages. Middle Bronze Age IIA sherds form the largest 
group within this sample. While sherds from all ofthese periods were found in 
every field of excavation, the majority were from the sondage on the northeast 
acropolis, which has provided the most complete stratified profile of the tell 
(field 1). Three infant burials-two in jars-from the Middle Bronze Age II 
were found immediately below the founding levels of the Iron Age I buildings 
in the elite zone (field IV). 
LATE BRONZE AGE. A sequence of three Late Bronze Age strata was ex
posed only in the sondage on the northeast acropolis (field 1). While some 
Late Bronze Age sherds have been recovered from every field of excavation, 
the major exposure in the center of the lower city in the elite zone (field IV) 
clearly show a gap between the Middle Bronze Age II and Iron Age I. The 
implication is that the Late Bronze Age settlement may have been confined to 
the northeast acropolis. 

The earliest Late Bronze Age stratified remains (stratum IX) are dated to the 
fifteenth to fourteenth centuries BCE, based on the high percentage of im
ported wares, including base-ring I, monochrome, and white slip II. A two
room structure that contained a substantial industrial installation in the final 
phase of this stratum was destroyed by fire. Above it, stratum VIIIB, of the 
fourteenth to thirteenth centuries BCE, produced domestic areas with a large 
plastered vat and a burial with a faience seal, an Egyptian Nineteenth Dy
nastyscarab, and an Egyptian-style calcite tazza (footed goblet). The pottery, 
in addition to local Canaanite wares, included Mycenean IIIB and Cypriot 
imports, and an Egyptian-style "beer bottle" and bowl. 

Stratum VIllA included a sequence of four mud-brick structures that are 
associated with the culmination of the Late Bronze Age at the end of the 
thirteenth century BCE. The main room of one of the structures contained 
tuyeres, indicating bronze industrial activity. Krater fragments of Anatolian 



gray-polished ware were found in this area. This ware hints at the establish
ment of new cultural connections at the end of the Late Bronze Age. The 
international character and wide-ranging trade and cultural contacts of the 
Canaanite city in the Late Bronze Age are indicated by the diverse group of 
ceramic imports found in these strata. 
IRON AGE I. The Iron Age I remains were uncovered on the northeast 
acropolis (field 1). In the first third of the twelfth century BCE, an abrupt 
transition occurred in stratum VII. Fortifications, industrial and elite areas, 
and new material culture elements appear. These last suggest a new ethnic 
element-the Philistines, one of the Sea Peoples-with an inclination to 
recreate the environment of their Aegean home. 
The Fortifications in Field I. The stratum VII city was fortified by a 3.25-m
thick mud-brick wall, found along the slope of the northeast acropolis. 
Adjacent to it were a number of different types of kilns, the best preserved 
of which had a unique square shape. Associated with it was a large quantity of 
locally made Mycenean IIIC: 1 b pottery and several Aegean-type figurines. 
The Mycenean IIIC: 1 b pottery assemblage, which made up at least 50 percent 
of the ceramic sample, included monochrome decorated bell-shaped bowls, 
kraters, stirrup jars, beer jugs, and plain ware kalathoi. 

The dating of the stratum VII city wall is based on a chain of stratigraphic 
and ceramic evidence. The wall, cut into the last Late Bronze Age phases, was 
built of mud bricks with pottery inclusions, whose latest date was Late Bronze 
Age II. The earliest possible floors that could be associated with the wall, 
although the connections were disturbed, were those of stratum VII, dated by 
the Mycenean IIIC: I b pottery to the first third of the twelfth century BCE. The 
latest pottery of the stratum VI revetment built up against the city wall was 
Philistine bichrome ware. The slope wash from the stratum VI revetment, in 
which the Iron Age II strata III-I mud-brick city wall was founded, contained 
no post-Iron Age I pottery. 

Stratum VI, in which the first Philistine bichromeware appeared, is dated to 
the last two-thirds ofthe twelfth century BCE. New kilns appeared; next to one 
was an ivory iron-knife handle with a ring-shaped pommel, one of four found 
at the site. A new building complex was erected that remained essentially 
unchanged through the next stratum. One of the rooms had an architectural 

Field /: section in northeast acropolis, looking east. 
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Field I: section in northeast acropolis, looking west. 

plan associated with cultic traditions, including a stone pillar base, a pit with a 
large kalathos, and a bovine scapula. This room, on the periphery of the city, 
may have been one of the first shrines to be established in Philistia by the Sea 
Peoples/Philistines. In stratum V (first half of the eleventh century BCE), the 
shrine room had a plastered floor with installations, votive vessels, kernoi, and 
several incised bovine scapulae, known from contemporary shrines in Cy
prus. An adjacent area yielded Ashdoda-type figurines and a lion-headed 
rhyton. Stratum IV was identified by floor fragments and red-slipped pottery 
forms from the eleventh to tenth centuries BCE. 

The Fortifications in Field III. In stratum VI, the mud-brick city wall was 
extended to the southern crest of the tell as part of a massive fortification 

Field I: Mycenean IIIC:Jb sherds, stratum VII, 12th century BCE. 
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system that included an offset platform and revetment. The latest pottery from 
the mud bricks of the city wall and on the floors which ran up to its inside face 
was Philistine bichrome ware. This dated the fortifications, like the revetment 
in field I, to the last two-thirds of the twelfth century BCE. The fortifications 
continued in use in stratum V; one room built up against the city wall pro
duced a spiral gold ring. The thick white plaster that covered the fortifications 
and the rooms behind them was typical of all the buildings on the tell from the 
late twelfth century BCE through the eleventh century BCE. No doubt, in this 
period, the Iron Age I city covered the site's entire 50 a. In stratum IV 
(eleventh-tenth centuries BCE), the last Iron Age I occupation phase, the 
fortifications were strengthened with stone towers. The city wall was cut 
back and a new series of rooms was built up against it. One of these, contain
ing a crucible with traces of silver, was found in a large installation lined with 
!;amra, a red, sandy plaster. This suggests the existence of a metal industry on 
the periphery of the city. An ivory knife handle with a ring-shaped pommel, 
similar to the one from field I, was found in the debris above this installation. 
The Elite Area in the Lower City (Field IV). In strata VI -IV, the heart ofthe city 
yielded monumental public architecture and significant ceramic and other 
material culture remains. Immediately above the Middle Bronze Age infant 
burials, the earliest Iron Age I architectural remains were uncovered. Building 
351 of stratum VIB (mid-twelfth century BCE) was composed of several 
rooms, a large hall and courtyard, and a "hearth sanctuary." Most of the 
mud-brick walls had only one row, indicating a single-story building. The 
structure had rounded entrance corners, benches and floors heavily coated 
with white plaster. It was dated by its Philistine bichrome pottery. Associated 
with stratum VI are an elaborately decorated ivory lid, a foundation deposit, a 
lamp with a red-banded rim bowl placed over it, and a miniature bone pom
egranate. The walls of one room, the "hearth sanctuary," had two rows of 
mud bricks, indicating that the room had a second story. These walls enclosed 
two superimposed monumental hearths and separated them from the rest of 
the building, emphasizing the building's unique character and importance. 
Both hearths were round with a mud-brick frame, about 2. 5 min diameter. 
Adjacent to the room's northern entrance is an outer threshold constructed of 
five rows of stones, one course high. It is possible that this stone feature was 
built in two stages. 

The hearth, a feature that continues through several phases ofthis building, 
may have been constructed earlier, in stratum VII, a phase below stratum VIB, 
before it was incorporated into building 351. This earlier phase of the "hearth 
sanctuary" may be associated with the first stage of the threshold. Mycenean 

Field IV: plan of the monumental building, lith century BCE. 

IIIC:1b pottery was found in this first stage, which seems to date these 
components, including the "earliest" hearth, to the earliest phase of Iron 
Age I, in the first third of the twelfth century BCE. Hearths are an important 
feature in the Aegean and on Cyprus, particularly in the megaron plan, in 
which they are central architectural elements. They are rare, however, in 
Canaan. The only other hearth of this type was found at Tell Qasile, also 
a Philistine site with Aegean connections. 

In the following strata (V-IV), the plan underwent a dramatic change. In 
stratum V (first half of the eleventh century BCE), building 350, built on huge 
stone foundations, 1 to 2m high, was set into building 351. Possibly a palace 
with two shrine rooms, it measured 15 by 16m (240 sq m) and was part of a 

Field IV: overview of the monumental building, lith century BCE. 
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Overview of field IV: (foreground) stone foundations of monumental building, 12th-11th centuries BCE; (bottom left) "hearth sanctuary," stratum VI, 12th century BCE; 

(top) building complex from stratum IB, 7th century BCE, in back. 

larger complex. The building's plastered mud-brick walls were preserved to a 
height of3 m and a width of 1.2 m. The dimensions of the stone foundations 
and mud-brick superstructure indicate a second story. The main entrance 
from the north led into the large, partially covered hall with benches along its 
southern wall and two stone pillar bases flanking a round, well-constructed 
hearth with a pebble base. A large amount of ashes was on and around the 
hearth. This hearth was somewhat 
smaller than its predecessor in stra
tum VI, butitdemonstratesthecon
tinuity of the cult tradition in the 
city's elite zone. 

Building 350 had three rooms of 
approximately equal size that 
opened onto the hall. The northern 
room contained three superim
posed floors: the upper, with a plas
ter installation; the middle, with a 
wall bench and round, conical, and 
pinch-shaped unperforated loom 
weights; and the lower, with a 
gold-leaf object and an ivory ear
plug. The central room seems to 
have been the focus of the build
ing. Opposite the entrance was a 
plastered mud-brick bamah (altar) 
that continued in use throughout 
all phases of the building, until it 
was abandoned at the end of stra
tum IV. The room contained a rich 
assemblage of Philistine bichrome 
pottery, an ivory knife handle simi
lar to the ones in fields I and III, 
three bronze eight-spoked wheels, 
and a bronze frame fragment origin
ally belonging to a wheeled stand of 
the type known from Cyprus in the 

Ivory-handled knife with iron blade, 
12th century BCE. 

twelfth to eleventh centuries BCE. The southern room had a small mud-brick 
bamah, on which a large iron implement (length, 0.165 m) was found. The 
associated floor contained Philistine bichrome pottery and a complete iron 
knife with bronze rivets and an ivory handle with a ring-shaped pommel 
similar to the ones in the central room and in fields I and III. The knife 
has cultic connotations and Aegean and Cypriot parallels. It is part of 

Ivory plaque, area 9, 12th century BCE. 
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Field III: plan of stratum IB, 7th century BCE. 

an assemblage of iron objects found throughout the site from the Iron Age I, 
which is the largest concentration of iron objects found at any one site in 
Philistia. On the floor of the southern room there were also an Aegean-type 
bronze cauldron handle, a bronze spear butt, and a unique, double human
headed bronze peg. The cui tic character of the central and southern rooms 
reflects a continuation ofthe local Canaanite tradition, as well as the tradition 
known from Cyprus at Enkomi and Kition and in the Aegean at Phylakopi 
and Mycenae. 

In stratum IV, the plan of building 350 continued in use with some minor 
changes. The floors in the building's final phase were covered with red-slipped 
bowls stacked one upon the other, flasks, chalices, and miniature vessels of a 
votive character, including pomegranate-shaped vessels and kernos frag
ments. The Philistine ceramic tradition is represented only by debased hi
chrome decoration and forms, accompanied by red-slipped and Cypro-Phoe
nician wares from the late eleventh-early tenth centuries BCE. In the northern 
room, a cache of unique objects, including a stone baboon statuette, earplugs, 
faience pendants and rings, a decorated ivory lid, and a beautifully carved 
human head in ivory, link Ekron to the Egyptian Twenty-first Dynasty. 

Thepeakoftheearly Iron Age city, reached in stratum IV, was accompanied 
by the loss of the uniqueness of its material culture, as Egyptian and Phoe
nician influences had their effect on art and cult practices. In the last phase of 
stratum IV, Ekron's large, well-planned and fortified urban center, featuring 
industrial and elite areas and a material culture with international affinities, 
came to a sudden end. With it also came an end to the early period ofPhilistine 
occupation. Afterward, most of the city was abandoned and not settled again 
until the end ofthe eighth century BCE. The reasons for this abrupt transition 

probably relate to Egyptian and Israelite military campaigns, which dras
ticallyaffected the geopolitics of the region and altered the occupation pattern 
in Philistia. 
IRON AGE II. Remains from the Iron Age II were uncovered in the upper city 
(the northeast acropolis, fields I and VII) and in the lower city (fields II, III, IV, 
V). 
The Upper City. At the beginning of the first millennium BCE, Ekron shrank 
from 50 to I 0 a. and occupation was restricted to the upper city. This radical 
change reflects the United Monarchy's ascendancy over the Philistines in the 
tenthcenturyBCEandEkron'sdiminishedstatusinlronAgeiiAandiiB. The 
reduction in size of the Iron Age II city is supported by the stratigraphic and 
ceramic data from the upper and lower cities. 

In accordance with the city's smaller dimensions in the post-stratum IV 
(eleventh-tenth-centuries BCE) period, perhaps as early as the tenth century 
BCE, a new mud-brick city wall was built at the bottom of the slope of the 
acropolis. Attached to the wall was a 7-m-wide mud-brick tower faced with 
large ashlar blocks in a header-and-stretcher construction. On top of the 
acropolis, a stratified sequence of buildings with ceramic evidence assigned 
to strata 111-IIA seems to indicate continuous occupation from the tenth 
through the eighth centuries BCE. The main ceramic forms are coastal, with 
some typical Judean types~the late shallow cooking pot, the slightly cari
nated everted-rim bowl, and the plain-rim hole-mouth jar. In stratum IIA, 
dated to the second half of the eighth century BCE, a citadel tower built of 
boulder-sized stones and a stone-lined drain were constructed. The two 
lamelekh-stamped jar handles found on the slope~one with the inscription 
lmlk fJbrn, "belonging to the king of Hebron" ---can be ascribed to the end of 
stratum IIA, the brief period during which Hezekiah, king of Judah, took 
control of Ekron. 

It was only near the end of the eighth century BCE, when Philistia came 
under the control of the Neo-Assyrian empire, that Ekron experienced new 
physical growth and again became an important city-state. By the beginning 
of the seventh century BCE, in stratum IC, the mud-brick city wall had been 
rebuilt and a new citadel tower was constructed, as well as an industrial zone of 
olive-oil installations. The upper city continued to be occupied through 
stratum IB until the end of the seventh century BCE, when it was destroyed 
and abandoned. 
The Lower City. In the lower city, the broad sample of evidence and identical 
stratigraphic profile in all fields of excavation provide a sound basis for the 
following conclusions. In stratum IC, in addition to occupying the upper city, 
Ekron expanded into the lower city and beyond the limits of the mound itself, 
covering an area of 85 a. After a long gap in occupation of about 250 years, 
stratum IC, a fortified industrial urban center, was founded at the end of the 
eighth century BCE, directly on the Iron Age I fortifications and stratum IV 
buildings. Associated with the construction phase in stratum IC, in the center 
of the lower city (field IV), were late eighth-century BCE storage jars, sealed 

Field Ill: general view of stratum IB, looking west. 



below the walls and floors of the stratum IC-IB buildings. This phase also 
produced a large assemblage of fifty-three scoops typical of the late eighth 
century BCE. In the earliest occupation level of stratum IC, rooms in the 
peripheral area of the lower city-the industrial zone (field III)-produced 
slightly carinated bowls and late shallow-type cooking pots, both typical of 
the late eighth century BCE. 

Stratum IB, continuing the general plan of stratum IC, had an enormous 
quantity of restorable pottery sealed below a massive destruction debris. It 
was distinguished from stratum IC by architectural alterations, the narrowing 
of the city gate entrance, and superimposed floors. This stratigraphic division 
is further defined by the reuse of stratum IC oil-installation elements-large 
perforated stone weights and oil presses-in the construction of stratum IB 
buildings. In addition, units of stratum IC industrial equipment were dis
carded in stratum lB. For example, a huge olive crushing basin and press were 
buried in a pit beneath a stratum IB olive-oil installation. These phenomena, 
which also indicate some reduction in oil production in stratum IB, can be 
associated with the end of Assyrian rule and the reinstatement in Philistia of 
Egyptian hegemony, in about 630 BCE-the date suggested for the division 
between strata IB and IC. It is assumed that the diminution in oil production 
was caused by the transition in political authority, resulting in a loss of 
Assyrian and Assyrian-controlled Phoenician markets and their extensive 
distribution system. The dating of the stratum IB destruction to Nebuchad
nezzar's 603 BCE campaign in Philistia is supported by ceramic evidence. That 
evidence includes the En-Gedi V metallic ware and Me:?ad f.Iashavyahu types 
of cooking pots, the fiat-based mortarium, the balloon bottle, and the East 
Greek skyphoi, which first appeared in the last quarter of the seventh century 
BCE. Stratum lA, found only in the lowercity, was builtin part over the stratum 
IB destruction debris and also coexisted with its exposed remnants. It was an 
unplanned, unfortified settlement, with at least one structure similar to an 
"Assyrian" open courtyard building. Stratum lA is dated to the early sixth 
century BCE, based on the ceramic evidence, which continued the stratum IB 
coastal tradition and exhibited post-seventh-century BCE forms, like the 
cyma-shaped, pointed-base sausage jars. Following stratum IA, the tell was 
abandoned until the Roman period. Evidence for the Roman, Byzantine, and 
Arab periods was found only on the small, mound-shaped acropolis isolated 
at the northern end of the lower city (field V). This acropolis was formed solely 
by the occupation levels from these periods, the earliest of which was built 
directly over the stratum IB seventh-century BCE destruction. 
The Town Plan in the seventh century BCE, strata I C-B, city was well conceived 
and constructed in a system of stepped-down terraces. Its best-preserved 
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features belong to stratum lB. Divided into four zones, the city had specific 
districts for fortifications (fields II and III), industry (field III), and domestic 
and elite living areas (fields IV and V). 

The fortifications include a double stonewall system: the uppercitywall500 
on thecrestofthe slope and thelowerwallatits base, withalonglineofstables 
running between them. In the southeast corner of the tell, a series of offsets 
and insets was connected to the upper wall, apparently the foundation for a 
bastion. The city gate, protected by a large gatehouse, was located in the 
center of the tell's southern face. It was a four-entryway type, with a tow
er, two piers, and two cells on one side. The gate has much in common with 
Judean examples from Gezer and Lachish, as well as from Philistine Ashdod. 
The Industrial Zone, used primarily for olive-oil production, was composed of 
a series of buildings located in a belt extending around most of the tell behind 
the fortifications and in an area off the tell's northwest slope. In the main 
excavation area (field III), this zone had two major subdivisions on either side 
of a well-constructed street. The rectangular industrial buildings had a tri
partite division with an olive-oil production room, storage/work room, and 
an anteroom that opened onto the street. The most complete structure was 
immediately adjacent to the gate. Its oil production room had an olive-oil 
installation with a large, rectangular crushing basin; two pressing vats; car
bonized remnants of a wooden beam; eight perforated stone weights; 108 
restorable pottery vessels; and 34 conical ceramic storage-jar lids, as well as a 
bronze juglet, cosmetic palette, and a Phoenician-type figurine. The work/ 
storage room contained 88 restorable vessels, among which were large jars 
with circular holes used in the olive-oil separation process. A storage jar 
hidden below the floor contained a cache of eight well-preserved, large iron 
agricultural tools. This room also had a stone niche with a four-horned altar. 
The anteroom contained a large number ofloom weights and pottery vessels 
for food preparation. In the industrial zone, more than six hundred vessels 
have thus far been restored from the excavated areas and at least one four
horned altar has been found in each industrial building. 

The olive-oil industry was the dominant feature and the chief stimulus for 
Ekron's phenomenal physical and economic growth in the seventh century 
BCE. Initially established in stratum IC, the oil industry was probably created 
as a direct result of the stability produced by the pax Assyriaca and the 
commercial interests of the expanding Assyrian empire. The 102 olive-oil 
installation units thus far excavated or found on the surface of the tell, and 
associated with stratum IB, indicate that in antiquity Ekron was the largest 
olive-oil industrial center in the ancient Near East. These installations, rep
resenting only a part of the potential sample, had the capacity of producing at 

Field Ill: pottery assemblage. stone altar, and agricultural iron tools from oil-production building, stratum lB. 
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Olive-oil installation, field Ill. 

least 1,000 tons of olive oil annually, 
one-fifth of Israel's current level of 
export production. 

The extensive evidence of loom 
weights found throughout the indus
trial zone suggests that a second indus
try existed at Ekron: textile produc
tion. Because olives could be pressed 
foronlyfourmonthsayear, the second 
industry probably made efficient use 
of the large industrial plant in the re
maining eight months. 
The Domestic District was just north of 
the industrial zone. Here, buildings, 
courtyards, and floors produced in
stallations and pottery associated 
with domestic activities. The elite 
zone, continuing the Iron Age I tradi
tion, was in the center of the lower city 
(field IV). It consisted of a large com
plex of at least six buildings, with a 
different plan from that of the indus
trial zone. So far, twenty rooms have 
been uncovered, including courtyards, 
storage areas, and living quarters, with 
no indication of the olive-oil industry. 
Only this zone had Assyrian ceramic 
forms, as well as the highest percentage 
of decorated vessels and small closed 
and open ceramic forms. It also contained two unique large caches of silver 
jewelry and five four-horned altars. 
The Material Culture of Ekron in the seventh century BCE belongs primarily 
to the Philistine coastal tradition. Of the ceramic evidence, 83.5 percent is 
coastal; 7 percent is Judean; 9 percent is common to the entire south; and 0.5 
percent represents northern ceramic forms. Typical of the coastal tradition 
are pointed-base juglets, hammer head rim kraters, and small, incised, and 
carinated bowls. The three inscribed stone shekel and bekah weights from 
Ekron, while characteristic of Judah, are also known in Philistia. 

The seventh-century BCE cultic assemblages are also peculiar to Philistine 
Ekron. These include nine chalices: three have a painted triangle decoration 

Field III: four-horned altar in a niche in the oil-production building, 
stratum IB, 7th century BCE. 

(paralleled only at Tel Batash-Timnah, a daughter city ofEkron), and six have 
a petal decoration in relief that is not usually found in Judah. A second cultic 
artifact, the four-horned incense altar, usually associated with Israelite re
ligious practice in the Iron Age IIA-IIB, is unique to Ekron in the seventh 
century BCE. Thirteen examples have thus far been found, as well as two 
unhorned altars and six incense stands. The most important cultic artifacts 
are the six dedicatory storage-jar inscriptions-among them qds l'srt, "for 
(the goddess) Asherat," and lmqm, "for the shrine." Many of the other 
sixteen inscriptions, mostly found on storage jars, may also be cult rela
ted: the sign tet followed by three horizontal lines indicating thirty measures 
of goods set aside for a priestly tithe offering; smn, "oil," indicating the 
contents of the storage jar; and bt, indicating volume, measured as 32 li
ters. The rich assemblage of small ivory objects, faience and shell amulets 
and figurines, ceramic votives, and an inscribed limestone sistrum (a musical 
instrument) from the Twenty-sixth Egyptian Dynasty demonstrate Assyrian, 
Egyptian, Israelite, and Phoenician influences. Together, the chalices, altars, 
inscriptions, and miscellaneous cultic objects infer a highly syncretistic late 
Philistine cult. 
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Field IV: dedicatory inscription: "for (the goddess) Asherath, "on a storage jar from 
stratum IB, 7th century BCE. 
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MIZPE SHIVTA . 
IDENTIFICATION 
The ruins ofMi?pe Shivta (in Arabic, Khirbet el-Misrafa) are in the central 
Negev, at the eastern edge of a large spur and on the low horseshoe-shaped 
terrace surrounding it (map reference 1126.0364). The site consists of a com
plex of buildings comprising a single unit, whose area is 160 by 180m. E. H. 
Palmer (see below) suggested identifying the site with biblical Zephath (Jg. 
I: 17), but no finds predating the Byzantine period have been uncovered. 
According to its excavator, it should be identified with the "fortress and 
inn of Saint George," where the traveler known as Antoninus of Placentia 
stayed on his way from Elusa to Sinai in about 570 CE (Itinerarium 35; CCSC 
175, 146-147). Saint George is mentioned in one ofthe inscriptions found at 
the site. 

EXPWRATION 
Following Palmer's discovery of the site in 1871 and publication of its plan, it 
was visited by A. Musil, in 1901, who also drew a plan of it; by C. L. Woolley 

'o 

' ' / 

and T. E. Lawrence, in 1914, who surveyed it and gave a detailed account of 
their findings, and measured the church; and by T. Wiegand, in 1916, who did 
a survey and took aerial photographs. In 1979, the site was surveyed again as 
part ofthe Emergency Survey of the Negev by Y. Baumgarten, who excavated 
the site on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The site is bounded on the west by an ashlar-built wall with a gate and 
entranceway in it but with no hollow towers for stairwells. An arch was 
built over the gateway (3.6 m wide). A wall that blocked the gate and rendered 
it unusable was uncovered below the entrance arch. This wall was coarsely 
built and characteristic of the site's later phase. The wall, about 1m thick, is 
preserved to a height of about 2 m, apparently only half its original height. 
The wall descends the steep northern and southern slopes and turns eastward; 
at the points at which it turns, thewallisthickerandresembles a glacis. Both its 
northern and southern sides continue to the east. In certain sections it also 
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Mi;;pe Shivta: general plan of the site. 
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General view of Mi:;pe Shivta, looking south. 

serves as a retaining wall for the site's lower terrace. The wall includes large 
towers, especially in its eastern part. Although the wall and towers were used 
to defend the site, their primary purpose was to expand the lower terrace for 
building. 
UPPER AREA. Several buildings were found in the upper area. A surrounding 
strip of rooms was built at the edges ofthe hill and in the cliff area. To its north 
are buildings, parts of which are crudely built, belonging to the site's later 
phase. To the east of the ring ofbuildings, on the site's summit, is a tower; next 
to it, a passage and steps lead to the lower terrace. 

Three structures were found in the open area within the ring of rooms. The 

first is a water-collection system (not a sheepfold or prehistoric building, as the 
first surveyors thought), built in three circles of 18, 9, and 6 min diameter, 
respectively. The walls are dressed only on their inner faces, supported by a 
gravel fill poured in from the outside. The circles are interconnected by means 
of a passage. Rainwater was collected in the largest of the three circles, flowed 
to the middle one---which apparently served as a sedimentation pool-and 
from there flowed to the smallest one, the opening of a reservoir. Today the 
system is filled with alluvial soil, but the entrance is clearly visible in the aerial 
photograph published by Wiegand. 

The second structure is east of the three circles. This is an intricate, rec-

The church: (background) agricultural plots in the NafJal Lavan streambed. 



tangular building containing a large courtyard with three rooms on its west
ern side. Another room was uncovered to the northeast of the courtyard. The 
first surveyors assumed that the building was an inn or a guest house. 

The third structure~a chapel ( 6.6 by 18.2 m)~is in the eastern part of the 
upper area. A bema paved with stone slabs and reached by three steps was 
exposed in the eastern part ofthe chapel. At the edge of the bema was a marble 
chancel screen supported by three colonnettes on each side. An altar, which 
has not survived, stood on the bema. Other installations, whose function is 
still unclear, were found in the floor of the bema and adjoining the chancel 
screen. To the east of the bema is an apse that is narrower than the church. The 
apse's walls were built of well-dressed stones, while the church's other walls 
were built of field stones. The walls are coated with white and painted plaster. 
The floor of the bema yielded no finds. The building had clearly been aban
doned: its marble parts were looted or destroyed; the floor was covered with 
wind-blown sand; and the ceiling and walls had collapsed onto the floor. The 
church is adjoined on the south by another room of undetermined function. 
WWER TERRACE. The buildings on the lower terrace are more densely 
packed in the south, where a system of bell cisterns, which collected the 
runoff water from the upper level, was exposed. The excess water from the 
cisterns was diverted to a built and plastered rectangular cistern ( 5 by 7 m) with 
a supporting column in its center. This cistern is located in the lower part of 
the slope and at its mouth is a small sedimentation pool. A channel, draining 
water from the area west of the site, led to the cistern. 

The buildings in the southern part of the terrace include rooms and rock
cut cellars. Small rooms, which could be defined as cells, were found in the 
eastern part of the terrace. The structures in this area are preserved in some 
places to a height of three stories. 

The focal point of the site was in the east, where a wide tower was incor
porated in the surrounding wall. To the west of the tower are open, plaza-like 
areas that extended to the cellars' entrances. One of the areas is paved with a 
plain white mosaic. 

To the east of the cliff is the entrance to the subterranean cellars. Its facade 
was superbly built: the rock cliff was hewn out and leveled; the cracks were 
filled and coated with mud plaster; and the wall was covered with a layer of 
white plaster. The entrance is decorated with a built arch bearing two in
scriptions, one engraved and the other inscribed in red ink. On the room's 
walls are crosses painted in red; a passage led from here to a higher area 
(possibly to the tower on the summit) and to another room in the 
north. A carved figure--perhaps of a human face or an ox's head~was 
found in the passage to the northern room, at the turn of the wall. The 
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descent to a cellar (possibly a crypt), now blocked, was found in the inner 
room. Inscriptions in ink were found on the jamb of the window in the inner 
room. To the east of the inner room, on the entrance's lintel, placed here in 
secondary use, is an engraved inscription. The inner room leads to a series of 
other, multilevel rooms, that may have been monks' cells or anchorite rooms. 

A room was uncovered to the northeast, beyond the area of the cellars. Its 
ceiling is supported by fine pilasters, the walls are coated with white plaster, 
and it is completely filled with debris (from an earthquake?), on which a set of 
coarse steps was built that lead to the hill's summit. 

The entrance gate to the site was apparently on the northern side of the 
horseshoe-shaped ridge, where a massive tower is preserved; another cistern 
was also found on this side. Caves and open areas, probably used as unroofed 
pens for animals, were found in the western part of the northern terrace. 

SUMMARY 
As Woolley and Lawrence had correctly discerned, Mi?pe Shivta was the site 
of a monastery, perhaps a laura. Thecellarsmayinitially have served as a place 
of seclusion for a single monk (Saint George?), around which the monastery 
developed. The walls and towers have created the impression that this was a 
fortress; however, it should be noted that the monasteries established in 
Palestine in the Byzantine period were surrounded by defensive walls. This 
apparently is the reason why at the end of the sixth century the traveler from 
Placentia described the site as the "fortress and inn of Saint George." 

Two building phases can be distinguished: the first is characterized by fine 
construction, whereas in the second several changes occurred. The western 
gate was blocked by masonry; additions (of inferior quality) were made to the 
northern structures on the summit; and a set of crude steps was built, leading 
from the summit to the lower terrace in the eastern part of the site. Judging 
from the extent of the destruction and debris, the site may have been struck by 
an earthquake. Only Byzantine pottery was found on the floors of the rooms, 
particularly in the church. The site showed no signs of violent destruction and 
was apparently abandoned after the rooms' contents had been removed. 

E. H. Palmer, The Desert of the Exodus 2, Cambridge 1871,371-374, 378-380; id., PEQ 3 (1871), 29-32; 
Musil, Arabia Petraea 2, 44-45; C. L. Woolley and T. E. Lawrence, The Wilderness of Zin (PEFA 3), 
London 1914-1915, 92-93; T. Wiegand, Sinai, Berlin 1920, 62-66; P. Mayerson, Proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Society 107 (1963), 160-161, 169-171; Y. Baumgarten, ESI I (1982), 75-76. 
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MIZPE YAMMIM, MOUNT 
IDENTIFICATION 
Mount Mi?pe Yammim (in Arabic, Jebel el-Arba'in) is the southernmost 
spur of the Mount Meiron block (map reference 1933.2604), on the border 
between the Upper and Lower Galilee. The site is 734 m above sea level and 
600m above the valley below. From it there is a view of the Lower Galilee up to 
Mount Tabor in the south; Mount Hermon in the north; and the Mediter
ranean Sea in the west. The site covers an area of 30 by 90 mat the top of the 
mount. On the summit a built complex (the western complex) adjoins an 
enclosure on the east that extends to the edge of a terrace, about 5 m below 
the summit. The eastern enclosure wall was built at the edge of the slope~ 
moderate on the north, but steep on the east and south. Two structures, 
incorporated in the southern wall of the enclosure, were visible prior to 
excavation. 

N 
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m 

Mi:;pe Yammim: general plan of the site. 

EXPLORATION 
A survey of the site was first published by A. Druks of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities and Museums. In 1988 and 1989, excavations were carried out 
by the Institute of Archaeology at Haifa University, under the direction of 
R. Frankel. The excavations showed that the westernmost of the two southern 
structures was a temple. The rocky area west of the temple and parts of the 
western complex were also excavated. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
THE TEMPLE. The temple, entered from the north, is a broadhouse structure 
consisting of two rooms: the main room on the west (6 by 13.7 m) and a 
secondary room (4.8 by 10.4 m). The building's walls reveal two distinct 
phases; in the later stage, very large stones were carelessly laid. The walls 

Mi:;pe Yammim: plan of the temple. 
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The temple, looking west. 

in this phase probably surrounded an open courtyard and were not part of a 
roofed structure. Benches were found along the east, south, and north walls of 
the main room. The north wall is partly founded on bedrock and stands 
approximately I. 7 m above the floor level. Several of the benches, as well 
as the northwest corner of the building, were hewn out of the bedrock. The 
main room, paved with stone slabs, contained three column bases and two 
bamot (platforms), one of which stood against the south wall. To its east were 
two ashlars, perhaps associated with the southern bamah. The second bamah, 
which was partly of bedrock, in the northwest corner of the temple, had two 
distinct building phases. In the first stage its eastern half consisted of four 
steps; in the second stage the steps were filled in. A stone slab, probably used as 
a cover for the bamah in its second phase, was found resting against it. The 
bamah appears to have served a cui tic function in the temple during its original 
phase; it was used as an altar in an unroofed enclosure in its later phase. 
Finds in and around the Temple. Potterysherds from the Iron Age II were found 
in crevices in the rocky area west of the temple, but no architectural elements 

from this period could be identified. The temple and rocky area yielded many 
juglets and bottles from the Persian period. In addition to these small vessels 
storage jars were found, some of which are types known throughout the 
country; most, however, were the coarse ware typical of the Upper Gali
lee. Other finds include a Tyrian silver coin of the fourth century BCE; a 
bronze shekel weight; fibulae; and arrowheads. A large quantity of animal 
bones (95 percent sheep or goats; 5 percent bovine; 0.2 percent pigs) was found 
in the rocky area, and several animal skulls were uncovered in the vicinity of 
the western bamah. 

The upper strata of the temple area yielded Hellenistic pottery; on the 
uppermost step of the western bamah was a Seleucid Tyrian coin from the 
second half of the second century BCE. Before the excavations, four bronze 
objects were found by a survey team headed by Y. Tepper. They seem to have 
come from the bedrock, against which the western bamah was built. The 
objects were figurines of a young lion, originally the handle of a vessel; 
a crouching ram; an A pis bull; and a cultic Egyptian situla, bearing a ded-

Bronze objects from the area of the western bamah: (left to right) ram, Apis bull, and statuette of a lion(?). 



Mi;pe Yammim: green schist statuette of Osiris, Horus, and Isis in the form of 
Hathor, from the area of the western bamah. 

icatory inscription in Phoenician script to the goddess Astarte. During the 
excavations, a green schist statuette of three Egyptian gods-Osiris, Horus, 
and Isis in the form ofthe goddess Hath or-was found near the bamah. These 
cultic objects probably belonged to the bamah of the second phase, a stage 
presumably associated with the Hellenistic finds. 

Only a few finds indicate later activity at the site. These include a pit from the 
Roman period, as well as a Byzantine coin and a few Mameluke sherds found 
in the upper layers. 
WESTERN COMPLEX. The western complex is square (c. 25 by 25 m) and 
consists of a courtyard in the east and a large structure in the west, probably 
joined by a corridor. The only easy access to the site was from the west, making 
that side more vulnerable to attack. Thus, the structure there was probably 
used as a guard tower or fortress. The floor of the courtyard (I 0 by 25m.) is laid 
mostly on bedrock. The eastern enclosure was reached through this courtyard, 
and one doorpost of the passageway was found in situ. The large symmetrical 
structure in the west includes a rectangle (8.5 by 9 m) in its center that adjoins 
four other rooms-two on the north and two on the south. The remains of a 
stone pavement were found in the southern area, indicating that this may have 
been the entrance to the courtyard, as well as to the entire site. The rooms 
adjoining the central square were divided into two subunits. The remains of 
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Situ/a with a dedicatory inscription to Astarte in Phoenician script; (left) detail of 
upper part. 

walls, up to 2 m high, were found in the western part of the structure. Ex
cavation showed, however, that the structure was deliberately filled in to serve 
as a foundation, as its walls had no inner face. The structure's floor was at a 
higher level and has not survived. The foundation's basement was preserved 
only in the southeastern subunit. The fill contained finds from the Persian 
period. A bronze statuette of Osiris was found in the fill under the pavement in 
the southern room. Flimsy walls from the Mameluke period were uncovered 
in the southeast corner of the large structure. They were probably built by 
temporary inhabitants who settled among the ruins. 

SUMMARY 
The site on Mount Mi{:pe Yammim yielded finds from the Iron Age II, 
Persian, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, and Mameluke periods. The site's 
building complex, which dates to the Persian period, was apparently a cultic 
enclosure. A temple, courtyard, and fortress were found in it. The choice of 
this site was undoubtedly related to the special nature and location of Mount 
Mi{:pe Yammim. The Phoenician inscription and Egyptian objects found 
here indicate the existence of a Phoenician cult, probably of the goddess 
Astarte. However, the unusual ceramic finds point to a local cultural assem
blage different from that commonly found along the Phoenician coast. The 
cult probably continued here until the Hellenistic period and ended in the 
second century BCE. 

R. Frankel, ESI 9 (1989-1990), 100-102. 

RAFAEL FRANKEL 

MONASTERIES 
INTRODUCTION 
Christian monasticism first occurred in Palestine at the beginning of the 
fourth century CE. The first monks known to us by name are Hilarion 
of Thavata, who lived and was active as a monk from 308 CE onward in 
the region of Gaza, where he was born; and Chariton, a native of Iconium 
in Asia Minor, the founder of Judean Desert monasticism. In the fourth 
century, monasticism spread throughout Palestine and monasteries were 
established near the holy places connected with the life of Jesus-such 
as Jerusalem and Bethlehem, and in the region of Eleutheropolis (Beth 
Guvrin) and the Sinai Peninsula. 

Laurae were, however, established mainly in the Judean Desert, near the 
Jordan River and in the Gaza and Elusa (I;Ialu{:a) regions. Saint Chariton 
founded three !aurae: Pharan, near 'Ein Fara, the westernmost of the springs 
ofWadi Qelt(c. 330CE, q.v. JudeanDesertCaves); Douka, at the fortified site 
ofDuk-Dagon, west of Jericho (c. 340 CE); and Souka in Wadi Khureitun, 
near Tekoa (c. 345 CE, q.v. Chariton). Thislaurawaseventuallyknownasthe 

Old Laura. The monastery ofEpiphanius was already in existence at this time 
in the Eleutheropolis (Beth Guvrin) region. 

Monasteries generally began with a hermit, who withdrew from the world 
and dwelt isolated in a cave or a hut near a source of water. In the course of 
time, other monks joined him, creating a community. With money from 
donations, dwelling cells, a prayer house, water reservoirs, and service build
ings were built. The founder, who was the leader of the group, determined 
whether the place would be built as a monastery of anchorites-a laura 
(A.ciupcx), or as a communal monastery-a coenobium (Kotv6j3wv, "com
munal life"). Monasteries were built with funds from wealthy admirers or 
with money bequeathed to the founder. The two monasteries on the Mount of 
Olives in Jerusalem were established by two noble and wealthy Roman ma
trons: the first by Melania the Elder (376 CE) and the second by Melania the 
Younger ( 432 CE). In 386 CE, three monasteries were founded in Bethlehem by 
Paula, another wealthy Roman matron, and by Jerome. 

In 406 CE Euthymius, a native of the Roman province of Armenia, arrived 
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in Palestine. In 411, he and his friend Theoctistus founded the first coenobium 
in the Judean Desert, in the cliffs of Nal:_lal Og (Deir Mukallik). A second 
coenobium was established by Euthymius in 425, near Caphar Baricha; and 
in 428 his laura (Khan el-Al:_lmar in Mishor Adummim; q.v. Euthymius' 
Monastery) was dedicated. The disciples ofEuthymius founded other mon
asteries, all of them coenobia, and eventually filled important posts in the 
Palestinian church. Two of them, Martyrius and Elias, became patriarchs of 
Jerusalem. 

The largest monasteries in Jerusalem in the first half of the fifth century 
were the monastery ofPassarion on Mount Zion and Melania's foundations 
(a convent and a monastery) on the Mount of Olives. These were headed fora 
long time by Gerontius. Both he and the abbots of the Passarion monastery 
served as the archimandrites of the monks in the fifth century. In this period 
the monks obtained considerable support from Empress Eudocia, who lived 
in Jerusalem. The most famous of Passarion's disciples, Marcianus and 
Roman us, led the monastic revolt against the patriarch Juvenal in the wake 
of his support for the Council of Chalcedon (451). Romanus had earlier 
established a large monastery near Tekoa (Khirbet er-Rubei'a) and Mar
cianus later set up a large monastery near Bethlehem (Siyarel-Ghanam, 454, 
see below). Important centers of opposition to the Council ofChalcedon were 
the monasteries in the vicinity of Gaza and Eleutheropolis, where Peter the 
Iberian, a propagator of the Monophysite doctrine in Palestine, and Roma
nus himself, were active in the second half of the fifth century. 

In about 455, Gerasimus organized the individual anchorites living along 
the Jordan River in an ordered community by setting up a laura with a 
coenobium at its center (Deir I:Iajla). At that time, the nearby laura of 
Calamon ('Ein I:Iajla) was established on a similar pattern. The coenobium 
of Choziba was established near 'Ein Qelt by Johannes of Choziba in about 
480; previously, five Syrian anchorites had lived there in succession. Pilgrim
age to the site of baptism on the Jordan was institutionalized when the 
emperor Anastasius established the Church of Saint John the Baptist near 
the Jordan River (Qa~r el-Yahud) and settled monks there who received a 
permanent yearly allowance of six solidi. 

The monastic movement reached its peak under the leadership of Theo
dosius and Sa bas. Theodosius headed a large coenobium (Deir Dosi) found
ed in 479, while Sabas headed the Great Laura (Mar Saba, q.v.), founded in 
483. In the late fifth and early sixth centuries, Sa bas and his disciples founded 
six other !aurae and six coenobia, thus populating the Judean Desert with 
monks. 

The emperor Justinian restored and built water installations for about 
twenty monasteries in the Jerusalem region. For the monks of Sinai he 
erected a fortress with a large church at its center. The Justinianic legislation 
provided the civil legal basis for bequeathing property to monasteries. From 

this time onward, the property of the monasteries grew in unprecedented 
fashion, thus enabling the restoration of existing monasteries and the build
ing of new ones. 

The most important literary sources for the study of monasteries in Pales
tine are the seven hagiographies by Cyril ofScythopolis (died c. 560): the lives 
of Euthymius, Sabas, Theodosius and four other famous monks of the 
Judean Desert. Stories and anecdotes from the lives of the monks were 
collected by John Moschus in his book Leimonarion. Other sources from 
the same period (late sixth and early seventh centuries) include the writings of 
Anthony of Choziba: Vita Sancti Georgii Chozibitae and Miracula beatae 
virginis Mariae in Choziba. Information about contemporary Monophysite 
monasteries appears in Vita Petri lberi and in the Plerophoriae, two works 
attributed to his disciple John Rufus. On the basis ofthe literary sources, a list 
of monasteries in Palestine was drawn up by S. Vailhe; it includes 137 entries, 
116 of which are monasteries of the Byzantine period. 

A particularly comprehensive archaeological study of the Judean Desert 
monasteries was conducted in the 1980s by several survey teams. The main 
body of work was done by Y. Hirschfeld, who excavated, among others in the 
area, the monastery at Khirbet ed-Deir (q.v.). On the basis of his and other 
scholars' research, Hirschfeld identified more than sixty monastic sites, al
most all of them monasteries, in the Judean Desert. Other monasteries that 
were excavated almost entirely include Khirbet Murasas in Ma'ale Adum
mim (q.v. Martyrius Monastery) and Khirbet el-Kilyeh (q.v.), by I. Magen. 
The high mountains of Sinai were explored mainly by I. Finkelstein and U. 
Dahari, and the lauritic nature of these monastic colonies was revealed. 
TYPES OF MONASTERIES AND THEIR WAY OF LIFE. Monastic life in the 
sixth century was governed by fixed rules that controlled the daily and weekly 
routine, prayer times throughout the week and the content of the prayers, the 
monk's work in his cell and the utensils he was allowed to keep there, and his 
food, drink, and clothing. 

Monasteries can be divided into two main types-the laura and the coe
nobium-according to the way oflife practiced in them, which also dictated 
the physical plan and architecture. The laura is a monastery for an anchorite 
community. Each monk lived in solitude during the week and would meet 
communally only on weekends for prayer and a meal. In acoenobium, on the 
other hand, the monks met daily for church prayers and meals in the dining 
room (the aristeterion [&ptcnrp:rjpwv], or refectory). Yet, there were also 
certain variations in thewayoflifewithin each of these principal types, mainly 
with regard to prayers and the routine on Saturday and Sunday. 
THE MONASTERY BUILDING. The coenobium was an enclosed monas
tery, with all its components surrounded by a wall. The laura, by contrast, was 
composed of dispersed cells connected to each other and to the central 
building only by a path, turning the scattered elements into a single archi-

St. Catherine's Monastery in Sinai. 
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interior of the church. 
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tectural unit. Remains indicate that the coenobium and the laura could be 
built on a cliff or on a plain. Monasteries have been investigated mainly in 
desert and rural regions. Almost no information exists about monasteries in 
cities. 

A coenobium consisted of a surrounding wall, a gate, and a two- or three
storied tower topped by a stone cross; one or more churches for monks of 
different nationalities; a dining room, kitchen, and bakery containing a large 
oven with a chimney; storerooms for food, raw materials for the monks'work 
and the finished products, clothing, work tools, and furniture; and stables for 
the pack animals. A hostel was sometimes built outside the monastery's wall, 
that was used not only as a lodging for pilgrims or relatives, but also as a 
trading station for the monks' products. There might also be a hospital or cells 
with stone beds for the sick; water reservoirs were usually under the central 
courtyard or near a cliff, in caves, and in fissures in the bedrock. Gutters and 
wide, plastered channels collected rainwater from the roofs and courtyards. 
The whole monastery was paved with stone slabs. In some instances, the 
largest halls-the monastic chapel, refectory, and the rooms adjoining 
them-were paved with colorful mosaics in various patterns, as splendid 
as those found in any church. The pavements sometimes included a ded
icatory or memorial inscription. 

Two main church types were common in the desert monasteries-the cave 
church and the built chapel; a true basilica was rare. A courtyard was built next 
to the church and, topographical conditions permitting, in the center of the 
monastery when built in a flat area, with the other buildings around it. There 
were also burial places, in which the monks were interred according to an 
inner hierarchy: priests and deacons in one group and unordained monks in 
another. The tomb of the founding abbot was sometimes in a special central 
building with a dome, or in the cave in which he had dwelt. This tomb would 
become a focal point for veneration by both the monks and pilgrims, for the 
founding abbot was regarded as a holy man whose power lived on after his 
death. 

In agricultural regions the monks tended gardens with irrigation channels 
and installations, such as oil- and winepresses, storerooms, and workshops. 
Such monasteries assumed the nature of an agricultural estate. 

Almost all ofthe communal buildings in acoenobium were also to be found 
in the laura's nucleus, except that the latter had no walls or gates. There is no 

Choziba monastery near 'Ein Qelt. 
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MONASTERIES 
1. Abu Ghunneim 
2. Basul, Tell 
3. Berakhot, Horvat 
4. Beth ha·Shittah 
5. Beth Loya, Horvat 

Distribution map of early monasteries. 
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mention in the literary sources nor any archaeological finds to indicate a 
dining room in the laura. The monks apparently ate their communal meals 
in the church, the courtyard, or another hall temporarily filling this function. 

The !aurae hermitages sometimes constitute developed complexes. The 
simplest cells included a room and courtyard, but there were also complexes 
with several rooms, including a chapel or a private prayer corner. Cooking 
utensils were sometimes found in the cells, although in some !aurae the 
founder's rule forbade the eating of cooked food during the week. In most 
instances, water from the surrounding area channeled through trenches and 
gutters supplied a private cistern installed next to the cell, or at some distance 
from it. In some places, a single cistern served several neighboring cells. The 
main building material consisted of stones collected from the vicinity that 
were partly dressed. The walls were plastered and sometimes decorated with 
frescoes. The rooms had plastered floors or a mosaic-usually a simple white 
mosaic, although colored ones were not unknown. Simple cells had a beaten 
earth floor. In many instances the monks were clearly helped by trained 
builders. The cell's ceiling was generally made of wooden beams under mud 
plaster. The monks drained rainwater from the roofs to the cisterns, which 
were rock-cut or built, and roofed with stone arches and slabs. The cistern's 
stonewalls had a thick coating of hydraulic plaster mixed with sherds, which 
gave the walls a reddish tint. 

Although there is insufficient information about the dwelling cells in the 
coenobium, it seems that in most cases a cell was either inhabited by a single 
monk or shared by two to three monks (as is also indicated by literary sources). 
There were no dormitories, as ordered by the Justinianic monastic legislation. 
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The following survey of excavated monasteries includes monasteries that do 
not appear in individual entries. 
KHIRBET ABU GHUNNEIM. Khirbet Abu Ghunneim is about 3 km (2 mi.) 
northeast ofBethlehem (map reference 171.125). In 1952, V. Corbo, on behalf 
of the Studium Biblium Franciscanum, cleared the remains of a small walled 
monastery(coenobium) built there on a rectangular plan (18.4 by 24.75 m). In 
its center is a court containing a cistern. On the north side is an oblong church 
(5.1 by 16.7 m) with an interior apse (diameter, 2.25 m). The bema was 
enclosed by a chancel screen and was reached by two steps. In the Early 
Arab period, the prayer hall was divided into three sections. The church's 
mosaic floor-largely destroyed-depicted floral motifs. West of the court 
were two rooms, one of them oblong, paved with a coarse white mosaic; the 
other was a small room with the remains of a beaten earth floor. Most of the 
southeastern part of the monastery has been destroyed. Corbo considered 
these to be the remains of the Photinus-Marinus Monastery, founded in the 
fifth century by the brothers Marinus and Lukas, disciples of Euthymius. 
TELL BASUL. Tell Basul is about 1 km (0.6 mi.) west ofBeth-Shean (map 
reference 195.212). In 1961-1962, N. Zori, on behalf ofthe Israel Department 
of Antiquities, cleared the remains of a monastery here from the fourth or 
beginning of the fifth century CE. The spacious courtyard is paved with a 
beautiful mosaic inlaid with Greek inscriptions. Around the courtyard are 
seven rooms, including a chapel whose floor was paved with a mosaic deco
rated with ovals, each one depicted as a bunch of acanthus leaves bound with a 
V-shaped leaf. Each oval contains fauna, such as a gazelle, rabbit, cat, lamb, 
hen, and ducks, as well as floral motifs-a pomegranate and olive. At the 
entrance to the chapel the pavement is decorated with a fruit tree flanked by 
peacocks. 

The other six rooms are paved with mosaics in geometric patterns. Also 
cleared were another eight rooms with floors of stone, mud, and beaten earth. 
BETH HA-SHITTAH. The remains of a monastery-farm were excavated in 
October 1952 by Y. Aharoni, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiq
uities, near Kibbutz Beth ha-Shittah in the Jezreel Valley (map reference 
191.217). The monastery included eight rooms built around a square central 
courtyard paved with basalt stones. The rooms contained agricultural in
stallations-a winepress and millstones. Two rooms, paved with coarse mo-
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saics, served as chapels. In the center of the mosaic pavement in the first room 
a large red cross is surrounded by twenty-two intersecting circles and two 
large concentric circles. In the corners four small crosses are inscribed in 
circles and enclosed in square frames. The mosaic pavement in the second 
chapel is divided into seventy small squares containing geometric patterns, 
crosses, Greek letters representing the initials of the Holy Names, and sayings 
such as "Jesus Christ, Son of God, is the Savior." The monks engaged in 
agriculture in this monastery-farm, which was in existence in the fifth and 
sixth centuries CE. 

BIREL-QUTT. Birel-Quttisabout2km (1 mi.) northeast of Bethlehem (map 
reference 170.125). The remains of a sixth-century monastery were cleared 
here from December 1952 to June 1953 byV. Corbo, on behalfoftheStudium 
Biblium Franciscanum. The monastery is built on a rectangular plan (30 by 
35m), with an entrance on the east. A narrow corridor leads to a large central 
courtyard surrounded by colonnades and decorated with geometric patterns. 
Georgian inscriptions found in the courtyard contain the names of five 
individuals. Northeast of the courtyard is an oblong church (c. 7.5 by 
19 m) with an interior apse. Its mosaic pavement is largely destroyed. 
On the southwest side of the church are two doorways, one leading to a 
chapel, which probably also served as a place of burial. The other doorway 
led to a kind of passage paved with white mosaics, which was linked on its east 
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side to the central courtyard and on its south side to a rectangular hall, 
probably the refectory. The refectory is well preserved, with six pillars sup
porting the ceiling. Its floor was paved with a colored mosaic in a geometric 
design. A five-line Georgian dedicatory inscription was found in the floor set 
in a tabula ansata. It mentions three names. 

A doorway at the west end of the south wall led to a room that had benches 
and a basin and was paved with a mosaic in floral patterns. It was probably the 
kitchen. South of this room were two rooms with oil- and winepresses. South 
of the courtyard were four more rooms, the southernmost of which was a 
stable. 

The monks buried their dead inside the monastery, as is shown by an 
underground cave dug into the rock north of the courtyard, near the entrance 
to the chapel. 

Inscriptions attest to the fact that the monastery was founded by Georgians 
and dedicated to Saint Theodore. 
KHIRBET ED-DEIR (NEAR HEBRON). The remains of a building complex 
belonging to a Byzantine monastery were cleared at Khirbet ed-Deir and 'Ein 
el-Ma'amudiyeh by A.M. Steve in 1946, on behalf of the Ecole Biblique et 
Archeologique Frans:aise. The remains at Khirbet ed-Deirconsist of a nearly 
squarestructure(10.45 by 12.5 m), with thickouterwalls (0.9m) builtoflarge 
dressed blocks (0.65-0.9 m long and 0.45 m high). The building comprised 
two symmetrical wings linked by a long narrow corridor (1. 78 m wide) paved 
with white mosaic. Each wing has two chambers (the southern ones, 3.4 by 3. 7 
m, and the northern ones, 3. 7 by 4.45 m). The monolithiclintel (0.6 by 0.75 by 
2.12 m) at the entrance has a relief at its center depicting a circle with a cross 
and the Greek letters AQ. In addition to the wings of a wooden door, the 
entrance was blocked by a rolling stone. 

From the Khirbet ed-Deir building a path leads down to a baptismal chapel 
near 'Einel-Ma'amudiyeh (the fountain of the baptism). The chapel (3.15 by 
6.65 m) has an interior apse with a window and a baptismal font in front of it. 
The walls (0.9m wide), are preserved to aheightof2.4-2.75 m. The style ofthe 
buildings' construction resemble that at Khirbet ed-Deir. The chapel was 
entered through a door in its northern wall; a door in the southern wall opens 
into a tunnel (8.8 m long) leading to a cave (2.15 by 3m), whose eastern side 
has the form of an apse. A pit dug into the cave's bedrock provided water for 
the baptismal font. A lintel (0.6 by 1 by 3m) found nearby was decorated with 
a tabula ansata, with a cross and the Greek letters AQ IC XP in its center. 
Flanking the cross are circles enclosing four leaves. Below them is a three-line 
Greek inscription. The lintel probably belonged to a monastic building near 
the chapel. 

The excavator suggests that the square structure at Khirbet ed-Deir was not 
the monastery proper but a small Byzantine stronghold from the beginning of 
the sixth century CE (perhaps from the time of Justinian), that guarded the 
chapel and the monastery near 'Ein el-Ma 'amudiyeh, which were far from the 
main roads. In his opinion, the chapel and the monastery commemorate the 
Christian tradition of the "wilderness of Saint John the Baptist near Heb-
ron." 
'EIN EL-JEDIDE. 'Ein el-Jedide is about 1.5 km (1 mi.) southwest of 'En 
Kerem, now within the city limits of Jerusalem (map reference 164.129). The 
excavations carried out at the site in 1934 by R. W. Hamilton, on behalf of the 
British Mandatory Department of Antiquities, revealed the remains of a 
monastery comprising five rooms and a chapel built around a courtyard 
paved with a coarse white mosaic. The courtyard is entered from the 
south, and to its southeast was the chapel ( 4 by 5 m). In front of the entrance 
to the chapel is a five-line Greek inscription, partly destroyed, mentioning 
Holy Fathers, the presbyters and the deacon, and "those whose names the 

Lord knoweth." The chapel has an interior apse flanked by two rectangular 
recesses; to its west was an unpaved rectangular room (4.5 by 6 m). Another 
two rectangular rooms north of the courtyard contained a winepress. The 
pressed grape juice flowed through a clay pipe set in the west wall ofthe eastern 
room and passed into a vat in the next room. West of the courtyard is a long 
narrowroom(2.5 by 14m); northofitisanotherrectangularroom(5 by 7 m). 
This monastery should probably be dated to the sixth century CE. 
GIV'AT RAM (SHEIKH BADR). A fifth century CE church and monastery 
were cleared in July and August 1949 in Giv'at Ram neighborhood of Jer
usalem under the direction of M. Avi-Yonah, on behalf of the Israel Ex
ploration Society and the Israel Department of Antiquities. Ecavations 
at the site were resumed in 1992 by H. Goldfuss and B. Arabas on behalf 
oftheisraelAntiquitiesAuthority. The church is a basilica(14 by 17.5m)with 
anexternalapse(diameter, 4.5), anave(6m wide), and two aisles. Remains of 
the mosaic pavement are preserved only in the southern aisle. West of the 
church a paved courtyard leads to a group of monks' cells. The two cells that 
were cleared are paved with mosaics. South of the church are two courtyards 
with white mosaic pavements and a chapel ( 4 by 7. 5 m) paved with a mosaic in 
a floral pattern and containing a Greek inscription of three lines: "0 Lord, 
God of Saint George, remember the donor!" Two plastered shaft tombs were 
discovered north of the church; to their east was a crypt containing bones. 

It can be assumed that this monastery was the yspoKOJ.H:'iov, gerocomeion 
(old people's home), built by the empress Eudocia at the entrance to Jeru
salem in the mid-fifth century CE and dedicated to Saint George. 
JERICHO, THE"NESTORIANHERMITAGE."In 1933,D. C. Baramki,on 
behalf of the Mandatory Department of Antiquities, uncovered the remains 
of a hermitage, 4 km (2 mi.) east of Jericho, near the road to the Allenby 
Bridge (map reference 196.141). A large dwelling chamber and a small ad
joining chapel were cleared. The walls are built of sun-dried bricks coated with 
several layers of plaster. The chapel is paved with a colored mosaic. A Syriac 
inscription is framed in a black circle in the center of the mosaic. It mentions 
the names of the builders. Because of the use ofSyriac the excavator reached 
the conclusion that the hermits belonged to the Nestorian sect. The excavator 
dated this monastery to the ninth century CE. 
JERUSALEM MONASTERY(?) REMAINS (NEAR THE YMCA BUILD
ING). In September 1932, a tomb was discovered about 100m west of the 
YMCA building in Jerusalem. J. H. Illife examined the site on behalf of the 
Mandatory Department of Antiquities and uncovered part of the remains of 

Khirbet ed-Deir: baptismal font. 



Sha'ar ha- 'Aliyah: plan of the monastery. 

a monastery. Several rooms paved with mosaics and plastered cisterns were 
cleared. A large number of tombs of monks were found east of the building. 
Among the finds is a four-line Greek inscription carved on a tombstone that 
mentions "Samuel, bishop of the Georgians and of the monastery purchased 
near the Tower of David." Illife suggested that the building adjacent to the 
cemetery, a small portion of which was excavated, was a monastery, probably 
a Georgian monastery because of the inscription, built at the end of the fifth 
century. It continued in use until the seventh century. 
KHIRBET JUHZUM. Khirbet Juhzum lies about 6 km (4 mi.) east of Beth
lehem (map reference 176.123). In February 1954, V. Corbo carried out 
soundings in a sixth-century monastery here, on behalf of the Studium 
Biblicum Franciscanum. A long room (6 by 20 m) paved with a colored 
mosaic in geometric patterns and two superimposed floors were cleared. 
North ofthis room was a dormitory paved with white mosaic and containing 
stone pallets. In a small room on the east, paved with a colored mosaic laid in 
geometric patterns, a funerary stela carved on one side with a six-line Greek 
inscription was found. On the other side there is a bas-relief of two peacocks 
with a cross between them set between two columns. Corbo believed that this 
was the Monastery of Marcianus. 
KHIRBET EL-MAKHRUM. Khirbet el-Makhrum lies about 6 km (4 mi.) 
east of Bethlehem and about 4 km (2 mi.) east of the monastery of Siyar el
Ghanam (map reference 175.123). In a survey carried out in 1950, V. Corbo 
found the remains of a monastery built on a rectangular plan (c. 33 by 50 m) 
with two entrances, in the north and in the east. The northern entrance leads 
through a passage to a flagstone courtyard with a cistern. Around the court
yard are several rooms; there were remains of an oven in its southern part. The 
remains of a church attached to the monastery were also found. 

The eastern entrance leads to a small courtyard paved with a coarse white 
mosaic. There are chambers and benches along two sides of the courtyard, 
from which two doors lead to a small room on the north and to a long room 
nearby. South of the courtyard two chambers flank a narrow corridor. The 
corridor's mosaic pavement bears an eight-line Greek inscription, which 
mentions "Our holy father Eglon the hegumen [abbot]." At the end of the 
passage is an oblong room (6 by 22m) with rows of pillars along two of its 
walls. 

On the basis of topographic indications in the writings of Cyril of Scy
thopolis, Corbo identified this building with the Monastery of Theognius. 
RUI;IAMA (KHIRBET JAMMAMA). In 1958, excavations were conducted at 
Khirbet Jammama on the grounds of Kibbutz RuQ.ama (map reference 
120.100), in the lowland to the east of Ashkelon, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities, under the direction of R. Gophna. The remains 
of a monastery from the sixth century CE were cleared, including an open 
courtyard surrounded by a chapel, seven rooms and halls, and two tombs. 
The courtyard is paved with a white coarse mosaic. The cistern in its center has 
an open plastered drainage channel in which a covered clay pipe was laid. 

The small chapel east of the <;ourtyard was linked on its west side to the large 
hall (4 by 10m). On the east it had an interior apse, parts of whose surviving 
mosaic show beautifully executed geometric patterns. A white mosaic floor, 
decorated with three black crosses, was cleared in the northwestern corner of 
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the building. A two-chambered tomb, built of fine ashlars, was discovered in 
the northern part of the courtyard. The square opening of another tomb, 
south ofthe building, gives access to an arched entrance, from which a narrow 
vaulted passage leads to a door built of dressed stones. From there, three steps 
descend to the burial hall-an anteroom and three burial chambers-or
iented east-west. The walls and floor of the anteroom were coated with white 
plaster. About twenty skeletons were found in this tomb (mainly in the 
northern burial chamber), laid one above the other in different directions. 
SEDENAI;IUM. In 1955-1956, N. Zori, on behalf ofthe Israel Department of 
Antiquities, excavated the remains of a monastery at Sede NaQ.um, in the 
Beth-Shean Valley (map reference 195.214). The building complex consists of 
small rooms and a church grouped around a spacious courtyard. The church 
(6.2 by 11.8 m) contains an exterior apse and a bema that occupy the entire 
width of the nave. The mosaic pavement shows a decoration of intertwined 
lines forming lozenges. The southeast and northwest corners as well as frag
ments of the border are preserved in the nave's mosaic pavement. The border 
is an outer band of vine tendrils and an inner, narrower band of wavy lines. 
Between the bands are round medallions (twenty of the seventy medallions 
survive), in which animals and fowl are represented. 

A large hall is attached to the church on the north side. In it the border of a 
mosaic pavement survives, formed of intertwined geometric patterns. The 
center of the pavement was decorated with three concentric circles and inter
twined geometric patterns. A flower vase can be seen on the pavement's west 
side. A mosaic pavement with a pattern of squares was cleared in another 
room northwest of the church. 
SHA'AR HA-'ALIYAH, HAIFA. In 1951, excavations were conducted by 
M. Dothan of the Israel Department of Antiquities near Sha'ar ha- 'Ali yah, at 
thesouthwesternentrancetoHaifa(mapreference 146.247). Theremainsofa 
monastery from the sixth century were cleared. The main building has three 
oblong halls. The narrow nave (2.35 by 8 m) is divided breadthwise into two 
parts by a stone partition. The two aisles (5 by 8 m) were separated from the 
nave by high walls (which makes it impossible for the structure to have been a 
church). There was a broad courtyard west of the building. In the southern 
aisle, a mosaic pavement was cleared that was decorated with intersecting 
circles that form four ellipsoid figures in each; the figures surround a smaller 
circle with floral motifs. The field is enclosed by a border composed of three 
bands. The outer band contains crosslets, the middle one palmettes and floral 
motifs, and the innermost band a meander pattern. 

In front of the entrance to the northern aisle a fragmentary Greek inscrip
tion probably mentions the builders of the monastery. A mosaic floor was 
cleared in the north aisle. It contains a pattern of small and large circles, each 
consisting of eight identical circular segments. Stylized birds and flowers are 
represented inside the circles, and there are floral motifs in the spaces between 
the circles. 

A mosaic pavement preserved in the western part of the nave shows a plain 
ornament consisting of a field of rhomboids within a black border. In the 
eastern section, a Greek inscription in a double circle reads "This is the place 
of lucky days." 
SIYAR EL-GHANAM. In 1934, C. Guarmani conducted excavations at Siyar 
el-Ghanam, situated 2 km (1 mi.) east of Bethlehem (map reference 172.124). 
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Some remains of the monastery were uncovered. In 1951-1952, V. Corbo 
cleared the entire complex on behalf of the Studium Biblicum F ranciscanum. 

The monastery is built on a rectangular plan (42 by 80 m). Two stages of 
construction were distinguished: an early stage dating to the end of the fourth 
or beginning of the fifth century and a later stage dating to the sixth to the 
eighth centuries. To the early stage belong the remains of the church-of 
which only the apse had survived-and also several rooms in the southern 
part of the monastery. The building that was cleared dates mainly to the later 
stage. The monastery was entered from the south by way of a flight of six stairs 
(6 m wide), that led to a courtyard paved with large flagstones. Numerous 
architectural remains belonging to a church with an exterior polygonal apse 
were scattered over the surface of the courtyard. The church stood to the 
northeast of a large lintel decorated with crosses. 

Near the church was a long room paved with small stones. Three steps in its 
southern corner and two doorways lead to a small room to the east. South of 
this room was a courtyard surrounded by several small rooms, one of which 
(on the east) was an animal pen, indicated by the stone troughs found in it. 

The central and northern parts of the monastery were almost totally de
stroyed, but the western wing is well preserved. This area consisted of several 
rooms with finely constructed winepresses. A long narrow room with an oven 
may have been the bakery. In a small adjoining room paved with a colored 
mosaic were two Greek inscriptions: "God help!" and "The Lord protect us 
from any evil!" Basalt querns were also uncovered. The monastery contained 
several cisterns and a well-built drainage system. 

Corbo identified these remains with the Monastery of the Shepherds (but 
see Shepherds' Field). 

See also I:lorvat Berakhot, I:Iorvat Beth Loya, Beth-Shean, Chariton, Early 
Churches, Khirbet ed-Deir, Deir 'Ain 'Abata, Deir Qerul)., I:Iorvat 'Erav, 
Euthymius' Monastery, Galilee, I:Iaspin, Herodium, Hyrcania, Tel 'Ira, Jer
icho, Jerusalem, Judean Desert Caves, Khirbet el-Kilyeh, Kurnub, Kursi, 
Mar Saba, Martyrius Monastery, Masada, Tel Masos, Medeba (Madaba), 
Mi?pe Shivta, Nazareth, Mount Nebo, Ostrakine, Ramat Ral).el, Samaria 
(region), Shepherds' Field. 
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MONTFORT 
IDENTIFICATION defensive line for the Plain of Acco (Acre). The route passing through Nal).al 
Montfort, the main Crusader fortress in Palestine of the Knights of the Keziv connects Montfort with Acre, and another rock-cut road connects it 
Teutonic Order, was built in 1226 in western Galilee on a narrow ridge, withChateauduRoi.Closetothisroad,about750mfromMontfortandnext 
running east-west and extending from Nal).al Keziv in the north to a narrow to I:Iorvat Nal).at, is a large quarry that provided the stones for the fortress. In 
ravine in the south (map reference 1716.2721); the ridge has steep slopes on the quarry, a large stone block(6by 10by 12m)wasleftunhewn;itapparently 
three sides. The site is 300m above sea level, 180m above the bed ofNal).al served as a forward watchtower for Montfort. 
Keziv, and about 12 km (7. 5 mi.) from the Mediterranean Sea. The steep and 
narrowridgeprobablyremindeditsbuildersofthelocationofthefortressesin HISTORY 
their homeland. The French name, Montfort, is identical in meaning to the The site was already occupied in the Roman period, as is indicated by the 
Latin (Mons fortis) and German (Star ken berg) names for the site-"strong architectural remains and burials from that period on the surrounding slopes. 
mountain."ItisknowninArabicasQal'atel-Qurein(StrongholdoftheSmall In the second half of the twelfth century, the ridge on which it was built 
Horn), from which the nearby Wadi Qurein (in Hebrew, Nal).al Keziv) is belonged to the village of TertillejTarphile/Trefile (I:Iorvat Nal).at) in the 
derived. The entire area was owned by the order and included, besides Mont- fiefdom of Chateau du Roi, the center of the seigneury of Joscelin de Cour
fort, Chateau du Roi (Mi'iliya) and Judin (Yel).i'am), which formed the tenay III. In 1220, Hermann von Salza, the head of the Teutonic Order, 

Monfort: general view of the fortress, looking east. 



bought Chateau du Roi and forty-six villages, includingTertille, from Otto de 
Henne berg, the husband of Beatrice, the elder daughter of J oscelin de Cour
tenay. In 1226, the Teutonic Knights began building Montfort, which was 
then also called Frans Chastiau (Free Castle). In 1228-1229, the Teutonic 
Order repurchased some of the villages that had been purchased eight years 
earlier. This time they were bought from Jacques Mandelee, the son of Agnes, 
Joscelin's younger daughter. In the bill of sale, explicit mention is made of 
"Trefile and the new fortress called Montfort built by the (Teutonic) Order in 
the territory of Trefile." The sources also speak of contributions toward the 
construction of the fort: following an appeal by Hermann von Salza, Pope 
Gregory IX, in his encyclical in 1230, called to all the Christian nations for 
their support for the fortress of Montfort. 

In 1266, at the beginning of Sultan Bay bars' campaign in Galilee, one ofhis 
commanders attacked Montfort, butitwasfiveyears before it fell to the sultan 
himself. The siege is described in detail in the writings of Ibn Furat and in 
Christian sources. It began on June 8, 1271, and on June 11 the outer for
tification, the rabad (Arabic), was conquered; on June 13, the Muslims con
quered the be sora (Arabic), apparently the western fortification system, and 
made breaches in the inner wall. The sultan promised large sums of money for 
every stone torn from the wall. After fierce battles the fortress surrendered, 
apparently on June 15. The agreement that was signed stipulated that the 
knights were free to leave, but without their arms or property. The sultan's 
army remained there until July 4, when the fortress was finally destroyed. The 
site was then abandoned and never resettled. 

EXPWRATION 
The traveler Burckhardt of Mount Zion mentions the ruins of Montfort in 
1283; it also appears on the 1322 map of Marino Sanuto and in a 1587 
pilgrims' guide to the Holy Land. J. Maritti described the fort (1760-
1768) and P. Van de Velde published a drawing of it in 1852. E. G. Rey 
and H. B. Tristram published plans of Montfort in 1865; and a plan and 
drawing also appear in the British SurveyofPalestine's report in 1878. The site 
was first excavated in 1926 on behalf of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York City, after which an excavation report and plan of the fort were 
published. The plan of only the upper fort was published by Y. Pinkerfeld in 
1955, and a detailed plan was drawn up by the Western Galilee team of the 
Archaeological Survey of Israel. 

THE FORTRESS 
THE MOATS AND KEEP. The fortress is bounded on the east by the main 
moat (20m wide and 11 m deep); about 50 m east of it, along the width ofthe 
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Tower and part of the fortress·s wall. 

ridge, is a narrow, deep depression the builders had begun to expand for an rooms in the wide walls surrounding it. Because none of the rooms' outer 
additional moat. The keep (don jon) was erected on this side, near the moat. walls have survived, the keep's precise plan cannot be determined.lt was built 
The keep is about 25m long on each side; the eastern wall was round and the of very large stones with drafted margins, different from the construction in 
other walls were straight. In its cellar is a large cistern, whose cover forms the the rest of the fort. Its plan is characteristic of the towers in the external walls of 
floor of the roofed central chamber. Entrances led from this chamber to Crusader forts; the stones with drafted margins, too, are characteristic of 
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Part of the western facade. 

Crusader buildings in the region, leaving no doubt that the entire keep was 
built in this period. 
CENTRAL BUILDING. The fort's central building(20by 50m), tothewestof 
the keep, had walls 2m thick. Its rectangular plan corresponds to the site's 
topography. The western wall is built above the cliff that forms a terrace on the 
ridge. Remains ofloopholes are visible in it, indicating that in the fort's first 
stage this was the outer wall; the loopholes were probably blocked when the 
fort expanded to the west and the wall became an inner wall. It may therefore 
be assumed that in its first stage the fortress consisted of only the keep and the 
central building. At least four stages of additions and changes can be dis
tinguished in the central building. Outstanding among them are the three 
rows of seven Gothic columns each that were erected to straighten the build
ing's original plan and to enable the construction of a Gothic roof. In the last 
stage, the building was at least two stories high. Also noteworthy is the fact 
that, during the excavations in the southwestern part of the building, pieces of 
stained-glass windows and other finds attesting to the existence of a church 
were found. A winepress was uncovered on the northern side. Judging from 
the finds, the excavators concluded that the other rooms in this area served as 
workrooms and a kitchen. 
WESTERN SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATIONS. To the west of the central 
building was a system of fortifications with an impressive 10-m-high retain
ing wall on its west. This seems to have been the fortress's western defensive 
wall in the second stage. A high gate tower was found in the wall's northeast 
corner. Two halls, which have survived to their ceilings, were uncovered in the 
center of the fortification system, close to the terrace of the central building. 
Above them were found the remains of a magnificent hall with an octagonal 
central column that supported its ceiling. The structure's floor is at the central 

building's ground-floor level. The size of the hall (c. 400 sq m), its shape, and 
location indicate that it was the fortress's main hall. Some scholars regard it as 
the ceremonial hall, while others identify it as the treasury. 
RESERVOIRS. Cisterns and pools for water storage were found throughout 
the fortress. Two rock-cut cisterns, three reservoirs built in cellars, and one 
open pool have been uncovered so far. The open pool was built outside the 
wall, north of the main moat, from which it probably drained rainwater. A 
dam was built at the foot of the fortress, in the small wadi to the southeast, and 
is today used as a bridge on the road from Mi'iliya. 
OUTER WALL. The outer wall (c. 2m thick) is preserved on the northern and 
western sides of the fortress. Where the wall is preserved to its full height, it is 
possible to discern a path running along its top on the inner side, for use by the 
defenders. A narrow wall, with crenellations or loopholes along the top, was 
built on the outer side of the path. In several places, mainly in the western 
portion, recesses were built with loopholes for archers. The wall is not uniform 
along its entire length, and in most places additions and changes are visible. It 
is connected to the northeastern side of the keep, descending steeply from 
there to the north, to the gate tower (see below). From the tower, the wall turns 
westward and encompasses the fort at a mostly uniform height. A semicir
cular tower containing three loopholes was built in the wall, about 25m from 
the gate tower. Another semicircular tower is in the western part of the 
fortification system. Although no remains of the southern wall are ex
tant, it seems to have been connected to the southwestern corner of the keep. 
GATES. There were three main gates and at least one secondary gate at 
Montfort. In the final stage of the fortress, the main entrance was apparently 
from the northwest, from the road leading to Montfort from Acre via Nal,1al 
Keziv. The gate in this side of the outer wall is preserved in its entirety. Above 



its entrance on the outside are typical lugs, used to support a gallery for the 
defenders. Similar lugs are visible on the inside, as well. A building of inferior 
quality, apparently used by the guards in peacetime, faced the gate on the 
inside. This place commanded the path leading to the inner gate tower, which 
en route passed through another small gate. The inner gate tower, which 
formed part of the western system of fortifications, is complete, consisting 
of three stories whose total height is 17m. The lowest story contains the gate; 
the middle story a loophole; and the upper story, more lugs. This impressive 
building was undoubtedly the main gate before the outer gate was built. 

The road from Mi'iliya runs on the southern slope of the ridge on which the 
fortress is built. It passes to the northern side ofthe ridge, through the eastern 
moat, and continues westward, along the northern slope (which is partly 
faced with small stones and plaster). Near the road's exit from the eastern 
moatisarock-hewnjamb,apparentlyaremnantofaninspectiongateinfront 
of the fortress. The road reaches the outer wall close to its juncture with the 
keep. The southeastern gate was here; its southern jamb is preserved to the 
beginning of the arch. 

A third gate is in the northeast corner of the outer wall; the tower built in the 
corner was the gate tower. The gate's southern jamb, the gate tower's two
storied southern wall, the staircase leading to the second story, the roof, and 
the wall are preserved. 
THE BUILDING IN THE BED OF NAI;IAL KEZIV. On both sides ofNal;lal 
Keziv, below the fortress, are the remains of a dam that created a lake. On the 
southern bank of the wadi is a two-story building. Its magnificently built 
upperstoryisthe onlyplaceinMontfortin which Gothic ribbed vaults are still 
visible in situ. Two stages can be distinguished in the building. In the first stage 
there was only one story, which housed a flour mill; in its back wall was a tunnel 
that conducted water to two chutes. In the second stage, the building was 
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lengthened toward the west, but its original western wall, with a loophole, is 
still visible; the upper story was also added at this time. This western addition, 
which is wider, has stairs leading to the second story and the roof, and possibly 
even to a third story. There was probably a tower here, as well. The building's 
function changed in the second stage, when it became a hostel for pilgrims 
and other guests. 

SUMMARY 
The fortress of Montfort apparently grew from a nucleus of the keep and the 
central building. A system of fortifications and an outer wall were added on 
the west. Additions and changes are visible throughout the fortress. Part of its 
construction is of high quality; the keep in particular represents building of a 
very high standard, as seen in the size of the stones and their precise drafting. 
The nature and strength of the construction, which surpass those of Chateau 
du Roi at Mi'iliya, reinforce the hypothesis that Montfort was initially built by 
the Teutonic Order in the thirteenth century. 

Main publication: W. Hubatsch, Monfort und die Bildung des Deutschordenstaates in Heiligen Lande 
(Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Philologisch-historiche Klasse 5), Gottin
gen 1966. 
Other studies: H. B. Tristram, The Land of Israel: A Journal of Travels in Palestine, London 1865; E. G. Rey, 
Etude sur les Monuments de /'Architecture militaire des Croises en Syrie et dans l'Ile de Chypre, Paris 1871, 
142-151, plan 15; Conder-Kitchener, SWP 1, 186-190; Guerin, Galilee 2, 129-132; B. Bashford, Bulletin 
of the Metropolitan Museum of New York 22 (1927); E. W. G. Masterman, PEQ 60 (1928), 91-97; M. 
Benvenisti, The Crusaders in the Holy Land, Jerusalem 1970, 331-337; R. D. Pringle, The Antiquaries 
Journal66 (1986), 53-81; R. Frankel, IEJ 38 (1988), 249-272; H. Nickel, Metropolitan Museum Journal 
24 (1989), 35-46. 
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MOR, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Mor (in Arabic Tell M ura, Tell Kheidar) is situated on the northern bank 
ofNal;lal Lachish (Wadi Sukreir) on the ancient Via Maris, about 1 km (0.6 
mi.) from the Mediterranean Sea and 6 km (3.5 mi.) northwest of the ancient 
city of Ashdod (map reference 1175.1368). The mound covers an area of 
about 1.5 a. and rises about 17 m above the surroundings. The city that 
once flourished here was supported by the port that served the kingdom 
of Ashdod and was situated at the source of a perennial stream. According 
to some authorities, this was the site of the estuary town of Ashdod-Yam, 
whose name, after the town was abandoned in the tenth century BCE, was 
transferred to Minet Isdud, the present Ashdod-Yam. 

EXCAVATIONS 
In conjunction with the construction of the port in Ashdod, two seasons 
of excavations in 1959 and 1960 were directed by M. Dothan, assisted by 
I. Dunayevsky and S. Moskowitz, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities. Twelve strata of settlement (7 m deep) were distinguished in 
the course of the excavations. The upper eight strata (area A), covering 
an area of about 100 sq m, were excavated almost in their entirety and the 
four lower layers (area B) only in part. Due to erosion, the area of the upper 
strata was much smaller than that of the lower ones. 

The earliest remains (stratum 12) date to the end of the Middle Bronze Age, 
about the sixteenth century BCE. In a deep depression in a courtyard, pot
tery-mostly cultic vessels-was uncovered that points to trade with Egypt. 
Monochrome Cypriot pottery and red-on-red ware were also discovered. 
Strata 11-10, dating to the sixteenth and fifteenth centuries BCE, clearly 
reflect a period of flourishing trade and commercial relations with 
Egypt, Cyprus, and the Phoenician coast. In stratum 11, miniature offering 
vessels were found together with many bichrome ware vessels. 

Stratum 9 was the first level that could be excavated over an extensive area, 
and thereafter building remains could be examined and more detailed in
formation could be obtained about the city as a whole. Stratum 9, which is 
dated to the fourteenth century BCE, the days of the Eighteenth Dynasty in 
Egypt, contained buildings attesting to the city's function as a fort on the Via 
Maris and to its role as a harbor city. The thick brick walls of the main 
building on the site (21 by 11 m) still stand to a height of 1.2 m. The build
ing, which had at least two stories, consisted of three long halls and twelve 
small rooms. The main finds here were storage jars, indicating that the build
ing undoubtedly served as the port's central storehouse. In this stratum, a 
tomb of stone slabs was found containing a skeleton and funerary offerings. 
The pottery was for the most part Cypriot. The settlement of stratum 9 was 
destroyed at the end of the fourteenth century BCE, perhaps by Pharaoh Seti I. 

The following settlements, strata 8 and 7, date from the end of the four
teenth and the thirteenth centuries BCE. The main building in these towns was 

a square fortress built of bricks (23 by 23 m), whose outer walls were alter
nating salients and recesses. The interior was symmetrically arranged, like 
Egyptian buildings of this period. Judging from the thickness of the walls (2.5 
m) and the building's staircase, the fortress had several stories. A considerable 
amount of Egyptian, Mycenean, and Cypriot pottery was uncovered in these 
layers, including a jug handle with incised markings in the Cypro-Minoan 
script. The fortress of stratum 7, which probably dates to the time ofRamses 
II, was completely razed by fire. The thickness of the destroyed layer was 1. 5 m. 
The city was apparently destroyed in the second half of the thirteenth century 
BCE, perhaps in a punitive action by Pharaoh Merneptah against the rebel
lious cities of the Shephelah, or perhaps by the Israelite tribes, who, in that 
period, devastated the Coastal Plain, although they failed to settle it. 

On the ruins of the great fortress of stratum 7 a small mig dol (fort) was built 
that was still in useinstrata6and 5. Themigdo/wasasolid, square building(ll 
by 11 m) consisting of two rooms with walls 4 m deep and of at least two 
stories, which were reached by a ramp. Also uncovered were houses and 
workshops with furnaces and clay pipes used for smelting and casting cop
per. On the basis of the finds in these two layers, it can be inferred that at the 
beginning of the twelfth century BCE, following the Israelite conquest, the 
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Tel Mor: isometric reconstruction of the fortress, strata 8-7, end of the 14th 
and beginning of the 13th centuries BCE. 
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Canaanite inhabitants resettled this area. Most of the pottery consisted of 
types common at the end of the Late Bronze Age, including localimitations of 
Cypriot ware. Egyptian pottery and scarabs may indicate that an Egyptian 
governor still resided in the fortress in the time ofRamses III. The settlement 
of stratum 5 continued down to the first half of the twelfth century BCE, when 
the city passed into the hands of the Philistines. 

The two Philistine strata, 4 and 3, contained remains of a small open 
settlement, chiefly small agricultural structures, courts, and silos. Aside from 
finds that are typical of the beginning of the Iron Age, the excavators also 
discovered decorated Philistine pottery, such as jars and beer jugs. The city of 
stratum 3 was conquered at the beginning of the tenth century BCE, perhaps by 
David on one of his expeditions against the Philistines, or perhaps in a 
campaign of Pharaoh Siamun against Philistia. 

After the destruction of the city, the site was abandoned for several gen
erations; it was resettled in the eighth century BCE (stratum 2). This is the 
topmost stratum on the summit of the mound. Two parallel brick walls were 
found that belonged to the casemate wall of the city's fortress. It may have 
been built by King U zziah of Judah (2 Chr. 26:6) and destroyed by Sargon II, 
the Assyrian king who, according to his own testimony, subdued Ashdod
Yam and turned the kingdom of Ashdod (and Tel Mor within its territory) 
into an Assyrian province. Tel Mor was abandoned and the port of Ash
dod was transferred to the site later known by the Greek name 'At;;co·w<; 
ncrpci/cw<;, which is identified with Minet Isdud (Ashdod-Yam). 

Stratum l belongs to the occupation ofTel Morin the Hellenistic period. A 
large public building was uncovered on the eastern slope of the mound, as well 
as an installation forextractingpurple dye from murex shells. Several plastered 

pools connected by pipes stood near a cistern, which contained thousands of 
shells. Judging from the hundreds of pottery vessels in the cistern, this in
dustry began in about 300 BCE and ceased in the second half of the second 
century BCE. In the Roman-Byzantine period there was only a poor agri
cultural settlement on the site. 

THE STRATIGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY OF TEL MOR 
Stratum Period 

Hellenistic period (4th-2nd cent. BCE) 

2 Iron Age liB (8th cent. BCE) 

3 Iron Age IB (second half of lith and beginning of lOth cent. BCE) 

4 Iron Age IB (second half of 12th and first half of II th cent. BCE) 

5 Iron Age lA (first half of 12th cent. BCE) 

6 Transition from Bronze Age to Iron Age (end of 13th and first half 
of 12th cent. BCE) 

7 LB liB (13th cent. BCE) 

8 LB liB (13th cent. BCE) 

9 LB liA (14th cent. BCE) 

10 LB lA (15th cent. BeE) 

11 LB lA (16th cent. BCE) 

12 End of MB liB (c. 1600 BCE) 

M. Dothan, IEJ9 (1959), 271-272; 10 (1960), 123-125; 23 (1973), 1-17; id., CNI 11/1 (1960), 16-19; 
Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 
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NA'ARAN 
IDENTIFICATION 
Na'aran is mentioned in the Bible as Naarah (Jos. 16:7), on the border of 
Ephraim, before Jericho, and as Naaran, in the territory of Ephraim (I Chr. 
7:28). Josephus tells of a village named Neara in the valley of Jericho, whose 
waters were diverted by Herod's son Archelaus for his new villa, Archelais 
(Antiq. XVII, 340). Amidrash (Lam. Rab. 1:17)mentionstheenmityexisting 
between Na'aran and neighboring Jericho. Eusebius (Onom. 136, 24) de
scribes the village ofNoorath as a Jewish settlement about five Roman miles 
from Jericho. The Jews of the village are still mentioned in the sixth-century 
Life of Chariton, in which afourth-centurymonk tells of attacks by the Jewish 
neighbors ofNa'aran against the monks living around the old Hasmonean 
fortress of Dok, on Jebel Qarantal, as well as in an early seventh-century 
source (Antioch us Monachus, Homilis 84; PG 89, col. 1692). The identifica
tion with the Arab village of 'Ein Duk (which preserves the name Dok) was 
established by the distance given in Eusebius' Onomasticon, and by its de
scription in the Bible. The discovery of remains of a synagogue on the site 
confirm this identification. 

THE SYNAGOGUE 
In September 1918, a shell fired by the Turks at the British fort at Wadi en
Nu'eima exploded and the blast exposed a mosaic floor decorated with 
menorahs and Aramaic inscriptions, which indicated that it belonged to 
a synagogue. R. Engel bach and E. J. H. MacKay, two archaeologists serving 
with the British army, examined the site in 1919 and copied one of the 
inscriptions. In the same year, the Dominican fathers L. H. Vincent and 
M. J. Lagrange recorded some of the synagogue's remains-part of the 
nave and the figure of a lion in the mosaic flanked by an inscription. In 
1921, Vincent and B. Carriere excavated the synagogue. Parts of its mosaic 
and plan were first published by E. L. Sukenik in his book on the synagogue at 
Beth Alpha. In 1961, P. Benoit found Vincent's article about the site in the 
Dominican archives, which he published posthumously. 

The synagogue discovered at Na'aran includes an adjoining courtyard 
surrounded by a wall. The entrance to the courtyard was on the north, 
on which side the wall followed an irregular course, apparently because 
of the limited area available to the builders. The northern part of the court-
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Na'aran: plan of the synagogue. 

yard was paved with small stones up to a wall surroundi g an open space, in 
the center of which was a square pool (near a cistern? . In the northwestern 
corner of the courtyard, a kind ofloggia was found (c .65 m wide), with two 
pillars in the facade. The courtyard is L-shaped- e short arm (8. 7 m long) 
running east-west, and its long arm (10.25 m long) running north-south. 
South of the pool was the entrance to the narthex, which was also L-shaped. 
The short arm of the narthex (10.2 by 3.58 m) runs north-south, while the 
long arm (17.4 by 3.65 m) runs along the facade of the synagogue. 

The narthex was paved with a white mosaic laid in a black frame. On the 
floorfacingthemiddle entrance to the hall of the synagogue was a rectangular 
mosaic carpet, in which a stylized menorah was depicted surrounded by 
various geometric motifs. At the foot of the menorah three tiny "hills" 
are shown, reminiscent of the symbolic decoration found at the foot of 
crosses in contemporary churches. The base of the menorah is decorated 
with a simple guilloche, which continues as the middle branch to the hor
izontal baron theupperend of the menorah. The other branches take the form 
of four semicircular bands separated by a white strip. The mosaic within the 
semicircles forming the branches is laid in graded shades. Between the central 
stem and the rounded branches are two rhomboidlike designs. The menorah 
terminates in a straight horizontal line, above which stand elliptical "lamps" 
topped by triangles representing flames. The menorah has twelve such lamps, 
and in this respect differs from all known depictions of menorahs. Above the 
menorah is an Aramaic inscription that reads, according to J. Naveh, "Re
membered be for good, the priest Phinehas son of Justa, who gave the price of 
the mosaic at his own expenses(?)." Beneath this inscription, on either side of 
the menorah, is another inscription:" Remembered be for good, Rebecca wife 
(of) Phinehas." 

Thehallofthesynagoguewasentered through three doorways, of which the 
middle was the widest. The thresholds ofthe eastern and middle openings have 
survived. The hall (14.94 m wide), had a basilica! shape and was divided by 
two rows of six columns into a nave and two aisles. A section of the hall (19m 
long) is preserved. However, its exact length cannot be determined because its 
southern end was destroyed. Vincent fixed its length at 21.94 m. It is quite 
possible there was an apse in the southern wall. The reconstruction suggested 
by Vincent in 1921 (that the southern wall ended in a straight wall, with a 

Inscription in the mosaic pavement in the nave, below the depiction 
of the Torah ark. 
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single column between the rows of columns) is based on what was known at 
that time of plans of synagogues, and this has been invalidated by subsequent 
discoveries. 

The entire hall was paved with mosaics, considerable portions of which are 
preserved. The mosaics in the aisles and the intercolumnar spaces are laid in 
diverse geometric patterns. There are also a few images ofbirds and animals in 
the intercolumnar spaces. In the hall, near the main entrance, the images of 
two gazelles on a background of flowers are preserved. The gazelle on the right 
side and the front legs of the gazelle on the left were mutilated and repaired in 
antiquity. However, the craftsman who made the repair was considerably less 
proficient than the original artist. 
THE FWOR OF THE NAVE. The floor of the nave is one complete mosaic 
carpet, surrounded by a broad border. North of the border is an Aramaic 
inscription: "Remembered be for good l:Ialifu daughter of Rabbi Safra who 
contributed to this holy place, Amen." 

The field with the border is divided into three sections. The northern half is 
decorated with a hexagonal pattern, in which two sides of the hexagons are 
rounded. The hexagons are bounded by bands of guilloche, lotus flowers 
facing alternately inward and outward, and lines in graded shades of color. In 
the semicircles that fill the spaces between the rounded sides of the hexagons 
and the border various fruits are depicted (figs, apples, grapes, and carobs, 
among others). The hexagons and the inner circles enclose images of animals, 
most of which were obliterated; only a few can still be identified. Fifteen 
hexagons are arranged in rows of three, and eight circles are arranged in 
four rows of two each. The designs preserved intact include a bird in a cage 
(in the first row on the south) and a fruit basket (in the second row). Among the 
other elements that can be identified are an octopus, cock, lion, and bull. A 
peacock and a fledgling and another bird appear in the circular medallions. 

The southern half ofthe mosaic pavement is divided into two panels. In the 
northern panel a zodiac is set in a square frame (length of each side, 4.05 m) 
and the four seasons of the year are set in the corners. The figure of autumn, 
the "season [Tish]ri," is preserved in the form of a woman with a staff and 
shofar in her hand, and a duck next to her. It should be noted that this figure 
was placed in the wrong corner, near the zodiac signs of the "season Nisan" 
(spring-Pisces, Aries, and Taurus), while the figure of the "season Nisan" 
was placed near the zodiac signs of the "season Tishri" (autumn). The 
"season Tammuz" (summer) was totally obliterated. The figure symbolizing 
the "season Nisan" (spring) holds a long staff in her hand, and by her side are 
three ears of corn. Of the figure of the "season Tebet" (here written n>:J>\J ), 
only a staff and bird were preserved. Under the square is a wheel-like circle 
(diameter, 3.5 m), divided into twelve segments representing the twelve signs 
of the zodiac. Each segment contained the symbol of a constellation and its 
name. All the pictures and some of the inscriptions were partially or entirely 
obliterated. Dagim (Pisces) is represented by two fish strung up on a rope; 
Taleh (Aries) is represented by a fat-tailed lamb; Shor (Taurus) is an ox shown 
in profile; (Teo )mim (Gemini) is entirely obliterated; Sartan (Cancer) is 
followed by Aryeh (Leo), which is represented by a lion with a raised 
tail. Betulah (Virgo) is depicted as a young girl with a veiled face, her hands 
raised in prayer; M'oznayim, here written o»mn (Libra), is represented by an 
elaborately clad man holding scales in his hand. 

The rest ofthe zodiac signs were completely obliterated, but the inscriptions 
are preserved, for the most part. In the center of the zodiac, within an inner 
circle (diameter, 1.6 m), Helios the sun god is depicted in his chariot. His head 
is surrounded by a rayed halo, his garment is star-studded, and he holds a 
whip. Above the two wheels of the quadriga are four horses, two facing left 
and two facing right. 

In the third section of the mosaic, a paneled Ark of the Law is depicted, 
flanked by seven-branched menorahs. Each menorah has a stepped base, a 
central stem decorated with circles, and side branches in white and colored 
squares. The branches end in bars, with lotus-shaped lamps above the."ll. 
Acanthus-shaped lamps hang from the outer branches of the menorah. 

Beneath the two menorahs are two lions with the figure of a man between 
them (almost completely destroyed). The man's face is turned toward the 
viewer and his hands are raised in prayer. Above this figure, to the right, is an 
inscription: "Danie[l] Shalom," and below this, "Remembered be for go[od] 
Samuel." Between the figures of the man and the lion at the left appears the 
inscription: "Remembered be for good, the parnas (administrator) Benjamin, 
son of Jose. Remembered be for good everyone who contributes and gives or 
will give to this holy place gold, silver, or other valuables. Amen. (They have) 
their share in this holy place. Amen." Above the menorahs, to the right, is the 
inscription "Remembered be for good, Maruth[a] ... [Ke]tina and Jacob his 
son, who contributed to the restoration of this place. (They have) their share 
in this holy place. Amen"; and to the left: "Remembered be for good Mar
uth[a] ... son of Chris[ ... ] Their share [ ... ]." 
DATE OF THE SYNAGOGUE. Na'aran was the first synagogue of the ba
silica type to be excavated. Because of the paucity of material then available 
for comparison, the long delay in publishing the results of the excavation, and 
the piecemeal manner of publication, the place was not correctly evaluated, 

Mosaic pavement in the nave of the Na'aran synagogue. 

and various hypotheses as to its date were suggested. As a result of excavations 
at other sites, the synagogue at Na'aran can now be dated to the sixth century 
CE. Because traces of human images have been preserved, it can be classified 
with the synagogues at Beth Alpha and Ma'on (Nirim).lt was undoubtedly a 
basilica! structure oriented to the south-roughly in the direction of Jeru
salem, situated to the southwest. The biblical scene (Daniel in the lions' den), 
the depiction of the Ark of the Law and the menorahs, and the geometric 
patterns reveal that the freedom of expression so evident at Gerasa, Beth 
Alpha, and Hammath-Tiberias had ceased to exist. The figurative drawings 
on the floor were certainly defaced by ultra-religious Jews, who were careful, 
however, to preserve the Hebrew letters. 

L. H. Vincent, RB 16 (1919), 532-536; 28 (1919), 532-563; 30 (1921), 422-443, 579-601; 68 (1961), 163-
173; Sukenik, Ancient Synagogues, 28-31; id., Rabinowitz Bulletin I (1949), 9-11; Goodenough, Jewish 
Symbols I, 253-257; 3, 642-647; P. Benoit, RB 68 (1961), 174-177; H. Hizmi, ESI 2 (1983), 72-74; 
P. Mayerson, Journal of Jewish Studies 35 (1984), 51-56. 
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NABRATEIN (KEFAR NEBURAYA) 
IDENTIFICATION 
Nabratein (Kefar Neburaya) is the site of a Jewish synagogue located in 
Upper Galilee just north of Safed, opposite Moshav Dalton, along Wadi 
'Amuqa, also known as Wadi Dalton (map reference 197 .267). Another Early 
Arab period site with the same name is to be found at a slightly higher 
elevation just to the south and may reflect the Arabic tradition that identifies 
the site by the dual form in its name. 

EXPLORATION 
The synagogue site was known to the nineteenth-century explorers of Pales
tine and was included in H. Kohl and C. Watzinger's systematic survey in 
1905. The synagogue's beautifully carved lintel inscription was known to 
many of these explorers but was definitively published by N. A vi gad in 1960. 
The inscription is unique in synagogue epigraphy in that it dates the syna
gogue to "494 years after the destruction [of the Temple]," or 564 CE, in the 
reign of Justinian II. Excavations were carried out in the summer of 1980 and 
1981, under the direction of E. M. Meyers, on behalf of the American Schools 
of Oriental Research. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
The following periods of occupation represent the major stratified remains 
and architectural phases recovered at the site: 

Period Date Phase 

Early Roman 1-135 CE 

II Middle Roman c. 135-250 (synagogue I) 
III Late Roman 250-350/363 

Phase a 250-306 (synagogue 2a) 
Phase b 306-350/363 (synagogue 2b) 

IV Byzantine !-Early Arab 564-c. 700 CE (synagogue 3) 

Excavations outside the synagogue area were conducted on the western 
perimeter (field IV); and south and southwest of the synagogue (field III). All 
other areas were in some way connected to the synagogue complex, as is the 
case in the Byzantine building situated between field IV alongside the open 
courtyard of the Byzantine room, which yielded an incised black ceramic 
vessel to the south of the synagogue (see below). 

Period I (Early Roman) is especially well represented in the area along the 
western perimeter wall (field IV); indeed, many fine whole objects and vessels 
of this period were recovered here. This phase of occupation was characterized 
by the use of bedrock in the lower level of houses that also incorporated the 
western wall in their construction. The quality of finds suggests a fairly pros
perous community. It is periods II and III, however, that are better repre
sented and better preserved even in field IV, where the perimeter walls are 
greatly built up and the smaller houses and rooms of period I are incorporated 
into a very large building that apparently had some sort of industrial use. The 
most likely use of the entire area, with its many plastered storage pits in 
bedrock, would seem to be as a facility in which olive oil or wine was poured 
into ceramic vessels for shipment. Indeed, the small size of the village, in 
comparison with its rather elaborate synagogue, suggests that the site may 
have been a trading emporium where Galilean commodities were redistrib
uted. 

The buildings and rooms to the south of the synagogue do not present a 
coherent picture of everyday life. While there is ample evidence from the 
Roman period, only the Byzantine period is well preserved, as is the case 
to the west. Of special interest is the room in which several large fragments of a 
black ceramic vessel were discovered. The object depicted in a repeated design 
on the pottery is the Ark of the Law, and this is the first time that such a theme 

has been recovered in the medium of ceramic. It no doubt portrays the wooden 
ark that was situated in synagogue 3. Whether this room had any specific 
function vis-a-vis the priesthood or those concerned with the ark is impos
sible to say. 

A surface survey indicated little or no ancient remains outside the area 
designated forexcavation by the Israel Department of Antiquities. The Arab
period site just to the north apparently represents the first settlement after the 
abandonment of Nabratein some time in the eighth century. 
SYNAGOGUE REMAINS. Three distinct synagogues have been recovered 
from the excavation, each with a slightly different ground plan. Despite the 
fact that bedrock rises steeply on the crest of the hill, where the buildings were 
constructed, sufficient deposits of sealed earthen debris enabled the excava
tion team to date each building phase clearly. 
Period II: Synagogue 1. The oldest building at Nabratein is a broadhouse 
structure (11.2 by 9.35 m), with two rows of benches running on each side, 
except on the southern facade wall, which is oriented toward Jerusalem. Two 
entrances were found, one in the northeastern corner and the other nearly in 
the center of the southern wall. Twin platforms (bemas) are attached to the 
interior of the southern wall, incorporating earlier walls but clearly only 
making modest use of them. The floor of this smallish sanctuary was plas
tered, and a negative in its center suggests the place where a lectern once stood 

Nabratein: plan of synagogue 3 (period IV). 

~ ~ 

~ ~ . 

Nabratein: lintel from the synagogue. 
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General view of the synagogue. 

and where Scripture was read. Four columns and the stylobates may have 
originated in the later structures, although it is possible that the building was 
small enough to have supported a roof without internal columniation. 

The evidence for the early dating of this building is stratigraphic and 
ceramic. The pottery in sealed loci is all Early Roman to early Middle Ro
man. The likelihood is that the building was erected at some time shortly after 
the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. 
Period III: Synagogue 2a-b. About one century later there was an apparent 
need to enlarge the synagogue and beautify it. 

SYNAGOGUE 2a. The logic of the architects and builders was simple: to add a 
stylobate and create a small basilica of six columns (11.2 by 13.85 m). The 
southern wall was apparently squared up and the southern entryway centered. 
The lintel stone that bears the inscription of the Byzantine building was in all 
probabilityexecuted for this structure~as, no doubt, were the fine doorjambs 
and many other excellent architectural fragments found in later debris layers. 
A second entrance is hypothesized for the eastern wall, and twin bemas again 
decorated the southern wall. A portico with fourcolumns graced the southern 
exterior. 

Most important with regard to the internal furnishing of the building was 
the construction on top of the bema in the southwestern corner of a per
manent repository for the Torah scrolls, an Arkofthe Law. This is postulated 
on the basis of the pediment of the ark, which was found buried in the bema's 
period III phase b. The ark fragment features two rampant lions astride a 
pointed gable, under which is a shell with a cut hole from which to suspend an 
eternal light. There is a rosette in the peak of the gable, along which runs a 
repeated egg-and-dart decoration. Most surprising is that the lions' genitalia 
are fully exposed, suggesting power, vitality, and virility. Other fragments of 
the ark, especially the flanking pilasters, were too badly shattered to recon
struct except on paper. 

The phase 2a Middle Roman synagogue fell in the 306 CE earthquake. In all 
probability, most of the fragments of the ark structure were incorporated in 
the rebuilding of and raising up of the bemas. There is no significant chron
ological gap in the synagogue remains. Even shattered roof tiles from the 
phase 2a building had been deposited in the debris that comprises the makeup 
of the flooring in phase 2b. 

SYNAGOGUE 2b. Synagogue 2b is substantially the same in plan as its 2a 
precursor. Benches were used along the eastern and western sides, walls are 
patched here and there, and in the main the fine sculpture that decorated the 
earlier Middle Roman building was not replaced. The second bema in the 
southeast might well have been used as a reader's platform. 

In any event, circumstances once again conspired, and by 363 CE the site was 
abandoned either due to repercussions felt in the aftermath of the so-called 
revolt of Caesar Gallus and/or due to the devastating earthquake of 363. A 
period of several generations ensued during which Nabratein was virtually 
desolate. The circumstances that gave rise to the rebuilding efforts symbolized 
on the dedicatory inscription of the lintel are not at all clear, but it is possible 
that there was an influx of Jewish settlers from nearby Gush I:Ialav and other 
places. 
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Nabratein: pottery assemblage from the synagogue. 

Period IV: Synagogue 3. The final era in the settlement's history was marked 
by a further expansion ofthe building and the community. The synagogue was 
finally elongated to form a rectangular basilica! structure with eight columns 
(16.9 by 11.6 m). The portico was retained, but the bemas were sealed under a 
fine plaster floor with many small stones in its makeup. The incised ceramic 
bowl found nearby suggests the existence of a wooden Ark of the Law and 
many hanging lamps in the structure. Coins found at the foundation level 
corroborate Avigad's dating of the rededication to 564 CE, in the reign of 
Justinian II. A northern entryway was added and the proposed eastern en
trance was sealed in this period. The southern central entryway remained the 
same, and included the reuse of most of the architectural fragments. The 
synagogue survived beyond the Arab conquest, judging from the latest coins 
sealed under the final surface ofthe synagogue floor, until the beginning of the 
eighth century CE. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Nabratein appears to have been a trading village making good use of its 
strategic location astride the Rift Valley and yet in the Galilean high
land. Its trade is oriented eastward, and Tyrian mints are few. Its decorative 
style and art suggest a wealthy community and lifestyle that is in keeping with 

the dominant oriental Roman tastes of the day. The synagogues, however, 
demonstrate the vitality of the Jewish religion in Roman and Byzantine 
Palestine. The attestation of the ark in the mid-third-century building in
dicates the elevation of Scripture to its unrivaled place of centrality in Jewish 
worship. Synagogue I indicatesthestronglyfeltneedforapermanentplaceof 
communal worship soon after the wars with Rome when the population 
moved from the south to the north. Synagogue 3 demonstrates Jewish sur
vival in a period of intense political turmoil and opens a new vista for under
standing the dawn of the medieval period in ancient Palestine. 

General: Conder-Kitchener, SWP I; Kohl-Watzinger, Synagogen, 101-106; Goodenough, Jewish 
Symbols l, 203-204; N. Avigad, Rabinowitz Bulletin 3 (1960), 49-56; E. M. Meyers, ASOR 
Newsletter (Sept. 1980), 3-11; id. (et al.), BASOR 244 (1981), l-25; 246 (1982), 35-54; id., IEJ 
31 (1981), 108-110; 32 (1982), 139-141; id., RB 88 (1981), 592-595; id., The Synagogue in Late 
Antiquity (ed. L. I. Levine), Philadelphia 1987, 127-137; J. G. Younger, AJA 86 (1982), 292; 
D. Chen, PEQ 119 (1987), 44-49. 
Arkofthe Law: Goodenough, Jewish Symbols l-2; R. Hachlili, BASOR 223 (1976), 43-54; E. M. Meyers 
(and C. L. Meyers), ASOR Newsletter (Oct. 1981), 5-7; id. (et al.), BA 44 (1981), 237-243; id. (and C. L. 
Meyers), BAR 7/6 (1981), 24-39; id., EI 16 (1982), 176*-185*; L. J. Hoppe, The Bible Today 22 (1984), 
290-297. 
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NAGILA, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Nagilais situated on the inner Coastal Plain, about28 km (17 .5 mi.)east of 
Gaza (map reference 127.101), on a low natural hill on the left bankofNal,lal 
Shiqma. The mound is rectangular, with rounded edges, and covers an area of 
about 10 a.lt was occupied with interruptions from the Chalco lithic period to 
the end of the Mameluke period (c. 1500 CE). Prior to excavation, it was 
assumed that the site should be identified with Gath of the Philistines, but 
because no Iron Age I remains were found, this identification had to be 
abandoned. 

EXCAVATIONS 
Two seasons of excavations were carried out at Tel Nagila in 1962 and 1963, 
on behalf of the Institute for Mediterranean Studies, founded by R. A. 
Mitchell in Jerusalem. The excavations were directed by R. Amiran, assisted 
by A. Eitan. Fourareaswereexcavatedon themounditself(A, B, C, and F), in 
addition to one area (G) and two tombs (DT-1 and DT-2) on the lower 
southern ridges of the mound. In the main area, the center of the mound 
(area A), fourteen strata were distinguished down to bedrock, with a max
imum accumulation of 3.5 m. 
STRATUM XIV: CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. A round pit with patches of 

ashes around it and a small amount of pottery from the Chalco lithic period 
were found in a limited area on virgin soil and bedrock (area A). 
STRATA XIII-XII: EARLY BRONZE AGE 11-111. Strata XIII-XII were 
reached in a limited area in the center of the mound. The architectural re
mains consisted of parts of houses with brick walls on stone foundations and 
beaten-earth floors; a section of a paved floor was also found. The buildings 
include one large house (at least 5 m long), a rectangular house with stone 
benches running along its walls, and a section of a curved wall, perhaps of an 
apsidal structure. South of the mound, on the slope descending toward Nal,lal 
Shiqma, a small tomb (DT -1) was found cut in the rock that contained a 
group of pottery vessels from the late Early Bronze Age II. 
STRATA XI-VII: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB-C. After a long gap of six or 
seven hundred years, a city was established on the site in the Middle Bronze 
Age (1750-1550 BCE). This city seems to have enjoyed the main, if not the 
only, period of prosperity in the history of Tel Nagila. A residential quarter 
and parts oftwo public buildings in thecenterofthecity (area A), an elaborate 
fortification system in areas C and F, and a tomb (DT-2) south of the site 
belong to this period. Trial soundings proved that the settlement in this period 
was not confined to the walled city on the mound proper but was spread 
outside it on the northern and southern plateaus, as well as on the eastern 
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Tel Nagila: map of the mound and excavation areas. 
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slope, directly above the river. Little information was obtained for the two 
lower strata (XI and X). The three upper strata (IX-VII) are similar in plan 
and character, with only slight changes from one to the next: walls were reused 
and sometimes repaired, floors were raised, new walls were added, and other 
walls were removed. The plan shows parts of four blocks of houses opening 
onto two parallel streets. Intersecting streets or lanes at right angles, enclosing 
the blocks, are also indicated. The streets are about 1.5 m wide and are paved 
with pebbles and potsherds laid in beaten whitish clay. The houses are built 
close together and have party walls-either a back wall common to two rows 
of dwellings or side or front walls connecting adjoining houses. In some cases, 
a flight of several steps leads down to the house from the street. Generally 
rectangular in shape, the houses seem to be composed of one or two small 
rooms (averaging 2 by 3m) that open onto a courtyard (averaging 3 by 5 m). 
One side of the courtyard is sometimes roofed, as is indicated by stone bases 
for wooden posts. These roofed sheds are often paved with flagstones, but the 
floors of most rooms and courtyards are of beaten earth. The lower parts of 
the walls are generally built of rough field stones, and the upper structures are 
of sun-dried brick. 

Installations in these houses include clay ovens with openings on the top 
and on the side, benches of clay or stone, small round depressions in the floors 

Scarabs from the MB IIC tomb. 
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(to hold vessels), and round silos. It may be assumed that the layout of the 
excavated area is representative of the general town plan, which seems to have 
been oriented to conform with the settlement's rectangular shape. In the 
immediate vicinity of this residential quarter parts of two large build
ings, possibly of a public function, were uncovered. Their walls are 1.5 
m thick. Their complete plan has not yet been established. 

The finds include, besides the pottery, ostrich eggshells used as vessels, 
bone inlays from wooden toilet boxes, faience and alabaster bottles, scarabs, 
and a cylinder seal. Some bronze implements were also found. Of special 
interest is a vessel in the shape of a bull, found in one of the public buildings, 
and a potsherd with a fragmentary inscription, incised before firing, of signs 
in the alphabetic Prato-Canaanite script. 
Fortification of the City. The fortifications and the manner of their construc
tion were examined in a section cut in the northwest slope (area C) extending 
from its apex to the foot of the mound. An elaborate construction composed 
of four components was uncovered: an earthen core embankment, a brick 
wall, a glacis, and a fosse. First, the core embankment of earth was piled up 
around the entire mound. Then, a sun-dried brick wall (2. 3 to 2.5 m deep) was 
erected on the inner slope of the embankment. In the final stage, a glacis was 
constructed. Large quantities of earth and crushed chalk were thrown and 
beaten against the wall and over the whole slope, creating a hard, even surface. 
In section, this glacis reveals the alternating layers of the assorted fill material 
used. The thickness of the glacis at its junction with the brick wall is about 3.5 
m; its top is horizontal for about 2.5 m. The brick wall originally rose above 
the top of the glacis. Some of its upper courses are preserved. Thus, the lower 
part of the wall served on the outside as a supporting wall for the glacis, while 
its inner face and upper part were freestanding. The floors adjacent to the wall 
on its interior face are 1.5 m lower than the top of the glacis outside. 

A tower was partly uncovered in this area (C), its floor covered with a thick 
layer of ash. Another fragment of the brick wall was uncovered in a section in 

Fragmentary inscription in Prato-Canaanite script, 
MB IIC. 
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Tel Nagila: LB I bichrome krater from stratum VI, area F. 

area F, where traces of conflagration and fallen bricks are further evidence of 
the last destruction of the Middle Bronze Age II city (to be dated possibly to 
Ahmose, c. 1550 BCE). However, there is no indication in which ofthe Middle 
Bronze Age strata these fortifications were erected. 
Tomb DT-2. Tomb DT-2 is cut in the rock near the Early Bronze Age tomb 
mentioned above. It consists of a row of three chambers connected by pas
sageways. The tomb contained the skeletal remains of about fifty individuals. 
The bones lay in disorder, but some of the skulls were found placed carefully 
along the walls and in the corners. The accompanying funerary objects 
included, in addition to about 150 local pottery vessels of various types, 
a red-on-black Cypriot jug, forty-eight scarabs, faience and alabaster Egyp
tian vessels, some bronze objects, and an ostrich eggshell. 
STRATA VI-V: LATE BRONZE AGE. Stratum VI, which represents the Late 
Bronze Age I, was encountered mainly in the section in area F where a 
pavement of flagstones was found lying on top of the ruined Middle Bronze 
Agellcitywall. Onitwasfounda bichromekrater,decorated with a bull, bird, 
and ibex. It is not unlikely that the uppermost public building uncovered in 
area A (and assigned above to the Middle Bronze Age II) may prove to belong 
to this Late Bronze Age I stratum. Stratum V, representing the Late Bronze 
Age II, is attested mainly by pottery, which includes Cypriot and Mycenean 
sherds, as well as local painted ware. 
STRATA IV -III: IRON AGE liB-C. Stratum IV is represented by fragments of 
walls and floors, as well as by large pits in areas A and C, some of them lined 
with stones. All belong to Iron Age liB. Stratum III is represented on the 
mound proper only by pottery. 
IRON AGE IIC SETTLEMENT OUTSIDE THE MOUND (AREA G). 
Area G is located about 200m south of the mound, near Nal,lal Shiqma. Two 
buildings were unearthed here immediately beneath the surface. One of them, 
which was almost wholly cleared, consists of rooms arranged on two sides of a 
courtyard. Numerous pottery vessels, many ofthem intact, lay on the floors of 
the rooms. The second building, whose function is not clear, consists of one 
large room (15 by 2m) with thick walls. Among the meager finds here was a 
footbath. The pottery from both buildings dates to the first half of the seventh 
century BCE. In the area between these buildings and the mound, additional 
walls from this period are visible. It appears that during the existence of this 
settlement, which was probably an open settlement of short duration, the 
mound proper was not occupied. 
STRATUM II: HELLENISTIC, ROMAN, AND BYZANTINE PERIODS. 
Hellenistic pottery was found on the surface of the mound and in the ex
cavated areas. In area A a section of a building was discovered that consists of 
two walls forming a corner; the pottery is from the Roman-Byzantine period. 
Although no occupation layers from these periods were found, they are 

included in the following table because it can be assumed that some settle
ment from the periods may yet be discovered in other areas of the mound. 
STRATUM lA-B: MAMELUKE PERIOD. A large khan belongs to stra
tum! that extends over more than one third ofthe area of the mound (the sides 
measure 104,91, 95, and 83 m). There apparently were no other buildings on 
the mound during the Mameluke period. The khan consists of rows of rooms 
surrounding a very large courtyard. It is not known whether there were any 
constructions in the courtyard. Excavations have so far uncovered several 
rooms on both sides ofthenortheasterncornerofthe building, as well as some 
remains in the vicinity of the entrance gate on the eastern side. The corners and 
doorposts are built of dressed stones and the other parts of the walls of rough 
stones. In the rooms situated on each side of the entrance, evidence of two 
building stages was noted. The finds were not numerous, consisting of a few 
vessels, decorated with dense geometric patterns, discovered in situ and many 
sherds. All the pottery is handmade. Although the khan is dated to the 
Mameluke period, there is no reference to its existence in the written sources 
of the period or in later ones. 

Stratum 

IA-B 

II 

III 
IV 

v 
VI 

XI-VII 

XIII-XII 

XIV 

STRATIFICATION OF TEL NAGILA 

Period 

Mameluke 
Hellenistic(?), Roman, 
and Byzantine periods 
Iron IIC 
Iron liB 

LB II 
LB I 

MB IIB-C 

EB II-III 

Chalco lithic 

Buildings and finds 

Khan 
Fragment of a wall, pottery 

Pottery on the mound (settlement outside the mound) 
Pits, fragments of walls and floors 

Pottery 
Fragments of buildings in area F, large public 
building in area A(?) 
City, houses, public buildings, defense system, tomb 
outside the mound 
Parts of buildings, floors, tomb outside the mound 

Pit, ashes, and pottery on virgin soil 

S. Biilowand R. A. Mitchell, IEJ11 (1961), 101-110; Aharoni, LB, 250; R. Amiran, CNI13/3-4 (1962), 
24-26;id. and A. Eitan, IEJ 13 (1963), 143-144, 333-334; 14(1964), 219-231; id., RB70(1963), 568-569; 
71 (1964), 396-399; id., Archaeology 18 (1966), 113-123; id., PEQ 98 (1966), 99-102; id., Archaeological 
Discoveries in the Holy Land, New York 1967, 41-48; R. Mitchell, Institute for Mediterranean Studies 
Annual Report 1963, 1-14; G. E. Wright, BA 29 (1966), 70-86; id., Harvard Theological Review 64 (1971), 
437-448; A. Eitan, Israel Museum News 3/3 (1968), 47-49; M. Artzyet a!., IEJ25 (1975), 129-134; A. F. 
Rainey, EI 12 (1975), 75*; R. Giveon, Impact of Egypt on Canaan, Freiburg 1978, 88-89; C. Sagona, 
ZDPV 96 (1980), 101-120; Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister). 
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NAHAL HEMAR CAVE . . 
IDENTIFICATION 
TheN al).al I:Iemar cave is in the J udean Desert, on the right bank of the wadi, 
about 250 m above sea level, on the slopes of Silon Hill (map reference 
60915.44955) near the confluence with Nal).al Dimona. The cave is a small 
chamber (c. 4 by 8 m) that was formed in the Turonian limestone resulting 
from karstic activity. Following the cave's initial phase of formation, it be
came dry and a few large boulders collapsed from the ceiling, creating an 
uneven surface. 

The cave entrance is small (c. 1 by 0.6 m) and therefore most of the chamber 
is dark. The cave was first plundered by Bedouin searching for scrolls. The 
dumps below the entrance attracted I. el-Turi and D. Alon while surveying the 
wadi in 1983. A test excavation was followed by an additional plundering. In 
June 1983 systematic excavations in the remaining deposits were conducted by 
0. Bar-Yosef and D. Alon, under the auspices of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
Stratum 1, 0.6 to 0.5 m thick. The deposit was made up oflimestone rubble 
(originating in a crumbly bedrock layer), coprolites, twigs, branches, organic 
dust, nitratite growth, and a few sherds dated in a preliminary examination to 
the Early Bronze I and Byzantine--Early Arabic periods. A piece of plain 
woven cloth from this layer gave the date 660 ± 200 BP (OxA 10 13), calibrated 
as 1035-1510 CE. 
Stratum 2, 0.35 to 0.45 m thick. It contained large quantities of limestone 
rubble, coprolites, and a few Neolithic finds. In the northeast niche, two 
trodden earth floors were uncovered. 
Stratum 3, 0.6 m thick. It was subdivided into 3A and 3B. Both layers con
tained the same elements: limestone fragments, coprolites, twigs, branches, 
and numerous Neolithic finds. At the base of layer 3A the remains of a 
fireplace, touching the northern 
wall, were exposed. The charcoal col
lected gave the following three carbon-
14 readings: 8100 ± 100 BP (RT 650); 
8270 ± 80 BP (Pta 3650); and 8250 ± 
70 BP (BM 2298). Carbon-14 Accel
erator Mass Spectrometry tests for 
two objects from this layer provided 
the following dates: knots of net-
8600 ± 120 BP (OxA 1014); and for 
a piece of twined napkin-8500 ± 220 
BP (OxA 1015). An additional hearth, 
in a similar location, was found at the 
base of layer 3B. Unfortunately, only 
a black patch with a few charcoal re
mains was found. Strings collected 
in the early excavations, which may 
be related to this occupational phase, 
were radiocarbon-dated to 8690 ± 70 
BP (BM 2300). 
Stratum 4, was of varying thickness 
due to the uneven cave floor. It is 
the earliest deposit, filling in the 
cavities under and between the bould
ers. This sediment consisted chiefly of 
carbonate sand, broken stalagmites, 
twigs, branches and fewer coprolites 
than in the succeeding layers. Among 
the notable finds are a conical head
gear and a sickle (see below). Two 
radiocarbon dates were obtained 
from a sample of linen yarn: 8850 
± 90 BP (Pta 3625) and 9210 ± 
300 BP (BM 2299). A piece of knotted 
fabric from this stratum gave the fol
lowing AMS date: 8810 ± 120 BP 
(OxA 1016). 

Given the carbon-14 dates and the 
morphology of the lithic and bone ob
jects, the contents of strata 4-2 were 
attributed to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
B period. 

Na}Jal /femar Cave: (right) entrance to the 
cave; (front) team sifting through earth 
cleared from the cave. 

THE FINDS 
The artifacts recovered during the excavations are a mixture of everyday 
domestic objects and those that had been used in rituals and have cultic 
value. Stable temperatures inside the cave and its dryness enabled the pre
servation of many organic artifacts: string, rope, basketwork, fabric, and 
wooden tools, for example. 

The stems of rushes, grasses, and reeds used to make the cordage, matting, 
and basketry items were in their natural form, used with minimal preparation. 
Analysis indicates a great variety of plants, mainly of subclass Mono
cotyledoneae. The fabrics were made of bast fibers, especially Linum sp. 

Most of the knotted cordage consists of specimens with one to ten simple 
overhand knots. Their spacing varies from a few millimeters to 7 em. Ap
parently they bound plant material that has mostly disintegrated and dis
appeared-which was indicated by several items with folded stems inside their 
loops. No comparable pieces have been documented so far from other sites. 
Cordage and asphalt containers in a variety of shapes and sizes were found. 
Their bases were split reeds or coiled cordage, and the body parts were 
spiraling coils of cordage. The whole construction was coated with layers 
of asphalt, inside and outside. The densely packed coils had no binding 
element except the layers of asphalt. The fragments of heavy cordage found 
may have belonged to large basketlike containers more than 40 em india
meter. Two other fragments belonged to a small cylindrical box (diameter, 5 
em) shaped from fine 2-mm-thick spiraling cord. The asphalt coating was very 
thin, evenly spread, and perfectly smooth. 

The mats, of which only small fragments were uncovered, are 7 to 10 mm 
thick and made of flattened rushes or grass, fastened with a cord in a wrapping 
technique. On the back, the cord also goes around a solid cross-strand, which 
strengthens the construction. 

Fragments of twined baskets were collected, but it was impossible to 



Remains of a basket covered with asphalt, PPNB. 

reconstruct their shape or size. They were constructed in the close twining 
technique. The horizontal rows conceal the warp elements, and the dominant 
stitch slant is downward, to the left. Decoration was achieved by alternating 
dark and light elements. 

The knotted netting technique is represented by several hundred fragments 
that belong-according to spin direction, size of yarn, and type ofknot-to at 
least four different nets. Two types of knots were used: a square knot and a 
sheet-bend knot. 

Most of the fabrics were made from fine linen yarn in single-element 
techniques such as simple knotted looping. One tiny fragment in cross-knit 
looping was made of human hair. These techniques are closely related to 
sewing and might have been done with a needle. 

A few well-preserved, netlike fragments belonged to what has been inter
preted as a conical headdress (height, 32 em; diameter, 16 em). Its band was 
produced in a technique termed interlinking, and it was decorated with a 
single greenstone bead. The remainder of the object consists of a hundred 
rhomboids in a tightly knotted looping technique that alternates with open 
spaces. This construction converges into a tightly knotted tubular tab. 

Some sixty rhomboids, that differ slightly in yarn dimension and type of 
knot, were strewn throughout the cave; they appear to have been parts of at 
least two additional, similar objects. Embellishment of these objects is in
dicated by shell-decorated rhomboids. 

Seventy odd fragments of delicate, airy fabrics were constructed by weft 
twining technique. It is one of the earliest and simplest methods of construct
ing fabric with two interacting sets of elements. Four types of weft twining 
were observed: compact or close, spaced, alternate pair, and countered. The 
twined fabrics were made of the finest yarns. The warps were Z spun and S 
plied, and the wefts were sometimes plied and sometimes single-Z spun. 

A very well-preserved, nearly complete rectangle of cloth, the edges and 
selvages secured all around with a compact buttonhole stitch, gives an idea of 
how some of the smaller, twined fragments might have looked. Slight differ
ences among these fragments indicate that they belonged to at least fifteen 
different objects. At <;::atal Hiiyiik, in Anatolia, similarly constructed twined 
fabrics were found on top of the plain woven textiles that wrapped the bones of 
the dead. 

Countered weft twining that looks tight and chainlike appears in about a 
dozen heading parts of what could belong to "string skirts." The globular, 
green-painted plaster beads found in the cave (see below), some with string 
still inside them, may have been used as decorative weights for such skirts. 

The lithic assemblage from the Nal:_lal I:Iemar Cave consists of 517 plain 
bladeschippedfromcores with two oblique striking platforms; 207 items have 
two bilateral notches near the proximal end of the blade; and a few also have a 
retouched tip. The rarity of this tool type in contemporaneous sites inspired 
the term Nal:_lal I:Iemar knife. Of the 
eighteen arrowheads, ten are Byblos 
points, five are Jericho points, and 
one is a small, patinated Helwan 
point. Finally, a small Pottery N eo lith
ic (or later) arrowhead may have be
longed to layer 2 or to the base oflayer 
I. The remaining lithics are comprised 
of partially retouched blades, borers 
and perforators, a couple of sickle 
blades, and pointed and retouched 
blades. 

Many bone tools were manufac
tured from the ribs and shafts of the 
long bones of bovids. The largest 
group consists of flat spatulas (281), 
with either a pointed tip or a broad, 
rounded one. Completing the inven-

Four anthropomorphic bone figurines 
covered with asphalt, ocher, and lime. 
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Woven "napkin" made with weft-twining technique. 

tory are twelve shuttles with a small or large eye (including one decorated 
shuttle), four awls, seven carved and incised fragments, and one special hook 
(a belt fastener?). 

One of the most interesting finds is a sickle, uncovered in a small niche in the 
northern wall near the floor. The sickle haft (27.5 em long) is made of ibex 
horn that was cut along its axis, heated, and bent. Three flint blades were 
inserted in the groove and secured with sap. The three blades have no visible 
gloss of the kind typical of sickle blades. A zigzag pattern is incised on the 
handle. 

Beads and pendants were made of seashells, various stones, wood, and 
plaster. Of the 513 seashells, 421 originated from the Mediterranean Sea, 
while 92 were brought from the Red Sea. The common species are Glycymeris 
violciscens (288), Lambis truncata sebae (a large shell represented by 66 frag
ments), Nassarius gibbosulus (45), Acanthocardia tuberculata (52), and Cer
astoderma glaucum (22). Of the twenty-nine stone beads, four are made of an 
unidentified black -gray material, one is carnelian, and the others are classified 
as greenstone (serpentine?). The beads are small (7-14 mm long), with a round 
or an oval cross section and a perforation that sometimes has a biconical 
longitudinal section. This type of bead is common at Pre-Pottery Neolithic B 
sites. Several dozen lime-plaster beads were found in the cave. Most of the 
beads were modeled around a cord or a twig that was later pulled out; in some 
beads the cord is still intact. Most of the beads were painted green, a color 
produced from dioptase, one of the copper minerals. The wooden beads are 
18 to 47 mm long and 12 to 27 mm thick. Most of them were shaped from a 
light root shaft of a monocotyledonous plant. The well-preserved beads 
indicate that they were all painted green or red (red ocher). Several specimens 
were painted with alternating bands of each color. A few beads were found in 
and around the small cylindrical box (see above). 

Five figurines were collected from the cave. One, carved from a limestone 
pebble, is in the form of a rodent, possibly a house mouse. The other four are 
made of pieces oflong bone and depict the human face. The basic carving of 
each of the human figurines accentuates the nose and the eyes. Asphalt, red 
ocher, green dioptase, and lime plaster were added to mark eyes, hair, and 
beard. Detailed analysis suggests that paint and asphalt were not applied at 
one time but on various occasions. 

The only human bones found in the cave were skulls and neck vertebrae. 
Except for two fragments possibly from one child, all bones (from six to eight 
people) belonged to adults. Six of the fragmentary skulls preserved parts of 
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Skull coated with asphalt. 

the asphalt coating that had been applied to their posterior. Detailed analysis 
indicates that the first layer of asphalt was applied directly on the dried bones 
with a comb like instrument and then patted down to increase its adherence to 
the skull. The second phase involved the making of asphalt cords and their 
arrangement in a net pattern on the first layer. The forehead and the face were 
untouched. Modeled skulls with either plaster or asphalt are considered to 
represent the cult of ancestors in Early Neolithic societies. 

Two stone masks were uncovered in theN al:ml l:[emar Cave. One is only a 
fragment of the lower part of a mask, including the chin and the lower row of 
teeth, but the second is almost complete. The latter includes two rounded eye 
sockets, a protruding nose, an open mouth with four teeth in each row, and 
eighteen perforations around the edge of the mask. Facial characteristics are 
also conveyed by four ridges, in low relief-two on each side of the face, both 
above and under the eyes; painted stripes in red and green on a buff back
ground; and asphalt stains, many of which still carry either the residue of hair 
or its imprint. The numerous asphalt stains around the mouth suggest that the 
mask was bearded. Thus the mask, the adorned skulls, and the bone figurines 
may depict the same venerable male who, in the context of Early Neolithic 
communities, symbolizes the emergence of the cult of the ancestors. 

The wooden tools found in the Nal)al l:[emar Cave were made from a 
vegetational range that encompasses the area of the Judean Hills, the Judean 
Desert, Dead Sea Basin, and the Edom-Moab region. Six wooden spatulas, 
resembling those made of bone, are fiat with pointed ends. One is of red 
juniper, which grows in southern Jordan today and was probably present 
in Negev highland vegetation in the early Holocene. The other spatulas are of 
tamarisk (Tamarix sp.), which also grows in the Jordan Rift Valley. Three 
objects are classified as arrowheads and six as points. The latter, on the basis 
of ethnographic comparisons, could also have served as projectile points. Of 
the three that resemble flint Byblos points, at least one is made of Retama 
rae tam, a bush that grows in the wadis of the Judean Desert and sandy regions 
of the Negev and Sinai. One of the other points was shaped from a branch of 
Pistacia, probably P. atlantica, a common species in the Negev. One awl
shaped artifact is made of Tamarix aphylla. A hook-shaped specimen is made 
of Retama rae tam. Another item, notched around its edges, is made of Sa/sola 
sp., a low bush that grows in the Negev and the Judean Desert. Finally, two 
thick, well-rounded fragments could have been digging sticks. A few addi
tional unidentified pieces were undoubtedly worked with knives, but their 
function is unknown. 

Food remains were scanty. Identification of the seeds demonstrates the 
presence of cultivated plants such as wheat (Triticum dicoccon), barley 
(Hordeum sativum), and lentil (Lens culinaris). Their presence as foodstuffs 
brought into the cave is supported by the large number of seeds of various 
species of weeds that grow in cultivated fields (Fumaria densiflora, Vicia 
narbonensis, Antirrhinum orontium, Carthamus tenuis). Cereals cannot be 

Painted limestone mask. 

grown in the vicinity of the cave today and were probably brought from 
a distance of some 15 km (9 mi.). 

Edible seeds and fruits include Tabor oak (Quercus ithaburensis), pistachio 
(Pistacia atlantica), coriander (Coriandrum sativum), and colocynth (Ci
trullus colocynthis). Among these, only the acorns of the Tabor oak must 
have come from a great distance-at least 80 km (48 mi.), given the known 
distribution of this tree. 

Most of the large and medium-sized mammalian bones in the Neolithic 
deposits were introduced into the cave by hyenas. These remains include the 
bones oflarge cattle, caprines (ibex and goat), and gazelles. In layer 3, most of 
the large bones were found mixed with the other artifacts. Their presence in 
layer 3 may indicate that the cave became a hyena den at some time close to the 
end of the Neolithic occupation. Additional species represented are hare, fox, 
hedgehog, shrew, various rodents, reptiles, and birds. 

SUMMARY 
The well-preserved organic items found in the excavations in the Nal)al 
l:[emar Cave have advanced research in varied and specialized technologies 
employed in producing a wide range of fiber objects. Of special significance 
are the exploitation of asphalt and its use in composite objects, and the skilled 
preparation ofbastfibers. The crafts practiced include the twisting of cordage, 
spinning and plying, and sewing and netting. Techniques, some in rather 
complex designs, were used in fabric construction, and the possibility of 
'simple loom weaving in Neolithic Nal)al l:[emar should not be excluded. 

The cave at Nal)al l:[emar was not used during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B 
period for daily habitation, as evidenced by its darkness and the special 
character of its collection of finds. However, it is not impossible that it was 
used at times to store everyday items temporarily. The masks, figurines and 
anthropomorphic plaster statues, and adorned skulls indicate that at one 
time, or on several occasions, the cave was used to store sacred objects. 

0. Bar-Yosefand D. Alon, ES/2 (1983), 77-78; 0. Bar-Yosef, A Cave in the Desert: Nahal Hemar, 9000 
Year Old Finds (Israel Museum Cat. 258), Jerusalem 1985; id., Mitekufat Ha'even !9 (1986), 94*-95*; id. 
(et al.), 'Atiqot 18 (1988); id. and T. Schick, National Geographic Research 5(2) (1989), 176-190; T. Schick, 
Mitekufat Ha'even 19 (1986), 95*-97*; id., Israel Museum Journal? (1988), 25-33; id., Tissage, Corderie, 
Vannerie: !Xe Rencontres Internationales d'Archtiologie et d'Histoire, Antibes, Octobre 1988, Juan-les-Pins 
1989, 41-52; Weippert 1988, 108, 110; B. Arensburg and I. Hershkovitz, People and Culture in Change I 
(BAR/IS 508, ed. I. Hershkovitz), Oxford 1989, 115-131; J. Ziasand K. Y. Mumcuoglu, 'Atiqot 20 (1991), 
167-168. 
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NAJ:IAL QANAH CAVE 
IDENTIFICATION 
The Nal).al Qanah Cave is in western Samaria, on a steep, rocky slope above 
one of the southern tributaries of Nal).al Qanah (map reference 159.171), 
some 6 km (4mi.) from the settlement ofElqana. The cave was discovered in 
1981 by members ofthe Center for Speleological Research. A short season of 
excavation was carried out there that year by T. Tsuk. From 1986 to 1988, 
three short seasons of excavations were conducted at the cave by A. Gopher 
and T. Tsuk, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University. 

THE CAVE 
The Nal).al Qanah Cave is a large natural cave, rich in karstic phenomena, that 
contains spectacular stalactites and stalagmites, a main hall, and many gal
leries created by the dissolution of the hard calcareous rock. A very narrow 
tunnel leads from the cave's entrance to the main hall. The hall (c. 500 sq m) is 
6.5 m high, with numerous stalactites and stalagmites, as well as columns and 
huge blocks of rock that have fallen from the cave's ceiling. The stalactite 
formation process is still continuing. In most parts of the cave, humidity is 
high and the floor is muddy. Natural tunnels branch off in various directions 
from the main hall. One of the tunnels, whose entrance was uncovered in the 
course of the excavations, extends into the deeper parts of the cave and allows 
access to several galleries interconnected by narrow passages. Several of the 
galleries contain stepped terraces built one above the other, with sherds strewn 
on them. The cave reaches a maximum depth of about 25m and is about 90 m 
long. 

THE FINDS 
The finds recovered from the cave date to three periods: the Pottery Neolithic, 
the Chalcolithic, and the Early Bronze Age IB. These items were found in 
mixed assemblages, attesting to disturbances in the cave during and after 
occupation ended. Three concentrations of unmixed Neolithic finds were 
uncovered in several deep galleries. Other deep galleries contained finds 
from the Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods. Only the main hall included 
finds from all three periods. 
POTTERY NEOLITHIC PERIOD. The Pottery Neolithic period is repre
sented throughout the cave by numerous pottery vessels and a few flint tools. 

This was the cave's earliest occupation phase. Most of the Pottery Neolithic 
objects were found in mixed assemblages except for three locations. A char
coal sample yielded a carbon-14 date of 5030 ± 190 BCE (uncalibrated). 
Pottery. The pottery vessels from the Neolithic are characteristic of the Yar
mukian culture. About half of the vessels have incised decorations and are 
painted red. The pottery is well preserved and there is a wide variety of types. 
Noteworthy finds include a deep, handleless bowl with red-painted and 
incised decoration; an undecorated plate with an unworked base; a unique 
whole blackened cooking pot, in a shape unknown from other local Neolithic 

Pottery vessels from the Pottery Neolithic period. 

Nal}al Qanah Cave: general view. 
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Stepped terraces in the cave. 

assemblages; globular jars with high necks, handles, and red-painted and 
incised decoration; and globular jars with high necks and handles, a project
ing ridge below the neck, a high ring base, and painted red squares and 
zigzags. 
Flint Implements. The flint implements recovered consist mainly of rectan
gular sickle blades. An arrowhead, an ax, hammerstones, a borer, a bifacial 
knife, and a chisel were also found. 
CHALCOLITHIC PERIOD. Most of the finds in the cave are from the Chal
colithic period; they include architectural remains, pottery vessels, metal 
objects, stone artifacts, ivory objects, and bone tools. In several of the deeper 
galleries, built wall-terraces were found with Chalco lithic pottery scattered on 

Pottery vessels with incised and painted decoration, Pottery Neolithic period. 

them. Ten such walls~ the longest is 8 m and 1 m high~were discovered in the 
deepest gallery, called the Terrace Gallery by the excavators. 
Pottery. The numerous pottery vessels recovered from this period are char
acteristic of the Beersheba culture. The assemblage represents most of the 
known shapes~bowls, goblet bowls, churns, agobletjar, neck jars, and hole
mouth jars~as well as cream-ware jar-shaped vessels. Ossuaries were also 
found, indicating that this was a burial cave in the Chalcolithic period. 
Metal Objects. Twelve metal objects~of gold, electrum, and copper~were 
found. Of these, eight gold and electrum rings were found in a single con-



Pottery vessels from the Chalcolithic period. 

centration, not more than one meter from each other; six of the rings are 
composed of about 70 percent gold and 30 percent silver, while the other two 
are almost pure gold. Their outer diameters range from 43 to 50 mm and their 
inner diameters, from 24 to 33 mm. The rings are 6 to 11 mm thick and weigh 
between 88 and 165 g, for a total weight of 1 kg. They were all made by casting 
and were finished by hammering. The shape ofthe rings resembles a detail in 
Egyptian wall paintings, in which gold ingots are depicted on one scale, and 
bronze weights on the other. The earliest wall painting ofthis kind dates to the 
Eighteenth Dynasty and postdates the rings from the cave by about two 
thousand years. The gold and electrum were probably brought from the 
Nubian desert in Egypt, where they can still be found. As the rings do not 
seem intended for a particular function, they could probably be regarded as 
ingots. The four copper objects recovered include a cylindrical shaft with a 
disc-shaped head, which may have been used as a mace head. Similar shafts 
were recovered from the Cave of the Treasure in the Judean Desert. A broken 
lug, resembling those on the crown from the Cave of the Treasure, was also 
found. Other copper items include two intertwined pieces of wire and an 
amorphic fragment of a copper alloy. 
Stone Artifacts. Fragments of about twenty basalt bowls, several of them 
pedestaled, were found. The basalt must have been brought from a distance. 
Three hematite mace heads; a large, decorated azurite bead; a greenstone 
pendant; and carnelian beads were also recovered. 
Ivory and Bone Objects. Three ivory and bone objects were recovered. One, 
made of a hippopotamus's tooth, is a fragment of a perforated object; five 
similar but complete bow-shaped items were found in the Cave ofthe Treasure 
in the Judean Desert. The other two objects found here include one in bone 
that resembles four joined teeth, with one end broken, and a small bone point. 

Several bone tools-mainly spatulae and points-as well as a flint adze, 
various seashells, an ostrich eggshell, animal bones, and charcoal were also 
recovered. 
Human Remains. Small concentrations ofhuman bones were found in various 
parts of the cave. Their poor state of preservation indicates that they represent 
only a small proportion of those buried in the cave. Most of the bones 
originally deposited here must have decayed due to the high humidity. 
SUMMARY. Most of the finds described above are from the Chalco lithic 

One copper and three hematite mace heads, Chalcolithic period. 
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Pedestaled basalt bowl, Chalcolithic period. 

period and were almost all recovered from the tunnel that branches off the 
main hall. The finds probably fell into the tunnel during a rockfall. They were 
embedded in brown silt, rich in charcoal, containing fragments of ossuaries 
and a few human bones. Carbon-14 dates obtained here match the Chalco
lithic period, as do the numerous pottery sherds. It may therefore be con
cluded that this assemblage is a grave in which the deceased's possessions, 
including gold and electrum ingots and other objects, some probably with 
ritual significance, were deposited. The finds from other parts of the cave, 
including ossuary fragments and a few bones, indicate that it was used for 
burial in the Chalcolithic period. The dead and their burial offerings were 
placed on platforms formed by the terraces built inside the cave. 

The various materials found in the cave-gold, electrum, copper, hematite, 
basalt, seashells, azurite, and ivory-were brought here from a variety of 
places, some at great distances (over 1,000 km). This attests to an extensive 
trade network in the Chalcolithic period. 
EARLY BRONZE AGE lB. Finds from the Early Bronze Age IB period were 
uncovered only in the cave's main hall. They consist mainly of pottery vessels. 
A copper dagger and a flint sickle blade were also found. The few pottery 
vessels recovered indicate that the cave was only used in the IB phase of the 
Early Bronze Age. The vessels include a typical churn; bowl lamps; juglets 
with raised handles; a jug with a raised handle and incised decoration; slipped 
hole-mouth jars with ridges (a "type fossil" of the period); and slipped ledge 
handles. A copper dagger, about 18 em long and weighing 64 g, was found in 

Fragment of a churn, Chalcolithic period. 
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Nal}al Qanah Cave: jug and juglet, EB /B. Copper dagger, EB /B. 

one of the crevices. It was originally attached to a wooden handle by means of 
four holes in its base. The pottery, similar to the remains found at contem
porary settlements, indicates that the cave may have been used as a dwelling in 
the Early Bronze Age lB. 

A. Gopher (et al.), Current Anthropology 31 (1990), 436-443; id. and T. Tsuk, Ancient Gold: Rare Finds 
from the Nahal Qanah Cave (Israel Museum Cat. 321), Jerusalem 1991. 

TSVIKA TSUK, AVI GOPHER 

NAHARIYA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Nahariya is situated on a kurkar ridge in the heart of the modern city, on 
the southern bank ofNal,lal Ga'aton (in Arabic, Nahr el-Mafshukh), some 
500 m from the Mediterranean shore (map reference 159.268). The extent of 
the mound is estimated, on the basis of aerial photographs and chance finds 
exposed in the vicinity during construction projects, at a maximum area of 
some 25 a. The earliest settlement was concentrated on the highest part of the 
mound, over an area of only about 7.5 a. At least twice in its history the whole 
mound was buried underaconsiderable depth of sand, which accounts for the 
lack of any Arabicnamefortheancientsite. However, asfarbackasthe 1950s, 
M. Dothan suggested that this ridge was the site of a settlement connected 
with the Bronze Age temple uncovered some 800 m to the north, near which 
there may also have beenasmallharborat the mouth oftheriver. Tel Nahariya 
has been identified withHelbahin the territory of Asher, mentioned in Judges 

I :31 in a list of cities not conquered by that tribe, or with the city of Hebel/ 
Heleb possibly mentioned in the account of the territory of Asher in Joshua 
19:29. 

EXCAVATIONS ON THE MOUND 
Two salvage excavations were conducted on the mound in 1980 and 1982 by 
0. Yogev, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
The 1980 season concentrated on the northern slope and that of 1982 on the 
acropolis, some 100 m to the south. The excavations revealed two main 
occupation periods on the mound. The early city existed from the end 
of the Middle Bronze Age IIA to the end of the Late Bronze Age (nine
teenth-twelfth centuries BCE), and the later city from the end of the Persian 
period to the beginning of the Hellenistic periods (fourth-third centuries 

Tel Nahariya: storerooms from the Persian period in which iron slag was found. 
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BCE). The occupation gap between the two periods lasted about seven hun
dred years (corresponding to the Iron Age), during which time the mound was 
buried under sand dunes. 

EARLY SETTLEMENT 
The mound's early settlement was exposed in a limited area at the top of the 
northern slope. Three strata were identified. 
STRATUMIII:MIDDLEBRONZEAGEIIA.Stratumiiiisdividedintothree 
building phases: IIIC, IIIB, and IliA. The pottery found on the floors (bowls, 
carinated bowls,jugs,juglets, storage jars, and cooking pots) is largely homo
geneous. The minimal variations from phase to phase consist mainly of a 
preponderance of red-slipped vessels found on the lowest floor (III C). The 
pottery from the superimposed floors (IIIB-IIIA) displays less slip and a 
preponderance of painted decoration, monochrome and bichrome. Typo
logically, this assemblage parallels the end of stratum XIIIA at Megiddo. 
STRATUM II: MIDDLE BRONZE AGE liB. Stratum II, the principal stra
tum, contains the city's fortifications. A wall (3.8 m thick) with three to four 
foundation courses in the northern (outer) face and one in the southern 
(inner) face was uncovered. Built of medium to large kurkar stones, the 
wall was exposed for a length of about 12m. A gate (3m wide) was also 
uncovered; only the passageway and perhaps part of an outer tower on its 
western side have survived. The main part ofthe gate may have been inside the 
line of the wall in the south, beyond the excavated area. The gate's floor has 
not survived, owing to the proximity of the remains to the surface, and so the 
date of the gate is not clear. Judging from the latest pottery discovered in the 
wall itself, the construction of these fortifications can probably be ascribed to 
the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age liB. 
STRATUM I: LATE BRONZE AGE III. The surviving remains from the Late 
Bronze Age III comprise a corner of a room that abuts the city wall on the 
outside. Found on the floor of this room were imported Cypriot ware and 
local ware from the end of the Late Bronze Age. Also attributed to the same 
period is the fill oflarge stones in the gate. The ceramic assemblage from the 
period includes imported Cypriot ware ("milk bowls," bilbils, and shaved 
juglets) and Mycenean LHIIIB ware, as well as local ware, mostly with 
painted decoration. Among the surface finds were a few cooking pots and 
collared-rimjars, dated, at the latest, to the mid-twelfth century BCE; this may 
therefore be considered the time at which the early settlement on the mound 
declined. 

LATE SETTLEMENT 
The mound's late settlement_ was exposed on the summit, over an area of 
about 250 sq m. Three strata (actually three construction phases) were iden
tified. 
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Aerial view of Tel Nahariya and the coast. 

STRATUM III: LATE PERSIAN PERIOD. Stratum III (early fourth century 
BCE) was erected over the dunes on a thin layer of silt. It contains sections of 
walls built in a technique that combined ashlar piers and rubble. The earliest 
stage of this stratum may have begun as early as the end of the fifth century 
BCE; it ended in the beginning of the fourth century BCE. 

STRATUM II: LATE PERSIAN PERIOD. Stratum II (mid-fourth century 
BCE) produced the first signs of a definite town plan, consisting of a central 
street running north-south. Flanking the street are public buildings, such as 
an administrative(?) building, storehouses, and workshops. Among the finds 
were local pottery, typical of the end of the Persian period, aiidimportedAttic 
ware; metal implements of copper, bronze, and iron (needles, fibulae, and 
tools); and large quantities of iron slag, mainly in the storehouses. The 
numismatic finds include Tyrian-Phoenician coins and three coins of Alex
ander the Great, which date the destruction of the Persian city to the time of 
the Hellenistic conquest. 
STRATUM I: EARLY HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Stratum I (fourth-third 
centuries BCE) includes the remains of a large building that was founded 
partly on earlier walls. The pottery assemblage displays certain changes, 
primarily the appearance of Rhodian amphorae and many Attic vessels, 
some with painted or incised decoration, others cast in a mold. The coins 
found in this stratum are Ptolemaic and Tyrian, all from the third century BCE. 

It is thus apparent that the Hellenistic settlement on the mound was short
lived and came to an end in the second half of the third century BCE. The site 
may have been abandoned because of a decline in water supply from Nal)al 
Ga'aton, combined with the silting up of the harbor. 

Sections of the Via Maris, the Roman road linking Acre and Antioch, were 
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discovered, either by chance or in systematic excavations, at the foot of the 
southernandeasternslopesofthemound(inthecenterofmodernNahariya). 
Evidence of the first stages of construction of the road in 56 CE was provided 
by a dedicatory inscription of Nero discovered at the southern end ofWeiz
mann Street: IMP[ERATOR] NER[ONI] CAESAR! COL[ONIA] 
PTOL[EMAIS]. VETER[ANORUM] VICI NEA COM[E] ET GEDRU 
(The emperor Nero Caesar, veterans' colony of Ptolemais, new village and 
Gedru). 

ORAYOGEV 

THE BRONZE AGE TEMPLES AND BAMAH 
THE RECTANGULAR TEMPLE. A rectangular temple was excavated in 

Offering vessels from the temple. 

1947 by the Mandatory Department of Antiquities, under the direction 
of I. Ben-Dor. This was a broadhouse, oriented to the east, consisting 
of a large rectangular hall (10.7 by 6.2 m) flanked by two smaller rooms 
on its short sides and additional small rooms at its northeastern corner. 
The walls were built of partly hewn stones (0. 75-1 m thick) and are preserved 
in some places to a height of 1.15 m. 

Two strata (or two construction phases) were distinguished. Seven floors 
were uncovered in the hall: floors 7-5 belong to the early stratum and floors 4-
1 to the later one. Another phase, antedating the edifice, was also discerned. 
All the floors in the hall had stone bases to support wooden columns that, in 
turn, apparently supported the ceiling. The two chambers (1A and 2) were 
constructed in the later stratum, at which time chamber 2 was used as a 
kitchen. In the early stratum, the structure contained silos and a floor. There 
are signs that sacrifices were offered on the spot. 
The Finds. Most of the finds came from a rubbish heap outside the building; 
little was found on the floors themselves. Most of the objects were cultic in 
character. Among the pottery was a large number of miniature offering 
vessels, including small bowls with seven tiny cups and incense burners 
in various shapes. Several of the latter were double-tiered and had windows 
and handles. Two metal figurines were also found, as were a clay figurine and 
clay figurines of doves that apparently had once been attached to the cultic 

The rectangular temple, looking west. 



Small offering bowl with seven cups, from the MB liB temple. 

vessels. Among the Middle Bronze Age liB sherds were rims and handles of 
jars (including hole-mouth jars) and juglets. Several complete vessels were 
also found: carinated bowls with disk bases,juglets of the Tell el-Yahudiyeh 
type, and lamps with one or four spouts. The decoration is mainly pattern 
combing and occasionally projecting lines in a herringbone pattern. There 
were also beads, "Canaanite" flint tools, and a bronze ax. 

The majority of the finds date to the Middle Bronze Age liB. Some of the 
pottery, however, is to be attributed to the Middle Bronze Age liA and several 
vessels from the upper stratum are dated to the beginning of the Late Bronze 
Age. It is clear from the important discoveries made under the structure's 
foundations that this was a cult site even before the construction of the 
building. The temple probably had been constructed in this isolated region 
because of the nearby spring. The main settlement-Tel Nahariya-was 
certainly on the southern side of the outlet of the Na'aman River. 
THE SQUARE TEMPLE AND BAM A H. Further excavations were conduc
ted in three seasons in 1954~1955, under the auspices of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities, directed by M. Dothan, assisted by H. Kantor and 
I. Dunayevsky. These excavations were concentrated in the southern part of 
the site, adjacent to the temple that had been cleared in 1947. In this sector an 

Pottery juglet in the shape of a monkey, from the temple. 

Statuette of a female deity with a conical 
hat and horns (a modern cast from an 
ancient mold), MB liB. 
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earlier temple and a bamah were discovered. Three strata (A~C), containing 
five phases (5~1), were distinguished. 
Stratum A. The early temple is a square structure (6 by 6 m), partially pre
served to a height of 0.8 m. Attached to its southern side was an irregularly 
shaped level space (diameter, c. 6 m) composed of pebbles and rubble. Most 
of the finds from this sector and its vicinity were cultic; they provide evidence 
that the area was a high place (bamah) adjoining the early temple. 
Stratum B. The large temple in the northern part of the site was constructed 
early in stratum B (see above). In its initial phase (4) it contained a single hall. 
At the same time, the early bamah was enlarged (its diameter then reaching 14 
m) toincorporatethefoundations oftheearliertemple (A). Stone stairs on the 
western side led to the center of the bamah. Between the bamah and the temple 
was acourtin which a rectangular stone pillar was found, possibly the remains 
of a pair of pillars that had originally stood at the entrance to the sacred area. 
In the same area was a pavement with a stone container sunk into it. It was 
probably an altar. 
Stratum C. In stratum C, the bamah was raised and reduced in size, and a 
rectangular structure was erected in its center. The northern temple then 
underwent expansion, and chambers were added to its eastern and western 
sides. In the last phase of this stratum, the rectangular structure was buried 
under a pile of stones marking the center of the bamah. 
The Finds. Most of the finds date to the Middle Bronze Age liB. Theircultic 
nature is clear in all the strata, and they show little modification between strata. 
A large amount of pottery was brought to the bamah, some of it miniature 
vessels-small bowls, juglets, jugs, and the like-all symbolic offerings. 
Bowls with seven small cups are particularly numerous. These apparently 
were used as libation vessels. Less numerous are the lamps, among them 
lamps with seven spouts. The pottery also included cooking pots, found 
mostly in the court, mixed with animal bones (mainly of goats). 

Hundreds of beads (some animal-shaped) were found, as were bronze, 
silver, and gold jewelry; several weapons; and pottery figurines of animals 
(including monkeys). Of particular interest are metal figurines, generally 
depicting females, some of which were found in jars on the altar and others 
on the bamah. These figurines fall into two groups-thin silver plaques, 
schematically shaped in chased and wrought techniques, and silver and 
bronze figurines cast in a mold. A stone mold of a naked female figure 
wearing a conical headgear with a pair of horns projecting from her head 
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Giv'at Katznelson: section of the mosaic pavement in the 6th-century church. 

was found with the second group. This may have been a mold for casting 
figurines of Asherath-Yam (Asherah of the Sea), the chief goddess ofU garit 
and of seafarers. The figurines represent a local style, in which the influence of 
the art of the Phoenician coastal towns, notably Byblos and Ugarit, can be 
recognized. The late ceramic material in stratum C included Cypriot ware, 
indicating that the site ceased to exist during the second half of the sixteenth 
century BCE. 
SUMMARY. The strata uncovered in the two excavations can be correlated as 
follows: 

1954-1955 Excavations 

Stratum A, phase 5 
Stratum B, phases 4-3 
Stratum C, phases 2-1 

1947 Excavations 

Under floor 7 
Floors 7-5 
Floors 4-1 

The sacred area in Nahariyacontained a temple with a bamah alongside it. 
When the early temple ceased functioning, a bamah was built on the site, and a 
new temple was erected north of it. The offerings found on the bamah were 
apparently brought in worship of the goddess Asherah of the Sea. In the 
period of Hyksos rule, the practice of the cult at the bamah was especially 
active, and it also continued in the Late Bronze Age. 

MOSHE DOTHAN 

EXCAVATIONS IN EAST NAHARIYA 
The remains of settlements and cemeteries from the Roman and Byzantine 
periods were found on the kurkar hills near modern Nahariya, east of the 
ancient coastal road that led from Antioch to Acre-Ptolemais. The remains of 
a settlement were found at Khirbet Ghita'im (Giv'at Katznelson and Giv'at 
Sharett) andDhahratel-I:Iumeima (Giv'at Ussishkin), on the hill northeast of 
a road branching off the coastal road toward Kabri. 
THE CHURCH. In 1972 and 1974, G. Edelstein, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums, unearthed the remains of a ba
silica! triapsidal church with a decorated mosaic floor. The basic pattern in 
the mosaic consists of white scales with red points; in thecenteroftheflooris a 
kind of rosette, inscribed in a circle containing a guilloche of swastikas and 
squares. The decoration at the edges of the floor and the bema in front of the 

central apse consists of a strip of stems and plants forming medallions. In the 
medallions figures of humans, animals, and birds, as well as hunting scenes, 
are depicted. The bema's mosaic floor depicts two peacocks flanking an 
amphora. Preserved in the eastern part of the nave are the remains of the 
bema's marble chancel screen. On one of the screen's slabs is a dedicatory 
inscription in Greek, referring to one Leon tis the priest and his family; two 
other slabs show a relief depicting two deer flanking a cross. Within the area 
bounded by the chancel screen are the remains oftwo altars. The mosaic was 
executed delicately, with unusually fine workmanship-qualities not com
monly found in local churches but that are familiar from the Tyre region. The 
church was destroyed by a violent conflagration, perhaps during the Persian 
invasion in 614 CE. 

THE CEMETERIES. At Giv'at Ussishkin (Dhahrat el-I:Iumeima), south of 
the Nahariya-Kabri road, M. A vi-Yonah discovered the remains of an an
cient settlement, including sections of mosaic floors, oil- and winepresses, 
and an ancient cemetery with more than 150 rock-cut tombs. The cemetery 
had been robbed on various occasions, from antiquity to modern times. Avi
Yonah excavated three burial caves in 1941, on behalf of the Mandatory 
Department of Antiquities. Cave 1, which he assigned to the second century 
CE, is a rock-hewn chamber (1.4 by 1.9 m) with a barrel-vaulted ceiling and a 
narrow passage in the center. It is flanked by slightly elevated areas where the 
deceased were laid. Patches of painted plaster are preserved on the walls. Still 
visible on the rear wall is the painting of a woman's head on the right and a 
man'shead on the left; between themisthefigure ofachild with a laurel wreath 
and a halo on its head (perhaps depicting Harpocrates or a personification of 
the genius of marriage). Along the walls are the faded remains of Greek 
inscriptions. The inscription above the painted figures indicates that the 
tomb belonged to a priest, perhaps a priest of the goddess Isis. Tomb 3 
was a burial cave with six niches arranged around a central room; some 
of the niches held clay coffins covered with tiles. Although the cave had 
been plundered by grave robbers, it still contained coins, clay lamps, and 
a large quantity of glass vessels from the first to third centuries CE. Tomb 6 is a 
two-chambered burial cave (also robbed) that contained broken clay coffins. 
In 1975, another burial cave was excavated at Giv'at Ussishkin by Z. De
monstein, on behalf of the Nahariya Museum. 

A Roman-Byzantine cemetery was discovered at Khirbet Ghita'im (Giv'at 
Katznelson and Giv'at Sharett), north of the church. Salvage excavations 
were conducted there on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities in 



Giv 'at Sharett: glass vessels in a clay coffin. 

1963 to 1964, 1968 to 1970, and 1977. Most of the area was excavated by 
D. Barag; three burial caves were excavated by Y. Yisraeli and M. Mandelkern 
and two by Y. Ben-Yosef. Altogether, twenty-two burial caves and twenty
eight single burials were excavated. The remains of a stone wall with a gate, 
which probably encircled some or all of the cemetery, were also found. 

The earliest group of tombs was the single burials. They occupied an area of 
approximately 50 by 30m near the western slope of the kurkar hill. Twenty-six 
of them were rectangular, rock-hewn tombs, 2 to 2. 5 m long and 2 to 3 m deep. 
They were covered with stone slabs, either laid fiat across them or arranged in 
two rows, like a gabled roof. Some of the tombs contained iron nails and 
broken handles shaped like large rings, indicating that some ofthe burials had 
been in wooden coffins. The material finds in these tombs were scanty
generally coins, glass vessels, and other items typical of the late first and 
early second centuries CE. Above the stone covers of two of the tombs were 
fragments of storage jars and a clay lamp. The custom of placing funerary 
offerings on top of graves may be related to ancient traditions familiar from 
the Phoenician cemeteries at Achzib. Together with the single-burial tombs, 
the necropolis also contained two rock -cut burial caves from the same period, 
each with an entry shaft similar to that mentioned below and a small burial 
chamber, which was probably used fora single burial. In the centerofthis part 
of the necropolis was a stone with a rectangular basin (35 by 53 em and 27 em 
deep) carved into its top. Five other similar stones were found lying in the 
vicinity; they may have been libation basins. 

In about the mid-second century CE, it became customary to bury the dead 
in caves with carved niches, or loculi (kokhim ). The caves were used repeatedly, 
over long periods of time (none of the single-burial tombs was used after the 
mid-second century CE). They were entered through rectangular shafts, about 
3m deep; most were covered with rectangular stone slabs. Each cave contained 
from five to seven loculi; the most typical were caves with six loculi. The 
deceased were laid in them accompanied by various funerary objects-gen
erally coins and glass vessels-and the loculi were sealed with slabs. In the 
third and fourth centuries CE, the deceased were sometimes placed in tiled clay 
coffins in the loculi and glass vessels were placed on the coffins. Tomb S, from 
the third and fourth centuries CE, had an unusual plan: aT -shaped shaft from 
which loculi branched out in all four directions, giving the complex the shape 
of across. Cave W (third-fifth centuries CE) was reached by rock-hewn steps. 
CaveN (sixth--early seventh centuries CE) contained a single room with six 
trough burials built along the walls; the tombs and walls were covered with 
white plaster. 

SUMMARY 
The cemeteries from the Roman and Byzantine periods in East Nahariya 
yielded information about the material culture, art, and burial customs of the 
people of southern Phoenicia in those periods. Single burials were common in 
this region in the first and second centuries CE; similar ones have been dis
covered in Acre, near Kibbutz Lol).amei ha-Geta'ot, and elsewhere. The 
discovery of libation basins in this cemetery is striking. From the second 
century CE onward, burial in this cemetery was exclusively in caves. This 
may be because the settlement had expanded, so that practical considera
tions made it necessary to introduce family tombs, which could be used for 
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several generations. The change in burial customs does not seem to be due to 
any change in the population's ethnic makeup. 

Caves from the end of the second to the fifth centuries CE contained large 
quantities of glass vessels. As in many other places, these superseded pottery 
for many purposes. The deceased were buried in the caves in clay coffins, 
which were cheaper than lead coffins (the latter were common at that time in 
tombs of wealthy individuals in Phoenicia and Palestine) and were common 
in the Galilee as well. Apart from the tomb excavated by Avi-Yonah, with its 
frescoes and fragmentary Greek inscriptions, no frescoes were discovered in 
the cemetery, although both simple and more sophisticated frescoes were 
common in contemporary tombs in Phoenicia (at Tyre and Sidon). The 
people buried in the East Nahariya burial caves were presumably not mem
bers of the upper class, but belonged to the local rural population. 

As stated, both the single burials and the burial caves from the second to 
fifth centuries CE contained numerous coins, deposited in the tombs to equip 
the deceased for their last journey-a specifically pagan custom (the "o bolus 
of Charon"). In caveS, acoin was discovered near a skull and another between 
the teeth of a skeleton. 

An interesting feature ofthe glass vessels from the tombs is the great number 
of dishes and bowls, as opposed to the small number of receptacles. By 
contrast, the glassware found in the tombs in the Jewish necropolis at Beth 
She'arim, which dates to the same period, consists almost exclusively of 
receptacles. Moreover, the glassware found in pagan tombs from the Late 
Roman period excavated by the Joint Expedition at Samaria and by the 
Franciscans on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem also consists mostly of 
receptacles. The large number of dishes and bowls found in the Iron Age 
Phoenician burials at Achzib may attest to a continued adherence, well into 
the Roman period in northern Palestine, to ancient Phoenician burial cus
toms. Another striking phenomenon at Nahariya was the discovery of dam
aged glass vessels and defaced coins among the deceased's personal effects. 

The glassware includes types characteristic of the period in Phoenicia and 
Cyprus but almost unknown in this country; they were probably manufac
tured at Tyre or perhaps even closer to Nahariya. On the other hand, many of 
the glass vessels common in contemporary Palestine are not represented at all 
in these burials. Particularly worthy of mention among the glassware are 
covers for ointment dishes bearing benedictory inscriptions in Greek. 

In contrast to the glassware, the clay lamps found in the East Nahariya 
necropolis were common types used in northern Palestine at the time; they are 
very similar to those used at Beth She'arim in the third and early fourth 
centuries CE. Similar characteristics-a preponderance of glass dishes and 
bowls, burials with damaged funerary objects (defaced coins and broken 
glassware), and the close correlation of the glass with that common in Phoe
nicia and Cyprus-were recorded in burial cave XV at I:Ianita, north of 
Nahariya, on the Israel-Lebanon border (excavated in 1964). 

The people interred in the first-to-fourth-century burials at Nahariya were 
pagans. Their customs and material culture were considerably different from 
those of their Jewish and even gentile contemporaries in Palestine. Only one 
object, a glass pendant with achristogram, dated to the fourth century, hints 
at any Christian influence during this period. Finds from the Byzantine period 
(396-638 CE) at the site were relatively scanty. The Byzantine inhabitants may 
have buried their dead in an as yet undiscovered part of the necropolis. 

DANBARAG 

Giv'at Sharett: glass bowl from the cemetery, 3rd-4th centuries CE. 
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NAHARON, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Naharon (Tell el-Jisr) rises in the northwestern approaches ofBeth-Shean, 
north of the Roman-Turkish bridge across Nal).al I:Iarod (Jalud) (map re
ference 1968.2127). In the Byzantine period, this area was a suburb of Scy
thopolis, built outside the city walls on a hillock created by the accumulation 
of silt from the bed of Nal).al I:Iarod. 

EXPWRATION 
At the time that changes were being made to the route of the Beth-Shean
'Afula road, the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums carried out 
several exploratory soundings on the eastern slope of the mound. The first 
season was undertaken in November 1974, under the direction of G. Edel
stein; additional seasons, directed by F. Vitto, took place in May-July and 
October 1977 and February 1978. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
While nothing was found of Roman date, the Byzantine remains include 
residential buildings and a complex of structures that appears to have been 
of an industrial or commercial center from the fifth to seventh centuries. This 
complex had long rooms, which were used for storage, as well as a rectangular 
room which had a second story. At the end of the Byzantine period, a con
flagration caused the collapse of this upper story that originally had on its 
floor a quantity of storage jars. The many finds unearthed on the ground floor 
included a large assemblage of pottery vessels: basins, jugs, juglets, bowls, 
storage jars, funnels, and cooking pots. In addition, there were various glass 
vessels, metal tools, coins, and several bronze scales with sets of bronze, 
hematite, and glass weights. 

Not far from these structures, a system of plastered channels, covered with 
stone slabs, was uncovered. The slabs were probably paving stones taken from 
the nearby Roman road leading from Scythopolis, a section of which was 
unearthed at the foot of the mound near the bridge. 

On the side of the mound were two bell-shaped plastered cisterns and traces 
of others, destroyed when the road was built. These cisterns were found 
containing fills dating to the Byzantine period, which included animal 
bones, fragments of pottery, glass, lamps, as well as coins. 

During the road construction, in January 1978, two large heads of statues, 
made of white dolomitic marble ofThasian origin, were discovered on the 
eastern slope of the mound. They are Roman copies, fashioned in the An
tonine period (second century CE), after fourth-century BCE models. One was 
broken off a statue that must have been some 2.5 m high. It represents the 
goddess Athena wearing a Corinthian helmet. The hair, on which traces of red 
paint survive, is parted symmetrically. Some of the hair falls in curls down to 

Tel Naharon: remains of buildings from the Byzantine period. 

Tel Naharon: head of Athena wearing a helmet, 2nd century CE. 



the shoulders and the rest is pinned back. The face and neck of the statue were 
well polished, whereas the hair and helmet remained unsmoothed. The sec
ond head was broken off a statue whose original height was at least 2.1 m. The 
upper part, now missing, was made separately and attached to the head with a 
tenon. The face is oval, the hair is wavy and gathered in a bun at the back of the 
head. This statue also shows a contrast between the well-polished face and the 
unsmoothed surface of the hair. The fragmentary state of this head does not 
permit a secure identification of the iconographic type intended by the Ro
man sculptor but it clearly belonged to a female deity, fashioned after Prax-
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iteles' Aphrodite. Thetwoheadswereprobablythrownintooneofthecisterns 
on the eastern side of the mound during the Byzantine period, at the time of 
the Christian struggle against paganism. 

F. Vitto, IEJ30(1980),214;id., RB88 (1981), 587;id., 'Atiqot20(!99!), 33-45; Z. PearlandM. Magaritz, 
ibid., 46-48. 

FANNYVITTO 

NAMI, TEL 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tel Nami is situated on a peninsula south of the Crusader fortress of'Atlit, 
about 15 km (9 mi.) south ofHaifa (map reference 1433 .2296). The peninsula 
of Nami, or Jezirat en-Nami, as it was identified in the Survey of Western 
Palestine,juts some 150m into the Mediterranean Sea. It is connected to the 
shore by a shallow sandy spit, or tombolo. Its geographical position, on a 
partially sunken kurkar ridge, favored the establishment of an anchorage in 
the period that predated the built harbors of the first millennium BCE. N a!;tal 
Me'arot, which flows from the Carmel Range, was trapped by the coastal sand 
ridge and formed a shallow lake. Humans could have readily promoted and 
maintained this connection by slightly diverting the river or coring a canal to 
allow the ancient mariners plying the eastern Mediterranean a safe haven. 
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The site was noted by the survey team led by A. Ronenand Y. Olami in the 
1960s and a short archaeological and geomorphological excavation was 
conducted here in 1975 under the direction of M. Dothan, A. Raban, and 
N. Flemming. Since 1985, a multidisciplinary study, including geomorpho
logical studies, land and underwater surveys, and archaeological excavations, 
has been taking place at the site under the direction of M. Artzy. In the 
renewed survey, a large agricultural area-site 104-106---partially coincid
ing with a previously surveyed site, was defined as occupying the northern tip 
of the intermediate kurkar ridge. The surface finds indicate that it was settled 
in the Middle Bronze Age IIA and partly settled much later in the Byzantine 
period. Another site, about 100m east of Tel Nami and named Nami East, 
contained remains from the Middle Bronze Age IIA and Late Bronze Age II, 
comparable to the known chronological sequence of Tel Nami itself. Tel 

Tel Nami: map of the site and excavation areas. 

General view of the mound, from Nami East. 
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Area D: storage jars in situ, MB II. 

Nami proper, situated on the kurkar peninsula, may have been the seaward 
outpost of the greater settlement, guarding the entrance to the anchorage and 
controlling access to Nami East and site 104-106. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
TEL NAMI. According to the archaeological data, the kurkar hill was first 
settled in the Middle Bronze Age IIA. The site was abandoned at the begin
ning of the Middle Bronze Age liB, possibly after an intense conflagration, as 
is evidenced in area D on the southeastern edge of the site, in which the 
greatest horizontal exposure (c. 60 sq m) has so far been attained. Two 
distinct architectural phases for this period have been discerned, both fol
lowing the same general orientation but with changes in the building plans. In 
rooms from the final stage, a ceramic assemblage containing storage jars with 
organic material was found. Among the staples were lentils, grape seeds and 
raisins, chick-peas, and a legume usually associated with the Aegean world. 
Finds from the area point to contacts with Crete and Egypt. A scarab-sealed 
weight is a good indication of the site's contacts with the Egyptian Twelfth 
Dynasty. The rooms were connected to an alleyway oriented north-south. It is 
safe to assume that the Middle Bronze Age IIA settlement extended to the 
south, where the kurkar is now often covered with seawater. 

After the abandonment of the site, a thick layer of sand covered the area; 
resettlement probably did not occur until the Late Bronze Age IIA. Little is 
known about the earliest Late Bronze Age settlement, although it seems to 
have been concentrated on the northern side of the mound, unlike that of the 
Middle Bronze Age IIA. Completely destroyed stone-slab floors and some 
ceramics that indicate foreign trade were noticed. Any hypothesis about the 
settlement based on the available data would, at this juncture, be premature. 

In the thirteenth century BCE, a rampart was constructed over the previous 

Well from the MB IIA. 

Pottery vessels from area D, MB II. 

ruins, using some of the destroyed walls and foundations. These were used as 
forms that were filled with debris or sand; some were incorporated as inner 
bastions, to which clay was added. The glacis was constructed from clay mixed 
with crushed kurkar, shells, and ceramics. On leveled areas, in the northern 
part of the site (area G), large stones were placed over the clay mixture. So far, 
the rampart is defined on the northern and eastern sides of the mound. There 
is a good possibility that under the eastern side, in the tom bolo connecting the 
site with the mainland, a fosse was dug. 

On the summit of the site, connected with the rampart, aculticprecinct was 
excavated. It seemed to have had a partly covered rectangular courtyard. The 
many finds include a floor lined with pieces of ceramic incense burners; four 
flat stones positioned in a square, much like the arrangement found at the Tel 
Mevorakh temple; a large basalt basin on a large pedestal; and other finds 
indicating the courtyard's cultic character. The ceramics include a kernos, as 
well as many pieces of kraters, lamps, and miniature bowls. Many pieces of 
metal-mostly bronze, silver, and gold-were also found. It is quite possible 
that a recycling center for bronze imported via maritime trade was located at 
Tel Nami. 
NAMIEAST.ThesettlementatNamiEastiscomparabletothatonTelNami. 
Here, too, a thick layer of sand was deposited between the Middle Bronze Age 
IIA and Late Bronze Age II. So far, not much from the Middle Bronze Age 
IIA has been excavated, and the only secure data are from trial trenches. The 
one element that was excavated is a large well constructed of unhewn kurkar 
stones. It is rectangular with rounded corners and was already covered in the 
Middle Bronze Age IIA. Sherds, bones, and other debris were found in the 
well. Its importance lies in its proximity to the sea and in its potential for 
providing coastal archaeologists and geologists with information about the 
sea levels in that early period. 

General view of the LB cultic precinct on the mound. 



Nami East: burial in a collared-rim storage jar, 13th century BCE. 

The Middle Bronze Age IIA to Late Bronze Age II hiatus includes a large 
rectangular building in which a drainage system and a stone-lined sump were 
incorporated. The proximity of the building to the sea, and thus the high level 
of groundwater, caused problems with its foundations. The sunken floors in 
certain parts of the building may have been caused by the changes in sea level 
and, hence, higher groundwater levels. At some time in the Late Bronze Age 
liB, the site was abandoned as a living area and used as a necropolis. 

Numerous burials from the Late Bronze Age liB were located in the build
ing's general vicinity-some constructed as box graves, others stone lined. 
There are also infant burials in storage jars or storage jar fragments, as well as 
adults in collared-rim jars. The prevalent pottery is Cypriot and Mycenean 
IIIB types and local imitations. The wealth in the necropolis is typified by 
large quantities of bronze objects--complete incense burners, scepters, 
lamps, bowls, strainers, and a wine set. Weapons and jewelry were also 
found. Despite the fact that the necropolis had been looted, many pieces 
of gold, silver, and ivory had been overlooked. The looting was done in 
antiquity, in part when the necropolis was being reused. Most of the finds 
can be dated to the thirteenth century BCE. 

Nami East: bronze vessels, 13th century BCE. 

Bronze incense stand, 
13th century BCE. 

SUMMARY 
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It is difficult to estimate the size of Nami East because a good part of it is 
covered with sand. From the data on the settlement gathered thus far, it 
appears that the topography has changed several times since the first half 
of the second millennium BCE. The earliest known habitation on the Tel Nami 
peninsula, from the Middle Bronze Age IIA, points to a change in the re
lationship between the land and the sea. The same is true for the Late Bronze 
Age II settlement. Sea waves still destroy the northern edge of Tel Nami, and 
what would have been its southern side is usually submerged, making avail
able few or no remains. Sea waves arrive even in Nami East, which is slightly 
removed from the sea, especially during winter storms. 

Whatever the relationship of the sea to the settlement, it caused enormous 
suffering for the ancient inhabitants. They had to withstand the storms, the 
sand, and the spray, and yet they persevered in this limited period in the second 
millennium BCE, the only time in which the site was inhabited. It must have 
been strategically a very worthwhile location-an international anchorage, as 
the material remains show. 
(See also Marine Archaeology, Tel Nami) 

Nami East: stirrup jars of the Mycenean !liB type, 13th century BCE. 
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MICHAL ARTZY 

NA~BEH, TELL EN-
IDENTIFICATION 
Tellen-Na~behislocated 12km(8mi.)northwestofJerusalem(mapreference 
170.143), on a low plateau that stretches more than 200m to the south, and 
halfthat to the west. The plateau forms a wide terrace suitable for farming and 
grazing, as well as for extramural dwellings. A shallow saddle connects the 
mound with the hills to the north. The north-south road connecting Jer
usalem with the northern hill country ran past the mound. The site derives its 
principal importance from its location on this main road. The hills to the east 
and north may have produced olives or grapes, and grains may have been 
cultivated on the rolling land to the west and south. The site's cemeteries are in 
the low ridges to the mound's north, northeast, and west. The site is probably 
to be identified with biblical Mizpah of Benjamin. It has also been identified 
as Beeroth and Gibeon. The latter were, however, occupied in the Late Bronze 
Age, which Tell en-Na~beh was not. Ataroth-Addar was another possible 
identification because a village named 'A tara was located at the southern foot 
of the mound. Ataroth-Addar, however, is mentioned only in the boundary 
descriptions in Joshua (16:2, 16:7, 18:13) and so was apparently a place of 
little importance, not at all in keeping with the remains uncovered on the 
mound. Those who maintain this latter identification suggest that Ataroth
Addar was the site's original name, and that when Asa fortified the town its 
name was changed to Mizpah. 

The site's major importance in biblical times was as Judah's northernmost 
border fortress. Early researchers, arguing over the site's identification with 
Mizpah, were troubled that the town gate was located in the northeastern 
corner of the wall's circuit; they felt that a Judean fort must face south, rather 
than north, toward Israel. This overlooked the fact that the northeastern 
section was the site's most defensible area. A gate on the south, facing the 
wide expanse of tableland there, would have been quite vulnerable. 

HISTORY 
Tell en-Na~beh was occupied in the Late Chalco lithic period and in the Early 
Bronze Age I as a relatively small village. The site was then virtually a ban-

Tell en-Na:jbeh: general plan and excavation areas. 

doned until the beginning of the Iron Age. The biblical text records that the 
Israelite tribes gathered at Mizpah before their battle against Gibeah (J g. 20: 1, 
20:3, 21:1, 21:5, 21 :8) and later against the Philistines (1 Sam. 7:5-12). Saul 
was appointed king at Mizpah (1 Sam. 10: 17). Along with Gilgal and Bethel, 
Mizpah was one of the towns visited by the prophet Samuel on his circuit (1 
Sam. 7: 15-17). When Baasha, the king oflsrael, encroached on the territory 
of Judah, Asa of Judah bribed the king of Damascus to invade northern 
Israel. Asa then called up the people of Judah for corvee labor and fortified 
Mizpah and Geba with the materials Baasha had brought to fortify Ramah (I 
Kg. 15:22; 2 Chr. 16:6). Asa is also said to have constructed a great cistern at 
Mizpah (Jer. 41:9). After the fall of Jerusalem to Nebuchadnezzar, the 
Babylonians appointed Gedaliah, the son of Ahikam, over what remained 
ofthe area of Judah. He made Mizpah his capital and, along with many of his 
entourage, was murdered there by anti-Babylonian conspirators (2 Kg. 25:23, 
25:25; Jer. 40:6-10,40:13,40:1,41:6,41:9-10, 41:14-15). How long Mizpah 
remained the capital is uncertain. It was still the capital of its own district 
when the walls ofJerusalem wererebuilt(Neh. 3:7, 15, 19). Pottery, coins, and 
other small finds indicate some settlement at the site into the Hellenistic 
period. It was at this time that Judas Maccabeus gathered his army at Mizpah 
to confront the Seleucid army (1 Mace. 3:46). The tell does not seem to have 
been occupied in later periods, except perhaps for a tower. However, Roman 
and Byzantine tombs were found in the extramural cemeteries, and the floor 
of a Byzantine church near the western cemetery was uncovered. 

HISTORY OF EXCAVATION 
W. F. Bade of the Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley, California, excavated 
the site in 1926, 1927, 1929, 1932, and 1935, clearing about two-thirds of its 8 
a. Much of the mound's central area was severely eroded, while areas down
slope, against the city wall, preserved several layers of architecture. The 
excavation methods in use at the time, and the site's denuded nature, made 
untangling its stratigraphy difficult. This was made doubly so by Bade"s death 
in the year after the final season. Bade's chief assistant, J. C. Wampler, and 
Bade's colleague from the seminary, C. C. McCown, were responsible for the 
two-volume final report published in 1947. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
LATE CHALCO LITHIC TO EARLY BRONZE AGE I. The earliest materials 
come from cave room 68, in the northern cemetery, which seems to contain 
material mainly from the Late Chalco lithic period. Early Bronze Age remains 
on the mound are represented by two categories of evidence and are assigned 
to stratum 5. Cave tombs 5 and 6 (and probably 7, although records for tl!is 
tomb were apparently lost) were found in the southeastern corner of the 
mound. Pottery and skeletal remains came from both and a few beads came 
from 6. The pottery associated with these adjoining tombs is, in the main, 
Early Bronze Age I. Cave 193, located just outside the town wall, not far from 
cave tombs 5 and 6, also yielded fragmentary Early Bronze Age remains 
below an Iron Age floor. 

The distribution of Early Bronze Age sherds recovered in excavation shows 
a definite pattern. Approximately 80 percent come from the northwestern 
corner of the site, suggesting that the village in this period was probably 
concentrated there. This includes pottery found in cavities in the bed
rock. A rock-cut installation on the western side of the mound, recorded 
as silo 315, which seems too small to be a dwelling, contained only Early 
Bronze Age I ceramics; fragmentary walls in its vicinity may be connected 
with it. There is no other architecture on the mound that can be assigned to 
this period. Whether it was obliterated by later Iron Age building activities, or 
the Early Bronze Age I settlement was confined to tents and other perishable 
structures, is impossible to say. 

Most other Early Bronze Age material comes from the tombs and caves 
across the valley from the mound's northwestern corner. Some of these rock
cut features were used only in the Early Bronze Age (tomb 67), while others 
also contain material as late as the Byzantine period (tombs 9-11 ). Some of 
these caves were used as dwellings, or tombs, or both. There is no evidence to 
explain the site's abandonment, evidently at the end ofthe Early Bronze Agel 
or beginning of the Early Bronze Age II. 
IRON AGE I {STRATUM 4). The site was abandoned for more than fifteen 
hundred years but was resettled in the Iron Age I (stratum 4), perhaps in the 



Cylinder seal and its impression, depicting dancing figures(?). 

twelfth century BCE, as witnessed by the discovery of more than fifty frag
ments ofPhilistine pottery and early local forms, such as collared-rim storage 
jars. Architecture clearly belonging to this period is difficult to discern. Many 
of the scores of rock-cut installations-such as the cisterns and silos found at 
both ends of the mound, as well as a winepress, a cave, and cupmarks found in 
the north-were probably dug at this time and attest to a variety of agri
cultural activities. Some of these continued in use throughout the Iron Age, 
but many are clearly cut by later walls. A few contain only Iron Age I pottery, 
providing a sounder basis for attributing them to the Iron Age I. 
IRON AGE II (STRATUM 3). Town Plan. About half ofthe architecture on the 
site plan belongs to stratum 3. The deepest soundings on the western side of the 
mound uncovered a wall approximately 2 m thick. The rear rooms of three
and four-room houses were built against it. There is no indication of a gateway 
for this casematelikewall. This initial phase of construction is stratum 3C; it is 
followed by 3B, the construction of the offset-inset wall, and 3A, later mod
ifications to the original buildings. It is important to note that for a period of 
at least four hundred years the town was never destroyed. This means that its 
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Four-room house from the Iron II. 

overall plan changed little in the Iron Age II. This plan, which is characteristic 
of many other Israelite settlements, basically follows a ring-road arrange
ment: a town wall with houses or other structures often built up against it in a 
casemate manner, a street, and another belt of buildings. At intervals, other 
streets cut across the inner band of structures. Major public edifices are 
usually near the gate or in the inner band. 
Early Defenses. Two towers were erected outside the casematelike wall as 
reinforcements to the town's defenses before the offset-inset wall was 
built: one on the west and the other on the northwest. Both contain two 
narrow chambers. The western tower is better constructed, being of rough 
ashlars laid in regular courses. 
Dwellings. The houses in this period were initially built with walls one stone 

Southern part of the Iron II city wall. 
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Iron II outer city gate: general view, looking into the city. 

thick; in later phases, the walls of rebuildings, additions, and new construc
tions wereusuallywiderand two stonesthick(strata 3B-3A). The general plan 
was to have two rooms (or a courtyard and a room) parallel along their 
lengths, with a shorter room across the back. Larger dwellings have three 
long chambers, and one in the back. There are also a few irregular structures. 
Because the closest spring was at the southern end of the terrace on which the 
town was built, most houses probably had their own cisterns. Some of them 
also had second stories, as evidenced by stairs in several structures. Olive 
presses and storage facilities in six buildings show that this type of structure 
was also used for industrial purposes. 
Town Wall. The major addition to the town plan was the massive new wall and 
gate complex, which is usually associated with Asa's fortification of Mizpah. 
The wall was uncovered for its entire 660 m. It is estimated to have stood 12 to 
14m above bedrock, and at least its lower half was covered with hard plaster. 
The wall averaged about 4 min thickness. Eleven towers dotted it; they ranged 
from between 6 and 9 min thickness, including the wall. Most of the stones 
used in the wall were unhewn and laid in mud mortar, with smaller stones used 
for chinking. In some sections, especially in the towers, ashlars were used as 
facing or to strengthen comers. The wall was built in an offset-inset fashion. 
The construction techniques are not uniform-some segments are not bon
ded to those on either side-which led the excavators to suggest that each 
section had been built by a different band of corvee laborers. The towers were 
further protected by a stone glacis, and long sections of the wall itself on the 
western and eastern sides were protected in this way. Retaining walls were 
found along one part of the eastern glacis and along one section of the 
northern wall. Three sections of a dry moat were excavated along the peri
meter of the defenses; it is not certain if this feature is continuous, for no 
example of it was found outside the wall on the south. 
Gate Complex. The entrance to the 3B town was through a monumental inner 
and outer gate complex. The inner gate was not recognized as such by the 
excavators because of a lack of available comparative materials. They con
sidered it to be either an earlier gate that had gone out of use, ora gate that had 
never been completed. It is clear, however, that a wall as massive as the town 
wall originally connected these two gate houses on the west. 
Inner Gate. Theinnergatewasabout 12 by 14m, with wallsabout2.2m thick. 
It contained two pairs of chambers. Because it is only preserved at its founda
tions it is difficult to be certain if it had a bent-axis entrance, as suggested by 
the excavators, or was a direct-axis type. There may have been a plaza in front 
of this gate. 
Outer Gate. The outer gate is formed by a section of the city wall from the 
south that overlaps to its east another wall segment approaching from the 
north. This eastern overlap takes the form of a tower about 12m square, not 
including its glacis. Two pairs of stone piers (c. 1.5 m wide) formed the 
entryway; the guard chambers between the piers were 2.3 m wide and lined 
with stone benches, as was the plaza outside the gate. The width of the 
entrance was 4.25 m. Ashlars were used more frequently in this gate than 

Detail from the eastern side of the Iron II outer gate. 
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Plan of the Iron II outer gate. 



Plan of the Iron II inner gate and the four-room house to its south. 
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in any other part of the fortifications. The threshold, a gate stop, two sockets 
for the gate posts, a slot in the eastern pier along which the gate bar ran, and 
the slot in the western pier into which it fit when the gate was closed were also 
found. There is no indication of how the gate was roofed. A covered channel 
drained the gate area. At some point the entrance was deliberately narrowed, 
perhaps in the face of the Babylonian invasions. 

This inner and outer gate complex, which is an integral part of the wall 
system usually attributed to KingAsaofJudahin theearlyninthcenturyBCE, 
would be one of the earliest examples of its kind. It would be also one of the 
strongest defensive systems in the country at the time, more massive than 
Megiddo, for example. The reason for the great length of the passage con
necting the two gates is the topography on the northeastern part ofthe site. A 
rock scarp stretches from just inside the outer gate to a point some 45 m to the 
southeast; the builders of this great complex had to extend the inner gate past 
the point where the scarp leveled off. Later, the inner gate went out of use and 
other structures were built over and adjoining it. The wall connecting the two 
gates was razed to its foundations, and a variety of dwellings and other 
structures was built over it. The most likely period for this would be in the 
aftermath ofthe Babylonian conquest, when Mizpah was made the capital of 
the region. 
Storage Bins. In the steeply sloping area between the original city wall and the 
great ninth-century BCE wall, a large fill was poured to provide a level surface. 
In the southern half of this oval band, a chain of stone-lined bins was dug, 
creating new storage facilities. Because Mizpah had recently gone from being 
a town in a fairly secure zone in the center of the United Kingdom to Judah's 
northernmost border fortress with massive new defenses, it may be that this 
new storage capacity was created as a communal reserve for times of siege or 
famine. Alternatively, these bins might be associated with nearby dwellings. 
Drains. The intramural area of the town on the north and west contains eight 
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Tomb 5: plan and section, Iron II. 

Seal: "(belonging) to 
Jaazaniah, servant of 
the king," Iron II. 
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drain channels. The general slope of the site is south-north. Water that 
collected in this intramural area would have accumulated at its northern 
end and have had to be channeled through the great wall. It was probably 
for this reason that no storage bins were constructed here. 
Suburbs. There was not only settlement within the town walls at this time, but 
also without. A trench cut down the eastern slope of the site, and a probe 
outside the walls on the southwest, revealed the walls of dwellings and agri
cultural installations (a winepress?). In calculating the populations of ancient 
towns, these sort of suburbs are seldom taken into account. 
Tombs. Tell en-Na~beh's cemeteries contained a number oflron Age tombs. 
Four were especially rich (5, 29, 32, and 54), yielding almost sixteen hundred 
objects. Of the four, tomb 5 was the only one with a regular plan: a court, 
entrance stairwell, rectangular main chamber with three burial shelves, and a 
back chamber for funerary deposits. The others are oval chambers. 
Small Finds. Epigraphic finds include inscribed ostraca, weights, scarabs, a 
cylinder seal, and seal impressions, including eighty-seven lamelekh impres
sions. The prize in this category was the seal of J aazaniah (reading [belonging] 
to Jaazaniah, servant of the king-1~n:m1:1Y m>)~N>'J), which is possibly to be 
attributed to the officer of the same name who reported to Gedaliah at 
Mizpah (2 Kg. 25:23). This seal contains the image of a cock in a fighting 
stance--one ofthe earliest representations of this bird ever recovered. Tools
plows, mattocks, knives, and sickles-were generally made of iron, although 
many flint blades and mortars, pestles, and querns were also found, attesting 
to the use of stone technology even in the Iron Age. Enigmatic bone "spa
tulae" were also found in abundance. Spear- and arrowheads were of bronze 
as often as they were of iron. Four of the trilobate so-called Scythian arrows 
were found. Evidence of weaving is apparent from the many loom weights and 
spindle whorls uncovered. Numerous items used for adornment were found: 
kohl sticks for applying makeup; stone dishes for grinding and mixing cos
metics; straight pins and fibulae for attaching garments; and all manner of 
earrings, anklets, and bracelets. The religious life of the people is demon
strated by the dozens of "female pillar figurines" uncovered, as well as by 
fragments of altars and stands. Pottery production is attested by a large kiln 
found in the southwestern corner of the mound, partially cut by the offset
inset wall. 
BABYLONIAN PERIOD (STRATUM 2). If the identification of Tell en-Na~
beh with Mizpah is accepted, it is natural to expect to find remains associated 
with the Babylonian period, the era of the site's greatest importance. The 
excavators, however, failed to distinguish buildings from this period. Such 
remains do exist, however, and belong to stratum 2. Because the site's function 
changed from that of a border fortress to a provincial capital, some change in 
its plan is to be expected. 
Houses. The excavators uncovered three four-room houses of finer construc
tion than any other dwellings on the site: the first next to the outer gate; the 
second adjacent to the inner gate; and the third in the site's southwestern 
corner. These all share construction techniques and dimensions and are later 
than thelronAgell. Theoneneartheouter gate is builtovertheremains ofthe 
wall that connected the two gate houses; the second is built only 2 min front of 
the exit of the inner gate; and the third is built over remains of houses asso
ciated with the Iron Age II. All these dwellings are at a different orientation to 
the town's original ring-road plan. Three additional four-room houses can be 
added to this list: one a little north of the centeroftown and built over Iron Age 
II houses; a second northeast of the inner gate; and a third built up against the 
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Hebrew incision, 7th century BCE. 

city wall to the east ofthe gate. These houses are the same basic style and size as 
the others. 
Palace(?). At the northern part of the site, two areas of stone pavement were 
found above wall stubs from the Iron Age II. Bounding these patches of 
paving on the west, north, and east are stone walls thicker than any others 
on that part of the mound. The area to the south was not excavated. Some of 
these walls form connected chambers, but others are too fragmentary to make 
restoration possible. The remains are indicative of a structure far larger than 
any other found-one that was certainly more than a private dwelling. 
Storehouses. In the south-central part of the mound fragments of two long 
chambers were found that had been built over the remains of the Iron Age II 
town. No cross walls are evident in these rooms, although it is possible that 
only their foundations survive. Such long structures often indicate store
rooms, to be expected at the site of a provincial capital. To the east of these 
chambers are very fragmentary remains of other large, well-constructed 
rooms that seem to be later than the Iron Age II dwellings. A mass of similar 
fragmentary walls is to be found to the southwest, evidence perhaps of an
other monumental building, or buildings. 
Intragate Area. In the area between the two gates, and built over the wall that 
connected them, is another series of fragmentary walls, including the remains 
ofathree-roomhouseandperhapsanotherfour-roomhouse. Thesewallsare, 
in turn, cut by walls apparently from the Persian period, or later. 
Long Wall. To the west of the inner gate is a 25-m stretch of wall. Only its 
northern corner was uncovered. This wall cuts buildings of the Iron Age II 
town. Because of its fragmentary character, nothing can be said of its pur
pose. 
Town Plan. These remains indicate a town plan markedly different from the 
town of the Iron Age II. The structures, and the individual chambers, are 
larger than their counterparts in the Iron Age II; their orientation is different, 

Seal impression m~h on a jar handle, Babylonian period. 

and they are usually built over the Iron Age II dwellings. Furthermore, their 
construction put the old inner gate house out of use, as well as the wall 
connecting it to the outer gate. The most likely period for such defenses 
to have gone out of use, and such substantial new construction to have 
taken place, is the Babylonian period. 
Small Finds. Certainlymanyofthe classes of objects described as belonging to 
the Iron Age II could fit here, as well. Two items are especially worth noting. 
The first is a fragment of a bronze circlet bearing a cuneiform dedicatory 
inscription, in a script that is probably neo-Babylonian. The appearance of 
such an object at a neo-Babylonian provincial capital is quite understand
able, but otherwise hard to explain. The second is a class of stamp impressions 
bearing the inscription m:jh. These impressions have often been attributed to 
the Persian period, but their geographic distribution outside of Tell en-Na~
beh conforms very closely to the area of the tribe ofBenjamin, which was most 
likely the heart of the Babylonian province. The inscription may indicate 
products from the town of Mo{:a west of Jerusalem. 
PERSIAN AND LATER PERIODS. The site certainly continued in use after 
the sixth century BCE. Fragments of walls built over the stratum 2 walls, and 
over the town wall and outer gate, belong to this phase. Two small kilns were 
found outside the outer gate; these most likely belong to a time when the gate 
had gone out of use, in the Persian period or later. What seems to be a 
winepress, cutting the remains of the Iron Age II, was found in the northern 
half ofthe town. Whether it is Babylonian, or later, is uncertain. Twenty-nine 
fragments of Greek pottery, dated mainly to the late sixth to fifth centuries 
BCE, late local forms such as mortaria, and twenty-four examples of Yhw( d) 
seal impressions attest to a more-than-passing late occupation. How long this 
occupation continued is open to debate. Coins of the Ptolemies, Seleucids, 
Hasmoneans, Romans, and Byzantines have been found. Quantities oflate
period ribbed pottery also occur. Given the eroded state of the surface of the 
mound, it is impossible to say when occupation actually ceased. There is a 
thick-walled chamber in the north-central part of the mound that may be the 
remains of a watchtower from some time in the Roman or Byzantine period. 
These varied remains are assigned to stratum 1. 
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NAZARETH 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Nazareth lies in a valley in theN azareth Mountains in western Lower Galilee, 
about 540 m above sea level (map reference 170.234). It is mentioned for the 
first time in the New Testament as the city where Jesus was raised and educated 
(Mt. 2:23; Lk. 2:39, 2:51 ). According to Luke 1:26 and 2:4, Mary and Joseph 
lived in Nazareth even before Jesus' birth. Jesus later preached in the local 
synagogue, but was not sympathetically received by the inhabitants, who 
wanted to cast him from the hill on which the city stood (Mt. 13:57-58; 
Lk. 4: 16-30). Jesus' disciples, nevertheless, were known as Nazarenes, after 
the name of that city. 

In the Roman and Byzantine periods, until at least the sixth century, 
Nazareth was a small village inhabited solely by Jews, as attested by Eusebius 
( Onom. 138) and Epiphanius (Haer. 30, 11, 1 0). According to Jewish sources, 
Nazareth was a village of priests (Mishmarot 18; Eccles. Rab. 2:8). A hint by 
the third-century historian Africanus may attest to the presence of Jewish 
Christians ("the familyofthe Lord") here. Nazareth was a pilgrimage site for 
Christians in the late fourth century (Jerome, Ep. 46, 13; 108, 13), and, 
according to Egeria (c. 380), the cave later included in the Church of the 
Annunciation had by then been consecrated with an altar, as quoted by Peter 
the Deacon (De Locis Sanctis, P4, T, CCSL 175, 98). However, the first 
mention of churches was made by the pilgrim of Piacenza, in about 570 
(Antoninus Placentinus, Itinerarium 5; CCSL 175, 130-131): he visited the 
basilica and the spring from which Mary had drawn water, as well as a 
synagogue, where he was shown the bench on which Jesus sat and studied 
the Scriptures with the village children. This synagogue was later transformed 
into a church, as is learned from Peter the Deacon. The pilgrim of Piacenza 
also relates that the Jewish inhabitants had maintained friendly relations with 
the Christians, although it is not clear whether the latter were local residents 
or visitors. 

In 614 CE, the Jews of Galilee sided with the Persians in the war against the 
Christians, even destroying churches. The Christians consequently wreaked 
their revenge on the Jews when the Byzantine emperor Heraclius and his army 
reconquered the country in 628-630. However, it is by no means certain that 
any such events occurred in Nazareth itself. Sophronius of Jerusalem, in his 
writings during the Persian occupation, mentions Nazareth without hinting 
of any incidents there (Anacreontica IX, PG 87, col. 3778). In 670, after the 
Arab conquest, the pilgrim Arculf saw two churches: one built over "the 
house of Jesus," under which a crypt with Mary's spring was found; and 
the other, at the site of the Annunciation (Adamnanus, De Locis Sanctis II, 
XXVI; CCSL 175, 218-219). His description may attest to two churches, 
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Nazareth: general plan of the Church of the Annunciation. 

because an eulogia of the Church of the Annunciation (from Monta, eighth 
century) bears an inscription mentioning Mary's spring (DACL I, col. 2262). 
In any case, not only were the churches of Nazareth still standing in Arculfs 
time but he also praises the beauty of the buildings in the village. In the eighth 
century (c. 723-726), the pilgrim Willibaldus, visiting the Church of the 
Annunciation, reported that the Christians often paid a ransom to the Mus
lims under threats to destroy the church (Modoeporicon 13, PPTS 3, 2, 15). In 
808, the Commemoratorium decaris Dei mentions twelve monks, probably 
associated with the Church of the Annunciation, and another eight with a 
church one mile outside Nazareth. 

After the Crusader conquest ( 1099 -1187) Nazareth received special treat
ment as a holy place, churches were built in the village, and clergy of the 
various western monastic orders represented by the Crusader rulers were 
appointed. The village became a district town and the seat of a Crusader 
archbishop. Reinstated as a major site of Christian pilgrimage, Nazareth 
became an important religious center. With the increase in the influx of 
pilgrims and the town's new status as the seat of an archbishop, the small 
Byzantine church, restored by the Crusaders, was no longer sufficient, and the 
need arose for a new, larger, and more magnificent church (see below). 

VASSILIOS TZAFERIS 

EXCAVATIONS 
Systematic excavations have been carried out in Nazareth, mainly by the 
Franciscans near the Church of the Annunciation. In addition, about twen
ty-five graves accidentally uncovered in the course of construction work have 
contributed to what is known about the necropolis of the Roman-Byzantine 
period and the sizeoftheearlytown. The majority of the graves are situated on 
the slopes of the hill west of the Church of the Annunciation, and some are on 
the hill to the east, across a small valley. Only one grave is builtin the style ofthe 
Israelite period. Most of the others are loculi burials and a few are vaulted. 
Two loculi graves found intact contained lamps, pottery, glass vessels, and 
beads-objects usually found with coins of the first to fourth centuries CE. In 
a grave on the propertyofLes Dames de Nazareth, the door, a rolling stone, ' 
has survived. The burial chamber, which has loculi in the walls, was used as a 
storeroom in a house in the Middle Ages. 
THE CHURCH OF SAINT JOSEPH. The plan of a Crusader church found 
on the grounds of Saint Joseph's Church has been reconstructed by P. Viaud. 
Beneath its floor was a water reservoir hewn out of the rock and at a still lower 

Excavations in the area of the Church of the Annunciation: general view of 
the early remains. 
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Excavations in the area of the Church of the Annunciation: remains of the Crusader church. 

level, a granary cave and a pit. Potsherds from the Israelite, Hellenistic, 
Roman, Byzantine, and medieval periods were also found. 
THE CHURCH OF THE ANNUNCIATION AND ITS VICINITY. In 1955, 
excavations were conducted in the Church of the Annunciation under the 
direction of B. Bagatti of the Franciscan Institute for Biblical Research. The 
excavations were extended over the entire area of the Crusader church and in 
the area to the north, where the Crusader bishop's palace had once stood, and 
later the Franciscan monastery. 

The Church of the Annunciation is situated on a small hill surrounded by 
ancient graves south of Saint Joseph's Church. The granary cave, known as 
the Grotto ofthe Annunciation, has been considered a holy site for centuries, 
and many buildings have sprung up around it. In 1899, B. Vlaminck recon
structed the plan of the Crusader basilica, which had been almost completely 
destroyed, and uncovered several sections of a Byzantine mosaic near the 
grotto. North of the Crusader church wall, Viaud had discovered five capitals 
made of soft stone, on which episodes from the lives of the Apostles were 
carved (see below). 
Early Remains. In the 1955 excavations, it was found that the level below the 
surface was riddled with cavities and hollows: pear-shaped granaries, vaulted 
cells for storing wine and oil jars, pits, and small wells. Several oil presses were 
found at surface level. In the rock-cut cavities, it was possible to detect traces 
of houses. Some uniform depressions apparently held the foundations of 
walls. The remains of these structures vanished when the Crusaders built 
the bishop's palace. In several granaries, pottery from the Israelite period was 
found-sherds of jars with two handles and a short spout-indicating that 
the granaries were not used in later periods. Because Roman and especially 
Byzantine sherds were found in most of the cells, it seems that these rooms 
were buried under earth during the construction of the medieval buildings. 
The cells are similar to others discovered beneath Saint Joseph's Church and 
the Franciscan friary, and it can therefore be concluded that the early town 
extended up to the present-day site of these two churches. The boundaries of 
the ancient graves also confirm this assumption. 

During the construction of the modern Church of the Annunciation, the 
mosaic floors of the Byzantine church (see below)wereremoved to be relaid on 
new foundations, making possible the investigation of the ground below. 
Under the nave of the Byzantine church a pool hewn in the rock has seven 
steps leading to the bottom. A row of symbols on the plastered walls is 

considered by the excavators to belong to Christians of Jewish origin: small 
plants, boats, a checkered net, and three pointed crosses. Dressed stones with 
traces of colored plaster, which were preserved in the pool, bore various 
graffiti, such as the letters IH (the abbreviation of Jesus' name), the name 
Sysinius, and fragments of invocations of God. Beneath the floor of the 
southern aisle were sherds from the third and fourth centuries CE and some 
coins attributed to the end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth 
centuries. Under the floor of the small Byzantine monastery (see below) 
was a layer of fill (c. 2m thick) containing about eighty dressed stones that 
belonged to an older building: column bases, capitals without leaves, mold
ings, ends of arches, jambs of doors and windows, and others. A comparison 
of these stones with the remains of Galilean synagogues revealed that the 
method of building and even the measurements were similar. The building 
under the monastery should thus perhaps be attributed to the same period of 
construction. Many stones were still coated with white plaster and preserved 
graffiti drawn in charcoal or with a stylus. These graffiti display several crosses: 
the words XE MAPIA, which refer to the passage in Luke on the Annun
ciation; a boat, usually connected with Jesus in Christian theology; the names 
Leon and Sarah; fragments of an invocation of God; and the figure of a man 
holding a staff surmounted by a cross in his right hand. The structure was 
probably an early church dating to before the time of Constantine and was 
built on the plan of a synagogue. 

In the 1960s, while deep foundations for the columns of the modem 
Church of the Annunciation were being dug, the opportunity was taken 
to examine several caves hewn in the rocky ground below. In one cave, si
tuated south of the Crusader church, pottery, metal objects, and a scarab 
from the Middle Bronze Age II were found. Several objects from the same 
period were found in another cave, mostly hidden under Byzantine and 
medieval walls. In a third cave, the finds were mixed; its form was similar 
to that of the Bronze Age graves at Megiddo, clear evidence that Nazareth was 
settled then. 
The Byzantine Church. In the 1955 excavations, the remains of a Byzantine 
church with three wings, a pronaos, and a small monastery were found about 
half a meter below the level of the Crusader building. The monastery was 
situated south of the church and projected beyond the boundaries of the 
Crusader building. The Byzantine church closely resembles others from 
the fourth and fifth centuries, such as the Church of Gethsemane in Jeru-



Crusader capitals carved with episodes from the lives of the Apostles, from 
the Church of the Annunciation: (below) Doubting Thomas and other apostles; 
(right) the decapitation of James. 

salem. It contained several mosaic floors, of which only fragments have 
survived; they are sufficient, however, to reveal several repairs. The sty lobate 
(0.9 m wide), which was raised above the mosaic floor, consisted of a double 
row of stones arranged in diagonal courses, held together by iron cramps. The 
perimeter walls (0.6 m wide) were built of only one row of stones laid in 
diagonal courses. The floor of the nave was laid at a different level from 
that of the northern aisle. (The Grotto of the Annunciation continued 
to serve as a place of worship instead of the northern aisle until the modern 
church was built. It was therefore impossible to excavate it.) Architectural 
elements (not found in situ)-forexample, capitals decorated with crosses on 
all four faces-helped to clarify the plan of the Byzantine church. 

BELLARMINO BAGATTI 

The Crusader Church. The building of the Crusader basilica probably began 
in the second half of the twelfth century. The new church, a Romanesque 
structure built on the ruins of the Byzantine church, incorporated the Grotto 
of the Annunciation and the crypt to its north, which was graced with ex
quisite statues and wall paintings. The paintings have disappeared, but some 
of the sculpture has survived. The basilica itself was provided with sculpture 
and other decorations by both local masons and artists and artisans from the 
south of France. It was one of the Crusaders' most elaborate constructions, 
perhaps their crowning achievement. One of the most magnificent monu
ments in the East, it was the focus of tremendous expense and considerable 
creativity. The work was apparently never completed; while a great number of 
its decorations were found, they were not incorporated in the building. 

Some ofthese architectural elements were discovered by P. Viaud in 1908-
among them, five capitals with delicate reliefs, in the best artistic tradition of 
twelfth-century France. The reliefs portray scenes from the lives of the Apos
tles as related in the Gospels and other Christian works. The capitals were 
found intact, in an amazingly fine state of preservation. Other fragments of 
capitals, less well preserved, were found in secondary use. All the decorations 
were made oflocal stone by French artists. Among the surviving sculpture was 
a statue of Peter holding keys in one hand (a common figure in ancient 
Christian iconography) and a model of a church with three naves in the 
other. The figure of a saint holding a church generally represented the patron 
saint of the church; this was not the case here, however, for the church in 
Peter's hand was the Crusader Church of the Annunciation. 

Nazareth's main significance in this period was purely religious. Crusader 
Nazareth was not fortified and most of its inhabitants were religious func
tionaries, monks, and Knights Templars. After the Battle of I:Iittin in 1187, 
Nazareth fell without resistance. The Christian clergy managed to hide the 
columns of the basilica. The Muslims did not harm the Christian residents of 
Nazareth, but they expelled them. The Christians returned in 1229, after the 
restoration of Crusader rule, under the terms of the agreement between 
Emperor Frederick II and el-Malik el-Kamil. But when Acre fell in 
1291 and Crusader rule in Palestine came to an end, the curtain fell on 
the magnificent Crusader chapter in Nazareth's history. 
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MAMELUKE TO MODERN TIMES. Under the Mamelukes, Nazareth once 
again became a small village, whose Muslim inhabitants were "wicked of 
heart, cruel and fanatical, who wreaked havoc upon all the Christian chur
ches," according to Mandeville, a contemporary source writing in 1322. The 
Ottoman conquest brought no real improvement to the lot ofNazareth and its 
inhabitants; on the contrary, the suffering increased and there were few 
sources of livelihood in the area. 

Christians returned to Nazareth little by little. Although the first Christians 
arrived at some time in the fourteenth century, a substantial improvement in 
the position of the Christian community only came under the Druse emir 
Fakhred-Din, at the beginning of the seventeenth century. This ruler, who 
was favorably disposed toward the Christians, issued entry permits to Chris
tian monks, including Franciscans, and even allowed them to build mon
asteries and churches. Several Christian Orthodox families from Transjordan 
and Maronite families from Lebanon settled in Nazareth then. The Chris
tians settled mainly in the eastern part of the city, around the spring that, 
according to one Christian tradition, was the site of the Annunciation; they 
established a chapel in the surviving remains of an ancient building. When 
Fakhred-Din was executed by the sultan in 1635, the Christians once again 
experienced discrimination. Mandrell, a pilgrim who visited Nazareth in 
1697, found "an insignificant village, in constant fear of depredations by 
the Bedouin who ruled the Galilee." 

Under Dhahir el-'Amr (1710-1750), the situation took a turn for the 
better. The village expanded, its population increased, its economic situa
tion improved, and the Christian community prospered accordingly. During 
this period, many new buildings, including churches and monasteries, were 
constructed. At the same time, the Franciscans began to renovate the Church 
of the Annunciation. The Greek Orthodox, for their part, built a church 
dedicated to the archangel Gabriel above the Spring of the Annuncia
tion. Some time later, Greek Catholics also settled in Nazareth, holding 
their services in the Church of the Synagogue. The influx of Christian settlers 
to Nazareth grew and included many Christians from Bethlehem. This pop
ulation made Nazareth a predominantly Christian city. 

Dhahir el-'Amr's favorable attitude to the Christians of Nazareth was 
exceptional. Under Jazzar Pasha, at the end of the eighteenth century, the 
situation again worsened. Muslim hostility increased during Napoleon's 
campaign because the Christians supported him. Jazzar Pasha sought re
venge and even decreed a massacre ofNazareth's Christians and the destruc
tion of its churches; the decree was repealed only after the intervention of the 
representative of Jazzar's European allies, the British general Sidney Smith. 

From the mid-nineteenth century onward, Nazareth's position and stand
ing gradually improved. With the resumption of pilgrim traffic, mainly from 
Russia, more churches were built, as well as monasteries and hospices. Since 
then, Nazareth has occupied an important position on the map of Christian 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. 

VASSILIOS TZAFERIS 
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NEBO,MOUNT 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
Mount Nebo rises from the Transjordanian plateau 7 km (4 mi.) west of the 
town of Medeba (Madaba). It is bounded on the east by the Wadi 'Afrit 
(which extends into the Wadi el-Judeideh, the Wadi el-Keneiseh, and the 
Wadi el-J:Iery farther south) and on the north by the Wadi Abu en-Naml, 
which extends into the Wadi 'Uyun Musa to the west. Mount Nebo's highest 
crest reaches an altitude of800 m above sea level. The other peaks are slightly 
lower. Of these, the two most historically important are the western peak of 
Siyagha and the southern peak of el-Mukhayyat. Nebo provides a unique 
natural balcony fora spectacular view of the Jordan Valley and the mountains 
of Judea and Samaria. The ridge of Mount Nebo was inhabited in remote 
antiquity, as dolmens, menhirs, flints, circles, tombs, and fortresses of dif
ferent epochs testify. However, its real fame is derived from the events de
scribed in the Book of Deuteronomy 34:1-7: the final vision and death of 
Moses. 

The Bible also associates the following events with Mount Nebo or its 
immediate vicinity: the passage and camp of the Israelites (Num. 21:20 ff., 
33:47 ff.); the story of Balak and Balaam (Num. 23:13-26); and the con
cealment of the tabernacle, the ark, and the altar of incense in a cave (2 Mace. 
2:4-8). From these geographical texts, it is known that Mount Nebo, part of 
the Abarim mountain range, was located east of the Jordan River, opposite 
Jericho. It was also known as Pisgah: "And Moses went up from the plains of 
Moab to Mount Nebo, to the top of Pisgah, which is opposite Jericho. And 
the Lord showed him all the land .... So Moses the servant of the Lord died 

there in the land of Moab, according to the word of the Lord, and he was 
buried in the valley in the land of Moab opposite Beth-Peor, but no man 
knows the place of his burial to this day" (Dt. 34: 1-7). 

In the Bible, as in the stela ofMesha, king of Moab, Nebo is listed among 
the cities in the land of Moab, in the territoryofMedeba (Num. 32:3, 32:38; 
33:47; 1 Chr. 5:8; Is. 15:2; Jer. 48:1, 48:22; 1 Mace. 9:37). King Mesha 
conquered the town, killed the inhabitants, and "took from thence the ves
sels of Yahweh and dragged them before Chemosh" (lines 14-18). 

Mount Nebo, as a sanctuary dedicated to Moses, was known by scholars 
and visited by Byzantine pilgrims. In the fourth century CE, Eusebius, in the 
Onomasticon, wrote: "N abau, which in Hebrew is called Nebo, is a mountain 
beyond the Jordan, in front ofJericho in the land ofMoab, where Moses died. 
Until this day it is indicated at the sixth milestone of the city ofEsbous [which 
lies to the east." The Roman pilgrim Egeria (late fourth century CE) and the 
bishop ofMaiumas in Gaza, Peter the Iberian (fifth century CE), relate in great 
detail their visits to the Memorial Church of Moses on Mount Nebo in 
Arabia. Egeria, after having crossed the Jordan on her way from Jerusa
lem, had stayed at Livias and then took the road to Esbous. At the sixth 
mile, she took a turn to the Springs of Moses and from there climbed to the 
summit ofMountNebo. The bishop took the same road in search of a cure for 
his afflictions. After bathing in the hot Springs of Moses, with little benefit 
because the springs were not very hot, the party continued on its way to the hot 
springs of Baaru, where the waters were much hotter and more curative. The 
journey offered Bishop Peter and his companion the opportunity to stop at the 

Mount Nebo, Tell el-Mukhayyat: general view. 



Siyagha hill: plan of the church and monastery complex. 

sanctuary of Moses, where he had visited as a youth, before his conversion to 
Christianity (Life 82-85). 

The pilgrim Theodosius (early sixth century) relates that not far from the 
cityofLivias, east ofthe Jordan River, pilgrims could visit "the water made to 
flow from the rock, the place of Moses' death, and the hot springs of Moses 
where lepers come to be cured." The pilgrim ofPiacenza (late sixth century) 
adds: "From the Jordan to the place where Moses died, it is eight miles." 

The survival of the name ofNebo in the region was discovered in 1838 by 
E. Robinson and E. Smith. It was only in 1864 that the French explorer Le 
Due de Luynes visited and described the important ruins covering the spur of 
Siyagha 9 km (5.5 mi.) west ofMedeba, overlooking the Jordan Valley. As a 
result of diligent research among the Bedouins in the area, it became known 
that the mountain was also called Jebel Nebo and Jebel Musa because of its 
proximity to Wadi 'Uyun Musa, on the northern slope of the mountain. The 
discoveryinArezzo (Italy) ofEgeria's memoirs, published by F. Gamurrini of 
the University of Rome in 1886, and the subsequent discovery of the Syriac 
biography of Peter the Iberian in 1895, were decisive in the historical iden
tification of the Memorial of Moses visited by pilgrims with the ruins on 
Siyagha, the western spur of the mountain. Archaeological survey and ex
cavations have shown that an Iron Age fortress was located on the southern 
spur of el-Mukhayyat, and that the site was inhabited almost continuously 
until the Umayyad period. This justifies the historical identification proposed 
by scholars of the town of Nebo with the ruins of el-Mukhayyat. 

EXPWRATION 
H. B. Tristram, in 1872, was the first to visit the ruins of el-Mukhayyat, 
although the name had already been recorded in 1863 by F. de Saulcy. 
Members of the American Palestine Exploration Society visited Mount 
Nebo in 1873, led by E. Z. Steever, and in 1875, led by S. Merrill. In 
1881, Mount Nebo was surveyed by the British Palestine Exploration 
Fund, under the direction of C. R. Conder. The flora and fauna of the 
mountain were studied in 1886 by G. E. Post. In 1891, G. Schumacher at
tempted to identify the ruined buildings on Siyagha. In 1901, A. Musil paid a 
number of visits to Siyagha and surveyed the ruins at el-Mukhayyat. He was 
the first to propose the identification of the place with the town ofNebo. The 
Dominican Fathers P. Janssen and R. Savignac visited the ruins of el-Mu
khayyatin 1907. There, in 1913, themosaicflooroftheChurchofSaintsand 
Martyrs Lot and Procopius was identified. It was published in 1914 by F. M. 
Abel. N. Glueck visited el-Mukhayyat in 1934. 

The decision of S. J. Saller of the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum to 
excavate the ruins of the Memorial of Moses prompted the superiors of 
the Custody of the Holy Land to purchase the spurs of Siyagha and el
Mukhayyat. In 1933, the Franciscan archaeologists began their exploration 
of the site. Three long campaigns at Siyagha-directed by Saller in 1933, 
1935, and 1937-resulted in the discovery of the basilica and of a large 
monastery that had developed around the sanctuary in the Byzantine per
iod. Three churches were also excavated at Khirbet el-Mukhayyat. In 1962, 
J. Ripamonti of the University of Caracas undertook a systematic study of 
the necropolis at el-Mukhayyat and excavated a small monastery (el-Kenei
seh) and an Iron Age tower east ofthe ruins. Pottery found in the tombs and 
subsequently studied by Saller furnished excellent points of reference for 
developing a chronological sequence of habitation at the Mukhayyat 
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Monastery on Siyagha hill: fragments of a Samaritan inscription. 

site. In 1963, the modern restoration of the Memorial of Moses was assigned 
to V. Corbo, who began with themosaicfloorsinsidethe basilica. In 1976, the 
project was assigned toM. Piccirillo, who was later joined by E. Alliata. Work 
continues on the restoration of the main historical monument and on the 
exploration of the mountain's other antiquities. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
THE MEMORIAL OF MOSES ON SIYAGHA. The Christians in the region 
constructed a memorial church in honor of Moses on the Siyagha peak, 
possibly in the second half of the fourth century-to perpetuate the memory 
of the biblical episode. It was a triapsidal church (cella trichora) whose outer 
walls were constructed of large blocks with a margin and boss (area 1). The 
decoration in the mosaic floor follows the trefoil plan of the church, with 

Iron II pottery vessels. 
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birds, animals, and geometric motifs in vine scrolls enclosed in a guilloche. A 
synthronon with five steps was added to the central apse, which had a wall 
mosaic decoration. The church had a vestibule in front of it with a plain white 
mosaic floor (area II) and two funeral chapels on each side (areas III and VI). 
The floor in the southern part of the vestibule was decorated with a large 
braided cross. The work was carried out with offerings from officials in the 
Byzantine government, in the time of Abbot Alexios, as stated in two in
scriptions on the church's mosaic floor and in the southern funeral chapel. Six 
tombs have been found beneath the mosaic floor in areas I, II, and V. In front 
ofthe sanctuary's facade was a small open court. It was bordered on the north 
by a covered passageway leading to the baptistery chapel, which was added 
later. 

The restoration work carried out in 1976 in area VII resulted in the dis
covery of the old diaconicon-baptistery built between the northern funeral 
chapel (area VI) and a room in the monastery (area VIII). The eastern part of 
the chapel was occupied by the baptistery's cruciform basin. The chapel had 
been beautified by three mosaicists-Soelos, Kaiomos, and Elias-in August 
530, in the time of Bishop Elias, Abbot Elias, and the Roman consuls Lam
padius and Orestes, with offerings from three advocates in the Byzantine 
administration. In its decorative program, the mosaic floor is divided into 
three distinct parts: a panel of flowering crosses near the entrance stairs; 
geometric patterns around the font; and a central carpet with pastoral and 
hunting scenes borrowed from the classical scenes of the venationes. 

In the second half of the sixth century, in the time of Bishop Sergi us of 
Medeba and of Abbot Martyrius, the three-nave basilica was built. The 
primitive church visited by Egeria and Peter the Iberian became the pres
bytery of the new sanctuary. The basilica had a long diaconicon on the north 
side, covering the old baptistery, with a narthex at the facade and a new 
baptistery chapel (photisterion) on the southern side. The first stage of the 
the work was finished in 597 CE, as stated in the inscriptions in the baptistery 
chapel in two medallions on the mosaic floor and in the inscription carved on 
the monolithic font. The sanctuary was lavishly decorated with wall and floor 
mosaics. At the beginning of the seventh century, in the time of Bishop 
Leontios and Abbot Theodore, the chapel of the Theotokos, or Mother 
of God, was added on the southern wall, covering two rooms of the mon
astery (see below). In front of the altar, in the area of the presbytery, a 
rectangular panel with flowers, gazelles, and two bulls standing before 
an altar surmounted by a ciborium can still be seen. The scene is explained 
by the Greek quotation of Psalm 51:21: "Then shall young bulls be offered on 

Monastery on Siyagha hill: plan of the church. 
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Siyagha hill: mosaics of the early diaconicon-baptistery. 

thy altar, 0 Lord." The mosaicist intended to depict the altar in the Temple at 
Jerusalem. At the southern end of the southern nave of the basilica, a kind of 
altar, or platform, was added-possibly a memorial to remind pilgrims ofthe 
prophet Moses, in whose honor the church had originally been built. The 
main feature in the church's central nave, whose mosaic floor has been mostly 
destroyed, is the pulpit. It was added on the southeastern corner of the 
presbytery. 

While the sanctuary was undergoing its various stages of architectural 
development, the adjacent monastery, Deir Siyagha (the MonasteryofSiya
gha), gradually expanded. It reached its maximum extent in the sixth century. 
The monastery, dominated by the Memorial Church ofMoses, is a complex of 
different, yet interrelated sectors, composed of several rooms that open onto a 
central courtyard. The sectors seem functionally specialized: there are com
munity rooms in the atrium of the basilica and living quarters, or cells, in the 
southern sector. It appears that the monastery developed from monastic 
units, more or less isolated and situated on the top or on the slopes of the 
mountain. One such unit was recently excavated on the western slope; based 
on an inscription, it has been named the hermitage of Abbot Procapis. The 
monks carved the rooms out of the mountain, making use of additional 
walling or masonry. The hermitage had a paved courtyard on the south, 
which covered an underground cistern. A corridor connected the courtyard 
with the center of the complex, a large room with a mosaic and a small cistern 
in one corner. When the three-nave basilica was completed in 597, the mon
astery was probably reduced, for unknown reasons, to the area of the atrium 
in front of the church's facade and to the southern sector; the northern, 
eastern and western sectors were abandoned. Probably also at this time 
a long, arched, western corridor built nearby was abandoned. It was, for 
more than three centuries, the monastery's rubbish dump. Apart from the 
funerary rooms inside and outside the church, the monastery's bakeries, with 
ovens of the tannur type, were discovered in its southern sector and outside the 
southwestern corner. 

The study of the pottery found at Siyagha proved important in subsequent 
excavations of Byzantine-Umayyad sites in Jordan. Among other finds, the 
fragments of one or two Samaritan inscriptions are worthy of mention. 

The archaeological research carried out in the ecclesiastical edifices in the 
valleys around Mount Nebo has already confirmed the historical conclusion 
foreseen by Saller: the superior of the main monastery also had jurisdiction 
over the monks living in the valleys near the springs, where the monastery 

might have had its orchards and vegetable gardens. The monastery was 
eventually abandoned, possibly in the ninth century CE. 
THE VILLAGE OF NEBO AT KHIRBET EL-MUKHAYYAT. Excavations at 
the fortified site ofKhirbet el-M ukhayyat have so far unearthed objects from 
an Early Bronze Age III tomb, excavated by Bedouin on the southwestern 
slope ofthe acropolis. Severallron Age II tombs were excavated by Ripamonti 
on the northern part ofthe mound, together with tombs from the Hellenistic
Roman period. All of these have been published by Saller. An Iron Age tower 
excavated by Ripamonti has yet to be published. Three churches and a mon
astery have been excavated: the Church of Saint George and the Church of 
Saints and Martyrs Lot and Procopius on the acropolis, the Church of Amos 
and Casiseos and the northern chapel of the Priest John in Wadi 'Afrit, and 
the small monastery on the opposite side of the same valley (el-Keneiseh). 
Church of Saint George. The Church of Saint George was built at the very top 
of the acropolis in 536 CE, in the time of Bishop Elias ofMedeba. The small, 
three-nave church was entered through two doors in its northern and south
ern walls. The mosaic floor decorations are unusually rich, with hunting 
scenes and classical personifications of the Four Seasons and the Earth. 
Visitors entering the main northern door were welcomed by a rectangular 
panel decorated with harvesting scenes and the portrait of a young man, John 
son of Ammonius. The work was done by a team of three mosaicists: Nahum, 
Kiriakos, and Thomas. In the mosaic floor of the southern sacristy, the 
mosaicists added a name written in a Semitic script (Arabic or Christo-Pa
lestinian Aramaic). 
Church of the Saints and Martyrs Lot and Procopius. One of the most beau
tiful examples of mosaic floors found in Jordan is preserved in the Church of 
the Saints and Martyrs Lot and Procopius. The work was done in the time of 
Bishop John ofMedebain 560 CE. This small church, whose apse is flanked by 
two sacristies, had a door in its northern wall that led to some outside rooms 
used as dwellings by clergy. A depiction of two sheep grazing near a small tree 
decorated the elevated presbytery with the altar and the reliquary. A lengthy 
Greek dedicatory inscription ran along the steps. The central nave was divided 
into two separate panels enclosed in a double ribbon, imitating a carpet. Four 
trees with four pairs of animals decorate the western panel. Two bulls confront 
an altar brightened by a flame in the eastern panel. The same scene had 
already been used in the Theotocos chapel in the Memorial of Moses. 
In the vine scrolls in the main central panel, pastoral scenes-of the chase 
and the harvest-were depicted. The Nilotic motifs that decorate the paneling 
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Church of St. George at Khirbet el-Mukhayyat: general view. 

Church of St. George: part of the mosaic pavement. 



Church of SS. Lot and Procopius: plan. 

Below: dedicatory inscription in the Church of SS. Lot and Procopius. 

between the columns are particularly rich. On the north, a church building is 
pictured between a boat carrying amphorae and a fisherman holding his line. 
Church of Amos and Casiseos. The Church of Amos and Casiseos, built on the 
western slope of Wadi 'Afrit, is the oldest in the village. The church takes its 
present name from its benefactors, whose names were carved on the chancel 
posts. From recent excavations carried out in the northern chapel by Piccirillo 
and Alliata, we know that the church, poorly paved with stone blocks, was 
built in the second half of the fifth century. The main feature is the northern 
chapel, called the Chapel of the Priest John, after its main benefactor. The 
upper chapel, discovered in the 1930s, was added in the latter half of the sixth 
century at the time of Bishop John of Medeba. Its mosaic was done by the 
same team of mosaicists who made the mosaic floor in the Church of the 
Saints and Martyrs Lot and Procopius. The squares in the border frame of the 
composition were decorated with birds. In the central square panel on either 
side of the frame was a mosaic portrait of the church's benefactors. Still extant 
is a portrait of a lady on the eastern side and one of a tonsured ecclesiastic on 
the northern side. In the central carpet, together with the dedicatory inscrip
tion, a tympanum, supported by four small columns, frames the names of the 
main benefactors. Among them was a lady of the village, whose name was 
Rome, who is also mentioned in the mosaic in the Church of the Saints and 
Martyrs Lot and Procopius. Secondary motifs are provided by the two 
peacocks that flank the tympanum, the two roosters above it, and the two 
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Church of SS. Lot and Procopius: mosaic floor. 

Wadi el- 'Afrit: plan of the Church of Amos and Casiseos. 
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Church of Amos and Casiseos in Wadi el-'Afrit: mosaics in the chapel of John the Priest; (above) inscription; (below) overview. 



'Uyun Musa Valley: the Springs of Moses. 

candlesticks among the columns. In 
the medallions in the carpet's acan
thus leaves, the mosaicists depicted 
the popular motifs of hunting and 
agriculture. In the central medallion 
the Earth is personified as a lady clad 
in rich raiment. She is offering differ
ent kinds of fruit, held in a cloth in her 
hands. On each side of this figure 
young men are offering baskets of 
fruit (carpoforoi). 

Originally, in the chapel area, there 
was a room associated with a cistern 
hewn in the rock. In the time of Bishop 
Fidus of Medeba, under the aegis of 
the priest John and the deacon Silva
nus, the area was turned into a chapel 
with a mosaic. It was preceded by a 
vestibule, also with a mosaic made un
der the supervision of the deacon 
Kaiomos. The square presbytery of 
the chapel was decorated with two 
horned rams, a wild beast, a bird, and 
a hare inside vine volutes emerging 
from an amphora. The nave's central 
carpet was enclosed by a border deco
rated with birds and baskets of fruit. A 
three-line inscription on the eastern 
side of the central carpet was followed 
by an inscription in a medallion with two stags on its sides. The vine stems' 
other volutes were decorated with wine-making scenes: a harvester cutting 
grapes and a young peasant carrying them on the back of a donkey. The 
mosaic is one of the oldest Byzantine mosaics in the region, so far compar
able only to the lower mosaic floor in the Kaianos church at 'Uyun Musa. 
El-Keneiseh. The rooms of the small monasteryel-Keneiseh follow the nat
ural terraced contourofthemountain on the eastern slope ofWadi 'Afrit. The 
chapel is on the highest point to the south of the complex. The other rooms 
follow the terraces toward the north; a cave runs underneath them, which was 
used as a storeroom. To the south ofthe chapel, on a higher point, a winepress 
is hewn in the rock, a common occurrence near such agricultural monasteries. 
Part of the chapel was still paved with mosaics. 
THE CHURCHES IN THE 'UYUN MUSA VALLEY. In the summer of 1984, 
the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum undertook an archaeological investi
gation in the valley of'Uyun Musa, thus celebrating a double centennial: the 
journey of Egeria to Mount Nebo in the spring of 384, the date accepted by 
scholars; and the first centennial ofthe 
discovery of the manuscript of Eger
ia's travels. In the valley near the 
springs, the pilgrim met many monks 
and saw their cells and a tiny church. 
"Between the church and the cells was 
a plentiful spring which flowed from 
the rock, beautifully clear and with 
an excellent taste," she wrote. "This," 
the monks told the pilgrim, "is the 
water which Holy Moses gave the chil
dren of Israel in this desert." 

The first account of a visit by a mod
ern scholar to the 'Uyun Musa Valley 
was written in 1864 by Le Due de 
Luynes. All the explorers who visited 
the springs after him preferred to stop 
and rest there rather than explore the 
vicinity. In 1931, the Jordanian gov
ernment opened a road to the val
ley. This allowed Glueck, Saller, and 
B. Bagatti easier access to the valley, 
which they continued to explore west
ward. In 1934, Glueck surveyed the 
fortress of el-Mashhad near the 
spring, collecting Iron Age and Naba
tean sherds together with a nnmber of 
Iron Age clay figurines. Saller and Ba-

'Uyun Mus a Valley: overview of the Church 
of Kaianos, looking west. 
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gatti could identify several Byzantine ruins along the path that leads to the 
Roman road on theM ushaqqar Ridge, a road whose milestones were already 
known from J. Germer-Durand's survey in 1884. A general sketch of the 
region-with its dolmens, circles, tombs, fortresses, and Byzantine build
ings-was provided in 1949 by Saller and Bagatti. A more detailed map of the 
Roman road Esbous-Livias, taken by pilgrims to reach the Memorial of 
Moses, was drawn in 1973 by the members of the I:Iesbiin expedition. This 
team surveyed and mapped the Roman-Byzantine fortress at el-Mehatta near 
the road's sixth milestone. A hermitage hewn in the rock has been located near 
the springs of 'Uyun Musa. Buildings from the Byzantine period have been 
identified among the vineyards, as well as near the spring of'Ain Jemmaleh, 
farther west. Since the summer of 1984, two small Byzantine dayrs have been 
excavated: the Church of Kaianos and the dayr of Deacon Thomas. 
The Upper Church. The upper church was revealed in a rescue excavation in a 
farmhouse. It is a church in a small dayr, with two superimposed mosaic 
floors. The upper church, like the lower one, has a slightly raised, square 
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Plan of the upper Church of Kaianos. 
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presbytery, decorated with a geometric motif: an octagon enclosed by a 
swastika meander. The central nave is decorated with two panels enclosed 
in a guilloche. The most interesting figurative motifs are the portraits of three 
benefactors in the western panel. "Fidus" is portrayed as a young man dressed 
in a short tunic; "John," in the center, is portrayed as a vine harvester; and an 
anonymous camel driver is portrayed on the right side (partly destroyed). The 
camel driver is half nude, wearing only a loincloth and a mantle over his 
shoulders. He carries a bow on his shoulders and holds a whip in his right 
hand; a large sword hangs at his side. The figure, which is seen several times in 
Safaitic and Thamudic graffiti in the desert, depicts an Arab Christian soldier, 
one of the Ghassanids unified by the Byzantine government under al-Harith, 
the elected philarchos, patrician, and king of all the Arabs. The figures in the 
mosaic fit very well the descriptions of Arabs, Saracens, and Ismaelites by the 
Latin historian Ammianus Marcellinus and by Saint Jerome in the Vita 
Malchi Monaci. The names of several benefactors of the church, among 
them the monk Casiseos, are known from the other Greek inscriptions. 
The Lower Church. The lower church was originally built above two multiple 
tombs located in the presbytery and in the main nave. The presbytery was 
decorated with a plain floral motif and 
a Greek funerary inscription: "In 
memory of Kaianos and for the re
pose of our father Rabebos and John 
and for the salvation of Casiseos .... " 
The same text is repeated in Christo
Palestinian Aramaic on the northern 
side of the presbytery: "The reader 
will remember the good works of our 
Lord Gayyan the priest Casiseos and 
the heirs who have made the furni
ture .... "Both texts refer to a commu
nity of monks. The Rabebos in "our 
father Rabebos," a common title for 
an abbot, may be the same Abbot Ro
bebos recorded in the inscription in a 
funerary chapel east of the Church of 
Moses on the mountain. 

The mosaic in the nave was deco-

Presbytery of the lower Church of Kaianos, 
looking east. 

Plan of the lower Church of Kaianos. 
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rated with two square panels enclosed in a frame of acanthus scrolls filled 
with animals. In the scrolls on the western side, the text of a long inscription 
includes the names of members of the clergy and benefactors. In the central 
medallion of the inter looped circles in the eastern panel of the carpet is the 
name of Bishop Cyrus ofMedeba, dated to the early sixth century. The four 
vine scrolls on the western panel were decorated with vintage and hunting 
scenes. The mosaic, like that in the lower chapel of the Priest John at Mu
khayyat, is poorly executed. Technically, this work is characterized by a lack of 
nuance in the faces of the figures obtainable by the use of tessera fragments. 
This later became a technical feature of the region's mosaics. 

The church, built in the time of Bishop Cyrus, at the beginning of the sixth 
century, was destroyed and rebuilt on a slightly different plan in the second 
half of the same century. It was abandoned in the Umayyad period. 
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Church of Deacon Thomas: (above) general view: (below) mosaic in the presbytery, looking east. 
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Dayr of Deacon Thomas. The dayr of Deacon Thomas is located on the 
path connecting the springs with the Roman road. It was built on a fiat 
area on the southern slopes of the peak of el-Mashhad. The small dayr 
is a square building composed of the church on the north, a room with a 
mosaic on the south, and a paved courtyard. The three-nave church is 
well built, with hard, square stones; it has a raised, square presbytery 
and two sacristies on each side. It has two entrances: a door in the 
western facade and another in the southern wall. The presbytery area 
was closed off with a chancel screen. Later additions to the church were 
the fixed altar and the reliquary in the presbytery. A chancel screen was 
later added on the eastern part of the southern nave, in front of the 
sacristy. The mosaic is well preserved and almost intact. In the square 
panel in the presbytery, among four trees filled with fruit, were a lion 
facing a zebu, and a ram in the center, which was later covered by the 
reliquary and the altar. 

The main nave was decorated with a carpet enclosed in a frame of 
acanthus scrolls. Depicted on the black background of the scrolls is a 
series of birds of different species and fruits. On the central carpet's 
white background, two vine shoots, emerging from an amphora on the 
western side, form eight rows of three scrolls each. The rows show scenes 
ofhunting, vintage, and pastoral life; two panthers are depicted on the 
sides ofthejar. A hunting scene follows, in which a benefactor, Ste
fanos, dressed in a short tunic with orbicula, confronts a lion with a 
spear; on the left, a gazelle is shown fleeing. On the two upper rows a 
shepherd leans on his staff among his flock of sheep, goats, and a dog. 
Scenes of hunting and vintage are intermingled in the other four 
registers. A harvester cutting grapes, a young peasant whose donkey 
carries grapes on its back, a running hare and a fox eating grapes from a 
basket appear in the vintager scenes. In the big-game hunting vignette 
are a hunter-dressed in trousers and boots, with a sword hanging at 
his side-shooting arrows at a lion; a hound snaring a deer by the leg; 
and a hunter who is defending himself against a bear with his sword 
and a shield decorated with across. In the last row, which continues in 
an open space before the frame of acanthus scrolls, a young man is 
harvesting pomegranates from a tree. The scenes are very similar to 
those in the mosaic in the Church of Saints and Martyrs Lot and 
Procopius in the village of Nebo. A comparison of the two works 
shows that the mosaic in the valley, although moving within the same 
figurative context, has less harmonious naturalistic details. Some of its 
stylistic details unite it with the mosaics from the first decades of the 
sixth century. It can be regarded as a transitional work between the 
group of mosaics from the beginning of the sixth century and the master
works from the middle of the same century. 

The church's side naves and the intercolumnar spaces are decorated with 
geometric motifs. The floral pattern in the southern aisle is interrupted in 
front of its door by a medallion decorated with an eagle with an inscription 
below it. The inscription records the name of the deacon Thomas, in whose 
honor the church was named. The eagle, a motif found in the same position in 
several mosaics in the region, has two Greek letters at the sides of its head: A 
and !l The two letters, normally used to indicate Christ at the sides of across, 
give achristological meaning to the eagle as a symbol oflife and resurrection 
for the benefactors. 

Based on the archaeological and stylistic data, the dayr was built in the first 
half of the sixth century and abandoned in the Umayyad period. In a probe 
trench opened in the southern room outside the church, Early Bronze Age 
materials were recovered. 

CONCLUSION 
Near the Springs of Moses, the pilgrim Egeria saw a small church and cells 
inhabited by monks. Neither the Kaianos church nor the Church of the 
Deacon Thomas can have any historical relationship to the church that she 
visited in the fourth century. The two churches testify only to the continued 
occupation ofthe site by monks in the sixth century. They were responsible for 
the buildings and mosaics the excavations unearthed in the valley, the village, 
and in the Memorial of Moses on the peak of Siyagha. 

Main publications: S. Saller and H. Schneider, The Memorial of Moses on Mount Nebo 1~3 (Studium 
Biblicum Franciscanum Collectio Maior), Jerusalem 1941~1950; S. Saller and B. Bagatti, The Town of 
Nebo ( Khirbet el-Mekhayyat) with a Brief Survey of Other Christian Monuments in Transjordan (Studium 
Biblicum Franciscanum Collectio Maior 7), Jerusalem 1949; M. Piccirillo eta!., The Memorial of Moses: 
The 1963~1978 Excavations in the Basilica (Studium Biblicum Franciscanum Collectio Maior 27), 
Jerusalem (in prep.). 
Otber studies: Abel, GP l, 379~384; A. Neubauer, La Geographie du Talmud, Paris 1868, 252~253; 
B. Bagatti, Rivista di Archeologia Cristiana 13 (1936), 4~13; 23 (1957), 139~160; id., Atti del IV Congresso 
di Archeologia Cristiana 2, Vatican City 1948, 89~110; id., LA 28 (1978), 145~146; 35 (1985), 249~278; 
S. Saller, LA 16 (1966), 165~298; 17 (1967), 5~64; id., Proc., 5th World Congress of Jewish Studies 1969, 
Jerusalem 1971, 54~ 55; V. Corbo, LA 17 (1967), 241~258; 20 (1970), 273~298; S. Yonik, ibid. 17 (1967), 
162~221; S.M. Mittmann, ZDPV87 (1971), 92~94; M. Piccirillo, LA 23 (1973), 322~358; 26 (1976), 281~ 
318; 30 (1980), 494~495; 33 (1983), 499~500; 34 (1984), 307~318, 444; 37 (1987), 400~401, 405~406; 38 
(1988), 297~315, 457~458; 39 (1989), 265~266; 40 (1990), 227~246; id., La Terra Santa (1974), 83~93; 
(1977), 33~36; (1981), 21~24; id., ADAJ 21 (1976), 55~ 59; 32 (1988), 195~205; id., Holy Land Review 2 
(1976), 112~115; id., RB84 (1977), 246~253; id., SHAJI (1982), 291~300; 3 (1987), 165~172; id., MdB44 
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(1986), 5~19, 30~39; 52 (1988), 49~51; 68 (1991), 56~ 59; id., La Montagna del Nebo (Studium Biblicum 
Franciscan urn, Guides 2), Assisi 1986; id., Chiese e Mosaici di Madaba (Studium Biblicum Franciscanum 
Collectio Maior 34), Jerusalem 1989, 147~225; id. (and E. Alliata), Christian Archaeology in the Holy 
Land: New Discoveries (V. C. Corbo Fest.), Jerusalem 1990, 391~426; id., The Mosaics of Jordan (ACOR 
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319~328; P. Marvel, MdB44(l986), 29; E. Alliata, LA 38 (1988), 317~360; 40 (1990), 247~261; id., Corbo 
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Church of Deacon Thomas: medallion with the name Thomas, from the 
southern aisle. 
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NEGEV 
THE PREHISTORIC PERIODS 

HISTORY OF RESEARCH 
Occasional reports of prehistoric sites in the Negev and of adjacent areas of 
Sinai were first documented in the 1920s, although it was generally held that 
the semiarid and arid deserts of the southern Levant were peripheral to 
mainstream developments in the prehistory of the Near East. This view was 
dispelled only following the instigation of a systematic, long-term, multidis
ciplinary research project between 1969 and 1980 by an expedition from 
Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, under the direction of 
A. E. Marks. The original impetus for the project was aimed at documenting 
connections between the earlier investigated prehistoric record of the Med
iterranean regions of the Levant and the more recently documented and 
complex events in Nubian Egypt, to which the Negev and Sinai form a 
natural land bridge. For a combination of pragmatic and other reasons, 
Marks focused on two areas in the central Negev highlands: on 'Avdat, 
in the area around Nai).al Z:in, where the major springs in the Negev are 
concentrated ('En Mor, 'En 'Avdat, 'En 'Aqev, and 'En Ziq); and on the 
highest elevations in the Negev highlands, at Mount I:Iarif(1,012 m above sea 
level) and on the surrounding plateaus. 

The project, which continued for a dozen years, provided conclusive evi
dence for intensive and repeated occupation of the area throughout much of 
prehistory, most particularly the Middle Paleolithic, Upper Paleolithic, Epi
paleolithic, and Pre-Pottery Neolithic periods. Many of the sites provided 
materials datable by carbon-14, making the chronological framework sound. 
Several sites have provided a series of discrete occupation horizons to enhance 
the chronological sequence further, without the inherent dangers of mixed 
levels. In particular, the nature of the site complex at Boqer Tai).tit enabled 
documentation of the transition from the Middle to the Upper Paleolithic by 
means of the first systematic application oflithic conjoins in the Levant. The 
site remains central to understanding the nature of this major shift in human 
lifeways. The project also reflected the potential for locating prehistoric sites 
in such sparsely vegetated areas, where subsequent anthropogenic distur
bances to the landscape were minimal. It contributed, furthermore, to de
bunking the widely held notion that prehistoric occupations were commonly 
limited to caves or rock shelters. The associated geomorphological and 
palynological studies documented considerable climatic fluctuations in the 
course of the later Quaternary. 

At about the same time, reconnaissance surveys were undertaken by 
T. Noy, F. Burian, E. Friedman, 0. Bar-Yosef, and J. L. Phillips in various 
areas of the western Negev lowland dunes, resulting in the discovery of nu
merous Epipaleolithic and Neolithic sites. A major project was subsequently 
initiated at Gebel Maghara in northern Sinai, where Upper Paleolithic and 
Epipaleolithic sites were documented in abundance. Somewhat later, the 
lower reaches ofNaQ.al Besorwere also investigated by I. Gilead. In the north
ern Negev, parts ofNaQ.al Shiqma were systematically surveyed by M. Lam
dan and A. Ronen, as was the area around Kissufim. Another team also 
studied the Kadesh-Barnea area. Parts of the western Negev lowlands were 
surveyed by A. H. Simmons, while W. Taute surveyed and tested sites in the 
northern Arabah. A survey was conducted in the Yattir area, directed by F. A. 
Valla and 0. Bar-Yosef and later by I. Gilead in the Lahav region. 

The redeployment ofthe Israel Defense Forces in the wake ofthe 1979 peace 
agreement with Egypt provided a further impetus to research. The Prehistory 
Unit of the Emergency Archaeological Survey of the Negev, under the direc
tion of A. N. Goring-Morris and in cooperation with A. Gopher, I. Gilead, 
and S. A. Rosen, conducted systematic surveys and numerous salvage ex
cavations in the following areas: Nai).al Nessana-NaQ.al Lavan; I:Iolot Shu
nera and Nai).al Sekher; the Nai).al Besor-Nai).al Beersheba confluence 
(Hamifgash); Ramat Matred; Har Qeren and the upper reaches of Nai).al 
Besor and Nal).al Lavan; Mount I:Iarif (Har I:Iarif); and 'Ein Qadis. Other 
units of the Emergency Survey have also systematically surveyed for prehis
toric sites-in the Makhtesh Ramon area, and farther south in the 'Uvda 
Valley. 

RESEARCH RESULTS 
The analysis and interpretation of the vast quantities of data that have been 
gathered in the last fifteen to twenty years are only partial; most publications 
are only preliminary reports. Nevertheless, although the various interpreta
tions of the material remain subject to considerable debate, a more or less 
comprehensive picture of developments emerges. In general, for much of the 
prehistoric record, the Negev and large areas of the Sinai Peninsula operated 
as part of a single province. At times this appears to have been self-contained; 
at others, connections with areas to the more northerly Mediterranean re
gions and/or to the east with Transjordan are discernible. The evidence for 
connections with North Africa for most periods is rare and, at best, equivocal. 

Unfortunately, organic materials are often poorly preserved, so that en
vironmental studies in the region must be based primarily on geomorpho
logical evidence, which has focused most particularly on the 'Avdat area of 
Nai).al Z:in, the western Negev dunes, and neighboring areas of Sinai. A 
general picture of alternating drier and more humid episodes is documented 
in the course of the Pleistocene, with phases of major wadi aggradation and 
downcutting, spring activity, paleosols, the accumulation of aeolian loess, 
and, more recently, large dune fields. 

WWER PALEOLITHIC 
Although the Negev and Sinai remain the most likely routes for early con
nections between Africa and Eurasia, subsequent geomorphological devel
opments have made only a few such exposures available. Chopping tools, 
some quite fresh, have been discovered in gravels at Sede Boqer in the Negev 
that predate the capture of the Nai).al Z:in system eastward to the Rift Valley 
and also in the Yattir region, where they indicate the possibility of an 0 ldowan 
presence. 

Sporadic, apparently Late Acheulean hand axes are frequently found on 
and in high wadi terraces, as well as on denuded hills throughout the Negev. In 
the central (Ramat Matred) and, more commonly, in the northern Negev 
(Kissufim and Tell el-I:Iesi) bifaces are found in association with the begin
ning of loess accumulation. No scatters have so far warranted systematic 
investigation. 
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Emireh points from the transitional Middle to Upper Paleolithic assemblage at 
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MIDDLE PALEOLITHIC 
MOUSTERIAN. At least part of the Middle Paleolithic is represented in the 
Negev by evidence of considerably wetter conditions than at present, with 
increased spring activity some eighty thousand years ago and more humid 
pollen spectra. Levallois cores, flakes, and points are ubiquitous in many 
areas where the subsequent loess, sand, or terrace aggradation did not bury 
the evidence. Only a few in situ sites have, however, been documented-Rosh 
'En Mor (site DIS), NaJ:lal 'Aqev (D35), and Far'ah II. Surface concentra
tions are more common at the 'Avdat sites-Mi~pe Ramon, Ramat Matred 
VIII, NaJ:lal .:;:':ipporim, Har Oded, and on the Arad road. Technotypolo
gically, these occurrences feature numerous elongated point cores and flakes, 
with an emphasis on points and denticulates; side scrapers are notably un
common. 

Marks and D. A. Freidel have posited large, repeatedly occupied base 
camps near water sources in the 'Avdat area and smaller, task-specific lo
calities farther afield in a radial settlement system-whether for raw-material 
procurement or for hunting, as at Far'ah II. Food resources seem to have 
focused on larger species, including equids and cattle, supplemented by 
quantities of ostrich eggs, although this may also reflect poor bone preserva
tion in the region. Subsequently, massive erosion and the accumulation of 
massive gravels in many of the larger wadis indicate the onset of drier con
ditions. 
MIDDLE TO UPPER PALEOLITHIC TRANSITION. The site complex of 
Boqer Tal:ltit (D101) provides evidence for the Middle to Upper Paleolithic 
transition, a period almost bereft of datafrom farther north in Israel. Carbon-
14 dating indicates that the transition occurred about 47,000 to 40,000 BP. 

Extensive core reconstruction has enabled an understanding of the techno
typological implications of this development through four distinct living 
floors. These have revealed a shift from a Levallois-based technology for 
producing tool kits that are already largely Upper Paleolithic in composition 
to typically Upper Paleolithic core reduction strategies. Of particular interest 
has been the documentation of pieces that morphologically appear to be 
Levallois points but that are produced by a specialized, non-Levallois tech
nique. Furthermore, the quantities of Emireh points recovered from the 
lowest levels (1 and 2) have conclusively demonstrated that these are indeed 
valid markers of the shift. The associated spatial distributions are also 
thought to demonstrate the shift to more generalized tool kits and a mobile 
circular settlement pattern. 

UPPER PALEOLITHIC 
Research into the Upper Paleolithic in the Negev and Sinai has, in the lasttwo 
decades, far outpaced that in regions farther to the north. The site of Boqer 
(D I 00), on the left bank ofNaJ:lal .:;:':in, opposite Boqer TaJ:!tit, provides a solid 
stratigraphic framework for much of the Upper Paleolithic sequence, with a 
series of living floors from areas D, A, BE, and C. This is supplemented by 
carbon-14 dates and by remains at other sites in the' Avdat area, most notably 
Sede Divshon (D27B), Arqov, 'En 'Aqev (D31), and 'En 'Aqev East (D34). 
Other regions with profuse Upper Paleolithic remains include I;Iolot Shu
nera, Ramat Matred, the Mount I;Iarif-Har I;Ioresha plateaus, 'Ein Qadis, 
and the Kadesh-Barnea areas on the border with Sinai. Other areas of Sinai 
with numerous Upper Paleolithic remains include Gebel Lagama in Gebel 
Maghara, Wadi Sudr, and, farther south, Wadi Feiran (Abu Noshra). 

Tools from the Upper Paleolithic Ahmarian assemblage at Boqer, area A: 
(1-5) el-Wad points and variants; (6) end scraper; (7-8) burins. 
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The earliest horizon at Boqer (area D) correlates broadly with the upper
most level at Boqer TaJ:!tit. This appears to lead directly into a blade-based 
technology, featuring elongated (el-Wad) points, some micro lithic, together 
with scrapers and burins in varying quantities, that subsequently developed 
in the assemblages from the living floors of areas A and BE until about 25,000 
BP, as part ofthe Ahmarian tradition (the Lagaman culture). Other Lagaman 
sites, which generally occur at lower elevations, include Sede Divshon, 'Ein 
Qadis IV, Kadesh-Barnea 601 and 9, Lagama VII and XVI, Wadi Sudr VI, 
NaJ:!al Nessana XIII, and A306A on the Sinai coast. 

More humid conditions appear to have pertained about 32,000 BP, al
though subsequently conditions became progressively drier. A circular, re
latively mobile settlement pattern by hunters and gatherers has been posited 
for this period. Faunal preservation is unfortunately poor, but hunting 
appears to have focused on gazelle and ibex, as well as on larger species. 
Ostrich eggs continued to be collected, while grinding slabs hint at plant 
processing. Ocher was used in some quantity and marine molluscs began 
to be collected and curated. 

In the course of the Upper Paleolithic another, quite different, flake-based 
knapping tradition with a preponderance of carinated scrapers and burins 
but few points is also documented, known as the Levan tine Aurignacian. This 
probably originated in the more northerly areas of the Levant, where it first 
appeared about 32,000 BP. On this basis, together with tenuous environmen
tal data from the Negev, it was claimed to be coeval with the Ahmarian 
(Lagaman), from about 32,000 BP until the end of the Upper Paleolith
ic. Stratigraphically, however, it only occurs later than the Lagaman, while 
this also holds for the few carbon-14 dates available. Conditions became 
markedly drier after 25,000 BP until about 16,000 BP, when they were marked 
by considerable erosion and the replacement ofloess accummulation by the 
massive influx of dune fields throughout northern Sinai and the western 
Negev. It seems likely that the Levantine Aurignacian in the region largely 
coincides with this period, as represented by Boqer area C, 'En' Aqev, Ramat 
Matred I, Shunera XV, Har I;Ioresha, and sites K9 and G 11 on top ofi;Iarif. 
The Levan tine Aurignacian does not seem to have had a markedly different 
adaptation from the Lagaman, although the absence of projectile points 
requires an explanation. It may indicate the fabrication of hunting weapons 
on different raw materials (bone or wood) or, alternatively, a shift to trapping. 

EPIPALEOLITHIC 
TERMINAL UPPER PALEOLITHIC. The precise boundary between the 
Upper and Epipaleolithic remains poorly defined, although the maximal 
desiccation coinciding with the Pleniglacial at about 20,000 BP seems to 
be significant. At about this time, various bladelet assemblages appear, 
featuring finely retouched bladelets with unmodified tips, such as at 'En 
'Aqev East, Azariq IV, Azariq XIII, and Shunera XVI. These are compar
able to sites in Jordan and farther north in Israel. They have commonly been 
attributed to a continuation of the Ahmarian tradition and, hence, have been 
used to argue for the general contemporaneity of the Ahmarian and Levan
tine Aurignacian. The basis for such assertions remains to be convincingly 
demonstrated, for the technology and morphology of the microliths pro
duced differ considerably from those displayed in the Lagaman. 

What is clear, however, is that after about 20,000 BP, the tempo of cultural 
dynamics and diversity accelerated markedly, perhaps the result of increasing j 



mobility throughout the Levant in response to increasingly drier conditions. 
Some of these terminal Upper Paleolithic assemblages are likely to have been 
partially coeval with the so-called Kebaran techno-complex, which is absent 
from all but the western Negev (Azariq VI and ShuneraXVII). Anotherentity 
occupying the area at about this time was the Ni~~anan (Azariq IX, Hamif
gash IV, and Mi~pe Shunera III), also with analogues, especially east of the 
Rift Valley. 
The Geometric Kebaran. The Geometric Kebaran in the area provides evi
dence of local origin (Azariq I and VIII and Mushabi XXI), although it is 
likely to have been later and supplemented by the expansion of groups from 
the north as conditions became wetter, in about 14,500 BCE. The Geometric 
Kebaran displays a marked degree of uniformity in material culture through
out the Levant. 

In the desert, favored localities were at the edge of the sand dunes, where 
seasonal lakes, ponds, and playas were formed by blocked drainage systems 
(Gebel Maghara, Wadi Qudeirat, Nal;tal Lavan, I:Iolot Shunera, and Nal;tal 
Sekher). Sites are especially common throughout the lowlands and frequent
lyare small and quite ephemeral, indicating small, mobile groups, probably at 
the level of nuclear families. The sites often feature single hearths, and tool 
kits are monotonous in their preponderance of rectangles and trapezes, 
hafted with lime plaster, and supplemented by small quantities of scrap
ers. Caches of more massive tools have been documented, as have small 
numbers of scrapers of sandstone or limestone. The local demise of the 
Geometric Kebaran remains obscure, although there are indications that 
they may have been absorbed by the establishment of other groups in the 
region. 
The Mushabian. TheM ushabian is commonly considered to have originated 
in North Africa, largely on the basis of the habitual use of the micro burin 
technique and general morphological similarities with some assemblages in 
Nubia. In light of recent evidence, however, it is as likely, if not more than 
likely, that its origins should be sought in Trans jordan, although the Musha
bian per se has not, to date, been identified beyond the confines of the Negev 
and Sinai. In either case, it appears to have been more successful in its hunting 
and gathering adaptation to the Negev than the Geometric Kebaran, which it 
most likely replaced and absorbed, following a short period of contempo
raneity (Shlul;tat Qeren II, Lagama North XII, Azariq X, and MushabiXIX). 

Site size, numbers of hearths, and the innovation of stone-filled roasting 
pits, together with the intensity of occupation at some sites indicate larger 
agglomerations of several nuclear families, at least on occasion (Azariq XII, 
Mushabi V and XIV, and Ramat Matred II). Sites are particularly profuse in 
the lowland dunes, especially in northern Sinai, but they also occur at higher 
elevations in the Negev. Microliths are profuse and are habitually fabricated 
by the micro burin technique into arch-backed bladelets and lamelles scalenes 
(scalene bladelets). Other tools include scrapers, as well as numbers of more 
massive tools that may be associated with plant processing. A few ground
stone tools (mortar and pestle), as well as bone tools, are attested. Marine 
molluscs are often quite abundant. 
The Ramonian. The Ramonian represents the direct continuation of the 
Mushabian. However, it warrants a separate appellation on the basis of 
both typotechnological considerations and site distributions. Sites are con
centrated in the highest elevations of the Negev highlands as well as on the 
lowland dunes, rather than Sinai, perhaps as conditions again became some
what drier. Although few in situ sites have been extensively investigated, it 
seems likely that the Mushabian pattern of temporary (seasonal?) agglom
eration may have continued. Tool kits in the highlands appear to have been 
more varied than the point-dominated sites in the dunes. A progression from 
Early to Late Ramonian can be documented by the addition of Helwan 
retouched lunates and wide notches and denticulates to the characteristic 
Ramon points. Scrapers on thick blades with "Aurignacian" retouch also 
occur. No Ramonian sites have been noted beyond the confines of the Negev 
and Sinai. 
The Early N atufian. In the thirteenth millennium there appears to have been a 
marked decline in the occupational density of the Negev. Terminal Ramo
nian groups feature tool kits intermediate between those of the Ramonian 
and Early Natufian, continuing the trend initiated in the Late Ramonian 
(Shunera VII, Nal;tal Sekher 23, and Mushabi IV). This may reflect the 
diffusion of knapping traditions (the extensive use of translucent chalced
ony, the Helwan technique for backing, and notches and denticulates) from 
the adjacent Mediterranean zones. However, the chronological resolution is 
such that directions of the diffusion process may ultimately require reversal 
(for example, the spread of the micro burin from the south). 

Additionally, a few genuine ephemeral Early Natufian occupations have 
been documented (Azariq XV, Shunera XIII, and Nal;tal Rut VI) that com
pletely lack typical Ramonian features. On stylistic grounds, these are com
parable to large base-camp sites in Moab (Tabaqa) and Edom (Beidha) in 
Jordan. They probably represent occasional forays by task-specific groups 
(marine mollusc procurement?) across the Arabah into the Negev. 
TheLateNatufian. The LateNatufian(c. 11,000BP)marksamajorincreasein 
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settlement throughout the Negev. A contemporary occupation in the Sinai is 
currently undocumented. It is likely, however, that other, unrelated groups 
occupied Sinai, as perhaps represented by occasional incursions into the 
Negev (Shunera II and IV). The Late Natufian in the Negev probably reflects 
the expansion of groups from the Mediterranean heartland to the north and/ 
or east, who may have assimilated rapidly into the few local groups present. 
Variability in site size and intensity is pronounced. Thus, the site complex at 
Rosh I:Ioresha-Saflulim in the highlands is the largest Pleistocene site known 
in the Negev (c. 4,000 sq m for Rosh I:Ioresha alone) (q.v. Mount I:Iarif). 

Smaller, but nevertheless substantial sites with architecture are documen
ted from the lower areas of the highlands (Rosh :(:in and Upper Besor 6) and 
may reflect other facets of the yearly round (summer?) by smaller groupings. 
There is clear evidence for the use of chalcedony as a raw material for most of 
the tool assemblages. Tool kits include a wider array of standardized forms 
than previously, and in variable frequencies, including abruptly backed 
lunates (using the microburin technique), scrapers, burins, notches and 
denticulates, and borers. Occasional sickle blades are present at these larger 
sites, as well as at Rosh I:Ioresha-Saflulim. Bone tools include points, awls, 
and even a sickle haft. Marine mollusc assemblages are abundant and in
dicate a Mediterranean orientation (Dentalium and Nassa), although Red 
Sea and freshwater Jordan Rift species are also present. Other exotics include 
limestone and greenstone beads and spacers, as well as basalt shaft straight
eners and small quantities of bitumen. 

In the dunes of the western Negev, a series of medium to ephemeral sites is 
also known, probably representing such task-specific sites as hunting, re
tooling, and monitoring (Nal;tal Sekher 6, Shunera XIV and XVIII, 
Giv'at I:Iayil I, and others in the l:lalu~a dunes). 
The I:Iarifian. The I:Iarifian, dated to about 10,750 to 10,100 BP by numerous 
carbon-14 dates, represents the local Negev and Sinai equivalent of the Final 
Natufian. As such it probably derives from the local Late Natufian. 

Summer base camps of up to five well-constructed, standardized, and 
spaced, semisubterranean circular architectural units are documented in 
the Mount I:Iarif region (Abu Salem, Ramat I:Iarif, and Shlul;tat I:Iarif). 
However, not all the structures may have been absolutely coeval. Other 
construction features and installations include trash pits, unlined 
hearths, deep mortars, and large, cupmarked grinding slabs/cutting ta
bles. Exotic items include basalt shaft straighteners, micaceous sandstone 
spatulas, magmatic bell-shaped hand stones, turquoise and fossil teardrop 
beads, greenstone spacers, ocher, and abundant marine mollusc assembla
ges. The latter display a predominantly Red Sea orientation (Dentalium, 
Pecten), although some Mediterranean species are noteworthy (a 25-cm 
long Charonia). 

Lithic densities at the sites are impressive and indicate intensive, repeated 
occupation; somewhat surprisingly, the intrasite variability of the more stan
dardized tool forms is pronounced. Included are the characteristic I:Iarif 
points and variants, minute lunates, scrapers, knives, borers, and not
ches. The previous preference for translucent chalcedony, although pre
sent, is less marked. 

Groups may have split up into smaller units in the winter and shifted to 
lower elevations-with stone-built architecture, but less intensive occupa-
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tion-whether to the east, in the Makhtesh Ramon (Ma'ale Ramon East and 
West), or to the west, in the lowland dunes (Shunera VI and IX)-where 
durable architectural remains are absent. All these sites feature relatively 
balanced tool kits in terms of the frequencies of specific types, however. 
More task-specific assemblages-such as for hunting, as indicated by the 
preponderance of points-are also present in the dunes of northern Sinai and 
in the western Negev (Mushabi III, XX, and XV; Lagama IV; and NaJ:lal 
Lavan 110 and 108) and in the highlands (Romam). Assemblages for other 
activities appear, for example, at Har Arod. 

Faunal evidence indicates the hunting of gazelle, ibex, and wild sheep with 
differential butchery of the species dependent on distance of transport. This 
diet is supplemented by smaller prey and birds. Gathering was also of con
siderable importance, as indicated by the abundant grinding equipment 
found in the base camps, and probably focused on both fruits and nuts 
(pistachio), as well as on legumes, tubers, and seeds (barley). 

The lithic evidence indicates a stylistic progression of point forms from the 
Shunera through the Barif to the Khiam point. The latter displays a slight 
degree of chronological overlap with the shift to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A 
in the Mediterranean zone. Some of the faunal evidence may indicate that the 
Barifian adaptation, although finely tuned, was operating under consider
able stress. A critical threshold may have occurred in about 10,100 BP, when 
the system broke down and the area was largely abandoned. This may have 
had major ramifications for the origins of agriculture in the Mediterranean 
zone. 

THE NEOLITHIC 
PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC B. There is virtually no evidence for occupa
tion of the Negev in the first three quarters of the tenth millennium. This 
situation is paralleled in the desert margins of Jordan, and the evidence from 
Sinai is also only sporadic. It is only with the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B that 
hunter-gatherers again gradually reoccupied the area-a time when plants 
were being cultivated in the north. 

The earliest phase, prior to 9,000 BP, when Helwan points predominate, is 
represented byonlyafew sites (Nahal Lavan 109, Ramat Boqer, and, some
what later, Abu Salem). The former is, however, of some interest: it is a 
relatively large site in the dunes and displays a preponderance of both arrow
heads and Tahunian axes. In addition, it yielded quantities of obsidian 
originating in central Anatolia. 

In the ninth millennium, settlement intensity throughout the highlands, 
dunes, and southern Negev increased, perhaps in response to more humid 

conditions. There are large sites, with architectural remains often at the 
highland fringes ('Ein Qadis I, NaJ:lal 'Aqrav IV, Lavan 'Elyon I, Div
shon, and Nessana IX), small sites with or without architecture at higher 
elevations (Abu Salem, NaJ:lal 'Aqrav I, II, and III, and Ramat Matred VI and 
VII), as well as smaller ephemeral sites in the dunes (l:Ialu~a sites, Nahal 
Lavan site 104, and Nahal Sekher site 81A) and in the highlands (Ramat 
Matred V, VI, and VII). At the larger sites, in addition to arrowheads and 
notches, small numbers of axes, sickle blades, and grinding stones are also 
found. 

In the southern Negev, west of the Arabah, seasonally occupied sites with 
architecture (Nahal Issaron and Nahal Reu'el in the 'Uvda Valley) formed a 
geographic corridor linking site concentrations in southern Jordan and 
southern Sinai and probably functioned as conduits in exchange systems 
(for example, for seashells and minerals). In general, all of these Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B sites in the Negev and Sinai were based on hunting and gathering 
in much the same manner as their Late Epipaleolithic predecessors. 

In the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B here, architecture tends to be clustered, 
forming a beehive plan of quite small, circular structures with light roof
ing, in contrast to the massive rectangular architecture of the Mediterranean 
zone. The lithic technology was based on producing blades from bipolar 
cores. The tool kits are frequently as monotonous as in the Epipaleolith
ic, with a preponderance of arrowheads, supplemented by notches and den
ticulates and, on occasion, by borers or burins. Scrapers are rare, as are 
standardized bifacials and sickle blades. Querns and mullers are present 
in some quantities at some of the sites with architecture. Mean group sizes 
may, however, have been somewhat larger than in the Epipaleolithic. A 
previously undocumented feature is the role of ritual, as demonstrated 
by the Nahal Bemar Cave, on the border of the Judean Desert and the 
northeastern Negev. This site also attests to possible advances in such areas 
as weaving and textile production. 
THE LATE NEOLITHIC AND THE RISE OF PASTORALISM. Although 
the demise of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B has traditionally been viewed as 
having occurred throughout much of the central and southern Levant in 
about 8,000 BP, recent evidence has demonstrated considerable continuity 
for much of the following millennium. A similar, but poorly documented 
phenomenon appears also to have occurred in the Negev (Nahal Issaron and 
Kadesh-Barnea 3). Domestic architecture is apparently more poorly defined 
then, although well-constructed, stone-lined ovens are occasionally noted. 
These occupations seem to indicate continuity in lithic knapping traditions, 
with the use ofbipolar cores, but arrowhead frequencies sometimes drop and 
are replaced by bifaces. Thus, the hunting-and-gathering way of life contin
ued, albeit in a less intense manner. 

The site of Me~ad Mazal, at the southern end of the Dead Sea, may be 
relevant in this context. It appears to have functioned as an extraction locale 
for processing asphalt. A series of carbon-14 dates indicates that it was 
occupied in about 8,000 BP, but the charcoal samples may have been con
taminated. The lithic assemblage is quite different from what is typical in the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, and it features quantities of crude axes. 

A group of assemblages occurring in the western Negev that may also relate 
to this period was recently dubbed the Tuwailan. They display a continuity of 
bipolar blank production for arrowheads, together with a specialized tech
nique for the manufacture oflarge, flat cortical knives whose ventral faces are 
completely covered in flat retouch. Sites have been tested at Hamifgash III and 
V, Shunera XXIII, and Kadesh-Barnea 31 but need to be more extensively 
excavated. A series of manufacturing sites was identified and excavated at Har 
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PPNB arrowheads/rom Abu Salem: (1-2) He/wan points; (3-5) Jericho points; 
(6-7) Byblos points; (8) Amuq point. 



Qeren V and XIV, with massive cores, broken rough outs, and characteristic 
flaking debitage. Although a hoard of similar items has been described as 
local Chalco lithic imitations of predynastic knives, they were discovered out 
of context and a Late Neolithic attribution appears more likely. All these 
knives find certain analogues on the Coastal Plain, at Ziqim, and may relate to 
the beginning of animal domestication in the region. 

However, it is only toward the end of this millennium, or during the 
seventh, that pastoral societies make a definite appearance locally, probably 
via Transjordan. Although the faunal preservation is notoriously poor, the 
presence of a walled enclosure at Kvish f.larif seems to be conclusive. The 
absence or poor preservation of ceramics makes for difficulties in identifica
tion, while lithic densities and typological standardization decline markedly, 
rendering a chronological assignment problematic. The appearance of trans
verse arrowheads is noteworthy. Other specialized or ephemeral sites also 
occur, such as Be'er Ada, in Na]J.al Paran, with a probable enclosure and a 
microlithic industry for the production of quantities of borers. 

Open-air sanctuaries in the southern Negev and in adjacent areas of eastern 
Sinai ('Uvda Valley 6 and Khasm et-Tarif) dated to the fifth millennium are 
most probably associated with the appearance of pastoral societies. This 
adaptation most probably derives from eastern Transjordan. In the northern 
Negev, the recently defined Qatifian appears to represent the substrate from 
which the succeeding Chalcolithic cultures in the region developed. 

SUMMARY 
The potential contributions to understanding human development in the 
Negev (and neighboring Sinai) have been amply demonstrated by there
search conducted in the area over the last two decades. This is the result 
of several factors: the specific geographic location and marked boundaries 
of the region, which form a crossroad between Africa and Eurasia; the proxi
mity of much of the area to the Mediterranean zone of the southern Levant, 
with which it interacted, at times independently and at other times as part of 
wider Levan tine cultural systems; the phytogeographic zonation within the 
area (highlands versus lowlands); the relatively high visibility of the archae
ological record due to the absence of dense vegetation and later human 
interference; and the marked effect of environmental changes on human 
adaptations. 

The exploratory phase of research in the region has been largely completed, 
with several notable exceptions, such as the rise of pastoral societies. How
ever, the wealth of new data remains to be digested, as the various interpreta
tions of certain periods and subjects described above indicate: the contem
poraneity of various groups, the role of environmental change on human 
adaptations, and the contribution and role of this "peripheral" region on the 
major human transformations-such as the origin of agriculture-that oc
curred in immediately adjacent "central" regions. 
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NIGEL GORING-MORRIS 

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I AND IRON AGE II 
SITES IN THE NEGEV HILLS 

INTRODUCTION 
continued to inhabit the existing settlements and structures, but a new ethnic 
element made its appearance in the Negev and established large, densely built 

The unique character of the Negev Hills, coupled with the difficult living settlements; these are the major Middle Bronze Age I sites (see below), which 
conditions in the region, exerted a palpable influence on the historical pro- were established near sources of water. The new population differed in its 
cessesandeventsthathavetakenplacethere.Mostofwhatisknownaboutthe social and organizational background from the Early Bronze Age people, 
history of the area derives from archaeological surveys carried out here since and their material culture was more sophisticated. 
the 1950s by N. Glueck, Y. Aharoni, B. Rothenberg, and R. Cohen. The most Hundreds of unfortified settlements from this period have been surveyed in 
comprehensive and systematic survey to date was the 1978~ 1988 Negev Emer- and around the Negev Hills. They fall into three categories: major, large, and 
gency Survey, sponsored by the Israel Department of Antiquities and Mu- small settlements. Excavations have been conducted mainly at the larger 
seums. Excavations at the major sites since the 1950s also have produced sites-that is, at those occupying areas of from about 1 to 5 a. and that 
valuable information. Of particular interest were Aharoni's first excavations generally consist of dozens of closely built houses on a single hill. 
at Ramat Matred (q.v.) and M. Kochavi's excavations at Mount Yero]J.am Three types of major settlement have been identified. The first typically 
and Tell Esdar ( q. v.). Several sites were excavated a teach of these sites, ranging consisted of residential units of from one to five circular rooms around a fairly 
from the Chalcolithic to the Early Arab periods. · small common courtyard. Manyoftheroomshadoneormorestonepillarsin 

MIDDLE BRONZE AGE I 
Surveys of the Negev trace the northern limit of sites from the Middle Bronze 
Age I along a line from the region of Dimona and l;lorvat Talma in the 
northwest to Har (Mount) Z:ayad and Na]J.al Efeh in the east. No Middle 
BronzeAgeisiteswerefoundintheregionoftheBeershebaValleyortheArad 
Valley, up to the southern slopes of the Judean Hills, or to the area north of 
Mash' abbe Sade, the sand dunes of f.lalu~a and 'Agur, and the region of 
Na]J.al Besor. However, evidence of dense settlement was found between 
Kadesh-Barnea and Be'er Resisim, and numerous sites were surveyed in 
the area of Mount Karkom and in the 'Uvda Valley (q.v.). Presumably, 
in the Early Bronze Age the population of the Negev Hills and the bordering 
areas remained, even after the destruction of the large urban centers, such as 
Arad, and the centers in the Shephelah and Transjordan. This population 

the middle of the floor, to support the ceiling. An example of this type of 
settlement is f.lorvat 'En Ziq, the largest settlement ofthe period in the Negev 
Hills. Approximately 5 a. in area, it comprises hundreds of houses built very 
close together. l;lorvat 'En Ziq has been excavated, as have l;lorvat Be'er 
Resisim (q.v.) and the site at Mount f.larif. 

The second type of settlement consisted mainly of rectangular or circular 
houses, built in a continuous sequence, with their outer walls forming a wall 
around the whole site. Settlements of this type were found at Mount Yero]J.am 
(q.v.) and at l;lorvat Har Z:ayad. 

The characteristic feature of the third type of settlement was a residential 
unit of irregular rooms built around a spacious courtyard. In the center of the 
settlement was an open square, with narrow lanes radiating from it to mark off 
the residential sections. Sheep pens were built at the ends ofthe settlement. An 
example of this type is the site at N a]J.al Ness ana, which is very similar in plan 
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Map of the main MB I sites in the Negev Hills. 
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to the settlement at Wadi Fujei'a in Sinai (discovered by Rothenberg). 
The inhabitants ofthe major and large settlements went out periodically to 

the more distant, small settlements to graze their flocks, returning to their 
permanent homes at the end of the season-a cyclical lifestyle characteristic 
of nomadic or seminomadic societies. The small, temporary settlements were 
inhabited for short periods-that is, during the grazing seasons. This may 
explain the large number of small sites compared to the relatively limited 
number of larger, permanent settlements. 

The excavated sites oftheperiod produced rich assemblages of pottery. The 
pottery in settlements in the Negev Hill~ was found on the floors ofhouses; in 
the rest of the country most of the pottery from this period came to light in 
burials. The Middle Bronze I pottery from the Negev Hills can be divided into 
two families: the southern family, believed by some scholars to be the later of 
the two; and red-slipped ware, hitherto known mainly from sites in Trans
jordan. The discovery of pottery from both families at the same site, which is 
quite common in theN egev Hills, indicates that the two families are, at least 
partly, contemporaneous. Evidence is accumulating that they are the earliest 
pottery from the Middle Bronze I period yet discovered in this country. 

It cannot yet be determined whether the contemporary settlements in the 
Negev Hills were earlier than those in Transjordan or the reverse. It is there
fore also difficult to trace population movement: did the settlers come from 
Transjordan in the east and move west to the area of Kadesh-Barnea and 
Sinai, or did they migrate in another direction? 

Copper ingots were a frequent find in excavations at Middle Bronze Age I 
sites, which may indicate that the population was involved not only in sea
sonal agriculture and sheep grazing, but also in transporting copper from 
Sinai and the Arabah to other parts of the country. 
MOUNT I;IARIF. Remains of a settlement are perched on the summit of 
Mount I:Iarif (map reference 1075.9887). It was first surveyed in 1965 by 
N. Glueck and again by the Southern Survey team directed by R. Co
hen. In 1979, also under Cohen's direction, excavations were conducted 
at the site on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Muse
ums. The excavations were concentrated in three areas (A-C). Two levels 
of occupation were identified in areas A and B (strata 1-2). The upper stratum 
(stratum I) was assigned to the Middle Bronze Age I and the lower one 
(stratum 2) to the Early Bronze Age II. Only one level was identified in 
area C; it was assigned to the Early Bronze Age II. 
Area A. In area A, a structure comprising seven rooms around a central 
courtyard was discovered. Three circular rooms were attached to it on the 
south and a rectangular room with another circular room beside it was on the 
east. 

Area B. Area B produced a structure comprising eight circular rooms around a 
courtyard. The walls of the structures in both areas were preserved to a height 
of one course. The beaten-earth floors were separated from the lower stratum 
(2) by a layer of soil. The quantity of pottery found was very limited. 
Area C. In area C, the excavators discovered a building unit comprising 
thirteen circular structures arranged in a circle around a common central 
courtyard. Only seven of these structures were fully cleared. The pottery 
found on the floors was characteristic of the Early Bronze Age II. 

Several tumuli, arranged in six groups of six to eight tumuli, were surveyed 
and two were excavated. Each tumulus was about 4 min diameter; the outer 
wall and inner circle (diameter, c. 1.50 m) were built of vertical limestone slabs. 
The inner circle of the second tumulus was divided into two by a partition 
built oflocallimestone. The scant pottery found in the tumuli was assigned to 
the Middle Bronze Age I. 
MASH' ABBE SADE. A site on an elongated hill (map reference 1297.0431), 
some 3 km (2 mi.) south of Kibbutz Mash' abbe Sade, was one of the largest 
Middle Bronze Age I settlements in the Negev Hills. Mash'abbe Sadewas first 
surveyed in 1966 by a Southern Survey team under R. Cohen's direction, and 
again by Y. Baumgarten for the Negev Emergency Survey. The site was 
excavated in 1984 under Cohen's direction, on behalf of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities and Museums. The settlement comprised an area of 
about 3 a., with remains of more than two hundred circular structures iden
tified. The excavations were conducted in four areas. 
Area A. In area A, in the southeastern part of the site, the excavators dis
covered oval structures (diameter, 3-3.5 m). Three of them were attached to 
one another; in the center of each were two columns built of drums, to support 
the ceiling. A complete jar was found on the floor of structure 2. West of the 
three structures were two attached structures, each of which again had two 
columns supporting the ceiling. The structures were entered from a common 
courtyard. South of them was a circular structure, in the center of which a 
column supported the ceiling. An installation was attached to it. Nearby, on 
the west, were two single structures whose walls, built of large stones, were 
preserved to a height of a single course. 
Area B. In area B, at the southwestern edge of the site, seven oval structures 
were found. The southernmost (diameter, c. 4 m) had two columns in the 
center to support the ceiling; a complete amphoriskos was found on the floor. 
Abutting this structure on the east was a small installation. To the north was a 
complex consisting of four circular structures around a central courtyard, 
each with two columns to support the ceiling. All the structures were built of 
large stones; the stone slabs used in the ceiling were found in the debris. The 
finds on the floor of this northern structure were typical of the Middle Bronze 
Age I; they included a complete bowl, a complete jar, and many sherds from 
other vessels. 
Area C. Area C, in the center of the eastern side of the site, yielded three 
circular structures and a rectangular structure, each with three columns to 
support the ceiling. The walls, built oflarge stones, were preserved to a height 
of about 1.2 m. Stone slabs from the ceiling were found in the debris inside the 
structures. The rectangular structure to the west of the three circular structures 
contained two long rooms, each with two columns to support the ceiling. The 
walls were built of small stones and were preserved to a height of approxi
mately 0.9 m. The entrance was on the south. Attached to the southern wall of 
the eastern room was a circular room. All the floors consisted of natural rock. 
The finds included sherds and grinding stones. 
Area D. In area D, north of area C, were two oval structures. The northern one 
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Mash'abbe Sade: plan of circular and rectangular structures in area C, MB I. 
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Mash'abbe Sade: aerial view. 

had three columns to support the ceiling and was entered from the east. The 
other had two columns to support the ceiling. 
NAI;IAL NESSANA. The remains of a large settlement were found on a fiat, 
elongated hill (map reference 1 030.0217) near the southern bank of Nal_J.al 
N essana. The site was first surveyed in 19 56 by Y. Feldman and later described 
by N. Glueck and M. Kochavi. In 1983, excavations were conducted under R. 
Cohen's direction, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. The settlement consisted of two groups of structures, separated by 
a strip some 12m wide. The northern, larger, and main group occupied an 

Nal;al Nessana site: aerial view. 

area of 120 by 80 m; the southern group extended over an area of 40 by 20m. 
The northern group included ten large building units, separated by lanes 1.5 
to 2 m wide. The excavations were concentrated in three areas. 
Area A. In area A, at the southeastern part of the site, the excavators found 
two building units, each formed of circular rooms around a courtyard. Se
parating them was a kind of lane (width, 2 m). Rectangular and circular 
installations were found in the rooms and courtyards. Only very small quan
titiesofpotterywerefound,whichconsistedmainlyoftherimsofhole-mouth 
cooking pots typical of the Middle Bronze Age I. Some rooms showed two 
levels of occupation. The excavators also identified hearths surrounded by 
small stones. Animal pens adjoined this group of buildings on the exterior, in 
the north. Scattered among the buildings were fourteen tumuli. 
Area B. In area B, in the middle of the western part of the northern group, a 
square structure built of large stones, used as a tomb, was unearthed. 
Area C. Area C, the southern group of structures, was clearly distinguishable 
from the rest of the remains. It included five circular platforms whose interiors 
were paved with small field stones. The platforms resembled the Early Bronze 
Age II silos found at Tel Arad. 
I;IORVAT 'EN ZIQ. A large settlement on a fiat, elongated hill near the 

lforvat 'En Ziq: aerial view. 
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lforvat 'En Ziq: plan and section of circular structures in area B, MB I. 
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southern bank of Nal::tal Ziq (map reference 1363.0238) was first surveyed 
in the Negev Emergency Survey in 1983 by a team under D. Nahlieli and 
Y. Israel. In 1984, R. Cohen directed excavations at the site, under the auspices 
of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. The settlement oc
cupied an area of approximately 5 a. The remains of some two hundred 
circular structures were found. There were five excavation areas. 
Area A. In area A, in the western part of the site, fifteen circular structures were 
found; in the center of each was a column to supporttheceiling. The walls were 
preserved to a height of about 0.5 to 0.7 m. The floors were beaten earth, and 
the pottery found on them, from the Middle Bronze Age I, included some 
complete vessels: a juglet, a small bowl, a cooking pot with a spout, a jug, and 
ajar. Two tombs were found at the northern end of the area; in one ofthemfive 
skeletons were found with beads at their sides. 
Area B. In area B, at the north-central part of the site (west of area A), the 
excavators found twenty-five circular structures. Notable among these was a 
unit comprising three circular structures around a common courtyard. The 
walls were preserved to a height of about one meter; in the center of each room 
was a column built of drums, to support the ceiling. Each structure contained 
installations and hearths (the latter were found near the entrances). Numer
ous grinding stones and querns were found on the floors; in one structure there 
were a complete juglet and part of a copper ingot. East of this unit was a 
circular structure, on whose floor a "teapot," an amphoriskos, a bowl, a 
copper ingot, and a copper pin were found. 
Area C. Area C was in the southern part of the site. The remains found here 
consisted of four circular structures whose walls survived to a height of 
approximately 0.5 m. 
Area D. In area D, along the eastern side of the site, two circular structures 
were discovered. Also found was a tomb covered with fiat stone slabs; the body 
interred in it was lying in a flexed position. 
Area E. Area E, in the north-central part of the site (east of area B), produced 
ten circular structures. One room, in the eastern part of the area, was 4 min 
diameter; its walls were preserved to a height ofO. 78 m. A column to support 
the ceiling was at its center, and hearths flanked its entrance. Three intact 
vessels were found on the floor: a bowl with a red-slipped interior, a red
slipped juglet, and a jar. 

(See also Be'er Resisim, Mount YeroJ::tam.) 

lforvat 'En Ziq: pottery and stone vessels in situ on the floor of one of the MB I 
circular structures. 

IRON AGE II 
After a gap of about a thousand years, habitation in the Negev Hills was 
renewed in the Iron Age II, with a change in the pattern of settlement. The 
dominant element in the region in the tenth century BCE had consisted of a 
network of citadels and forts, built as part of a comprehensive, state-initiated 
program of settlement under David and Solomon; and of agricultural set
tlements that sprang up near the military points. This network was destroyed 
or abandoned, probably in the wake ofPharaoh Shishak's campaign in Judah 
in Rehoboam's fifth regnal year, and the Negev Hills subsequently remained 
desolate until the Persian period. 

A few dozen sites from this period were excavated by the Negev Emergency 
Survey (1978~1988). Most were fortresses and forts. Iron Age fortresses, 
typically built on sites that dominated the surroundings, were a series of 
casemate rooms around a central courtyard. Following Y. Aharoni, the 
citadels are classified, according to size and plan, into three main types. 
Oval Fortresses. The most common type of Iron Age fortress in the Negev 
Hills was built along an axis 50 to 70 m long (l:forvat RaJ::tba, the ha-Ro'a site, 
and 'Ein Qadis); smaller ones were built on an axis 25 to 43 m long (Ketef 
Shivta, NaJ::tal l:forsha, NaJ::tal Sirpad, NaJ::tal Elah and NaJ::tal 'Aqrav); and 
even smaller strongholds were built on an axis only 15 to 25 m long (l:forvat 
l:faluqim, Nal::tal La'ana, Nal::tal Resisim, and Nal::tal Loz). 
Rectangular Fortresses. The largest rectangular fortresses are at Me{mdat 
l:fatira and Me{:ad Refed. Also in this category are the fortresses at Mount 
Boqer, Mount Reviv, Mount Sa'ad and NaJ::tal Z:ena'. 
Forts. Strongholds built on a more complex plan, such as a tower with four or 
five large spaces, were partly surrounded by casemates around a common 
courtyard. Forts have been excavated at l:forvat Mesura, Mount 'Arqov, and 
N aJ::tal Yeter. 

Civilian settlements were established near many of the fortresses; these are 
represented by private houses, courtyards, animal pens, water reservoirs, 
threshing floors and granaries, and low dams across riverbeds. The typical 
residential structure in settlements of this period in the Negev Hills is the 
"four-room house," reported at l:forvat l:faluqim and Ramat Matred. 
Houses with one to three rooms were also common. 
HA-RO'A SITE. The remains of a village and a citadel on the summit of a hill 
near Nal::tal ha-Ro'a, some 5 km (3 mi.) northeast of Kibbutz Sede Boqer 
(map reference 1359.0352), occupy an area of nearly 4 a. The site was first 
surveyed by R. Cohen in 1965. In 1965 and 1967, it was excavated under his 
direction, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
Three areas were excavated: areas A and B in the fortress and area C in the 
village. 
The Fortress (Areas A and B). The plan of the fortress was oval (diameter, 50 
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Map of the main Iron Age sites in the Negev Hills. 
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Ha-Ro'a site: general view of the rectangular structure. 

m) and comprised seventeen casemate rooms around a central courtyard. Its 
main gate was in the east. The walls, built of local flint, were preserved to a 
heightoftwocourses. Wheel-madepotteryvessels, typicalofthetenthcentury 
BCE, and handmade "Negbite" ware were found on the floors of the casemate 
rooms, in a conflagration layer. 
The Village (Area C). A structure in the village, some 50 m north of the 
fortress, was rectangular (12 by 8 m) and consisted of four rooms around 
a central courtyard. The walls were preserved to a height of some 1.5 m. Two 
rows of four pillars each separated the courtyard from the two parallel rooms. 
Each pillar was built of four large stones, and lintel stones were found in situ 
above them. On the floors, in a conflagration layer, were wheel-made pottery 
vessels, characteristic of the tenth century BCE, and handmade "Negbite" 
ware. The other houses in the village were scattered in the area between the 
fortress and this structure and down the northern slope of the hill. Ten 
structures with attached courtyards could be identified. 

MEZ,UDAT HAR REVIV. Situated on the summit of Har (Mount) Reviv, 
near the eastern bankofNal).al Reviv(map reference I 075.0284), a fortress (24 
by 18m) was first surveyed here in 1957 by Y. Feldman. Entered from the east, 
it consisted of a casemate wall built of ashlars around a central courtyard. In 
1979, the site was excavated by R. Cohen, on behalf of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities and Museums. The fortress proved to be almost exactly square 
(20 by 20m) and comprised nine casemate rooms around a central courtyard. 
Two rooms along its eastern side were completely cleared; three additional 
casemate rooms were partly cleared. The fortress's walls were built oflarge 
stones and preserved to a height of approximately 1.5 to 2m. The rooms along 
the eastern side were so well preserved that their door lintels were found in situ. 
The fortress gate, with two outward-projecting pillars, was exposed in its 
southeastern wall. 

The sparse finds in the casemates were in a conflagration layer; they in
cluded wheel-madeware, dated to the tenth century BCE, as well as fragments 

Fortress on Mount Reviv: (left) plan; (above) aerial view. 
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Mount Reviv: entrance to one of the casemate rooms. 

of handmade "Negbite" ware. Outside the gate, near the eastern pillar, the 
excavators found pieces of cooking pots from the seventh and sixth centuries 
BCE. 

J:IORVATJ:IALUQIM.Asitecomprisingafortressandavillageatthefootofa 
hill atHar J:laluqim, approximately 2 km (1.2 mi.) northwest ofKibbutz Sede 

Mount Reviv: aerial view of the fortress. 

Mount Reviv: casemate in the fortress, after excavations. 

Boqer (map reference 1306.0332), was initially surveyed by E. Anati in 1953, 
by Y. Aharoni in 1958, and by R. Cohen in 1965. In 1971-1972, the site was 
excavated on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, 
under Cohen's direction. The excavations concentrated on six areas, in which 
two strata were identified. The upper stratum (I) included structure II (area A) 
and structure 12 (area D, dated to the second-third centuries CE). Stratum 2 
included most of the remains, including a fortress, a village, cisterns, and 
agricultural terraces. 

THE FORTRESS (AREA A). The fortress, an oval structure (diameter, c. 23m), 
consisted of seven casemate rooms around a central courtyard. The walls, 
built of roughly hewn limestone, survived to a height of one or two courses. 
Three stone basins were found in one of the casemates. The fortress's main 
gate was on the southeast. In a thick conflagration layer on the floor of the 
casemate rooms, the excavators found wheel-made pottery, typical of the 
tenth century BCE, and handmade "Negbite" ware. 

lforvat lfaluqim: aerial view. 
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lforvat lfa/uqim: stone basins in one of the casemate rooms. 

THE VILLAGE. The village consisted of twenty-five structures scattered over 
the drainage basin of the three tributaries of Nal).al ha-Ro'a. The most 
prominent remains were of seven houses of the four-room type. One of 
them (8 by 8 m) was found in area B, some 90 m northwest of the for
tress. Two rows of monolithic pillars separated the rooms from the unroofed 
courtyard between them. To the west, in area C, the excavators found a 
rectangular public building (14 by 9 m). It consisted of several long rooms 
around a central courtyard. In area D, the remains of a structure (9 by 9 m) 
with three rooms was found. Its walls were preserved to a height of one course. 
Four four-room houses were found in area E, along the second of the three 
tributaries in whose basin the village was b:uilt. Along the southernmost 
tributary, in area F, were the remains of another four-room house, a 
farm, and agricultural terraces. On the floors, in a conflagration layer, were 
wheel-made pottery, typical of the tenth century BCE, and handmade "Neg
bite" pottery. Four cisterns, built of large stones, were also surveyed in the 
area. 
Stratum 1. Stratum 1 yielded remains of a three-room structure (11) in area A, 
overlying the southern part of the remains of the Israelite fortress. The main 
structure (12) was discovered in area D. It was a "tower" (8 by 8 m) built partly 
over the remains of an older structure. Preserved to a height of 1. 7 m, it 
consisted of three rooms and was built of hewn stones. The entrance, on 
the east, led to a small room, in the center of which were seven surviving 
drums of a circular column. The northern room was a staircase leading to an 
upper story or to the roof. In its center was a square pillar, around which were 
ten steps. Two circular columns stood in the broad, rectangular western room. 
The structure was surrounded, except on the north, by a wall preserved to a 
height of0.59 m. Found nearby were two stone installations, one a stone basin 
with two depressions, the other a rock -hewn mortar. Sherds from the second 
and third centuries CE were found on the floors, in a thick conflagration layer. 
I;IORVAT KETEF SIDVTA. A fortress with a village at its foot, on the eastern 
spurofKetefShivta, near Nal).al Mesura (map reference 1185.0347), was first 
surveyed in 1971, in a regional survey carried out by R. Cohen, on behalf ofthe 
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. In 1976, he excavated the site 
on the department's behalf. 

The excavations concentrated on the fortress's five casemates. Its plan was 
found to be oval, with its long axis approximately 36m and the short axis 25 
m. The inner width of the casemates was approximately 1. 7 m. The fortress 
walls were preserved to a height of about one meter. The entrance was in the 

southwestern corner. The pottery found on the floors of the casemates, in a 
conflagration layer, was wheel-made pottery typical of the tenth century BCE 
and handmade "Negbite" ware. 
MEZ:UDATLA'ANA.Afortresssituatedonthesummitofaspursouthwestof 
Nal).al La'ana (map reference 1132.0133) was first surveyed by N. Glueck in 
1956 and by Y. Aharoni in 1959. It was excavated by R. Cohen in 1979, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. The fortress, 
oval in plan (23 by 12m), consists basically of casemates built around a central 
courtyard. On the north were three casemates whose walls were built oflocal 
limestone and preserved to a height of approximately 1.5 to 2m. Its main gate 
was probably in the south, formed by a gap of some 2 m between two case
mates. The finds in the rooms, from a conflagration layer, included sherds of 
two types: wheel-made pottery (typical of the tenth century BCE) and hand
made "Negbite" ware, notable among which was a jug with a trefoil-shaped 
nm. 

At the foot of the fortress, to its west, the remains of four long rooms can be 
seen; they are aligned parallel to the fortress's casemate rooms at the top of the 
hill. They were arranged in two pairs of attached houses, and built, like the 
fortress, oflocallimestone. Their walls are preserved to a height of l to 1.5 m. 
An animal pen adjoined the two northern rooms and a circular structure 
adjoined the two southern ones. North of the fortress was another animal pen 
(diameter, 20m). 
MEZ:UDAT NAI;IAL ELAH. On a high hill overlooking the western bank of 
Nal).alElah(mapreference l2080.00817),asitewassurveyedin 1981 byateam 
under the direction of M. Haiman, as part of the Negev Emergency Survey. 
Excavations were conducted here in 1983 by R. Cohen, on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums. Its oval fortress (c. 30m wide) 
comprises thirteen casemate rooms around a broad courtyard. The fortress 
walls, built of local limestone, were preserved to a height of some 1.5 m. The 
casemates were 3.5 to 7 m long and about 2m wide. The main entrance, in the 
south, was formed by a gap between two casemates. On the floors of these 
rooms, in a conflagration layer, wheel-made pottery, typical of the tenth 
century BCE, and handmade "Negbite" pottery were found. Some of the 
rooms contained rectangular installations; in one of them a pithos was found 
in situ and beside it a Negbite-typecookingpot. A hearth with a Negbite-type 
cooking pot and a jug were found in another room, in a depression in the rock. 
MEZ:UDAT NAI;IAL I;IORSHA. At the top of a hill on the southern bank of 
Nal).al I:Iorsha (map reference 1048.0142), a site was surveyed by N. Glueck in 
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Me?udat Nal;a/lforsha: general view. 

1955, then by a team on behalf of the Southern Survey in 1966, and by 
Z. Meshel in 1973. In 1979, R. Cohen excavated the site on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums. An oval fortress here (diameter, c. 
34 m) conforms to the hill's topography. It consisted of casemate rooms 
arranged around a broad central courtyard. Its outer wall was built oflarge 
stones and its main gate was in the eastern wall. The sparse finds in the rooms 
were unearthed in a conflagration layer on a beaten-earth floor, which had 
been laid directly on the bedrock. They included wheel-made pottery, typical 
of the tenth century BCE, and handmade "Negbite" pottery. 
MEZ,UDAT NAI:IAL YETER. A fortress was discovered in 1978 during a 
survey conducted by E. Orion, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiq
uities and Museums, on an elongated hill on the south bankofNal;lal Yeter 
(map reference 1208.0113). South of the riverbed, remains of the nearby 
village can be identified. Surface finds in the area included sherds from the 
Iron Age and the Hellenistic period. 

In 1979, the site was excavated on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums, under R. Cohen's direction. The expedition un
earthed the remains of an oval fortress (diameter, c. 30m) built to conform 

with the hill's topology. The structure consists mainly of casemate rooms 
around a broad central courtyard. Its main entrance was on the west; the 
gateway was formed by the gap between two casemates. Because the rooms 
were not aligned, two pillars were added at the northwestern end ofthewestern 
room. The walls were built of local limestone, roughly hewn, and were pre
served to a height of 1 to 1.5 m. No casemates were found in the southern part 
of the fortress. They may have been eroded as a result ofthe proximity of this 
part ofthe site to the cliff's edge. It is possible, however, that no casemates were 
built on this side, as the cliffitselfwas a natural defense. The sparse finds in the 
rooms were unearthed in a conflagration layer. They included sherds from 
wheel-made pottery, typical of the tenth century BCE, and handmade "Neg
bite" pottery. 

Two structures were unearthed in the courtyard. One (c. 10 by 10m) stood 
near the cliff edge; it contained rooms arranged around an inner courtyard: 
one room each in the west and north and two rooms each in the east and south, 
all opening onto the courtyard. The lintel of the western room was found in 
situ. Unlike the casemate rooms, this structure was well preserved. Its walls, 
also of roughly hewn local limestone, survived to a height of approximately 

Me?udat Nal;al Yeter: structure in the fortress's courtyard. 
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1. 5 m. The finds in the rooms, found in a conflagration layer, included sherds 
from wheel-made pottery of the type common in the tenth century BCE and 
from handmade "Negbite" pottery. A complete Hellenistic bowl was found 
in the upper layers of the debris removed from the entrance to the southeastern 
room. 

The second structure, found adjoining the eastern casemates, was rectan
gular (7 by 2m) and consisted oftwo communicating rooms, one north of the 
other. It was built oflocallimestone and should probably be assigned to the 
Hellenistic period. At the foot of the fortress was a cistern that received 
rainwater from channels; agricultural terraces were discernible on the banks 
of the riverbed. 
ME?-UDAT NAI;IAL SIRPAD. A site on an isolated hill south of Mount 
I:Iamran, near Nal;tal Sirpad (map reference 1092.0092), was surveyed by 
a team under M. Haiman, as part of the Negev Emergency Survey. It was 
excavated in 1980 by R. Cohen, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiq
uities and Museums. Its oval fortress (diameter, c. 30m) consisted of twenty 
casemate rooms (length, c. 3.5-4m; width, c. 2.5 m) around a spacious central 
courtyard. The walls, built of local limestone, were preserved to a height of 
approximately 0.5 m. The main gate was in the south, formed by the gap 
between two casemates. Finds in a conflagration layer on the floors of the 
rooms consisted ofwheel-madepottery, typical ofthe tenth century BCE, and 
handmade "Negbite" pottery. A notable find was a complete pithos found 
embedded in the floor of a casemate east of the gate. 
ME?-UDAT NAJ:IAL 'AQRAV. A team under M. Haiman's direction, work
ing for the Negev Emergency Survey, surveyed a site on a hill near Nal;tal 
'Aqrav (map reference 1150.0076). It was excavated by R. Cohen in 1983, on 
behalf ofthe Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. Its oval fortress 
(diameter, c. 40 m) included twenty-four casemate rooms (length, c. 3. 5-8 m; 
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Me+udat Na!Jal 'Aqrav: general plan. 
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Me+udat Na!Jal 'Aqrav: casemate rooms. 

width, c. 2.5 m) around a spacious central courtyard. The walls, built oflocal 
limestone, were preserved to a height of approximately 1.9 m. The stone 
columns that supported the ceiling were found in situ in three rooms. Some 
lintels were found in situ in the doorways. The main entrance, formed by a gap 
between two casemates, was in the southern part of the fortress. An additional 
gate, blocked by massive masonry, was found in the north. The use of this gate 
was discontinued in some phase of the fortress's existence. A room to the west 
of the blocked gate (c. 4 by 4 m) was probably a lookout tower. The remains of 
a structure adjoining the casemate rooms were found in the southern part of 
the fortress's courtyard. Finds in a conflagration layer on the floors of the 
rooms consisted of wheel-made pottery, typical of the tenth century BCE, and 
handmade "Negbite" pottery. 

North of the fortress the excavators unearthed the remains of a village, 

Me+udat Na!Jal 'Aqrav: aerial view. 
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Nal]al 'Aqrav: central building in the settlement north of the fortress. 

consisting of several buildings. The central building had two identical wings. 
The southern wing included a long room whose walls were preserved to a 
height of approximately 1. 7 m. In the eastern wall were two pilasters made of 
five circular stone drums. East of this room was an unroofed courtyard. 
ME:?AD NAI;IAL :?ENA'. A small fort was situated on the southern bank of 

Nal,J.al Zena' (map reference 1262.0171). West of its remains are those of a 
village, agricultural terraces, and two rock -hewn cisterns with channels drain
ing into them. The fort was surveyed by a team headed by Y. Lender for the 
Negev Emergency Survey. It was excavated in 1979 on behalf of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums, under Cohen's direction. This 

Mqad Nal]al :(:ena': external view of one of the fort's corners. 



Me:;;ad Nal}al :(:ena': monolithic pillars at the corner of the fort. 

almost-square fort (17 by 15m)consistedmainlyofcasematerooms around a 
central courtyard. Four casemates were cleared entirely, two along the eastern 
side and two along the north. Their walls, built of local limestone, were 
preserved to a height of one meter. The main gate was found at the north
eastern corner, where there was a gap of some 2m between the casemate to its 
south and the guardroom to the north. The gate (width, c. 2 m) commu
nicated with the guardroom on one side and with the courtyard on the other. 
Particularly noteworthy were the monolithic pillars still flanking the en
trance; each was approximately 1.85 high and 0.3 m thick and between them 
was a stone threshold. 

The finds in the casemates were from a thin conflagration layer on the floors, 
which were laid directly on bedrock. They included sherds of wheel-made 
pottery from the tenth century BCE and of handmade "Negbite" pottery. A 
Negbite-type cooking pot was found in the guardroom at the gate, and a 
bronze ax was found in the southeastern casemate. 
I;IORVAT RAI;IBA. A site on an elongated hill about 1 km (0.6 mi.) southeast 
ofDimona (map reference 1526.0509)was first identified and surveyed in 1937 
by G. E. Kirk, who called it Khirbet Ummel-Tin; it was known to the local 
Bedouin as Khirbet Ardil).a. Kirk identified remains of a rectangular struc-
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ture(55 by 30m) with an opencourtyardadjoiningiton the north and west. A 
plan ofthe building was drawn up by the architect D. Belarby. Kirk dated itto 
the Roman-Byzantine period, relying on surface finds of sherds. The site was 
surveyed in 1965 by the Southern Survey, directed by R. Cohen, who ex
cavated here in 1974 on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. The excavators exposed the remains of an oval fortress from the 
Iron Age II built to conform to the hill's topography. It consisted mainly of 
casemate rooms around a spacious central courtyard. The long axis of the 
oval measured approximately 75 m and the short axis approximately 60 m. 
Eight casemates were cleared. Their inner length varied from 5 to 10m; their 
inner width was about 2.1 m. The walls of the fortress were preserved to a 
height of 0.5 m and were built of roughly hewn local limestone. 

Most of the floors in the casemates were of beaten earth lying directly on 
bedrock. Overlying them was a conflagration layer in which sherds, juglets, 
and cooking pots of the "Negbite" type were found; the finds also included 
wheelmade pottery from the tenth century BCE: a juglet, cooking pots, and a 
pithos. Many grinding stones were found in each casemate. 

In the Roman-Byzantine period, a rectangular structure (c. 30 by 55 m) was 
built over the eastern part of the Iron Age fortress. It was in two parts: a large 
northern part (30 by 32m) and a southern part (27 by 23m). Three soundings 
were carried out in different parts of the building. A room with a beaten-earth 
floor was found at the northeastern corner; on the floor were Roman-By
zantine sherds, including a juglet and a jar. Beneath this floor, in a confla· 
gration layer going down to bedrock, were sherds from the tenth century BCE. 
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RUDOLF COHEN 

THE PERSIAN TO BYZANTINE PERIODS 

PERSIAN PERIOD. Information about settlement in the Negev in the Per
sian period is extremely limited, but there seem to be some parallels between it 
and the settlement here in the Chalco lithic period. Traces of settlement in the 
Persian period are found almost exclusively on the mounds in the northern 
Negev, where the Plain of Beersheba reaches its southern limits. The excep
tions are the traces of settlement and potsherds from the period discovered in 
pits at I:Iorvat Rethema, in the heart of the central Negev. However, they may 
be traces of nomads who reached the region then. It is also possible that the 
Arabs mentioned by Herodotus (III, 7-9) as supplying water to Cambyses' 
army while on its way to Egypt were theN abateans. According to Herodotus, 
these Arabs worshiped Dionysus-Orotalt and Aphrodite-Alilat, whom most 
scholars identify as Nabatean deities. Herodotus wrote: "There is a great river 
in Arabia called Corys, issuing into the sea called Red. From this river [it is 
said], the king of the Arabians carried water by a duct of sewn ox-hides and 
other hides of a length sufficient to reach the dry country; and he had great 
tanks dug in the country to receive and keep the water. It is a twelve days' 
journey from the river to the desert. By three ducts [they say] he led the water to 

three several places" (III:9). If there is any historical credence in the described 
major hydrological feat (which Herodotus flatly denies), its attribution to the 
Nabatean Arabs is plausible. 
HELLENISTIC PERIOD. Material remains from the Hellenistic period, such 
as coins and imported pottery (stamped handles of wine amphorae from 
Rhodes, Cos, and Chios; "Megarian" bowls; and Eastern terra sigillata 
ware), have been found at Nessana, Oboda, Elusa, the road station at Moyet 
'A wad, and at some minor sites southwest ofthe Dead Sea. They are generally 
attributed to the Nabateans, who in that period established their road stations 
along the spice-trade routes from northern Arabia and Transjordan to the 
Mediterranean. This hypothesis finds support in the archaic Nabatean in
scription of 168 BCE found at Elusa (q.v.). 

Diodorus Siculus, on the authority of Hieronymus of Cardia, who so
journed in this region at the beginning of the period, ascribed to the Nab
ateans the ability to collect rainwater in the desert in cisterns lined with stucco 
(Bibliotheca II, 48, 2-3; XIX, 94, 6-8). In the Hellenistic period, the Nab
ateans apparently lived in tents. At Oboda, the remains of a campfire with 
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Hellenistic pottery in it were discovered, which this writer believes to have 
belonged to a Nabatean tent. In the history of the Nabateans in the central 
Negev, this is the Early Nabatean period. 
EARLY ROMAN/MIDDLE NABATEAN PERIOD. It seems that the Naba
teans were expelled from the Negev by Alexander Jannaeus at the beginning 
of the first century BCE, following the destruction of Gaza, the Nabatean 
emporium (Josephus, Antiq. XIII, 358-364; War I, 87). There is now little 
doubt that the Nabateans reconquered the Negev at the beginning of the reign 
of Obodas III (30-9 BCE), possibly with Herod's consent-because of the 
great revenues from harbor dues he imposed on the Nabatean spice trade. At 
the beginning of this period, in addition to the three existing caravan halts, the 
Nabateans established three new major strongholds in the central Negev. 
They founded settlements at Mampsis (Kurnub in Arabic, Mamshit in He
brew), Sobata (perhaps Shubitu in Nabatean; Isbeita in Arabic; and Shivtain 
Hebrew), and Rel:wvot-in-the-Negev (Ruheiba in Arabic). Between Rel:wvot 
and Elusa (perhaps I:Ialsat in Nabatean; Khalasa in Arabic; I:Ialu~a in He
brew) they established the small settlement of Sudanon (Khirbet Sa'adi in 
Arabic; I:Iorvat Sa'adon in Hebrew; and perhaps Sa'adat or Sa'adu in Na
batean). In addition to these, roads were constructed and a network of way 
stations was established along the roads. The most typical feature of the 
Nabatean settlements in this period is their large public buildings-tem
ples; a military camp; enormous pens for breeding camels, sheep, and 
goats; a fort, or probably a temple at Nessana; a theater at Elusa; a gymna
sium(?) at Mampsis; and cemeteries. Only the army lived in permanent 
quarters, while the rest of the population lived in tents. Remains of such 
encampments have been discovered at Elusa, Oboda, and in the 'Uvda Valley 
northwest of Elath. In this period, the Nabateans in the Negev excelled in 
architecture and the manufacture of pottery. At the end ofthis period (c. mid
first century), the Romans forced the Nabateans to relinquish their hold on 
the Arabian spice trade, greatly weakening the Nabateans economically and 
militarily. This writer assigns to this period the penetration of non-Nabatean 
Arabian tribes, who plundered the way stations, setting fire to some of them. 
To them are ascribed the numerous graffiti in the Safaitic and Thamudic 
scripts, found mainly near Nabatean cisterns. 
MIDDLE AND LATE ROMAN PERIODS/LATE NABATEAN PERIOD. In 
the closing decades of the first century, in the days ofRabbel II (70-106), the 
Nabateans began to develop agriculture in the central Negev. This early 
desert agriculture apparently began with terracing the narrow valleys to 
collect rainwater from the gentle overhanging slopes. Especially at Mamp
sis, where arable land was scarce, horse breeding-in all probability race 
horses-was the major occupation; the inhabitants acquired the necessary 
barley, chaff, and straw from the neighboring, grain-producing Beersheba 
Plain. In addition to Mampsis, stables have been found at Oboda, Sobata, 
and Rei)ovot. A revolution also took place in the daily life ofthe Nabateans: in 
the LateN abate an period they adapted the considerable knowledge they had 
acquired about public and sepulchral architecture to domestic architecture. 
Their dwellings, built around a central court, are exceptionally spacious. The 
court was surrounded by special wings for lodging, guest quarters, stables, 
and storage. The houses were two or three stories high. The Nabatean ar
chitect adapted his creation to desert conditions by insulating it against the 
summer heat, while protecting it from the cold of winter. From temple 
architecture he introduced the space-saving staircase tower; by combining 
it with a suspended balcony, placed along the walls of a court, there was direct 
access to each room, which contributed to the privacy of the occupants. As in 
earlier periods, the Nabatean settlements were unwalled. They were protected 
by the compactness of the dwellings and by the towers built at strategic 
locations in the settlement itself, or at locations from which the water re
sources could be watched and protected. The level of education in the Na
batean district of the Negev can be judged by the large, sumptuous gymna
sium(?) built at Mampsis in this period. A decline is noted in the quality of 
Nabatean pottery, which conformed itself to the accepted standards of the 
rest of the country, but the Nabateans excelled in the art of jewelry making. 
The annexation of the Nabatean kingdom to the Roman Empire in 106 did 
not interfere with the general prosperity of the Negev. 

The greatest changes that took place in Nabatean culture in the Negev were 
the transition, at the beginning of the third century, from using the Nabatean 
Aramaic language to using Greek for literary purposes and by the syncre
tization of the original Nabatean Semitic cults with Greco-Roman cults. For 
example, Obodas III, the deified king, assumed the guise of Zeus Obodas, as 
attested by numerous inscriptions found at Oboda. 

A reexamination of the military papyri found at Nessana points to the 
possibility that, from the time of Diocletian onward, the central Negev was 
amalgamated into the defense system of the Roman Empire. No Roman 
troops were sent to this region, but some settlements were fortified. Citadels 
were built at Nessana and Oboda, but smaller Mampsis was surrounded by a 
city wall. The military administration was placed at Elusa, which became the 
capital of the Negev. In each ofthe three towns anumerus(militaryunit) some 
200to 250men strongwasmobilizedin the status of limitanei, resident soldiers 

who received their salaries from the imperial or provincial treasury. In a 
region where droughts are frequent, and that was then based mostly on 
agriculture, the military salaries gave stability to the economy. Military 
payments ceased following the conclusion of Justinian's Eternal Peace in 
561. Mampsis, whose sole source of income must by then (561) have been 
the military treasury, was doomed. It was probably destroyed by local Arab 
tribesmen, whose share of the payments was also denied. 
BYZANTINE PERIOD. The major change the population of the central 
Negev underwent was Christianization. Throughout the Roman period, the 
temples at Elusa, Oboda, and probably at Nessana adapted to the changing 
cults, but in the Byzantine period those were replaced by the new religion. The 
smaller towns were probably completely Christianized before 400. The pro
cess was slower at Elusa, where pagan cults probably persisted well into the 
fifth century. Whereas formerly the number of temples was comparatively 
small, in the Byzantine period in the central Negev and in eastern districts of 
the Nabatean kingdom, Christian churches abounded. The reasons for this 
phenomenon are still not clear. 

Churches were not only a new element in the settlement landscape, they 
drastically changed the urban web and compelled a reorganized city plan, as 
was the case at Nessana and Oboda. At Mampsis, Sobata, Rei)ovot, and 
Elusa, where religious and military institutions were already located on a 
separate acropolis, no drastic changes were necessary. Changes also came 
about in methods of construction. Because of the excessive cost of stone 
cutting, masons made less use of hard limestone, either replacing the 
preparation ofashlars with a chisel with stones coarsely worked with a mallet 
or replacing the limestone altogether with softer but less durable chalk. The 
sophisticated staircase tower was no longer built; it was replaced by a long 
flight of steps built against the wall of a court, to reach the upper stories. 
Spacious dwellings were replanned and redivided, allotting less living space 
for a family, to meet the needs of the growing population. 

Most crucial, however, were the economic changes. From the Nessana 
papyri it is clear that trade on a grand scale gave way to petty peddling. 
Some economic importance can be ascribed to religious pilgrimage, both 
local and regional-on saints' and martyrs' memorial days-and to the holy 
places in southern Sinai. Pilgrims on their way to the holy places would pass 
through the towns of the Negev. Agriculture was the region's economic 
backbone. The local farmers extended their farms to broader valleys and 
longer slopes, developing new water catchment systems. Wheat, barley, ve
getables, and fruits were grown for local consumption, while vine growing 
and wine production became the most important agricultural enterprise. 
Sophisticated winepresses and wine cellars were built to extract the grape 
juice; this is evidenced by five winepresses at Oboda, three at Sobata, and 
one at Elusa. The low winter temperatures and the heat when the grapes 
ripened produced good wines. Wine cellars were excavated deep in the 
rock, thus ensuring a stable fermentation temperature. Negev wines were 
consumed by Roman soldiers stationed in the East and were possibly ex
ported to Europe. On the evidence of the Nessana papyri from the Early Arab 
period and the discovery of an olive press at Oboda, it seems that the produc
tion of olive oil was also of considerable importance. 

The onomasticon of the inhabitants in the central Negev indicates that 
there were no drastic changes in the region's autochthonic ethnic element
the origin of its inhabitants-between the Nabatean and the Byzantine 
periods. The descendants of the Nabateans are found in the rank and file 
of church administrators (two bishops ofElusa bear N abate an names), in the 
army, and in all social classes. 
EARLY ARAB PERIOD. In 636, the Arabs occupied the Negev. Mampsis 
already lay in ruins. The churches at Oboda were set on fire, but the other four 
settlements persisted until as late as about 800. The western settlements were 
not destroyed, but instead ofthe support they had received from the Byzantine 
administration, heavy taxation on land and land products was imposed, 
shattering the unstable economic balance. It is significant that the produc
tion of wine is not mentioned in the Nessana papyri from this period relating 
to tax records. It is possible that this omission reflects the real cause for the 
abandonment of the central Negev by its inhabitants in the Early Arab 
period. 
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HELLENISTIC, ROMAN, AND BYZANTINE SITES 
IN THE NEGEV HILLS 

ME~AD BE'ER MENlJI:IA. Explorers ofthe Negev in the early 1920s, such as 
A. Musil and F. Frank, knew of a well near Be'er Menul).a (map reference 
1627 .9686), butdidnotnoticethenearbyruins of a building, afortsituated on 
a steep hill. B. Rothenberg identified the remains of a Nabatean tower at the 
site when he surveyed the Arabah in 1960. In 1983, R. Cohen conducted a 
salvage excavation here, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums. Two building levels were identified. In the earlier stratum (2), 
the plan ofthe structure was rectangular (21 by 18.5 m) and consisted mainly 
of rooms (width, 3m) around a spacious courtyard (12.5 by 8 m). The outer 
stone walls, some 1.9 m thick, were preserved to a height of about 0.5 m. 
Ceramic finds included painted Nabatean bowls, cooking pots, bowls, and 
lamps typical of the first century CE. Also worthy of note were a stone bowl 
bearing a Nabatean inscription, a stone incense burner, and coins of the 
Nabatean kings Aretas II (c. 100 BCE), Aretas III (c. 85~62 BCE), Aretas 
IV (c. 9 BCE~40 CE), and Rabbel II (70~106 CE). In stratum 1, a tower 
(9.5 by 9.5 m) was built in the middle of the courtyard, over the remains 
of the Nabatean building. It contained three rooms and a stairwell leading to 
the upper story. The length of the two northern rooms was 4 m and their 
widths 3 and 4.5 m; the southern room is 2.5 m wide. Pottery found on the 
floors was typical ofthe second and third centuries. Of particular significance 
were coins of the emperors Trajan (98~117) and Hadrian (117~138). 

The fort was originally built as a Nabatean road station in the first century 
CE, on the road that cut the Arabah from north to south. It was probably 
destroyed in 106, when the Romans annexed the Nabatean kingdom to the 
Provincia Arabia. The Romans built a tower on the ruins, which was used by 
their soldiers in the second and third centuries. 
I;IORVAT DAFIT. Situated in the southern Arabah, on a low hill about 1.5 km 
(1 mi.) west of 'En Dafit (map reference 1500.9001), I:Iorvat Dafit was first 
surveyed in 1965 by B. Rothenberg (site no. 47 in the Eloth Survey. He found 
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remains of a structure (18 by 18m) from the Byzantine period. In 1983~1984, 
it was excavated under Cohen's direction, on behalf of the Israel Department 
of Antiquities and Museums. Three building phases were identified (strata 3~ 
1). The earliest (stratum 3) was a building (23.7 by 18.2 m) consisting of 
thirteen rooms built around a central courtyard (10.5 by 8 m). The main 
gate was in the middle of the eastern wall. The entrance was approximately 
2.30m wide; the gate itself was a room (5 by 5.3 m) with three pillars on either 
side. The pillars supported arches that, in turn, supported a ceiling of stone 
slabs. On each side of the gate (north and south) was a long room ( 5 by 1. 7 m); 
two similar rooms were found on the west. The other nine rooms were the same 
size(c. 5 by 3.5 m). The outer walls of the building were some0.9m thick and 
the inner walls about 0.5 m thick. Pottery found on the floors of stratum 3 
included painted N abate an bowls, oil lamps, cooking pots, and jars from the 
first century, as well as a few coins of Aretas IV. The rooms of the building 
continued in use in the second phase (stratum 2). The upper part of the walls 
was built of bricks. The finds include pottery typical of the second and third 
centuries and coins from the time of Trajan and Hadrian (117~138). 

In the last phase (stratum 1) the walls of the room at the southeastern corner 
of the building were thickened and it was apparently became a tower ( 5 by 6 m) 
with an entrance (width, c. 1.2 m) in the east. The rest of the building was 
turned into a large courtyard. Camel bones were found in the northwestern 
corner of the courtyard near three cooking installations. The pottery was 
typical of the third and fourth centuries. 

I:Iorvat Dafit was probably a road station on the Nabatean road from the 
Arabah to Elath, from I:Ia?eva by way ofMo'a, Be'er Menul).a, and Yotvata. 
It continued in use after the Romans annexed the Nabatean kingdom to the 
Provincia Arabia in 106. At the end of the Roman period, the site declined in 
importance and was occupied by a tower and a camping ground. 
I:IORVATI:IA~A~A.AsiteonalowhillonMounti:Ialuqim,attheconfluence 
of the Nal).al ha-Ro'a and Nal).al I:Ia?a? riverbeds (map reference 134.034), 
was surveyed in 1953 by E. Anati and again, in 1965, by the Southern Survey 
team, under R. Cohen. A salvage excavation was conducted here in 1971 by 
Cohen, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. The 
excavations unearthed a structure built of ashlars (51 by 22 m), aligned 
northwest~southeast and comprising two attached wings: the main, north
ern wing (33 by 22m) and the southern wing (18 by 22m). Each had a separate 
entrance room leading to a central courtyard surrounded by rooms and halls. 
No communication was found between the two wings. Two levels of occupa
tion were identified: an earlier level (stratum 2), from the first century CE, and 
an upper level (stratum 1), from the second to the fourth centuries CE. 
Northern Wing. Twelve rooms and five long halls were arranged around a 
central courtyard (11 by 11 m) in the northern wing. The entrance room, 
paved with large, rough stones, was in the middle of the western wall. At the 
southwestern corner of this room a large water basin was hewn out of a large 
block of stone. Standing along the northern wall was a low stone bench 
(length, 2m). Doorways led from the entrance room to a large hall paved 
with large rough stones and to the courtyard. North of the courtyard were five 
rooms, in which a juglet, fragments of decorated oil lamps, and basalt grind
ing stones were found. One of the rooms was paved with well-hewn stones. 
North and west of these rooms were several long halls. Along the southern side 
of the courtyard were three rooms; the center room was the largest (5.2 by 4.3 
m). The eastern room contained a plastered cistern (diameter, 1.65 m). A row 
of three rooms was discovered along the east side ofthe courtyard, as well. One 
contained a basalt mill and a pottery jar. 
Southern Wing. The southern wing, abutting the southern wall of the north
ern wing, had a large entrance room on its west (3.7 by 3.5 m) that led to a 
central courtyard ( 11. 5 by 9. 5 m). Along the eastern side of the courtyard were 
three rooms. On the floor of the southern room were three fallen stones from 
the arches that had supported the ceiling. Along the southern side of the 
courtyard were two long halls; on its west, in addition to the entrance room, 
was another large room (5.3 by 3.5 m). The finds indicate that in the first to 
fourth centuries this building was an important road station on the ancient 
road from Oboda (' Avdat) to Me?ad Yerol).am. Near the building, to the east, 
are several cisterns, known as the I:Ia?a? cisterns-a system of five cisterns 
hewn in the soft, chalky rock. In addition, numerous remains of agricultural 
terraces have survived along Nal).al I:Ia?a{:. 
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Me;;ad Yero}Jam: aerial view of the site and vicinity. 

ME~AD YEROI;IAM. West of the Sede Boqer-Yerol;tam road, about 1.5 km 
(I mi.) southwest of the development town of Yerol;tam (map reference 
1408.0438), is a site occupying a total area of some 25 a. It is situated 
on Neogene hills covered with limestone f;amada, between the two branches 
ofNal;tal Shu'alim, near Lake Yerol;tam. Thesitewasfirstsurveyedin 1870 by 
E. H. Palmer, who reported the remains of a town buried under so much 
alluvium it was almost invisible on the surface. N. Glueck realized the im
portance of the site in his 1954 survey of the Negev. He called it Qa~r Ral;tme. 
He discovered a tombstone here on which the name "Alexandros" was incised 
in Greek. The site was surveyed in 1965 and its extent determined by the 
southern team of the Archaeological Survey of Israel, directed by R. Co
hen. Cohen later (1966-1967) excavated here on behalf of the Israel Depart
ment of Antiquities and Museums. The excavations were necessitated by the 
plan to turn the area around Lake Yerol;tam into a park. The excavations were 
concentrated in four areas (A-D), in which three levels of occupation were 
identified (strata 1-3). 
Byzantine Period: Stratum 1. The highest point in the development of the 
settlement at Mez;ad Yerol;tam was in the Byzantine period (fifth-sixth cen
turies). Buildings were found in areas A, B, and D, indicating that the By
zantine settlement occupied the northern part of the site. Some of the agri
cultural terraces along Nal;tal Shu'alim, north and northeast of the settle
ment, should probably be assigned to the same period. 

AREA A. Area A was situated in the eastern part of the northern hill, whose 
altitude is relatively low ( 460 m above sea level), and which is elongated (from 
west-east). A large building extending over an area of800 sq m was exposed 
here. It consisted of three residential units around a common central court
yard. Each unit had two wings with a common courtyard; each wing consisted 
of two attached rooms. The walls of the rooms were built of hewn, soft 
limestone (thickness, 0.6 m), preserved to a height of 1.5 m. The pottery 
found on the floors was ascribed to the fifth and sixth centuries. Particularly 
noteworthy were two funnels, cooking pots, and complete lamps, as well as 
fragments of many jugs and jars. A few Byzantine coins were also found. 

AREA B. Area B was on the site's central hill, just south of and parallel to the 
first hill. The central hill occupies a large area and is the highest on the site. The 
remains exposed here consisted of a complex ofbuildings, including at least six 

large residential units. A street (width, 2. 7 m) ran between the two units on the 
hill's westernsectorand thetwounitsonitseast. Mostofoneunit(c. 500sqm) 
was cleared in the western sector (structure 1). A stone lintel decorated with 
geometric motifs was found in the debris. The floors were of beaten earth, laid 
on a fill of small stones. The walls were preserved to a height of 2 to 3 m. The 
outer walls were built of ashlars, while most of the inner walls were built of 
field stones and plastered. The ceilings may have been built oflong stone slabs 
laid on arches, which would have rested on square pillars in the walls. 

Small wall cupboards were found in three of the rooms. The pottery on the 
floors was dated to the fifth to sixth centuries. Among the complete vessels 
were a few oil lamps and cosmetic juglets, cooking pots, jugs, and small bowls 
decorated on the exterior with wavy lines. A few Byzantine coins were also 
discovered. Two ostraca, both inscribed in cursive Greek in black ink, were 
found in the building. On one of the inscriptions six lines were clearly visible. 
Also found were fragments of jars inscribed with Greek letters in red ink. 

West of this unit the excavators unearthed five rooms of another unit 
(structure II), which was only partially cleared. Three units were discovered 
in the eastern sector (structures III, IV, and V), occupying an area of some 9 50 
sq m. Their plan resembled that of the unit in the western sector. Of these 
three, the easternmost unit (structure IV) was the most impressive. It measured 
26 by 20m and consisted of twelve rooms arranged around a spacious central 
courtyard (16 by 8 m). Here, too, pottery from the fifth to sixth centuries was 
found on the floors, including flasks and jars bearing Greek inscriptions in 
red ink, designating the name of a merchant or the jar's owner. Also notable 
was a lintel, decorated with across, and some metal artifacts, including a small 
copper bell and an iron javelin head. 

South of these three units another unit (structure VI, c. 320 sq m) consisted 
of eight rooms around a central courtyard (9 by 7 m). This unit's main room 
(8.5 by 6.5 m) was located east of the central courtyard. Attached to its walls 
were three pillars to support the ceiling; the floor was paved with fine flat 
stones. 

In area D, at the western cornerofthe site, a square structure (c. 14 by 14m) 
was discovered. It contained six rooms around a central courtyard. The room 
at the western corner of this structure contained a clay cooking installation. 
Roman Period: Stratum 2. Remains from the Late Roman period were exposed 
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Me;;ad Yerol;am: aerial view of the site. 

in areas B and C. They comprised two levels of occupation. Stratum 2B was 
assigned to the second and third centuries, beginning under Hadrian (117-
138) and probably reaching its peak under Commodus (180-192). Stratum 
2A was assigned to the third and fourth centuries-from the time of Severus 
(193-211) to its peak development during the reign of Constantine the Great 
(324-337). A stratigraphic sounding, going down to bedrock, was carried out 
in the southern part of area B, under the remains of the Byzantine structure VI 
(stratum 1 ), over an area of some 20 by 10m. It unearthed remains of a Roman 
structure (XV) built of ashlars. Two building stages could be identified (strata 
2A and 2B). In the northern part of area C, the excavators cleared ten rooms of 
a building (XVI). Here, too, there were two discernible building stages (strata 
2A and 2B). 
Nabatean Period: Stratum 3. The Nabatean settlement at Me~ad Yerol;lam 
(stratum 3B) should probably be dated to the beginning of the first century, in 
the reign of Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE). 
Its earliest stage was probably as a road 
station during the first half of the first 
century BCE (stratum 3B), remains of 
which were found in areas B and C. In 
time, a permanent settlement devel
oped here. At the height of its prosper
ity (stratum 3A), it was built ofashlars. 
Its remains were unearthed in areas B 
and C. Stratum 3A, most of which was 
found in area B, should be dated to the 
second half of the first century CE, 
perhaps to the reign of Rabbel II 
(70-106). 

A stratigraphic sounding was car
ried out in the southern part of area 
B. Among the finds were the remains of 
a Nabatean structure (XX) that con
sisted of several rooms. Two building 
stages were discernible (strata 3A and 
3B). The finds on the floors of the 
rooms included painted Nabatean 
bowls and coins of Aretas IV ( stra-

Mo·a: general view of the "khan" 
in area A. 

tum 3B) and Rabbel II (stratum 3A). Also worthy of mention was an altar
shaped ivory charm. A building containing a large room (9.50 by 8.50 m) was 
cleared in the southern part of area C (structure XXI). In the room were five 
pillars. To its north and south were small rooms (3.5 by 2.9 m). Here, again, 
two levels of occupation were identified (strata 3A and 3B). 
MO'A (KHIRBET MOYAT 'AWAD). A site located near Nal;lal 'Orner in the 
central Arabah (map reference 1624.9947) was identified in 1934 as there
mains of a Roman fort by F. Frank, who drew a plan of the central structure 
( 44by 41 m ). Only two or three courses of stones survive. West ofthis structure 
Frank noticed the remains of an older fort, and to the east yet another small 
structure. A. Alt, relying on Frank's discoveries, identified the site with 
Asuada, a fort mention in the Notitia Dignitatum (XXXIV, 32). Glueck 
collected Nabatean sherds on the surface. Later, G. E. Kirk stated that 
the site dated, at the latest, to the second century CE. F. M. Abel and 
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Mo'a: general view of the fortress in area B. 

Mo'a: oil press in the fortress in area B. 



Mo'a: brick kiln. 

M. Avi-Yonah were inclined to identify Khirbet Moyat 'Awad with Mo'a, 
which appears on the Medeba map; not all scholars agree. The site has been 
surveyed by A. Negev, B. Rothenberg, M. Gichon, Z. Ilan, and others. In 
1980, a survey was conducted by a team headed by D. Nahlieli, as part of the 
Negev Emergency Survey. R. Cohen excavated the site from 1981 to 1984, on 
behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. The excava
tions, conducted in six areas (A-F), exposed the site's six main structures. 
Area A. In area A, the main structure, a "khan," was cleared. It was square, 
each side being approximately 40 m long. Its ashlar-built walls were preserved 
to a height of about 1.25 m. The entrance, at the northwestern corner, was a 
mere narrow passageway (width, c. 1.7 m) between two identical rooms 
(towers?, 4.5 by 4 m). Four additional rooms were found along the northern 
side ofthe building, with pillars to support the arches on which the ceiling had 
rested. Along the southern side (length, 41 m) five rooms were cleared. Their 
walls were covered with painted plaster, a fragment of which (0.8 by 0.4 m) 
survives; it features a striped pattern in black, yellow, and red. Lying on the 
floor of the room in which the plaster fragment was preserved were two 
wooden beams (diameter, c. 15 em); one was 4 m long. On the west, a large 
room ( 6 by 5 m) held four stone column bases. A stone bench was built along 
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its eastern wall. This was probably the apodyterium of a bathhouse, whose 
other rooms were found along the building's western side. At least two 
building stages were identified in these rooms: from the end of the first cen
tury and the beginning of the second century. 
Area B. In area B, to the west of the khan, a square fortress (17 by 17m) was 
cleared. It contained eleven rooms around an unroofed courtyard (8 by 7 m) 
containing numerous cooking installations. The gate (4.5 by 3m) was at its 
northwestern corner. Its plastered limestone walls were preserved to a height 
of some 3m. Some of the stone lintels over the doors of the rooms were found 
in situ. Large numbers of wooden beams were found in the rooms that 
probably had supported a clay ceiling. One of the rooms contained a crush
ing stone that may have been used as an olive press; a stone vat was found in the 
courtyard. Other installations in the same room were probably crushing and 
pressing devices. Near the northeastern cornerofthe fortress were the remains 
of a staircase (2.5 by 2.5 m). 

Three building stages were identified in most of the rooms. The pottery 
assigned to the first stage included lamps and juglets from the third to second 
centuries BCE and coins ofPtolemy III (246-221 BCE). Ceramic finds from the 
second stage included painted Nabatean bowls, lamps,juglets,jugs, cooking 
pots, and storage jars typical of the end of the first century CE, as well as coins 
of Aretas II (c. 100 BCE), Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE), and Rabbel II (70-106). 
The third stage was represented by a large quantity of pottery, including 
bowls, lamps, and flasks from the second to third centuries CE and coins 
ofthe emperors Trajan (98-117), Commodus (180-192) and Caracalla (211-
217). Wicker baskets, mats, fabrics, and wooden utensils were found in all 
three stages. Also in evidence were large quantities of olive and date pits, as 
well as the shells of almonds and other nuts. Surveys were also conducted of 
agricultural terraces over a wide area. 
Area E. In area E, west of the khan, a building was discovered near two caves 
on the slope that had been used as dwellings or stores. The southern part of the 
building had been destroyed in a violent conflagration. Along its northern 
side (length, 20 m) were the foundations of four rooms. Only one level of 
occupation could be identified, featuring sherds and coins of the first century 
CE. A notable find was a Nabatean document written on papyrus, of which a 
few lines survive. 
Area F. In area F, north of the khan, the excavators partially cleared another 
large structure. A pool (11 by 9 m) was discovered at the northwestern corner 
of the site, as was an aqueduct that channeled water from the pool to the 
bathhouse in the khan. 

The excavators concluded that Mo'a was an important road station on the 
Petra-Gaza road, first built in the third to second centuries BCE. It probably 

Mo'a: (left to right) Nabatean oil lamps; wooden comb, 2nd century CE; Nabatean figurines, 1st century CE. 

Mo'a: painted Nabatean bowls. 
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Me;;ad Ma'ale Mal}mal: general view. reached its zenith in the reign ofthe Nabatean king Aretas IV. It continued in 
use after the Roman annexation ofthe Nabatean kingdom in 106 CE, until the 
end of the third century. 
MEZ,AD MA'ALE MAf.IMAL. The site at the top ofMa'ale Mal).mal (map 
reference 1431.9111), on the edge of the northern cliff of Makhtesh Ramon, 
was first surveyed in 1937 by G. E. Kirk, who was also the first to examine 
Ma'ale Mal).mal. In 1960, it was surveyed by B. Rothenberg and M. Gichon. 
In 1965, a trial excavation was carried out here by Z. Meshel, Y. Tsafrir, and R. 
Cohen, in the course of a survey of the road from Sha 'ar Ramon to 'Avdat 
(Oboda). The excavation was completed by Cohen in 1982. The almost square 
fort(7 by 6.5 m)was divided into two parallel halls (each c. 5.6 by 2.6m); each 
was preserved to a height of some 1.8 m. A staircase in the southern part of the 
western hall led to the upper story. The one-meter-wide entrance to the fort 
was pierced in the center of the western wall. Parts of the arch that originally 
spanned the entrance were found in the debris. Two floors were identified, 
with a fill 0.3 m deep in between. On the earlier floor a few isolated sherds, 
probably dating to the first century CE, were found. The finds on the upper 
floor were typical ofthe third to fourth centuries CE: an oil lamp, a small bowl, 
a late Nabatean painted bowl, a flask, and two coins from the third century 
issued under the emperor Gallienus (260-268). 
MA'ALE 'AQRABIMROUTE. The Ma'ale 'Aqrabimroute and the forts and 
stations positioned along it (Mamshit, I:Ia~eva, Me~ad Z,afir, and Me~ad 
Yerol).am) are part of an ancient road linking the northern Negev Hills with 
the northern Arabah. E. Robinson, as early as the first half of the nineteenth 
century, realized its importance, and since then it has been surveyed by a 
series of scholars: N. Glueck (1934), G. E. Kirk (1937), and Y. Aharoni, 
M. Gichon, and B. Rothenberg (1958-1960). A comprehensive study of the 
site was conducted by M. Hare! (1957), who surveyed and measured what he 
called the Roman Ma'ale 'Aqrabim together withY. Boneh, Z. Golani, and 
D. Brenner. In 1981, the ascent and the sites along it were surveyed by a team 
under the auspices of the Negev Emergency Survey, headed by D. Nahlieli 
andY. Israel. The main sites were excavated between 1982 and 1984 under 
R. Cohen's direction. The excavations indicated that the forts were built on a 
uniform plan, using similar materials, probably as part of a single construc
tion project, in the first half of the fourth century. 
MEZ,AD NEQAROT. A site situated on a low hill near the north bank of 
Nal).al Neqarot (map reference 1500.9985) was first surveyed in 1932 by 
F. Frank, who called it Qa~r Wadi es-Siq and drew a plan of it; he dated the 

Me;;ad Ma'ale Mal}mal. 



Me:;ad Neqarot: general view. 

remains to the Roman period. Later the site was surveyed by N. Glueck, 
M. Gichon, B. Rothenberg, A. Negev, and others, who considered it a road 
station along the Nabatean Petra-Oboda-Gaza highway. The site was also 
surveyed by a team under D. Nahlieli andY. Israel for the Negev Emergency 
Survey. In 1981-1982, R. Cohen directed salvage excavations here, of four 
structures, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. 
Two of the structures were on a low hill near the northern bank of Nal).al 
Neqarot: the first(A) on the western part ofthehill and the second (B) some 20 
m to the east. On the summit of a hill east of the structures stood a small 
watchtower (structure C). The fourth structure (D) was a stone-built pool on 
the slope of the ridge south of the bank of Nal).al Neqarot. 
Structure A. Structure A was an almost square tower (8 by 7.5 m) with an 
adjoining unroofed courtyard to the east. The tower, which originally had 
two stories, was preserved to a height of some 3m. Its walls were 0.6 m thick 
and it consisted of three rooms: two small rooms on the west (each 3 by 2.5 m) 
and a long hall to their east (7 by 3m). The entrance to the tower (width, 0.8 m) 
was at the southeastern corner of the hall. Each room opened onto the hall 
through a separate doorway. Steps climbing up the northern wall of the hall 
led to the upper story. The height of the ceiling was approximately 2.20 m. 
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Me:;ad Neqarot: detail of structure A. Roman period. 

Three cupboards were found installed in the walls of the northwestern room included oil lamps, bowls, and cooking pots typical of the second and third 
and one in the southern room. Beneath the debris in the rooms were two centuries. The material dumped near the structure contained coins of Em
beaten-earth floors, one about 15 em above the earlier one. The ceramic finds peror Elagabalus (218-222). 
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Me:;ad Neqarot: plan of structure A, Roman period. 

Structure B. Structure B was probably destroyed by the builders of the tower; 
its building stones were plundered to its foundations. The original plan was 
probably rectangular (c. 17 by 12m) and consisted of six rooms around a 
central courtyard (6.2 by 5 m). At a later stage, two rooms were added on the 
southern side and two or three on the west. The structure most probably 
consisted of three wings. The western wing contained three rooms (total 
area, c. 12 by 4 m), two of which measured 3.5 by 3.5 m each. These rooms 
were entered directly from the courtyard; access to the third (3.7 by 2m) was 
indirect-through a narrow corridor (width, 0.6-0. 75 m), at the end of which 
two steps led down into the room. The northern wing (11 by 3. 5 m), to the east 
of the western wing, contained two rooms. The western room (3.5 by 2.1 m) 
was entered directly from the courtyard; the eastern, elongated room (5.5 by 

Me:;ad Neqarot: staircase to the second story of structure A, Roman period. 
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Me:;ad Neqarot: general view of structure B, Nabatean period. 

2.1 m) was accessible only from the entrance square ofthe entire structure, east 
of the courtyard. The southern wing contained a long room (6.5 by 3.5 m), 
also entered from the entrance square. The rooms contained installations of 
various sizes. The entrance (width, c. 0.6 m) to structure B was at the north
eastern cornerofthe courtyard; it contained a stone bench along its northern 
wall. The courtyard was paved with large, flat stones in the center and small 
paving stones along the sides. The pottery found on the floors included 
painted Nabatean bowls, juglets, oil lamps, and cooking pots typical of 
the first century. Also found were Nabatean coins of Aretas IV (9 BCE-
40 CE) and Malichus II (40-70 CE). 
The Small Watchtower (Structure C). The watchtower (c. 4 by 3 m) was a room 
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Me:;ad Neqarot: plan of structure B, Nabatean period. 

whose walls (thickness, c. 0.6 m) were preserved to a height of about one 
meter. Its entrance was at the southwestern corner. 
The Pool (Structure D). The pool, which was built of ashlars, was square (c. 7 
by 7 m). It was preserved almost entirely to its original height, including the 
ceiling: on the north the height of the walls was approximately 3.5 m; else
where it was 2.5 m. The ceiling was built of flat stone slabs (length, c. 1.4 m; 
width, 0.4 m; and thickness, 0.3 m), resting on three arches approximately one 
meter apart. The inner walls of the pool were coated with several layers of 
plaster (or mortar). 
ME~AD SAYIF. A fort was located on the Ma'ale 'Aqrabim route, on the 
watershed, between Nal}.al Bitron on the east and Nal}.al Sayif on the north 
and west(mapreference 1662.0297). The entrance to this square(?.! by7.1 m) 
fort was at the center of its southern wall; the passageway was 0. 7 m wide. 
Along the inside of its eastern wall a staircase led to the upper story. The 
wooden beams and pressed material found in the debris indicate that the 
ceiling rested on a central arch. The finds on the floor included pottery typical 
of the third and fourth centuries CE and twenty coins from the reign of 

Me:;ad Neqarot: the pool. 



Constantine (3 24-3 3 7). Also found in the debris was a large stone (0. 7 by 0. 5 
m) bearing an empty engraved tabula ansata. 
'EN 'AVDAT TOWER. A tower overlooking the 'En 'Avdat spring (map 
reference 1271.0260) stands on top of the steep cliff of the Nal)al 'Avdat 
canyon. The site was surveyed in 1965 by a team from the Southern Sur
vey, under R. Cohen's supervision. In 1975, Cohen conducted a salvage 
excavation of the tower, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums. Thealmostsquaretower(4.8 by4.5m)was built ofashlars. Its 
walls (thickness, c. 0.9 m) were preserved to a height of approximately 2m. 
Steps at the inner southwestern corner, eight of which were preserved in situ, 
may have led to a second story. The tower was roofed with stone slabs (length, 
c. 1m) that probably rested on two arches. Builtin to the center of the eastern 
and western walls, approximately one meter above the floor, were wall cup
boards made of well-dressed stones. In the tower's northern wall, a niche 
(width, 0.8 m) was found 1.3 mabove the floor. Thefloorwas leveled bedrock. 
Fragments of a jar with three Greek letters inscribed on it in red ink were 
found in a conflagration layer on the floor. In the Byzantine period, the 'En 
'Avdat tower was used for surveillance of the 'En' Avdat spring and the nearby 
cultivated fields. Hermits' caves from the same period were found in the cliff 
overlooking the canyon. 
ME~AD 'EN RAI;IEL. A site (map reference 1663.0046) on a prominent hill 
north of 'En Ral).el in the Arabah was surveyed in 1980 by a team under 
D. Nahlieli, as part of the Negev Emergency Survey. In 1981, a salvage 
excavation was carried out here by Nahlieli and Y. Israel, on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums. Their excavations revealed a 
square structure (16 by 16m) with eight rooms around a central courtyard. 
The walls, ofhewn limestone, wereprobablyplastered; they survive to a height 
of about 2 m. The entrance was through the southeastern room, which con
tained a plastered installation. Atleast two levels of occupation were identified 
in some ofthe rooms. The earlier one was probably built toward the end of the 
first century BCE, the later one in the late first century CE. In addition to its rich 
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assemblage of pottery, the site produced considerable organic material
mats, baskets, shells of almonds and nuts, pomegranates, and olive and 
date pits. Among the artifacts found were combs, carved game pieces, a 
small wooden goblet, cloth remnants, and pieces of leather. Particularly 
notable were two camel bones bearing black-ink inscriptions in Nabatean 
script. 
I:IORVAT ~AFIR. About 1.5 km (1 mi.) south ofMe~ad ~afir, a square (9 by 9 
m) fort, built of ashlars, overlooks Ma'ale z;afir (map reference 1612.0358). 
Its remains are visible above ground. Its entrance was in the north. Evidence of 
a staircase and pillars to support arches, as well as a large quantity of rubble, 
indicates that the building had two stories. The ceramic finds were typical of 
the third and fourth centuries CE. Coins from the time of Constantine the 
Great (324-337) were also found. The site is surrounded by an unroofed 
courtyard (20 by 20 m) in which three animal pens were identified. Two 
large stones (ma~~ebot?), each one meter high, stood in the courtyard. Three 
hundred meters south of the site the remains of a dam, preserved to a height of 
5 m, were found. 
ME~AD ~AFIR. A site on a hill (map reference 1603.0368) commanding the 
northern end ofMa'ale Zafirconsists of four structures: two (A and B) in the 
south and two (C and D) in the north. 
Structure A. Structure A was a square fort (7.5 by 7.5 m) built of ashlars; its 
walls (thickness, c. 0. 7 m) are preserved to a height of 2.5 m. The structure 
originally had two stories, as indicated by a staircase found along the inside of 
its western wall. Its entrance (width, 0.8 m) was at the center of its southern 
wall. It was constructed of wooden beams, on which clay and branches were 
laid above a central arch. The floor was of beaten earth. The finds from 
structure A included a complete cooking pot, bowls, flasks, and a storage 
jar, all typical ofthe third to fourth centuries CE, as well as many coins, mostly 
from the first half of the fourth century (issued under Constantine the Great 
[324-337] and Constantius II [337-361]). 
Structure B. Structure B (20 by 5 m) stood to the west of structure A. It 

Me;;ad 'En Raf;el: aerial view. 
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consisted of a row of rooms (interior width, c. 4 m). Sherds typical of the 
second to third centuries CE were found on their floors, as well as coins ofthe 
emperors Aurelian (270-275) and Carinus (283-285). The structure was 
probably razed by the builders of structure A, who reused its masonry. 
Structure B abutted a rectangular structure (18 by 5 m). Like the two north
ern rectangular structures, it was probably of earlier construction. Some 100 
m north of structure B were two rectangular structures: on the east, structure C 
(30 by 4 m) and on the west, structureD (18 by 5 m). A few sherds from the Iron 
Age were found on the surface in their vicinity. About 200m northwest of the 
fort a dam was found across the riverbed. 
ROGEM ~AFIR. A site (map reference 1622.0344) about 1.5 km (1 mi.) 
southeast of}:Iorvat Zafir, near the southern end ofMa'ale Zafir, consisted 
of two structures. 
Structure A. Structure A, the more prominent of the two, was a fort (9.35 by 
9.1 m) built of ashlars, with walls approximately 0.8 m thick, preserved to a 
height of about 1.8 m. An entrance (width, 0.8 m) was pierced in the center of 
the southern wall. The structure's ceiling was made of clay and branches 
overlying wooden beams laid on a central arch. A staircase to the left of 
the entrance led to the second story. The sherds found on the floor were 
typical of the fourth century CE. Also found were coins of the emperors 
Maximianus Herculius (286-305), Maxentius (307-312), Licinius (308-
324), Constantine the Great (324-337), and Constantius II (337-361). 
Structure B. Structure B (11.5 by 7.5 m) stood west of structure A. It consisted 
of five rooms and an anteroom. Outside its eastern wall was an open courtyard 
(11.5 by 3m). On the floors of the room, sherds typical of the third to fourth 
centuries were found, as well as date and olive pits and other organic material 
and coins from the reigns of several Roman emperors. 
}:IORVAT QA~RA. A site situated on the summit of a hill above Nal;lal Qa?:ra 
(map reference 1585.9966)wasfirstsurveyedin 1934 by F. Frank, who named 
it Qa~rel- 'Abd, drew plans of it, and dated it to the Roman period. Later, the 
site was surveyed by N. Glueck, M. Gichon, B. Rothenberg, A. Negev, and 
others, who considered it a road station on the ancient Nabatean Petra
Oboda-Gaza highway. The site was subsequently surveyed by a team from 
the Negev Emergency Survey directed by D. Nahlieli. A salvage excavation 
was conducted in 1981 by R. Cohen, on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums. The excavation showed that the first structure on 
the site was an almost square tower (5.5 by 5 m), built of ashlars. Its walls 
(thickness, 0.5 m) were preserved to a height of some 3 m.lts entrance was on 
the south. On the floor a few sherds and acoin of the emperor Caracalla (212-
217)werefound. Ina second stage, threerooms(totalarea,c. 14 by 5.5m)were 
built south of the tower; the central room (5.5 by 4.5 m) was used as an open 

lforvat Qa~ra, looking toward the fortress. 

lforvat Qa~ra: structure from the Roman period. 



courtyard for the tower and the two rooms flanking it. Along the southern 
wall of the courtyard were two cooking installations; a nearby accumulation 
ofbroken pottery included sherds from cooking pots and a bowl typical ofthe 
second to third centuries. I:Iorvat Qa~ra was probably used as a tower and a 
small road station on the Petra-Gaza road; it continued in use even after the 
Romans annexed the Nabatean kingdom to the Provincia Arabia in 106. 
MEZ,AD SHA'AR RAMON. A site on a low hill near 'En Saharonim (map 
reference 1439.00 16) was first surveyed in 1932 by F. Frank, who called it Qa~r 
el-Mal;lalle and dated it to the Roman period. A. Altidentified the site with the 
Roman-Byzantine Moahila, mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum (XXXIV, 
14). It was later surveyed by G. E. Kirk, N. Glueck, M. Gichon, B. Rothen
berg, and others, who identified it as a road station on the Nabatean Petra
Oboda-Gaza highway. In 1982-1983, the square fort (c. 42 by 42 m) was 
excavated by R. Cohen, on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities and 
Museums. 

The fort consisted of rooms arranged around a central courtyard (32 by 31 
m). The walls (thickness, 0.6 m) were preserved to a height of 1.5 to 2m. The 
main gate (2 by 1.8 m) was built at the center of the northern wall; it was 
flanked by communicating guardrooms (each 3.6 by 3m), which were prob
ably originally towers. Nine rooms (each c. 3. 5 m wide) were cleared along the 
eastern wall; one room contained a plastered basin (1.7 by 1.2 m; c. 0.8 m 
deep). Another room contained a circular clay oven (diameter, c. 2 m) in its 
center. The floor of the oven was made of small stones. Inside it cooking-pot 
and other sherds were found, along with many camel bones. A narrow 
corridor (width, c. 1.5 m; length, 8 m) separated the rooms on the east from 
those along the southern wall. At the southern end of the corridor a small, 
circular installation, made of clay, held a complete glass bowl and numerous 
sherds. 

The rooms along the southern wall were arranged in three wings. An inner 
courtyard (7.5 by 3.5 m) separated the two east wings from one another. The 
easternmost wing included two large rooms (7.5 by 3.6 m; 7.5 by 4.5 m). The 
second wing contained two long rooms (6 by 2.5 m), between which ran a 
narrow corridor (width, c. 1 m). The western wing contained three rooms and 
was probably accessible directly from the courtyard. At the end of the south
ern wall, running along the western wing, was a narrow corridor (width, c. 1.5 
m), to the north of which was a staircase around a square, central pillar, 
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consisting of six steps to the upper story. Along the western wall, north 
of the staircase, were six rooms. 

Two building stages were identified in most of the rooms. To the first stage 
belonged an assemblage of pottery (painted Nabatean bowls, oil lamps, 
juglets, and cooking pots) typical of the first century, and coins of the 
Nabatean kings Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE) and Rabbel II (70-106). To the 
second stage belonged ceramic finds characteristic of the second to third 
centuries. Also found were coins of Antoninus Pius (138-161), Commodus 
(180-192), and Caracalla (211-217). 

The plan of Me~ad Sha'ar Ramon is identical with that of the so-called 
khan at Mo'a. The finds indicate that the fort was built in the Nabatean 
period, probably at the end of the first century CE, as a road station on 
the ancient Petra-Oboda-Gaza highway. It continued in use without sig
nificant modifications after the annexation of the Nabatean kingdom to the 
Roman Empire in 106. 
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RUDOLF COHEN 

NESSANA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Nessana is in the western part of the central Negev desert, 52 km (32 mi.) 
southwest of Beersheba (map reference 0970.0318). The settlement was in 
existence from the Hellenistic to the Early Arab periods. In 1807, U. J. Seetzen 
recorded the Arabic name 'Auja el-I:Iafir for the site on his travel map. E. 
RobinsondiscoveredNessanain 1838, butmistakenlyidentifieditwith 'Abda 
(q.v. Oboda). This mistake was corrected by E. H. Palmer in 1871. 

EXPWRATION 
Palmer observed the remains of a church in the lower city, which according to 
him was in a very ruinous state, and drew a plan of the South Church on the 
acropolis, whose walls were still9 m high. The walls ofboth the citadel and the 
church were still faced with ashlars. Along the riverbed ofNal;lal Nessana, 
Palmer marked the presence ofthree ancient wells, one of which was named by 
the local Bedouin Bir es-Saqiyeh (Well of the Water Wheel). A. Musil visited 
the site in 1902. He drew the first detailed plan of the lower city, a plan of the 
South Church on the acropolis, and a section of a well that the Turkish 
authorities cleared to a depth of 15 m without reaching the water level. 
E. Huntington, who visited 'Auja in 1909, described the administrative cen
ter the Turks had built in 1908 above the ruins of a church. The church had 
been decorated with multicolored mosaic pavements in which there were 
Greek inscriptions-one from the year 601 CE. He also mentioned another 
church, with inscriptions dating to the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries 
(there was a guest house on the ruins of this church). Huntington described 
two parallel colonnaded streets 200 m long. In the lower city, he observed 
remains of two additional churches. His description of the lower city is not 
supportedbythedescriptionofanyothertravelers,however-includingC.L. 
Woolley and T. E. Lawrence, who visited the site in 1914. By that time the 
Turks had already built three new buildings in the lower city. 

In 1916, 'Aujawasvisited bytheCommitteeforthePreservationof Ancient 
Monuments attached to the German-Turkish military command, under the 
direction ofT. Wiegand. The new buildings were fully documented and a plan 
of the North Church on the acropolis, discovered then, was made. Several 
Greek inscriptions were copied, and the first papyrus fragments were found 
(see below). Nabatean painted pottery was identified as Coptic. In 1921, 

A. Alt published the 150 Greek inscriptions from the Negev known up to that 
time in the committee's publications. In 1933,J. H. Iliffe identified Nabatean 
painted pottery at 'Auja. The Colt expedition, under the auspices of the 
British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem, excavated the site in 1935-
1936 and 1936-1937. Excavations were made on the acropolis, where the 
papyri were found in which the ancient name of the site, N~;crcrcivcr, is fre
quently mentioned. In 1987, excavations at Nessana were resumed by the Ben
Gurion University of the Negev, under the direction of D. Urman. 

HISTORY 
Nessana seems to belong to the initial Nabatean wave of colonization in the 
Negev, at which time Elusa and Oboda were also founded. This is evidenced 
by the numerous imported Hellenistic wares found on the eastern side of the 
acropolis. Among these are second- and first-century BCE stamped amphora 

Nessana: plan of the site in the Byzantine period. 
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Nessana: general view of the acropolis. 

handles that originated in Rhodes, Cos, Pamphylia(?), and Italy. The early 
coins include those of Ptolemy IV (212 BCE), Ptolemy VIII (127-126 BCE), 
and John Hyrcanus (134-104 BCE). The Colt expedition assigned a fort (25 by 
27m) on the eastern side of the acropolis to this period. Excavations made by 
the Ben-Gurion University team have shown that the monumental stairway 
leading from the lower city to the acropolis is not from the Byzantine period, 
as the Colt expedition assumed, but from the second half of the first century 
BCE. This writer believes that these stairs do not lead to a fort, but to a 
Nabatean temple. 

Papyrus no. 6, describing the 
deeds of St. George, 7th-8th 
centuries CE. 

The Middle Nabatean period (30 BCE-50/70 CE) is dated by painted Nab
atean ware and Early Roman pottery, as well as by coins of Aretas IV (9 BCE-
40 CE) and ofMalichus (40-70 cE) or Rabbel II (70-106 CE). It seems that at 
this time a temple (?) was built on the eastern side of the acropolis. 

No finds could be dated to the Late Nabatean period. However, two coins 
ofSeptimius Severus (193-211 CE) suggest thepossibilitythatNessana was to 
some extent also inhabited in the Late Nabatean period. Activities on a very 
large scale began after the middle of the third century CE, and especially 
during the reign of Constantine II (312-337 CE). Nabatean ostraca, inscribed 



on pebbles with ink, may belong to the second and third centuries CE. The 
excavators did not date any buildings on the acropolis to this period, but 
ascribed the construction ofthe fortress to the early fifth century. On the other 
hand, Negev dates the large citadel to the early fourth century CE. 

Shortly after the construction of the fortress on the acropolis, the North 
Church, which adjoins it, was built. At about the beginning of the seventh 
century, the South Church was built a short distance south of the citadel. 
There were two or three churches in the lower city, probably built in the fifth 
and sixth centuries, one of them excavated by the Ben-Gurion University 
team. 

Nessana's prosperity continued throughout the Byzantine period and 
during the first century following the Arab conquest. To this period belong 
typical pottery vessels, Byzantine coins of Constans II (641-668 CE), and 
Arab coins imitating coins of that emperor, minted at Damascus, and in other 
Early Arab mints. The papyri found at Nessana, both Greek and bilingual 
Greek-Arabic, date from the sixth to late seventh centuries CE. There is no 
evidence for the existence of Nessana later than the eighth century CE. 
THE NESSANA PAPYRI. The most significant discovery made at Nessana is 
literary, theological, and legal papyri. Among the literary papyri found by the 
Colt expedition were eleven books or fragments ofbooks: a Greek dictionary 
to Virgil's Aeneas; a fragment of Aeneas; several chapters of the Gospel of 
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John; the Acts of Saint George; and the apocryphal letters of Abgar to Christ 
and Christ's reply. The 195 nonliterary documents and fragments date to 512 
to 689 CE. Among them are documents relating to all spheres oflife: financial 
contracts, marriage and divorce, division of property and inheritance, bills of 
sale, receipts of various kinds, letters concerning church matters, military 
matters, grain yields, and wheat. Bilingual Greek-Arabic documents are 
concerned with the requisition of wheat, oil and money, and food and poll 
taxes. Not all the papyri pertain to the central Negev region, however. Two 
lengthy documents dealing with the sale of dates must have come from the 
southern coastal region. Among the military documents are some their 
publisher explains refer to an account of the allotment of taxes by vil
lages. In this papyrus, four sites in the central Negev, two in the Beersheba 
Plain, and three in the region to the north of the plain are listed. The editor 
suggested that the high sums of money named were taxes on landed property, 
to be paid by well-to-do farmers and land-owning soldiers (limitanei). This is, 
however, unlikely. According to the list, Nessana, Oboda, and Mampsis 
(Kurnub) are supposedly required to pay the same taxes; however, they 
differ greatly in both actual amount of landed property and population. 
This writer has suggested that the sums mentioned in the document are, 
rather, bimonthly payments of the annona militaris, which the military pro
vincial authorities paid members of the militia recruited from the nine sites 

Papyrus in Arabic and Greek. 7th century CE. 
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mentioned in the document. In one ofthe documents, in which much smaller 
sums of money are dealt with, payments to individuals or small groups of 
individuals are listed. 

EXCAVATIONS 
THE HELLENISTIC BUILDING. The Hellenistic building (27 by 25 m) is 
situated at the eastern end of the acropolis. The construction of the North 
Church above the early structure made investigating it difficult. The general 
plan published by the excavators shows that the building was defended by 
rounded towers on the southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern sides, 
with a slanting talus on the southern side. (It is this talus that encouraged the 
Colt expedition to excavate the similarly defended tower at Oboda.) Although 
the published plan is not adequate enough to allow a detailed analysis of the 
building, the rounded buttresses and the supporting wall appear to be similar 
to the consolidation work on buildings at Sobata (the North and South 
Church) and Oboda (the temple of Obodas, the southern wall of the acro
polis, a building in the Late Roman quarter). None ofthese is earlier than the 
fourth century CE, which is probably also the date of the buttresses at Nes
sana. These, in all probability, were constructed when the North Church was 
built, to stabilize the foundations of the old building. The building's nearly 
rectangular form and its measurements recall the plan and dimensions of 
square Nabatean temples in the Hauran, the Ledja, Moab, and Edom. In the 
middle ofthe building, the excavators identified a small court (8 by 8.5 m) that 
may have been the inner shrine, typical in square Nabatean temples. The 
Nessana structure would rank among the larger of those temples. The Hel
lenistic building is dated by the excavators to the second century BCE. In this 
writer's opinion, a Middle Nabatean date is more likely. 
LATE ROMAN FORT. The Late Roman fort is the name given by the Colt 
expedition to the citadel (85 by 35 m) that occupies the greater part of the 
acropolis hill. The citadel is defended by two corner towers and two middle 
towers on the west, two corner towers and one middle tower on the south, and 
a single tower on the east, facing the lower town. The main gate is in the middle 
southern tower, and a secondary gate is in the eastern tower. There are rooms 
all along the citadel's western side. The eight rooms built against the eastern 
wall are dated by the excavators to a later period. New excavations in the 
fortress were made by the Ben-Gurion University team. 

The Colt expedition suggested that the headquarters, armory, and riding 
beasts (camels, according to the papyri) of the unit of the Most Loyal Theo
dosians were stationed in the citadel. They further suggested that the citadel 
was built "before 464" (the date of the earliest inscription found in the North 
Church, which is later than the citadel). By 600 CE, the citadel may have 
become part of the church complex, serving as lodgings for hermits. 

Taking into account the military history ofOboda and Mampsis, A. Negev 
dates the citadel at Nessana to the times of Diocletian and Constantine the 
Great. The similarity in size between the citadels ofNessana and Oboda are, 
in his opinion, an indication that their plans were drawn in the same imperial 
or provincial military office, which probably also supplied the necessary 
funds for their construction. In this way, the central Negev was incorporated 
in the provincial defense system, whose backbone was the fortresses, manned 
by soldiers of the regular army in the southern Hebron Hills and the Beer
sheba Valley. The soldiers, who had their headquarters in the citadel of 
Nessana would have been recruited locally and from the neigboring villa
ges. The citadel was probably abandoned before the mid-sixth century, when 
Justinian held back payments to the soldiers stationed on the borders, as 
stated by Procopius of Caesarea (Anecdota xxiv:l2-14). 
NORTH CHURCH. The North Church was built against the northern wall of 
the citadel, and its walls were founded on the walls of the earlier Nabatean 
building. Because the church was built on the rather narrow piece of land 
between the wall of the citadel and the steep slopes of the acropolis hill, its 
main entrance was on the east. The monumental staircase that served as a via 
sacra now led to the North Church, apparently the city's cathedral. The 
stairway ended at a gate on the southern side of the atrium, or East Court 
as it was named by the excavators. Initially, this was a paved, empty space 
behind the basilica, with a cistern fed by underground channels. At some later 
stage, a colonnade was built along the eastern wall of the atrium, the East 
Gallery. To this period also pertain three rooms built south ofthe gallery. The 
entrance to the church proper was at the southern side of the atrium; it led to 
an oblong, paved narrow court (South Court). 

Entrances lead from the eastern end of the South Court to two rooms (nos. 
14 and 16) named Martyrion. Several burials were found in these rooms, two 
of which are dated by Greek epitaphs to 464 and 475 CE. In inscriptions 
engraved on the voussoirs of an arch, a "holy place" and "this holy martyr
ium" are mentioned. The inscriptions are the epitaphs of a priest named 
Thoamos (probably the Nabatean name Taymu) and a deacon named Pa
ladius. Other inscriptions found in the church reveal that it was dedicated to 
the saints Sergius and Bacchus. Saint Stephen is also mentioned. The Colt 
expedition suggested that these rooms antedate the church, and that while the 
church was under construction, they were a prayer chapel for the citadel's 

soldiers. The two rooms are, however, quite certainly a mortuary chapel, like 
the one adjacent to the baptistery in the North Church at Sobata, in use in the 
same period as a burial ground for priests and other church officials. Negev 
has suggested that the martyrium is the basilica itself, in which the remains of 
the saints were deposited (a marblereliquarywasfound ina small room, room 
3, in the southwestern part of the basilica). Analysis of the plan of the church 
indicates that the basilica and the court and rooms to the south of it were built 
at the same time. The papyri were found in rooms in this wing. 

Two openings in the northern wall ofthe South Court lead into the basilica 
(10.7 by 19m). The sanctuary consists of a single apse joined to the eastern 
back wall by a short wall. Two short walls projecting from the ends ofthe apse 
separate the latter from the bema, which is one step higher than the nave. At 
the sides of the apse are two irregularly shaped rooms. Remains of a marble 
chancel screen were found in the debris. At the bema a block oflimestonewas 
found that is decorated with the branches of a vine laden with bunches of 
grapes emerging from an amphora and crosses in the loops of the vine. The 
nave was decorated with opus sectile sections forming crosses. To the west of 
the basilica is a baptistery with a semicircular baptismal font that has an 
intricate system for discharging water. At some stage, the eastern part of the 
baptistery was incorporated in the basilica, making the basilica longer. The 
whole northern side of the church is occupied by the chapel of a chancel and 
its flanking rooms. A marble reliquary in the form of a small sarcophagus was 
found in the small western room. The excavators assigned the addition of an 
oblong North Court and a gallery whose roof rested on four square pillars to 
the time of Justinian. These spaces cannot be entered from the outside of the 
building and do not communicate with the church. The court and the gallery 
are adjoined by several additional rooms on either side. To the north of this 
complex is a well house. The well, dug to the water level of the wells in the wadi, 
consists of a 10-m-deep square shaft made of excellent hard limestone; the 
lower part, down to the water level, is cut out ofthe rock. TheN orth Church is 
supported on all sides by massive retaining walls that are, in places, 3m wide. 
SOUTH CHURCH. The south church is situated on a separate hill, south of 
the acropolis. Most of its ashlar walls were plundered for building material 
prior to World War I. The church complex is entered from the north through a 
single entrance that leads into a rather small atrium. There is a bench along the 
western wall and a cistern head in the southwestern corner. A single colonnade 
on the eastern side of the atrium forms a narthex. The entrances in the 
southern wall of the atrium and narthex lead into two rooms. The at
rium, narthex, and the rooms were paved. Beneath the floor of the room 
south of the narthex is a pit 2 m deep that is sealed with stone slabs. Two 
entrances lead from the atrium into the basilica. The basilica (20.8 by 14.1 m) 
has three internal apses, one of the few of this type in the central Negev. In 
contrast to the T-shaped chancel in the North Church, the one in the South 
Church runs in a straight line. The base of the altar is on a tangent with the 
chancel in the central apse. The base of the rectangular ambo is at the north
eastern corner of the bema. There are two rows of six columns each. The nave 
and the two aisles were paved with limestone flags. A door at the end of the 
southern aisle leads into a chapel (6.22 by 13.2 m) with two rows of three 

Woven wicker basket. 
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Flint implements: (1-6) arrowheads; (7) burin; (8-9) retouched blades; (10) end scraper; (11) core with central preparation; (12) naviform core. 
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columns each and an apse detached from the back wall. There is a bema with a 
chancel screen in front of the apse. An opening in the same wall leads into a 
room behind the apse. The column capitals are of a simple abacus type. On 
one of the columns an inscription dating to 601-602 CE mentions Mary, 
Mother of God. 

In both churches, numerous decorated stones were found-some of mar
ble, and many of the soft local limestone. The decorative elements are com
mon to all the Negev cities: amphorae, rosettes, and intertwining vine bran
ches. Carved ivory and animal bones in Coptic style, woodwork (notably pen 
cases), Coptic textiles, baskets, mirrors, leather, and bronze and glass objects 
were also discovered. 

Main publications: H. D. Colt et al., Excavations at Nessana 1, London 1962; L. Casson and E. L. Hettich, 
Excavations at Nessana 2: Literary Papyri, Princeton 1950; C. J. Kraemer, Excavations at Ness ana 3: Non
Literary Papyri, Princeton 1958. 
Other studies: Musil, Arabia Petraea 1: Edam, 88-109; Woolley-Lawrence PEFA 3, 115-121; P. H. 
Haensler, Das Heilige Land 60 (1916), 155ff.; 61 (1916), 198ff.; 62 (1917), 12ff.; K. Wultzinger and 
T. Wiegand, Sinai, Berlin 1921, 99-109; A. A1t, Die griechischen Inschriften der Palaestina Tertia, Berlin 
1921, 37-43; B.S. J. lsserlin, Annual, Leeds University 7 (1969-1973), 17-31; A. Negev, RB 81 (1974), 
400-422; id., MdB 19 (1981), 16, 32; id., Antike Welt 13 (1982), 2-33; id., Tempel, Kirchen und Cisternen, 
Stuttgart 1983, 193-296, 215-223; id., BAR 14/6 (1988), 36-37; D. Chen, LA 35 (1985), 291-296; 
R. Wenning, Die Nabatadr: Denkmdler undGeschichte, Gottingen 1987, 156-158; D. Urman, BAlAS 10 
(1990-1991), 103-104. 
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THE NEOLITHIC SITE 
The Neolithic site at Nessana (Ni~~ana) is on the eastern bank of Nal;tal 
Nessana, 240-250 m above sea level, near the confluence ofNal;tal Nessana 
and Nal;tal Rut (map reference 0952.0334). It is about 200m long. Investiga
tion at the site yielded mainly flint implements but no remains ofliving floors 
or structures. 

The lithic assemblage includes an abundance of flint cores, most of them 
large, because of the site's proximity to flint sources in the gravel plains region. 
The homogeneityofthe raw material accounts for the particularly fine shap
ing and retouch of the tools. The assemblage includes 2,870 flint items and 
four limestone implements. The principal tool groups are retouched blades 
(27 percent); notches anddenticulates (15 percent); burins and arrowheads (c. 
13 percent each); and scrapers and flakes (c. 9 percent). Retouched bladelets, 
borers, awls, bifacial tools, hammerstones, and 120 cores were also found. 
There is little variety within each of the tool groups. 

The scrapers are made on well-shaped flakes and blades. There are nu
merous dihedral burins, some of them fashioned on tools. Several denticu
lated blades are reminiscent of elongated sickle blades, but they are missing 
the sickle sheen. Arrowheads are generally made on elongated blades; the 
most common is the Jericho point, with elongated tang and wings. Arrow
heads with wings (Jericho and Amuq points) that were pressure-flaked to 
produce serrated edges, form a distinct group that resembles the finds from 
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Divshon. Several large items, leaf-shaped or oval and bifacially pressure
flaked, were defined as spearheads. Axes and adzes are the Tahunian type 
(with transversal removals on the cutting edge). 

The cores have one or two striking platforms, and naviform types are the 
most common. The use of cores to manufacture adzes or axes is a noteworthy 
phenomenon. Hammerstones must have been used for knapping flint. 
Among the few stone implements are grinding stones, a pestle, and a whet
stone. 

In the absence ofbones, seeds, and sickle blades, there is no evidence for the 
occupants' subsistence modes-although the arrowheads attest to hunting 
activities in the region. Nevertheless, the numerous other tools suggest a 

variety of activities. The large amount of flint waste indicates that the tools 
were manufactured at the site. The absence of structures raises the possibility 
that the site was seasonal, economically dependent on the adjacent hilly area. 
Judging from the large number of Jericho points, the site dates to the middle 
phase of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period. 

T. Noy, "Six Neolithic Sites: A Sample from Different Geographical Zones oflsrael" (Ph.D. diss., Hebrew 
Univ. of Jerusalem 1978), chaps. I-III; F. Burian and E. Friedman, Mitekufat Ha'even 20 (1987), 160*-
172*. 

TAMARNOY 

NETIV HA-GEDUD 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXPWRATION 
Netiv ha-Gedud is a Neolithic site in the Jordan Valley, some 12 km (7 .5 mi.) 
north of Jericho, at an elevation of 195m below sea level (map reference 
1918.1539). The site lies at the place where Wadi Baqr debouches from the 
hills, in the middle of its alluvial fan, and south ofMoshav Netiv ha-Gedud. 
Excavations revealed that the mound had been buried under the alluvium 
washed down the wadi. Only its upper part was left exposed. The oval-shaped 
mound covers about 2.5 a., and its deposits are about 4 m thick. The site was 
discovered in 1975 by a team dispatched by the archaeology staff officer in 
Judea and Samaria, following construction work for a water reservoir on the 
mound's northern side that destroyed about 15 percent of the area. Initial 
excavations conducted from 1977 to 1981 by 0. Bar-Yosef, A. N. Goring
Morris, and A. Gopher, on behalf of the Institute of Archaeology at the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, yielded various flint tools characteristic 
of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period. Two charcoal samples yielded car
bon-14 dates of8230 ± 300 BCE (Rt-502c) and 7840 ± 380 BCE (Rt-502a). 

Bar-Yosef and Gopher resumed excavations in 1983. The excavations were 
concentrated in two areas: in the western part of the mound, where an area of 
550 sq m has so far been cleared to a depth of70 em; and in the northern part, 
where a trial trench (c. 20 by 20m) was cut, uncovering deposits about 4 m 
thick. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
STRUCTURES. Structures from four main building phases were uncovered 
in the western part of the mound. As many more building phases are re-

presented in the northern section, stratigraphic conclusions will only be 
possible after further excavations. Some of the excavated structures are 
round (diameter, c. 4 m), while others are oval and larger (c. 9 m long and 
4-5 m wide). Shallowly dug into the ground, they are paved with large field 
stones, covered by a fill of gravel and small pebbles, and topped with a floor. 
The walls are built of field stones, set in foundation trenches below floor level. 
It seems probable that the superstructure was built of mud brick. In some of 
the structures exposed, walls were built only of bricks; in others, they were a 
combination of stone and brick. The bricks are loaf-shaped, with a plano
convex section. They are made of whitish-yellow marly material or an orange
red clayey material. The walls are plastered with white or orange-red plaster. 

The floors are made of smoothed, packed mud. A burned segment of a mat 
was found on one floor. In several structures the floors were barren ofanyfinds 
or installations; in others, stone slabs or stone blocks with cupmarks were 
sunk into the floor. In several structures, round installations built of upright 
field stones had been set into the floor. Various flint tools were also found in 
the structures; they mainly include flint or stone axes and pounding and 
grinding implements. There is a single instance of a wooden, panlike arti
fact. A cache of whetstones and grinding stones was uncovered in a small pit 
dug in a floor. The cache included a polished pebble, decorated with en
gravings. 

All the structures have one room, except for an oval structure that is divided 
in two by a wall with an opening in it. Various installations for storage, 
cooking, grinding, and pounding were recovered from the courtyards next 
to the buildings. Noteworthy among them are two round mud-brick silos 

Netiv ha-Gedud: overview of the structures in the western part of the site. 
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Netiv ha-Gedud: plan of the site. 

(diameter, 1.2 m and 1.6 m), apparently used for grain storage. Small storage 
installations (up to 0.5 min diameter and about 0.5 m deep) were also found. 
These were built of upright stone slabs and paved with stone. So far, only one 
rectangular oven has been unearthed, built of long narrow stone slabs and 
containing a large quantity of charcoal and burned bones. Concentrations of 
burned stones and ashes attest to the existence of hearths. 
BURIALS. Many human remains that had been buried beneath structures, 
within structure fills, or between buildings were unearthed at the site. The 
burials usually contained a single individual. The burial position was gen
erally flexed and many skeletons were laid on their left side. Adults were buried 

Cooking oven and slab with cupmarks in the courtyard of structure 22. 
Neolithic period. 

without their skulls, as at other contemporary sites. Separate inhumations of 
adult skulls were unearthed in two structures: a single skull was found in one, 
and three skulls were found on the floor of another. Most of the skeletons were 
badly preserved, except for those from the deeper layers on the mound's 
northern side. 
TOOL ASSEMBLAGES AND SMALL FINDS. The flint industry includes 
many debitage items and tools. The tools include arrowheads ofthe el-Khiam 
type; flint axes with a transversal blow; polished stone axes; sickle blades, 
including Beit Ta'amir knives; and a great variety of awls and borers. The 
numberofburins and endscrapers is exceedingly small. The microlith group is 
noteworthy; it includes geometric microliths brought to the site mixed with 
the material used to produce bricks or to build mud roofs. A few obsidian 
items were found as well. 

Stone grinding and pounding implements were found throughout the 
excavated area. Many pestles, including some of basalt, were found, as well 
as querns ofvarious types, grinding stones made of limestone pebbles, and 
stone slabs with cupmarks. A small bone-tool assemblage, consisting mainly 
of points, was recovered from the section on the mound's northern side. 
Seashells-such as dentalium, cowry, and glycymeris-were recovered. 
Some of the shells had been shaped into ornaments by grinding and drill-

Clay figurine of a seated woman. 
Neolithic period. 
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Netiv ha-Gedud: head of a figurine, 
Neolithic period. 

ing. A small number of stone and shell (mother-of-pearl) beads were found, 
including a few made of a green stone that originated from outside the coun
try. 

Two anthropomorphic clay figurines were unearthed. One is complete and 
depicts a seated woman; the other fragments are the head, neck, and part of 
the torso. 

SUMMARY 
Information regarding the subsistence of the site's Neolithic inhabitants is 
meager as yet. The faunal assemblage is small and it is doubtful whether there 
were domesticated animals here. The floral remains recovered from the north
ern section include cereal seeds, legumes, figs, pistachio, and acorns~all 
collected from within the structures. 

How the area of the settlement was organized and used is difficult to 
determine. It seems that it included several separate units, each consisting 
of one or more structures, a courtyard, and various installations. Each unit 
extended over at least 150 sq m. 

The finds at Netiv ha-Gedud strongly resemble those from the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic A strata at neighboring Jericho, as do the sizes of the two sites and 
the radiometric dates obtained from them. Future excavation may furnish 
answers to several important questions about this period, in which the local 
populations underwent the transition from a hunting-gathering mode of 
subsistence to a food-producing economy. 

0. Bar-Yosefet al., Paleorient 6 (1980), 201-206; 15/1 (1989), 57-63; id., ES/2 (1983), 85-86; 3 (1984), 
87-88; 6 (1987-1988), 88; id., Mitekufat Ha'even 20 (1987), !51 *-157*; id. and M. E. Kislev, National 
Geographic Research 2 (1986), 257; id. et al., JFA 18 (1991), 405-424; K. M. Kenyon, Excavations at 
Jericho 3, London 1981; A. Gopher, Mitekufat Ha'even 18 (1985), 71 *-72*; M. E. Kislev et al., Israel 
Journal of Botany 35 (1986), 197-201; Weippert 1988, 101, 104; J. Bueller, To the Euphrates and Beyond 
(M. N. Van Loon Fest.), Rotterdam 1989, 21-28; M. A. Courty et al., Soils and Micromorphology in 
Archaeology, Cambridge 1989, 235-243; A. Belfer-Cohen et al., Mitekufat Ha'even 23 (1990), 79*-85*; 
D. Nadel, ibid., 86*-99*; id. et al., Paliorient 17/1 (1991), 109-119. 
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NIMROD FORTRESS 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The Nimrod fortress (Qal'at es-Subeiba) is situated on the border of the 
Golan Heights and Mount Hermon (map reference 2170.2955). It was built 
on a long, narrow ridge, rising some 815 m above sea level and surrounded by 
deep wadis: Nal.ml Guvta in the north and Wadi en-Naqib in the south. The 
origin of its Arabic name may be subeib (cliff). Arab tradition links the fortress 
with the biblical hunter-hero Nimrod, who, it is told, could sit on the summit 
and reach out his hand to take water from the Banias stream. The importance 

ofthe fortress lay in its strategic location, on the border between the Crusader 
forces and the Muslim armies; moreover, it controlled the road to Damascus 
and commanded a view of the Banias and the entire I;Iula Valley. 

Despite the importance and dimensions of the fortress and its numerous 
inscriptions, its precise date of construction and the identity of its builders are 
unknown. P. Deschamps, a French investigator of Crusader fortifications, 
dated the origins of the fortress to fortifications erected by the Isma'ilis in the 
twelfth century; in his view, it was subsequently enlarged by the Crusaders 

Nimrod fortress: view of the southern wall and keep. 
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Nimrod fortress: general plan (after Deschamps). 
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and by later Muslim rulers. The theory that the Crusaders did any building at 
the Nimrod fortress is based on references in the sources to such activities in 
the "Banias fortress," which was erroneously identified with the Nimrod 
fortress. Once it became clear that the sources were referring not to the 
site under discussion here, but to a different structure, at Banias, it was 
necessary to reexamine the sources, the inscriptions at the site, and the details 
of the site's construction. It transpired that the name Qal'at es-Subeiba was 
first applied to the fortress in an account of an unsuccessful Crusader attempt 
to capture it in 1253. The name Qal'at Nimrud came later. 

All the inscriptions at the site are in Arabic, the earliest being from the year 
1228 (625 AH). While the fortress fails to exhibit certain typical features of 
Crusader construction, it provides an abundance of details characteristic of 
Arab styles, such as parts of ornamental architectural elements and even a 
large section of stucco preserved on one of the vaults (see below). 

Although the site has been examined on various occasions, no excavations 
have been carried out to date; hence, the only data available for its dating are 
those listed above. The conclusion is that the Nimrod fortress as we know it 
was apparently built at the beginning of the thirteenth century; it features no 
Crusader construction and was never held by the Crusaders. 

In view of the paucity of available data, one can only rely on the dates and 
events associated with the fortress by Deschamps and others. Nevertheless, it 
should be remembered that the only references confidently attributable to the 

Part of the Mameluke 
inscription found in debris at the 
foot of tower 11. 

1. Main outer gate; 2. Inner gate; 3. Gate of the fortress; 
4. Lower fortress; 5. Side gate of the lower fortress; 
6. Modern access; 7-16. Towers; 17. Keep 

Nimrod fortress are from 1228 and later, whereas all (or most) of the earlier 
dates refer to the Banias fortress. 

The dates are as follows: 
1126: The Isma'ilis gain control of Banias and begin to build there. 
1129: Following the massacre of the Ism a 'ilis at Damascus, they surrender 

the Banias fortress to the Crusaders, in return for the protection of the 
Crusader kingdom. 

113 2: The fortress is captured by the ruler of Damascus, Ta j el-M ulik Buri. 
1139: The governor of Banias rebels against the central government in 

Damascus. After a combined Crusader-Muslim siege, the fortress is restored 
to Crusader hands. 

1151: Banias falls to the Turkomans and is looted. The Turkomans do not 
take the Nimrod fortress. 

1157: Nur ed-Din captures Banias but fails in his attempt to take the 
Nimrod fortress. 

1164: The Nimrod fortress falls to Nur ed-Din. 
1174: In an unsuccessful Crusader siege of the Nimrod fortress, led by King 

Amalric I, the king falls ill and dies. 
1219: The fortress is destroyed on the orders of el-Malik el-Mu'azzim, 

following the success of the Fifth Crusade. 
1228 to 1230: Restoration and construction work is carried out at the 

fortress by el-Malik el-'Aziz 'Uthman. 
1239-1240: Extensive construction work is carried out at the Nimrod 

fortress (according to inscriptions found at the site). 
1253: There is a final, but again unsuccessful, Crusader attempt to capture 

the fortress. 
1260 to 1277: Extensive construction work is carried out during the rule of 

the Mameluke sultan Baybars. 
1291: The Nimrod fortress loses its strategic value after the fall of Acre to 

the Muslims. 
Mameluke period: The fortress becomes the seat of a governor appointed 

by the governor at Damascus. 
Fifteenth century: The governor of the fortress is appointed directly by the 

sultan. 

STRUCTURE OF THE FORTRESS 
ThemaximumlengthoftheNimrodfortressis420m,anditsmaximumwidth 
150m; its width at the narrowest point is 60 m, anditstotal area is about 8 a. Its 
structure is typical of fortresses built on a ridge or on an elongated spur. Its 
long peripheral walls, with their numerous towers, follow the site's contour. 
There are niches and loopholes in the walls between the towers. A fosse runs 
along the western wall of the fortress, separating it from the continuation of 
the hill and the road to Banias. 

The interior of the fortress has not been fully investigated. A survey of the 
surface area indicates evidence of construction, but without having been 
excavated the nature and date ofthe fortress remain unknown. At the eastern 
end of the fortress is a large keep (65 by 45 m). 

Sixteen towers were erected along the peripheral walls of the fortress, ten of 
them in the southern wall, to which access is easier (the numbering of the 
towers in the plan and throughout this account follows Deschamps). 
Towerll. Tower 11 is builtin the western wallofthefortressandlooksoutover 
theBanias and the I;Iula Valley. Two phases of construction are clearly visible. 
In the first phase, it was a square tower in which each side was 15.5 mlong. At 
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that time it was probably a gate tower, perhaps even the main gate to the 
fortress. Because it overlooks the fosse, it was probably accessible over a 
bridge. There is an inscription at the top of the outer arch of the tower; 
visible inside the arch is a groove, along which a portcullis could be raised 
and lowered. 

In the second phase, the tower was enlarged; its new dimensions were 29 by 
23 m. At this time it apparently was not used as a gate, although it still 
provided access to the fortress via a long, steep stairway leading to a postern 
in the northern wall. During this phase, a large cistern was added to the tower. 
There is every indication that the tower at this time had at least one additional 
story: steps climbing from the north lead from inside the fortress to the now
destroyed second story, and parts of a spiral staircase can be identified in the 
debris around the tower. Also found in the debris were the remains of a very 
large inscription that originally extended over one entire course of stone in the 
outer wall of the tower. 
Tower 9. Tower 9 is the southwestern tower of the fortress; here, too, two 
building phases are discernible. As in tower II, the first phase was small tower 
(16 by 14.5 m). To it belong the main hall at the level of the courtyard and the 
stairway linking the two stories of the tower. Of the second story, only the 
remains of one wall have survived. 

In the second phase, the tower was enlarged; its new dimensions were 26 by 
24m. At this time one more level, lower than the previous one, was added; it 
was accessible via two spiral stairwells. 
Tower 7. Tower 7 (17.5 min diameter) forms a semicircular projection from 
the line of the fortress wall. The part of the tower inside the fortress is rec
tangular. At its center a large column supports a unique ceiling-a pointed 
annular vault. Visible in the upper part of the outer wall of the tower are 
projections that undoubtedly supported machicolations used as outposts to 
defend the base of the tower. Steps along the wall of the tower, inside the 
fortress, led to an upper story that has not survived. 
Tower 15. Tower 15 was a large tower (26 by 18m). Its surviving sections 
consist of the story below ground level, which was used as a cistern, as well as a 
few parts of its first story, which are somewhat reminiscent of Crusader 
construction. This tower, which stands at the northeastern corner of the 
fortress and is perhaps the best built and most impressive of all the tow
ers, may have had some ceremonial function. Its interior is divided into 
six bays, each spanned by a cross vault; two enormous piers rise in the 
center. Visible in the western wall are the carved springers of the stone arches 
that originally joined up with the piers. 
Towers 3 and 8. Towers 3 and 8 served as southern entrances to the fortress. 
Tower 3 was probably the main gate on the south; after the changes made in 
tower 11, it became the main gate of the entire fortress. 
Posterns. Here and there along the walls (in tower 16 and in the wall near 
towers 2 and 12) are small sally ports. 
Cisterns. As the water supply to the fortress depended on the accumulation of 
rainwater, several large cisterns were cut. The largest and most impressive 
adjoins tower 9. This built cistern (c. 25 by 9 m) was divided into two parts. 
The northern part is roofed with a barrel vault; Steps along one of its walls 
give access to the bottom. The southern part is roofed with across vault and is 
accessible today through an opening in its southern wall, which was breached 

Cistern next to tower 9. 

at some late date. The cistern fed a beautiful small fountain (sabil) near its 
outer southeastern corner. 

Additional cisterns can be found in towers 4, 15, II, in the inner courtyard 
near tower 10, near tower 2, and in the keep. 
The Keep. The function of the keep, the "fortress within a fortress," was to 
accommodate the governor or commander of the fortress as his main living 
quarters and to provide a last refuge in emergencies; this is reflected in its plan. 
It is protected on three sides by the fortress itself, with a complex independent 
system of fortifications only on its inner side, facing the fortress courtyard. 

The keep is separated from the courtyard by a fosse, which originally was 
spanned by a wooden drawbridge. A path led over the bridge to an outer gate, 
where it continued to an inner gate, in the wall of the keep itself, that is now 
blocked by debris and rubble. At the corners of the keep, facing the fortress 
courtyard, are two large, solid towers, each with a massive stone glacis. The 
roofs of these towers control the entire courtyard of the fortress. The outer 
wallsofthekeepcontainedfourmoretowers. Theinteriorofthekeepwasused 
for residential purposes.lt consists of a long, narrow hall, measuring 33 by 7 
m, flanked by small rooms. A white stucco guilloche is preserved in one of the 
rooms. Between the inner structure and the two larger western towers a large 
cistern (16 by 10m) was built, to supply the needs of the keep even during a 
long siege. 

M. Van Berchem, Journal Asiatique Serie 8/12 (1888), 466ff.; P. Deschamps, La defense du royaume de 
Jerusalem, Paris 1939, 145-174; W. Muller-Wiener, Castles of the Crusaders, London 1966, 45-46; 
M. Benvenisti, The Crusaders in the Holy Land, Jerusalem 1976, 147-157; T. S. R. Boase, A History of the 
Crusades 4 (ed. K. M. Setton), Madison 1977, 140-164; R. Amitai, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 43 (1989), 
113-119; E. Ellenblum, ibid., 103-112. 
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OBODA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Oboda was named fora Nabatean king, whose name has been preserved in the 
Arabic 'Abdah. The Tabula Peutingeriana shows Oboda to have been situated 
on themainAila(Elath)-Jerusalemroad. It has been identified by all scholars 
with Eboda of Arabia Petraea mentioned by Ptolemy (V, 17, 4). However, 
according to this writer, Ptolemy's Eboda was a village east oftheArabah and 
thus, this identification is unacceptable. Oboda ('Opo8cx) is also mentioned 
by U rani us, quoted by Stephan us ofByzantium. It appears in a papyrus from 
Nessana (no. 39), tentatively dated to the sixth century CE. Its identification 
with 'Abdah is certain, in view of the similarity of the ancient and the Arabic 
names and the geographical locations. Furthermore, the name Oboda occurs 
in third-century CE Nabatean-Greek inscriptions found at Oboda. The site 
lies in the Negev desert on a spur of a mountain ridge running from southeast 
to northwest (map reference 1278.0228). At its highest point it is 655 m above 
sea level. 

HISTORY 
Oboda was founded at the end of the fourth or the beginning of the third 
century BCE as a station on a junction on the caravan routes from Petra and 
Aila to Gaza. Temples were constructed there during the reigns ofObodas III 
(30-9 BCE) and Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE). During that period it became an 
important center for sheep, goat, and camel breeding and the manufacture of 
Nabatean pottery. The military camp for the camel corps guarding the 
caravan routes, which stood northeast of the town, may also date from that 
time. During the reign ofMalichus II ( 40-70 CE), Oboda suffered destruction 
at the hands of pre-Islamic Arab tribes. Under Rabbel II (70-106 CE), agri
cultural projects were developed in the vicinity, as is evidenced by dedicatory 
inscriptions on libation altars found there. 

Oboda was not adversely affected by the annexation of the Nabatean 
kingdom and the rest of the Negev into the Provincia Arabia in I 06 CE. 
The second and third centuries were a period of great prosperity for the 
town, and in the third century CE a suburb was constructed on the southern 
spur of the city's ridge, in part on the ruins of Nabatean residences. An old 
Nabatean temple was dedicated to the local Zeus (Zeus Oboda) and a shrine 
to Aphrodite was built on the acropolis, apparently on the spot where a former 
Nabatean sanctuary had stood. A large catacomb (en-Nu~rah) was dug into 
the southwestern slope. Construction in the Late Roman town 
went on as late as 296 CE. 

In the time of Diocletian, the town was incorporated in the 
defense system of the eastern Roman Empire. Early in his reign, a 
fortress was built on the eastern half of the acropolis hill. Part of 
the local population was mobilized to serve as a militia against 
threatening Arab tribes. The payments from the imperial military 
treasury helped in the town's economy. With the advent of Chris
tianity in the Negev, by the middle of the fourth century, two 
churches and a monastery replaced the pagan temples. Most of 
the remains of agricultural works in the town's vicinity belong to 
this period, when its economy rested, at least in part, on the 
cultivation of a fine variety of grapes and wine production. Obo-
da was abandoned after the Arab conquest in 636 CE. 

EXPLORATION 
U. J. Seetzen wasthefirsttravelerto reach 'Abdah(l807). In 1838, 
E. Robinson located Oboda at 'Auja el-I:Iafir (later identified as 
N essana). The town was surveyed by E. H. Palmer and T. Drake in 
1870. In the summerof1902,A. Musilconductedamoredetailed 
survey, and in the winter of 1904 'Abdah was thoroughly explored 
by A. Jaussen, R. Savignac, and L. H. Vincent on behalf of the 
Ecole Biblique et Archeologique in Jerusalem. In 1912, the site 
was visited by a team headed by C. L. Woolley and T. E. Lawrence, 
on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund. W. Bachmann, 
C. Watzinger, and T. Wiegand, serving as officers of the unit for 
the Preservation ofMonuments attached to the German-Turkish 
army, came to the area in 1916 and drew precise sketches of the 
churches and some architectural details. In 1921, A. Alt pub
lished a corpus of the Oboda inscriptions known at that time. 

The exploratory soundings made at' Abdah by the Colt expedition brought 
to light the large Late Nabatean building at the southern end of the town 
and investigated the southwestern tower of the Late Roman-Byzantine for
tress, which they identified as Hellenistic. Extensive excavations were under
taken from Aprill958 unti!June 1961 by theN ational Parks Authority. The 
1958 excavations were directed by M. Avi-Yonah and those of1959-1961 by 
A. Negev. In 1975, 1976, and 1977, excavations at Oboda were conducted 
on behalf at the Institute of Archaeology at the Hebrew University of Jeru
salem and the Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums, directed by 
Negev and R. Cohen. In 1989, excavations were again conducted on behalf of 
the Hebrew University, directed by Negev. 

EXCAVATION RESULTS 
THE NABATEAN PERIOD. The results of the excavations point to a possible 
division of the Nabatean period into three subperiods: (1) Early Nabatean 
(the third and second centuries BCE); (2) Middle Nabatean (the time of 
Obodas III, 30-9 BCE, and of Aretas IV, 9 BCE-40 CE); and (3) Late Nab
atean (the time of Rabbelll, 70-106, CE until the foundation ofPalaestina 
Salutaris). 

·The early period is represented by ceramic and numismatic finds only. 
Hellenistic pottery, including an early type of stamped Rho dian jar handles 
(320-280 BCE), was found on the western side oftheacropolisandin a dump in 
the Nabatean town. In the same dump, and in the region of the Nabatean 
potter's workshop, the excavation yielded Ptolemaic and other coins minted 
in towns in Asia Minor in the third and second centuries BCE. No pottery for 
most of the first century BCE was unearthed, which may indicate that Oboda 
was deserted at that time as a result of the conquest of Gaza by Alexander 
Jannaeus. No building remains pertain to the Early Nabatean period; a large 
campfire was found under a building from the Middle N abatean period, east 
of the Nabatean military camp. 

The earliest structures found so far at Oboda may be assigned to the time of 
Obodas III. The 1989 excavations at Oboda, and the 1990 excavations at 
Kurnub (Mampsis), enabled phases to be distinguished within the Middle 
Nabatean period. The earliest structures were built completely of hammer
dressed stones, as against the ashlar construction of the later phase. 
The Temple of Obodas III(?). In the past, the building was thought to be the 

L Nabatean temple; 2. North Church; 3. Churches square; 
4. Gatehouse; 5. South Church; 6. Fortress; 7. Roman quarter; 
8. Tower; 9. The burial cave; 10. Cave town; 11. Bathhouse; 
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Oboda: general plan of the site and military camp. 
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southwestern corner tower of the Late Roman-Byzantine fortress, whose 
southern and western walls are supported by heavy taluses. Because of the 
similarity ofthe taluses with those at the so-called Hellenistic fort at N essana, 
members of the Colt expedition conducted trial excavations in this building in 
1937. They dated the taluses to the Hellenistic period. Within the tower 
sections of frescoes in a geometric design were discovered. The Colt expedi
tion suggested that the building had a continuation extending to the south. 
Partial excavations by this writer in 1961 revealed part of a large portal in the 
southern wall of the tower; other sections of frescoes were also discovered, of 
the Fourth Style at Pompeii. At this stage, the relative stratigraphy of the 
building became clear. The earliest stratum is the so-called tower. The gate of 
the fourth-century CE fortress was built against its eastern wall. The old 
roofing system of the "tower" was replaced by arches springing out of pi
lasters built against the long walls. At the same time, or somewhat later, the 
southern and western walls of the "tower" were supported by very heavy 
taluses. At this stage, a door was opened at the northeastern corner of the 
"tower" onto the open court between the two churches. The South Church 
was built against the western talus, possibly around 450 CE. 

In the 1989 excavations, the area adjoining the talus on the south was 
excavated. Heavy foundations, made of large hammer-dressed blocks of 
stone and belonging to a wide and narrow hall, were uncovered. In part, 
the foundations were based on the natural rock, at a depth of 2.5 m. Simi-
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Northern gate of Nabatean tower, narrowed by addititional dom·posts in the 
Byzantine period. 

larly, part of the "tower" was excavated down to the earliest floor level. The 
entire portal, now blocked by the talus, was exposed to its full height of2.5 m. 
The hall was divided by a partition wall into two parts. The larger part, 
forming two-thirds of the total width, has two niches, one on either side 
of the portal; the smaller part, constituting one-third of the total width, 
has a niche on the southern wall. The plan that emerged is of a tripartite 
temple (11.08 by 13.72 m), with a porch, hall, and adyton, the well-known 
plan ofNabatean temples in Moab. The main difference between the Oboda 
and the Moab temples lies in the unusual division of the adyton. The space 
with the two niches was probably dedicated to Dushara and All at, or another 
pair of traditional Nabatean deities, and the smaller space perhaps to the 

Nabatean stepped tower. 
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veneration of the deified Obodas. The pottery and the style of the decoration Bronze statuette of man wearing a toga. from the hoard of the Nabatean temple. 
are that ofthe last quarterofthefirst century BCE. In some places three layers of 
painted plaster were observed, indicating that the building was used until 
about the end of the third century CE. The architectural frame of the portal, 
which originally led from the porch to the hall, and some segments of the 
columns of the portico, were reused in the atrium and to decorate the main 
portal of the nearby South Church. These elements were made of sandy 
limestone, which is so different in quality from the type of stone employed 
in the other temples at Oboda; the indication is that they belong to an earlier 
phase of the Middle Nabatean period. 

The large sacred compound on the acropolis may have been built late in the 
reign ofObodas III, orin the early days of Aretas IV. The spurofthemountain 
to the northwest of the early temple was leveled. Traces of this leveling can be 
seen where the Byzantine pavement was removed in ancient times in the 
western section of the acropolis, south of an annex building of the North 
Church. In order to prepare a suitable building space, the rock was buttressed 
by high retaining walls on the north (56 m long), west (51 m long), and south 
(32~58 m long). The western wall was 6 m high. Rubble and dirt were used to 
fill the space between the retaining walls and the rock. It was in this fill that a 
large quantity ofNabatean and Early Roman potsherds was found, among 
which were small, painted votive bowls used in the ritual. 

The acropolis was made accessible by two, or possibly three, entranceways. 
One was built at the eastern extremity of the northern retaining wall and the 
other in the southwestern corner; the third was apparently built in the op
posite, northwestern corner and later replaced by a flight of stairs leading to 
the North Church. The first entrance is a tower (7 by 7 m) built oflarge stones 
withaceiling supported by three arches. It had two portals, on the west and on 
the east. During the Byzantine period the western portal (3.4 m wide) was 
blocked, the eastern portal was narrowed, and the entrance chamber was 
paved with stone. Beneath the pavement a large amount ofNabatean sherds 
and a dedicatory inscription referring to Aretas IV was found. In the By
zantine period, a millhouse was installed in the chamber. The second en
trance, in the southwestern corner of the acropolis, consisted mainly of a 
courtyard (1 0 by 6 m) with roofed wings supported by four pillars. Extend
ing from the eastern porch was a roofed passage, three arches of which rested 
on the eastern wall ofthecourtand on the eastern wall of the towerstandingin 
the courtyard's northwestern corner. All of the arches were overlaid with 
stone slabs, a few of which still stand in situ. The roofed passage led to 
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Aerial view of the Nabatean military camp, looking southwest. 

the tower ( 4 by 3.6 m), which was ascended by means of a spiral staircase that 
wound around a thick pillar. Above the three arches of the passage was a 
chamber ,in the ruins of which a treasure trove was found ofNabatean pottery, 
Roman bronze objects (one of which, a lamp, bears a Nabatean dedicatory 
inscription), and two marble tablets bearing Nabatean inscriptions dating to 
the second regnal year of Aretas IV. This entranceway led to the open square 
above it, on top of which was a porch. 

The open square (23 by 9.4 m) was constructed by erecting its western 
retaining wall approximately 9 m from the rock and then running the wall 
parallel to the rock. Between the rock and the wall, parallel partitions were 
built to buttress the high wall and to serve as foundations for the pavement of 
the square. Except for the retaining wall and the pavement, nothing has 
remained in the square from the Nabatean period, except the column drums 
and other architectural details that were reused in later periods. These re
mains, which include Nabateancapitals and column drums with marks made 
by Nabatean stone dressers, seem to have been piled up in the southwestern 
corner of the square in the Byzantine period. Similar Nabatean masons' 
marks were discovered on the eastern row of columns in the porch. All 
of these fragments may have belonged to a Nabatean shrine erected in the 
later days ofObodas III. Nabatean building fragments ( oflimestone so hard it 
has the quality of marble and of exquisite workmanship) were also found 
embedded in the walls and pavements of the nearby North Church. One of the 
building blocks has part of a monumental Nabatean dedicatory inscription 
on it that may include the name of the builder of the shrine. Except for one 
large capital, decorated with a human figure and an eagle, all the other 
decorated stones are aniconic. 
The Nabatean Military Camp. The Nabatean military camp is a square 
structure (100 by 100 m) situated northeast of the acropolis. It was built 
of large hammer-dressed blocks of stone and fortified by two corner and 
two middle towers on each side. At the middle of the southern wall is the main 
gate. The very important caravan route that led from the heart of the Nab
atean kingdom ended there. The gate was built oflarge blocks ofhard lime
stone, of the quality employed in the construction of the temple. The wide via 
principalis running from the gate, and a similarly wide road running east
west, divide the camp into quarters. Each ofthe eastern and northern quarters 
houses four barracks, each two built back to back, with five rooms in each row. 

In the unusually wide streets in front of the barracks were the military camel 
sheds. The southwestern quarter probably housed a large building. Halls and 
rooms were built all along the interior of the camp's outer walls. The pottery 
found in the barracks, belowthefioorofthe gate, in one ofthecornertowers, is 
from the Middle Nabatean period. Coins found in robbers' trenches indicate 
that the camp was partly dismantled in the first quarter of the fourth century 
CE, probably when the Late Roman-Byzantine fortress was constructed on 
the acropolis. The large ashlars from the gate were used to build a chapel in the 
camp's northeastern corner. To the west of the camp, early visitors to the site 
observed the ruins of a reservoir, of the type discovered at Sobata, probably 
for the camels. Drinking water for the soldiers was obtained from the large 
cisterns excavated on the slope north of the camp. Close to the camp, to its 
north, are remains of a monumental tomb, dated by acoin of Aretas III (87-
62 BCE) and by a Late Hellenistic molded bowl. In the same region, a high 
place from the time ofTrajan was discovered in 1977. Excavations in some of 
the rooms of the barracks indicate that the soldiers cleaned the camp down to 
the rock floor, perhaps when they were summoned to fulfill military duties at 
another district in the kingdom in about 25 CE. 

Camel Sheds and Goat and Sheep Pens. The terrain on the entire plateau and 
on the slopes of the mountain is covered by a large number of enclosures of 
different shapes and by low walls made of field stones. The field-stone foun
dations of the tents used by the soldiers' attendants were found in the corners 
of the enclosures. The enclosures were surveyed mostly from the air by this 
writer in 1989 and 1990. In this period, Oboda apparently supplied large 
quantities of meat to caravans and the army. Saltpeter, which is used to cure 
meat, was found in two caves at Oboda. 
The Nabatean Potter's Workshop. A potter's workshop was uncovered to the 
east of the town. This unique installation extended over an area of approxi
mately 140 sq m and comprised three units: 

I. The room for working the clay. This room was an enclosure with walls 
built of field stones. The roof was probably thatch. In the corner of the 
enclosure was a circular basin 1 m in diameter and 0.5 m deep. A basket 
of finely levigated clay was found in the basin. 

2. The room for the potter's wheel. In the center of this room was a trun
cated cone 0.8 m high, and 1 to 1.1 min diameter. That was probably the base 
for the potter's wheel. On three sides of the cone was a bench 3.9 to 4.5 m long, 
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Imported Roman lamp, from the workshop. Nabatean inscription on the side of a libation altar, 98 CE. 

probably used for drying the finished vessels and displaying pots for sale. A 
pile of bowls was found lying near it, together with numerous broken vessels. 

3. The kiln. The kiln was a cylindrical construction (3m in diameter, 2.3 m 
high), built of field stones set in mortar. The lower section was the firehouse. 
Vessels ready for firing were placed above a floor pierced with holes. Judging 
from the finds there--coins, Arretine and Puteolan imported ware, Augustan 
I tali an lamps, and locally produced Herodian lamps-the potter's workshop 
can be regarded as having been in operation from about 30 BCE until about the 
middle of the first century CE. It has provided a basis for a chronology for 
Nabatean pottery. 

No private buildings belonging to the Middle Nabatean phase were dis
covered at Oboda. This writer believes that the inhabitants dwelt in tents. 
Traces of an encampment were observed close to the edge of the plateau, east 
of the Nabatean military camp. The area was strewn with typically Nabatean 
pottery ofthe period and standing stelae representing the deities venerated by 
the tent dwellers. A similar phenomenon was observed at a Nabatean camp
site northwest ofElath, and traces of a Nabatean encampment were located 
east of Elusa. 

Evidence of a settlement at Oboda in the time of Rabbel 11-large com
plexes in two terraced valleys and several houses-has been found mainly 

south and west of the town. In each of the valleys, two pairs oflibation altars 
made of hard limestone were found. They bear dedicatory inscriptions from 
the years 18 and 28 of Rabbel II. Fragments of two similar altars were 
discovered in the fill of the courtyard of the Byzantine fortress, that probably 
originated at a nearby Late N abatean shrine. 

The annexation of the Nabatean kingdom, including the Negev, by Rome 
in 106 CE did not bring about any change in Nabatean Oboda. This is attested 
by the epigraphic evidence. A Nabatean inscription commemorating the 
construction of a building, dated to 107, was found in a cave on the western 
slope. Another Nabatean inscription was discovered embedded in the eastern 
wall ofthe Late Roman-Byzantine fortress; it also dealt with the dedication of 
a building erected at Obodafollowing the Roman annexation and formation 
of the province of Arabia. In 1977, private buildings were located on the 
northwestern part of the slope, one with a stable similar to the one at Kurnub 
(Mampsis). Houses belonging to this period were found there under struc
tures from later periods, as well as at other parts of the site. 
THE LATE ROMAN PERIOD. Although historically Late Roman, the sec
ond to mid-fourth centuries may still be considered Late Nabatean. Numer
ous Greek inscriptions attest that the citizens ofOboda were still ofNabatean 
stock. Only a few remains scattered on the western half of the acropolis, where 

Building block with monumental Nabatean dedicatory inscription from Nabatean temple, perhaps mentioning its builder. 

Late Roman lintels. 
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En-Nu~rah: the Late Roman burial cave. 

Nabatean shrines once stood, can be ascribed to this period with any cer
tainty. However, a great numberofGreek inscriptions from the second half of 
the third century mention building activities at the site. This indicates that the 
buildings on the acropolis were still standing throughout the Late Roman 
period. Most of the inscriptions refer to Zeus Oboda (Z~u 'O~o8cx). One 
inscription refers to a building dedicated to Aphrodite that was faced with 
white stone, and another mentions the Greco-Egyptian god Apis. A small 
inscribed incense altar, also belonging to this period, was found on the 
acropolis. Eight Greco-Nabatean inscriptions were engraved on the lintel 
of the portal leading from the Nabatean porch of the Obodas temple to 
the paved court. These commemorate the dedication of a temple to Zeus 
Oboda in 267-268 CE, possibly to be explained as a rededication of the 
old Nabatean temple. An inscription, found on a segment of a column 
on the porch, mentions the construction of a roof. The temple of Obo
das(?), described above, was also used in this period. North of this tem
ple, sections of walls dated by a small cache of coins to the first decades 
of the third century CE were excavated in 1989. These could have belonged 
to the temple of Aphrodite. A considerable number of coins from the third 
and fourth centuries speaks for activity at the site. 
The Late Roman Quarter. The Late Roman quarter is situated to the southeast 
of the acropolis. Its main street runs in a north-south direction. The dwellings 
in the quarter were built around courtyards. Their walls were made of rather 
small and well-dressed stones. 

The tower in the southwest was also cleared. From the inscription (dis
covered by A. Musil in 1902) above the lintel in the northern wall of the 
tower-the only doorway giving access to the building-it appears that the 
tower was erected in 293-294. The tower (9 .6 by 9.6 m) is three stories high and 
apparently was an observation post. In the lower story, an entrance chamber 
was found. On the southern side are two doorways. One of them leads to a 
long narrow chamber with narrow slot windows for illumination and ven
tilation high up in the walls. The second opens onto a large hall where three 
ceiling arches were found in situ. The chambers were coated with a thick, 
whitewashed plaster. In the northeastern corner of the hall a low entrance 
leads to a small space beneath the staircase of an upper chamber. A doorway in 
the eastern wall of the entrance chamber leads to the upper story, of which 
only several stone courses and thresholds have been preserved. From the 
eastern side of this upper story, stairs lead to a still higher level. This tower 
is the latest dated specimen of aN abatean tower-the end of a three-hundred
year-old history of tower construction. In it the Nabatean architect contrived 
every possible device to protect the building from earthquakes. The perfect 
state of preservation of its lower story and roof testifies to his skill. 

The finds show that the houses in the Late Roman quarter were used until 
the beginning of the Byzantine period. Because no Christian remains were 
found here, it would seem that during the time the churches were construct
ed-from the mid-fourth century onward-the quarter already lay in ruins. 

Perhaps this was the result of an earthquake, traces of which are clearly 
discernible. This could well have been the earthquake of 363 CE, which 
caused a great deal of damage in the Near East. 
The Burial Cave (en-Nu~rah). This cave, discovered in the southwestern slope, 
was identified by Janssen, Savignac, and Vincent as the tomb ofObodas. It 
was attributed in the 1959 excavations to the Late Roman period. Four Greek 
funerary inscriptions-one dating to 241 CE-were discovered in the vaulted 
entranceway and its vicinity. From the inscriptions and the great quantity of 
pottery found, this layer can be dated to the middle of the third century. A new 
analysis of the burial cave's plan may indicate that the original construction of 
this loculi burial may well date to the first half ofthe first century CE. There are 
other burial caves in the vicinity, all of the same loculi type. It is thus possible 
that this burial ground is from the Middle N abatean period and was reused in 
later times. 
The Khan. The khan, or caravanserai, is situated to the north of the Nabatean 
potter's workshop. It was excavated in 1977. The building, 22.5 by 31 m, has a 
large court (12 by 19m) in the middle of it. It is built ofashlars. The southern 
wing is occupied by three large halls, and the eastern wing by six rooms, one of 
which was a kitchen. Steps built along the eastern flank led to an upper story. 
There are also rooms and halls on the building's two other flanks. The 
building, dated by coins and pottery, is from the Late Nabatean period; 
it was in use until the middle of the fourth century. Among the pottery 
finds are Nabatean painted cups and bowls from the latest phase of this 
class of painted pottery. 
THE BYZANTINE PERIOD. Three phases are distinguished at Oboda in the 
Byzantine period, although the demarcation among them is occasionally 
blurred: (1) the mid-fourth to the mid-fifth centuries; (2) the mid-fifth cen
tury to about 636 CE; and (3) from 636 to the end of the seventh century. 

The earthquake that apparently damaged the Late Roman residential 
quarter and the Nabatean southern retaining wall of the acropolis occurred 
just before the beginning of the first phase. To that period must be attributed 
the semicircular buttresses built to consolidate the retaining wall and the 
southern and western walls of the adyton of the temple of Obodas, as well 
as the new entrance at the northern side. It is also possible that in this phase the 
northeastern Nabatean entranceway was converted into a Byzantine mill
house. The main structures on the acropolis also belong to this phase. The 
acropolis was divided into two main sections: a fortress in the eastern section 
and a church and annexes in the western section. 
The Fortress. The fortress is a rectangular structure, about 0.5 a. in area. The 
walls are 1.6 to 2m thick. The courtyard measured 61 m from east to west: its 
eastern and western sides are 39 and 41 m long, respectively. The outer walls of 
the fortress were built partially of stones from dismantled Late Nabatean 
houses. A Nabatean inscription from 126 CE was found on one stone. Other 
stones display typical Nabatean dressing. Stones for the interior walls of the 
fortress were taken from the walls of the Nabatean military camp. The fortress 
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The acropolis: remains from the Late Roman and Byzantine periods. 

has twelve towers (three on each wall) of unequal size that were ascended by 
stairs attached to their walls. The main gate (2.7 m wide) is on the south
western side ofthe fortress. Its arch has been preserved. The gate was protected 
by two towers; the western one is the adyton of the old Nabatean temple (see 
above). On the northwestern side of the fortress is another, smaller gate. On its 
outer lintel a cross and other Christian symbols are carved. There are also 
three posterns. One is in the east. Beneath its southern doorpost a deep, 
narrow pit was discovered whose purpose is unknown. The door in the 
middle tower on the west was found blocked with various materials, among 
which was a large, heavy round olive press. It seems to have been sealed in 
haste before the Arab conquest (in an earlier interpretation this preparation 
was ascribed to an anticipated Persian conquest). The other postern, located 
in the northwestern corner, had been blocked with masonry. 

Inside the fortress there are only two permanent structures: a chamber (6 by 
5.5 m) attached to the south wall and a chapel in the northeastern corner. The 
chapel is built oflarge blocks of smooth, hard limestone, quarried at Oboda 
in the Middle N abatean period. These probably were taken from the southern 

Fragment of a Byzantine doorjamb with a young eagle in relief 

gate of the Nabatean military camp. In 1989, the excavation of the founda
tions of the chapel revealed that it was built above a large oven from the 
Middle Nabatean period. The chapel (10 by 8 m) is built of large dressed 
stones. It contains two chambers; the northern one has a single apse and two 
small cubicles on its southern side. Many jar sherds, some bearing Greek 
inscriptions and dipinti, were discovered in this structure. The chapel was not 
damaged in the Arab conquest. At the centerofthe fortress is a cistern (7 by4 
m) with a capacity of 200 cu m. Two channels supplied rainwater to the 
fortress. One channel was in the east and conveyed water collected in the 
vicinity of the fortress. The second hugged the outside of the southern 
wall. Both channels passed underneath the fortress walls. Northwest of the 
large cistern was another, smaller cistern (diameter, 2.4 m), belonging to one 
of the Nabatean phases. 

In this writer's opinion, the excavations at Oboda and Mampsis suggest 
that the fortress at Oboda, the fortress at Nessana, and the city wall at 
Mampsis were built in the first quarter of the fourth century. A 
numerus, or unit, of the local militia force, numbering about 200 to 250 
persons, was stationed at Oboda. 
The North Church. The North Church also belongs to the first phase of the 
Byzantine period at Oboda. West of the fortress is an unpaved square (51 by 40 
m) that was originally part of the Middle and Late Nabatean sacred com
pound. It is supported on the northern side by the large Nabatean retaining 
wall. In its southeastern corner is a large cistern, the measurements of which 
equal thatofthelargecisternin the fortress. Originally,itsupplied water to the 
nearby temple of Obodas. 

The North Church is situated at the northwestern corner of the acropolis 
and is the oldest church at Oboda. On its northern side it leans on the Nab
atean retaining wall. A considerable quantity of Nabatean decorated stones 
was used in the construction of its walls and floor. A large building block, on 
which a dedication to A pis was engraved, was embedded in its southeastern 
corner. 

TheN orth Church is slightly deflected from a true easterly direction. It is a 
basilica, with a single apse and a room on the north. A chapel and several 
service rooms-one of them possibly fulfilling the functions of a prothesis
adjoin the basilica on the south. The apse does not face the hall directly, 
apparently in order to correct the deviation in the orientation ofthe structure. 
Set in the apse is a sort of step that supported a wooden bench for the clergy 
(synthronon). In its center was a stone pedestal for the bishop's seat. The apse 
has two projecting arms that form a letter T. These arms were enclosed by a 
chancel, and in each the stumps oflegs of small altars were found. Above the 
altars, reliquaries containing remnants of saints were placed. There are two 
rows of five columns in the basilica. A cistern in the center of the atrium has a 
sump at its base that is coated with a pink, water-resistant plaster. In the 
course of the excavations, scores of column drums and capitals from the 
church were found in the cistern. Apparently, they were thrown there at 
the end of the Byzantine period, when the church was burned and the site 
turned into a sheepfold. In the rooms at the southern side of the church, 
bronze objects, a reliquary, and a small inscribed altar table were found. 
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The North Church. 

BAPTISTERY. West of the atrium is a narrow lane, 2.5 m wide. A doorway in its 
western side leads to a flight of steps. These steps were built during the 
Byzantine period, to allow access to the church compound, after the Na
batean entrance was destroyed. A second doorway leads from the lane to the 
baptistery. 

Two pillars, whose bases alone have been preserved, supported the roof of 
the baptistery. The font is cross shaped (each arm is 1.35 m long); it was built 
of rubble and clay, coated with plaster, and faced on both sides with thin 
marble slabs. At the bottom ofthe font is a drainage pipe. Adjoining this font 
is a smaller one for infant baptisms. The whole structure leans on the corner of 
the large northwestern retaining wall from the Nabatean period. 
The South Church. The South Church, or the Martyrium of Saint Theodore, 
as it is identified by an inscription engraved on an epitaph (see below), is 
oriented northeast because it abuts the adyton of the first-century BCE Nab
atean temple (see above). The west wall of the adyton was supported by a 
rounded retaining wall that leans against the church's central apse. The 
church is a basilica, divided into a nave and two aisles by two rows of seven 
columns each. The first column in each nave is engaged in the wall of the 
apse, and the last in the west wall of the church. All the columns were placed 
on a square plinth and an Attic base. The sanctuary, which is T-shaped, is 
two steps higher than the nave. The chancel surrounding the bema has 
three openings: one leading to the single apse, and two to two square rooms 
flanking the apse. In the eastern wall of each room are semicircular niches, at 
the base of which are reliquaries for relics of saints and martyrs. One such 
container, in the shape of a small marble sarcophagus, was found in the debris 
of the church. In these rectangular rooms the ritual of martyrs was performed. 
Faint traces of unidentified paintings were found on a wall in the northern 
room. In the debris in the church, a small altar table, dedicated by Victor and 
Kasiseos, sons of Stephan, for the salvation of their souls was discovered. 
Remains of a similar table, dedicated by the same persons, were found also in 
the ruins of the North Church. In the room south of the apse, fragments of the 
church's great altar and a circular marble paten, on which the bread and wine 
were exhibited during mass, were found. Two pairs of chancel screens made of 
local limestone were also discovered: one pair was decorated with crosses 
encircled by wreaths, and the other pair, made of imported marble, was 
decorated with palm trees and bunches of grapes. Close to the southwestern 
corner of the bema the round, 1.25-m-wide base of the preaching pulpit 
(ambo) was placed. The church is paved with limestone slabs. 

Five tombs, two of two-story burials, were discovered in the aisles. An 
additional tomb was found in the room south of the apse, and three more 
in the atrium. The earliest dated epitaph is of541, and the latest, of the head of 
the local monastery, is of618. The early epitaph is of a man brought to burial 
in the Martyrium of Saint Theodore. The name of the same saint was found 
engraved on fragments of marble chancel screens and on a wall painting in a 
dwelling cave from the Byzantine period on the west slope (see below). 

The atrium has three colonnades, whose hard limestone column segments, 

some of which carry Nabatean masons' marks, were taken from the nearby 
temple ofObodas. The doorposts and their capitals, of typically Nabatean 
style, apparently also came from the temple. Underneath the floor of the 
atrium are the rooms of the monastery, and northwest of it is the belfry. 
A plastered round box was found built in the floor of an annex to the north 
of the basilica; this treasure box, which was found empty, was covered by a 
stone slab with a lock. 

The South Church was apparently built in the middle of the fifth century. It 
was set on fire apparently in 636, during the Arab conquest. Half-burned 
wooden beams of the roof were found on the floor. 
The Farmhouse. To the east of the Late Roman quarter is a large farmhouse 

Tombstone inscription from 551 CE, from the South Church. 
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Byzantine winepress. 

that was excavated in 1975. It was built on the ruins of an equally large 
Nabatean building. It measures approximately 15 by 35m. Its western wing 
contained living rooms and a kitchen and its eastern wing, some service 
rooms. In one room a fiat camel's shoulder blade was found, on which were 
inscribed, in ink, in Greek, details referring to the management of the farm. A 
winepress is situated at the southeastern corner of the farmhouse. 

Byzantine winepress. 

Winepresses. The four winepresses discovered at Oboda are similarly con
structed. The press near the southern gate of the Late Roman-Byzantine 
fortress has a square treading area (the length of a side is 5.7 m) around 
which nine cubicles of unequal size are arranged. Their total area is 6 to 
9 sq m. The grapes were stored in baskets in these cubicles prior to the 
treading process. The cubicles open out onto steep slopes that conveyed 
the grapes to the treading area, 0.6 m below their floor level. The treading 
area was paved with stone flags (now removed) and coated with thick plaster. It 
slopes toward a small, centrally situated sump (0.4 by 0.4 m). A channel runs 
along the bottom of this sump beneath the pavement of the treading area 
toward a container for the newly pressed wine (3m in diameter, and preserved 
to a height of 1.1 m). The grape skins would sink to the bottom of the 
container. The sump is constructed of packed rubble and clay and coated 
with thick plaster. South of it are storerooms. 
House and Cave. The Byzantine town consisted of350 to 400 residential units 
of caves and houses arranged in terraces along the western slope of Oboda. 
One unit is situated 45 m beneath the acropolis in the lower residential tier. 
The house and adjacent cave form one dwelling unit, typical of Byzantine 
Oboda. Thecomplexisenteredfrom the south to an enclosed court (10 by4.5 
m). A flight of steps in the southern wall of the courtyard led to an attic, which 
has not been preserved. On the northern side of the courtyard are two halls. 
The latter was roofed with stone flags laid on top of three stone arches, all of 
which have been preserved. In the western section of the hall are a pantry (5.7 
by 2.25 m) and a bench attached to the wall. The pantry and the walls of the 
hall contain niches that may have served as cupboards. 

Two other doorways were found in the courtyard; the northern one was 
blocked at a later period. The southern doorway leads to another room. 
Along its northern wall a sewage drain was built that extends outside the 
house. A narrow passage on the west leads to another complex of chambers 
constructed at a later date. South of the corridor is a small chamber (2.5 by 
2.25 m) paved with large stones. On the western side of the paving, small 
receptacles end in an inclined gutter that protrudes outside the house wall 
(lavatory). 

To the west of the building are courtyards that are 2.3 m lower than the 
building. The walls of these structures are thick and built of large, coarsely 
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chiseled stone chunks. The work indicates a utilitarian approach to construc
tion, without embellishment. The spaces were apparently shops in which 
products of the house were sold. 

The cave is entered through the hall to the north of the interior courtyard. 
Two chambers (the larger one is 6 by 12 min area), partly built and partly rock 
cut, link the two parts of the house-cave unit. On the eastern side of the larger 
hall lies a rock partition shaped like a demiarch. On it, in red ocher, are drawn 
the figures of Saint George and Saint Theodore and Greek inscriptions. A 
wide doorway leads eastward to another chamber (c. 5 by 5 m), along whose 
northern and eastern walls low benches were cut. There also are rock-cut 
niches higher up. The corners ofthe room are decorated below the ceiling with 
carved heads and bunches of grapes, while a cross is carved into the ceiling 
itself. All the rooms have smooth, hollowed-out recesses for lamps and packs. 
The recesses are painted red. 

A doorway in the eastern wall leads to a central hall, 20 em lower than the 
one in front of it. The walls of the hall have small niches for oil lamps. In the 
ceiling, rows of projections are cut (and painted red) from which bunches of 
dried fruit and vegetables once hung. A doorway inserted in the hall's eastern 
wall leads to another hall (5.5 by 7 m) that has benches cutin the rock on three 
of its sides. A stone bench runs along the eastern wall of the main hall; the 
bench has two rows of hollows in which jars may have been placed upright. 
The other benches also appear to have been employed as bases for jars, 
although they lack hollows to hold the jars. The passage between the two 
halls could be blocked when necessary. The cave itself seems to have served as 
a wine cellar; the new wine was strained on the bench in the western hall and 
was then stored for fermentation in the eastern hall. 

Additional openings in the northern wall of the central hall lead, on one 
side, to a small pantry and, on the other side, to rock-hewn bins that probably 
were used to store grain or dried fruits. Early surveys suggested that this cave 
was once part of the Nabatean necropolis, but later excavations indicated that 
it was not earlier than the Byzantine period and from the outset was hewn as a 
wine cellar and storage place. 
The Bathhouse. The bathhouse is situated in the plain at the foot ofthe hill. On 
its side, a well 60 m deep supplied the bathhouse with water. North of the 
bathhouse is a courtyard (19 by 6.3 m); it was a temporary structure, as 
evidenced by the two shallow pilasters in its center. In the northern wall 
of the bathhouse are two doorways. One leads to a chamber containing 
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a pool coated with water-resistant plaster (4.4 by 4.1 m large and 1.35 m 
deep). This was apparently the frigidarium. Its ceiling has been completely 
preserved. The second doorway leads directly to the hot-bath section. From 
the passage, an opening leads into a small room containing three stone 
benches, apparently the dressing room; from there one entered the hypocaust 
( 4 by 4 m). The brick ceiling of the latter has not been preserved, but the debris 
of the sixteen brick pillar bases has been uncovered. 

Adjacent to the south side of the bathhouse was a brick flue that conveyed 
theheatedairfromafurnace. Two flues on thesouthsideand three each on the 
west and east directed the heated air into a network of clay pipes, many of 
which have been preserved intact near the western wall. Two grooves run the 
entire length of the eastern wall, opening above the room's vaulted roof and 
serving as exhausts for excess heat. Small apertures in the ceiling served as 
windows. 

West ofthe hot-bath room is the cross-shaped caldarium. In its center is the 
hypocaust, which contains the bases ofthe twenty brick pillars that supported 
the roof of the installation. The northern, southern, and western arms of the 
cross contain bathtubs constructed of brick fragments and water-resistant 
clay. The bathtubs were heated by means of channels (also cross shaped) 
connected to the hypocaust. The whole chamber was heated by a furnace 
situated to the west of the building and by a channel from the first hypocaust. 
Slits in the walls surrounding the bathtubs acted as exhausts for the excess 
steam. The rooms have a domed roof supported by four spherical penden
tives. Part of the dome has been destroyed. It appears to have contained a 
central aperture for light and ventilation. The water was evacuated from the 
building by means of a channel, large segments of which were discovered in 
the courtyard north of the bathhouse. The bathhouse at Oboda is one of the 
best-preserved Byzantine buildings of this type found so far in the country. 
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Plan of the Byzantine bathhouse. 
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OHALOII 
IDENTIFICATION 
The prehistoric site Ohalo II is located on the southwestern shore ofthe Sea of 
Galilee (map reference 2038.2364). It lies to the southeast of Beth Yeral)., at 
an elevation of212.5 m below sea level. The bedrock is the Lisan Formation. 
The submerged site was exposed and found in autumn 1989, when the lake's 
water level dropped more than 3m. Two seasons of salvage excavations were 
carried out in 1989 and 1990, on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority, 
under the direction of D. Nadel. 

EXCAVATIONS 
1989 SEASON. The visible exposed area of the site was about 200 sq m. 
Approximately 120 sq m were collected systematically, using 1-by-1-m grid 
units and wet sieving all the sediment. The thickness of the layer was usually 
about 5 em. Several wide and small shallow pits were tested. They were 30 to 
50 em deep and contained in situ early Kebaran material. A circular stone 
feature (diameter, 45 em) was found, with many charcoal pieces between and 
under the stones. 
Flint. The flint assemblage was found in mint condition. The raw material is 
small gray pebbles. The cores are typical bladelet cores, with one striking 
platform. The bladelets are very narrow and thin. Microliths are the most 
common tools, while scrapers and burins are rare. The tool repertoire also 
includes FaJita points. 
Fauna. Animal bones of fish, birds, rodents, turtles, hares, foxes, gazelles, 
and deer were identified in the sorting stage (incomplete list). Fish vertebrae 
were very common. 
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Ohalo II: plan of the excavation areas, showing where the human remains and the only 
stone feature were found. 

Flora. More than thirty species of plants and trees were identified. Hundreds 
of charred seeds of wild barley and wild wheat are the oldest of their kind 
from an archaeological context. The seeds were dated by the AMS technique 
and they are early Kebaran. The plant remnants indicate that the site was 
occupied in spring and fall. 
Other Finds. Dozens of beads made of dentalium shells attest to connections 
with the Coastal Plain. Worked bone tools and grounds tone implements 
(including basalt bowls and pestles) were found in small numbers. Several 
small lumps of ocher were collected. 
1990 SEASON. The results of the second season indicated that the site covers 
an area of at least 1,500 sq m. This area contains floors of huts and various 
kinds of hearths and pits. 
Burial. A male burial was found in square AD87. The skeleton was in a flexed 
position, with the knees bent and the arms crossed over the chest. In addition, 
another human mandible and isolated bones of an adult and a child were 
recovered. 

DATE 
The site was dated by twenty-six charcoal samples measured by three lab
oratories. The results indicate that it was occupied about 19,000 BP. It is a 
uniculture site, and it is one of the earliest manifestations of the Kebaran 
technocomplex in Israel. 

SUMMARY 
Ohalo II is outstanding for three reasons. First, it has the largest and the best 
floral material from such an early date in Israel. This rich material is enabling 
a detailed study of seasonal procurement activities, the identification of 
seasons of occupation at the site, and the evaluation of the importance 
of vegetal food in the local diet. Second, the male skeleton recovered is 
the most complete specimen from any Upper Paleolithic and Epipaleolithic 
(excluding Natufian) site in Israel. Third, its location demonstrates that in 
the period of occupation, the Lisan had receded to the south, and the Sea of 
Galilee was probably already there. 

D. Nadel, Mitekufat Ha"even 23 (1990), 48*-59*; 24 (1991), 158-163; id. (and I. Hershkovitz), Current 
Anthropology 32/5 (1991), 631-635; M. E. Kislev et al., Review of Paleobotany and Palynology 73 (in 
press). 
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Skeleton uncovered during excavation. 
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IDENTIFICATION by a pumping plant) is in the valley bed, to the east of the site. Construction 
The prehistoric site at Nal).al Oren is situated on the northern bank ofNal).al work on a road leading to the Carmel forests has damaged the lower part of 
Oren, on the western slope ofMount Carmel, about 46 to 51 m above sea level the site. Excavation indicates that this is one ofthe few sites in the region with 
(map reference 1480.2356). It lies at the point where the valley and the an almost complete cultural sequence, from the Kebaran culture to the Pre
Coastal Plain merge. The site consists of a cave and a slope that descends Pottery Neolithic B period. This time span, between 16,000 and 6800 BCE, 
to the bank of the valley bed. A spring (whose waters are presently collected marks the transition from hunting and gathering to incipient agriculture. 



Na~al Oren: overview of the cave and the slope in jront of it. 

EXCAVATIONS 
The cave was first excavated in 1942 by M. Stekelis, who found remains of the 
Natufian culture. Between 1954 and 1960, a second series of excavations was 
carried out by Stekelis and T. Yisraeli-Noy. Large areas were exposed on the 
slope, revealing occupation remains from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and B, 
as well as dwelling areas with many burials and art objects from theN atufian 
culture. Remains of the Kebaran culture were found only in soundings. In 
1969~1970, a third series of excavations took place, directed by Noy and 
E. Higgs, as part of a research project conducted by the British Academy of 

Stone figurine depicting an 
animal at one end and a bird at 
the other, Natufian period. 

Sciences and the British Museum. A section was made through the entire 
slope in order to examine the stratigraphy. Flotation was used to examine 
seeds and small finds. Of the nine layers exposed in this section, layers IX~ VII 
belong to the Kebaran culture, layers VI~V to the Natufian, and layers IV~I 
to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and B periods. Three other excavation areas 
were opened (squares 200, 300, and 600) in the latter two from which struc
tures from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B were unearthed. Several surveys were 
carried out as well, in order to examine the area's economic potential. 
KEBARANCULTURE.Acarbon-14dateof18,250 ± 320BP(UCLA 1776C) 
was obtained for layer IX. A small stone wall from this period was exposed on 
bedrock. The flint tool assemblage belongs to the early Kebaran culture and 
is dominated by obliquely truncated backed bladelets (Kebara points) and 
arched bladelets. The flint tools from layer VIII, which generally resemble 
those recovered from the preceding layer, also include triangles. Carbon-14 
dates ofl5,800 ± 300 BP(UCLA 1776A) and 16,800 ± 340 BP (UCLA 1776B) 
were obtained for the upper part and for a slightly lower part, respectively, of 
layer VII. The flint tool assemblage from this layer is characterized by an abun
dance of microliths, including triangles and lunates. Evidence was found for the 
use of the micro burin technique for the production of these minute tools, which 
had been hafted in various ways in wooden handles. 
NATUFIAN CULTURE. Layers VI~Vreached a maximum depth of 1.5 m; 
they represent the middle and upper stages of the Natufian culture. Bones 

Basalt grinding stones, Natufian period. 
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Natufian burial in Nal;al Oren. 

recovered from layer V yielded a car
bon-14 date of 8,096 ± 318 BCE (BM 
764), corresponding to the Late Na
tufian. The finds include architectural 
remains, installations, ornaments, art 
objects, burials, and many tools made 
of various raw materials. The archi
tectural remains consist of walls built 
of rubble that run east-west across the 
slope. Elongated mortars of the stone
pipe type had been incorporated in the 
walls. Three such walls have been un
covered so far with various installa
tions in front of them and with bea
ten-earth floors. These remains, remi
niscent of the finds from the front of 
the el-Wad Cave and from the plat
form at Jericho, apparently testify 
to the organization of the settlement 
along terraces leveled on the slope. A 
burial level containing various instal
lations (see below) was found on the 
lowest terrace. 

A wide variety of tools was found. 
The bone tools used for hunting and 
fishing include single-row barbed har
poons, fishing rods, and gorgets (fish 
hooks). Bone points were made of 
long animal bones, in full or partial articulation, used for the perforation 
and perhaps also for the stitching of hides and other organic materials. They 
may have also been used as shuttles in basketry. Rare finds include bone 
sickle hafts. Limestone was used mainly to produce deep hollowed mortars, 
small mortars, and bowls. Basalt was used for whetstones of the "high" type, 
several of which were decorated with engraved or relief patterns. A rich flint 
assemblage was collected in the two layers. The micro burin technique was 
often used to produce microliths-most frequently lunates. The sickle blades 
form a distinct group, besides regular tool groups, such as burins, scrapers, 
borers, thick blades, and denticulates. Judging from the small size of the 
lunates, layer V belongs to the Final Natufian, while layer VI belongs to the 
LateNatufian, according to F. R. Val
la's recent subdivision. 

Ornaments are scarce and are not 
varied; they are made mainly of den
talia and cardiidae shells. Unique 
among them are two large stone pen
dants bearing dotted decorative pat
terns. 
NATUFIANBURIALS. The Natufian 
layers yielded many skeletons. It 
seems that some of them had been 
interred in a designated area, around 
a large, stone-built hearth. The graves 
contained single, paired, or multiple 
burials; the bodies were interred in 
shallow pits, usually in a flexed posi
tion, with the head facing north. Lime
stone mortars of the stone-pipe type 
were placed near several burials. Some 
ofthe burials uncovered near the stone 
walls may belong to the Final Natu
fian layer. Art objects as well as pol
ished and fired gazelle horns, stone 
pendants, and a few ornaments, 
made mainly of seashells, were found 
above and within the burials. 
PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC A 
PERIOD. Many finds from the Pre
Pottery Neolithic A period were un
earthed over the entire slope and in the 
section in layers IV-III. Layer IV is of 
an indeterminate nature. The main 
finds were recovered from layer III, 
the phase called the Sultanian cul
ture. Twenty structures were un-

General view of the Natufian burial area. 

earthed in this phase, arranged in four terraces on the slope. The houses 
are round and closely packed, with an occasional opening toward the south. 
The walls, built of field stones, were preserved to a height of about 80 em. 
Stone bowls, cupmarks on flat stones, and ash-filled hearths built of small 
stones were found on the beaten-earth and lime floors. Flint artifacts, stone 
implements, and animal bones were found in the houses and the areas be
tween them. The flint tools were made from local raw material, as with the 
Natufian industry. The new tool types are the Tahunian ax, with a cutting 
edge made by transversal blow, and elongated sickle blades, prominent 
among which is the Beit Ta'amir type, a bifacially retouched straight or 
arched blade. Arrowheads of the el-Khiam type and many microliths were 



Natufian flint implements. 

found, as well. The abundance of the latter in the Neolithic layers may have 
resulted mainly from admixture with the assemblages from the preceding 
Natufian layers. A few polished limestone and basalt axes, at least ten ob
sidian blades from Golu-Dag in Anatolia, and several bone tools are also of 
interest. 

Two stone anthropomorphic figurines from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A 
were found, one on the surface. Simply shaped, the only body parts depicted 
are the head, torso, and the lower part, which was also engraved. The shape of 
the figurine recovered from the surface is better defined and may have been 
painted red. Another limestone figurine (its upper part is broken) was also a 
surface find, but it may belong to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period. The 
number of burials from this period is small. A decapitated skeleton was 
found buried under the floor of house 14, and two skulls were found under 
the floor of house 16. 
PRE-POTTERY NEOLITHIC B PERIOD. Finds from the Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic B period were recovered from layers II-I and from an area east of the 
main excavation. Erosion and human intervention caused considerable 
damage to the upper layers; most of the architectural remains are thus 
disturbed and only a few items were found in situ. Remains were found 
from the early and middle stages of this period. The chronological deter
mination was based on the flint tools. The structural remains from the middle 
stage are impressive in size and rectangular in plan. This modification in the 
structures' shape may be related to social changes. In one structure, the 
northern wall was preserved to a height of 60 em and was built of pebbles 
in a fashion reminiscent of brick construction. The floors are of beaten earth, 
pounded lime, and flat pebbles. Six structures have been uncovered so far. 
Among the few remains found on their floors, grindstones (with two grinding 
surfaces, characteristic of the period) are noteworthy. The upper grindstones 
were usually made of local limestone; only a few were of basalt. 

Flint tools were shaped from pink or light-brown flint-the hues having 
been achieved through baking selected flint. Such baked flint was used for 
arrowheads, sickle blades, and elongated blades. Two main groups of arrow
heads can be distinguished-an early group consisting of Helwan type ar-

Tahunian axes, with a cutting edge made by transversal blow, PPNA. 

Stone mortar, 
Natufian period. 
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rowheads (with a small tang and two opposed notches) and a late one, 
consisting of arrowheads of the Jericho type (with elongated tang and 
wings). Abu-Ghosh flaking (oblique pressure flaking) is most frequent. 
Sickle blades are mostly elongated, made on a simple blade and finely ser
rated; some-the Nal;tal Oren type-have a tang. Several blades, unusual in 
length and in the shape of their pointed ends, were found as well; their use is 
unknown. Flint axes are of the Tahunian type, while several ovoid axes found 
nearby may belong to a later stage. Several obsidian blades were recovered. 
Several skeletons and skulls testify to the attention paid to mortuary prac
tices. Inside a rectangular structure in square 600, three burials without skulls 
were found-a custom characteristic of the period. 
ART OBJECTS. The art objects from the Natufian and Neolithic periods 
consist mainly of animal heads, carved in bone, horn, and stone. In several 
cases, the images were carved on both sides of a long bone or a stone. Phalli, 
shaped in limestone, were found, as well as geometrically patterned decora
tions (such as the meander and the circle) on several tools and ornaments. 
Red ocher was used for painting. 

Rectangular dwe/lil;g and burir'ls, PPNB. 
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HUMAN TYPES. More than fifty skeletons (most of them Natufian) were 
unearthed throughout the excavations, thirty-five adults and fifteen chil
dren. The most frequent human type among them is the proto-Mediterra
nean, apparently originating from the local Levantine population. A com
prehensive dental examination of Natufian skeletons led to a distinction 
among several groups. One, the Nal;lal Oren group, whose diet consisted 
of seeds and meat, differs from the el-Wad group, whose diet also included 
molluscs, crabs, and other marine creatures, despite the proximity of both 
sites to the sea. 
FAUNA. The faunal aspects of the site have not yet been sufficiently studied. 
A limited study was carried out by A. Legge of London University. Bones of 
various species of deer, mainly fallow deer, were numerous in the Kebaran 
layer and testify to the wide extent of the Mediterranean forest which grad
ually disappeared in the Natufian and Neolithic periods. Gazelle bones, 
present in all the layers, comprise over 80 percent of the faunal remains in 
the Natufian layer and the Early Neolithic period. Legge maintains that this 
frequency stemmed from the controlled slaughter of gazelles within tended 
herds. Cattle bones were found in small proportions in all the layers. A 
slightly higher proportion of goat bones was found in the Pre-Pottery Neo
lithic A period, while there had apparently been domesticated goats at the site 
in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B. Goat bones comprise about 13 percent of the 
faunal assemblage in these layers. Afewpig bones were found in all the layers. 
The study of rodents yields a general impression characteristic of many other 
sites where the Mediterranean forest was replaced by a more open landscape. 
SEEDS. Because soil flotation was practiced throughout the later stages of 

the excavation, seeds and carbonized fruit were found. Domesticated wheat 
was identified in the Kebaran layers, but it appears that the seeds come from 
later layers. Thus, no conclusions should be drawn about the existence of 
incipient agriculture at this stage. The small assemblage of cereal seeds, 
legumes, grape pips, fig seeds, olive and carob stones, and acorns attests 
to the early farming practices of the Neolithic inhabitants of this region. 

Excavations: M. Stekelis, RASOR 86 (1942), 2-10; id., QDAP 11 (1945), 115-118; M. Stekelis and 
T. Yisraeli (Noy), IEJ 7 (1957), 125; 8 (1958), 131; 10 (1960), 118-119, 258-259; 13 (1963), 1-12; 
D. Ferembach, ibid. 9 (1959), 65-73; T. Noy (and E. S. Higgs), ibid. 21 (1971) 171-172; T. Noy et al., 
Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 39 (1973), 75-99; T. Noy, "Six Neolithic Sites" (Ph.D. diss., 
Jerusalem 1978); T. Noy and B. Brimer, Israel Museum Journa/3 (1984), 80; T. Noy, Mitekufat Ha'even 
21 (1988), 180*; id., People and Culture in Change I (BAR/IS 508, ed. I. Hershkovitz), Oxford 1989, 53-57; 
id., The Natufian Culture in the Levant (International Monographs in Prehistory, Archaeology Series l, 
eds. 0. Bar-Yosef and F. R. Valla), Ann Arbor 1991, 557-568; E. Crognier and N. Dupouy-Madre, 
Paliorient 2 (1974), 103-121. 
Discussions: D. A. E. Garrod and D. M. A. Bate, The Stone Age of Mt. Carmel i, Oxford 1937; 
D. Kirkbride, Man 58 (1958), 55-58; J. G. Echegary, Excavaciones en Ia terraza de El-Khiam i, Madrid 
1964; J. Perrot, Suppliment au Dictionnaire de Ia Bible 8 (1968), 286--446; 0. Bar-Yosef, "The 
Epipaleolithic Culture of Palestine" (Ph.D. diss., Jerusalem 1970); id. (and E. Tchernov), IEJ 20 
(1970), 141-150; id. (and F. R. Valla), Pali!orient 5 (1975) 145-152; C. Finzi Vita and E. S. 
Higgs, Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society 36 (1970), 1-3; K. V. Flannery, Man. Settlement and 
Urbanism (ed. P. J. Ucko), London 1972, 23-54; F. Hours eta!., L'Anthropologie77 (1973),437--496; F. R. 
Valla, Troisieme Colloque sur Terminologie de Ia Prthistoire au Proche Orient (ed. F. Wendorf), Mexico 
1981, 71-100; id., "Les Industries de SilexdeMallaha(Eynan)etdu Natufiendansle Levant" (Ph.D. diss., 
Paris 1983); A. Gopher, "Flint Tools Industries of the Neolithic oflsrael" (Ph.D. diss., Jerusalem 1986); 
Weippert 1988 (Ortsregister); D. I. Olszewski and C. M. Barton, Levant 22 (1990), 43--46. 
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OR HA-NER 
IDENTIFICATION AND EXCAVATION 
A tomb located near Khirbet Umm Tabun, south of Kibbutz Or ha-Ner, 
which is southeast of Ashkelon (map reference 111.1 06), was excavated in 
1941 by J. Ory. The tomb was built oflimestone rubble and blocks of kurkar 
bonded with cement. The walls were covered with a thick layer of light
colored plaster. The tomb consists of four vaulted burial chambers (inter-

nal measurements, c. 2 by 2m), two on each side of an elongated central hall 
(c. 2 by4.5m). Becausethetombhad beenlootedinancient times, few objects 
were uncovered in the excavation. Thus, the date of the tomb can only be 
arrived at by the style of construction and the wall paintings. These indicate a 
date in the fourth century CE. The tomb was apparently built by a wealthy 
local family, probably pagan. 

Or ha-Ner: general view of the central hall, looking north. 



Row of medallions containing portraits of men, from the central hall. 

The wall paintings are situated in the central hall. On the northern wall, 
above the entrance to the tomb, is a Greek inscription written in red paint: 
A.dcri:A8E oU8ic; &e&va'toc; (Enter! No one is immortal). On either side of the 
opening are painted swordlike forms with tassels, probably representing 
candlesticks or torches. On each of the side walls are three parallel friez
es, separated by horizontal red stripes; above them a single frieze, with 
designs of vine branches and leaves painted in green, runs along the ceiling. 

The lower frieze contains red-colored imitation marble panels. The middle 
frieze consists of a pattern of pointed leaves in red and green, with groups of 
red dots below them. The upper frieze contains the major paintings, portraits 
of men and women set inside fourteen medallions, each touching another. 
The medallions (0.58--0.59 m high and 0.56-0.57 m wide) are almost circular. 
There are seven medallions on each wall, and in the gaps between the end 
medallions and the northern corners appear two more candlesticks or 
torches. The spaces between the medallions are filled with flowers with eight 
petals painted alternately in red and green. Three of the portraits are of 
women and eleven are of men. The males are young and clean-shaven. 
They wear a cloak over a tunic and long earrings. The portraits are outlined 
in dark colors (red and black) and light colors (red-brown and orange) were 
used for the faces. All the portraits are frontal. The eyes are large and directed 
upward or to the side. The brows and lips are thick, giving the faces a stern 
expression. The portraits resemble Egyptian mummy portraits of the fourth 
century. In the manner of representation, the paintings display some simi
larity with Coptic ware of the fifth to sixth centuries. 

Y. Tsafrir, IEJ 18 (1968), 170--180. 
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Roof of the tomb at Or ha-Ner. 

Isometric reconstruction of the tomb's interior. 

OSTRAKINE 
IDENTIFICATION AND HISTORY 
The site (el-Felusiyat) is located at the eastern edge of the Bardawillagoon, 
about 30 km (19mi.) west ofel-'Arish (map reference 001.059). This was the 
ancient site of Ostrakine, one of the most important way stations on the 
coastal road between Gaza and Pelusium. Its strategic location and proxim
ity to Ecregma, the natural outlet between the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Bardawillagoon, gave the city great importance as a way station and trade 
center. The settlement is mentioned in the writings of Roman-Byzantine 
historians and geographers, in rabbinic sources, in the writings of the 
Church fathers, and on maps, such as the Tabula Peutingeriana and the 
Medeba map. According to Josephus (War IV, 667), Titus camped at Os
trakine en route from Alexandria to crush the revolt in Judea (69 CE). In the 
Byzantine period, Ostrakine became one of the largest cities in Provincia 
Augustamnica and the seat ofbishops. After the Arab conquest, a settlement 

named el-Warrada was established here, with a port and a pigeon house. The 
port was sacked by Frankish pirates in 1249 and subsequently destroyed by 
an earthquake in 1302. 

EXPWRATION 
In 1914, the site was explored by the French archaeologist, J. Cledat, who 
uncovered the remains of two large basilica! churches with marble columns 
and decorated capitals. Excavations under the floor of the main hall revealed 
a crypt with burials and about fifty Greek ostraca, many of which are in
scribed with the name Ostrakine. Parts of a mosaic floor, whose center is 
decorated with a cross surrounded by a medallion, were uncovered in the 
northern church. Sections of a pentagonal fortified monastery were exca
vated nearby; watchtowers were built at the corners and many crosses were 
painted or carved on its walls. In 1976-1977, the North Sinai Expedition, 
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Ostrakine: general view of the church. 

headed by E. D. Oren, conducted a survey and systematic excavations at the 
site and its vicinity on behalf of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev. 

SURVEY AND EXCAVATION RESULTS 
THE SETTLEMENT. Examination of surface remains in largely submerged 
areas showed that the Roman-Byzantine settlement ofOstrakine extended 
overanareaofabout2 sq km. At present, thesiteis buried underlayers(c. 1m 
thick) of salt and marine deposits. The excavations revealed impressive 
remains, providing information about the city's extent and the subsistence 
modes of its inhabitants. An industrial site, in which metal and glass objects 
were produced, was recorded north of the fortified monastery; it contained 
large quantities of glass, broken vitrified materials, copper refuse, and frag
ments of metal vessels. The structures here are well built of sandstone slabs. 
At some stage their floors and entrances were raised, apparently after a rise in 
the water table. Among the numerous Late Roman finds is a fragment of a 
bone pyxis decorated delicately with the figure of Aphrodite carved in the 
style of contemporary Alexandrian art. Trial excavations under the floors of 
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Church plan. 

these buildings, at groundwater level, revealed the earliest occupational 
strata from the first to second centuries CE. Some distance to the north, 
the expedition uncovered the remains of a commercial center or agora from 
the Late Roman period, including a street (c. 8 m wide) paved with stone slabs 
and flanked by the foundations of small chambers, probably shops. The 
complex was surrounded by a system of sidewalks paved with stone 
slabs. The entire area was scattered with large broken storage vessels topped 
by a thick layer of ash, attesting to the destruction ofthis section ofOstrakine 
by fire some time in the fourth century CE. 
THE CHURCH. Near the large basilica explored by Cledat, the expedition 
excavated an impressive and well-preserved church (20 by 33m). It consists 
of an atrium, a nave with side aisles, and, on the eastern end, an inscribed apse 
flanked by two side chambers. This church is particularly distinctive because 
it is somewhat broader in proportion to its length than is usual in eastern 
Christian architecture. The walls, built of well-dressed beachrock slabs, are 
preserved to a height of 1.5 m. The building's foundations were laid in two 
wide steps in a foundation trench dug in the sand dunes. The foundations are 
now partially beneath the water table. 

Entrance to the atrium was on the west, via a central entrance and two side 
entrances, whose wooden thresholds are still preserved. Near it the charred 
beams of the doors and their iron hinges and bolts were found. The area of the 
atrium is divided by a series of stone columns and L-shaped piers, while the 
southern wing is occupied by a stone-lined cistern. The excavations uncov
ered large quantities ofbroken ceramic rooftiles that fell to the floor when the 
church burned. In the last phase of occupation, many changes were made in 
the atrium, particularly the addition of partition walls and cooking and 
storage facilities. One of the cooking installations, of fired bricks, included 
a container full of edible snails. The floor of the atrium was heaped with large 
deposits of storage jars, cooking pots, and pans, as well as many glass vessels. 

The nave is divided from the aisles by two rows of columns that rest on 
square bases and bear marble Corinthian capitals. The two columns closest 
to the altar are marble and the others beachrock. At the ends of the rows are 
rectangular pilasters. A series of stone arches was constructed above the 
columns and elevated the nave to allow daylight into the church through 
two rows of high clerestory windows. At the eastern end of the nave, a raised 
platform represents the bema on which small marble columns supported the 
altar (mensa). The bema was surrounded by a marble screen decorated with 



carved crosses and wreaths. The nave's floor is paved with dressed beachrock 
slabs. However, the area next to the bema is paved with thin marble slabs 
carved with motifs such as guilloches, rosettes, crosses within medallions, an 
amphora with acanthus leaves, and an eagle supporting a medallion encir
cling a cross. 

A three-stepped synthronon, used to seat the clergy during the liturgy, 
skirted the inside wall of the well-preserved apse. On either side of the apse a 
series of steps led from the aisles to two small side rooms. The upper steps 
were flanked by marble columns with Corinthian capitals. In the southern 
room, a small baptismal font is set on an octagonal base of slate slabs; in front 
of it are two pairs of columns and another, marble, font on hollow bronze 
legs. Against the back wall of the room stood a raised stone step and a stone 
reliquary that was surrounded by round marble columns, perhaps for sup
porting a ciborium. The reliquary contained two bone fragments, apparently 
belonging to one of the church's saints, and a bronze needle. It was covered by 
an alabaster bowl perforated in the center through which oil was poured on 
the sacred bones. At a later stage, the reliquary was covered and cemented 
with large stone blocks and topped with a well-dressed marble slab, perhaps 
an altar. The room also contained many copper and bronze objects, includ
ing chains to hang lamps and incense vessels. The room to the north of the 
apse yielded a large collection of pottery vessels and an elegant bronze jug 
whose handle is decorated with the figure of an animal. Next to it was a 
bronze oil lamp with a cross on its handle. A small room behind the apse 
contained an exceptionally large collection of glass vessels, including tall
footed glass lamps. 

In the last phase of the church, the atrium underwent numerous changes. 
Additional partition walls were constructed and cooking and storage facil
ities were installed. In particular, the central court was enclosed and a baked
brick oven with deep recesses was constructed. The floors of the nave and 
aisles were scattered with hundreds of storage jars, grinding and baking 
installations, roof tiles, and charred wooden beams, as well as many bronze 
vessels, such as a candlestick bearing an oil lamp, scales, and a weight in the 
shape of a baboon. Particularly notable finds include an ivory knife handle 
carved in the shape of a man; medallions with crosses; "Persian" oil lamps; 
Coptic pottery; bronze weights; and many coins. Two gold coins were found 
on the bench in the main hall: one was of the Byzantine emperor Heraclius, 
mintedatNicomedia between 613 and 641; and the otherofConstantinus IV, 
minted at Constantinople between 668 and 685. 

Section of the church floor carved with decorations. 
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Gold coin of the emperor Heraclius. 

The church's plan and the finds in it show that it was built in the fifth 
century, during the zenith of Byzantine settlement in Ostrakine. The other 
two churches were also built at this time, as was the fortress or fortified 
monastery excavated by Cledat. The church uncovered by the North Sinai 
Expedition probably continued to exist after the Arab conquest; despite its 
location on the main road to Egypt, it was not destroyed during the Sassanian 
(Persian) occupation ( 614-628 CE). In Ostrakine, as in several other sites, the 
Christian community was not dispersed during the Arab conquest, and for 
decades continued to perform its rituals. The latest coin found in the church 
attests that for more than thirty years after the Arab conquest the building 
continued to serve as a place of worship. Although many domestic installa
tions were constructed within the church, the furnishings and Christian 
symbols were not damaged. The changes made in the building may have 
been related to the Umayyad campaigns in the region; the final destruction of 
the church may have occurred during the campaign of Caliph Marwan in 
Egypt in 684. 
CEMETERYATEL-KHUWEINAT. Atthesiteofel-Khuweinat,about2km 
(1.2 mi.) southwest of el-Felusiyat, many tombs and graves were recorded 
that undoubtedly were part ofOstrakine's extensive cemetery. The cemetery 
had been methodically looted, and its tombstones found their way to the 
antiquities market. The soundings conducted by theN orth Sinai Expedition 
uncovered dozens of cist graves built of sandstone slabs and marked by ~ 

inscribed tombstones. The upper portion of the tombstones is generally 
crudely fashioned, in the shape of a human head and with facial features 
outlined in red paint. The tombstones are carved with crosses and conso
latory epitaphs in Greek, such as "No one is immortal," "Be blessed with 
good share," and "Be of high spirit." The spelling and grammar in these 
inscriptions are careless, and it is clear that the scribes were neither skilled at 
formulating Christian burial inscriptions nor fully fluent in Greek. The 
inhabitants ofOstrakine were "new Christians," who reproduced, however 
in a provincial manner, Christian architecture and adopted the burial prac
tices of the cultural centers in Palestine, and especially in Egypt. 

J. C16dat, Annales du Service des Antiquites de /"Egypte 16 (1916), 6--32; A. Ovadiah, LA 28 (1978), 127-
141; E. D. Oren and M.A. Morrison, ILN (Nov. 1981), 76--77; (Dec. 1981), 90; E. D. Oren, MdB 24 
(1982), 4~7. 
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Fish-shaped pottery oil lamp from the church. 
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PELLA 
IDENTIFICATION 
Since its identification in 1852 byE. Robinson, Khirbet(orTabaqat) Fal;tlhas 
been accepted as ancient Pella ofthe Decapolis. The site lies approximately at 
sea level amid the foothills of the eastern side of the Jordan Valley, fewer than 
30 km (19 mi.) south of the Sea of Galilee (map reference 2075.2065). The 
word Fal;tl (or Fil;tl, as it appears in early Arabic texts) is the linguistic equiva
lent of the ancient Semitic place name Pil;til(um), which occurs as early as 1800 
BCE in Egyptian texts. The hellenized name Pella came into use after the 
conquests of Alexander the Great, who was born in Pella in Macedonia, 
as a phonetic approximation of the Semitic name. 

Abundant water and mild winters made Pella one of the most desirable sites 
in the valley for habitation in antiquity. Although hot during the summer 
months, Pella is still cooler than most sites in the Jordan Valley. During the 
winter it is free from frost, unlike some places in the northern part of the valley. 
Annual precipitation today, which may not differ greatly from that at times in 
the past, is 345 mm and, occurring mainly in the months from December to 
February, is sufficient to permit spring crops. The site also has the important 
advantage of a powerful perennial spring that flows out of the gravel hill on 
which the city was built, as it has done for at least eight thousand years and 
probably much longer. 

The central feature at the site is a 400-m-long ovoid mound, where the 
major amount of habitation has taken place through the centuries. Imme
diately west of the mound is a small tableland (in Arabic tabaqah, an element 
in the name Tabaqat Fal;tl) stretching westward I km (0.6 mi.) to the scarp 
overlooking the Jordan Valley. Low hills that flank the mound on the north 
and east contain tombs that range in date from the Early Bronze Age through 
the Byzantine period. South of the central mound, across Wadi Jirm, rises a 
large natural hill called Tell el-I:Iu~n, much of which was utilized as a cemetery 
from the Bronze Age onward. Both the crest and the lower slopes of the hill 
also display occupational remains from late periods, particularly the Byzan
tine, when the city reached its greatest size and population. 

HISTORY 
Althoughitdoes not appear in the biblical record, Pella is mentioned in about 
a hundred early historical documents, ranging from Egyptian execration texts 
through late medieval references. An Egyptian papyrus from the thirteenth 
centuryBCE indicates that in the Late Bronze Age Pella supplied chariot parts 

Pella and its environs: map of the region and excavation areas. 
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Pella: eastern side of the mound, looking north; at its foot is the area IX civic complex. 
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View from Tell el-lfu~n of area IX: the odeum is in the center, with the baths to its left and the church behind it. 

to Egypt. Josephus relates that Pella was destroyed by Alexander J annaeus in 
83-82 BCE and in 63 BCE was brought under Roman control by Pompey, who 
is generally credited with having forged Pella and other hellenized cities in 
southern Syria and northern Transjordan into the federation known as the 
Decapolis (Josephus, Antiq. XII, 397; XIV, 75; War I, 104, !56; Pliny, NHV, 
74). Eusebius, doubtless relying on an early tradition, states that early Chris
tians, seeking to escape the Roman siege of Jerusalem in 70 CE, fled to Pella 
(HE 5, 2-3). How long these refugees stayed at Pella is not recorded, but a late 
first- or early second-century sarcophagus found beneath the paving of the 
north apse of the west church may be a relic of their sojourn. By the mid
second century, Christianity was firmly enough established at Pella that the 
city was home to the early Christian apologist Aristo (Eus., HE IV, 6, 3). 
Epiphanius, a Church father writing not long after Eusebius, reports that 
these Christians subsequently returned to Jerusalem, but that a heretical form 
of Christianity subsequently flourished in the vicinity of Pella (Haer. 29, 7). 
The city's warm baths are mentioned in a third- to fourth-century rabbinic 
text (J.T., Shevi'it 6, I, 36c). The city fell under Arab domination in 635 CE, 

following a major battle with Byzantine forces that is reported in Islamic 
histories as the "battle of Pella." In 747 CE, Pella was destroyed by a massive 
earthquake that was recorded by Arab chronographers. Although the city is 
mentioned in some accounts in the Middle Ages, maps of the period show that 
the location of the city was forgotten with the passing of centuries. 

EXPWRATION 
Pella was described and mapped by G. Schumacher in 1887; the report was 
published in the following year by the Palestine Exploration Fund. In 1933, 
J. Richmond, ofthe Mandatory Department of Antiquities, surveyed the site 
and subsequently published a description and a map of the central ruins. In 
1958, R. W. Funk and H. N. Richardson, under the auspices of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research, conducted two weeks of excavation in two 
places on the mound. In 1964, a representative of the Jordan Department 
of Antiquities excavated at least eleven tombs at the site, chiefly on and around 
Tell el-I:[u~n. 

In 1967, The College of Wooster in Wooster, Ohio, mounted a major 
expedition under the direction ofR. H. Smith. Excavations had been carried 
out in only two areas (I and II) when work was interrupted by the Six-Day 
War. Field operations were not resumed until 1979, when the college was 
joined by The University of Sydney (Australia), with J. B. Hennessy and 
A. W. McNicoll as co-directors of the Sydney contingent. Excavations con
ducted in subsequent years produced a large amount of new information 

about the site's history and material culture. Between 1979 and 1991, ex
cavations and related investigations were conducted in thirty-four areas 
at Pella and in the vicinity. The College ofWoostercompleted its field activ
ities in 1985. 

THE 1958 SOUNDINGS 
Two small soundings were made on the top of the mound during a ten-day 
excavation. Square I, on the eastern part of the mound, at the highest point on 
the nearly level surface, reached a depth of 6.15 m, but by that point was only 
one meter square. Square II, sunk on the western part of the mound, had 
dimensions of 7 by 7 m and was probed to a depth of 5.7 m. Both squares 
attested an occupational sequence that the subsequent Wooster-Sydney ex
cavations revealed more fully and precisely, extending from scanty "medi
eval" (that is, Mameluke and possibly Abbasid) strata near the surface back 
through "Early Arab" (that is, Umayyad), Byzantine, and Hellenistic strata 
to Iron Age I. Square I was subsequently reopened and extended in the 
Wooster-Sydney excavations as area XXIII; square II was not reopened, 
but the deep West Cut (area VIII) was located to the west of it. These later 
excavations showed that the stratum identified as Hellenistic-Roman, and 
tentatively regarded as having its terminus ante quem in despoilation by 
Jewish insurrectionists in 66 CE, was, in fact, a Late Hellenistic stratum that 
ended with destruction carried out by soldiers of Alexander Jannaeus in 83-
82 BCE. (See also below, areas VIII and XXIII.) 

EXCAVATIONS SINCE 1967 
AREA I (THE WEST CHURCH COMPLEX). The name of the large church 
complex in area I is unknown, but it may have been a funerary church, situated 
as it was on the eastern edge of a large cemetery. Portions of the sanctuary, 
atrium, and north annex were excavated, and three of the columns in the 
atrium were reset. A sounding in the atrium revealed, beneath a thick, sterile 
layer of soil below the paving, a fill containing large quantities of Middle and 
Late Bronze Age sherds and smaller but significant quantities of fragments of 
Late Neolithic pottery. A large vaulted cistern constructed of dressed stones, 
dating from the seventh century CE, was excavated in connection with the 
building's north annex. The complex yielded remnants of marble chancel 
screens decorated with distinctive designs. 
AREA II (THE EAST CEMETERY). The area ofthe cemetery was not sharply 
bounded. Numerous rock-cut tombs were excavated on this slope east of the 
mound, ranging in date from the seventeenth century BCE to the sixth century 
CE. The area was particularly rich in Middle and Late Bronze Age tombs, but 
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Area I: decorated marble screen from the West Church. Schematic plan of area IX. 

included some Iron I and Iron II tombs. Burial chambers from the third 
through sixth centuries CE were also present, including the early sixth-cen
tury tomb of Johannes, with a unique inscribed lintel. 
AREA III (THE EAST CUT). A deep excavation was made on the steep south 
slope of the eastern side of the mound, whose stratigraphy was complex. The 
periods represented ranged from the final occupation phase in the Umayyad 
period back to the Iron and Bronze ages. Eleven phases of Bronze Age and 
Iron Age architecture were identified: phase X, Middle Bronze IIA; phases 
IX-VIII, Middle Bronze liB; phases VII-VI, Middle Bronze IIC; phases V
IV, Late Bronze I; phases III-II, Late Bronze II; phase I, transitional Late 
Bronze II-Iron I; and phase 0, Iron IA-IIA. The last of these was intersected 
by many pits from the latest coherent occupation, dated to about the ninth 
century BCE. 

The Middle Bronze Age city was found to have had a massive and oft
rebuilt mud-brick wall, probably first constructed in the Middle Bronze Age 
IIA. Four intramural interments were found in Middle Bronze Age contexts. 
Some Early Bronze Age material indicated that occupation or fill from the 
third millennium lay at greater depths. 
AREA IV (EAST AREA EXCAVATIONS). On the eastern side of the mound, 
contiguous with area III, a large complex of chambers and courtyards of 
Umayyad date was exposed. On some of the floors, skeletons of humans and 
animals killed in the earthquake of747 CE, as well as coins and other artifacts 
dating to the decades just prior to that destruction were found. The walls were 
consolidated by the Jordan Department of Antiquities and a few columns 
that supported roofs were reset. A sounding into these late remains revealed 
Byzantine, Hellenistic, Iron Age, and earlier occupation, essentially consis
tent with the data from area III. 
AREA V (THE EAST CHURCH). The East Church, which is triapsidal, may 
have been part of a monastic establishment. It was constructed in the fifth 
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century, in a former quarry on a high eastern slope overlooking the city. It has 
a small colonnaded atrium on its west front, and a hexagonal basin in the 
center of the atrium. A marble reliquary was found below the floor of the 
chancel. The church was destroyed in the earthquake of 747. 
AREA VI. An unbounded cemetery area on the lower western slopes of Tell el
I:Iu~n overlooks an ancient road that led southeast from Pella to Kafr Abil in 
the hills and from there to Jerash. Several Roman and Byzantine tombs were 
excavated, many of which had been robbed; a few, however, a few contained 
skeletons and conventional funerary offerings. 
AREA VII. Two separate locations of rock -cut tombs on the northwestern and 
southern slopes of Tell el-I:Iu~n are designated area VII. Several Late Bronze 
Age I tombs were excavated near the northwestern base of the hill,just east of 
the track leading southeast to the village ofKafr Abil. On a steep slope on the 
southern flank ofthe hill, several Late Roman tombs were found that had been 
robbed in antiquity. They had characteristic loculi radiating from a central 
chamber and contained typical funerary objects from the period, particularly 
glass vessels and molded lamps. 

Lintel with a Greek inscription from area II, tomb 7. 



Area IX: atrium with columns (reset) in 
the Civic Complex Church. 

AREA VIII (THE WEST CUT). A deep 
trench (39 m long and 6 m wide) was 
cut in the upper strata on the western 
sideofthetopofthemound. It was less 
extensive at its greater depths. The up
permost stratum (I) contained remains 
of a large building from the Byzantine
Umayyad period that was contempo
rary with some of the buildings in area 
III. Below this structure were a few 
traces of Early Byzantine and Roman 
occupation (stratum II); below them 
was a thick Late Hellenistic stratum 
(III). Beneath the Hellenistic levels, 
and partly intermingled with them, 
were five thick Iron Age strata (IV
VIII). The latter often were not sharp
ly demarcated, but they attest to occu
pation from the late seventh back to 
the twelfth to thirteenth centuries BCE. 
A small sounding made at the north 
end of the trench exposed Late Bronze 
Age remains (stratum IX) beneath the 
Iron Age strata. Below them, at a depth 
of more than 14 m from the surface, 
Middle Bronze Age IIB-C sherds were 
found in association with architectural remains (stratum X). Although ex
cavation proceeded no further, occupation clearly extended to greater depths. 
AREA IX (THE CIVIC COMPLEX). A cluster of buildings is located on a low 
salient extending into Wadi Jirm from the southeast base of the mound, 
immediately to the east of the spring. The main public structures identified 
and partlyexcavatedherewerean odeum, baths, and a church. The odeum and 
the baths date to the Early Roman period; they were found in a ruinous state as 
a result of ancient and more recent depredations. Because of a rise in ground 
water in the wadi, the floors of both buildings lay several meters below the 
water table. They could not be excavated because ofthe constant flow from the 
spring. The church, known as the Civic Complex Church, which probably was 
the city's cathedral, was constructed in about400 CE as a rectangular building 
with a colonnaded atrium on the west. In the sixth century, its eastern end was 
modified by the construction of three curved apses. In the early seventh 
century, a wide staircase was constructed on the west to form a monumental 
entrance; however, from the mid-seventh century onward, the church dete
riorated steadily. It had already been abandoned when the city was destroyed 
in 747. 
AREA X (A BYZANTINE HOUSE). In 1979. during a search for tombs on the 
lower northeastern slope of Tell el-f:lu~n. a small Byzantine house was par
tially excavated. The structure was one of a row of houses built against the 
steep hillside and opening onto a narrow path that ran along the slope. The 
building had been cleared of most of its artifacts before it had been aban
doned. 
AREA XI. In an unbounded cemetery area, high on the northeastern slope of 

Area IX: southern apse of the church; the mosaic floor dates to c. 400 CE, and the 
upper pavement to the 6th century. 
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Tell elf:lu~n, numerous tombs of poor quality from the Middle Bronze Age 
IIB to the Late Bronze Age liB had been cut into the bedrock. The extensive 
erosion of the slope and the collapse of many of those rock-cut chambers 
subsequently altered the hillside. A number of tombs were found in this 
area, some of them with abundant anthropological data and examples of 
Canaanite material culture. Also excavated within this area, but nearer the 
crest ofthe hill, were portions of a conjectured defensive wall of probable Late 
Hellenistic or Herodian date. 
AREA XII. Area XII is a low, rocky hill 1 km (0.6 mi.) north of the mound. 
Surface collections were made of the chert and other stone implements from 
Lower Paleolithic times scattered about, but no occupational sites were 
found. 
AREA XIII (FORTRESS). A large, crudely square (c. 55 m on each side) 
fortress was built on the summit of Jebel Sartaba, 2 km (1 mi.) southeast 
of Pella. It had been hastily constructed of native cherty limestone on top of 
the highest hill in the vicinity. From it, there is a view not only across an 
expanse of the Jordan Valley, but also to 'Ajlun and a number of other sites as 
far as 25 km (15.5 mi.) away. The 1-m-thick walls were intersected by eight 
towers. The fortress was never finished or used. It was a product of the Late 
Hellenistic period, conceived at a time of perceived military threat prior to the 
Hasmonean incursion in 83-82 BCE. 
AREA XIV (CHALCOLITHIC SITE ON JEBEL SAR'fABA). Situated ap
proximately one kilometer southeast of the mound, a shallow Chalco lithic 
site was occupied fora brief time in the third quarterofthefourth millennium. 
Excavations brought to light a fairly extensive village consisting, in part, of 
rows of adjoining stone and mud-brick structures built against the hillside. 
Among the occupational artifacts found were saddle querns, basalt bowls 
with fenestrated pedestal bases, large kraters decorated with bands of red 
paint, and finely levigated cups with flaring sides. 
AREA XV. Area XV is an undefined area in a banana grove to the southwest of 
the mound. Looted Middle Bronze Age liB tombs were investigated, but no 
excavations were carried out. 
AREA XVI. A Middle Bronze Age cemetery, area XVI, is situated west of the 
present village of Tabaqat Fai_J1. No excavations were conducted there. 
AREA XVII (A MAMELUKE MOSQUE). The low wall stubs of a small 
mosque constructed of stone rubble and mud mortar lie virtually on the 
mound's surface, near the center. The building's roof was supported by 
reused Roman-Byzantine column drums. The shallow remains were conso
lidated by the Jordan Department of Antiquities. 
AREA XVIII. A search for tombs was carried out in area XVIII, on the 
southeast slopes of Tell el-l:lu~n. No excavations were initiated .. 
AREA XIX. A search for tombs also was carried out in area XIX, north of the 
village of Tabaqat Fal;!l. No excavations were initiated. 
AREA XX (WADI EL-I;IAMMEH SITES). A Natufian village with three 
phases is located on a terrace 1.5 km north of the city, high above Wadi 
el-I;Iammeh (so dubbed because a !Jammeh [hot spring] flows from the floor 
of the wadi). In addition to bone, chert, and basalt implements and other 
evidence of occupation, the site yielded a mudstone stela decorated with an 
incised geometric pattern. A Kebaran site from perhaps 17,500 BCE predates 
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the Natufian occupation. Middle Paleolithic to Epipaleolithic sites have also 
been found nearby. 
AREA XXI. A cemetery on a low ridge north of both the mound and in the 
intervening Wadi Khandak is area XXI. It was investigated but not excavated. 
AREA XXII. Area XXII is a possible cemetery on the slope immediately east 
of the mound, near area II. Some exploratory probes were made. 
AREA XXIII. Area XXIII is an excavation at the location of the one of the 
Funk-Richardson 1958 soundings, on the eastern part of the top of the 
mound. Extending beyond the earlier square, the excavators encountered 
a stratigraphic sequence similar to that in areas III and VIII but did not 
excavate levels below the tenth century BCE. 
AREA XXIV. A small Early Bronze Age site, dubbed Khirbet I:Iammeh, area 
XXIV, is in the central valley of Wadi el-I:Iammeh. It was not excavated, but 
occupation appears to have been predominantly in the Early Bronze Age IV 
(Intermediate Bronze or Middle Bronze I). An earlier occupation is suggested 
by the Early Bronze II-IV tombs in the vicinity. (See also area XXXI.) 
AREA XXV (SOUTH SWPE SOUNDING). An excavation was conducted 
on the southern edge of the east side of the mound. The uppermost levels 
consisted of modest architectural remains and potsherds from the Late 
Bronze and Iron ages. Below them was fill containing mixed Middle Chal
colithic, Early Bronze Age I, and Middle Bronze Age IIA sherds, with little 
pottery from intervening periods. Above a virgin concretion was an eroded 
occupational stratum with Chalco lithic and occasional Late Neolithic sherds 
and circular pits in the floors, but no architecture. The Chalcolithic pottery 
was in phase with that of the area XIV settlement. 
AREA XXVI. The southern flank ofWadi Malawi, near its western end, east of 
area IX, was examined for possible Middle Bronze Age tombs. No excava
tions were conducted. 
AREA XXVII. A long field-stone wall (2-2.5 m wide) on Jebel Abu el-Khas, 
area XXVII, had beenconstructedin the shape of an inverted letter V, with its 
apex near the top of the large hill east ofPella. The southern extension follows 
the ridge of the hill, which drops off sharply toward Wadi Malawi. Just past 
the crest of the hill, the wall turns abruptly to the northwest, following the 
northern contour of the hill and completing the form of a hunter's funneling 
pen. Although it lacks associated artifacts, the wall is probably Neolithic or 
Chalcolithic. 
AREA XXVIII. An excavation near the western end of the mound's southern 
slope produced stratified remains from the Middle Bronze Age to the 
Umayyad period. Of particular interest in a Middle Bronze IIC or Late 
Bronze I level were several burials under the floors of a house. 
AREA XXIX (ABBASID SETTLEMENT). An Abbasid habitation, perhaps 
having Umayyad and Fatimid phases, is situated250mnorth-northeastofthe 
mound. The complex included at least two major buildings, as well as out
buildings. 
AREA XXX. A Hellenistic hilltop fortress situated on Jebel f:Iammeh (area 
XXX) was surveyed. No excavations were carried out. 
AREA XXXI. Eleven of numerous tombs of an Early Bronze Age IV cemetery 
situated in the central Wadi el-I:Iammeh, somewhat to the east of Khirbet 
I:Iammeh, were excavated. (See also area XXIV.) 
AREA XXXII. Located west of areas III-IV and east of area XXV on the 
southeastern slope of the mound, this spot was selected for excavation to 
clarify the city's Iron Age sequences. Substantial Byzantine remains from the 
fifth century were present, as well as five Iron Age phases, IC-IIB. Two 
destructions were noted, probably dating from the late tenth and early ninth 
centuries BCE. The eastern end of the trench yielded an Early Bronze Age I 
stratum, with remains from the Middle Bronze Age I above it and the Chal
colithic below it. 
AREA XXXIII. Area XXXIII is an unbounded area contiguous with area II 
on the north. It is situated east of the road to the spring. Five tombs from the 
Byzantine period were excavated here. 
AREA XXXIV. A group often variously sized and positioned trenches on Tell 
el-I:Iu~n revealed Early Bronze Age II occupation on the east side, Late 
Hellenistic occupation toward the west, and two large Byzantine build
ings-one perhaps from the fifth century and the other from the sixth 
or early seventh century-on the summit, both probably fortresses. The 
hill does not appear to have had an Umayyad occupation. 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
PREHISTORIC PERIODS. A broad slope 1 km (0.6 mi.) northeast of the 
mound is littered with Middle and Lower Paleolithic chert implements, some 
of which may date to 250,000 BP. Nearby Kebaran and Natufian sites are 
dated to 20,000-8,000 BCE. During much of that time, there was a large lake in 
the Jordan Valley and the climate was both cooler and damper. Forests 
covered parts of the hills, and the faunal population of gazelle, deer, 
sheep, pig, rabbit, fowl and other game animals was plentiful. Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic and Pottery Neolithic artifacts from the eighth to fifth millennia 
have been found on the mound at Pella and at a number of places near it. 
CHALCO LITHIC PERIOD AND BRONZE AGE. Chalco lithic occupation is 

attested on the mound only for a brief time, in the third quarter of the fourth 
millennium. A small site from that same horizon was excavated on a slope 
southeast of Tell el-I:Iu~n. The Chalcolithic people constructed their houses 
of fieldstones and mud brick and frequently dug storage pits in the floors. 
When they departed they left behind many relatively intact ceramic vessels in 
varied sizes and shapes, as well as mortars and pestles, ceramic and stone 
spindle whorls, and basalt bowls. The presence of Early Bronze Age people 
throughout much of the next millennium is attested by sherds found in many 
areas at Pella and in its vicinity; the city of that period remains elusive, 
however, even after many seasons of excavation. 

In the second millennium, when the name of the city appears in Egyptian 
lists of conquests, Pella stood firmly within the Canaanite cultural milieu, 
probably as a result of an influx of some new ethnic or cultural strains. As 
excavations on the mound and in the city's many Middle and Late Bronze Age 
tombs show, much of the Canaanite period was a time of prosperity, perhaps 
as a result of a combination of trade and manufacture. Among the rich 
artifacts that have been excavated are imported pottery, inlaid ivory 
boxes, alabaster bottles for perfumes or unguents, and small luxury items 
overlaid with gold. The el-Amarna letters (fourteenth century BCE) show that 
in later Canaanite times contact often was maintained between the pharaohs 
of Egypt and the rulers of Pella, one of whom is known to have been named 
M ut-ba'alu. Considerable prosperity, although less cultural sophistication, is 
attested as the Bronze Age was giving way to the Iron Age. An Egyptian text 
dating from this transitional time suggests that the people of Pella may have 
exported a kind of wood or wood product that was used for spokes in Egyp
tian chariots. 
IRON AGE. Life at Pella in the Iron Age is attested by a thick deposition on 
some parts of the mound. Evidence of the period's material culture includes 
serviceable local pottery, basalt grinders, bone and iron implements, bread 
ovens, and loom weights and otherconventional objects of daily life, as well as 
ceramic offering stands, censers, and images that reflect cult practices. There 
are few imported artifacts in most of the Iron Age strata. Seeds were recovered 
from excavation along with other evidence of a diet that included mutton, 
beef, pork, grains (chiefly barley and wheat), olives, almonds, grapes, and 
various berries. The absence of texts from the Iron Age, along with some 
unevenness in the architectural and ceramic record, present complications for 
understanding this span of the city's history. The fact that a venerable city so 
near to Canaan is not mentioned in the Bible may be, at least in part, because 
Pella seems to have remained largely outside Israelite influence, clinging to 
older Canaanite ways. 
PERSIAN AND HELLENISTIC PERIODS. The archaeological evidence for 
thecityin the Persian period-from themid-sixthcenturyuntil the late fourth 
century BCE-is virtually nonexistent. The occasion for the apparent near 
abandonment of the site may have been the Neo-Babylonian conquest of the 
region early in the sixth century. 

In 332 BCE, Alexander the Great marched near Pella in his conquest of the 
East, and was later credited by some ancient writers with refounding the city 
(cf. Stephanus of Byzantium, Ethnika, ed. A. Meineke, p. 232). There is, 
however, relatively little evidence of the Early Hellenistic period here. The 
city greatly increased in vigor in the second century BCE, however, when, 
participating in international trade, it had a rapid growth in population. 
Fine tableware and glassware were imported from Syria and other re
gions, and the city almost certainly was an entrepot between Arabia and 
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Area IX: plan of the odeum. 
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coastal Palestine. It is possible that the Decapolis, a loose federation of ten 
commerce-oriented cities in northern Trans jordan and southern Syria, began 
to take shape during this time. 

In 83 BCE, the Hasmonean king Alexander Jannaeus ordered his troops 
across the Jordan to destroy Pella. According to Josephus, Jannaeus was 
motivated by the refusal of the city's inhabitants to practice certain Jewish 
customs (Antiq. XIII, 397; War, I, 104). Two Late Hellenistic fortresses, 
situated on high hills to the northeast and southeast of the city, may have 
been built in response to the Hasmonean threat, but to no avail. 
ROMAN PERIOD. When the Roman general Pompey marched through 
Syria and Palestine in 63 BCE claiming the entire region for Rome, Pella 
was still in ruins. Pompey freed a number of cities in northern Trans jordan 
from Hasmonean domination, thereby gaining their gratitude. Many adop
ted their liberation as a virtual refounding. The archaeological evidence 
suggests that Pompey's actions did not immediately bring about the revi
talization of Pella, which remained largely in ruins for decades afterward. 

Toward the end of the first century BCE, or early in the following century, a 
civic revival gradually began. Under the aegis of Rome, new patterns of trade 
were established. As Pella regained prosperity, new streets were laid on the 
ruins of the Hellenistic city, and more dwellings and commercial buildings 
began to be constructed, including a civic complex. It is likely thatmanyofthe 
new public buildings were clustered around a forum constructed in Wadi Jirm. 
Most ofthis construction probably took place later in the first century or in the 
second century CE. Among the buildings were an odeum, public baths, a 
nymphaeum, and a large temple that is depicted on a coin ofPella but has not 
been located. Little of these buildings survived later earthquakes and the 
extensive robbing of their stones for subsequent construction. In 82 CE, 

the city issued its first coinage, comprising four different bronze types. 
Evidence from the Late Roman period-from the second quarter of the 

second century through the early fourth century-was not encountered in 
many areas at Pella, doubtless in part because extensive Byzantine construc
tion obliterated much of the Late Roman city. The period may have been one 
in which the population declined. Some of the family tombs that had been cut 
into the hillsides in the Early Roman period continued to be used, which 
suggests that there may have been little change in the ethnic composition of the 
population in this period. There was also little new public construction. It is 
not clear whether the rabbinic text mentioning hot baths at Pella (see above) 
refers to the hammeh north ofthecityorthe Roman baths in the civic complex. 
BYZANTINE PERIOD. Throughout most of the Byzantine period (c. 330-
635 CE), the city's major architecture consisted of ecclesiastical structures: the 
West Church, which perhaps had special funerary functions; the East Church, 
which was probably connected with a monastic establishment; and the Civic 
Complex Church, which was very likely the city's cathedral. All of these 
structures have been partially or entirely excavated and show much similarity 
in their plans. Overt paganism rapidly disappeared at Pella in the late fourth 
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Byzantine- Umayyad 
structures in the eastern part 
of the mound. 

century, as it did elsewhere in the empire, although it continued to survive in 
indirect ways as pre-Christian elements found their way into the local Chris
tianity. Excavated artifacts suggest that former goddesses were assimilated to 
the Virgin Mary and pagan elements were incorporated into amulets worn to 
protect the wearer from evil. 

Pella's population and prosperity reached their height in about the sixth 
century CE, a time when, as a large proportion of imported pottery indicates, 
there was extensive trade with Syria, Egypt, coastal Palestine, and other places 
in the Byzantine world. The Civic Complex Church was enlarged and em
bellished with a monumental stepped approach on the west. The vicinity of 
Pella was cluttered with Byzantine villages and military posts, and a large 
military structure may have been constructed on Tell el-I:Iu~n. 

In the seventh century, the secure roads and far-flung markets ofthe empire 
were, however, beginning to break down. The climate may have turned slightly 
drier, bringing drought to some formerly arable places in Transjordan. Cis
terns constructed in this century suggest that the water supply from the spring 
may have dwindled. Perversely, at that same time the narrow valley of Wadi 
Jirm was rapidly silting up because of the damming of the valley on the west to 
create farm plots. This caused a rise in the water table in Wadi Jirm that 
necessitated the abandonment of the lower stories of buildings located 
around the forum and the construction of new occupational levels one story 
higher. With these and other unfavorable developments, among which may 
have been frequent plagues, Pella underwent a significant decline. 
ARAB PERIOD. The swift arrival oflslamic invaders in the Levant and the 
massive defeat of the large Byzantine army at the Battle ofFil)J close by Pella in 
635 brought further changes in the city's pattern oflife. Although Christians 
and Muslims lived together at Pella after the conquest, the Byzantine social 
and economic institutions weakened and eventually disappeared, while car
avan trade with the desert regions came into greater prominence. Pella sur
vived the Umayyad dynasty (c. 650-750) as a provincial center within the 
province of el-Urdunn (Jordan) but did not flourish under the new cultural 
configuration, and its population declined drastically. Severely damaged by 
an earthquake in the year 717, and left largely unrepaired, the city virtually 
ceased to exist when another earthquake destroyed most of its surviving 
buildings in 747. Excavation has provided vivid pictures of both the decline 
of the city's fortunes in the century preceding the final earthquake and the 
devastation that brought its existence virtually to an end. 

A short distance to the northeast of the mound, a small complex of build
ings was inhabited in the Abbasid period. In Mameluke times, one or more 
groups lived amid the ruins for limited durations. 
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